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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is concerned with Coventry from about 1820 

to 18619 and in particular with the social and political attitudes'ý 
that characterised it. The dominant industry in the city and the 

area of Warwickshire to the north was the weaving of silk ribbons. 
They were usually made in domestic workshopsl often by family 

labour; piecework rates by a standard 'list' were the traditional 

method of payment. A chronic surplus of labour threatened to 

disrupt the list-system and depress earnings. Before 1835 the 

list-system was several times generally abandoned; moreover, each 

successive list was lower than the lastj and real earnings fell 

more rapidly than prices for those continuing on the same type of 
loom. On the other handl many weavers turned to more productive 
looms and so increased their earnings. The home market for ribbons 

expanded, Warwickshire had little competition from other domestic 

producers, and much continental competition was effectively excluded 
by the statutory prohibition of imports until 1826. Although the 

tariff that then replaced it proved an inadequate barrier against 

continental producers between 1828 and 1832 - and those years were 
disastrous for Coventry as a result - it did suffice to guard and 

preserve for Warwickshire a growing market for cheap ribbons from 

the early 18308 onwards. Standard prices were not lowered after 
1835t and were generally abandoned only once, from 1840 to 1842; 

the continued adoption of more productive looms further increased 

earnings. 
Throughout the period, there was a strong tradition of support 

for the list system from 'honourablel manufacturers and citizens at 
large, anxious for the prosperity of . the weavers and the town itself. 

The same tradition sustained a lavish system of statutory poor 
relief until 1830; and though it became more frugal thereafter, 

the fortunate exemption of Coventry from the close control of the 

Poor Law Commission until 1844, owing to the autonomy conferred 
by a local act, helped to preserve outdoor relief for the unemployed. 
At times of distress relief funds were collected: but a far greater 

amount of money was disbursed to the poor from the do3e charities, 

with which the city was exceptionally well endowed. Some charities 

were a special preserve of the city's freemeng who also enjoyed 
rights of pasture on land near the city. The freemen, a large and 
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growing group, were determined to retain their privileges or 

convert them into rights as substantial. With the cityts 

assistance or acquiescence, they did so. 
Many weavers were freemen. Their common good fortune 

helped to create complaisance and a pervasive moderation of conduct. 
Although the city had a popular electorate because of its freeman 
franchise, it was never predominantly radical; radical electors had 

to coalesce with moderate liberals to return their candidates. 
Radical movements that disavowed middle-class prescriptions were 

numerically weak: and even these minorities were distinguished by 

their constitutionality. There were scarcely any violent clashes 

with authority. Industrially, the record is similar: of militant 

yet disciplined conduct. Even in the one act of Luddism that 

occurred there was little violence to person. 
The weavers were always characterised by a preference for 

the outwork system. Steam factories were few in Coventry until 
the 1850s. ! 'hey then threatened through superior productivity to 

displace the outwork system. The outdoor weavers competed with them 
by the installation of larger looms in their domestic topshops: and 
then, in a movement in which they were supported by the factory 

weavers and the city, compelled upon the factory proprietors a system 

of remuneration which removed the superior productivity of their 

looms. By 1859 the outwork system seemed more secure than ever. 
But the free trade measures of 1860, by removing the tariff which 
had long shielded the city, led to an influx of continental ribbonst 

a great excess of labour in Coventry, and the end of both support 
for the weavers from the city - now mindful of the need to cheapen 
labour-costs - and also the list-system which paternalism had long 

sustained. 
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IIITRODUCTION 

At the end of the Napoleonic Wars, a traveller approaching 

Coventry along the old road from Birmingham would have ridden among 

fields till Spon End. From there a continuous line of narrow 

streets fori,, iing the, main axis of the town stretched for little more 

than a mile, until fields took over once more in Far Gosford Street, 

the road to Leicester, on the far side of the S'herbourne. The 

route from Warwick to Nuneaton crosoed this axis at what is still 
the centre oll' the city - the junction of High Street and BroadL; ate. 

This street pattern was essentially medieval; many of the buildings 

were medieval too - and some, like the two ancient parish churches 

of II-11oly Trinity and St. Michael, were spectacularly beautiful 

-he fourteenth and legacies -of the wealth enjoyed by the city in Ill 
fifteenth centuries. The built-up area of the town was still 

almost entirely contained within the medieval walls. Many houses 

retained the long crofts that dated from the middle ages. Yet 

changes were fast occurring. The city's staple trade - the weaving 

of silk ribbons - had been growing rapidly since about 1770. The 

-rowing too: there were 16,000 inhabitants in 1801, population was I. - 
nearly 18,000 ten years later, over 21,000 in 1821,27,000 at the 

time of the Great Reform Bill. The press of people and traffic 

grew ever -reater. Old roads were improved and new ones constructed 

by the street commissioners, during and after the irench wars. 

Many ancient timbered houses were swept away in the process, To 

accommodate the growth in numbers, close-packed courts and back-to- 

back cottaý; es were built on gardens undisturbed since the time of 
the Black Prince, behind the imposing, houses fronting the main streets, 

and some large houses were cut up into tenements. Taus was aggravated 

the chronic filth and disease that surrounded rich and poor in the old 

cityo Bricks and mortar spread outside it too - in the 1(")20s to the 

remote arcadian retreat of Primrose Hill,, and in the decades that 

followed up the Foleshill and Stoney Stanton roads to the north: so 
that by mid-century, when the city itself contained 36,000 people, 
those who looked to it as their-town-overflowed its nominal boundaries 

and there was hardly a break in the lines of streets between Coventry 
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and its nei,, hbcurin- villages - Foleshill, Radford, Stoke - which 

were, like the city, centres of ribbon-weavin.,. This extension 

to the north has continued ever since: and was joined in the 18508 

and 16'60s by growth to east and west, till then partly inhibited 

bý, common lands disencumbered of pasture rights at that time. (l) 

In other senses these two decades were of crucial significance: 
in the first the town council seriously began the lonG work of civic 
improvement that was eventually to remove the grosser environmental 

evils of the early nineteenth century, and in the second the ribbon 

trade began its long decline, at first cataclysmic, then slow and 

lingering, and the industry began to be replaced by othersq their 

growth assisted in part by the pool of labour displaced by the slump 

in ribbons, in part by the skills of the city's traditional subsidiary 

craft, watchmaking, and in part by the new techniques and orientations 

of the now trades themselves: so that sewing-machines were followed 

by bicycles, and both by motor cars. 
By the end of the century an aged inhabitant, reflecting in 

the year of the Diamond Jubilee on the stran-e phenomenon of the 

city - the conjunction of the ancient and the novel, black-and-white 

houses and modern factories, splendid Victorian roadworks and sewers 

servinS a -rowing imperial city while 'petrified kidneys' still 0 
paved Well Street and Butcher Row was a squalid Tudor slum - could 

look back on sixty years of both hectic change and sleepy survival. 

Forty years later J. B. Priestley was similarly impressed - though 

the city's population had more than trebled since the 53,000 of 

1391. (2) 

It is genuinely old and picturesque: the cathedral of St. 
Michaells, St. Mary's Hall, Ford's and Bablake Hospitalsl 
3utcher Row, anell tile old Palace Yard. You peep round a corner 
and see half-timbered and Cabled houses that would do for the 
second act of the MeistersinZ,., er ... These picturesque remains 
of the old Coventry are besieged by an army of nuts, bolts, 
hammers, spanners, gauges, drills, and machine lathes, for in 
a thick rinS round this ancient centre are the motor-car and 
cycle factories, the machine-tool makers, the magneto manu- 
facturers, and the electrical companies. (3) 

(1) In the south the Cheylesmore Park of the I'arouises of Hertford 
and the ý; tivichall estate of the GreE; ory-ilood family 

, _Drevonted urban 
6rowth till this century. 
(2) Boundary changes accounted in part for the increase. 

(3) J. B. Priestley, English Journey (London, 1934), pp. 69 et seq. 
For the topographical material in this section, see in particular 
William Reader, New Coventry_Guide (Coventry, c. 1825), pp. xxiii et 
seq; C-W. C.: Pamphlets Collection, Coventry 1837-1897: A Retrospect 
and Comparison (Coventry, 1897), pp. 7 et seq. W. B. Stephens, ed., 
Victoria History of the County of Warwick, viii (London, 196(ý), pp. 5 
et seq. T. Sharp, Map of Coventry, 1807. Ordnance Survey 61, maps, 
Warwickshire, 1839 et seq. P. P.: L610J II. C. (1845) xviii, Second 

CONT ... 
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viii. 

It would be impossible to stage The Mastersingers in 

Coventry today: the physical landscape has changed as dramatically 

since the 1930s as it had in the previous century. As Priestley 

wroteg the civic rebuilding promoted by a zealous town council was 

removing many of the black-and-white houses and narrow medieval 

lanes. Most that remained at the outbreak of the Second World War 

were destroyed by the two air-raids of 1940 and 1941 - in the same 

years, ironically, as the last few silk-ribbon weavers ceased to 

treadle their looms in the villages to the north of the city. In 

the rebuilding that has occurred since the Second World War the 

medieval street plan has been largely obliteratedq or dwarfed by a 

superimposed ring-road, and most of the few remaining ancient houses 

have been demolished, or placed in an architectural museum as emblems 

of a vanished culture; the same process of erasure and relegation 

is now gnawing at the Victorian weavers' suburb of Hillfields - with 

the difference that there are no plans to preserve ribbon topshops, 

in museums or out. Apart from St. Mary's Hall, the churches of 

Holy Trinity and St. John, and other fragments, the city is now 

totally dominated by structures in the modern idiom. With the 

exception of Basil Spence's cathedral of St. Michael - the only 

successful twentieth-century reinterpretation of the Gothic mood - 
they break utterly with the past: concrete celebrations of civic 

panache, modern urban planning, and the pride of giant enterprise. 

They seem appropkiate to a massively industrialised, forward-looking, 

self-confident city - the home of two of Britain's most successful 

exporting companiess British Leyland and Courtaulds: above all a 

city of motor-carat looking forward eagerly (if we may believe Lord 

Stokes) to the increased exporting opportunities soon to be laid 

open by the Common Markets and sure of its ability to meet the 

reciprocating challenge of the Contin6nt. 

In mood early Victorian Coventry was as different from the 

modern city as it was in physical features. What follows is an 

attempt to describe, and to explains some attitudes in the early 

Victorian city. 

(3). cont. 
Report of the Commissioners for Enquiry into the State of Large Towns$ 
Appendixg Part II, pp. 258 et seq* 



1. 

CHAPTER ONE 

The City andits Institutions 

I 

Coventry was a borough of ancient origin. Medieval charters 

had granted it a corporation. In the early nineteenth century the 

borough had for long consisted of the parishes of Holy Trinity and 
St. Michael (of which the parish of St. John was a subordinate part) 

- with the exclusion of their outlying districts of Willenhall, 

Coundon and Keresley. This area was often referred to as the 'city 

and suburbs'; it included much countryside. Only within it could 

the freedom of the borough be acquired. Only freemen or inhabitants 

of the borough could become members of the corporation. But Coventry 

was also a county, by virtue of a charter of 1451. The county was 

much more extensive. It included, besides the city and suburbs, 

the parishes of Ansty, Exhall, Foleshill, Stivichallt Stoke and Wyken, 

parts of Sowe and Shilton, and the hamlet of Keresley. (l) The 

corporation had powers over this wide area. It appointed the chief 

constable, sheriffs and coroner, and the town clerk was clerk of the 

peace. The borough aldermen and the mayor were ex officio the 

justices of the peace for the city andsuburbs: they were also the 

magistrates for the county of the city, and in that capacity conducted 

the sessions and fixed the county rate. The Warwickshire magistrates 
had no jurisdiction within the county of the city. The parliamentary 
borough was coterminous with the 'city and suburbs'; only freemen 

were electors, though they might reside anywhere, even abroad. On 

the other hand, freeholders of the county of the city had no franchise 

(1) Thus Coundon and Willenhall, though parts of Holy Trinity parish, 
were not in the county of the city. 
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for Warwickshire - their county technically being excluded from 

it. (1) 

This last anomaly was ended by the Great Reform Act. (2) Shortly 

after, the old corporation was swept away by the Municipal Corporations 

Act, and replaced by an elected town council. Owing to an ambiguity 

in that act the barristers in charge of fixing the boundaries of 

municipal wards decided that the borough was co-extensive with the 

county of the city, and as a result the entire area was divided into 

six wards for municipal purposes and the householders of the out- 

parishes helped to elect the new town council. But many of them 

believed that a more recent act (3) in fact severed the county from 

the city altogether. This they welcomed, since, they saids the 

county rate in Warwickshire was iower than that for the county of the 

city. The city denied the charge: statistics on the question were 

hurled by interested parties at each other for years. The dissident 

ratepayers of the out-parishes refused to pay the Coventry county 

rate. A complex legal battled took place. The Court of Exchequer 

decided against the city in 1842. (4) The Coventry Boundary Act of 

1842 dissolved the county of the city - returning it to Warwickshire 

- and defined new boundaries for the municipal borough of Coventry. (5) 

This was henceforth far less extensive than the 'city and suburbs', 

consisting, until boundary extensions after 1890, of little more than 

the area built up by 1840. Throughout the changes of the 1830s and 

1840s, however, the parliamentary borough of Coventry remained 

coterminous with the old 'city and suburbs', till it was extended 

slightly after the 1867 reform bill. (6) 

f or England and -Wales, pp. 88 et seq (and detailed map 

(1) P. P: H. C. 141 (1831-32) xl: Reports from Commissioners on .. 
Boundaries of Boroughs, Parts v and vi, p. Wand map. The Rezort 

of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventrys (Coventry, 1835), 

pp. 4 et-seq. Mary Dormer Harris, ed., The Coventry Leet Book ... 
1420-1555 (London, Early English Text Society, 1907-13), map of the 
county of the city. As a county, Coventry possessed its own assizes. 

(2) 2 and 3 William IV, cap. 45, clause 17, and Schedule G. 

(3) 6 and 7 William IV, cap. 103: Boundaries Act Amendment Act. 

(4) See the Coventry Standard and Coventry Heraldq 1836-1842, in 

particular 23 December 1836 and 15 July 1842, and Benjamin Poole, 
Coventrv: its History and Antiquities (Coventryg 1870). pp. 97 et seq. 

(5) 5 and 6 Vict., cap. 110. 

(6) P-P:, [3972) H. C. (1867-68) xx : Report of the Boundary Commission 
- 

00 - --- 
f--, 4 A-4-4 . I-A ---% 
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ii 

Long before 1800 the corporation had become close and self- 

perpetu, gting. It consisted of a mayor, not more than ten aldermen 

- one for each of the ten wards of the city - and a, number of 

councillors which by charter could not exceed thirty-one and which 

often fell below that number. Vacancies among the councillors and 

aldermen were filled by the corporation itself. (l) Both councillors 

and aldermen were appointed for life. The formal qualification for 

election was being a freeman or 'free citizen'(2) of the borough. 

The mayor and corporation officers were elected at the autumnal 

ceremony of the grand inquest or leet, by the mayor and councillors 
(with the addition whenever necessary of previous holders of some 
corporate offices, to bring the total of the inquest to thirty-one). 

The corporation officers consisted of the town clerkt chief constable, 

recorder, steward, sheriffsj chamberlainsl coronerg wardens, sword- 
bearer, mace-bearert sub-bailiffs, town crier, and the ordinary 

constables. Many of these offices did not of course entail full- 

time duties, and those of recorder and wardens were purely honorary. 

The recordership was given to a friendly nobleman as a sign of respect; 
the wardetship was a step towards higher office. 

-The corporation and its officers were a close-knit group, united 
by family and friendship. Aldermen and mayors were invariably chosen 
from among the ranks of the councillors; and these were chosen from 

men who had acted as sheriff, Mayors often served for two years; 

one served from 1802 to 1806, another from 1806 to 1811, his successor 
from then to 1815t and another from then to 1818. The town clerk, 

(1) Vacancies in the ranks both of the aldermen and the councillors 
were often not filled. In 1818 there were only five aldermen and 
eleven councillors, and of course the mayor. In 1828 there were, 
besides the mayor, seven aldermen and nine councillors. I have drawn 
these figures from C. R, O.: Council 14inutes 14, (1818-1821) and 16, 
(1826-1830). 

(2) A free citizen was a native of the city, or a member of one of the 
incorporated trading companies, or a person who had purchased the free- 
dom to become a victualler. The number of those who had purchased the 
freedom was tiny. They did not enjoy the parliamentary franchise, nor 
access to the freemen's charities, enjoyed by those who had acquired 
the regular freedom by servitude. 



John Carter, a solicitor of the citYj served from 1812 to 1836; he 

was also coroner, magistrates' clerk, clerk to the street commissioners, 

and clerk to the collector of assessed taxes. He or his partner 

prosecuted at the sessions. (l) Between 1779 and 1835 the Carter 

family supplied four members of the corporation - apparently the 

largest contribution made by any family, though the Vales provided 

three between 1754 and 1835- In all, twenty-one families each 

provided more than one member of the corporation between 1750 and 

1835 - when there were only 132 corporators altogether. Many 

'corporation' families were linked by marriage. (2) - 
As far as the city itself was concerned, the corporation's 

functions were limited almost entirely to admitting qualified appren- 

tices to the freedom by servitude, and superintending the many 

charities of which it was trustee and the corporationes own moniest 

derived chiefly from the rents of its property. (3) Between February 

(1) This account of the old corporation is based upon The Report 
of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry (Coventry 1835)9 
pp. 9 et seq. Also, John Carter's brother Samuel was gaoler in 
Coventry: P-P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, P. 7. Much of the blame for 
the maladministration of the corporation in these years must be given 
to John Carter. His correspondence in CRO (uncatalogued, Doggett 
Collection 'Miscellaneous documents found on the Muniment Room shelvess 
Box 21) show him to have been an extraordinarily bad man of business, 
in both public and private matters. For examples William Reader 
wrote five appeals in 1834-1835 without results for his salary as 
steward for 1834: William Reader to John Carter, 6 April 1835. In 
1843 Joseph Parker wrote eleven times, vainly, demanding money which 
Carter owed a client: 'If I do not hear from you this week you will 
understand that Mr. Finch will set some local brother on you, and 
rightly ... you will find yourself in rougher hands'. Joseph Parker 
to John Carter, 15 August 1843. Samuel Butler, headmaster of 
Shrewsbury School, wrote repeatedly for Carter's son's school fees 
for 1832: they were not paid till October 1834, after the threat of 
legal action. 
(2) S. E. Kerrison, Coventry and the Municipal Corporations Act, 
1835. (Birmingham M. A. thesis, 1939)- Mr. Kerrison drew his 
figures from an analysis of the council minute books and the MS 
Notebook of William Downing, in C. R. O. 
(3) The corppration's income in the early 18308 was about L2400 
a year. Over L1600 came from its property rents% C500 from tithes, 
C31 from the rents of the corporation pews in the parish churches 
(let to non-members of the corporation), C160 from market tolls and 
C110 from the admission fees paid by victuallers for the nominal 
freedom, The Report of the Municipal Commissioners 

, 
on ... Coventryq 

p. 29. The corporation's income in the 1820s was less, owing to 
mismanagement, 
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and December 1818 there were twenty-three meetings of the corporation. 

Claims from apprentices who had completed their time were confirmed 

or rejected at seventeen, leases, repairs and, rentals for corporate 

properties decided upon at fifteen, and the recipients of loan and 

alms charities decided at three, The only other matters of formal 

business were the elections of the mayor and officers in October, 

and a resolution to pay L16 for plumbing work at the waterworks a 

few weeks later* Most meetings lasted a few hours only. (l) Even 

these duties weighed lightly on many. Only three corpprators 

attended all meetings. Nine (out of seventeen) attended sixteen 

or fewer; one came once only. (2) More importantly, even the hard 

core who came often to settle leases and charitable disbursements 

made only perfunctory and ineffectual attempts to ensure that in a 

wider sense the finances in their care were properly tended. The 

council appointed a permanent auditor from among their number in 1760; 

he went bankrupt in 1767. Another was appointed in 1784 and seems 

to have done nothing. Meanwhile, committees were chosen to conduct 

audits in 1762,1766 and 1780, and again in 1787,1792, and 1803: 

again, nothing seems to have happened. (3) The corporation resolved 
in 1797 that 'if any work shall be done by any person or persons (the 

amount of which shall exceed the sum of L2) without the express 

order in writing of this House, such bill attending the same shall 

not on any pretence whatsoever be paid by this Corporationl. (4) 

These brave words came to nothing and in 1812 a precisely similar 

resulution was carried. (5) A desperate resol , ve at financial 

reformation was made in 1822. For the first time2 bankers, instead 

of councilIors, became treasurers to the corporation; all monies 

were to be paid into the bank; a finance committee of five was to 

superintend all cash payments made by the corporation; payments of 

more than F, 5 were to be made by cheques signed by the mayor and at 

I have drawn these figures from an analysis of the C. R. O.: 
Council Minutesq 149 3 February 1818 to 21 December 1818. 

(2) loc. Cit. See also S. E. Kerrisong op. cit., ppý 22 et seq; 
Mr. Kerrison argues that attendance had been poor since at latest 
the middle of the eighteenth century. 

(3) S. E. Kerrison, op cit., pp. 119 et seq, 
(4) ibid. 9 p. 117, quoting council minute of 26 July 1797. 
(5) loc. cit. 
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least two other members of the committee; the committee was to 

audit the finances every four months, and the council every year. (l) 

Thereafter the corporation monies were indeed paid into Beck and 

Prime's bank and all payments were made by cheques drawn on the 

account. But the only record of the payments was the cheque stubs; 

there was still no proper accounting system. (2) The records that 

did exist for the corporationlsýaccounts were audited up to June 18229 

but not, despite the scheme of that year and a further resolution to 

audit in 1825, thereafter. (3) Thus there were no surviving accounts 
for the corporation or the charities in its care from 1770 to 1800, 

and though they existed for the period after 1800 they were confused. 

In the seventeenth century and after charity monies had-become 

mingled with the corporation's (thirty-seven charities-thus disappearing) 

or with those of the persons appointed to look after them. (4) And 

the corporation was in debt. Its ordinary permanent expenditure was 

L1770. Its income should have covered this comfortably and produced 

a surplus too. But rentals were in arrears (5) and the fair and 

market tolls found their way into the pockets of'the mayor (who claimed 

some as a perquisite) or the collectors, who also charged arbitrary 

amounts. More serious still was extraordinary expenditure - of which 
the most startling items were the entertainment of the corporation, 

and litigation. The deficit that resulted led at length to some 

corporation properties being mortgaged to pay the L2000 owed to its 

bankeral Beck and Prime. (6) The financial disorder continued until 

a group of reforming corporators, led by George Eld, took matters in 

hand after 1828. 

(1) C. R. O: Council Minutes 15,20 Februaryl 26 February 1822. 

(2) The Reportof the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventrys P. 36. 

(3) C. R. O: Council Minutes 15,1 March 1825; 17,18 December 1832. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 6o6 (1834) xxii : 28th Report of the Charity Commission- 
ers, PP. 115 et seq. 
(5) C, R. O.: Council Minutes 17,7 February 1832. 

(6) The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry, 
pp. 32 et seq. Over Z2000 was spent on corporate entertainment in 
the three years ending October 1833 -a period when some reform had 
already occurred. Over 93000 was spent contesting the petition of 
the unsuccessful candidates at the 1826 general election, and the 
bill that followed to reduce the power of the corporation. An 
additional cause of loss was the payment to the mayors of the city 
for uncovenanted expenditure. C1615 was advanced to them between 
1822 and 1828. ibid. 9 P. 37- 
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There was another municipal body - the street commissioners,, 

set up by act of parliament in 1763; another act in 1790 added to 

their previous powers of cleansing, lighting, and improving the streets 

of the 'city and suburbs' that of providing a watch. (l) The second 

act named thirty-five commissioners, and in addition the mayor was to 

be a member ex, officio; vacancies were to be filled by co-optation. 
The number of active commissioners was far smaller. There were, 
for example, twenty meetings between August and December 1827. The 

maximum attendance was eight, at four meetings. At six meetings,, a. 
bare quorum turned up - five members. About eight men were the hard 

core of attenders. Six of these were corporators: S. Carter, 

W. Carter, Thomas Morris, Samuel Vale, S. Whitwell, James Weare; the 

other two were Charles Lilly, political opponent of the old corporation, 

and John Gulson. (2) In some respects the active commissioners were 

efficient. Narrow medieval streets were drastically widenedg and 

gradients reduced, to speed the Georgian traffic flow; the Burges, 

and Earl, Fleet, Spon, Bishop and Gosford Streets were thus improved 

from the 1780s onwards. The most spectacular achievements were the 

construction of Hertford Street to enable through traffic to bypass 
the bottleneck of Greyfriars Lane, and the widening of Broadgate. (3) 

But the streets were badly lit and cleaned, piled high with heaps of 
dirt on which a few feeble oil lamps cast a sombre glow. (4) Like 

the corporation, the commissioners made ineffectual resolves to 

improve their accounting system. A full statement of account was 
demanded by two commissioners in 1797: a fortnight's postponement 

was granted for the request to be met, but the page in the minute 
book where it should have been entered was left blank. Seven year& 
later a committee was appointed to investigate the accounts: no 

result is apparent. Two years later the treasurer went bankrupt. 

(1) The two acts are 3 Geo III, cap. 41 and 30 Geo III, cap-77. The 
chief constable, as a county officer, was paid out of the county rate. 
The part-time ordinary constables of the county (appointed in the city 
and suburbs by the annual leet and elsewhere in the county by the 
parishes) were responsible to him. The street commissioners also 
appointed him superintendent of the night watch for the city and paid 
him an extra stipend from the rate. The Report of the Municipal 
Commissioners on ... CoventEZ, pp. *16 et seq. C-R. O: Street Commissioners' 
Minutest 30 August 1827,4 August 18319 22 November 1832. 
(2) C. R. O: Street Commissioners' Minutes, 30 August to 27 December 1827. 
The corporators mentioned also attended council meetings regularly. 
See also the mordant letter of complaint about the apathy and abse4ce of 
the great majority of commissionersq by George Eld, the dynamic Tory 
corporator, Coventry Heraldl 21 November 1834. 

(3) William Reader, New Coventry Guide (Coventryq c. 1825), pp. xxii et seq 
(4) Coventry Observer, 24 November 1827,17 October, 21 November 1834, 
Coventry Te_ý Fýld, 16 Januaryl 25 December 1835 (letter from 'Inhabitant ta 
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Bankers were then appointed to act as treasurers - sixteen years, 

it should be said in the commissioners' favour, before the corporation 

took a similar step. (l) Thereafter the accounts seem to have been 

properly kept. (2) But they were published only once, and despite 

the rate-yield (C53,000 between 1790 and 1834) there were financial 

crises: for example, the watchmen were not paid for seven weeks in 

1835. George Eld, an active new commissioners promised redress of 
this and of the lighting and cleaning of the streets. He could 
do little before the street commissioners transferred their functions 

to the new town council in February 1836. (3) For many years they 

did no better. 

(1) C. R. O: Street Commissioners' Minutes, 7 September 1797, 
8 November 1804,4 September 1806. 
(2) The only account book surviving is for the period 1823-1835 
(C. R. O. ) It is detailed and thorough. 
(3) Poventry Herald, 19 Septemberg 21 November 1834 (letter of 
George Eld) 20 February 1835- See also V. C. H. Warwickshire viii, 
p. 272. 
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III 

The freemen of the city were regarded as part of the corporation, 
though collectively they had no control over it nor share in its 

functions. For many years, the freedom of the city had been acquired 
by servitude - by apprentices who had served seven years to one and 

the same trade in the city and its suburbs - and the parliamentary 
franchise had been confined to freemen so qualified. This principle 

was several times reaffirmed by Committees of the Commons in the 

eighteenth century, in reply to the corporation's attempts to influence 

parliamentary elections by refusing to admit duly qualified apprentices 
to the freedom and by admitting unqualified men. An act of 1? 72 

bound the corporation to admit all men duly qualified. (l) Eight years 
later the admission of unqualified men by the corporation reached its 

zenith, at a closely contested election at which the corporation 

candidates were returned by the votes of the 'mushroom' freemen. 
The defeated candidates petitioned against the result; the committee 

of enquiry found that the mushroom men had been wrongfully admitted, 

and that their votes were therefore invalid; thus the petitioners 

were returned. There followed an act of parliament to prevent any 

further illegal admissions. (2) The act laid down a complicated 

procedure to be followed by the corporation and the town clerk to 

ensure that only men who had served seven years' apprenticeship to 

one and the same trade in the city and its suburbs were admitted to 

the freedom and registered as freemen. Apprentices out of their time 

had to submit full particulars of their claims to the freedom to the 

town clerk, verify them on oath, and were to be admitted at open 

meetings of the council several weeks later, after time for scrutiny 

of their claims. The town clerk had to enter all details into the 

freemen's admission book and he and the corporators present had to 

sign the entries. Severe penalties were laid down for refusing to 

(1) 12 Geo III, cap. 21. 
(2) C-R. O: Levi Fox, 'A Study of the Freedom of Coventry with special 
reference to the admission of women' (MS, 1939) passim. T. W. Whitley, 
The Parliamentary History of the City of Coventry (Coventry, 1894), 
pp. 118 et V. C. H. Warwickshire, viii, pp. 252 et seq 6 The Report 
of the Municipal commissioners on ... Coventry, p. 17. The 1761 act 
was Geo III, cap. 54-. An Act for the better regulating Election of 
Citizens to sit in ParlIament for the City of Coventry. 
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admit persons duly qualified or for failure to make proper entries 
in the admission book. At parliamentary elections any intending 

voter could be required by a candidate or two freemen to swear on 

oath that he had been admitted to the freedom in due form, and any 

who refused to do so were to be excluded from the poll by the returning 
officers - whose default in this duty was to be penalisedo The town 

clerk had also to keep a register of apprentices' indentures as a 
check upon fraudulent claims to the freedom. 

This act remained in force until this centuryl(l) and the 
freemen's admission books which were kept continuously from 1781 

onwards have enabled an analysis to be made of those admitted to the 

freedom between that date and 1860. (2) This is given on pages Jol 1v IT 

The table is in some respects necessarily refractory evidence, 
It cannot show the composition of the body of freemen at any one point 
in time: in one sense obviously, since it can take no account of the 

deaths from their ranks; and more subtly, since it does not with 
certainty indicate at many points the precise social standing of men 
at the-time of their admission$ nor of course their changing fortunes 
afterwards. (3) Thus, for example, all men who served in the dyeing 
trade are listed as Idyers'; there is no equivalent to the ribbon 
manufacturers and silkmen who are differentiated from the weavers. 
Some from humble origin prospered, though their rise is revealed only 
occasionally, as in the case of David Buckney, radical and freemen's 
leader in the 1830st 1840s and 1850s: he began as a simple weaver, 
and became a ribbon manufacturer with warehouse premises in Much Park 
Street by the 1840s. (4) Nevertheless, whýn all qualifications are 

(1) Acts of 1920 and 1927 reduced the necessary period of apprentice- 
ship to five years, extended the area where it might be served to that 
of the county borough (much larger than the old 'city and 6uburbs') 
and added the attainment of the age of twenty-one as a qualification 
necessary for the freedom. V. C. H. Warwickshire, viii, pp. 274 et seq. By the Representation of the People Act of 19169 with its enfranchise- 
ment of all adult males on a common register, the freedom ceased to 
Convey the suffrage, but freemen of the city continued, as they do today, 
to enjoy important charitable privileges. Thus freemen are still 
enrolled in some numbers in the cityl under provisions very similar to 
those of the 1781 act. 
(2) From the period before 1781, there exist in C. R. O. only fragmentary 
rolls of the freemeng and an incomplete alphabetical index of freemen 
from 1722 onwards. Loss from the record office until its recent 
efficiency may account somewhat for the fragmentary nature of these 
records. 
(3) Nor may the Coventry pollbooks be used to cast light on these 
obscurities: they do not list the freemen's occupations, Nor does the 
only surviving official register of electors - C. R. O-. Coventry. List of Voters, 1835. 
(4) F. White, History, Gazetteer and Directory of Warwickshire 
(Sheffield, 1850), P. 557. Possession of a warehouse marked off Buckney 
and those like him from the master weavers who occasionaiij Tgufactured 
on their own account from their domestic loom-shops, on eapot 
system'. See p-p. Iqh & a4 below. 
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made it is still clear that throughout this period of eighty years 
the Coventry freemen were predominantly artisans, small employers 

and shop-keepers, with only a minority of professional men and 

employers of large numbers of men. Most weavers and watchmakers 

necessarily remained small men, though in theselargely domestic 

trades a sizeable number of masters had three or four journeymen 

employees. The table does reflect graphically the dominance of the 

city's life by these two trades throughout the period, but it cannot 
be used with assurance to reveal their fortunes over short periods 
of time. Admissions to the freedom were the result, in part, of 
decisions over apprenticeship taken at least seven years before; 
in addition there was no bar in the 1781 act to the period in which 

a qualified apprentice might assume the freedom. Many seem to have 
delayed their admission until the occasion of an election: this 

practice certainly seems to have been the reason for the flood of 

admissions in the weeks before the hotly contested election of 1826 

a flood therefore largely responsible for the large numbers of freemen 

admitted in the decade 1821-1830. But, even so, the decline in 

weavers and the rise in watchmakers admitted in the last two decades 
of the period (and especially the last decade) can only be seen as 
the result of a general feeling in the city that as the outdoor ribbon 
trade was increasingly menaced by the steam factory the watch trade 
had the rosier future. 

Possession of the freedom brought the parliamentary franchise 
for the borough, and the right of pasturing two horses and a cow, 
or two cows and a horse, over 300 acres of common land throughout the 

year, and over about 1000 acres of Lammas and Michaelmas land(l) from 
Old Lammas or Old Michaelmas to Old Candlemas. (2) Thus though these 
lands were farmed in severalty their proprietors did not have an 
unfettered use of them and could not build permanent structures upon 
them. (3) Any buildingSon them, or fences calculated to prevent free 

(1) The extent of these lands was often given as 2000 acres: e. g. 1he Report of the Municipal Commissioners on Coventry, P- 32. But 
wnen surveyed prior to enclosure in the 1850S their area was found to 
be 19035 acres. They were chiefly in the SW - NW quadrant near to the 
City, but there were also scattered pieces in other directions. The 
commons were disposed in small pieces in the southern semi-circle between 
the SW and NE edges of the city. See VoC. H. Warwickshire, viii, p. 200 
(map). 

(2) That is, between the dates of these festivals according to the 
Julian'- calendar. 
(3) The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on . 0. Coventry, pp. 18, 
32. 
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access by freemen during the pasture season, were ritually demolished 

each summer at the ceremony of the Lammas riding, when the chamberlains 

rode the boundaries of the lands, sometimes with a band and always 

with a group of vigilant freemen. The chamberlains customarily gave 

a dinner to important freemen afterwards. (l) The freedom also gave 

exclusive access to much the largest of the many charities in the city 

- Sir Thomas White's loan charity. This had originated with aý 
bequest of Thomas White, a London merchant, in the reign of Henry VIII. 

Since that time the estates and income of the charity had grown greatly 
in value, and there had been much acrimonious litigation between the 

five boroughs - Leicester, Nottingham, Northampton and Warwick, in 

addition to Coventry - which shared its proceeds. By the early 

nineteenth century the five towns each took 40/70ths of the income in 

rotation every five years, for loans; and the greater part of the 

remainder was annually given to Coventry for distribution in L4 alms. 

The Coventry loans were of 950, interest-free for nine years. In 

1833 C7,510 was on loan, and there was in addition f, 10,000 in the 

accumulated fund of the charity. The Z4 gifts were by the terms of 
Sir Thomas White's bequest not limited to freemen, but open to all 
householders not in receipt of poor relief, but in practice they were 
distributed to freemen only. The trustees for the charity in 
Coventry (as for many others in the city) were the corporation. 
Its administration of all of them before the end of the 1820s was 
vastly incompetent, and it used its distribution of the E4 gift as 
a means of rewarding electors who voted for corporation candidates 
at parliamentary elections. (2) 

The freemen were at least as vital and active a force in the 
nineteenth century as in the eighteenth. But of another link with 
Coventry's ancient pastj the trading companies, it was said in 1835 that 

they have notj in modern times, in any way interfered with the 
trade of the town, or attempted to compel persons to take up 
their freedom, in order to carry on trade. Some of these 
bodies possess property, which is expended partly in charity 
and partly in festivity. (3) 

(1) The Lammas. riding continued throughout the period, and was 
annually reported. For the ceremony see, e. g. Coventry Herald, 
19 August 1831- 

(2) P-P: H. c. 6o6 (1834) xxii : 28th Report of the Charity Commission- 
erss PP- 113 et seq. The amount of alms was rising because of the 
appreciation in the value of Sir Thomas White's estate. 171 freemen 
received the gift in 1818; in 1833 the number had risen to 185. 
C. R. O: Council Minutes 14,19 May 1818,18,4 June 1833. 

(3) The Report of theMunicipal Commissioners on ... Coventry (Coventryq 
1835), P. 6. 
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The surviving records of the companies show indeed that they had 

lost all trace of their original function by the nineteenth century. 

Some ceased to exist altogether. The Cordwainers' Company admitted 
65 members between 1658 and 1677,32 between 1751 and 1770, and only 

7 between 1805 and 1824. Admissions then ceased. 33, members of 

the Carpenters' Company attended the annual meeting in 1670, but 

only 8 in 1800; 3 came in 1840 but no further meetings were held. 

The Whittawers, Company had 107 members in 1683,3? in 1750, and 17 

in 1774; thereafter the register of members was no longer kept and 
the accounts which had contained it became themselves more and more 

perfunctory until they ceased in 1815. The Bakers' Company admitted 
29 members between 1701 and 1720, and 10 between 1789 and 18o8; the 

book was then closed - five years after the accounts had ceased. 

The Smiths' Company had 47 subscribing members in 1? 20,12 in 18oo, 

and 6 in 1820; records then ceased. (l) Other companies survived 
with compLetely changed functions. The Mercers' Company had 26 

members in 1670,11 in 1750, and 5 in 1800. From 1813 Stephen 
Freeman was theonly member; in 1829 he nominated 5 new memberst none 
of whom were mercers. The Broad Weavers' and Clothiers' Company 
had 17 members in 1750,12 in 1771,5 in 1806 and 3 in 1830; the 

company staggered on till 1849, when 10 new members were admitted; 
they included 3 clergymen, William Wilmot the leading Tory solicitor, 
and R. K. Rotherham, the watch manufacturer; there were no clothiers 
or weavers. By far the most prominent and wealthy of the companies 
by the early nineteenth century was the Drapers', whose property 
brought in C200 a year. Like the Mercers and Weaversq it spent its 

funds on charity and wining and dining its members, (2) The Fullers' 
Company experienced the most bizarre change. The last members to be 

(1) C. R. O: Cordwainer8f Companyl Apprentices' and Members' 
Admissions Book, 1657-1824. Book of Accounts of the Company of 
Carpenters in the City of Coventry, 1665-184o. Accounts of the 
Whittawer8l Company, 1683-1815. Record of Admissions to the Bakers' 
Company of the City of Coventry, 1700-1808. British Museum: 
MSS Eg. 2906, Accompt Book of the Company of Smith8j Goldsmiths, 
Chandlers, Pewterers, Plumbers, Cutlersj and Wiredrawers in the City 
Of Coventry, 1684-1821. 

(2) C. R. O: Accounts of the Mercers' Companyl 1579-1829. The Book 
of Orders for the Company of Broad Weavers and Clothiers, 1659-1771, 
and 1772-1915, W. G. Frettons Trading Guilds of the City of CoventrZ 
(Hull, 1894), pp. 11 et seq. The Cappers' and Worstead Weavers' 
Companies also survived as purely social clubs into Fretton's day. 
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fullers were active in the 1770s. By 1837 there was only one 
member. He then nominated another. These two elected 7 more in 

186o. In 1874 W. G. Fretton, headmaster of Catherine Bayley's 

Charity School, and keen antiquarian, was elected clerk. He 

turned it into an archaeological society, with learned papers and 

visits to sites. (l) 

(1) W. G. Frettong 'Memorials of the Fullers' Guild, Coventry', 
Transactions of the Birmingham Archaeological Societ , 18779 pp. 28 
et seq. The silkweavers of the city had formed their company in 
1627, but their records do not seem to survive beyond 1703.1 
have found no reference to this company in any nineteenth-century 
source. 
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IV 

Throughout the first three quarters of the nineteenth century 

ribbon weaving and watchmaking were much the largest trades in 

Coventry: as is indicated by Table I. Table II on page; 2 reveals 
(besides the dominant position of Coventry in the ribbon trade) that 

the industry was of overwhelming significance in the city's economy 

until after the catastrophe of 1860 and 1861, that until then it was 

very much larger than the watch trade, and that although after then 

the latter overtook it briefly in numbers it was never so large as 
the ribbon industry had been at its zenith. Almost one quarter of 

the city's entire population was directly engaged in the ribbon trade 

in 1821 and 1841. By mid-century the proportion had risen to well 
over a quarter. The census for 1861 fails to show the advance of 
the 1850s, since the census was taken after the disaster of 1860 and 
the flight from the trade and the city that immediately followed. 
The stead Y decline of the ribbon trade continued for the rest of the 

century. By 1891 it employed only one sixteenth of the population. 
At the beginning of this century it employed only about one twenty- 

eighth. 
The making of clocks and watches began in Coventry about the 

middle of the seventeenth century. In the eighteenth the watch 
trade grew; thereafter the making of clocks was comparatively 

unimportant. (l) In the middle of the century the Vale and Rotherham 

families began their long association with the watch industry. 

Growth seems to have been great (with some vicissitudes) during the 

French wars, and is somewhat indistinctly reflected in the increased 

number of watchmakers known to have been leet constables and other 

corporate officers in the first three decades of the nineteenth 

century. (2) Coventry shared the making of watches with London, 

(1) White's Directory of 1850 lists (p. 560) 60 manufacturers, 
of whom 55 made watches, 4 watches and clocks, and 1 clocks only. 
(2) V. C. H. Warwickshire, ii, pp. 242 et seq, viii, pp. 170 et seq. 
P. P: H. C. 504 (1817) vL-: Report from the Committee on the Petitions 
of Watchmakers of Coventry, pp. 71 et seq. See also E. P. Thompson, 
'Time, Work-Discipline, and Industriaý Capitalism', Past and Present, 
38 (1967)9 pp. 66 et seq. 
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Liverpool, and the small Lancashire town of Prescot. Until the 

1880s outwork dominated these centres. Work was minutely subdivided. 
In Coventry it was customary for a workman to be apprenticed to one 
branch only; there were 102 such branches in 1817; in 1851 Charles 
Bray, in his survey of the local trade, distinguished 24. The many 
parts of the watch(l) were made by specialist workmen and fitted 
together by the finishers - esteemed the most expert craftsmen - who 
set the final product in motion. Parts were made by hand, with the 

aid of simple tools, and were not always regularly interchangeable; 
they had to be adjusted for individual watches. Watch manufacturers 
received the parts made in domestic workshops and took them to the 

watch finishers. There was much to-ing and fro-ing. To economise 
time and energy some manufacturers, towards the end of the eighteenth 
century, aggregated all or many of the productive processes under one 

roof. In 1851, when Charles Bray surveyed these establishments in 

Coventry, 609 males (284 journeymen and 325 apprentices) were employed 
in them. Bray called them 'factories'; but 'workshops' would have 
been a better term, since no power was used and the mode of production 
was unaltered. (2) Most journeymen worked either in the domestic 
shops of master watchmakers (who also had apprentices) or in the even 
smaller workrooms in their own homes. (3) Since no expensive machinery 

(1) Increasingly in the nineteenth century the rough plates and trains 
of the movements were made in Prescot and sent to the other centres 
for completion. 
(2) Thus these 'factories' were akin to the loomshops in the weaving 
trade. In 1852 Harriet Martineau visited Rotherham's watch workshop 
in Spon Street, 'the largest watch manufactory in the inland counties, 
if not in the kingdom', where 9000 watches were made each year: ranging 
from ones 291 thick and decorated with Speed the Plough or the Odd 
Fellows' Arms, for farm labourers and Scotsq to ones with Arabic numerals 
and no pictures, for the Moslem market. All the parts were made in 
Rotherham's workshop, apart from the jewels, the glasses (from Dublin), 
some wheels (from Prescot), and the faces (made elsewhere in Coventry); 
the cases were engine-turned elsewhere in Coventry too. 'Time and the 
Hours, Household Words, 6 March 18529 pp. 555 et seq. 
(3) Bray counted 30 or 40 small masters; they were the equivalents of 
'first-hands' in the weaving trade. Bray's total of journeymen and 
apprentices for the entire trade, 1827 (1218-of them being outdoors), 
was larger by 148 than the 1851 census figure (see Table II). Bray 
included the females, whom he described as 'very few', but not the 
masters. These were, however, included in the census, thus making 
the disparity greater. Mr. Prest states , The Industrial Revolution 
in CoventEZ (Oxford, 1960), p. 81, that in 1851 te were over 22000 
watchmakers in Coventry; hp gives no reference for the assertion, 
which does not seem to be justified by any source. 
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was required, the chief step that had to be taken by a journeyman 

who wished to become a master was the acquisition of a larger workshop. 

Many provident journeymen made this change in status. (J) 

Table II demonstrates clearly that the Coventry watch industry 

grew between 1841 and 1861. During this period of growth watchmakers 

were more secure, and better pEid, than ribbon weavers. Watchmaking 

was much less a victim of seasonal fluctuations. Longer periods of 

slump and boom were apparently rarer too, if we may judge by the 

silence of the press. (2) Above all, watchmakers were not plagued 
by the chronic surplus of labour which was for so long the underlying 

evil of the ribbon trade. Watchmaking required much skill that 

could not be picked up quickly, like the simpler deftness needed in 

the lower reaches of the ribbon trade. Nor were the small masters 

and the journeymen who bulked so large in the watch trade willing for 

women (a main source of the labour-surplus in the ribbon trade) to 

acquire it. 'The workmen are all opposed to it, because they know 

it means more work at less wages': hence the very small number of 

women in the trade - which was, said Bray, 'in the singular and 
anomalous position of masters competing for workmen, rather than the 

ordinary one of workmen competing for employment'-(3) Thus the 

average wages of journeymen in the watch trade were much higher than 
those of ribbon weavers; Bray stated them to be 25s a week at mid- 
century, and in the mid-1860s they were 30s. Exceptional workmen 
could earn more - though rarely more than Ua week. (4) Payments 

were by piece-work (except, perhaps, sometimes in the 'factories'), 

(1) For this paragraph, see J. Tripplin, Watch and Clock Making in 

1889: An Account of the Exhibits in the Horological Section of the 
French International Exhibition (London, 1890y, p. 47. Coventry 
Herald, 21 November 1851. Charles Bray, The Industrial Emploýment 
of Women (Londong 1857), p. 10, P. P: H. C. 504 (1617 9 pp. 74 et seq. 
V. C. H. Warwickshire, viii, pp. 150,171. 
(2) Charles Bray stated that production increased threefold between 
1800 and 1850: Coventry Herald, 21 November 1851. Harriet Martineau 
thought Rotherham's production increased by 50 per cent between 1842 and 
1852. Household Words, loc. cit. The watch industry was depressed in 
1817, booming in 1824, -depressed. in 1848 and again in 1860. P. P.: 
H. C- 5o4 (1817) Vit PP- 5 et seq. Coventry Heraldl 24 September 1824. 
Coventry Standard, 16 June 18489 19 October lbbO. 

(3) Charles Bray, The Industrial Employment of Women, pp. 10 1 et seq. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 21 November 1851. Reports of Artizans selected 
by a Committee Appointed by the Society of Arts to visit the Paris 
Universal Exhibition (London, 1867), p- 351- The authors of the watch- 
making chapter were John Gregory and James Stringer, Coventry watch- 
makers. Bray's statement in 1851 that the very best workmen could 
earn C4, or, 95. a week was convincingly refuted by an angry letter the 
following week. Coventry Herald, 28 November 1851. 
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but not in accordance with any 'list of prices' binding on all, as 

was common in the ribbon trade. (l) Nor was there a trade union, 

as in the weaving industry. 

In their several attempts to establish a union and a list the 

watchmakers advanced as justification the value they would have in 

f ing the underlying troubles of the industry. Competition from 

Swiss and French watches was complained of in 1843. (2) Five years 
later it was blamed, in part, for the slump then existing in the watch 
trade. Coventry craftsmanship, argued Coventry watchmakers, was at 
its best excellent: but quality for quality Swiss watches were cheaper; 
Coventry could not match'Switzerland in the production of good cheap 

watches; many cheap English watches were worthless 'duffers, that 

brought the entire trade into disrepute. A meeting of watchmakers 

suggested an association to gain higher prices than those current, 

make them standard by a list, and guard the latter by supporting members 

in times of slump to make their working under pri ce unnecessary. A 

list would protect the principled, both manufacturers and meng against 
the unprincipled; high wages would encourage the improvements in 

method and craftsmanship that would enable Coventry-to make better 
inexpensive watches. But only seventy watchmakers could be persuaded 
to join and the association was stillborn. (3) Ten years later a group 
of watchmakers, inspired they said by the current success of the ribbon 

weavers in extending and fortifying their list, founded a similar 

association. Once again the need to improve craftsmanshipq especially 
in the production of cheap watches, 'was advanced as a reason to raise 

and list the prices for work. Over 600 watchmakers joined the 

association within seven months. But from the summer of 1859 onwards 
it ran increasingly into difficulties. The case makers, dial makers 

and engravers decided that their several interests would be best 

served by separate associations and withdrew from the union, thus 

depleting its resources but without in fact forming viable associations 

of their own. The committee drew up a list of prices for motioners, 

cap makers and finishers and pressed it on the manufacturers in the 

summer of 1859; but only six manufacturers turned up at the meeting 

planned to discuss it. The manufacturers turned the watchmakers' 

arguments on their head and declared that Swiss competition made a list 

(1) In its wide variation of earnings, and its lack of a list, the 
watch trade was very similar to the most'skilled section of the ribbon 
trade - the figured or fancy branch. 

(2), Coventry Standard, 28 July, 4 August 1843. 

(3) ibid., 16 June 1848. - 
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of prices impossible. The menace of foreign competition became 

greater early in 1860, because of the Cobden-Chevalier treaty. (l) 

In the event, imports of watches from France increased from 54,000 

between March and August 1859, to 83,000 in the corresponding period 

of 186o. In October 1860 the attempt to gain higher prices and a 
list had perforce to be abandoned. (2) Seven years later there was 
neither list nor union. (3) 

Table II suggests (if allowance is made for the apprentices to 
be added to the number of workers aged more then twenty) that the 
industry continued to grow in the 1860s: and certainly there were 
more workers in the trade in 1891 than thirty years earlier. But 

by then the watch trade was already in decline, and the last period 

of expansion was (like the corresponding period for the 
, ribbon trade 

in the 1850s) a time of growing crisis. English craftsmanship 
remained supreme for years for the most expensive timepieces. English 

marine chronometers were so much better than French that in 1890 England 

was making 300 a year, while the French annual production had dropped 
from 100 to 4.0 since 1855. England also continued to make the best 

pocket watches for the highest class of trade. But in the mass market 
she was able decreasingly to compete with France and Switzerland. 
English watches were often unornamented; so much was industrial design 

neglected that manufacturers who wanted to make them attractive had 
to engage Swiss engravers. 'The aims of the English maker have 

chiefly been to supply a correct time keeper; in these endeavours he 
has often neglected art and taste and simply produced a scientific 

object. The Swiss maker, on the contrary (is) anxious to supply a 
marketable object - showy and tasty, 1(4) Watches of a given quality 
were also made much more cheaply bythe French and Swiss than by 
Coventry and the other English centres. A popular watch costing the 
Coventry manufacturer L3.2s. to make in the 1860s was produced by the 
French for Z1.8s. The French and Swiss employed more female labour 
(though they paid their men more than the Coventry manufacturers), 

subdivided their manufacturing process more than Coventry, and yet took 

pains to instruct all their watchmakers, in horological schools, in the 

(1) Not only because the import of French watches would be easier, 
but also because Swiss watches would be sent to Britain via France. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 3 September, 17 September 1858,8 April, 
14 Oct7b-er 1859,27 January, 17 February, 28 September, 19 October 1860. 
Imports of Swiss watches were said to have increased from 42,000 in 
1853 to 160,000 a year in the early 1860s. T. C. Barker and J. R. Harris, 
A Merseyside Town in the Industrial Revolution: St. Helens, 1750-1900 
(Liverpool,, 19-5--4)-1, P- 370- 
(3) '--Reports of Artizans ... to Visit the Paris Universal Exhibitiong 
P. 351. 
(4) ibid. 9 P- 353. 
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principles of their craft so that they might see its place in the 

larger pattern: there was no parallel to this wide training in the 

Coventry apprenticeship system, where boys were taught merely one task 

thoroughly. Continental manufacturers were often eager to introduce 

new techniques; the English were reluctant and resisted, for example, 

the substitution of the going-barrel for the old fusee long after the 

French and Swiss had adopted the former. 

The final and most serious blow was the development in the United 

States in the 1860s of watchmaking by powered machinery in factories 

-a threat first bruited in Coventry in the 1840s, dismissed as an 

impossibility by spokesmen for the tradel but rightly still noised by 

Charles Bray, that prophet of doom for outwork trades. (l) The new 

American techniques enabled fullyinterchangeable parts to be cheaply 

made. It posed to continental and English manufacturers a major 

challenge: because of Coventry's failure to meet it sufficiently the 

industry began to decline at the end of the 1870s. The new technology 

entailed the end of the outwork system of hand-manufacture in small 

workshops. Few manufacturers were able, or willing, to invest the 

capital required: the effect may be seen in the dramatic decline in 

the number of watchmakers in the city in the 1890s, shown in Table 11. (2) 

Rotherham's, the oldest firm in England, was the most adaptable. By 

1889 it had converted its Spon Street workshop into the largest factory 

of the new type in Europeq was employing female labour on a large scale, 

and could produce 100 watches a day. This was one per cent of the 

output of the equally revolutionised Swiss industry. By 1936 

Rotherham's was one of five watchmaking firms left in the citY. (3) 

Today it alone remains: though in fact marine chronometers are the 

only timepieces it still makes and - which is symptomatic of so much 

that has occurred in Coventry in the twentieth century - the firm now 

for the most part produces complicated switchgear for the motor 

industry. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 28 October 1842,31 March, 7 April, 27 October 
1843- Charles Bray, op. cit., p. 10. 

(2) French watchmaking, but not of course the Swiss, declined for 
the same reasons. 
(3) For this section, see Reports of Artizans ... to visit the Paris 
Universal Exhibitions PP- 343 et seq. J, Tripplin, op. cit,,, 
PP- 3 et seq. The English Watchmaker, November 1887, January 1888 
(a short-lived Coventry publication). 

- T. P. Hewitt, English Watchmaking 
under Free Trade (Liverpooll 1903)9 passim. The Directory of Coventry 
Manufactures, 1936-37 (Coventry, 1936). 
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V 

The story of political conflict in Coventry in the eighteenth 

century was complex and convoluted: but the dominant theme was the 

battle between the corporation and its opponents - the 'yellows' and 

the 'dark bluest or 'old bluest. (l) Parliamentary elections, when 

each side tended to have its own candidatesq were a bitter focus of 

this conflict. They were frequent by eighteenth-century standards9 

fourteen occurring between 1715 and 1790, and they were fought with 

considerable violence, expense, and ingenious manipulation of the 

large freeman electorate. This numbered about 2,000 at the beginning 

of the century and 2,500 at the end; many of them were hon-resident 

-a feature of the constituency down to the first reform act - and 

both sides strove hard to bring the out-voters to the poll. (2) 

The corporation was often referred to as 'Whig' and its opponents as 

'Tories', but much of their conflict turned on purely local grievances 

-a prime cause of the blues' complaint against the yellows being 

the corporation's maladministration of the city's charities, includingg 

ironically, its use of them for the purposes of electoral corruption. 

The quarrel was in part religious. Since 1695 the corporation had 

been controlled by dissenters, who used their powers of co-optation 

to stay in the saddle thereafter. The opposition was Anglican. 

'The broad line of distinction in politics was as yet between the 

High party, who supported King and Constitution in Church and State, 

and the Lowq who, with no hostility to King and Constitution, had the 

whole slang of civil and religious liberty tacked to their creed, 

with very little definite indication of what the phrase really meant,!! (3) 

This local battle was powerful enough to absorb and transmute the 

Wilkesite populist movement of the late 1760s and after. In Birmingham, 

the Black Country, and the lxrliamentary borough of Worcester, the 

Wilkesite movement emerged as urban radicalism, energising in Worcester 

(1) Partisans wore ribbons of these colours at elections. 

(2) At the election of 1826 309 Coventry electors came from London to 

vote, and 333 from 147 places in 25 English counties. In addition, 1 

came from Calais. P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv: Report from the Select 
Committee on the Coventry Election, p. 240. 

(3) T. W. Whitley, ýepresentation of the City_of 
Coventry (Coventry, 1694), P- -L-t-L- 
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the dissenting opposition to the Anglican corporation. In Coventry 

the Anglican and dark blue newspaper, Jopson's Coventry Mercury, 

praised Wilkes at the end of 1768; and at the bye-election in November 

the cry 'High Church- Glyn and Liberty - Now or Never' was the motto 

of the old blues in their successful fight against the corporation, 

making 'an ironic contrast with the usual slogans of liberty at this 

timel. (l) 

This tradition of High Church populism was still strong in the 

city in 1791 - when, at the time of the Priestley riots in Birmingham, 

dissenters$ meetings in Coventry were broken up and the house of the 

leading dissenter, the Rev. George Burder, was threatened by a mob 

(which had to be dispersed by soldiers) when it was rumoured that 

Priestley was hiding in it. But political forces became realigned 

in Coventry during the French Wars. From the 1790s onwards there 

was a radical group in the city which, for example, petitioned in 

1795 from the Thistle Inn in West Orchard against the Treasonable 

Practices Act and the Seditious Meetings Act -a petition presented 
by Charles James Fox. At the same time, the dissenting corporation 

was ardently constitutionalist - promoting a rival petition in favour 

of the two bills Of 1795, and joining the Church and Tory party in 

protestations Of loyalty. The two corporation candidates at the 

election of 1796 stressed, in terms not previously used in Coventry 

elections, their support for 'that noble system of government which 
had rendered this happy country the admiration of the worldl. (2) 

Though confusedly, the old division between the Anglican and dissenting 

interests was becoming increasingly inappropriate: and was in effect 

recognised as such by the dissenters of the corporation, who admitted 

Anglicans to membership from about 180 
,0 onwards - so much so that by 

1812 they were in the majority and insisted on choosing the Charter 

officers from among the Anglican interest. Henceforth it was 

predominantly Anglicans and the hold of the dissenters was broken(3) - 
though as late as 1826 there were some dissenters among them, their 

Political views then being indistinguishable from those of Anglican 

(1) John Money, 'Taverns, Coffee Houses and Clubs: Local Politics and 
Popular Articulacy in the Birmingham Area in the Age of the American 
Revolution', Historical Journals xiv (1971), pp. 15 et seq, esp. p. 16. 
See, on this paragraph, Whitley, op-cit-9 PP- 123 et seq; Romney 
Sedgwick, The Commons, 1715-1754 (London, 1970) is PP- 339 et seq; 
L. Namier and J. Brooke, The Commons, 1754-1790 (London, 1964) it 
pp. 400. et seq. 
(2) Bodleian Library: Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, 'A Chronicle of 
the Times, being a series of Controversial Election-Papers', address of 
J. Petrie and W. Bernerss 23 May 1? 96. 
(3) Bodleian Library: MSS Top. Warwickshire c. 4 (MS of William Reader) 
f 163. The dissenting group received a further setback in 1816, when 
týeir leader Basil Goode was found guilty of defrauftng the revenue and 
had to be expelled from the corporation, ibid., f. 1 . 
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Tory colleagues. (l) 

From the 1790s onwards the old blues too shifted their eround. 

The religious basis of their dispute with the corporation necessarily 

waned in importance, and the war itself and its social consequences - 

especially for the Coventry ribbon trade - became a chief point of 

argument for the blues. W. W. Bird, old blue M. P. from 1796 to 1802, 

continued to oppose the 'low church'(2) but drew more support from 

his promises to strive for peace and a lowering of the price of corn. 
Bird's successor as champion of the old blues was Peter Moore$ M. P. 
from 1803 onwards. (3) The last evident sign of older allegiances 

was the tortuous and disingenuous denial in 1806, by one of his 

supporters, that Moore was in favour of the relief of Catholic dis- 

abilities. (4) But by 1812 Moore avowed his support for Catholic 
Emancipation. At the same time, he made the chief claim to the 
freemen's votes his opposition for many years to the war. 

Had we, kept Out of the war altogether; or had we, in 1799, 
dictated the conditions of Peace, as we might have done, we 
should from that time forward ... have commanded Peace throughout 
the World; and have preserved all that invaluable vital strengthl 
J 
of the blood and treasure of our Empire, which has since beeng 
ýarrecoverably, sacrificed, and of which we, now, stand so much in need. (5) 

The realignment of political forces between 1795 and 1812 meant 
that many dark blues joined the new corporation party, and many yellows 
left it and joined the blues. The flux of opinion and loyalty among 
freemen made elections hard to organise: this was one motive for 
electoral compacts. Another was the shortage of cash suffered by 
Peter Moore and the corporation - the latter expending so much money 
on the contest of 1802(6) that it had to sell its tithes in March 
1803. In all the contests after the one held in that month the yellows 

(1) See p. below. 
(2) On this points see C. W. C: Broadsides Collections To the Worth y Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, July 1802. 
(3) Peter Moores 1753-1828, was the son of a Cheshire clergyman; he 
amassed a large fortune in the service of the East India Company. 
Returning to England, he supplied Burke and, Sheridan with material for 
their attack on Warren Hastings and was an important member of the 
Foxite Whigs; he proposed Fox in the Westminster election of 1804. 
He was also an adroit and unscrupulous company promoter. He died in 
debt in 1828. Dictionary of National Biography, xiii, p. 823- 

(4) C, W. C.: Broadsides Collections 'A Freeman', To the Freemen of the 
City of Coventry, November 1806. 
(5) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 21 Peter Moore, To the Worthy and 
Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 10 Octob--e-r-l-712. 
(6) This was fought with great bitterness between the corporation and 
the old blues: the chief Point of issue was the Coventry poor law act of 
1801, espoused by the corporation and denounced by the blues as 
unfavourable to the poor. 
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and blues in effect coalesced and formed electoral compacts. (1) 

Thus that election was the last in which the old blues openly opposed 

corporation mismanagement of the charities. (2) This issue - indeed 

all issues - on which the corporation and the blues with their 

reconstructed attitudes were at variance remained latent rather than 

operative in the years that followed: in which the representation 

of the city was shared between Moore and the Tory William Mills until 
1812, and between Moore and the Tory Joseph Butterworth from then 

till 1818. How greatly they were divided in principle was to be 

shown in the election of that year. (3) 

(1) Though independents stood in May 1803 and May 1807 against 
the compact's candidates. 
(2) C. W. C: Broadsides Collection, 'An Independent Citizen's To the 
independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, March 1803: The election 
that the blues had just won 'promisesl to the INDEPENDENT FREEMEN OF 
COVENTRY, a participation in those Charities and Advantages which 
have been so long and shamefully misapplied'. 
(3) For these paragraphs, see T. W. Whitley, op. cit., pp. 202 et 
seqq and the following broadsides (in addition to those cited): 
C. W. C: Robert Moy, To Nathaniel Jeffreys Esq, 30 June 18029 'An 
Independent Citizen', A Consistant Reply to an Inconsistant Freeman, 
July 1802; House of Industry, 1602; W. W. Bird, To the Worthyq 
Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, March 1803; Queries, 
Addressed to the Supporters of Mr. Stratton,, March 1803; Moore and 
Liberty, against Corporation Influence, March 1803, W. G. Harris, 
To the Worthy and Indep_endent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 5 
October 1612; P. Moore, To-the Worthy and Independent Freemen of the 
City of Coventry, 4 Octob_e_r_1_T1__2-, To the Freemen, of -the City of 
Coventryq October 1812. Gougfi Add. Warwickshire, b. 2: To'the Freemen 
of Coventry, 28 September 1812; To the Worthy and Independent Freemen 
of the City of Coventry, 30 September 1612; Mark Pearman, To the Worthy 
and Indepen ent freemen of the city of Coventry, 1 October TF1_2; Joseph 
Butterworth, To the InLeoendent Freemen of the City of Coventr 2 
October 1812- V -on, Uov t ecfl 5 Octo 1012; S. Wh't 1 To the 
Independent free9;; 29yCt6-t-rT7_0f Coventry, 3 October 1 12. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

CHANGE AND CRISIS IN THE RIBBON TRADE, 1815-1830 

I 

The Organisation of the Ribbon Trade and the S 
after the French Wars 

From the early seventeenth century onwards silk ribbons were 

extensively worn by both sexes of the upper class in England: as 
decorations on gowns and skirts, gloves and muffs, hats and caps, 
jackets9 doublets and breeches. Towards the end of the century 
the male use of ribbons declined greatly and in the eighteenth century 

was restricted for the most part to wigs and hats. Any consequent 
drop in the demand for ribbons, however, was more than compensated 
for by their increased use by women, which was especially due to the 

taking up of the fashions of upper-class females by the classes below 

them. In the eighteenth century and after, the dresses and hats Of 

ordinary Englishwomen were commonly decorated with ribbons. (l) The 

popularisation of upper-class tastes, a function of a growing consumer 

demand, was a familiar occurrence in eighteenth-century England. 

Where silk ribbons were concerned it led to the steady expansion of 

the Warwickshire industry. Coventry and the area to the north of 
the city became in the eighteenth century, and remained in the nine- 
teenth, much the most important centre of silk-ribbon manufacture in 

Britain: and in the city itself ribbon weaving was the dominant 

trade until the rise of the bicycle and motor industries in the last 

third of the nineteenth century. 

W J. R. Planche, A Cyclopedia of Costume (2 vols, London, 1876), 
i, p. 417. F. W. Fairholt, Costume in England ... to the End of the 
Eighteenth Century (2 vols., 3rd ed., London, 1885j-, i, PP- 305 et seq. 
C. W. Cunningtont English Women's Clothing in the Nine 

- 
teenth Century 

(London, 1937), passim. D. Yarwoodl English Costume Und ed., London, 
1961), pp. 140 et seq. 
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The great demand for ribbons was for spring and summer clothes 

and this gave the Coventry trade the seasonal nature it had throughout 

its history: autumn and winter were always slack times, after the 

summer season and before the spring rush. The trade was influenced 

by fashion too. The highest branches of the ribbon market were for 

much of the nineteenth century captured and held by French producers: 

the middle-class and lower-class markets where Coventry predominated 

were less subject to capricious change. Neverthelessl throughout 

the nineteenth century it was the habit of male weavers to express 
baffled rage at the vagaries of female taste. About 1860 a change 

from ribbons to feathers for trimming hate added somewhat to the 

considerable troubles the trade was already suffering from. Likewise, 

a cold spring would diminish the call for ribbons. On the other hand, 

an election would suddenly and fortuitously raise the demand for 

partisan ribbons and a state mourning - like that for Princess Charlotte 

in 1817 - would augment the call for black ribbon; similarly, the 

fashion for Scottish costume in 1844 meant abrisk trade in tartan 

ribbons. Unpredictability and precariousness were the dominant 

themes of the weaver's life. (l) 

Throughout its existence the Warwickshire silk ribbon industry 

depended upon foreign silk, as did the other centres of silk manufacture 
in Britain. The several attempts to breed silkworms in Britain and 

reel raw silk from their cocoons were not commercially successful. (2) 

The mulberry trees that still grow in many gardens in Coventry are 
believedl in local folklore, to be the result of attempts by artisans 

to rear silkworms. This can only have been as a hobby; a great 

number of silkworms was required for the filament in one length of 

ribbon. As G. R. Porter wrote in 1831: 'Fourteen thousand millions 

of animated creatures annually live and die to supply this little 

corner of the world with an article of luxury'. (3) In the early 

nineteenth century silk was imported from Bengall China and Italy; 

P. P: 210 H. C. (184o xxiv: Report of the Royal Commission 1; 

on the Handloom Weavers, Assistant Commissioners' Reports, Part iv, 
Midland 

- 
District, pp. 15 et seq, 34; H. C. 134 (1818) ix: Minutes 

of Evidence of the Select Committee on the Silk Ribbon Weavers' 
Fetitionsq P. 11. Joseph Gutteridgeq Lights and Shadows in the Life 
of an Artisan (Coventry, 1893), p. 202. Coventry Standard, 14 April 
1837,11 October 1844. 
(2) Sir Frank Warner, The Silk Industry of the United Kingdom: Its 
Origin and Development ("To--ndong 1921), pp. 440 et seq. Count Enrico 
Dandol-ol The Art of Rearing Silkworms (London, 1825), pp. iii et seq. 
Coventry Herald, 9 December 1625. U. R. Porter, A Treatise on the Origin, 
Progressive Improvement, and Present State of the Silk Manufacture 
(London, 1631), pp. 40 et seq. Silk Supply: A Handbook of the History of 
Silk, the RearinR of the silkworm, and the Culture of the Mulberry Tree 
(Coventry, c. lM-), pp. 29 et seq. These sources describe sundry 
unsuccessful attempts to rear silkworms in Slough, Cork and Coventry. 

G. R. Porter, op. cit., p. 43. 
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the silk imported from France was of Italian origin too, since the 

export of native French silk was forbidden. China silk does not 

seem to have been much used by the ribbon industry. About 1830 the 

cheapest ribbons were made from Bengal silk, more expensive ones from 

a mixture of Bengal and Italian, and the most expensive from Italian 

alone. In the middle of the eighteenth century the quality of ' 

Bengal silk was so low that very little was imported though it cost 

only one half or even one third as much as Italian silk. The East 

India Company set about trying to improve its quality, installing 

in Bengal filatures (establishments forýreeling silk from the cocoons) 

of the Italian pattern. The quality and price of Bengal silk rose 

and so after 1812 did the quantity imported. By 1820 the cost of 

raw Bengal silk was 15s. lb. and of raw Italian or Chinese 19s. 6d. 

The best Bengal was thought equal to the Italian. (l) 

In 1820 most silk was imported in raw form: notq that is, in 

cocoons - these were not brought in - but in threads reeled off the 

cocoon after its natural gum had been loosened by'hot water. The 

silk was then thrown: the prime thread was twisted to prepare it for 

manufacture. One thread twisted was, naturally, called a single. 
Two or more threads twisted together were called tram, which was used 
for the weft or Shute (sometimes spelled 'shoot'). Organzine, made 
by twisting several threads individually and then together, was used 
for the warp. After the silk was thrown, the natural gum was boiled 

out. There was much loss of weight during the throwing process, but 

a gain in bulk, sheen and softness. Much silk was imported ready 
thrown. The silk was then dyed in the hank. Winding came next; 

silk in the hank was wound on to bobbins. Organzine was then warped; 

several organzine threads were brought together by the aid of a warping 

machine to form the warp. The tram or Shute was filled after winding; 
the bobbins of tram were wound upon the pins successively inserted in 

the shuttle as the silk in them was spent. The silk was then ready 
for weaving. (2) 

Ribbon was woven in lengths of thirty-six yards, on several 
types of loom. The oldest, and the simplest, was the single-hand 
loom, a version of the common handloom but less robust than the variety 

(1) ibid. 9 pp. 50,70 et seq., 231. P. P: H. C. 703 (1821) vii: 
Second Report from the Select Committee of the House of Lords, appointed 
to inquire into the Means of extending and securing 

-the 
Foreign Trades 

pp. 3,33,39. 
(2) G. R. Porter, op. cit., pp. 196 et seq. P. P: L217] H. C. (1840) 
ssivi P- 36. 
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used for the weaving of woollen cloth. Its name came from the 

fact that it was limited to producing one width or ribbon at a time. 

About 1770 the Dutch engine-loom was introduced into Coventry. This 

loom, invented in the late sixteenth century (possibly in Danzig) and 

at that time capable of weaving four or six ribbons simultaneouslyt 

was progressively improved until by 1830 it could weave more than 

twenty-eight widths at once, though weavers rarely exceeded that' 

number. The term engine-loom was misleading: it was worked by 

the hands and feet as was the single-hand loom. The Jacquard 

apparatus, invented in 1801 by a Lyons weaver and introduced into 
Coventry about 1823, was a complicated mechanism that was attached 
to the top of the engine-loom and adapted it for the production of 
much more elaborate ribbons than previously it had been suitable for. 
Thus, strictly speaking, the Jacquard loom was an improved version 
of the engine-loom. Several types of steam power-loom (of which 
the a-la-bar loom was one) were used for the weaving of ribbons; the 
first steam loom was introduced into Coventry in 1831-M 

Apart from differences of colour, the ribbons woven in Warwick- 
shire varied greatly in fabric, texture and width. Plain ribbons 
were 

plain satins, sarcenets, gauzes and pads of all coloursl and 
also ... "lover, " which are chiefly gauze and satint in stripes 
of mourning colours. The fancy trade consists in the manufacture 
of the same fabrics with figures of various texture ... One class 
of fancy ribbons are of homogeneous texture, but various colours, 
- clouded, barred, or plaided. Another consists of the Chinas and 
China gauzes. (2) 

These ribbons were made in various widthsl measured in deniers, 

called 'pennies' in Coventry and abbreviated to Idyl. A sixpenny 

or 6dy breadth was about one inch, l8dy about two and a half inches. 

Plain ribbons were made in widths of from ldy to 30dy; figured 

ribbons were wider, varying between 20dy and 40dy, the latter 

measuring about six inches across. Plain ribbons were woven on 
single-hand looms with several treadles or on Jacquard 100ms, (3) 

(1) G. R. Porter, op. cit., pp. 212 et seq. Charles Singer et al., 
eds ,A History of Technology, iii (Oxford, 1957), PP. 167 et seq; 
iv 

ýOxfordj 
1958)9 P. 316. Coventry Herald, 30 March 1832. 

P. P: H. c. 678 (1831-32) xix: Report and Minutes of Evidence of the 
Select Committee on the Silk Trade, p. 70; L2 1 ?JH. C. (lF40)-ý-xxivj 
P- 5. J. Gutteridge, op. cit., pp. 93 et seq. 

(2) P. P: [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 13 et seq. 
(3) ibid., pp. 6 et seq, 236 et seq. 
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in 1818 a de 

is given below. 

wide distribution 

too that the city 

area - especially 
two thirds of the 

tailed census was taken of the ribbon trade, This 

It shows clearly the topography of the trade - its 

in the north of Warwickshire. It shows clearly 

of Coventry itself was the most important ribbon 

because of the concentration there of more than 

most productive looms, the engine-looms. 

TABLE III: Looms and Weavers in the Warwickshire Ribbon Trade, 1818(l) 

Looms Weavers 

Engine Single Total Males Females Total Total Total of 
Looms Hand of of of workers tooms aoms Weavers Warpers in the 

and ribbon 
Winders Trade 

Coventry 2260 1008 3268 2089 1406 3495 1478 4973 

Foleshill 110 1662 1732 790 1129 1919 625 2544 

Bedworth 26 '007 1033 6oo 538 1138 519 1657 

Nuneaton 500 1000 1500 1010 590 1600 85o 2450 

Coton 12 110 122 69 83 152 51 203 

Atherstone ?0 70 5? 51 lo8 31 139 

Bulkington 15 16o 1? 5 95 190 285 104 389 

Ryton 2 6o 62 48 34 82 31 113 

Stoke 29 54 83 43 6o 103 23 126 

Stocking- 9 110 lig 66 73 139 8o 219 
ford 

Sowe 10 108 118 68 80 148 46 194 

Ansty 5 30 35 25 30 55 14 69 

Exhall 1 15 16 12 19 31 7 38 

Barnacle 17 50 67 40 47 87 21 lo8 

Shilton 36 36 18 22 4o 11 51 

Keresley 12 43 55 26 33 59 14 73 

3008 5483 8491 5056 4385 9441 3905 13,346 

(1) Source of table: p. p: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, p. 7, 
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At the beginning of the nineteenth century the silk was bought 

on credit of ten months or more from London silk brokers - some of 

whom, like Enoch Durant of Huguenot stockg dealt with manufacturers 
in many parts of the county, he sold to the makers of various silk 
fabrics in Macclesfield,, Manchester, Spitalfieldsq Kidderminster, and 
Norwich, the hosiery manufacturers of Derby and Nottingham, the 

sewing-silk men of Leek, and the ribbon masters of Coventry. At the 

start of the century there were about twenty-five or thirty of these 
in Coventry and one or two more in Nuneaton. They were merchants 
rather than manufacturers, men of property and capitall with ware- 
houses in London for their ribbon stock. Many of the principal 
masters lived in London, keeping in Coventry an agent who lived in a 
small house one room of which was used as a warehouse; here the silk 
was given out and the finished ribbons packed up to be sent to the 

manufacturer in London. Thomas Bibbins Stanbridge was one such; he 
lived in Cheapside and made broad silks in Spitalfields and ribbons in 
Warwickshire, where he employed 400 men. Holding, Wornham and Pears 
were another large firm of masters, with, in 1818,60 engine-looms and 
300 single-hand looms in the city. The father of Charles Bray, friend 
of George Eliot, radicall phrenologist and ideologue, was a ribbon 
manufacturer in Coventry who 'made a considerable fortune' and left 
on his death in 1835 a lucrative business to Charles and seven other 
children well provided for; on his marriage in 1836 Charles began 
housekeeping with Z1,200 a year, a town and a country house, and a 
carriage. The trade had been depressed for most of the preceding 
twenty years. (l) 

The masters gave out the silk in the hank to the dyers, and then 
to the undertakers or master weavers. These apparently owned all 
the looms and often too their houses and loom-shops. They fetched 
the silk from the manufacturers and once a week took in the finished 

ribbons or sent them by carrier. They were responsible for the 
training and upbringing of their apprenticess who lived in their houses 
as members of their families. They superintended all the stages of 
manufacture: the winding and warping, always performed by women and 

(1) P. P: H. C. 211 and 278 (1818) ix: Second Report and Minutes of 
Evidence of the Select Committee on the Silk Ribbon Weavers' Petitions, 
PP- 57,122 et seq., 183; H-C- 134 (1-T17 -ix, PP- 5 et seq; H. C. 703 
(1821) vii, p. 9; [ý17] H. C. (184o) xxivq PP- 33 et seq. Journals 
of the House of Commons, lxxii (1817), p. 236. Charles Bray, Phases 
of Opinion and Experience during a Long Life (London, pp. 21 207,79- 
159. 
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children, usually from the undertakers' own families, and the weaving 

itself, carried out by women or journeymen on the undertakers' looms. 

Most of the looms were in the undertakers' own shops. Of the male 

journeyXwho worked for the undertakers, nearly all (at 1'east of those 

who were from Coventry itself) had served an indentured seven-year 

apprenticeship, almost always with an undertaker, occasionally with 

another journeyman. From the interest-free lcans of 9,50 for nine years 

available from Sir Thomas White's charity, or since sureties were 

necessary for these, more usually from sums advanced by masters and 

repayable from earnings, some journeymen bought looms and became 

undertakers. In 1818 a single-hand loom cost 95 and an engine-loom 
L20. (l) By convention males alone worked on the engine-loom; women 

were confined to the less remunerative single-hand loom. About the 

turn of the century an attempt by a journeyman to get his wife employed 

on the engine-loom led to a weavers' strike. 
The men, succeeding in preventing it, had a "goose-riding"s 
which, among the Coventry sports, was then a common mode of 
celebrating a victory: a live goose was hung by its legs 
from a rope across the street, with its neck greased, and the 
fun consisted in running at and retaining its neck in the hand 
if possible. (2) 

The journeymen's houses were often 'very wretched'. And 'scarcely 

a year passed without serious want of employment at some period of it, 

and frequently more than half the men were out of work and in the 

greatest distress, especially from the latter end of October till 
towards Spring'-(3) Nor were relations between masters and men 

always smooth. The silk manufacturers paid the undertakers according 
to a 'list of prices' (that is, piecework rates) and the undertakers 
deducted one third of the price for use of shop and loom and as payment 
for winding and warping, thus paying the journeymen two-thirds for 

weaving and the minor tasks, like shute-filling, that accompanied it. (4) 

(1) P. P: [2173 H. C. (184o) xxivi Pp- 33 et seq; H. C. 134 (1818) 
ix, p. 8; H. c. 6o6 (1834) xxii: 28th Report of the Charity Commissione3 
PP. 172 et seq. Joseph Gutteridge, op. cit., p. 60. 

(2) P. P: [217] H. C. (184o) xxivs P- 33. 
(3) ibid. 9 pp. 33 et seq. The statement in J. Prest, The Industrial 
Revolution in Coventry (Oxford, 1960), p. 44, that the summer was the 
slack period is given no precise documentary reference. It appears 
to be based on a misreading of the source cited in this footnote. 
J. Gutteridge, op. cit., p. 98, mentions December as a month in which 
'trade was invariably depressed'. 

(4) P. P: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, p. 8; E217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, Pp- 33 
et seq. 
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The system led to disputes, as are evidenced by the petition to the 

House of Commons in 1799 'of several persons ... on behalf of 

themselves and others ... manufacturers, undertakers, artizans 

engaged in ribbon manufacturing in Warwickshire and in the City and 

the County of the City of Coventry'. They complained of difficulties 

and inconveniences that had resulted from the lack of any 'power of 

properly fixing, settling and regulating wages, pay and the price of 

labourl and asked for leave to introduce a bill to gain such powers. (l) 

Six years later a United Committee of Ribbon Weavers aimed at maintaining 

the list of prices and at protecting journeyhands from low wages. (2) 

And in January 1813 the undertakers and single-hand weavers (at all 

times the least remunerated branch of the trade) complained that: 

Your humble Petitioners are pressed very hard to provide for 
themselves and Families, by the present HIGH PRICES of PROVISIONS 
and other Necessaries of Life; while other Handicraftsmen and 
Labourers are receiving increased Wages to support them, your 
Petitioners' Earnings are in a decreasing Ratio ... an Increase 
in the Prices of the respective Articles of Ribbons manufactured 
by the Single-hand Weavers are considered very necessary to 
support and ameliorate their Situation. (3) 

Nevertheless, during the war years the weavers were more fortunate 
than afterwards they were to become, in two crucial respects: it was 

unusual for manufacturers to depart from the list of prices, and it 

was customary during times of depression for manufacturers to have 
fewer ribbons woven and so maintain the usual price for them. Neither 

the prime price paid to the undertaker nor the proportion paid to the 

(1) Journals of the House of Commons, liv (1798-1799), pp. 215, 
548 et seq., 606,675. Journals of the House of Lordsq xiii (1798- 
1800), pp. 281 et seq, 323 et seq. Parliamentary Registerl ix, 
P. 561,8 July 1799. The petition was referred to a committee, from 
which in May 1799 William Wilberforce Bird (M. P. for Coventry) 
reported in favour of the objects of the petition. He and a colleague 
prepared a bill to give the justices of the peace the powers wanted 
by the ribbon trade; the bill passed all stages in the Commons but 
was rejected at its third reading in the Lords owing to the intervention 
of the Lord Chancellor. He 'stated his objections to all such bills 
as the Coventry Labour Bill and instanced-the effects of the Spitalfields 
Weavers, Wages bill to prove the mischievous tendency of bills to 
regulate theprice of manufacturers' labourt. 
(2) Coventry mercury, 9 December 1805,22 December 1806. 

(3) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, To the Masters, Manufacturers 
in the Ribbon Trades 18 January 1813. 
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journeyman tended to vary. Likewise, the masters sold their ribbons 

by one agreed list, with 3001o discount for cash. (l) It is clear 

that in general the industry was governed by conventions of paternalism 

and a complaisant, uncompetitive neighbourliness: which, encouraged 

by physical proximity in a town no larger than one mile across at its 

widest (as Thomas Sharp's plan of 1807 shows) could be well afforded 

by masters enjoying long credit from their brokers and a stable, 

gentlemanly affluencel and challenged by no harsh pressures to change 

their ways of life and business. Nor were the weavers able to 

improve their relative position by concerted action: working as they 

did in a trade with sufficient labour to meet demand and indeed 

overstocked during the winter season. 

Changes came during the Napoleonic Wars. Many young weavers 

entered the army, and during the 'big purl time' that began in 1812, 

when the vagaries of fashion led to a heavy demand for ribbon with 

big purl edges, there was notenough labour to meet it. Weavers 

were able to demand an advance in prices and did so; the masters 
conceded one, for the aingle-hand trade at least, in February 1813. 

They were apparently prepared to pay above even this new list to get 

ribbons woven. (2) There was also a more fundamental change. For 

some years there had been in the single-hand trade to the north of 
the city a system called 'half-pay apprenticeship': a spurious bondq 

sealed by a contract usually oral in nature, varying widely in its 

termst broken with impunity, and leading to no recognised status: 
indeed even regular apprentices indentured to masters outside the 

city and its suburbs did not qualify for the civic freedom and its 

privileges. Both girls and boys had been admitted to half-pay 

apprenticeships at the age of ten or more and had been set to weave 
immediately. The apprentice was not taken into the master's house, 

but maintained himself and was paid at half the usual rate for a 

weaver: he receivedg that is, one third of the list pricel while the 

master weaver retained two thirds, his extra apportionment being 

nominally for teaching the craft. During the 'big purl time' the 

system of half-pay apprenticeship was extended by masters eager to 

catch the boom. Indentures were for as little as two years and were 

unstamped. Girls could earn more as half-pay apprentices than as 

servants and some left their positions as gentlemen's servants in the 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, p. 15; H. C. 211 and 278 (1818) ix, 
pp. 126 et seq; [217] H. c. (184o) xxivg PP- 34,198. 

(2) P. P.: [21ý H. c. (1840) xxiv, PP- 59 34,198. C. W. C.: 
Broadsides Collection, List of Prices of l5 February 1813. 
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country to become weavers. Some girls who had been warpers and 

winders became weavers. Women were now employed on both types of 

loom and the male monopoly of the engine loom was broken. 

This last change occurred in Coventry as well as in the northern 

parishes. In the city, however, there was no large number of outdoor 

(that is, half-pay) apprentices and even fewer on irregular indentures. 

These last werealmost entirely girls. Boys and their parents desired 

regular seven-year indentures because only these brought the coveted 

freedom. And in the city the masters and journeymen to whom the 

apprentices were bound kept tenaciously to the custom of indoor 

apprenticeship because the requirement of residence entailed an 

effective check upon numbers entering the trade. (l) But the increase 

in irregularly indentured and half-pay apprentices outside the city 

- and the employment of women on the engine loom within it - show the 

Coventry weavers' inability to control admissions (and hence their 

prosperity) over the industry as a whole. (2) 

At the peace the boom ended. It had been partly due to the 

strength of exports, many of them to the U. S. A., during the war, 

when the British blockade prevented the export of French ribbons. 
After the war the export market largely disappeared because of French 

competition. French ribbons, said one Coventry manufacturer in 

1818, could be imported by his brother in Baltimore at 40% below the 

Coventry price. Yet the home market remained generally good - except 

early in 1817 - and there was usually plenty of weaving to be had. 

This was reflected in the continued high price of silk. The post- 

war crisis was thus due far less to defective demand than to an excess 

of labour. The labour market had been overstocked with hands to meet 

(1) See section VI of this chapter for a discussion of this question. 

(2) P. P: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 4 et seq; 
[217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, 

P- 51 34,44 et seq. Coventry's trades were unpffected by Onslow's 
bill of 1814 that repealed the apprenticeship clauses of the Statute 

Of Artificers. The Statute did not apply to trades that had arisen 
since Elizabethan times, like ribbon weaving and watchmaking. 'Masters, 
journeymen, mechanics, artificers and handicraftsmen' from Coventry 

petitioned against the bill: but so they did from many places similarly 
unaffected. Peter Moore, the city's M. P., spoke against the bill 

several times as a vehement supporter of artisans' rights. Parliamentary 
Debates, xxvii, pp. 423 et seq, 566 et seq, 883- Journals of the House 

of Commons, ixix (1813-14), p. 185. T. K. Derry, 'The Repeal of the 
Apprenticeship Clauses of the Statute of Artificers', Economic History 
Review, iii (1931-32), p. 80. The Weavers' Committee petitioned in 

1931 against the practice of taking apprentices on irregular indentures, 
for less than seven years. T. B. Fylert then M. P., introduced a bill to 
forbid the practice; it was however dropped at the report stage. 
Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxv (1830), pp. 415 et seq. Parlia- 

mentary Debates, new seriesq xxiv (1830), P- 704. But irregular 
indentures remained rare even so in the city itself. 
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the exceptional conditions of the boom, and at the peace demobilisation 

added again to the number of weavers. The tradition of the industry 

in this sort of situation was to share work - to reduce the amount of 

ribbon woven and to maintain the usual price for work done. this 

custom now ended. (l) 

In the post-war slump, the various elements in the industry 

were locked in a struggle for profit and survival. Many of the 

undertakers who had been induced during the boom to manufacture on 
their own account failed: but they were replaced by others prepared 
to hazard all at a time of falling incomes by setting up as masters, 

on credit. They were encouraged by the ribbon wholesalers of London 

and Manchester, anxious to defend their profits by cutting out the 

middlemen silk-masters. As these were threatened they sought-their 

security in cutting out the undertakers and giving out work directly 

to journeymen. In this way in a few years three quarters of the 

engine trade were removed from the undertaking system, which survived 

only in the rural parishes to the north of the city. 
In this conflict the ribbon wholesalers and the old-established 

silk masters survived but 
the whole trade of the undertaker, or master weaver, was thus 
rapidly forced out of existence; those undertakers who could$ 
became little masters; and those who could not, had no resort 
but to take journeywork on the new system. The journeymen, 
as a class, were thus annihilated ... All who remained mere 
journeymen, or journeymen's journeymen, as they are now called, 
under the new system, were reduced to a much lower position 
than they formerly held; but the journeyman atlfirst-hand' , 
who became proprietor of his own loom, and perhaps of one or 
two more, and who received his work direct from the warehouse 
of the manufacturers (by whom the winding and warping were ý 
done on his own premises) had acquired, in his little capital, 
an ingredient of respectability which promised to yield him the 
means of comfortl if not of advancement. (2) 

But in the short term apparent to all groups in Coventry was the 

hardship to which the bitter competition in the industry had reduced 
them. For (as Fletcher himself pointed out) under the stimulus of 

new men, the wholesalers and some undertakers turned masters, the 

'ancient bonds' by which the 'local capitalist ... had allowed himself 

to be fettered' were broken, land competition was extended in its full 

(1) P-P: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp- 5 et seq; H. C. 211 and 278 (1818) 
ix, pp. 69,129,186. 

(2) P. P: E217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, PP-34 et seq. These words were 
written by Joseph Fletcher, assistant commissioner for the Royal 
Commission on the Handloom Weavers, and an exponent of the virtues of 
competitive capitalism. See also ibid., p. 198 and P. P.: H. C. 134 
(1818) ix, pp. 8,37. 
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force to the price of labour as well as to the extent of employment 

which a journeyman should get from his masterl. (l) 

There was a general abqndonment of. the list of prices, 
'honourablel masters who wished to continue to pay by it finding 
themselves defeated by the inexorable competition of other men. 
The ill-rewarded labour of the half-pay apprentices was the most 
obvious means by which the earnings of adult male weavers were 
steadily reduced. John Robinson was not a noticeably generous 
ribbon manufacturer, paying his single-hand loom weavers by rates 
that brought them only 5s. 6d. a week in, the slump; his engine- 
loom weavers earned only 10s. at the same time. Nevertheless, he 
found ribbons on sale in London at 1? % or 20% less than he could 
make them for; the reason was that employers of half-pay apprentices 
paid 30916 less than be fbrýsn equivalent amount of work. (2) 

The lower the weaver's position in the functional hierarchy, 
the worse was his fate during the slump. John Dalby, a Coventry 
undertaker in the enginp-loom branch who did not attempt to become 
a 'little masterl, earned in 1818 about 10s. a week on his own loom 
and no more than Z1 a week (after paying for winding and warping) 
in profits on, it seems, five or six, others. His rent was Z8 a year, 
his window-tax Z2.14s., and he had five children to support. He 
had to crave relief from paying his poor rate. (3) The first-hand 
journeyman whose Position Fletcher later thought had been somewhat 
enviable found in 1816,1817 and 1818, as did the journeymen's 
journeymen below themt that their earnings had dropped greatly since 
the boom years shortly before. In 1814 engine-loom weavers in 
Coventry earned Ll or a guinea a week; three or four years later 
they earned, even when working for a generous master* only 12s. or 
14s. a week. At the same time weavers in the city on the single, 
hand loom could earn with the same employer between 6s. and 8s. 6a. 

a week, for twelve or fourteen hours work on each of six days. By 
other masters in the city engine-loom weavers were paid only 10s. 
" week and single-hand loom weavers 5s. 6d., for fourteen hours work 
" day. Earnings dropped similarly in north Warwickshire; the 

single-hand loom weavers of Foleshill could earn, in 1818, only 
5s. 6d. a week for fourteen or even more hours of work a day. Worst 

of all was the plight of the half-pay apprentices. They earned, on 
(1) P. P.: E21"7j H. C. (1840) xxivs PP- 35., 198 e-treq. 
(2) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 4 et seq; H. C. 211 and 278 
(1818) ix, pp. 123 et seq. 
(3) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 21 et seq. 
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average, 3s. a week; yet most of them worked on the engine-loom. (l) 

These earnings represent a catastrophic drop of 400% or 500/0 (in 

the case of the engine-loom weavers quoted) from those of the boom 

a few years before -a decline far greater than the concurrent drop 

in the cost of living, however this may be measured. (2) More 

significantly, they represent a decline in earnings and real income 

(at least for the engine-loom weavers) as compared with the years 

before the boom. Peter Gregory and John Dalby, undertakers, stated 

in 1818 that twenty years before weekly earnings had been Z1 in the 

engine trade and 10s. in the single-hand trade; at the same time 

Samuel Makins, a ribbon masters agreed with their figure for the 

earnings of an engine-loom weaver at the end of the eighteenth 

century. (3) All three were attempting to demonstrate to a select 

committee that there had been a long-term decline in earnings and 

their evidence may therefore be regarded sceptically. A more 

conservative estimate was that of Abraham Herbert, ribbon manufacturer 

of Little Park Street, who in 1838 stated that early in the century 

single-hand weavers had earned, in full employ, at best 6s. 8d. a week 

and engine-loom weavers 16s. or 18s. a week. There is abundant 
testimony to the, poverty of the single-hand weaver at all times; 

his real earnings were probably no lower in 1818 (if he were in full 

employ) than they had been twenty years earlier. The engine-loom 
weavers were: even on Herbert's cautious estimate, the engine weaver's 

earnings had dropped by at least one quarter, and often by much more. 
This drop was considerably more than that of the cost of living over 
the same term(4) 

The weaving area slid into misery. Many of the half-pay 

apprentices became prostitutes. Weavers who had been affluent 
drew on their savingst mortgaged their houses, or were partly sustained 
for some time by their benefit clubs, which paid out C2,681 between 

1814 and 1818. There was more help from the city charities, which 
disbursed Z3,000 a year. In 1817 9,3,300 was subscribed to a distress 
fund to buy soup and bread for the poor of the city. The freemen 

(1) P. P.: ' H. C. 134 (1818) Ix, PP- ?, l?, 32 et seq; H. C. 211 and 
2? 8 (1818) ix, pp. 122 et seq, 1? 2. 

(2) B. R. Mitchell and P. Deane, Abstract of British Historical 
Statistics (Cambridge, 1962), pp. 468 et seq. 

(3) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. ?s 22; H. C. 211 and 2? 8 (1818) 
ix, p. 126. 
(4) P. P.: [21? j H. c. (184o) xxiv, p. 2? 3. Mitchell and Deane, 
loc. cit. 
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weavers disliked accepting poor relief; they lost the franchise 

if they did. (l) Yet the poor rate burden rose steadily in the 

combined parishes of St. Michael and Holy Trinity, as the tables 

in the appendix show. Since accommodation in the House of Industry 

was of course limited, it is the increase in the number of families 

receiving outdoor relief which is most telling. It is hard to 

translate their numbers into a total of individuals, but in the 

summer of 1817 John Carter (town clerk and a director of the poor) 

estimated that there were nearly 6,000 outpoor in the combined 

parishes: that one-third of the population was receiving outdoor 

relief. Using the same multiplier as he (that is, five) one 

estimates that in January 1817 the 1600 families comprising the 

Outpoor totalled 8,000 people - or more than balf the population 
of the combined parishes. Significantly, the radicals of the city 
declared in January 1817 that 'nearly half' Coventry's population 

was then subsisting on poor relief and the 'charitable contribution 

of individualsl. (2) In addition, many people in work were too poor 
to Pay the poor rate and successfully 'craved' relief from their 

rates; so that the burden on those who did pay was all the greater. 
At the same time, the poor rate in the contiguous (and entirely 

agricultural) parish Of Stivichall was merely 18.5d. It is not 

surprising that the Directors of the Poor had that year to reduce 
their repayment of the outstanding capital debt on the workhouse 
from the usual 9500 to C50 owing to the 'extreme pressure of the 

times', or that they feared the breakdown of the poor law system in 

the city unless the burden of relief were spread over neighbouring 

parishes. (3) North of the city also the burden of the poor rate 

grew: in Foleshill the rate was 9s. in 1816 and 15s- in 1817; 

in Bedworth the rate was 7s. in 1815,13.6d. in 1817,12s. in 1818; 
in Nuneaton the rate increased to 16s. 6d. in 1817 from 9s. the year 
before, and at one time over 2,000 out of a population of 6,000 were 
being relieved. (4) 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 4 et seq; H. C. 211 and 278 (1818) 
ixt PP. 131 et seq; H. C. 400 (1818) v: Report and Minutes of Evidence 
of the House of Lords Committee on the Poor Lawsq p. 195. 

(2) P. P.: H. c. 462 (1817) vi: Report from the Select Committee on 
the Poor Laws, with the Minutes of Evidence, p. 142. C. W. C.: 
Broadsides Collection, At a most numerous and respectable Meeting, 
28 January 1817. Carter said in 1618 that seven tenths of those 
receiving poor relief were ribbon workers: P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, 
P. 13- 
(3) C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor, p. 104. 
P. P.: H. c. 462 (1817) vi, pp. 139 et seq; H. C. 400 (1818) vs PP- 193 
et seq. Journals of the House of Commons, 1xxii (1817), pp. 235 et seq. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, p. 21; H. C. 211 and 278 (1818) ix, 
pp. 129,186. 
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ii 

Attempts to regain Prosperity, 1816-1823 

In the first year of the slump, 1816, a Weavers' Committee was 
in existence. The weavers pressed for renewed adherence by their 

masters to the list of pr1ces, holding meetings in their 'great 

arenall the Hill and Hollow Close. At-length seventy-eight of the 
Coventry masters, six in Nuneaton, and two in Bedworth (comprising 

nearly all the principal masters) agreed to appoint three 'respectable 

persons from our own body to meet three respectable undertakers, and 
do hereby promise and agree to pay such prices as they shall mutually 
fix upon at such meeting'. The two deputations met at the Castle 
Inn (the site of many more similar meetings in future years) and 
then agreed on lists for both the single-hand and engine trades, 

on 26 September 1816. The lists were to operate from I October. 
A printed engine list does not seem to survive from before 1816 and 

comparison is thus Possible only in the single-hand trade, with the 

list of 1813. This shows an advance in the prices for some ribbons 

and a decline for others, but the general impression is that the 

1816 list was very slightly lower. (l) 

Both sides appeared pleased with this outcome to the weavers' 

campaign: 
The undertakers' deputation beg leave, in justice to the masters, 
to say, that amid the gloom of the present hour, in the multitude 
of calamities that weigh down our spirits, they feel consolation 
-from the result of the above conference, in having it in their 
power to state the very honourable desire of the masters' deputation 
to meet the same persons at a more favourable period, and affix 
prices more beneficial both to the employer and the employed. (2) 

(1) P. P E2171 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 199 et seq, 236 et seq; 
H. C. 134 (1816) ix, pp. 8 et seq. 
(2) P. P.: E217] H. C. (184o) xxiv, p. 200. 
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And (wrote Fletcher later), 

to most of the manufacturers, especially those of larger 
capital, it was a subject rather of gratulation to have a fixed 
list of prices, as was the old habit of the trade, without fear 
of the advantage being gained by another who should underpay 
them. (l) 

But the 1616 list did not last a week before it was dropped by some 
masters, and it was abandoned by all masters by the spring of 1817. (2) 

At one extreme stood those few masters who refused to sign the list 

at all. Next to them were the men who dropped it before the ink 

was dry; for them, plainly, the act of signing was never more than 

a ritual observance. At the other extreme were the master manu- 
facturers who after the list had started to collapse responded 
favourably to an approach made to them by two colleagues, John 
Robinson and J. Sargeant, in November 1816. 

We have long lamented the want of confidence in maintaining former regulations, the increasing deviations from a standard 
price, and the growing disposition to obtain a paltry profitq at 
the expense of truth, justiceg and humanity. To give such a 
price to Your workmen as will not enable them to procure the 
common necessaries of life is evidently cruel and impolitic, 
inasmuch as it has a tendency to increase pauperism, and depress 
industry; and it is to be feared the badness of trade, the 
alarming price of provisionsq and the extreme distress which 
prevails among the workmen, will increase the principle which we deprecate, as it is generally found that the disposition to 
oppress keeps Pace with the inability of the sufferer to make 
a becoming resistance. We rejoice that honourable exceptions 
may be found among individuals who have invariably conformed 
to the last regulation; but the competition in trade is too 
great to admit of those who are disposed to be the friends of 
the weavers conforming to the pricesl while others are daily 
making a profit of their distresses. 

We had made these remarks prior to seeing an address to the 
trade from the Weavers, Committeeg suggesting the desirableness 
and necessity of obtaining an Act of Parliament to regulate the 
price of labour, and to render those prices binding. 

The object appears to us desirable, and the only effectual 
remedy which can be applied. (3) 

Robinson thus approached the ribbon manufacturers with a view to 

getting their support for such an act. The seventeen manufacturers 

who signed a declaration of support (amounting in all to about one 
fifth or one sixth of the trade) were the committed paternalists of 
the silk-ribbon industry - those who were willing to do more than 

merely acquiesce in a list when pressed to by their neighbours, and 
who abandoned the list only with reluctance. (4) 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) P. P.: H-C- 134 (1818) ix, p. 11. 
(3) P. P.: C217] H. C. (1840) p. 200. Robinson himself was forced 
by competition to pay below the list price. 
(4) P-P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 249 35. 
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Yet paternalism survived strongly in the city at large. In 

August 1817 several hundred citizens, among them many of the most 

prominent men in the city, and the paternalist ribbon masters, 

addressed the manufacturers who were refusing to pay by the list: 

and who ignored the address totally - indeed reduced wages yet again 

after it. 

When the prices were regulated, fixed and agreed by the trade, 
provisions were not more than one-half the price they are at 
the present time. Then it was not necessary, nor even contem- 
plated, to assess the journeyman weaver to pay to the poor 
rates; but now he is called on, with the tradesman, for this 
and various other taxes ... Now, while the weaver is 
incapacitated to support his own house, while he is reduced 
to indigence, to beggary, to starvation, let it be remembereds 
the retailer of every description is suffering in a commensurate 
degree. The pressure of poor rates must increase, and the 
means Of supporting the accumulating burthen be daily diminishing. 
In a word, the reduction of the price of labour below the standard 
of equity is a burthen which presses upon the whole body, and 
tends ultimately to crush our city into wretchedness and ruin. 
o. o.. You cannot re-animate exhausted Europe, and circulate 
the commercial stream through all her veins; but you can forbear 
to lash and cut the starving poor that dwell around you; - yea, 
you could a little alleviate their woe by fairly paying a price 
for their labour. (J) 

Doubtless it was their feeling that the city as a whole supported 
them which encouraged in the weavers' movement of these years its 

pervasive moderation and a continued faith in the power of constitutiona: 
redress. Weavers articulated a respect and regard for their masters 

and a belief that their interests could be reconciled by amicable 

negotiation. The great majority of weavers seem to have behaved as 
though the conventions of paternalism were far more widely operative 

than in fact they now were. 

The influence of the Weavers' Committee was exerted to prevent 

violence. Towards the end of 1817 the demand for mourning ribbons 
that followed the death of PrincessCharlotte led the weavers to 

'Conceive they had then an opportunity of withholding their employment 
from the loom until themasters would conform to their formal engage- 
ment'. Peter Gregory, one of the weavers' leadersq commented that 

this only produced scenes which might have tended to the 
dishonour of the weavers in general. At the instance of 
some arplying to me for advice how to proceed, I desired them 
not to take illegal measures; for I said, You will remember 
that not a single instance of tumult or disorder has yet been 
recorded or can be proved against us; then let us proceed in 
the same humble, legal and honest manner in which we have done, 
and I trust that I have in my possession an Act of Parliament 
by which you may redress your own grievances. 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 27 et seq. 
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The act was 39 and 40 Geo. III, c. 106, one of the Combination Acts. 

Clause 18 permitted masters and workmen in dispute, over wages - or 

either party - to require arbitrators appointed by both parties to 

decide upon the question; in the arbitrators' default a Oustice 

of the peace could be required by either party to adjudicate. 

Gregory found, howeverg that for the most part the law was of little 

use to the weavers, since when there was a glut of labour unscrupulous 

masters could get around any enforced raising of piece-work rates 
that was attempted by dismissing the weavers who insisted on arbitra- 
tion and employing others. 'The general reason for weavers not 

applying to magistrates to redress their grievances was, that if 

they did so, they were certain of losing what little employment 

and small wages they received next week. 1(l) 

By the beginning of 1818 the weavers realised that it was 
impossible to gain satisfactory results from the existing law on 

arbitration, or a lasting voluntary subscription by the masters to 

the list of prices. They returned in earnest to the idea mooted 
in 1816 of obtaining an act of Parliament 'to regulate theprice of 
labour, and to render those prices bindingl. (2) A committee was 
formed by the weavers and undertakers to carry out the plan and 

subscriptions were obtained from the trade throughout north Warwick- 

shire. The corporation subscribed too. Some of the masters 
favoured an approach to Parliament and the treasurer of the subscribed 
fund was Charles Adams, 'the acknowledged head of the tradel, (3) 

In February the weavers of Coventry petitioned the Commons complaining 

of 'a loose, impolitic, and ruinous system of Apprenticeship', and 

stressing the need for 'a certain rule for adequate wages ... for 

giving a chance to the fair manufacturer to meet his competitor at 

market'. It asked for a bill to remedy or limit the half-pay system 

and to enable both masters and men 'to regulate and make uniform, the 

prices and wages for labourl. The petition was introduced by Peter 

Moore, who with aid from Dugdale Stratford Dugdales one of the county 

members, got it referred to a select committee. (4) 

The campaign committee now strove to gain wide support for its 

case, making application 'to every person whose influence it deemed 

might be obtained'. A printed letter was circulated. The committee 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 11 et seq. 
(2) P. P. C2171 H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 200. 

(3) P. P.: [21ý H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 200 et seq. C. W. C.: 
Broadsides Collection, To the Ribbon Weavers of Coventry, 10 January 1814' 

(4) Journals of the House of Commons, lxxiii (1818), PP. 51 et seq. 
Parliamentary Debates, xxxvii, pp. 395 et seq. 
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was aided by the corporation in its task, the town clerk becoming 

its chief agent in London. As a result of these efforts several 

petitions were presented to the Commons from the silk weavers of 

Macclesfield, Leek, Reading and Manchester, detailing the same 

grievances. In their plea to the select committee of the Commons 

the weavers were strongly supported by Carter, speaking for the 

Corporation, and by the weavers from elsewhere; they asked for the 

Spitalfields Acts to be extended. It was admitted that this would 

cause a rise in the price of ribbons: but it would be a slight one 

wnich the consumers of a luxury could well afford to pay. Several 

Warwickshire manufacturers supported the plea - John Robinson, 

William Pears, Samuel Makins, William Newsom, Stephen Stanley, 
Thomas Stanbridge, John Ames and William Elliott. The majority 
did not. The most that one can say for the Coventry masters is 

that the fact that they did not petition or speak against statutory 
regulation implies a sort of hostile neutrality on the question - 
rather different from the vehement opposition of most of the manu- 
facturers of Lancashire and Cheshire. (l) This showed the impossibilit-, 

of attaining that concord in the silk trade without which an extension 
of the Spitalfields Acts - in any case difficult in a climate 
increasingly inimical to paternalist regulation - became a mere chimera. 

Meanwhile, the influence of the select committee's chairman, 
Peter Moore, is discernible in the bias of its reportg which 

recommended the extension to the provinces, at least for a few years 

as an experiment, of the Spitalfields and Dublin Acts. (2) 

(1) P. P.: C217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 201; H. C. 134 (1818) ix, 
pp. 4 et seq, 30 et seq; H. C. 211 and 2? 8 (1818) ix, pp. 63 et seq, 
87 et seq, 108 et seq, 122 et seq. Journals of the House of 
Commons, lxxiii (1818), pp. 108,152,154,202,2o4q 244. C. W. C.: 
Broadsides Collection, Honoured Sir, 25 February 1818. The first 
Spitalfields Act dated 'from 17? 3,13 Geo. III, c. 68. It authorised 
the justices of the peace of Middlesex, the Tower Hamlets and the 
City of London to 'settle, regulate and declare' the wages of male 
silk weavers in their areas. Master weavers paying more or less 
than the justices laid down were liable to fines, as were journeymen 
accepting more or less. No silk weaver within the ambit of the act 
was to have more than two apprentices. 32 Geo. III, c. 44 extended 
the act to include fabrics of silk mixed with other materials, and 
by 51 Geo. III, C-7 journeywomen were brought under the acts. By 
19 and 20 Geo. III (Ireland) it was extended by the Irish Parliament 
to cover the Dublin silk trade. See J. H. Clapham, 'The Spitalfields 
Acts, 1773-1824,, Economic Journal, xxvi (1916), pp. 459 et seq. 
(2) P. P.: C217] H. C. (184o) xxiv, p. 214; H. C- 398 (1818) ix; 
Report fr2m the Select Committee on the Silk Ribbon Weavers' Petitions, 
pp. 1 et seq. 
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In May 1819 Peter Moore presented a petition from the Corporation 

praying for relief from the current distress and asked for leave 

to introduce a bill to extend the Spitalfields Acts to Coventry. 

He was not encouraged. Only T. Fowell Buxton and Edward Ellice 

(the new member for Coventry) supported him wholeheartedly. Seven 

members spoke against the motion, their attitude being summed up 

by Robinson, the President of the Board of Trade. 

He was sure that the hon. gentleman would not be disposed to 
deny, that on all general principles by which such matters 
ought to be regulated in a commercial country like Great Britain, 
it was inexpedient to allow the wages of labourersq of whatever 
denomination, to be settled by any other means than by the 
natural demand for their labour. (l) 

Faced with almost total opposition, Moore, 'as such was the sense 
of the housell withdrew his motion, 'leaving it to the responsible 
ministers of the Crown, to take some measures to save that city 
from starvationl. (2) The impression left by the debate is that 
Moore had been performing a ceremonial ritual to show his support 
for his constituents, and perhaps to educate them. The impractica- 
bility of their plan had indeed been intimated to the weavers 
(apparently by Ellice and Moore) but they had insisted on prosecuting. it. 
The bitter disappointment they now felt was aggravated by a quarrel 
with the town clerk over his bill - an almost inevitable result of 
dealing with John Carter. The campaign committee had spent more 
than C800 without result. (3) 

The frustration of the weavers' campaign and the continued 

refusal of the masters to pay by the list led to some industrial 

violence in 1818: that is, some Idonkeying' - driving unpopular 

masters round the city on barebacked donkeys; they were not otherwise 

molested. The attitude of the corporation to this disciplined and 

(1) Parliamentary Debates, xl, P. 339. 
(2) Journals of the House of Commons, lxxiv (1818-1819), pp. 444 
et seq. Parliamentary Debates, xl, pp. 33? et seq. Ellice did 
not support Moore wholeheartedly. He implied that market prices 
ought usually to prevails and argued for an exception in Coventry's 
case because the heavy import duties on the raw material placed on 
the industry a burden which Moore's bill would alleviate. 
(3) p. p.: LIý10 H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 215- The weavers, petition 
to the Commons in February 1818 has asked for a bill both to remedy 
the evil of half-pay apprenticeships and to regulate the price of 
labour. A mere extension of the Spitalfields Acts would not have 
explicitly forbidden the half-pay system, since none of the three 
acts contained clauses relating to the quality or nature of apprentice- 
ship. Moore's proposed bill (which is now lost) may have contained 
clauses referring explicitly to the half-pay system; or Moore may 
have assumed that the power to regulate wages would permit magistrates 
effectively to end the system. 
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moderate coercion is suggested by the commentsof the Municipal 

Corporation Commissioners: in which no doubt there is a core of 

truth, though these were written much later and the report was in 

general grossly partisan. 

This proceeding occupied two hours, and created infinite uproar; 
but no magistrate interfered to put a stop to the outrage. 
An alderman and the chief constable stood by and saw the procession 
pass; they took no notice, but went away, and had a glass of 
brandy and water together. Another magistrate stood at his 
door; he requested the rioters to desist, but took no steps to 
enforce compliance. (l) 

Trouble returned in August 1819. There was a general strike in 

the ribbon trade, and more donkeying. 

Coventry at this time is in a great state of confusion; 
yesterday several masters rode upon donkies barebacked, for not 
paying a fair price. Mr. - was one; another for keeping half- 
Pay apprentices, while so many men are out of work. Tuesday 
(today) it is supposed 1500 people will parade the streets with 
asses, in order to ride others. People went round the city 
this morning, to compel all the hands to strike till prices are 
regulated. The general parade is to continue till then. (2) 

In their parade through the streets on 17 August the weavers carried 
a placard saying 'List Price or Nothing'. On the same day a 
deputation went to see the magistrates to ask for their help in 

bringing pressure to bear on the manufacturers. They agreed to 
help: but on the same day issued a warning against any more 
tumultous assemblies; they wouldbe, punished. At the request Of 

the magistrates, the manufacturers* meeting was held that evening 
in the Castle Inn; Charles Adamsj 'the acknowledged head of the 

trade'(3) took the chair; twenty-nine (a minority of the trade) 

attended. The meeting drew up the 1819 lists - repetitions, saving 

some slight differences* of the lists of 1816. On the following 

day, Wednesday 18 August, the weavers met and decided to stay Out 

till all the masters had signed the new lists: but Peter Gregory 

warned them that the magistrates' warning must be obeyed. There 

must not be even pressure to force weavers to strike if they did 'lot 

wish. 'None should go from that meeting to compel people to leave 

their work, as that would be deemed tumultuous; it must be a 

(1) The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventa 
(Coventry-, l. -8-35), pp. 83 et seq. See also P. P.: 21ý -H. C. 
(184o) xxiv, p. 216. 

(2) The Times, 20 August 1819, quoting a letter from the city 
dated Tuesday 17 August. Cf. Bodleian Library: MSS Top. Warwi ckshire 

C. 4 (MS of William Reader) f. 168: Tuesday 17 August: 'The ribbon 
weavers struck for an advance of wages. They paraded the streets 
procession, and several of the masters$ whom they deemed oppre6,0 

ors, 

were led through the streets on the back of a donkey. ' 

(3) P. P.: [21? ] H. c. (1840) xxivi ps 216. 
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voluntary act in all. I(l) By 26 August all the ribbon manufacturers 

throughout Warwickshire had signed the new lists, and the weavers 

returned to work. Until then, 1200 strikers' families were relieved 

by a distress fund for which Z650 was collected by Saturday 21 

August: many inhabitants subscribed, and the corporation gave Z25 

and the Clothers' Company JC20. The distribution of money to 

distressed weavers was supervised in each ward by its alderman. (2) 

As the dispute was drawing to a closel a public meeting at which 
the mayor took the chair considered the future of the list of prices; 
leading men of the city attended. Peter Gregory expressed the 

weavers, thanks for the support the corporation and city had given 
to their cause, and drew attention to the peaceful demeanour of the 

weavers. 'The handbill signed by you, Sir, ' he said to the mayor - 
meaning by this the admonition against violence - 'was received with 
the utmost deference and respect ... He should not have again 
presumed to address so respectable a meeting, had he not been 

prompted by the noblest feeling of the human mind - gratitude. '(3) 
Charles Lilly, ribbon manufacturer and veteran leader of the dark 
blue party(4), praised the strike: its aims were not to raise wages, 
but to stabilise them at the level of the list. The success of the 

weavers in Gaining the list would be to the advantage of the town as 

(1) The Times, 25 August 1819. See also ibid., 20 August 1819. 
The comments of the Postmaster reveal the attitude of the city establish. 
ment to the weavers, cause. 'This city is a loyal city as any place 
in the kingdom. Politics have nothing to do with the present question. 
The men in my opinion have been very ill-used by some of their masters. 
It is only a turn-out for the men not to work any longer at the reduced 
prices, while a number of masters are paying LJO a week more for the 
same work. Many thousands have gone through the streets with an ass, 
and have done what they call a little justice - but they were stopped 
with perfect ease, and have promised not to give theleast offence. ' 
P. R. O: H. o 42/i92, Postmaster to Francis Freeling, quoted in A. Aspinall 
1he Early English Trade Unions, (London, 1949), P. 321. 
(2) MSS Top. Warwickshire c. 4, f. 168. The Times, 25 August, 
1 September 1819. See also P. P: C21ýU H-. C, 7-. (1840) xxiv, pp. 216, 
236 et seq - where the lists of prices are printed. 
(3) The Times, 25 August 1819. 
(4) Lilly's business premises were just outside the city wall on 
the west side of Coventry. From his eminence in that part of the 
city he was known as the 'King of Spon'. He was a highly popular 
and respected man who acted as a Coventry Solomon, settling disputes 
between citizens at his informal court at the Black Horse public 
house on the Birmingham Road. See T. W. Whitley, The Parliamentary 
History of 1hp r, ity_of CoventEZ (Coventry, 1894), p-. 251. 
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a whole: C1000 more, each week, could be paid to weavers - and 

this would be spent in the city. Now that all the manufacturers 
in Warwickshire had signed the list, weavers should strive to 

maintain it, and the town should help them to do it. ITf the 

prices that are now obtained are now deviated from at future times, 
it will be the fault of the journeyman ... He recommends that 

they should refrain from work, rather than take it at an inferior 

price. I(l) Lilly would subscribe to a second relief fund for the 

weavers if one should be necessary to sustain the list. Thomas 
Cope - another leading manufacturer - agreed with him: pointing 
out that one advantage of the maintenance of the list would be a 
diminished poor rate. (2) This second fund was opened, with Charles 
Lilly as its treasurer: by the end of August he had paid Z472 into 

Troughton's bank, and a subscription in London that Edward Ellice 

and Charles Adams were in charge of was expected to reach C1000. 
'This being the case, it is presumed no mean master or dastard 

weaver will ever deviate from the list prices. '(3) By April 1820 
L1600 had been raised for the fund - many of the manufacturers 
contributing to it. (4) 

This fund was used to buttress the efforts of the weavers to 

maintain the list. Within a few weeks of the strike a sub-committee 
of weavers in each of the ten wards of the city was in existence for 
this purpose. A central committee - the Aggregate Committee - 
consisting of one or two weavers from each ward was also elected 
by the weavers. The declared purpose of the Aggregate Committee 

was to bring pressure to bear upon manufacturers who offered, and 

weavers who accepted, lower prices than the list laid down. A 

meeting of the ward committees on 21 September resolved that 

as it is impossible any Weaver can maintain a family without 
the aid of the Parish, by wages at a less rate than the printed 
list sets forth, any person engaging himself to work under that 
price must have some motive for such conduct peculiar to 
himself; and as this would have the effect of bringing still 
further burdens on the Parish, it is but just he should directly 
or indirectly pay a portion of those Rates he has been the means 
of creating ... (therefore) the respective Committees in each 
ward do report to the Directors of the Poor the names of such 
persons who shall be found in any way to violate the last List 
of Prices agreed upon by the Masters, and that such reports be 
published in both the Coventry Newspapers. (5) 

(1) The Times,, 25 August 1819. 

(2) loc. cit. 
(3) The Times, 1 September 1819. 
(4) P-P: [2'1? j H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 217. 
(5) C-W-C: Broadsides Collection, Ribbon Trade, 22 September 1819. 
See also ibid., Ribbon Trades 5 October 1819 and P. P: al? ] H. C. 
(1840) xxiv, pp. 216 -eF-seq. 
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The resolution shows graphically the belief in the power of 

publication to tame the recalcitrant in a city where the great 

weight of public opinion supported the list. For some years the 

pressure of the Aggregate Committee prevented open infractions of 

the list by the local masters. In this way the optimism of Lilly 

on 22 August was justified. What the committee could not prevent 

was the sort of covert departures from the list which were practised 
by the dishonourable masters within a few months of the August strike 

and which were bitterly denounced by Peter Gregory in SePtember 

1821: imposing on the journeyman all the preparatory labour which 
had once been performed by the undertaker, yet taking at the same 
time the one third commission which had been the undertaker's 

payment; and giving work only to journeymen who purchased looms 

from them at inflated prices, 'thus making the journeymen return 

with an enormous interest that capital which they found it necessary 
to sink when they commenced businessl. (l) 

But only one man had the temerity consistently to refuse 

openly to pay by the list. Farrington was not a local mang but 

a London manufacturer who after being prosecuted for breaking the 

Spitalfields Acts moved to Coventry and set up as a manufacturer 

of doubles and galloons. For 6dy doubles he would pay ls., though 
the list price was ls. 2d. The Aggregate Committee used against 
him all the powers which help to explain why the local manufacturers 

were for some years content to abide by the list. The father of 
Thomas Parker, one of his weavers, received a letter from John Cave, 

the secretary-of the Aggregate Committee: 'Understanding that 6dy 

doubles are made by you, below the list price, the Committee desire 

you to attend at the Anchor Tavern on a certain day, when they will 
be ready to receive any apology you may think necessary to makel. (2) 

The elder Parker then attended the meeting. 

Cave then asked my father if he meant to continue making those 
works? My father said he was noi making them. Cave said they 
were making at his house ... Some one then called my father a 
foreigner, and he asked what they meant by calling him a 
foreigner, as he had been a freeman of Coventry forty years. 
They said they did not mean him, but Farrington, who had come 
to the town to work below prices. (3) 

Parker refused to agree not to accept work at Farrington's prices. 

A visit from three members of the committee then occurred, and Parker 

(1) Letter of Gregory to the Chairman of the Aggregate Committee, 
cited at length in P. P: [2'173 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 217 et seq. 

(2) Warwick and Warwickshire General Advertiser, 6 April 1822. 
See also P. p.: L2 1'd H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 2187. 

(3) Warwick and Warwickshire General Advertiser, loc. cit. 
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changed his mind. This procedure was usual. Mary Smart was 

another of Farrington's weavers who was paid ls. each for 6dy doubles. 

After she and her husband had been employed by Farrington for three 

months 

they ceased working for him, in consequence of the threats of, 
the committee men who came to them. Brockhurst was one of 
them, and he told witness's husband ... the loom must be stopped. 
Witness told him that it should not, upon which he said that it 
should or worse would come of it. On a subsequent night, two 
men came, and in consequence of what passed, witness and her 
husband took the plaintiff's work from the loom and sent it 
back unfinished. (J) 

In this way all Farrington's weavers were persuaded to abandon bim 

and he found himself unable to complete his orders. (2) 

But the success of the Aggregate Committee was not only due 

to threats. The weavers who were induced to refuse to work below 

the list prices were paid unemployment benefit from funds available 
to the Aggregate Committee. The ward committees levied one penny 

a week on each engine-loom and one halfpenny on each single-hand 
loom; 'those who refused to pay were held up to the derision of 
their neighboursl-(3) This money was held in trust by a 'respectable 
tradesman' in each ward and was used to support the Parkers, Smarts, 

and their like. Whenever this fund was exhausted, the Aggregate 
Committee was able to draw upon another - the second distress fund 

set up by public subscription in 1819. Thus Parker was given 3s- 

a week from the weavers, own fund and in addition a note from a 

committee man to take to Lilly, by whom he was given another 12s. 

a week. Smart got 18s. a week from Lilly. For some years these 

payments to an unknown number of weavers continued, until disaster 

struck. Trouchton's bank went bankrupt and lost over Z1,500 of the 

fund's money. Soon afterwards Farrington brought an action against 
Lilly and Cave for damages because of his loss of trade; the case 

was tried at Warwick assizes. Denman was counsel for the defendants. 

He praised the forbearance of the Coventry weavers: 'in 1819 ... 
whilst at Manchester there were meetings and the most disgraceful 

tumults - at Birmingham, a mock election, and in every part of 
Yorkshire, nocturnal meetings and training at Coventry all was 

silent suffering'. Lilly was 'the most respectable man in the city' 

and Farrington, by contrast, 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) loc. cit. 
(3) Warwick and Warwickshire General Advertisers, loc. cit. 
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the only individual, out of 124 masters in Coventry, who had 
refused to sign the list of prices agreed upon, and if he chose 
to be a solitary exception to an arrangement alike creditable 
to the rest of the masters and to the workmen, he thought he 
neither stood in an honourable lightg nor had any reason to 
expect the commiseration of his fellow subjects. (1) 

Mr. Justice Best thought much of this verbiage 'extremely irrelevant 

and irregular'. 

The man who attempted to reduce the price of labour below its 
proper rate, was an enemy to the whole human race, but he who 
gave such prices as would enable the labourer to obtain a 
comfortable livelihood, was the benefactor of mankind. Those 
who supported high prices, were not only injuring themselves, 
but all around them. Such conduct could only have the effect 
of driving labour from the country. It was like the Indian of 
Louisiana, who cuts down the tree to obtain the fruit ... never 
had he seen such conclusive evidence of a conspiracy as in the 
present case ... When it was found that a fund which had been 
raised for charitable purposes, had been applied - not to relieve 
real distress - ... but to support those who thought proper to 
throw off their mastersq and to live in a state of idleness, he 
was afraid it would prove fatal to those who, at any future 
period, might require the aid of the benevolent. Its effect 
was to render men independent of their masters, to break the 
links by which society was bound together, and finally to produce 
consequences upon which no man could reflect without horror. 

The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff but awarded him only 
Z50 damaees. (2) 

Immediately after the civil action Lilly and seven others were 
indicted at Coventry quarter sessions for conspiracy under the 

Combination Acts; the case was traversed to Warwick assizes for 

spring 1823. 'The treasurer being a very respectable man, other 

respectable persons endeavoured to effect a compromise. The whole 

of the fund was given up, and the poor men acknowledged their offence 
by a public advertisement, and the prosecutor dropped it-'(3) 'The 

ends of public justice', thought Sergeant Vaughan at Warwick assizes, 
'would be fully answered without having- recourse to further proceedings'. 
(4) The ends of public justice were served by an ingenious remedy; 
to convince everybody that the distress fund committee did not favour 

illegal com: binations it agreed to pay the costs of the prosecution 

and to transfer the residue of the fund to the Coventry Street 

Commissioners. (5) It is impossible to be certain about the exact 

(1) Warwick and Warwickshire General Advertiser, 6 April 1822. 

(2) Joc. cit. 
(3) P. P.: H. C. 51 (1824) v; Sixth Report from the Select Committee 
on Artisans and Machinery, p. 603. 

(4) Warwick and Warwickshire General Advertiser, 12 April 1823- 
(5) Coventry Herald, 26 May 1826. 
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amount transferred but one may discount completely the statement 
in a recent history of Coventry (and often since repeated) that 

Z16,000 was the sum. (l) Unfortunately, the minutes of the Street 
Commissioners for the year in question have not survived, but their 

accounts record in the financial year from May 1823 to May 1824, the 

payment Of C300 'From Charles Lilly Esq. towards the m, )kinF, up a 
new road in Broad Gatel. (2) Almost certainly this was the distress 
fund conscience money - which probably came from Lilly's own pocket 
anyway, since he had been forced owing to the fund's shortage of 
cash to Put C500 of his own money into it-(3) 

Naturally, open departures from the list of prices followed 
the collapse of the Aggregate Committee's financial support after 
the judgement of April 1822. Some masters published a new, lower 
list of prices, 'the bantling list', which they refused to withdraw. 
A general strike followed, accompanied by meetings and a silent 
procession through the city. The townspeople sympathised with the 

men, and collected another distress fund for them. And at length 
the formal reaffirmation by the masters of the list of 1819 was 
gained. (4) In fact the early 1820s were more prosperous for the 
city than those that had immediately preceded them. The silk 
industry benefited from the national economic improvement of these 
years. The demand for silk increased and the amount of raw silk 
and thrown silk imported rose from an annual average of 1,415,000 lbs 
between 1815 and 1817 to an average of 2,4oo, ooo lbs between 1821 

and 1823. (5) In Coventry there was between 1819 and 1824 a decline 
in the number of paupers(6) which, small though it was, and 
indicative though the totals still were of a continued amount of 
surplus labour and chronic poverty, produced a drop in poor expenditure 

(1) Frederick Smith, Coventry. Six Hundred Years of Municipal 
Life (Coventryq 2nd ed. 1946), pp. 108 et seq. Smith gives no source 
for his statement, but probably it was drawn from George Hall, Prize 
E82s±z1-Sýn the most advisable mode of establishi , ng a board of concilia- 
Lion --. -. --(Coventry, 1661), P. 13, where Z16,000 is given as the amount 
of the distress fund in April 1820. This assertion seems in turn to 
be based at some distance on the statement in P. P.: E21? ] H. C. (1840) 
xxiv, p. 217, that the fund amounted to 'upwards of L16001 at that 
date -a sum far more consistent with the figures given in The Times, 
1 September 1819, than is the one in Hall's fugitive piece of journa- 
lism. Prest, The Industrial Revolution in Coventry (Oxford, 1960), 
P. 5?, follows Hall on this point. 
(2) C. R. O., An Account of the Receipts and Payments by the commission- 
ers ... within the said city and suburbs, 16th May 1823 - 16th May 1835. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 19 May 1826. 
(4) The Times, 9 July 1822. See also P. P.: L217] H. C. (1840) 
xxiv, p. 218. 
(5) P. P.: H. C. 6? 8 (1831-32) xix: Report from the Select Committee 
on the Silk Trade, with the Minutes o- 

See the tables in the appendix. 
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in the combined parishes from C15,757 in 1818 to Z13,099 in 1822 

and C12,236 in 1823, while the rate itself fell from 16s. in St. 

Michael's and lls. 6d. in Holy Trinity in 1818 to 9s. 6d. and 6s. in 

1822 and 9s. 3d. and 6s. the following year, by which time the rate 

had dropped to the levels of 1815. The rapid fall in the rate, 

far greater than the concurrent fall in expenditure, is the most 

graphic indication of a rise in prosperity, since it reflected a 
far smaller need than previously to excuse payment to weavers 
themselves pauperised. (I) 

But the modest prosperity of these years was short-lived. 
They were followed by a time of crisis and distress worse than 
that after 1815 - and largely the result of the ending of the freedom 
from foreign competition that the ribbon trade had for so long 
enjoyed. 

(1) C. R. O., Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor, pp. 111 et 
seq, 
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III 

The Elections of 1818 and 1820 

The caution, moderation and quiescence of the weavers' 
movement of the years after 1816 was paralleled by similar qualities 
in the concurrent movement for radical political reform. The 

evidence indicates that this was often large, but almost always 
legal, peaceful and moderate: except at election times, when both 
radicals and their opponents resorted to organised violence. 
Elections were legitimated saturnalia that irrupted into the 
normally pacific texture of ci'vic life. Radicalism was always 
opposed by the corporation - as Tory politically as it was paternalist 
towards the weavers. 

In February 1816 the corporation, at Sidmouth's request, 
enrolled 200 special constables to control radical demonstrations 
in the city. They were not needed. (l) A year later, at the 
depth of the local distress, (2) there was a'meeting of more than 
4,000 in a field near Cook Street gate - probably the largest meeting 

ever held in the city. It resolved unanimously to petition 
Parliament against 

the real cause of the distress ... the intolerable load of taxes 
imposed upon the nation; for the prosecution of unjust and 
unnecessary wars; for defraying the enormous charges of an 
unexampled and increasing Civil List; for maintaining an 
unconstitutional and unprecedented Military Force in time of 
peace; and for supporting a numerous band of Placemen, Pensioners 
and Sinecurists, some of whom receive an annual income, more than 
sufficient to maintain all the necessitous poor of this city and 
country. 

These evils had been greatly aggravated by the post-war deflation 

that had lowered prices to shopkeepers and the wages of artisans, 

(1) Bodleian Library: MSS Top. Warks C. 4 (MS Of William Reader), 
f. 167. 
(2) When, in addition to the staple trade of the city, the watch 
industry was also much depressed: P. P: H-C- 504 (1817) vi: Report 
and Minutes of Evidence from the Committee on the Petitions of 
Watchmakers of Coventryl pp. 5 et sen. 
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while interest on the 'debt called national contracted by the 

Government' remained payable in full at the inflated rates. And 

they would not have arisen if Parliament had been truly representative 

- which meant a larger electorate, an end to rotten boroughs, and 

annual general elections. The meeting resolved that 'the working 

class of the community in this city and its environs, have borne 

their privations with unexampled patience; and have conformed to 

existin! T circumstances, with a degree of good sense, highly commend- 

able'. Likewise, the meeting was conducted 10ith the greatest 

order and the most entire unanimityl. (l) Major-General James 

Lyon, commander of the Midland District, found Coventry one of the 

least troublesome places in his charge in this year. In the spring, 
the 'moral rectitude of the lower classes' was shaken by a 'long un- 
interrupted circulation of blasphemous and seditious publications', 
but 'the state of the public mind' was Itranquill. (2) He moved 
two companies of foot to Birmingham from Coventry, 'less vulnerable 

under existing circumstances'. (3) Because of an improvement in 

trade, there was even less 'discontent' by the summer, though 'the 

germs of disaffection' still existed. (4) By the end of the year 
he could report that the 'numbers of the disaffected who are known 

to assemble sometimes are said to be insignificant and few'. Two 

unknown men who had visited Coventry with 'treasonable intentions' 
had stayed for only two days. There were in the city no Hampden 

Clubs or meetings for parliamentary reform. There was a dispute 

over wages but the people were 'generally loyal and attached to 

His Majesty's Government'-(5) Meanwhile, in Birmingham signatures 

were being collected for a petition for parliamentary reform and 
Lyon considered for a time transferring two more companies of foot 

there from Coventry. (6) 

Yet the large number of radicals in the city was shown at the 

general election of 1818. Charles Wolseley was the first choice 

of the radical freemen, to stand against the city's Tory M. P., 

Butterworth. Wolseley withdrew. Cobbett's name was approved at 

(1) C. W. C: Broadsides Collection, At a most numerous nd respectable 
Meeting, 28 January 1817. 

(2) P. R. O: H. O. 40/6: Lyon to Sidmouth, 10 May 1817. 

(3) ibid., Lyon to Sidmouthl 15 May 1817. 

(4) P. R. O: H. O. 40/7, Lyon to Sidmouth, 1 August 1817. 

(5) ibid., Lyon to Sidmouth, 7 December 1817. 

(6) ibid. 9 Lyon to Sidmouth, 2 December 181?. 
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a meeting of the London freemen chaired by Henry Hunt. A subscrip- 

tion was opehed to enable Cobbett to fight. (l) But Cobbett in fact 

did not stand. A second meeting of the Coventry freemen residing 

in London, with Major Cartwright in the chair, approved the candida- 

ture of T. J. Wooler, editor of the Black Dwarf, as an opponent of 

Butterworth. Cartwright thought that Wooler stood a better chance 

than Cobbett - who was in the USA and so could not fight in person. 
More than 200 of the London freemen, one of them reported, were 

willing to walk to Coventry barefoot to return him: though he 

would prefer a subscription for Wooler to make this agony unnecessary. 
An inadequate C200 was subscribed. After a few days Wooler resiened 

his candidacy in favour of Edward Ellice: they disagreed over 

political principles, but Ellice (said The Times) 'appears to be 

better furnished with those essential recommendations to the 

independent freemen of Coventry which could not be supplied by the 

(1) Bodleian Library: Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 1 - b-3, 'A 
Chronicle of the Times, being a series of Controversial Election 
Papers ... collected by William Reader': b. 21 newspaper cutting on 
1818 election, and W. Bryant, To the Electors of Coventry, 17 June 
1818. The Times, 12 June 1818. Cobbett's Weekly Political 
Register, 13 June 1818. Cobbett had announced his intention of 
standing in Coventry in ibid., 4 April 1818 and had afterwards 
addressed two letters to the freemen giving his views on national 
affairs: ibid., 18 April, 9 May 1818. 
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bounteous Z2001 given to Wooler. (l) 

Ellice and Peter Moore were brought forward together by Charles 

Lilly, the leader of the dark blues. They, said Mark Pearman, a 

dark blue solicitor and election manager, were 'both safe on board 

the good brig Independence, commanded by Captain Lilly', while 

Butterworth was 'on board the old rotten brig, named Corruption, 

the sole property of the corporationl. (2) Moore and his dark blue 

supporters stressed his record as a sunporter of popular riChts, 
both local and national, and denounced Butterworth's hostility to 

them. Moore had been 'uniformly opposed to every Encroachment on 

(1) The Times, 18 June 1818. See also ibid., 16 June 1818. C. W. C: 
Broadsides Collection, To the Independent Freemen of Coventry (June 
1818) - address of T. J. Wooler. Cobbett blamed Wooler for the London 
freemen's change of heart and attacked him even more bitterly for 
standing down in favour of Ellice - as R reformer 'a very moderate one 
at most; in short, nearly such another as Mr. Butterworth'. Cobbett's 
Weekly Political Register, 20 June 1818. Ellice was then thirty-seven. 
He was to sit for Coventry till his death in 1863, except for one break 
of four years. Ellice's grandfather had emigrated from Aberdeen to 
New York; his father, a loyalist during the American War of Indepen- 
dence$ had moved to Montreal and became managing director of the Hudson's 
Bay Company and a fur trader on his own account. Edward Ellice joined 
his father's firm after graduating from Marischal College, Aberdeen$ in 
1800. Throughout his life he was closely connected with the Canadian 
fur trade; he became a deputy-governor of the Hudson's Bay Company. 
He inherited large estates in New York and at Beauharnais in Canada and 
spent much time on them in his early life. He often visited France, and 
was a close friend of Guizot, Thiers and Prosper Merim4e. Much of every 
summer he spent at his 'Cottage' at Glenquoich, near Invergarry. In 
Coventry he plainly became more and more popular, but he hardly ever 
visited it except at election times, and not always even then. 

, 
As the 

city's Tory newspaper remarked, 'He is more often in Paris than Coventry, 
(Coventry Standard, 31 March 1837). After his marriage in 1809 to the 
youngest daughter of the second Earl Grey, he was a prominent member of 
the Whig party, being a whip during the Reform Bill crisis and secretary 
at war after till 1834: he refused all office thereafter. He was known 
as the 'Bear', possibly because of his wiliness, probably because of 
his connection with the fur trade. Prosper Merimee wrote that 'he was 
one-of the most perfect examples of the gentleman, of the old type ... his skill, his tact, his deep knowledge of human nature, above all his 
wordly wisdom, powerfully contributed to the passage of the reform 
bill 

... Few men have had in the same measure the ability to please at 
first acquaintance; to whomsoever he talked to -a peer or a labourer 
- he did so with a friendly and ood-humoured manner that it would have 
been hard to resist. ' Prosper 

Ximge, 
Etudes Anglo-Ame'ricaines (Paris, 

1930 ed), pp. 242 et seq. (my translationT. -See also D. N. B. The 
lack of a biography of Ellice is one of the saddest gaps in Victorian 
studies: it may be due in p-art to the-near-illegibility of his hand- 
writing. 
(2) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, substance of Mr. Pearman's speech, 
I? June 1818 (11S). See also ibid., Coventry Frepmen, 12 June 1818. 
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the invaluable acquired Right of Apprenticeship, to which alone, the 

Nation is proudly indebtedg for the laudable habits of unwearied 

Industryl. (l) Moore had fought for the select committee then consider- 

ing the weavers' demand for statutory regulation of wages - Butterworth 

had not. (2) Moore had voted for Brougham's bill to enquire into 

charities, from a concern af. Coventry corporation's maladministration 

of them. Above all, he had voted against the Corn Laws, the suspension 

of Habeas Corpus, the Indemnity Billq and a large standing army, and 

looked forward to parliamentary reform as the essential means to remove 

the evils then facing the kingdom. But Butterworth - besides minor 

delinquencies such as laziness - was guilty of five evil actions. 

First - Because he voted for the 'SUSPENSION ACT', thereby placing 
the liberty of every man in the kingdom, at the arbitrary disposal 
of a wicked and corrupt ministry. 
Second - Becauseq notwithstanding the exposure of the BLOOD- 
HUNTING SPIES and INFORMERS, Castles, Oliver, and Co. 9 and the 
DREADFbL IMMOLATION of their victims at Derbyl he has still the 
effrontery to justify and commend these diabolical proceedings. 
Third - Because he IMPEDED THE COURSE OF JUSTICE, by voting for 
the INDEMNITY BILL. 

Fouth - Because he voted for a STANDING ARMY of 150,000 men, in 
time of profound peace. 
Fifth - Because, from a tender regard, no doubt, to the memory 
of Sir Thomas White, he did NOT support Mr. Brougham's Billq for 
an enquiry into the state of the Charities of this kingdom. (3) 

71) C. W. C.: Broa sides Collection, To the Independent-Freemen of the 
City of Coventry, 3 June 1818. 
(2) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, Peter Gregory, Facts are Stubborn 
Things9 June 1818. 
73) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Seven Reasons for Opposing Mr. 
ButterworthIll June 1818. See also Gough Add. Warwickshirel b. 29 
To the Worthy and Inde]2endent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 15 June 
1819, which added to the above iniquities Butterworth's voting for 
Onslow's apprenticeship bill (and against Rosels) and his failure to 
oppose the Corn Laws; ibid., MS report of Moore's speech, 18 June 
1818, To the Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 5 June 1818 
Moore's refusal to join with Butterworth because of his record, To the 
Worthy and Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 9 June 1818 
- Butterworth had voted 'in support of measures that would have 
disgraced the legislation of the court of Algiers', To the Independent 
Freemen of the City of Coventryq 16 July 1818 -a pamphlet defending 
Moore's parliamentary record. C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Peter 
Moore, To the Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 12 June 1818 
is another celebration of Moore's record and aspirations. 'Of that 
career I am more than proud; and for the opportunity which you have 
afforded me in displaying it, I am more than grateful. To preserve 
the liberty of a free country and a free people, is more glorious, in 
my conception, than all foreign acquisitions and conquests: and when 
the whole world certifies that the violent deprivation of liberty has 
been cotemporaneous with the voluntary contributions of the generous 
hearts and willing minds of the people of a whole nation, suffering 
unlimited privations in support of the dignityg honor, and even the 
splendour of the Governmentq under which they lived, I can claim no 
merit in having resisted the unwarrantable, uncalled for assault, and 
all the iniquitous proceedings which have been the consequence. ' 
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Ellice, in his address, praised Moore lavishly and aligned himself 

with Moore's views in his panegyric of the 'principles on which our 

Glorious Revolution was established in 16881. (l) In his speeches 

Ellice said he was opposed to a Government that had 'suspended the 

liberties of the people,, upLon grounds established by the information 

of spies and informers's attributed poverty to the taxation caused 

by unnecessary wars, criticised the Corn Laws and the suspension of 

Habeas Corpus, and called for parliamentary reform - though he 

added that he was opposed to universal suffrage and annual parlia- 

ments. He also called for an enquiry into. the city's charities. (2) 

Butterworth presented himself not as a pliant ministerial tool 

but as a truly independent member whose concern 'to protect the 

liberties of our Glorious Constitution'(3) had led him after due 

deliberation to support the Government over the suspension of Habeas 

Corpus and the Indemnity Bill; his vote- for a large standing army 
had been due to a wish not to unload thousands of men onto the 

labour market. (4) His real independence had led him to support the 

recent weavers' petition and the select committee: 'in fact, his 

energies increased in proportion to the difficulties thrown in the 

way'-(5) In these efforts he was supported-by the corporation of 
the city - the true friend of the weaversl which had given Z50 to 

advance their petition. In opposition were Ellice and Moores the 

creatures of the silk merchants and ribbon masters: had not their 

wealth 'been increased in consequence of the miserable pittance 

paid to the weavers for their labours and have not hundreds of those 

weavers been driven to the Parish? 1(6) The very coalition of Ellice 

and Moore was an attempt at abridgement of the freemen's true 

independence: preserve it and vote for Butterworth - especially 

(1) Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 2, To theIndependent Freemen of the 
City of Coventry, 12 June 181A (address of Edward Ellice). See also 

Freemen 17 June 1818 and 'Amicust, To the Independent Freemen 
Of Cov-entr , 17 June 1818. 
(2) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, newspaper cutting on 1818 election. 
(3) ibid., Joseph Butterworth, To the Independent Freemen of the 
City of Coventry, 29 May 1818. 
(4) loc. cit. C. W. C: Joseph Butterworth, To the Independent Freemen 
of the City of Coventry, 13 June 1818. Butterworth was evasive on 
the Corn Law question. See also C. R. O: Misc. Letters, Butterworth 
to the mayor, 26 November 1818. 
(5) C. W. C: Broadsides Collection, 'A True Friend to the Weavers', 
To the Weavers, 15 June 1818. See also Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, 
To The Weavers, 22 June 1818. 
(6) C-W. C: Broadsides collection, loc. cit. Gough Add. Warwickshire, 
b. 2, To the Weavers, 16 June 1818. 
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since Ellice and Moore were Jacobins, and 'Deists, atheists and 

infidelst. (J) 

In the means of illicit influence at their disposal both sides 

were fairly equally matched -a rare occurrence at Coventry elections. 

The blues were ardent and well organised and had election bullies 

at their command. On the other hand, though they had Ellice's 

long purse, Moore had little money, could afford nothing like the 

Z15,000 he claimed he had spent to defeat Stratton, and did not 

bribe or treat voters, The corporation, firmly backing Butterworth, 

had the city's charities at their disposal for election purposes, 

and used them, and by their rower to appoint special constables 
(they swore in 200) and administer the actual taking of the poll 

could influence the election. Butterworth, too$ had plenty of 

money and treated on a large scale at this election. (2) On the 

first day of the poll the corporation seems to have surrounded the 

hustings with special constables and prevented the blues from 

voting. As a result, the Tories were ahead at the end of the 

first day's poll -a coveted victory. There was, wrote the mayor, 

'some altercation about policingl, (3) The blues replied with an 

attack by their bullies - one of whom, over-enthusiasticallyl 

attacked the hustings with an axe. The sheriffs riposted by 

adjourning the poll and, when it was resumed, spinning the proceedings 

out inordinately by bureaucratic fussiness when the electors polled. 

This was in the hope that the blues would run out of steam, or 

money, and give up. After the close of poll on Thursday 18 June 

(the second day) 'Mr. Moore got up on the table and made a protest 

against the parshall conduct of the sheriffs and pledged himself we 

should have it that night but he never didl. (4) But in fact the 

corporation had already realised that all the wiles, cash and counter- 

force at their command could not prevail against the blue sentiments 

(1) Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 2, Truth on Both Sides, 22 June 1818. 
See also ibid., To the Independent Freemen of the City- of Coventry: 
King and Constitution, 16 June 1616 (an attack on the criminality of 
the liberal candidates), Coventry Electors: Cloven Hoof Again, 16 June 
1818, Sold Again, 16 June 1818, and Coalition Extraordinary, 19 June 
1818 (a lament that the once loyal blues were now supporting Jacobins). 
See also C. W. C: Broadsides Collection, Joseph Butterworth, To the 
Independent Freemen of the City of C ventry,, 13 June 1818, for a lengthy 
demonstration that the alliance of Ellice and Moore was 'perfect proof 
of a decided Coalition to the prejudice of your Independence'. 
(2) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, MS report of Ellice's speech, 18 
June 1818, To the Independent Freemen ofthe City of Coventry, 16 July 
1818, Edward Ellice, To tae Independent Freemen Of the City of Coventrzq 
26 June 1818, and newspaper cutting on 1616 election. P. P: H. C- 547 
(1835) viii, p. 62. 
(3) C. R. O: MS diary of Johh Clarke (mayor) durin the 1818 electiop 
Wednesday 17 June. p. P: H. C. 547 (1835) viii, r. 

98. 
At Coventry 

elections, uncommitted frqeme4 tenleg, tofbe Irawn to thedwiRne )f t 
first dayws_poll in anticipation 0-s ina victory an e Tr(eatJ 
ý&)woUld., offer his sunporters at it. 

C- -0- MQ IinrV of John Clarke. 
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of the majority of freemen. Butterworth could not win. The 

corporation wanted to give up by the evening of 18 June; Ellice 

and Moore got to hear. When asked about his protest Moore said 

'he would give it some time and he did not think no person had no 

enmity to us at alll. (l) Unfortunately, the corporation could - 

not persuade Butterworth to drop the fight. He prolonged the poll 

two days more, till John Carter finally got him to withdraw. 

Butterworth, with only 619 votes, was defeated by Ellice with 1000 

and Moore with 1180. Many freemen were unpolled. The victory 

procession of the dark blues, with the flags and drums of all ten 

wards, then took place. (2) 

Many fewer than the 21000 who subscribed to Peter Moore's 

gold ýcup in the spring were involved in the burst of radical 

activity in Coventry in the autumn after Peterloo: though this 

did represent a zenith of radicalism in the city. It was led by 

William Greatheed Lewis, a schoolmaster from Birmingham and a close 

associate of the radical Georee Edmonds. (3) In October Lewis began 

(1) ibid. 9 Friday 19 June. 
(2) On the contest, see, in addition to Clarke's diary, Gough Add. 
b. 2, Peter Moore, To the Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 
16 June 1818, Coventry Election, 16 June 1818, MS report of Ellice's 
speeches, l?, 18 ad 24 1 18, To the Independent Freemen of the 
CitZ of Coventry, 19 June 1818, MS report of Moore's speech, 24 June 
1818, State of the Processioa June1818, To the Independent Freemen 
of the City of Coventry, 16 July 1818, newspaper cutti I on 1818 
election, and letter from 'a citizen' about violence (newspaper 
cutting). A Correct Copy of the Poll (Coventry, 1818), p. 59. 
For testimony to the radicalism of many freemen, and their apprecia- 
tion of Peter Moore's services, see C. W. C: Broadsides Collection, 
The Address to ... Peter Moore, 19 March 1819 (presented on the 
occasion of a gift to Moore of a gold cup subscribed for by 2000 
Coventrians). The address laments the 'unjust, sanguinary, and 
protracted war, to serve the purposes of a factionIq the National 
Debt, the Corn Laws, the destitution that followed from these evils, 
and the perversion of the constitution 'to -ive indemnity to the 
perpetrators of these evils'. 'We have pride in knowing that you, 
our Representative, have not occasioned, have not participated in 
their transaction - That you, Sir, have nobly resisted the whole of 
them - That you have always been at the post of duty and of honour - 
and have not given a Vote that has cost the Country a penny, or the 
Widow a tear. ' 
(3) J. A. Langford, A Century of Birmingham Life (Birmingham$ 
1868) iij p. 422. Lewis played a leading part at the meeting at 
Newhall Hill, Birmingham, in July 1819 when Sir Charles Wolseley 
was elected 'legislatorial Attorney and Representative' for the 
city. 
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an unstamped radical paper - the Coventry Recorder. (l) Its first 

issue denounced the Manchester magistrates' actions at the St. 

Peter's Field meeting two months before: they were 'the worst of 

murderers'. (? ) Lewis and his associates - the Political Protestants 

of Coventry, among whom was James Grants a chemist of Broadgate - 

attacked the corrupt representative system and called for radical 

parliamentary reform. 'The taxation created and supported by the 

borough-mongers is the root of all the Egyptian plaeues. '(3) From 

October onwards, Lewis and his associates organised a demonstration 

in Coventry to protest against the Peterloo Massacre. The mayor 

was asked in a requisition signed by 700 to call a public meeting 
in St. Mary's Hall for this purpose: as hostile to radicalism as 
he was sympathetic to distressed ribbon weavers, he refused. An 

open-air meeting was therefore planned for Cross Cheaping instead - 
in the heart of the shopping area. At the magistrates' requests 
the meeting place was altered to Greyfriars Green. (4) Peter Moore 

rejoiced at the prospect of a meeting to protest at the action of 
the Manchester justices, the 'wanton and unpardonable suspension of 
the Constitution' and the malignant activities of spies and informers. (5', 

The Weavers' Committee, whose champion Moore was, disagreed: they 

placed an advertisement in the Coventry papers expressing 'detestation 

(1) The complete file of this - ten weekly issues from 16 October 
to 17 December 1819 - survives in Gough Add. Warwickshire, b-2, 
The Recorder cost 4d. 

(2) Coventry Recorder, 16 October 1819. See also ibid., 21 
October 1619 for another attack on the Manchester magistracy. 
(3) Coventry Recorder, 5 November 1819. See also ibid., 16 
October, 21 October, 29 October 1819 for the articles on the need 
for parliamentary reform. The panegyrics of Carlile, Major 
Cartwright and Cobbett in ibid., 21 October, 26 Novembert 3 December, 
10 December 1819 were directed to the same end; see also the account 
of Burdett's speech at the Westminster meeting, ibid., 17 December 
1819. Another object of strong attack was the maladministration of 
Coventry charities by the Tory corporation: though Lewis's articles 
on this lacked hard detail, which is not surprising since at this 
time even the corporation did not know what was happening to the 
charities in its charge. ibid., 16 October, 29 October, 12 November 
1819. 

(4) Journals of the House of Commons, lxxv (1819-20), p. 27. 
Petition of W. G. Lewis. 

(5) Coventry Recorder, 16 October 1819, letter of Peter Moore. 
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of 'all revolutionary princiýle's I, and deploring the meeting: the 

wpges of weavers had lately been raised and they needed no radical 

reform - which indeed was likely to have a bad effect upon trade 

and prosperity. (l) Only 200 Coventrians turned up at the meeting - 

well-publicised in advance and held on 15 November, the day of so 

many demonstrations throughout Britain. 300 attended from nearby 
districts. The demonstrators were almost equalled by the special 

constables enrolled by the corporation - 400 in all. (2) James 

Grant took the chair. George Edmonds was present: Peter Moore 

nnd Edward Ellice were not, the latter refusing to attend in a 

curt letter. The Political Protestants carried banners inscribed 
'To the immortal memory of the 'Reformers massacred at Manchester' 

and 'Major Cartwright and the Bills of Rights and Privileges'-(3) 
Half an hour after the proceedings began, when Lewis was about to 

sneak, the ref! ular constables and the specials invaded Greyfriars 
Green; led by Goodall, the chief constable, they came to keep the 

peace (which was not in fact in danger). The constables pressed 
towardsth6 hustings erected for the speakers. Lewis called out to 
the crowd not to resist. But the pressure of extra numbers - the 

crowd, after all, was doubled in size by the coming of*the constables 
- caused some panic. There seems to have been some stone-throwing: 
'a variety of skirmishing took placel. (4) The regulars drew their 
truncheons and knocked two or three demonstrators insensible: the 

specials disapproved, many breaking their white staves in protest. 
Reaching the hustings, the regulars demolished them - forcing Lewis 

to leap down - and tore up the banners. The constables were called 
to order by the magistrates who then arrived. The meeting then 

resumed, resolutions against the Manchester magistrates being carried. (5', 

(1) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 29 newspaper cuttingon meeting. The 
advertisement is a graphic demonstration of the mutually sustaining 
rapport between the paternalist attitudes of the city (and the Toryism 
of the corporation) and the moderation of most weavers. A few weeks 
before the weavers had been indebted to the city establishment (and 
the corporation in particular) for the successful conclusion of their 
strike for the list of prices and the fund set up afterwards to maintain 
it. 
(2) MSS Top. Warwickshire C. 41 f. 169. Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 2, 
newspaper cutting cited. 
(3) CoventrZ Recorder, 12 November 1819 (letter of Edward Ellice), 
19 November 1619. 
(4) MSS. Top. Warwickshire C. 4, loc. cit. 
(5) loc. cit. Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 29 loc. cit. Journals of 
the House of Commons, loc. cit- The three accounts do not differ on 
essentials, though the first was written by William Reader, the Tory 
corporator, and the third came of course from Lewis himself. 
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Edmonds afterwards saw the mayor, who expressed his reFrets for the 

constables' violence. Lewis complained bitterly about the constables, 

but made clear his lack of complaint against the magistrates. (l) 

A few days later Cobbett passed through Coventry on his way to 

London, after landing at Liverpool from the United States. He 

denounced both Ellice and Moore for failing to attend Lewis's 

meeting, and announced that he would stand for Coventry at the next 

election. (2) In the New Year he appealed for public subscription 
to a fund to enable him to fight the contest, and in particular to 

pay the expenses of the London freemen, some of whom gave him their 

support. (3) Cobbett's addresses called for universal suffrage and 

annual parliaments and denounced the Six Acts and both Moore and 
Ellice for being insufficiently opposed to the repressive policies 

of the government. (4) Ellice's address disavowed new principles 

and mentioned briefly his 'firm and unshaken attachment to the 

constitution of the county, and to the rights and liberties of the 

(1) Coventry Recorder, 19 November 1819. Gough Add. Warwickshire, 
b. 21 newspaper cutting on Lewis's complaint. Soon after Lewis was 
indicted with T. J. Wooler, Major Cartwright, Edmonds and Maddocks 
for seditious conspiracy in organising the Newhall Hill meeting in 
July. Lewis was also indicted for libelling the Manchester magistrates 
on this charge he was convicted in December 1820 and sentenced to two 
years in Oakham gaol. The other charge was dropped against him: 
the others were sentenced to various terms of imprisonmentq apart 
from Cartwright, who was fined. J. A. Langford, op. cit., ii, pp. 424 
et sen, 434 et seq. The Times, 2 June 1821. Le'wis discontinued 
the Coventry Recorder in December 1819: writing that he could not 
afford to publish a stamped paper and would have to drop his unstamped 
one. ibid., 17 December 1819. His last article was an account of 
the Lady Godiva legend - the last refugect the Coventry journalist. 
He was not afterwards active in Coventry. Lewis died in 1842. MSS 
Top. Warwickshire c. 4, f. 168. 

(2) Coventry Recorder, 3 December 1819. Cobbett's Weeklz Political 
Register, 4 December 1819. See also ibid., T9 September 1819, for 
an attack on Ellice for wishing to delay the resumption of cash 
payments. His 'real name is, I dare says Elias'. 

(3) Cobbett's Wee 
,6 

January, 22 January, 27 
January, 19 February 1620. Cobbett claimed that this 'Fund for 
Reform' had reached C200 by the middle of February. More was doubtless 
collected after, but the total is certain to have been much less than 
the resources of Ellice and Moore. See also Gough Add. Warwickshire, 
b. 2, Speech of the Chairman, and resolutions passed at a meeting of 
the freemen of Coventry 

... on 15 February 1620, and newspaper cutting 
on the collection of 00 for the election, apparently from the London 
freemen. 

(4) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, To the Freemen and Electors of 
Coventry, 31 January 1820, To the Freemen of the City of Coventry, 
17 February 1820, To the Freemen of Coventry, 24 February j_T2-_0. To 
the Freemen of the City of Coventry, 3 Marc]- 1820. See also Cobbett's 
Wekly Political Registe 1 25 March 1820, pp. 92 et seq, for abrasive 
comments on Moore and Ellice. This issue is in its entirety a graphic 
account of the election, mixed with uncommon vanity. 
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peoplel. (l) Moore's attacked twenty-five years of ruinous war and 

the plot of the government to reduce the 'Pational Spirit of Britons, 

to the slavish condition of silent submission to an arbitrary powerl. (2) 

Both attacked universal suffrage in their speeches - Moore on the 

grounds that it would reduce the privileged value of a seven years' 

apprenticeship, an institution to whose praise he devoted much time. 

Ellice was much taken with the evil of the Corn Laws - upon which 

he blamed current distress. Both explicitly avowed their unity - 

and in particular their common hostility to Cobbett, about whom 

epithets such as seditious, slanderer, and calumniator were frequent 

in their speeches. (3) They were also opposed to the corporation: 
but this was also opposed to Cobbett. The mayor advised one group 

of London freemen that the corporation advised 'silent contempt' for 

him. (4) At the last minute the corporation brought forward a 
fourth candidate - Henry Jackson Close of Ladywood, an army officer 

who had served in India - with the aim (as Cobbett put it) 'of getting 
Moore out and keeping me out, by causing votes to be split between 

Close and Ellicel. (5) Close was a Tory who professed 'attachment 
to our invaluable constitutionl. (6) 

The dark blue committees prepared well for the contest. As 

Cobbett approached Coventry from Dunchurch, the blues marched out 
to meet him with banners and bands, with the intention (so Cobbett 

wrote) of throwing him into the river Sherbourne. They were met by 

a band of Cobbett's supporters, who broke up their columns and stove 
in the drums. Victorious, these radicals then met Cobbett 'with 

(1) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, To the Worthy and Independent 
Freemen of the City of Coventry, 14 February 1820. 

(2) ibid., Address of Mr. Peter Moore, 24 March 1820. 

(3) ibid., newspaper cutting on 1820 election. See also ibid., 
To the worthy andindependent freemen of the city of Coventry, 29 
February 1820, and The bone-grubber's last shift, 2 March 1820: 
dark blue broadsides, the first a comparison between Joanna Southcott 
and Cobbett as imposters, and the second a scurrilous account of 
Cobbettis transport of Paine's mortal remains from the United States. 
(4) ibid., To the Independent freemen of Coventry, 4 March 1820. 
The freemen in question were those who met at the Griffin Inn. 

(5) Cobbett's Weekly Political Register, 25 March 1820, p. 98. 
For the Tory corporation, Ellice was preferable to Moore. 

(6) Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 29 To the Worthy and Independent 
Freemen of the City of CoventEX, 7 March 1620, To the Worthy and 
Independent Freemen of the city of Coventry, 9 March 
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leaves of laurel in their hats and boughs in their handsl. (l) 

This was the last time that Colbbett's men had things their way in 

the streets. The blues had plenty of money - certainily far more 

than Cobbett could command: Ellice had a long purse, and even the 

normally indigent Peter Moore had some - much to Ellice's relief. (2) 

The ribbon manufacturers who were Ellice's chief supporters - 
Cobbett's 'Rich Ruffians of Coventryt - also subscribed handsomely, 

and threatened with a stoppage of work those weavers who voted for 

Cobbett. The money was spent in hiring bands of election bullies 

in the, city and the villages about, arming them with pen-knives and 

plying them with drink. (3) Despite these endeavours, Cobbett came 

at the head of the poll on the first day - Wednesday 8 June. (4) Much 

of his support seems to have come from ribbon weavers who rejected 

the moderate radicalism of Moore and Ellice - especially since most 

of the ribbon manufacturers were backing them. (5) Significantly, 

Cobbett's leading supporters in the city, aDart from James Grant 

the Broadgate chemists were the two ribbon manufacturers - John 

Sargeant and John Robinson - who had set themselves apart from the 

bulk of their fellows in 1816 by calling for an act of parliament 
to enforce the list of prices. (6) The hostility of the Cobbettite' 

weavers for their masters (not removed by the concurrent Aggregate 

Committee) joined hands with another tradition - that of the Tory 

paternalism long espoused by the corporation and represented by 

Close: of the first 97 votes given to Close 48 were also given to 

Cobbett. The corporation's plan that votes for their candidate 

(1) Cobbett's Weekly Political Registerl 25 March 1820, pp. 87 et 
seq. 
(2) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers, E60/251 Edward 
Ellice to Lady Hannah Ellice, 10 March 1820. 

(3) Cobbettl 
-s- 

Weekly Political Register, 25 March 1820, pp. 92, 
96 et seq, 116 et seq. 
(4) ibid., p. 92. P-P: H. C. 547 (i835) viii, p. 68. 

(5) Cobbett was especially disgusted by the fact that some of 
his chief opponents among the rich ruffians had subscribed towards 
the expenses of Lewis's meeting, but could not carry their call for 
parliamentary reform so far as to support him. Cobbett's Weekly 
Political Register, 25 March 1820, P. ' 95. 

(6) ibid., pp. 90,101. Cobbett's committee met at Grant's 
house. See also Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 2, Peter Gregory, 
To the Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry, 8 March 1820. 
Gregory, as a weavers' leader, had worked with Sargeant and Robinson 
for the bill, but now, as a dark blue, backed Moore and Ellice. 
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would be split with Ellice had gone awry;, only 3 such splits 

occurred. (l) Cobbett now saw a chance for Close and him to succeedg 

by combining the Tory corporation and Cobbettite interests; he put 

the plan to Close, and to the corporation. Only one corporator, 

Alderman Merridew, was in favour. The others were unwilling to 

gain success for Close at the price of Cobbett's victory too: they 

disliked Cobbett more than Ellice and Moore. Through John Carter, 

they told Close that they could not agree to Cobbett's plan. 

Indeed, they were anxious to prevent Cobbett from gaining strength 

from the second votes of Tories who knew that he, toog was hostile 

to the ribbon masters' candidate. So they induced Close to resign 

on Friday 10 Marchq paying his expenses as a sweetener. (2) 

Meanwhile, the dark blues wished to overturn Cobbett's victory 

on the first day's poll by bringing up election bullies in greater 

strength than before, from the countryg liberally providing them 

with drink, and stationing them round the booth to prevent Cobbett's 

men from voting. Electors were beaten, and their clothes ripped 

up; Cobbett found himself in the middle of a dark blue mob and had 

to fight hard, using his snuff-box as a knuckle-duster. Cobbett 

sent six written notices to the sheriffs on 9 and 10 March, alleging 
his life was in danger; a group of special constables was appointed 
to escort him. The Cobbettites collected a band of 300 or 400 men 

round the booth on the morning of 10 March and polled wells until 
the Rich Ruffians (several of them in person) came with their 
savages, not less than 500 in number, in regular order, about 
eight or ten deep, with drums and banners at their head ... 
The head of this column of savages began the attack upon my 
voters at the upper end of the Booth. Fighting was out of the 
question. All attempts to resist were in vain. And, in five 
minutes, three hundred of my voters were so completely driven 
away as if an army had made an attack upon them. (3) 

The Cobbett voters were driven to Bishop Streetq taken prisoner there 

and brought back to the Craven Arms while the blue band played 'See 

the Conquering Hero Comes'. (4) 

(1) Ellice Papers, E60/26, Edward Ellice to Lady Hannah Ellice, 
9 March 1820. 

(2) P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-2? ) iv, pp. 215,221. The Rej2ort of the 
Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry, p. 86. Gough Add. Warwick- 
shire b. 2, To the Inde2endent Freemen of the City of CoventrX, 10 
March 1820 - Close's farewell. Cobbett's Weekly Political Register, 
25 March 1820, p. 99. Cobbett added that Close was a 'very good and 
frank man'. 149 men voted for Close before he retired, of whom 90 
also voted for Cobbett: A Correct Copy of the Poll for the City of 
Coventry (Coventry, 1820)_. 

(3) Cobbett's Weekly political Register, 25 March 1820, pp. 106 et 
seq. See also ibid., pp. 101 et seq, and Ellice Papers, E60/25. 

Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 21 newspaper cutting on election. 
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For the two remaining days of the poll Cobbett's voters could 

not approach the booth in safety. John Careless, a ribbon weavers 

swore an affidavit that as he got into the booth on Saturday the 

blue bullies called out for 

a show of handsfor Ellice and Moore, and upon that show of 
hands, all. that did not show their hands, were attacked and 
pulled from the booth - that while he was hanging on to the 
booth in order to poll, John Roe forced his knees between his 
thighs and tried to injure him - that while he was polling, 
his coat was ripped up to the collar, and he felt something 
sharp prick him in the small of his back ... during the whole 
of the present election, he has seen a body of men, who moved 
from one part of the booth to another, wherever they saw the 
friends of Mr. Cobbett placed to poll, and by pushing and other 
violent means, force them from their situation. (l) 

Cobbett complained to the mayor and the sheriffs and asked for 

constables to protect his voters: this was not given, but Cobbett 

himself wrote that it could not in any case have been adequate. (2) 

So anxious were the dark blues to show their dislike of extreme 

radicalism, and so annoyed by Cobbett's refusal to give up the 

poll,, that on Saturday evening a crowd attacked Sargeant's house, 

broke the windows, forced their way in and were driven off by 

Cobbett with a sword and friends with pokers. Quiet was restored 
by the prompt arrival of the constables. (3) Ellice was annoyed 
by Cobbett's refusal to give up the poll, but thought that blue 

violence was now getting out of hand. 

He threatens to carry us until the last man has been polled 
... and T am afraid, for T wish no personal violence, that this 
devil if he persists, will never get alive out of the city. 
You have no idea of the exasperated feelings which prevail 
against him and he cannot stir a step without the protection 
of the police officers. (4) 

The expense was getting out of hand too: on Monday 13 March Ellice 

and Moore stopped it-(5) By then Ellice had 1483 votes, Moore 1433 

(1) Cobbett's Weekly Political Register, 25 Mnrch 1820, pp. 135 
et seo. See also ibid., pp. 107 et seq, 117 et seq, 133 et seq. 
One of the bullies there mentioned was 'Bulldog' Harris, later 
employed by the Tories at the election of 1826. 

(2) ibid., pp. 119,125,130 et seq. 
(3) ibid. 9 pp. 113 et seq. Cf. Ellice Papers: E60/2?, Edward Ellice 
to Lady Hannah Ellice, 12 March 1820: 'the mob made a great attack upon 
the house in which Cobbett lives, and which they almost demolished'. 
Ellice had also written (ibid., E60/25) that 'a donkey with tar and 
feathers they tell me are in preparation'. These were not used. 
This is apparently the only reference to donkeying in a political 
contest in Coventry. 
(4) Ellice Papers, E60/27. Ellice's defence to the charge of violence 
was the usual one at Coventry elections - that the other side had starte 
it. He was especially annoyed by Cobbett's allegation that he had per- 
sonally instigated the attack on Sargeant's house. ibid., E60/30, 
Edward Ellice to Lady Hannah Ellicel 13 March 1820. See also Gough Add. 
Warwickshire b. 21 newspaper cutting on election. 
(5) Ellice Papers, F, 60/30- 
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and Cobbett 520; (l) the violence and the consequent deT)arture 

from Coventry of many of the out-electors pledged to Cobbett made 

his victory impossible, and he resigned. That he had gained so 

many votes under such circumstances is proof of the strength of 

radicalism in the city. 'The 51? votes, given for me, were real 

votes. They were given in consequence of a conviction, that to 

elect me would be a good done for the country. '(2) 

A Correct COPY Of the Poll ... p. 64. 

Cobbett's Weekly Political Register, 25 March 1820, pp. 126, 
128. er the election Ellice and Moore issued thanks for their 
victory over 'imposture, falsehood, and slander'. Gough Add. 
Warwickshire, b. 2, To the worthy and independent freemen of the 
City of Coventry, lZ7 March 1820. See also Ellice Papers E17/6, 
Earl Grey to Edward Ellice, 20 March 1820, commiserating with him 
on the 'atrocious libels' that Cobbett had ex1ressed about him 
and recommending legal action. The libels were the frequent 
assertions by Cobbett that Ellice had personally directed the 
violence. 
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IV 

The end of-Prohibition and the Election of 1826 

In the early 1820s the'silk manufacturers of Britain bad been 

for many years protected from foreign competition. In the 1760s 
the pressure from silk manufacturers was part of what has recently 
been described as a new and1powerful wave of deliberate and conscious 
protectionism'. (1) It gained in 1765 the prohibition of the im-nort 

of some foreign manufactured silk goods and in the following year 
this prohibition was extended, for five years, to all such goods. 
The prohibition was afterwards renewed for further -neriods and 
eventually made perpetual in 1809. Thus the silk industry of 
Britain became, with linen, 'fairly cle, -r examples of infant industries 

reared to maturity under protectionl. (2) At the same time the duty 

on imported undyed thrown silk rose'fr6m 94d. a lb in 166o to 7s. 4d. 
in 1784, in ten stages, and then by a further four stages to 14s. 7d. 
in 1814. By that year the duty on dyed thrown silk was C2.58.6d. 

a lb. The duties on raw silk had risen in the same way; in 1817 
Italian and Chinese raw silk bore a duty of 5s. 6d. a lb and Bengal 

one of 3s. 6d. These duties raised the cost of manufacture con- 

siderably, equalling, indeed, between one quarter and one third of 
the prime cost of the raw material, of which, to aggravate matters, 
a fourth was wasted during the process of manufacture. (3) 

By about 1820 the silk duties provided between . 0009000 and 
5, '600,000 annually to the Exchequer. Naturally, there were complaints 
throughout the industry at this burden. There were, however, 

significantly different degrees of hostility. At one extreme were 

(1) Ralph Davis, 'The Rise of Protectionism', Economic History 
Review, 2nd series, xix (1966), P. 314. 

(2) ibid., P. 316. See also P-P: E217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 4. 

(3) P-P.: H-C. ý03 (1821) vii, p. 5; H. c. 678 (1831-32) xix, 
pp. 265 et seq; 21ý H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 7. 
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the spokesmen for the Coventry silk-ribbon industryt like John 

Carter and John Robinson, whose lament that the duties impeded 

exports was somewhat perfunctory. The Coventry trade was always 

more eager to retain a comfortable monopoly of the home trade than 

to compete in foreign markets. And Carter and Robinson were 

leaders of the solid body of opinion in Coventry which supported 

the extension of the Spitalfields Acts and was thus willing to 

accept an increase in labour costs which would have impeded exports 

even more. At the other extreme were men like Stephen Wilsont a 

Spitalfields manufacturer, who was anxious to increase both exports 

and consumption at home by cutting costs; he believed that Britain's 

exports of silk goods were far too low because very high duties and 
the effects of the Spitalfields Acts raised costs and helped to make 

manufactured silks, weight for weight, more expensive than silver. 
A drawback of 12s. a lb on silk stuffs and 10s. on ribbons was paid 

to exporters to compensate for the import duties but the bureaucratic 

procedures and legal expenses that were involved in obtaining it 

made it often not worthwhile. Wilson believed that the high cost 

of British manufactured silks encouraged smuggling and thus worked 
directly to the disadvantage even of those manufacturers cont6nt to 

confine themselves to the home market. Wilson was 'entirely of 

... the opinion that the high duties are the cause of low consumption 

at home, less exportation abroad, and a retrenchment of the labour 

of our own peoplel. (l) Wilson did not of course argue openly that 

the prohibition on the import of foreign manufactured silks should 

also be lifted. But there was never any chance that the industry 

could have things both ways. A powerful stimulus to change came 

from the report of a Lords committee in 1821; after rehearsing the 

evils caused by the import duties it concluded that if they were 

reduced the native industry should be able to compete with French 

imports, even if they were admitted with tariffs as low as 12% or 
15%. (2) 

Thus silk was one of themain articles to be affected by the 

changes announced in the 'first free trade budget' of February 1824. 

Robinson, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, argued that other nations 

(1) P. P., H. C. 134 (1818) ix, pp. 69 37; H. C. 211 and 278 (1818) 
ix, pp. 176 et seq; H. C. 703 (1821) vii, pp. 5,39 et seq. 
(2) P-P-: H-C- 703 (1821) vii, p. 6. 
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would say unless prohibition were, ended 'that the whole end we 

had in view was to cajole them into the admission of our own 

manufactures into their territories, while we continued, by 

adhering closely to an antiquated system, toexclude their manufactures 

from our territories'. The need to induce foreigners to cut tariffs 

on our goods forced Britain to offer reciprocity. 'Tt is time to 

cut the cords which tie down commerce to the earth, that she may 

spring aloft, unconfined and unrestricted, and shower her blessings 

on every part of the world. ' The prohibitory laws were to be 

repealed, and instead there was to be a protective tariff on manu- 
factured silks, amounting to 3001o ad valorem. There were also to 

be sweeping reductions in the import duties on the raw materials from 

5 July 1824 - on Bengal raw silk to 3d. a lb, on Chinese and Italian 

raw silk to 6d. a lb, and on thrown silk to ? s. 6d. (l) 
Robinson argued that the proposed changes could safely take 

place at that time because the industry was prosperous. The 

Warwickshire weavers did not think so. Some masters were again 

reducing prices early in 1824, yet were being pressed by the Coventry 

magistrates to raise them because of the rising cost of food. There 

was dismay in the city at the early prospect of French competition, 

which the trade felt sure it could not meet. The weavers of the 

city met in the County Hall, and after being addressed by Peter 

Gregory and Thomas Newsome, resolved on a petition to Parliament, 

against repeal of the prohibitory laws until there was parity with 

France 'in point of facility of procuring the common necessaries of 

life'. There were four similar petitions from the weavers of 

Nuneaton, Bedworth, Chilvers Coton and Bulkington. Some manufacturers 

of the city also petitioned against repeal. These Warwickshire 

petitions were accompanied by many others from the British silk 

industry elsewhere. The inhabitants of the city met too to protest 

against the repeal; the widespread support for the prohibitory 

lRws in the city was reflected in the diversity of the speakers - 

Charles Lilly, James Beck, the Allesley Hall banker, William Wilmot, 

solicitor of Hay Lane, and Alderman Whitwell, surgeon; the first 

two were liberals and the last two Tories. (2) 

(1) Parliamentary. Debates, new seriesq X, PP- 304 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Herald,, 20 February, 5 March, 12 March 1824. 
ParliamentaryDebates, new series, x, P. 719. Journals of the House 
of Commons, 1xxix, (1824), pp. 92 et seq. P. P.: [,: -117J H. C. (18407- 
xxiv, p. 218. W. West, History, TopoZraphy and Directory of 
Warwickshire (Birmineham, -1830), PP- 76.5 et seq. 
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Peter Moore and Edward Ellice argued with others in the 

Commons for the retention of prohibition. The government refusedg 

Huskisson denouncing the inefficiency of the industry, which repeal 

would energise: 

We have witnessed that chilling and benumbing effect, which is 
sure to be produced when no genius is called into action, and 
when we are rendered indifferent to exertion by the indolent 
security of a prohibitive system. (l) 

He did, however, grant some concessions to the industry. The 

most important was that to allow it time to become competitive 
the prohibitory laws were to have another two years of life, until 
5 July 1826. In addition, because of the argument that 

Ia 
delay of 

several months before the import duties on imported raw and thrown 

silk were reduced would cause stagnation of trade while consumers 

waited for the price to drop, the date for the reduction would be 
brought forward from 5 July to 25 March. (Huskisson was speaking 
on 8 March. ) Merchants with raw silk on hand were to be permitted 
to warehouse it until 25 March and then have the difference between 
the old and new duties remitted. Silk goods intended for export 
could also be warehoused and the full drawback could be claimed on 
them when they were exported. Ellice asked that manufacturers 
who had a large stock of goods on hand for the home market should 
also enjoy a drawback in respect of the higher duties, and Huskisson 

conceded that half the drawback should be paid for such goods, 
provided that they were bonded, like the silks for export, by 5 April 
1824, and taken out for home consumption within thirty days. (2) 

In Coventry, the alarm at first felt at Robinson's proposals 

was much lessened when the concessions were announced. In the 

Commons, Ellice withdrew his opposition to repeal and repudiated 

an behalf of the Coventry ribbon manufacturers a compromise that 

had been suegested by Alexander Baring - that the trade should 
forgo the drawbacks in return for a further extension of prohibition. (3) 

The Coventry ribbon manufacturers rushed to take advantage of the 
drawback, which offered an easy profit; the boom was the greatest 

since the big purl time. The grammar school in Hales Street was 
taken over during the Easter school holidays as a bonding warehouse 

(1) Parliamentary Debates, new series, xt Pp. 719 et seq, 800 et seq. 
(2) ibid., x. pp. 812 et seq. 

(3) Parliamentary Debates, new seriest x, pp. 869 et seq, 1328. 
The bill passed through both houses easily and received the royal 
assent on 12 April: 5 Geo. IV, C. 21* Parliamentary Debatest new 
series, X, pp. 1221 et seqt 1285 et seq, 1322-et seq. Journals of 
the House of Commons, lxxix (1824), pp. 213 et seq. 
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for unmanufactured silk intended for drawback; it was soon full, 

its contents guarded day and night by special constables. St. 

Mary's Hall was used as a bonding place for ribbons; it was to 

open at 9.0 a. m. on Monday 29 March but by midnight on Sunday a 

queue for admission was forming and by 6.0 a. m. on Monday the line 

of carts stretched up Bailey Lane to the County Hall; weavers 

had been busy for days making ribbons to catch the drawback. (1) 

The boom lasted longer than the drawback concession. The 

fall in the price of raw and thrown silk after the duties were 
lowered led to a drop in the price of ribbons and thus augmented 
demand. By September the trade was flourishing more than anybody 

could remember and the demand could not be met; the cost of raw 

silk was rising. But there were hints that the boom was precarious; 
there were violent fluctuations in the demand for and price of silk 

and ribbons. (2) By the autumn of 1825 fears of the effects of 
French competition when the ports were opened the following summer 

were being uttered and some ribbon manufacturers sent a memorial to 

the Board of Trade asking for an extension of time before foreign 

ribbons were admitted; the request was refused. The weavers who 
attended the meeting for them in the County Hall heard Peter r7reeory 

call for a total repeal of the Corn Laws, a reduction of house 

rents, and the 'exemption of every operative from national and local 

taxation' before the prohibitory laws were lifted: unless these 

impediments to cost-efficiency were removed French competition 

would have fatal consequences. A petition to the House of Commons 

embodying these sentiments was agreed on. (3) Early in 1826 the 

boom was over; the general slump of 1825 was aggravated in Coventry 

by dismal apprehensions at the imminent lifting of the prohibitory 
laws, and by a refusal to manufacture ribbons when a flood of French 

ribbons was expected. Weavers and masters, quarrelling bitterly 

over wages, united in pressing for a continuance of prohibition in 

further memorials to the Board of Trade; Ellice told them that he 

had pressed for a postponementl without success. (4) 

In February the ribbon weavers and manufacturers of Coventry 

and north Warwickshire and the inhabitants of the city submitted 

seven petitions to the Commons for the repeal of the 1824 act and 

(1) Coventry Herald, 12 March, 26 March, 2 April 1824. 

(2) ibid., 24 September 1824,15 April, 15 July 1825. p. p.: L217] 
H. C. (184o) xxiv, p. 9. 

(3) Coventry Herald, 7 October, 18 November, 25 November 1825. 

(4) ibid., 20 January, 3 February, 17 February, 28 April 1826. 
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the continuance of prohibition; there were many from other silk 

towns to the same effect. (l) In February Ellice moved that the 

petitions should be referred to a select committee, arguing that 

the Warwickshire industry needed more time to make its machinery 

equal in efficiency to the French. Peter Moore supported him, 

but Charles Grant of Inverness-shire put his finger on the crucial 

point. 
Why should we not derive the same advantage from machinery in 
the silk trade that we did in other trades? Why was it that 
we did not do so? - because our rrobibi-tory system had pýevented 
the average application of industry and talent. The trade 
wanted that incitement, and was ruined for want of it, but that 
incitement the new measures would r-, ive. He ndmitted that the 
looms of Coventry were inferior to the French, and he was ashamed 
that he was compelled to admit it, but put them once into 
competition, and that inequality would speedily be at an end. (2) 

Ellice's motion was lost by 40 votes to 222. (3) 

Thus on 5 July 1826 the prohibitory laws lapsed and were 

succeeded by protective tariffs. The act of 1824(4) had established 
these at 301% ad valorem; the same act had reduced the duties on 
raw silk to a nominal 3d. lb and on thrown to 7s. 6d. lb. By an act 
of 1826(5) the duties on thrown silk were altered to a scale ranging 
from 2s. lb on undyed sin! Tles to 6s. 8d. lb on dyed organzine: the 

effect of these reductions would of course be to make competition 
with the continent easier for British weavers but harder for British 

throwsters. More significant for the British weaver was the 

concurrent alteration in the nature of the tariff, from a calculation 

ad valorem to one by weight. This was done, James Deacon Hume 

afterwards said, at the request of the trade; ad valorem duties 

temnte(i the importer to place low values on his goods. The tariff 

on ribbons thus varied from 15s. lb on rlain to ci. 7s. 6d. on figured 

velvet ribbons but was intended to give a 30516 protection - the amount 

Sur . posed by the Board of Trade to bethe maximum compatible with the 

need to make smuggling unprofitable. (6) 

The ending of prohibition was awaited with melancholy foreboding 

in the city - but for some years nfter July 1826 the ruinous French 

competition which had been expected did not occur. It took some 

(1) Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxi (1826), pp. 12 et seq. 
(2) Parliamentary DebRtes, new series, xivs PP- 831 et seq. See 
also pp. 733 et seq, 763 et seq, 805 et seq, 848 et seq. 
(3) ibid, p. 859. 

(4) 5 Geo. IV, c. 21. 
(5) ? Geo. IVj c- 53- 
(6) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, pp. 6,19; E-21? j H. C. (1840) xxiv, 
p. 6. There is no record in the 

' 
Parliamentary Debates of the passage 

of ? Geo. IV, 0- 53 or of the reasons- for it. 
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years for French suppliers to seek out channels of trade in Britaing 

and to accustom themselves to makinF ribbons in the usual British 

lenmths of thirty-six yards. 1827 and 1828 were good years for 

the ribbon industry; French competition did not hit the trade 

seriously until 1829. By the autumn of 1827 the ribbon masters 

had come to think that their alarm had been unnecessary and that 

Huskisson's measures had been to their advantage. (l) 

Thus for the ribbon masters the first free trade budget had 
initiated a period of prosperity, broken by the slump of 1825 and 
1826. This was not, however, the fate of the weavers. For them 

the years from 1824 onwards were a period of almost unrelieved 

gloom; in good times and bad their earnings declined steadily. 
In February 1824 the modest prosperity that the weavers had enjoyed 
in the early 1820s was ending; earnings were again cut and there 

were open infractions of the list. In the boom that followed in 

the spring Huskisson's concessions of March 1824 the masters refused 

at first to raise prices and the weavers could once again only 
lament their impotence. Rut by September, when the boom was at 
its height, the weavers succeeded in gaining the masters' signatures 
to another list, which in the case of the engine-loom was some 5% 

or 6% lower than the list of 1819. Very soon even this list was 
generally abandoned. (2) 

There was talk in the summer of 1825 of reducing earnings Z., 

even further, and by April 1826 earnings were 301/6 below what they 

had been two and a half years before. At the beginning of May the 

weavers asked the masters to meet a deputation with a view to 

discussing a new list. The masters refused; such a meeting, they 

said, would be quite useless. Therefore a meeting of weavers held 

on Stivichall Green, near the toll gate on the Kenilworth Road, 

decided to recommend weavers to see masters separately. At length 

the masters agreed to a new list of prices, which was published on 
10 May. It laid down scales that were slightly higher than those 
that had recently been paid, but which nonetheless were lower than 
those of the 1824 list and far lower than those of the 1819 list, 

giving the engine-loom weaver in full employ about one quarter less 

per week than by the list of 1819. It thus did very little more 

(1) Coventry Herald, 30 June 1826,28 September 1827. P. P.: H. C. 
678 (173-1-32) xix, pp. 27,34,66; [21J H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 9. 
(2) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, PP. 53 et seq; [217] H. C. 
(1840) xxiv, pp. 218 et seq. CoventU Herald, 20 February, 12 March, 
9 April, 16 April, 23 July, 24 September 1824-. - C. W. C.: Broadsides 
Collection, To the Worthy Citizens and Inhabitants of Coventry (1824). 
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than register and formalise the fall in earnings -hich had taken 

place; the mnsters were not now even pretending to maintain the 

old rate of earnings. (l) 

The weavers could do nothing, in either the short term or 

the long. During the agitation of May 1826 the journeyhands, both 

men and women, formed the City of Coventry Weavers' Provident 

Union for Trade and Ruri. nl - part trade union, part fripndly 

society with the payment of supplements to low earnings as one of 
its objects. No more is heard of it, and there is no evidence 
that either of its functions was fulfilled. At the time it was 

formed production bad stopped as a rerult of fears of the forthcoming 

imports of continental ribbons. This led to unemployment so 

general as to make weavers grateful for work at any price, and to 

distress so dreadful that any friendly society seeking to alleviate 
it with the weavers' own contributions would soon have been ruined. 

By the middle of May 770 looms and 1130 weavers in the city were 
idle. A relief fund was organised at a public meeting in the 

County Hall. The Mayor, James Weare, was supported in his plea 
for subscriptions by two men who were soon to support the Tory 

Corporation in the election of June 1826 - Mark Pearman and Alderman 

Whitwell - and by two liberals who were to oppose it - Peter Gregory 

and Charles Lilly. At this meeting Gregory said that he had 

visited a weaver called Coulson in Much Park Street, and had seen 

children without clothes, on beds without sheets or blankets, living 

on handfuls of horse-beans (which they described as a luxury) given 
to them by a kindly ostler. (2) Their masters could offer as an 

excuse for their failure to pay no more than the 1826 list of prices 

the slump then prevailing. But over a year later, when the ruinous 

competition from France had not materialised and the masters were 
doing well, they still refused to pay by more than the 1826 list 

and even this wasl it seems, being infringed. (3) 

Unable to improve their earnings, many weavers displaced their 

impotent rage at their masters onto Edward Ellice at the general 

election of 1826. He was the candidate supported by many leading 

ribbon manufacturers and silkmen; and in particular by Thomas Cope, 

the 1-ýirgest master and then very unpopular because of his intransigence 

(1) Coventry Herald, 25 August 1825,21 April, 28 April, 5 May 
1826. P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, p. 54; L217] H. C. (1840) 
xxiv, pp. 219,236 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 5 May, 19 May 1826. P. P.: [21ý H. C. 
(184o) xxiv, p. 199. 

(3) Coventry-Herald,, 26 October 1827. P. P.: C2173 H. C. (1840) 

xxiv, p. 219. 
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over earnings. In addition, they were enraged by words alleged 

to have been uttered by Ellice in 1824 to the Coventry manufacturers 

when the 'free trade' measures were settled: 'Now, Gentlemen, you 

may return to Coventry, and by reducing the price of weaving, you 

may compete with France and all the worldl. (l) Ellice had certainly 

welcomed the 'free trade' measures, in their final form, from which 

manufacturers had profited and weavers had not. No such welcome 

had been given by Peter Moore, and though some weavers felt that 

he was now too old%he was, with his long tradition of supporting 

Popular rights (which included his recent work for the repeal of 
the Combination Laws), more liked than Ellice. (2) In the autumn 

of 1825 Mark Pearman, the Coventry 80liCitor, who had acted for the 

dark blue interest at all elections since 1? 90, was approached by 

two of the ten dark blue ward managers who told him of the weavers' 
determination not to return Ellice again. Pearman had his own 

reasons for disliking both Ellice and Moore. After the 1820 

election he had had to threaten legal action against Moore to get 
the balance of his election expenses from him, and more importantly, 
he had changed his mind over Catholic Emancipation, which Ellice and 
Moore had sup-orted for years. The weavers did not share these 
feelings, and in declaring against Ellice and Moore and in favour 

of two 'Protestantf candidates Pearman, though he claimed to be 

acting for the dark blue freemen, was not-(3) 
The corporation began to use its powerful electoral influence 

against Ellice and Moore in the spring of 1826. The corporators 
were High Tories - opposed to Catholic Emancipation: most of them 

were Anglicans supporting the Establishment, in which the dissenting 

minority - 'high churchmen except that they do not go to church' - 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, To the Weavers and Freemen 
of the City of Coventry, 1826. These words seem to refer to the welcome 
given by Ellice in March 1824 to Huskisson's important concession over 
the drawback on imported silk, which Cave a great bonus to masters: 
'the leading men in the trade had received an explanation from the 
Treasury that morning, which gave them the most complete satisfaction. 
Those of Coventry had already left town with the determination of 
putting all their people in immediate active employment. ' Parliamentary 
Debates, new series, x, p. 869'. 

(2) The Times, 14 June 1826. Coventry Heraldq 28 September 182?. 
P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv: Report from the Select Committee on the 
Coventry Flection, Pr- 30,71- Many Coventry freemen resident in 
London, however, disliked Peter Moore: see P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, 
p. 259. 'An Enemy to All Kinds of Humbug' wrote to John Carter from 
London, 13 June 1826, about Moore: 'if he was as well known in Coventry 
as he is in the City of London, he would be drummed out of the town. 
He has been at the head of most of the swindling companies during the 
last eighteen months and there is at this moment many a virtuous family 
pining in want and misery in consequence. ' See C. R. O: Doggett 
Collection, letters of John Carter 
(3) Coventry Herald, 7 October 1825. P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, 
nn- pq= --- 
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agreed with them. (l) They also had a long tradition of supporting 

the weavers' cause against the masters; significantly, of the 

leading members of the corporation only one was in the silk trade, 

though other members of their families were certainly ribbon men. (2) 

Support for the weavers would have inclined the corporation to 

prefer Moore to Ellice: but if anything it preferred Ellice to 

Moore, since they had for the latter an inveterate enmity because 

he had been the champion of the independent freemen for so many 

year8. (3) For the time being the corporation opposed both. 

Pearman was dispatched to get candidates. He saw Butterworth in 

retirement at Dover, and 'a gentleman who lived. near London'; both 

refused. Early in June he obtained the services of Thomas Bilcliffe 

Pyler of Teddington and Richard Edensor Heathcote of Longton Hall, 

Staffordshire. Fyler was untried politically but Heathcote had 

previously stood for Newcastle. (4) John Carter, the town clerk, 

acted as agent for Fyler and Heathcote; he was assisted by another 

High Tory, Charles Woodcock, of the firm of Woodcock and Twist. 

(1) P. P: H. C. 148 (18? 6-27) iv, PP. 215 et seq. See also The 
Times, 14 June 1826. 
(2) He was Alderman John Clark, a silkman. Of the other aldermen 
1-! enre was a seedsman, Samuel Whitwell a surmeon, Samuel Vale a 
watchmaker and the postmaster, Sir Skears jq'iw a retired plumber, 
William Whittem a retail liquor merch, -Pt, william Carter a retired 
jnnkeeDer, and Henry Merridew a bookseller. The last was the father 
of the proprietor of the Coventry Herald. Several other members 
of the Merridew family were in the ribbon trade. p. p: H. C. 148 
(1826-27) iv, p. 6. CoventrZ Observer, 27 December 1827. His father's 
close involvement in the 1626 election gave a problem to the proprietor 
of the Herald. In 1824 and 1825 it was a reforming newspaper. But on 
2 Juneihýý--ffe-raid declared its neutrality in the forthcoming elections 
claiming titat it had nothing to do with local politics, nor wished to 
have, since they were so unprincipled and degraded: 'We carefully 
stand aloof'. The paper offered few opinions during the election but 
was neutral on the Tory side. On 7 July it apologised for a paragraph 
in its issue of 16 June (which does not survive) in which Fyler and 
Heathcote were praised. The offending words% it claimed, had been 
brought to the paper just as it was going to press. They had been 
written by a person unconnected with the Herald and were inserted 
inadvertently. The paper was still a 'real friend to civil and 
religious liberty'. The Herald returned to the liberal fold immediatel: 
after the election. 

(3) The Times, 14 June 1826. 
(4) jbid. 9 2 June 1826. P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv$ pp. 259 et seq. 
T. W. Whitleyl op. cit., p. 277. 
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They set to work to recruit voters. Agents were sent through 

the densely built streets and courts of the town to excite hostility 

among the weavers against their masters and their candidates. 

Before and during the election a volume of broadsides large even 

by the standards set by a Coventry election deluged the constituency 

attacking Ellice's alleged words over wages (and another alleged 

criticism by him of weavers, that 110s. wqs enough for ary man to 

get, and that if they got any more they spent it in gin shops'(1)) 

and the iniquity of Catholic Emancipation and the ribbon manufacturers. 
The addresses of Fyler and Heathcote stressed their friendship for 

the Established Church and the downtrodden weavers. (2) 

'I told Mr. Heathcote before he stood', said Charles Woodcock 

laterl 'that T thought he would have the corporation influence. 

It arises from their power, from their being the administrators 

of justice, from their superintending gaols, and having good places 
to give, and from, their being the dispensers of charities. '(3) The 

corporation recruited Tory voters by paying the admission duty of 
L1.3s. 6d. of aspirant freemen. In the three weeks before the 

election 200 freemen were enrolled - as many as in 1828 and 1829 

together; many were doubtless men who having served seven-year 

(1) P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, p. 29. The words quoted were a 
distortion of Ellice's criticism of the effects of gin on the morals 
of manufacturing towns: see The Times, 4 April 1822. 
(2) P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, p. 14. c. w. C: Pamphlets Collection, 
'An Observer's Historical Sketches of the Coventry Election in June 
1826 (Coventry 1826), et sen; Broadsides Collection, 'A 
Freeman who Spurns Oppression', Weavers ! Ppwprp !! (June 1826), 'A 
Weaver', To the Weavers, Freemen of the City of Coventry (5 June 1826) 
- which advised: 'Weavers ! We do not want a Member of Parliament 
to consult our Masters' interest, but one who will condescend to 
make himself acquainted with ours. ' Bodleian Library: Gough Add. 
Warwickshire, b. 21 'Adviser', To the Independent Freemen of-the City 
of Coventry (7 June 1826), 'A Freeman', To the Worthy and Independent 
Er eemen of the City of Coventry (8 June 1826)9 'A FreemanO, Weavers I. 
Be Free ! (11 June 162b), 'An Old Freeman's Brother Weavers, Freemen, 
(11 June 1826) - which argued, 'We want 0en of feeling hearts, and 
if I mistake not, we have found them in the Champions of our Cause, 
Fyler and Heathcotel, 'A Weaver', Weavers of Co-wentrv (13 June 1826), 
'A Freeman', To the Freemen of Coventry (13 June 1626) and Catechism 
(14 June 18267 -Who forced the Coventry Protestants to carry faggots 
on their shoulders, in Cross Cheaping, in 1485 and 1510? - The Papists. 
Who have always supported the Popish Claims? - Moore and Ellice. ' 
The addresses of Fyler (8 June 1826) and Heathcote (9 June 1826) are 
in the same source. 
(3) The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry 
(Coventry, 1835), pp. 80 et seq. 
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apprenticeships some time before had not bothered to enrol. (l) 

They now did - their fees being paid for them openly by a servant 

of the corporation. (2) The rrospect of entry to the Bablake 

Hospital for the aged relatives of Tory voters was held out in 1826 

by the corporation: families agreed to pool their votes in the 

Tory interest in return for promises that their oldest members would 

be given rlaces in the almshouse. The E4 gift of Sir Thomas White's 

charity - also of course under corporation control - was an induce- 

ment to more; at the 1826 election the alderman in charge of 
distributinn, the gift in each of the ten wards checked to see that 

those who had received or expected the gift did in fact go to the 

P011 to vote for Heathcote and Fyler. (3) Robert Buckler, a local 

carrAnter, was offered the contract to build the hustings if he 

would promise to vote for Fyler and Heathcote. He did so and was 

given the contract. (4) Above all-, Goodall, ' the chief constables 
John Carter, his brother Samuel (the gaoler At Coventry prison) and 
the mayor himself, recruited as election bullies to prevent Ellice 

and Moore voters from polling men such as John Ross, who had served 

several prison terms, including one for assault, and had acted as 

(1) 1 have calculated the figure mentioned from C. R. O: Freemen's 
Admission Books, 4 (November 1812 to July 1826) and 5 (July 1826 
to April 1841). 

(2) P. P: H. C. 547 (1835) viii: Report from the Select Committee 
on Bribery at Elections, p. 63. 

(3) The Times, 19 June 1826. Calculations made in the margin of 
C*R. O: Council Minutes 16,12 June 1827 and 3 June 1828 (by Richard 
Marriott for the Municipal Corporation Commissioners) were to the 
effect that at the next two distributions of the Fift after the 
election 278 FyIer voters and only 33 Ellice men got the L4. After 
the election, a freeman who had voted for Ellice and Moore was told 
by the chief constable when he made application for the gift to 
'stand away. You never put any water in the well, and therefore you 
can't expect any out. ' Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ... 
Coventry, p. 86. See also C. R. O: Doegett Collectiong Letters of 
TOýhnCarter, Petition of John Robinson and ten other members of the 
family of Thomas Hawley, to T. B. Fyler, 2 January 1828. The petition 
asks that Thomas Hawley 'a very poor infirm man upwards of 73 years 
of Age' should be given a Bablake place. I ... the undersigned 
petitioners, who are all Freemen and branches of his family presented 
a similar petition to you on the same day that you were leaving 
Coventry after being Elected ... your complying with our Petition will 
ever lay us under the greatest obligation and beg you will command 
our services whenever wanted'. NB also the comment of the weaver 
Charles Curzon on his voting Tory: 11 am an old man, and I expect 
to have BobblickI. P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, p. 101. 

(4) P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, pp. 120 et seq. Buckler in fact 
voted for Ellice and Moore -a piece of trickery which led the mayor 
to threaten him with imprisonment. 
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a bully during the 1820 election, William Kettle Ofighting 

Kettle'), a collier, and 'Bulldog' Harris. They were promised 

5s. or 8s. a day. (l) 

Some of these intensive preparations could rot be matched by 

the liberals, without corporation influence. The mensures that 

were in their rower they did rot sufficiently take. Ellice does 

not seem to have got much return for the money he lavished on the 

election. (2) The defection of Pearman Pnd some of the ward managers 
left a -ap that wqs not filled. T. R. Trouý: hton, Ellice's agent, 
did not attend meetings of the dark blue committee and seems to have 

known little of what was going on. Trouchton's -partner, Leal seems 
to have paid the admission fees for few freemen. No preparafions 
had been made to protect liberal voters against the attacks of the 

Tory bul-lies. (3) This was the fatal omission, which could not be 

repaired by the bribing of the London freemen at a meeting in 

Shoreditch that Ell-ice and Moore addressed, or by the threats of 

at least one Coventry ribbon manufacturer to refuse all further 

work for supporters of Fyler and Heathcote and to circulate the 

names of Tory voters to other liberal manufacturers. (4) Moreover, 

Ellice and Moore were not present in Coventry in the week before 

the election - thus missing an opportunity to counteract what 
The Times called 'the delusion practised on the freemen'. (5) It was 
in this week that the paper war was at its height, and the Tory 

broadsides exacerbated existing feelings against Ellice and Moore 

which the liberal replies and the addresses of the two candidates 

could not dispel - though animus was directed chiefly against Ellice, 

it'is true. Ellice argued that he served both masters and men, - 

(1) ibid., pp. 129 et seq. Many bullies were not paid in full. 
Ross was Civen only 14s. 6d. and theýpromise of a new, coat for five 
dayse work. He went to see the mayor: the was-being shaved at the 
time, and T waited till he was done; ... he spoke to me and said 
"Ross, I do not know what the devil they mean by sending you all to 
Me, but here is 2s. for you"'. ibid., p. 13ý0. Joseph Owen was 

,Z iven 25s. in all, and a pair of 'county shoes' by Samuel Carter, 
because he had lost his own in the fight. 

(2) Ellice gave Troughton Z950 in cash, in addition to an unknown 
amount paid by cheque. National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers, 
E 143 (Cash book of Edward Ellice, 1824-1835). 

(3) P. P: H. C. 148 (1825-27) iv, PP- ?1 75,177; H-C. 547 (1835) 

viii, p. 63. The Blue Club was founded after this election partly 
to pay the admission fees for liberal freemen. 

(4) P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, pp. 72,30?. Coventry Herald, 9 
June 1826. James Jenkins, tbo manufacturer who issued the threat, carriF 
it out. 300 Coventry freemen were present at the Shoreditch meeting. 

The Times, 14 June 1826. 
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because their interests were identical although the men might not 

realise it. When differences arose, as over the Combination Lawss 

he did not abandon the men. He blamed low wages on the corn laws, 

chiefly. He denied the charge about 110s. a week' emphatically 

- as did several liberal broadsides. Moore pointed to his labours 

in helping to obtain the repeal of the Combination Laws, and his 

hatred of the Corn Laws and 'specious new-fangled notions of free 

trade, in every article but CORNI. (l) 

In the week that began on Monday 5 June growing crowds of 

weavers paraded through the city - led sometimes by the mayor and 
Aldermen Carter and Merridew - carrying empty gin bottles on top 

of poles (a reference to Ellice's alleged insult) and calling out 
'Damn Ellice, he is the masters' man'. (2) Some of them were radicals 

who had voted for Cobbett and whose dislike of Ellice and their 

masters now led them to the populist Tories Fyler and Heathcote. (3) 

Charles Woodcock addressed a meeting of freemen on Greyfriars Green; 

they shouted 'No' when he asked them if they were satisfied with 
their present members, Afterwards Woodcock and Samuel Carter 

walked through the city at midnight with some of the bullies to 

break the windows of Ellice supporters. (4) 'The mobs constantly 
increased; their numbers increased their enthusiasm; by the end 
their prejudices amounted to deadly hatred. '(5) By Thursday 8 June 

Abraham Herbert, a liberal ribbon manufacturerg was so afraid for 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, To Mr. w. Rotherham, Printer, 
Coventry (address of Peter Moore), 1 June 1826. Bodleian Library: 
Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 29 Peter Gregory, To the Weavers of Coventry, 
1 June 1826, 'An Old WeaverIq To the Freemen of Coventry, June 1626, 
To the Weavers of the City o: f Coventryt (address of Edward Ellice), 
2 June 1826, 'A Young Weaver', To the Freemen of Coventry, t 5 June 
18269 To the Independent Freemen of the City of Coventry (second 
address of Edward Ellice), ---9 June 16-2'6. 
(2) P. P.: H. c. 148 (1826-27) iv, pp. 8s 29. 

(3) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collectiong 'A Reformerlt To the Freemen of 
Coventry who voted for Mr. Cobbett in 1820 and for Messrs FXler and 
Reathcote in 1626,26 January 182V. 'A Reformer' reproves them at 
length for betraying the cause of Reform in 1826 because of hatred of 
their masters: 'You, who had been the champions of reform *a, you 
deserted to the enemy ... you opposed those principles that are 
dearest to Englishmen'. During the election, some Fyler supporters 
said to him, 'What do you think of the little Cobbites nowt are we 
not good followsV p. p.: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, P. 24. 

(4) P. P.: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, P. 138. Coventry Herald, 9 June 
1826. 

The Times, 14 June 1826. 
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the safety of Ellice and Moore that he went to Daventry to meet 

them on the way from London - to counsel them not to enter Coventry 

in daylight, but to wait till nightfall. Ellice and Moore (whose 

courage was noted throuFhout the election) rejected this advice, 

and came to Coventry on Friday. Ellice then learned of a proposal 

the corporation had to ensure a quiet election; it showed how far 

the corporation's attitude was from the weavers'. The corporation 

offered to drop Fyler if Peter Moore would also leave the contest. 

At the same time, representatives of the we9vers saw Peter Moore 

and offered to return him if he abandoned his alliance with Ellice. 

Both men refused these propositions and determined to fight oh 

together. Ellice and Moore then attempted to address the electors 
from the favourite liberal sounding board, the balcony of the Craven 

Arms. Apart from the shouts of opronents - 'Fyler for ever19 'No 

Popery', and 'We won't have you' - Ellice and Moore were prevented 
from making themselves heard by a band placed directly beneath them, 

which Played non-stop for five hours. The crowd was led by the 

town's Police and watchmen, and the chief constable supplied liquor 

to the mob. In addition, 'a miserable negro was observed, with 
"NO POPERVI in his hatl. (J) 

The rolling began on Saturday 10 June, at the hustinCs in 

Cross CbPRDinv. The Tory tactic was to poll as many of their 

supporters As quickly Re possible while preventing the liberal 

voters from approaching the booth: it was believed in Coventry 

that a majority in the first two days of the poll could not be 

overthrown, because most of the electors who then remained would 

decide to vote for the initial victors to get the 58. p-aid to each 

sup-porter of the winners on 'chairing day' after the poll. 

Accordingly, when Polling began a massed crowd of Tory supporters, 

led by the hired bullies, were stationed round the hustings so that 

the liberals could not with safety approach. 'All of Moore's and 

Ellice's friends, endeavouring to vote, were violently assaulted, 

and their cloathes torn off. With them the booth appeared completely 

thatched. 1(2) The more fortunate liberals were merely 'Jefferied 

and Barlowedl: a 'Jefferies and Barlow' was a Coventry election 

custom that dated from the contest of 1803; a crowd surrounded a 

smaller number of men and jumped up and down in unison while jostling 

(1) 'An Observer', Historical Sketches of the Coventry Electiong 
pp. 35 et seq. Coventry Herald, 9 June 1826. The Times, 14 June 
1826. P. P: H. C. 1-48 (1826-27) iv, pp. 9 et seq, 35. 

(2) 'An Observer', His Drical Sketches of the Coventry Election of 
June 1826, p- 44. 
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them with their elbows. The regular constables wore light blue, 

that isq Corporation and Tory, ribbons and ripped up the liberals' 

clothes with their staves. The Mayor and Aldermen Carter, Merridew 

and Whitwell were often to be seen round the polling booth, shaking 

hands with the Tory crowd; Whitwell distributed Tory handbills. 

Thomas Wilson, a Coventry freeman from Bethnal Green, approached 

the hustines. The mayor looked at him: 'What a black-looking 

fellow you are; I am sure you are Bn Ellice and Moore, you look so 
black'. Then the Tories ripped up his clothes. (l) The Tory 

crowd was constantly refreshed with gin and water; the gin was 
brought to them in two-gallon copper cans, stored in the mayor's 

parlour conveniently hear the hustings. Goodall and at times the 

mayor superintended the distribution of the drink. The mayor, the 

aldermen and the sheriffs took no notice of the liberals' complaints 

of violence or their requests to adjourn the poll. All they would 

concede was the enrolment of about fifty special constables on 

Tuesday 13 June; these were shopkeepers unsuited to keeping the 

peace at a Coventry election. In any case, they were provided 

merely with peeled osiers as a badge of office, not with staves as 

the regular constables were. They found that they could do nothing 

against the bullies, supported as these were by the regular police. 

Thus on the first day only 5 men polled for Ellice and 4 for Moore 

while 173 polled for Fyler and Heathcote; at the end of the second 

day the corresponding figures were 30,29, and 621; at the end of the 

third, 203,201, and 865. Some of these liberal voters were aged 

and infirm freemen allowed by special agreement to poll unmolested. 

Many able-bodied liberal electors were deterred from attempting to 

vote by the violence. (2) 

Ellice continual courage and energy was commended by the 

correspondent of The Times. He refuseH to retire from the poll and 

remained sure of final victory if only his supporters stayed firm. 

Towards the end of the week they 'rallied the town' once and carried 
the poll; others managed to vote during lulls in the violence when 

at the mayor's renuest the bullies were temporarily withdrawn, or 

when the Tories were parading the town or were merely too tired. 

One spectator said that during the last four days of the poll the 

men in Gross Cheaping were at times playing at bowls, shuttlecock, 

cards and marbles. But The Times was very doubtful. about Ellice's 

(1) P-P: H. C. 148 (1826-27) iv, P. ? 0. 

(2) ibid *9 PP- 5,12 et seq, 16 et seq, 75 et seq, 124 et seq, 
143 et seq, 162,191. The Times, 14 June, 16 June 1826. 
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chances of victory: though his courage and his energy in canvassing 

made him increasingly popular the Tory lead at the start of the poll 

gave them a great advantage. The Tory candidates, Fyler particularly, 

aroused only contempt for their stupidity. 'The talents of one but 

barely amount to mediocrity, and those of the other would seem to fall 

far short of it. I(j) 'Mr. Fyler read something from a paper in the 

crown of his hat, with which no doubt we should have been highly 

edified if we had been so fortunate as to understand it. 1(2) On the 

eighth day of the poll, Monday 19 June, the riot began as soon as the 

poll opened. Ellice appealed to Fyler and Heathcote for fair play 

and as a result they asked the mob to give the dark blues free access. 

They did so and Ellice and Moore drew ahead rapidly; they were ninety 

votes ahead on the morning's poll. The Tory mob, thereforej was once 

again sent to attack; more clothes were ripped up. Ellice decided 

that it was unfair to his supporters to ask them to suffer further 

violence and withdrew from the contest. The final poll was: 
Heathcote 1535, Fyler 1522, Ellice 1242, Moore 1182. There were 

still 170 unpolled electors in the city, of whom 74 were ineligible 

to vote, as paupers or almsmen. (3) 

There followed the triumphal chairing of the victors round the 

cityg on chairs covered with sky-blue satin with a silver fringe, 

and the victory dinner in St. Mary's Hall, where leading Tories and 

corporators were present, Alderman Whitwell was quite unrepentant 

over the corporation's part in the contest, Heathcote's toast was 

enthusiastically drunk, and the Rev. F. G. Perkins of Stoke thanked 

the corporation and the Coventry Tories for the help they had given 

to the Established Church. (4) At the liberal dinner in the Craven 

Arms, Thomas Cope, Abraham Herbert, H. C. Adams of Ansty Hall, James 

Beck of Allesley Hall and Charles Lilly 'the veteran champion of 

the blue cause' were the chief guests. Ellice once again repudiated 

the slander that he favoured the masters against the weavers. He 

regretted that the weavers, instead of using against their masters 

the powers released by the repeal of the Combination Acts, had visited 

71)- The Times, 21 June 18267 The Times added that these men were 
preferred by 'the corrupt and grovelling magistracy of the City of 
Coventry, ... to a gentleman who ranks with the first of British 
merchants, who is allied to the most able and patriotic of the British 
nobility, and who has gained a respectable reputation in the Commons 
House of Parliament'. 

(2) ibid., 19 June 1826. 

(3) For this paragraph see ibid., 14 June, 16 June, 17 June, 19 
June, 21 June, and P. P: H. C. 148 (1826-2? ) iv, pp. 20,59,261,314, 
323. See also A Correct COPY Of the Poll ... June 1826 (Coventry, 
1826), P. 91. 
(4) Cove-itry Heraid, 23 June 1826. 
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their resentment upon him. He defended the openina, of the ports 

to foreign ribbons; prohibition had been ineffective -gainst the 

smuýrglers and it was impossible to restore it. Coventry must 

strive to compete with France. But, he thought, justice required 

that there should be free trade all round: the Corn T, aws should be 

repealed. He defended Catholic Emancipation, as an act of Justice 

to Ireland. He bitterly attacked the 'profligate and base magistracy' 

which had exploited feelinF against the ribbon masters and him, and 

fomented violence. A petition a-r-ainst the election result was 

promised. (I) The select committee that followed Ellice's petition 

found that FyIer and Heathcote bad been elected, but that 'riotous 

and tumultuous proceedings' had occurred and that the mayor and 

ma. gistrates had been 'culpably negligent of their duty in taking no 

effectual measures to preserve the peace of the City'. The committee 

recommended that a bill be introduced to give the Warwickshire 

magistrates concurrent jurisdiction with those of the County of the 
City Of Coventry. (2) A bill to give effect to this recommendation 
was Pnssed by the Commons in June 1827, but was thrown out by the 
Lords. (3) 

(1) ibid., 30 June 1826. The Times, 28 June 1826. 'An Observer', 
op. cit., pp. 55 et seq. 

(2) P. P: H. C. 147 (1826-27) iv, pp. 1 et seq. 
(3) The bill is in P. P: H. C. (1826-27) ii. There were several 
petitions to the Commons for the bill, and one from the corporation 
against it. Its request for counsel to be heard against the bill 
was agreed, but the bill passed its third reading - the essential 
vote being 64: 53 - on 19 June. The corporation petitioned the 
Lords and its request for counsel to be heard in that house was 
agreed - but the bill was dropped before the second reading, 
Journals of the House of Commons,, lxxxii (1826-2? ), pp. 297,483 
et seq, 536 et seq, 576. Journals of the House of Lords, lix 
(1826-27), pp. 423,438 et seq. 
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V 

Foreign competition: Crisis in the Ribbon Trade, 1828-1830 

The underlying weakness of the weavers' position was analogous 

to that after the collapse of the big purl time, and was due to a 

r-, j. milar cause, the excessive growth of the industry's productive 

power. Under the prohibitory system the industry had fjour--shed 

-a fact often mentioned by the opponents of repeal in the Commons 

debates of the 1820s. Imports of raw and thrown silk rose from an 

average of 715,000 lbs in the years 1765,66 Pnd 6? to aboiit 

2,300,000 lOs in ! 914. This rise indicates the growing prosperity 

of the silk industry in general, in which the ribbon trade shared. 

But even at this time the chronic structural underemployment in the 

industry was responsible for the idleness of many weavers in the 

ý, ijnter months. The biq purl time introduced a novel intensivity of 

demand and a hectic pressure of work: the result was the influx 

into the trade of far mor e weavers than it could support in times 

of normal demand. This seems to have returned to the ribbon 

industry by 1818, for in that year almost as much silk was imported 

as in 1814, and almost twice as much as had, on average, been 

imported between 1801 and 1812. Yet distress was far more general 

in 1818 than it had been ten years earlier. 

From about 1820 there was an improvement in the position of 

the weavers which is reflected in higher earnings, the greater 

strength of the list, and the abatement of poverty. This seems 

to indicate a rising demand for ribbons, and this is indeed implied 

by the high imports of raw and thrown silk in these years; 2,642,000 

lbs were brought in in 1820, slightly less the next year, but more 
the nextq and 2,88o, ooo lbs in 1823- And the average annual value 

of all silk manufactures in the years 1821-23 was over z6, ooo. ooo, 

compr-red to c4,000,000 between 1815 and 181? and Z593009000 between 
1818 and 1820. it is unfortunately impossible to know what proportion 
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of these fiFures relates to the ribbon trade, but the evidence 

suggests thnt in this pprt of the silk trade demand more nearly 

approached supply. Certainly, about 1820 the taste for silk goods 

spread from the upper classes downwards and this stimulpted demand. 

Still, one estimate was that even at this time of comparative 

equilibrium, all the hands in the ribbon trade could produce in 

nine months' continuo"s work all its annual production. (1) 

The effect of tlle measures of 1824 was a fever of innovation 

and improvement in Coventry. The profits of the boom of 1-824 and 

1825 were used to buy engine-looms and to add the Jacquard arparatus 

to many of them. By 1828 or 1829 there were 4,000 engine-looms in 

north Warwickshire, an increase of one third in ten years; many had 

the Jacquard apparatus attached. In 1823 there were only 5 looms 

in Coventry with Jacquard apparatuses attached, though this had 

been invented in 1801. The desire to be ready to compete with 
France in the field where she excelled, the making of fancy ribbons, 
led to a great investment in Jacquards; these made possible th6 

more rapid weaving of very elaborate ribbons. Previously, these 
had not been woven on the engine-loom, and had been made only very 

slowly On the single-hand loom. Figured ribbons were indeed 

uncommon in Warwickshire before the investment boom. By 1826 

? 19 en7ine-100ms had Jacouard apparatuses attached and by about 1829 
there had been a further increase to between 650 and 700. At times 
during these Years of rapid investment orders for looms could not 
be met despite an increase in the number of loom makers. French 

mechanics came to Coventry to instruct weavers in the use of these 

new looms. The desire to improve the skills of Coventry weavers 
was one of the explicit motives for the suggestion, made in 1825, 

for the foundation of a mechanics' institution in the city. 
The Jacquard apparatus added considerably to the height of the 

engine-loom; houses were altered to accommodate them - floors and 

ceilings being broken through. Many new houses were built too, 

for the engine and Jacquard looms, and the beginning of the new 

suburb of Hillfields (or New Town) in 1828 wasthe most notable 

topographical result of the investment boom. The bricks and mortar 

of weavers' cottages soon covered the area remembered by Joseph 

Gutteridge as a 'wild and romantic' place in his boyhood in the 

1820s, the resort of 'the wild duck, the widgeon, the dipper and the 

water hen'. Many weavers' houses were also built in Foleshill 

(1) p. P: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, pp. 10,423,858 et seq; E217J 
H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 8 et seq, 54. Mitchell and Deane, op. cit., 
P. 207. 
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between 1825 and 1827. At the same time, there were improvements 

in the dyeing process in Coventry, and the desire to compete in 

English markets in the new lines of fancy ribbons produced by the 

improved looms led some manufacturers to send travellers throughout 

the land to build up a connection among the country retailers. (I) 

The result of the investment boom was that the capacity of the 

industry outstripped the demand for ribbons, especially since the 

engine-looms produced so much more than the single-hand looms. 

Thus the ribbon masters found, even during the good years, that the 

price they could obtain for their goods was too low to enable them 

to pay much to the weavers; the bitter competition between manu- 

facturers forced down the price they got from dealers for 2dy 

sarsnets to ls. lld. in July 1824 - 2001c less than a few years before. 

They were urged by 'A manufacturer' -a paternalist of the old school 

who wrote repeatedly to the newspapers - to apply to the evil of 

over-production the ancient remedy of giving out half-work to 

sustain prices. They did not, persisting in their competition. 

Their inobility collectively to limit production was paralleled by 

the dealers' inability to pay a higher price: and thus rendered 

nugatory the su-, gestion of some paternalist ribbon masters that the 

dealers should be persuaded to pay more for ribbon so that the 

manufacturers could pay higher wages to weavers. Yet the import 

of raw and thrown silk in these years remained high and imply a 

high demand for ribbon: nearly 3,500,000 lbs came in in 1824, and 

even more in 1825; in 1826 the figures dropped but 1827 and 1828 were 

years of record imports of the raw material, nearly 4,800,000 lbs 

entering in the latter year. In 1828 the value of silks manufactured 

in Britain was 96,534,000. (2) 

When French and Swiss ribbons at last began seriously to 

compete in the British market the prosperity of the masters ceased 

and weavers, already poor, became poorer; foreign competition 

exacerbated the underlying problem of an excess of looms and of 

labour. By 1828 the continental manufacturers had sought out and 

obtained channels for their ribbons. The Swiss and French manufact- 

urers sent in enormous quantities of plain ribbon, and the French 

P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, pp. 70 et seq., 61 et seq, 414; 
217] H. C. (184o) xxiv, pp. 9 et seq. Coventry Herald, 15 JulY, 

21 October 1825. Parliamentary Debates, new series, xiv, p. ? 44. 
Benjamin Poole, Coventry: its History and Antiquities (London, 18? 0), 
pp. 39?, 411. Joseph Gutteridge, op. cit., P-:,. 1? et seq. 
(2) CcentrZ Herald, 23 JulY 1824,26 August 1825,21 April, 
28 Apxý171 1826,19 tober 1827. P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, 
pp. 10,869. Mitchell and Deane, op. cit., p. 20?. 
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sent also large quantities of fancy ribbonsg particularly the 

variety known as gauzes, in the production of which so much effort 
had been placed by the Warwickshire manufacturers since 1824. (l) 

The Swiss plain ribbons were much cheaper than Coventry's 

- despite the duty - and declined ir price by between 10016 and 12J% 

between 1827 and 1832. Between 1826 and 1829 the, price of French 

ribbons dropped too, by about one quarter, and one special problem 

was the French habit of dumping unsold ribbons towards the end of 
the season. In 1825 about 4371000 francs worth of French ribbons 

were exported to England - they were of course smuggled - and by 

1831 almost 2,000,000 francs worth were. The need to compete 

with continental producers helped to cause the disastrous decline 

in rates of payment to weavers in Warwickshire from 1828 onwards. 
In lowering the prices for their goods the Warwickshire manufacturers 

soon defeated Swiss and French competition in the plain trade and 

the cheaper fancy trade, but not French competition in the most 

expensive fancy trade. The French manufacturers enjoyed certain 

advantages which gave them lower basic costs than Coventry's: 

their silk was cheaper and sometimes of better qualityt since they 

had a monopoly of their native silk (which could not be exported) 

and it included the best silk in the world, and since even the new 

lower British duties on imported thrown silk raised theprices of 

some Coventry ribbons by 5% or 6%. British manufacturers broueht 

highly complex calculations to prove that wages were lower in 

France, and one Coventry ribbon master, Cleophas Ratliff, alleced 
(in wild ignorance of the French climate) that the weavers of Lyons 

had been so favoured by God that they needed no fires and less food 

that Coventrians - and so they could live well on much less than 

Warwickshire men. But these advantages, whether real or imaginary, 

were admitted by Coventry men themselve3 not to explain the continued 

French success in the upper-class fancy trade after the price of 
Coventry ribbons was so much lowered. For because of the tariff 

most varieties of French ribbon were more expensive thin Coventry's: 

yet even so they were preferred by the British upper-class consumer, 
in the highest class of trade where price was of little moment. 
Thus Ratliff found that a French ribbon selling at 48s. was preferred 
to a Coventry one, at least equal in craftsmanship and selling at 
36s. (2) 
(l P. P.: H. C. 676 (1831-32) xix, pp. 100 et seq, 149-, 412 et seq. 
(2) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, pp. 26 et seq, 94 et seq, 137, 219 et seq, 300,388 et seq, 412 et seq, 434,584,852 et seq; [211 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 9 et seq, 19 et seq. 
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When members of the ribbon trade and those who sympathised 

with them sought to explaih, the preference for French ribbons in 

the highest class of trade they expressed baffled raTe at the 

female caprice that preferred French fashions to the enual English 

product, or at the snobbery of women who preferred ribbons - even 

ugly ribbons - that were 'not comeatable by vulgar peoplet(l) 

because they were dear: so that the hilrrh tariff became regarded, 

by implication, as a positive advantaFe to the Frenchman. These 

notions were brusquely demolished by John Powring, free trade 

fanatic and Board of Tr_ýde official. 'The preference for French 

silk goods is no more a prejudice than is a preference for the works 

of Raphael a prejudice. 1(2) When Coventrians praised their 

craftsmanship they had in mind the durability of their ribbons - 
the fastness of their colours and the way they stood up to a lifetime 

of use. In these qualities they equalled French ribbons - but 

they were hot the only things purchasers - especially upper-class 

purchasers - looked for. TP the designs of its fancy ribbons the 

Coventry trade was inferior to Francels. Despite the investment 

in Jacquard mechanisms since 1824, the Coventry trade could not 

weave designs as elaborate or complex. The density of pattern 

depended partly on the number of needles, to guide the warp threads, 

in the Jacquard mechanism. As late as 1838 the highest number of 

needles in a Jacquard in Coventry was 600 and there were not many 

looms with this amount; most had only 400. But at the same time 

the best machines in St. Etienne had 1050 needles and there were 

many with 900. Above all, Coventry was vastly inferior in her 

ability to design the patterns. There was no Warwickshire equivalent 

to the school of design in Lyons with its 180 students taking a 

five-year course. Coventry's designers were not trained at all, 

there were very few good ones, and even they mot no more than half 

a crown for the design itself, 'their livelihood being derived from 

the merely mechanical operation of drafting the patterns upon 

chequered paper for the reader, who, with the stamper, transfers the 

pattern from the chequered drawing to the cards of the machine'. (3) 

So it is not surprising that the designs themselves were often made 
by imitating French patterns in an attempt to catch the market; 

Tl) P. P.: H. C-778 (1831ý32) xix, p. 150. 
(2) ibid., P. 520. 
(3) P. P.: [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 16. 
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sometimes a variation was introduced by cutting old patterns up 

with scissors and then gluing the pieces back toCether in a different 

order. The conversion of the manufacturers to the cause of competi- 
tive efficiency and technical progress, about 1824, came too late 

and was too superficial. (l) 

The impact of French competition upon the trade was catastrophic. 
The masters were pre,, ýsed under by internecine competition and could 

7et only very reduced prices for their ribbons from the 'slaughter- 

houses', the London wholesalers with large reserves of capital and 

no t7entlemanly conventions of business. They were ? lways rendy to 

buy for cash; and their ready money was very welcome to the mqnu- 
facturers, since they were 7iven shorter c, -edit by the silk merchants 
than had once been usual; in 1826 this was for ten months, but by 

about 1832 it was down to five, with 2 discount for ready cash. 

The silk merchants were prudent: there was a spate of bankruptcies 

among manufacturers. Few Jacouards were bour-ht after 1829 and 

many looms of all types were indeed jobbed off for as little as one 

quarter of the price th9t had been paid for them a few years before. 

Richard Cox had 300 engine and Jacnuard looms in 1826 and 19 five 

years inter. (2) 

The effect upon the wevvers, in a trade already chronically 
overstocked with labour, was to plunge them into misery and destitution. 
Many fancy weavers were forced to abandon their craft when this part 
of the Warwickshire trade was decimated, and turn instead to plain 
weaving. This required much less time and skilll and so the amount 
paid normally for weaving plain ribbon was much less than for the 

same length of figured ribbon: this was part of the explanation 
for the seeming paradox that the total amount paid to weavers during 
these years of slump, as compared with the years before, fell much 
more dramatically than the amount of silk consumed in the weaving 
area during the same period. But a more important reason was that 
the competition of weavers with each other in the plain trade, now 
more overcrowded than ever, enabled or forced manufacturers to cut 
earnings so as to meet continental competition in this branch. (3) 
In the spring of 1829, out of just over 5,000 looms in the city, 
2,047 were totally unemployed and 2,981 partly employed. WhA is 
startling is that the feelings of paternalism among some masters were 

21 et seq, 4-1-et seq, 82 et 

2 
set, 121 et seq, 414 et seqq 432 et seq, 454,520 et seq, 850 et seq; 21ý H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 16. 
(2) P. P.: H. C. (678) xix, pp. 41 et seq, 70,84,109,117,271 et seq 
(3) ibid., PP 69,81,111,128 et seq - 33,44, 

ýj 24?. 
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still so strong as to lead them to resist the proposal by some 

colleagues that a new lower 'ALst should 'be issued. But the naterna- 

lists coiild not win. There bpd for some time berýn encroachments 

upon the 1826 list, and these continued in a more open form; even 
the fiction of a Ceneral list was dropped. (1) 

Since the notoriety which its a_Ctivitilýs in the election of 
1826 had brought it the corporation was anxious to discourage 

violence. His fears for public order at a time of rising tension 

led the mayor, Samuel Whitwell, to write to the Home Secretary in 

May to ask that the 14th Light Dragoons should not be moved from 

the city: the weavers were frequently assembling and though no 

breach of the peace had occurred disorder was feared. Wbitwell 

was right to be concerned. Tempers were rising. On 1 June the 

house of Richard Woodcock, one of the reducing masters, was attacked 

by a crowd of weavers: 

... they broke several hundred of my windows and were only 
deterred from destroying me and my family, by my standing at 
the imminent hazard of my life with a loaded blunderbuss in 
my hand, threatening to discharge the contents into the body 
of the first man that presumed to put his foot on my premises; 
to this desperate resource I attribute the salvation of my 
life and property. (2) 

The reduction of the tariff on imported ribbons in July 1829 

caused the situation to worsen. Even the paternalist masters were 

now certain that a reduced list was essential to meet foreign 

competition. The manufacturers met, published a new list for the 

engine trade which was 15% lower than the list of 1826, and 

accompanied it with a public declaration to explain their conduct. 

As the ribbon trade, in common with others at the present time, 
is sufferinr from the effects of a combination of political. 
evils, the following reduced list of prices for weaving, is 
agreed to by the manufacturers. It mustq howeverl be evident 
that these pri-f-: will afford but a scanty supply of the necessa- 
ries of life; and it is therefore hoped that a chanýre of 
circumstances may ere long warrant a list of prices more 
beneficial to the trade. (3) 

Another list for the single-hand trade followed shortly. Yet some 

masters maintained that even these reductions were insufficient nnd 
refused to sign the new list. One of them was Richard Woodcock, 

whose country house about two miles from the city was attacked by a 
crowd which he estimated, probably exaggeratedly, at 3,000: 

(1) Coventry Observer, 12 March 1 19 March, 2 April 1829. Coventry 
Herald- P. P.: E2', j H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 219. 16 March 1832. 

(2) P. R. O.: H. O. 40/23, S. Whitwell to Sir Robert Peel, 7 May 1829; H. O. 40/24/2, R. Woodcock to Sir Robert Peel, 18 September 1829. 
(3) P-P.: [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 219. 
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... these commenced an attack upon my gardens and out- 
houses, stepling my fruit, pullinm up by the roots and 
otherwise destroying the whole of my shrubs and fruit 
trees, and were rroceeding to enter the house throuý! h the 
roof, the house being strongl-y barricaded in all other 
directions, when the fortunate arpenrpnce of a magistrate 
put a stop to these proceedings and saved my family and 
property! (I) 

Tbemý-Igistrates forbade public meetin7s. There was a general 
strike. There were breaches of the pý, ace and a general strike 
ý, t Nuneaton. At Atherstone on the edge of the weaving area 
there were disturbances, and reports of weavers 'going aboiit the 

country with military music'; the local. magistrates swore in 140 

special constables and asked for a troop of horse in case of 
trouble. George Chetwynd was afraid of a riotous combination of 
Atherstone batters, Nuneaton ribbon weavers and Hinckley stocking 

weavers, with which the civil power could not cope. 
In both Coventry and Nuneaton there was a Ceneral fear that 

a further reduction in earnings would cause cumulative destitution 

throijgh rising poor rates. The self-interest of each town, and 
in Coventry the traditional sympathy of the Tory corporation for 

the weavers, worked strongly for them. In Nuneaton distress led 

to an increase in the number of claimants on the poor rate and an 

alarming decrease in the number of payers to it: fears for the 

solvency of the rate-fund led J. H. Buchanan to take the desperate 

and bizarre step of asking Peel if the town could claim some 
benefit from some national source. Tn the combined Coventry 

parishes there were great increases in the number of paupers and 
the cost of their relief. (2) Thus in September 1829 the Directors 

of the Poor called for a meeting of the manufacturers and the 

magistrates, where the masters were prevailed upon to agree that 

further reductions were unnecessary; even Richard Woodcock was 

eventually brought to agree to pay by the list of September. 

Samuel Johnson and Benjamin Poole, two of the weavers' leaders, 

thanked the mayor and magistrates for their help and sympathy. 
In Nuneaton too adherence to the list was agreed on. (3) 

(1) P. R. O.: H. O. 40/24/2, R. Woodcock to Sir Robert Peel, 18 
September 1829. 
(2) See the tables in the appendix. 
(3) Coventry Observer, 17 September, 24 September, 1. October, 8 
Octobe 29. P. P.: L? lg H. C. (184o) xxiv, pp. 219,236 et seq. P-R-O.: 40/24/2, Richard Woodcock to Sir Robert Peel, 18 September 1829, J. H. Buchanan to Peel, 24 September 1829, George Chetwynd 
to Peel, 29 September 1829. C. R. O., Proceedings of the Guardians 
Of the Poors PP- 154 et seq. 
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The weavers had won a victory - if one mi. 7ht call a victory 

promise 
to retain a list which gave to an engine weaver in full the n 

employ an average of 9s. 10d. a week (, after paying loom hire) as 

compared with 17s. 14d. a week by the list of 1819. The full work 

needed to bring even this amount was now lacking: indeed the list 

itself was abandoned within three months. Another distress fund 

was sUbscribed in September - there had already been one in June, 

to which the corporation had given L50 - and by January 1830 soup 

was being distributed to thousands, and the press for it in Spon 

Street was so great that two people were severely injured. At 

the same date there were 454 peolob in the workhoune and 1,395 

families on casual poor relief - nearly 300 more than in J-, nu: iry 

1817; in 1-829 the rate for St. Michael's was 15s. 2d. and for Holy 

Trinity 10s. 7d. - and was kept to these relatively low amounts by 

the Directors' ovebdrawing at their bank to the extent of C, 4,546.16s. loý 

a sum equal to about 309%, of the amount raised by the rate. (l) There 

was little the weavers could do t- sustain the list in these circum- 

stances. In November a meeting of Coventry weavers agreed to closer 

action ,! ith those of Foleshill, Bulkington, Bedworth and Nuneaton 

and decided that in future the members of the Weavers' Committee 

should be raid, by levies from the weavers, to compensate them for 

lack of earnings. This step towards a Permanent trade union 

organisation could not be of immediate help. Advised by their 

committee, the weavers did not strike aCainst the abandonment of the 

Tist. Despair was general at the end of 1829. (2) 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, P. 54; F217] H. C. (1840) 
xxiv, P. 219. Coventry Observert 18 June 1829,7 JRnuary, 11 
February 1830- C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor, 
PP- 981 158 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Observer, 15 October, 12 November 1829. 
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vi 

Coventry against Manchester: Attitudes in the Ribbon Trade, 

Though they differed from them on the question of how far 

they should be expected to bear the consequences of free trade, 

the weavers of Coventry were at one with their masters in abominating 

it. Thus from the autumn of 1828 onwards the weavers were constantly 

holding meetings to protest against the admission of foreign ribbons 

and to frame memorials to the Board of Trade and petitions to the 

House of Commons asking for prohibition. Several weavers now came 

to the fore as new leaders of this campaign - Benjamin Poole, Edward 

Goode, Samuel Johnson, Thomas Pettifor and William Fletcher; Poole 

was born in 1800 and Goode too seems to have been a young man; by 

contrastq Peter Gregory is no longer mentioned in the sources. (l) 

The climax of the campaign was the motion of Thomas Bilcliffe Fyler, 

Tory M. P. for Coventry since 1826, for a select committee on the 

silk trade in April 1829: the importation of foreign silk goods 

had ruined Coventry; it ought to be stopped. Vesey Fitzgeraldt 

the President of the Board of Trade, trusted to the beneficent 

operation of market forces to alleviate Coventry's suffering: 

competition would lower prices and thus raise the consumption of 

silk goods. Fitzgerald rightly argued that the entire prohibition 

of imports of silk goods was impracticable because it would require 

the application of draconian measures against smugglers so long as 

the preference for French silks lasted. Fyler's motion was lost 

by 31 votes to 149. (2) 

75 Coventry Observer, 12 June, 26 June, 16 December 1628,5 
February, 12 February, 26 March, 30 April, 7 May 1829. P. P.: H. C. 
678 (1831-32) Xix, P- 52; H. C. 341 (1835) xiii: Re_port and Minutes 
of Evidence from the Select Committee on the Handloom Weavers, p. 231- 
Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxiii U626), P- 512. 

(2) Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxiv (1829), pp. 85 et seqq 
for tb silk trade petitions. Parliamentary Debates, new series, 
xx, P. 608, Xxig PP. 744 et seq, 756 et seq, 818 et seq. The free 
trade question was currently the subject of pamphlet debate: Richard 
Badnall, A View of the Silk Trade with Remarks on the Recent Measures 
of Government (L John Ballance, Remarks on-Some of the ondon, 1826)-; 
lmýýOrtant E et (London, 1 

4. 
Ladnall's Pamphl rOrs, in hMr. IB 

Pract--- . _. 
ýn 

-; 
John Prout, 

1ý--2zical 
-VieBUL70f the Silk Trade (Mac cle s-fi eld , 1829). 
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Fitzgerald proposed to discourage smugCling by lowerinC the 

effective rate of duty on imported silk r-oods. The recent fql-l 

in tlýe cost of imrorted silks had meant , -4n incrrýaseý in the effective 

rate of the duties by wei-Sht imrosed in the act of 1-826(i) and thus 

tlýiere had been as a rerult a rise in the profits of smug, -Tin. Z. 

Fý -proposed a rpturn to ad valorem duties, witý-i an option 
to VIP clistoms officers of charginr, duties by i! ýreight if these seemed 

fairer on items of very high value: 2501o was propoced for plnin 

silks and JAOI/r 
for fancy, the expense of smurrrl-j. nr- beinC calculIted 

at between 24% and 30%. Fitzgerald also proposed several. other 

measures more to the liking of Coventry: reducing the diity on 

imported thrown silk to assist British manufacturers (though this 

of course was resented by Rritish throwsters), and limiting the 

number of rorts at which silk roods could enter and layinrr down a 

minimum size for the ships in which they coiild be imported, to 

discourage smuggling. (2) Fyler tried a-ain when the bill to give 

effect to Fitz-erald's proposals was discussed, arguin, m at the 

committee stage that the reduction in duties would be disastrous 

for Coventry. His motion attracted little support. It was 

defeated by ninety votes to twent,, -two. (3) When the third readina- 
1j L, 

occurred Fyler said that he would not oppose it since he knew it 

would be fruitless to do so. (4) The bill received the royal 

assent on 22 May. By the act the duties on imported thrown silk 

were reduced, and those on silk goods became duties on value instead 

of on weight; in effect, týley were also reduced at the same time, 

plain silks (including plain ribbons) bearing duties of 25% and 

fancy silks duties of between 301% and 35%. (5) 

For some years the restoration of the prohibitory laws was an 

aim shared by masters and men. Tt was an article of faith in 

Coventry thut though lower protective duties were bad, higher ones 

would not suffice to defend the trade from French competition; the 

fashionable preference for French high-class fancy ribbons would 

always pull them over the tariff wall. More importantly, the 

prices of Coventry's plain ribbons were depressed by Frerch comretition 
'Now this is very plain, that it is all fudge to say. we are protected 
(1) 7 Geo. IV, c. 53. 
(2) Parliamentary Debates, new series, xxil pp. 761 et seq. 
(3) Parliamentary Debates, new series, xxi, pp. 889 et seq, 914 
et seq ournals of the House of Commons, lxxxiv (1829), pp. 251 
et seq. - 

(4) Parliamentary Debates, new series, xxi, p. 1241. 
(5) 10 Geo. IV, c. 23. Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxiv (1829), P- 328. 
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by 25 or 30 per cent. 1(l) The only sufficient means to ensure 

prosperity to the Coventry trade was complete rrohibition of 
imports, allied naturally with strong rights of search and seizure 
to find continental ribbons, payments to informers, and very heavy 

,, 
lers; one of the Spitalfields manufacturers punishments for smugg 

who agreed with Coventry on this question thought that the treadmill 

should be the smuggler's penalty. And after prohibition, it was 
disarmingly pointed out, English women could continue to enjoy 
French fashions because British manufacturers would copy them, 

from patterns admitted by a kindly Treasury especially for this 

purpose. (2) 

The ribbon trade's belief that foreign competition was 

essentially unfair and that the balance had to be redressed by all 
the power of the state was never accepted by the government or 
the advocates of commercial liberalism, despite the efforts of the 

trade to impress its views an them. From 1830 onwards the Board 

of Trade was controlled by men thoroughly committed to the doctrines 

of commercial liberalism, but even before then, in May 1829, it had 

refused to see any further deputations from Coventry and Spital- 

fields: it was useless to discuss further the question of 

prohibition. (3) The Board of Trade believed thct the reredy for 

smuggling was to reduce the duty to the level at which it ceased to 

be profitable; for this reason John Bowring argued in 1832 that 

the duty should be lowered to 2001o. All experience showed that when 

smuggling was profitable the most draconian measures could not 

eliminate it; the failure of France and Spain to close their 

borders to contraband was proof of this. Prohibition was bound to 
be ineffective. Indeed, since it was 'the encouragement given to 
imperfectionIq it would raise the price of Coventry ribbons, and 

thus add to the inducements to snuggle. (4) 

The only measure, argued Bowring, which would enable the 

Coventry ribbon trade to survive and prosper was to expose it to the 

salutary competition of the more efficient French industry: whose 

energy and drive was a function partly of the competition it faced 

from Switzerland and England. This had led to the adoption of the 

(1) Coventry Herald, 10 June 1831. 
(2) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, pp. 19,28 et seq, 42 et sea, 84 et sea, 101 et seq, 130 et seq, 1479 467 et sea, 486 et seq, '668, 
705 et sýq, 734.1 
(3) Covent. ry Observer, 7 May 1829. Lucy Brown, The Bard of Trade 
and the Free Trade Movement, 1830-42 (Oxford, 195879 Pp. 15 et seq. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xixq PP. 586 et seq. 
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bar and Jacquard looms. The value of English exports of silk 

goods to France had risen from F, 1191000 in 1820 to r, 643,000 in 

1830; they were mostly bandana handkerchiefs and there were few 

ribbons because of the inefficiency of the Warwickshire trade. 

That alone among France's industries silk was prosperous was due 

to foreign competition. The lesson was rammed home repeatedly: 

the relationship between degrees of protection and inefficiency, 

discernible already in the British and French silk industries, was 

paralleled in the cotton industries - but here the British industry 

was the more efficient because the less protected. The French 

cotton manufacturer was guarded by prohibitory laws and the exporter 

of cotton cloth enjoyed a high bountyt so French cotton cloth exports 

languished while those of Britain bounded ahead. The silk industry 

should regard the cotton industry as its exemplar; if protection 

were removed entirely the silk industry would improve greatly. 

'Wherever ignorance and inferiority have remained unprotected, 

intelligence and superiority have taken their place. I(l) And, 

added Bowring, pointing out with monotonous reiteration that imports 

had to be paid for by exports, the demand for the reimposition of the 

prohibitory laws was a demand for a curb on not only the efficiency 

of the silk trade but the profitability of cotton too. 'The demand 

for the prohibition of French silk goods, is, after all, only a 

demand that England should not export cotton goods to France. '(? ) 

Coventry must sacrifice herself for Manchester's sake or save herself 

by Manchester's example: indeed must save herself because of 

Manchester's direct threat, since, as an Essex silk manufacturer who 

supported free trade and was bitterly contemptuous of Coventry's 

inefficiency pointed out, if the M, ýinchester silk manufacturers took 

up in earnest the making of plain ribbons then their superior 

efficiency would crush that branch of the Coventry trade as Lyons 

had crushed the high-class fancy. (3) 

Some of the attitudes possessed by the Coventry trade were 

harmful to everybody in it - masters and men. The trade's fatalism 

about the inevitable victory of expensive French fancy ribbons, and 
its habit of explaining this by reference to the unreasoning fashion 

for French silks, reflected an underlying lack of self-confidence and 

was unproductive. Lyons' superiority in the high-class trade arose 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, p. 594. 

(2) ibid., p. 627. 
(3) ibid., PP- 382,521 et seq, 568,586 et seo. 
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larg gely from the strength of its technical education for weavers 

and desiFners. This the Coventry trade could and should have 

emulated - as the CovPntry Hýýrgld recommended it to, as it 

recommended it to send more deputations abroad to learn from 

superior technology; nothing was known in Coventry, for example, 

of the weavinF techniques of the Swiss. The proponents of a 

mechanics' institution in Coventry hoped to benefit the ribbon 

trade directly with a drawinF class, but the ribbon masters neither 

took up the original sup,! 7estion to found an institution in 1825 nor 

supported sufficiently the ore that was founded in 1828; the masters 

as a whole did not see where their best interest lay - or di-d not 

have the energy resolutely to prosecute it. The bustling investment 

of the mid-1820s was inadequate because it was undertaken tardily 

- and more importantly becauve the masters did not change their 

fundamental attitudes when they opened their pockets. Had the 

ribbon masters rut in hand some intensive traininF of ribbon 

designers then the victory of the French high-class fancy trade 

after 1828 might not have been complete: the masters would 'have 

benefited both themsplves and their weavers. (l) 

In this instance the short-term and the loný7-term interests 

of the masters and the weavers were truly in harmony, and would have 
been seen to be so had either side realised the need in the first 

place. But technical education would not have removed French 

price-competition in the plain trade, and was only one of the 

remedies proposed for the ribbon trade by the zealots of free trade 

and thrustful capitalism. They believed that if the industry were 
to be fully competitive in the long term against all-comers - the 
Swiss, the French, the Mancunians - then wages within it ought to 
be governed strictly by market forces, productivity raised by the 

adoption wherever possible of steam power and its corollary, the 
factory, and all artificial limitations on the output of individual 

workers ruthlessly swept away. (2) In all these instances the 
material interest of the masters would have been served by change - 
on the narrow interpretation given to 'interest' by John Rowring and 
men like Richard Woodcock who wished to throw off the trammels of 

(1) Charles Dupin, The Manufactures and Commerce of Lyons (Coventryl 
1829), pp. 6 et seq. P. P.: H. C. 676 (1831-32) xix, PP- 512,5239 533 
et seq. Coventry Herald, 15 JulY 1825,3 August 1827,3 September, 
10 Septe r 1630. C. W. C.: Coventry Miscellany (Broadsides), i, 
Address from the Provisional Committee of the Coventry Mechanics' 
Inst tution, 30 September 1828. 
(2) P*P-: 'H-C- 6? 8 (1831-32) xix, PT). 372 et seq, 628. 
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paternalism. It would not have served the interest (as they 

themselves saw it) of masters like LillY, who preferred to cut- 

throat capitalism a high and friendly standing in the community and 

the diminution of competition between both masters and men, and 

master and master. But even they had far less to lose than the 

weavers for whom the medicine of change was proposed. 

Rowring, for example, made no bones about the effects of the 

changes he thought necessary upon the weavers of Warwickshire. 

Wages would drop. The industry was overstocked with labour whose 

fate would be harsh, but it would be harshest if an industrially 

inefficient Britain lost her export markets. There was no way, 

in the long run, of giving to Coventry's weavers a larger remunera- 

tion than market forces entitled them to. And it was kindness to 

let the market forces operate now, rather than later. 'Distress 

exists, and it demands all sympathy, but a great deal of distress 

does exist from the very fact that two and two make four ... you 

have a great deal of misdirected labour, and in some departments a 

great excess of labourers. '(l) 

Of the truth of this statement the weavers were only too well 

aware; it was often advanced to them by masters as a reason for 

the reduction of earnings. In 1818 there were 8,491 looms in 

Warwickshireq 3,008 of them engine-looms; by 1831 the number of 
looms had risen to 14,602, about 4,400 of them engine-looms. (2) 

The amount of silk manufactured went up in the same period, but 

there was an excess of productive capacity at the beginning and 

at the end. The expansion had been pushed forward by demoCraphic 

forces over which the weavershad no control, and by the efforts of 

masters who extended the industry almost always beyond the limits 

of a market for ribbons which was itself expanding. Indeed journey- 

men were constantly setting up as masters on their own account, 

with the aid of credit freely available from dyers and silk brokers - 
thus increasing the industry's productive capacity. And whether 
the expansion itself was involuntary or not, some masters or-anised 
their entire system of production round the surplus so as to exploit 
it to the full. 

Thus by 1830 the structure of the industry was rather like that 
of a large estate with a core of constantly cultivated fertile soil 

(1) P. P.: H. c. 678 (1831-32) xix, p. 628. 
(2) P-P-: H. C. 134 (1818) ix, p. ?; H. C. ý, 78 (1831-32) xix, 
p. 81; C211 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 12,53. 
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and concentric circles of increasingly marginal land round it. 

Tn the most constant emrloyment were the loom-shops which had 

ari sen ver- . 
largely since t1he investment boom of 1826; the number 

of looms in such shops in 1830 is not known but in 1838 there 

were 598 (of which 53 were steam-powered) out of a total of 
4,859 looms in the city and suburbs. Almost all the loom-shop 
loom7 were engine-looms and most of them were Jacquards. There 

were similar loom-: zýhops in Redworth and Nuneaton too. The looms 
in the Phops were owned by the manufacturers, whose journeymen 

employees, thourh they were paid by the piece, were in other respects 
in the sime position as the mill-hands of Lancashire. But though 

as a result their lacked the freedom and independence of the first- 

hand journeymen of the city - the outdoor weavers who owned their 

looms and who worked at home with the aid of journeymen's journeymen 

- their position was much less precarious. For the loom-shop 

owners took care to keep their own looms, in which their capital 

was sunk, as constantly employed as they could, and even supplied 
them with the best silk. They also kept in their employ almost 
three times as many looms belonging to first-hand journeymen as they 

themselves had in their loom-shops. These were their marginal 
land, in which their capital was not sunk; so the providence of 
the first-hand journeyman, which supplied him with looms and thus a 

means of independence in good times, turned to his disadvantage in 

bad, relative to the position of the loom-shop journeyman. The 

manufacturer turned him off, though anxious to keep him in reserve 

acrainst the return of better days. 
Perhaps all the looms of a manufacturer are delayed in turns, 
on one Cround or another assi7ned to the Journeymen and 
undertakers, as that the warps are not ready, that the shute 
is not come, that there will be work for them next week, or 
that they must make that -iven to them last double time; by 
which means he keeps to7eiber his men and their looms. (1) 

At the periphery of this cultivation system, botb lopicAlly 

and topographically, were the single-hand loons of the northern 

parishes, where alone the old undertaking system survived, partly 
because the dispersion of the work-force and its ill-disciplined 

feckless nature made the supervision of the undertaker necessary. 
Here the feebtj capitalised undertaker provided the most ancient 
and inefficient looms for a destitute proletarian work-force of 
totally unfortunate men, and many more women and children. They 
were the first to be laid off - because, one may judge, the inferiority 

(1) P. P.: C217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, P. 54. 
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of their skills and their inability to bring community pressures 
to bear on the masters deprived them of the relative advantages 

possessed by the first-hand journeymen weavers of Coventry itself. 

Thus to the north the wives and children of bricklayers, colliers 

and farm laboiirers moved restlessly in Pnd out of the single- 
hand trade, from ribbons to framework-krittinC, for the Leicestershire 

trade nearby, or to domestic service; 'but, so soon as trade 

improves, they too commonly disagree with their employers and 

return to the loom'. Fletcher wrote in 1838: 

The trade has constantly been ebbing and flowing; but for 
the last twenty years the slack times, at least in the siný71e- 
hand trade, have preponderated over the brisk in the pro-portion 
of three to one, or at least five to two; and on these occasions 
besides the looms absoliftely idle, an mpny more have often only 
half work. (l) 

Bowring's diagnosis was all too correct. His remedy, however, 

the weavers were bound to reject, bee, -iuse w1lether or not their 

subjection to market forces would, as the political economists 

argued, mean greater prosperity for some future -Pneration, for 

the present it offered only destitution: unending competition 

between weavers and the steady decline of earnings to below the 

subsistence level: the constant supplementation of these earnings 

from the poor rate and the consequent loss of human dignity and 

status and (in the city) the franchise forfeited by pauper freemen. 

Hence resulted the tenacious attempts by the weavers to maintain 

old methods of production and trade-regulation, or to erect new 

ones, which would sustain their earnings and control admissions to 

the industry. There was much that they could not attack: they 

could not move against the extension of the engine-loom in their own 

houses or against the employment of women on it - since this would 

have entailed an ant-like subjection to the general will that was 

quite beyond their powers. There was, however, relentless opposition, 

in places where human unity was possible and where pressure might 

conceivably succeed, against change which displaced labour or 

depreciated it. They supported the list of prices. They attempted 

to gain a statute forbidding the half-pay outdoor aoprenticeship, 

common after the big purl time in the northern parishes outside the 

citY* which depressed the earnings of adults. So, too, within the 

city the great majority of the first-hand journeymen preserved the 

customary system of domiciliary apprenticeship, which restricted the 

numbers of young people entering the trade because accommodation for 

(1) P-P-'. [2171 
H. r, (184o) xxiv, PP. 35 et seq, 46 et seo_, 54 et 

seq. 
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apprentices was necessarily limited. Tn 1838 (when a census 

was taken) the 1,556 first-hand journeymen had between them 358 

indoor apprentices but only 96 outdoor (or lhplf-pay') apprentices. 
There were in aOdition 103 outdoor aprrentices indentured to the 

manufacturers who owned I-oom-shops (and who could not, of course, 
have indoor apprentices). (l) 

The encouragement of outdoor apprenticeship by the loom-shops 

was one reason for their being disli-ked by weavers. There were 
many other reasons. Joseph Gutteridre, who about 2829 become a 
balf-pay apprentice in John Dresser's loom-shop in St. Agnes Lane, 

recorded the dislike felt by many respectable arti-sans for the 

demoralising influences of the loom-shop. 

Factory life was very demoralising to youths with any 
pretensions to refinement. There was a custom in particular 
awainst wýich my whole nature revolted. Every newcomer was 
expected to pay for a ga. )lon of ale, each of the other men in 
the factory adding a pint. The men would either strike or at 
any rate prevent the new hand from going on with his work until 
be had complied with this custom, so that it was morally 
impossible to resist. Sometimes the men would adjourn to a 
public-house to drink the beer, but oftener it would be brought 
into the shop. The older apprentices were allowed to share 
in these orr-ies, and the younger ones - lounging about - would 
get an odd drink now and then. These indulgences were the 
prelude in many instances to young men becoming habitual 
drunkards in after life ... The tyranny and persecution that 
the more thoughtful youths were subjected to can scarcely be 
realised by outsiders. (2) 

Similarly, the Weavers' Committee attacked 
the feeling of good-fello%%, ship leading to drinking, and 
absence from. home, and its decencies. To escape being 
flouted, the man must take part in the habits of the mass 
among whom he is thrown, and in this mass the general level 
is low; while the weaver at home can pursue his own course, 
and has no restrictions on self-improvement. The factory 
system is the great propagator of 'socialism'. The men 
have no centre for their habits in a home, and in the power 
of forming an individual character. (3) 

Precisely similar criticisms of the half-pay apprentice system 

were offered by masters, weavers, magistrates and the townspeople 

at large: that the young people were deprived of the upbringing 
traditionally given to the indoor apprentices and yet at the same 
time were improperly independent of their parents because they 

received wages. 

(1) P. P. C217J H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 42 et seq. All 152 outdoor 
apprentice boys were on regular seven-year indentures and so were 
some of the 4? girls. The half pay given to the outdoor apprentice 
was in lieu of board in the masterts house. 
(2) Jo'seph Gutteridge, , p. cit., -p. 28. 

P-P.: C? 17] jT. c. (1840) xxiv, 'r- 73. 
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These criticisms were expressed so often, and by men wbo hnd 

no interest in revealinr them - like tlýe master who admitted th-_ýt 

the moral influence of his shop war. a bad one, especially upon the 

young unmarried men and women - that one must conclude that there 

was some truth in them. Yet there is danger in assuming th-It the 

ground of objection most frequently articulated was the one most 

intensely felt. As Fletcher pointed out with referenne to the 

half-pay apprenticeship system, its demoralising tendency was 'of 

course, the Fround most urged even by the parties more nearly 

'l) Underlying the weavers' concern at the immorý, lity interested'. ý 
(in the conventional sense) of the loom-shop were other objections, 

both economic and moral, which were more crucial to their well-being 

than the annoyance of pot-house pleasures, but which were much less 

likely to attract the sympathy of decent, piour folk. 

To the first-hand journeyman and bis journeyman employees, it 

was a matter for batred that the loom-shop occupied a privileged 

posit-Lon in the productive system. In addition, proprietors of 

loom-shops were likely to contain within their ranks men wishing to 

thrust their system forward even more, since they preferred the 

profitability of a compact shop requiring the drudgery of daily 

management to the gentlemanly ease of the mnster who merely gave 

work out to first-hand journeymen and undertakers. And only the 

loom-shop Cave full opportunity to the dynamic manufacturer eager 

to introduce nore productive machinery or work rhythms unacceptable 

both to the outdoor weavers and. those already in the loom-shops. 

Such machinery would agFravate the existing surplus of labour, 

deprive the outdoor weavers of even. more work, make it impossible for 

them to complete save on the degrading terms on which the single- 

hand weavers of north Warwickshire already competed with them, and 

end by driving them into the loom-shop. Here the first-hand 

journeyman would sink from being the proprietor of a sma? l domestic 

workshop, with all t1fat it meant in terms of dignity and independence, 

to the position of a factory hand. (2) The position of his journeyman 

mi7ht become less enviable too - leaving on ore side the question 

which we cannot answer as to whether they preferred the domestic 

workroom to the larger loom-shop. For at the hands of an ambitious 

proprietor of a loom-shop they might quickly be subject, not to the 

(1) ibid., p. 45. 

(2) P-P-: E210 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 45 et seq, 72 et seq. 
Joseph GutteridCe, op. cit., pp. 26 et seq, 145. 
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attentions of the idle topers who so plagued the life of the 

young Gutteridge, but to the scrutiny of the foreman directed to 

impose factory discipline and more intensive rhythms of work in 

the interests of profit maximisation. Here there came together 

the interests of the first-hand journeymen, their journeymen, and 

the loom-shop hands themselves. Fobody, loved the overlooker. 
All the issues involved were brought sharply into focus by 

the story of John Day. He is the only man to whom one may point 

with certainty as an example in support of the oft-repeated 

statement that it was the small masters beginning from little who 

were the tyrants and anti-paternalists of the trade. About 1821 

he was manufacturing in so small a way that he tended the shuttle 

himself, learning the art of Isbooting-down', or passing the 

shuttle between the warps. The other part of the weaver's craft 

was lpicking-upl - tending and cleaning the warps, a necessarily 

frequent operaý-. ion with the delicate silk fibres. This Day could 

not learn, and so 'he employed a second hand at weekly wages to 

-nick'. By 1826 he had ten looms and be turned all of them over 

to his separate pickinp, -up system, whých he found very advantaTecus 

and profitable, especially when both shootpr-down and T, icker-ur 

were naid by the week and not by the piece. The r: bootin--down 

was uninterrupted hard work and Day had this done by men; picking- 

up was light worl< performed by women and girls; land the advantage 

consists in the saving of the more valuable time of the man effected 

by the cheaper labour of the woman; their joint efforts turning 

off in a given time more work, as compared with the labour of a man 

only, than will pay for the labour of a woman'. Day said, 

Working the same hours as at my factorIT, weavers will make 
on the old system only one half the work they do on the 

separate picking-up system. Supposing the earnings or wages 
of the shooter-down to be the same on the new system as those 
of the weaver or the old, this gives in each week a second week's 
earnings for the pi (, ker-up; and supposing his hire to be half a 
weaver's wq. gp,:, i-ne advantages are one fourth, or 25 per cent, in 
the total cost of weaving, besides the interest of the capital 
saved in the employment of only one instead of two looms to do 
this ai5ount of work. (J) 

Day posed as a public philanthropist, kept less than the quarter 
increment for himself and paid more than the usual going rates to 

his weavers; his men got between 16s. and 24s. a week, Viis women 
between 10s. and 12s, and his apprentice boys 12s, at the depth of 
the slump ('%f 1831; these were far higher rates than could currently 

H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 49 et seq. 
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be earned by outworkers on riece-work. They were no help to 

Day, however, eErrýcially since the weavers knew that his own male 

outworl, ers in Rill_14inrrton -9nd Foleshi. ll , used as rr; -rgirnl_ Inbour to 

his Gosford Street loom-shop, were currentl:, paid on piece-work 

very much less - at times as little is 4s. a week. 

'From the first Day met steady and malignant opposition from 

the entire weavir- body. Tle mon hated the division of Inbour. 

It dimini-shed their craft and standing, turning 'the workman in 

the jacquard engine-loom from the rank of a somewhat skilled 

artisan, to that of little more than -i mere automatic treader of 

one treadle, and rasser of one set of shuttles'. It condemned them 

to day-long toil, by removinrý from their work the intermissions of 

picking-up. Weekly wages aggravated the evil, because they made 

it impossible for weavers to enjoy the freedom, conferred by piece- 

leorlý on the outdoor weavers and loom-shop hands alike, to break off 

work when they wanted to. Above all, there was a general feeling 

among weavers that a new productive system which led to the making 

of more ribbons by fewer hands was evil, and that an effect of the 

superior competitive power it gave to Da-- would be 'a general 

introduction of the factor. y system of worl-ing on the m-Ister's 

premises as weekly wages, in lieu of being at home and paid by 

the piece'. (l) 

Weavers were prevented from working for him by dislike of his 

methods and the pressure of the weavers at lnrge - pres-ure whose 

nature is suggested by the visits of members of the Aggregate 

Committee to refractory weavers in the early 1820s. The hands 

thnt Day did obt, in were not the best. He suffered constantly 

from their grumbling and disaffection. In the spring of 1829, 

when the slump and the conspicuous surplus of labour that resulted 

made his new methods seem all the more obnoxious, a determined 

campaign against him began. John Day and Sarah Day wrote to the 

Home Secretary about it in A-nril 1830: 

your memorialists are absolutely fearful of their lives, as 
well as those of their children. The violence has been carried 
on now for twelve months, and it is not only against them and 

ploy; their family, but also against the persons in their em- in 
the month of May last, a mob assembled in the street in which 
your memorialists reside, and waylaid their work-people, and so 
shamefully did they behave, that one of them, viz. Anna Maria 
Boydell ... that she never recovered, nor ever did a day's 
work after, but lingered in great pain and agony, till the 13th 
of November last, and then died, from the bruises she received; 

(1) P. P-: C21? ] H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 49 et seq, 231. Coventry_ 
Herald, 18 November, 25 November 1831- 
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... but this is not a tenth of the injuries your memorialists 
have been, and are subject tn, - all manner of MiFisiles and 
filth Pre constantly being dashed on and against their premises; 
but this your memorialists would not have noticed, hnd it not 
been for a- more diabolical act committed on Tlý, ursday right last, 

... a train of gunpowder !, aid Jr an alcove situ-te in your 
memorialists, garden, behind their house, and which was set fire 
to, about 9 o'clock - the concusBion did infinite damage to the 
said alcove, and nbsolutelj sbook the foundations of the buildings 
in the surrounding neiPhboi1rhood!!! (l) 

John Hz-111 faced similar intransigence. He was P throwster and 

silk-ribbon manufacturer from Coggeshall in Esspx, who s1so had a 

loom-shop in Coventry in the 1820s. In Essex he made ribbons on 

improved versions of a rack and bar loom which had been invented by 

a man in St. Etienne in 1825. They were expensive and required a 

great deal of capital - but they made much better black ribbons on 

half the quintity of 1; -, bour used by the engine loom. Hall darp(i 

not introduce them into Coventry, however, because he feared that 

they would be broken up by the weavers, and that he would he insulted. 

As it was, the manager of his Coventry loom-shop was plagued by the 

bloody-mindedness of the weavers, and on one occasiong about 1830, 

his partner had to leave Coventry in the middle of the night a few 

hours after getting there since he was afraid of what might happen 

to him if he stayed. Hall found the Essex weavers more tractable 

but less expert; his ribbons, he thought, would be improved yet 

again if he succeeded in Petting his rack looms into Coventry and 

the best hands of the city 'working cordially with him'; he would 

then 'defy the world' with his ribbons. But he could not, and so 

he disposed of his Coventry loom-shop. He was the victim, he 

thought, of 'a combination', which 'would rather keep those men out 

of employ, to keen up their bad machinery, than suffer them to work 

for met. (2) 

What is startling in the 1820s is the way in which different 

sub-groups in the weaving body were not wiiling to place their own 
interests above those of the others. The single-hand weavers 

might have been expected to unite at-ainst the competition of the 

engine-loom, the outdoor weavers against the loom-shop operatives, 

and the ordinary outdoor journeyman against the first-hand journeymen, 

and men against women. This last had indeed been characteristic of 
the trade before the big purl time, when barring women from the 

shuttle had been a guard upon the list of prices. But a generation 

M P-R. Q.: H. O. 40/25, John Day and Sarah Day to Sir Robert Peel, 
28 April 1830. See also P. P.: [2-l? ] H. C. (184o) xxiv, r-. 49 et seq. 
(2) P-P-: F. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, PP- 3? 2 et seol. 
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-F nrinitive ienlousies. There 
ýýrs 

of such I I-pter there were few sio 

tn, - beri -'htpd -ir crl k--lh-r (I iirdortp. ý, Pr of Nuylentnri 
, 101o sur-r-e-, ted 

to in? 838 tll, t s'koll-l 6 ýNs- tý; -Yed biit, -P? s-+: r-+er 

himsp, f m, )i d t1int -no othp, - si mi I Pr T, - rlp to Inim -ind 

, 7pvp no othp- int, ýnres of t1ii- ie-, Ioiisy of the er eýI '" wpaver 

tbnt Ie 9-id existed. There was Vne ori-crinal ý(-, qjousy of the 

spvpr, q-1 11undred Trish weavers who settl(, d in Coventry when the 

Diiblin trade succumbed to Enplish competition about 1.826, Rnd which 

wac perhaps responsible, with simple ProtPctrnt f, -elinF,, for the 

hootinff and stoning that Roman Catbolics were subjected to in the 

e-rly 1830S when they worshipped at their chn-pel in Fill Street. 

But this feeling was soon forgotten, and never erupted into real 

violence. (l) No other incidents are recorded that show division 

between the weavers. 

One reason for this was that weavers of different types lived 

minFled to-ether in the same area. Tilis occurred in each of the 

ten ancient wards of the city. Thus in 1838 there li-vpd in Jordan 

Well ward (which was merely several hundred yards acrorýs) 333 first- 

hand loom owners - journeymen and journeywomen - 113 journeymen and 

46 journeywomen who worked for the first hands, and 18 male and 11 

female factory hands. (2) There was P parallel-, though certainly 

less dense, meshing of different -roups in the northern -parishes. 

Though by 1838 single-hand weavers scarcely existed in the city and 

were confined to the northern districts, from Foleshill to Watling 

Street, these areas also contained many Jacquard looms and there 

were in addition loom-shops. (3) Thus nowlere were the different 

function, il cate-ories distributed in mutupIly exclusive toro-raphical 

blocks: and tbis helred to prevent divisions between one Crour of 

, aeavers and another. What must have been only too appPrent to most 

weavers was that bitter divisions between them wouM sunder local 

communities, and would in any casom be far more likely, in view of the 

nletbora of weavers' interest-Froups, to benefit the masters rather 

than the cate-ory to which any particular weaver felt Attached. 

Thus, paradoxically, one contributory cause of the unity was the 

fragmentation of the industry's structure that resulted from the 

changes after 1813. 

(1) Dom Sebastian Simpson, A Centenary Memorial of St. Osburg s3 
Coventry, 1845-1945 

, 
(Coventry, 1945), p. 15. P. P.: L21'j H. C. 

ý1640) 

iv, pp. 53,55. 
(2) P-P.: C2121 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 42,43, tables vii ? nd viii. 
The Census Enumerators' Books for the 1841 and 1851 censuses, which it 
had been hoped would demonstrate this mingling in a concrete way, do 
not do so; the enumerators classified most weavers as 'ribbon weavers' 
merely. 
(3) P-P- F2l? -I u. c. (1840) xxiv, rp. 12.48 et seq. 
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So a common factor in the weavers' opposition to Day and Hall 

is a general comprehension that their common subjection to the -oower 

and wishes of capital transcended the interests which on a low or 

short-term view might seem to separate them. It was this wide 

understanding of the need for and value of unity which led the 

weavers of the entire north Warwickshire area to agree in November 

1829 on close cooperation in future: which led the whole body of 

weavers to fight together durinv these years for lists of prices 

for all weavers: which led Edward Goode (one of the weavers' 

leaders) to argue in 1832 against the latest form of the loom shop 

- the steam factory - in terms of its effects upon the weavers as 

a whole - indeed the community as a whole. Steam power would lead 

to more unemployment and the immiseration of those at work: 'the 

pauperising effects of steam power, as applied to manufactures, 

... may be seen at Manchester and other places'. To the steam- 

power capitalist Goode would say, 'Cursed is he that oppresseth the 

poorl. (I) 

Feelings of humanity and a self-interested concern to prevent 

the vast destitution and high poor rates that market wages would 

bring led to wide support in the town for the list of prices, and 

thus also for the weavers' fight against those changes which 

displaced labour. This was indicated by the public backing for 

the campaign for the extension of the Spitalfields Acts and by the 

general sympathy for the weavers who carried their opposition to 

steam factories so far as to burn down the only one in the town in 

November 1831. (2) But though in this instance the sympathy of 

the public overcame its dislike of outrageous violence, it could 

not approve it. The weavers thus had several reasons for rejecting 

violence. Continued support for them in the town and amongst the 

honourable masters moderated their actions by helping them to see 

industrial paternalism not as the declining and anachronistic force 

it really was - especially in a national context - but as a vital 

power which might yet prevail: their frequent, time-consuming, and 

expensive prosecutions of their cause in Parliament showed their 

pathetic failure to grasp how frail their voices were outside the 

city walls. The civic backing for them slaked their anger at the 

thrusting masters, and more importantly, made it expedient for them 

to conceal it: to use (at least in public) only tho! 3e methods, like 

(1) Coventry Observer, 15 October, 12 November 1829. Coventry 
Herald, 4 May 1632. 

(2) See Chapter Three. 
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donkeying, which would not antagonise too much the corporation, the 

citizens and the honourable masters. Anything more was promptly 
disavowed by the weavers' leaders, just as they condemned the mill- 

burning of November 1831. In any case, little violence was 

commonly needed to achieve the weavers' ends. John Hall's partner 

was not harmed, but he left the city quickly, which was what the 

weavers wanted. John Hall's machines were not broken; the va_-ue 

threat to do so was sufficient to prevent his bringing them in. 

John Day had by 1830 no imitators in his plan of separate picking- 

up and payment by the week. After his mill was burnt in 1831 Beck 

said that he would 'sacrifice his private views to that of the 

general voice'; he would not apply steam power in Coventry. (l) 

The weavers' abrasive opposition to technical changes that 

displaced labour reinforced the revulsion against uncomfortable 

changes that many masters already felt. This was the legacy of 

the way of life natural to the Coventry merchant capitalist in the 

days of prohibition, with its reservation to the city of the legal 

monopoly of the British market: managers gave out the silk, and 

undertakers and first-hand journeymen superintended the production 

of ribbons and risked their fixed capital because they owned-the 

looms. Charles Bray, with his devotion to radical politics and 

every new intellectual fashion from Owenism onwards, his editing a 

newspaper and writing books, as the profits of his ribbon business 

steadily declined into the 1850s, was the most spectacular ex, ýmple 

of the way in which the routine toil of the counting-house made 

little appeal even to an energetic ribbon manufacturer. Other 

ribbon masters confessed to a dislike of loom-shops because they 

presented them with a challenFe of superior competitiveness which 

they could only meet by undertaking the distasteful work of detailed 

factory management themselves. Similarly, many failed to break 

free from the toils of the 'slaughterhouse' wholesalers and set up 

direct links with retailers though the profitability of doing so 

was made clear to them. (2) The honourable masters' sunport for 

the list of prices sprang from their wish to minimise competition 

between them, as well as from the desire to benefit the weavers. (3) 

The masters were unwilling to support Day and Hall or to 
imitate their techniques. The application of stenm power to the 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, P. 59; R17] H. C. (1840) Yxiv, 
p-50. Coventry Herald, 2 December 1831. 
(2) Charles Bray, Phases of Opinion pp. 20 et seq. P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, pp. 271,377; E-121 H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 4?. 
(3) P-P-: H. C. ý)? 8 (1831-32) xix, -9p. ? 8, lo?. 
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production of silk ribbons was admittedly a problem, PS-ppcinIly 

for fancy ribbons. Biit m9nufricturers elsewherp ),, qd b, --n iisiný! 

power Tooms to mqke n, 3rrow rlxnin ribbons, especially black ribbons, 

since about 1810; by 1831 John Hall was doinF7 so in Cop. -PI-eshall 

-nd 'he believed that the technical nroblems could bp solved and 

that fqncy ribbons could be woven by stenm - as of course thpy were. 

The Coventr- masterF Pmnlissised tb#,, ý problems in the wRy of the 

mnnufPctnre of fnney ribbons bv stP4; m, Rnd did not 1,,, Iipve th; lt they 

coiild be overcome; for manv 2rears tbey did rot qttpm-nt to rnnkt- 

even rl-Pin ribbons by steam. Rpcý- wns the first to try: -it is 

noý. sur-orisina- th, )t for some years afterwards 11ýs only imitator was 

the courageous John DPý7. The Coventry T4eraldls fear that force or 

'obloquy' would prevent the ari)lication of st(-!; m to the ribbon 

weavinFr in the city proved correct. (l) 

'Ties rot every innovntion and improvement in Coventry been 

a m:, tter of some difficulty? ' a hostile questioner nsked William 

Brunskill, (a manufacturer and loom-shop owner) at a session of the 

Select Committee on the Silk Trade in 1832. 'Yes, I dare say it 

has; the weavers have got a very good living generally, and have 

been in a certain degree uncontrollable. ' Brunskill's answer needs 

qualification: it was, because the masters had had-a goodiliving, 

and the weavers feared a bad one, that they were uncoritrollable. (2) 

% 4, - 

"i 

(1) Coventry Herald, 13 April, 18 May,, 25 May 1832. P. P.: H. C. 678 (1631-32) xix, pp. 85, ' 108, ' '377 ef sea-, '418,796; [21ý] TT. C. 
(184o) xxivt PP. 51 et sea. 
(2) P..? 

, 
H. C. 6? 8 (1831-30 xix, P-'*ý3- 
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-CHAPTER THREE 

ýREFORM BILL AND Rim, 183o-1832,, - 

Týe Foundation 6f`the'ýCoventry Political'Union, 

It ieems'clýar that before the 1830 election Ellice'and Fyler, 

his old'enemy, compromised to avoid a conflict. Peter Moore was 
dead and Heathcotel Fyler's originai colleague and during 1826 

usually regarded as the abler mant was no longer in the running. " 

For some time he had rarely attended the House of Commons; early 
in March the Coventry Observer addressed him ironicallyt asking him 
to forgive the intrusion into his retirement, but would he please 
vacate his-seat and let an'industrious man take his'place? In 
April the Blue Club addressed'him in the same way; Heathcote 

refusedq claiming the right to decide when his attendance': I Ln the 
House of Commons $may be most likely to'promote the interests of 
my constituents or the publicl. (l) He decided not to stand again 
in the election of July 1830. ' 'Ellice'announced that he would 

stand again early in July and'expressed'the hope that past differences 
ýould not be referred to; he w6uld not be connected with'any other 
candidate. The Biiie Club had already declared that'they would 
support no second candidate. ' 'At Iiis first misting at the Craven 
Arms Ellice asked'for one vots'oily'-'but'iaid that he would not' 
join w -ith anyone opposing Pyler, He .. asked too*for*no rallying and 
no violence. ' Ellic; later repeatea'that he"would join no compaci' 

(1) Coýentry. Hýrald, 9 April 1830. -' Co'ventry Observer;, 25' 
]February, 11 March 1--830. Tfie: aBlue Club-had been-lounded-'Boon- 
after the 1826 election to advanýef'the liberal*cause. The Coventry 
Observer-was particularly associateý'd with itj', ý''See Chapter Your;, 
section I'for 'the'-Blue Cliib. 
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with or against any other candidate. (l), (At the, end of July 

Ellice tried to make his exact position clear at another meeting 

at the-Craven Arms... He would do nothing either to, discourage or 

to encourage anyone to oppose, Fyler. , 
If a-third candidate stood 

he would not oppose him were. he independent:, - if he supported - 
Fyler he would oppose him. - 'If-the other party brought, a third., e 
man, he had a fourth, in_his.., pocket. l An equally pointed request 

to others to keep off. wasAirected by Ellice! s agents9 Troughton 

and Leal to Attwood the radical-Birpingham bankerl when it Vas.. -. 
rumoured that he was going to stand, his expenses to be largely. 

paid, for by Sir Francis Burdett., Elliceg they saidg would support 

no other candidate unless the Tories brought one-forwardl in which 

case Ellice and his friends would consider themselves, ýfree from ý 
the pledges they had made and would back a fourth. (2) The Tories 

gave no sign of introducing a colleague for Fyler. It is hard 

to define Fylerls position politically. ý_ He had been brought .. ý 
forward by Tories in. 1826 and was commonly regarded as, one. His 

brief speeches at, the hustings seem to have, neither confirmed nor 

refuted this attribution. - He had voted against; Catholic-Emancipa- 

tion in-1829 and early in 1830-the, blueal while grudgingly praising 
his industry as an M. P. 9 denounced him as an. Ultra Tory, and a high 

churchman. _ 
Yet this description., scarcely fitted, his attitude in 

1830- He, had, voted for Lord John Russell,! s motion, to enfranchise 
large, citiegg and during-the election he made much of-his desire 

to repeal the Corn Laws and effect-radical, -reductions 
in taxation 

and expenditure. He was also against free, trade in, ribbonst a 

oonviction he shared with men of all. shades of political opinion in 

Coventry, (3) 

For some-weeks Ellice and Pyler. performed a weird electoral 
dance - neither praising nor insulting each otherg and moving 
through all the ritual. of a campaign in case a third candidate (who 

would-make a poll-necessary) turned up., Despite-Ellice's denialal 

it seems very likely-that the two men-had agreed-. to compromise-the 

election. This would notj howeveri, pleass all the voters: some. 
freemen. wanted a third candidate because they wanted to-be bribed. 
At the. -last moment one appeared Richard-Spooner, Attwood's partner 

who was nominated by William-Browatto the dark blue draperg and 

(1) CoventrX Heralds 2 Julys 9 JulYs -16 JulYi 30 July 1850. C-W-C 
Broad es Collections To; the-Independent-Freemen of the-City of 
Coventry, a July 1830 (_ýwd_dress ofj,, Edward, Ellice). 
(2). - Coventry Heralds, 30 July, 1830. Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 29 
T. B- Troughton; and H. C. Leal-To the Independent Freemen of the Ciýj 
of--Coventr-vl July 1830- 
(3) Coventry Observers 9 April 1829,25 February, 4 March 1830. 
Coventry Herald 16 Juljq 23 July 1830. 
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William'Sawbridgei a ribbon--manufacturer4o(l)- 4t, the poll ryler 

received 451-yotes, Ellice 4229 and Spooner 4. (2) The election 

was a-very, quiet-one. The poll'booth, at'Cross Cheaping was much 
larger"than the cramped affair,,, that hadmade crushing so easyýin 
1826. The'corporationýdid not'interfere and Alderman Morris - 
a new corporator'.; warned that violence-would be punisiLed. Ellice 

triedýhard toýprevent, any! recurrence of-the, hostility-of 1826; 

sure of the: votes of'the liberal"ribbon-mastersg, ho, sought, the weaver 

votes actively, boasting that heýhad-acceptedta request to stand-,, 
from 600, fieemen and strongly repudiatifig, the-charge that he favoured 

thermasters-against the men"' "But'some of the"dislike-for him"that 

manrweaversýhad shown-in, 1; 26ýsurvived. ýThe-freemen who', 'were-- - 

enemies'of Ellice, and friends--'of Fyler met in the Golden Horse, with 
William Angliss in the chairl-and David Smithl T. Goodel'and Johnson 

(all-weavers) leading'speakers for him; Johnson-ýbrought, up the-old 

argument that Ellice had gained thousands of pounds for the masters 
in drawbacks, while the weavers-tookýarwage-cut. (3)'-, -'! The Herald, 

argued that, Ellicale, opponents were from two naturally contradictory 

groups, the rich and the-poorq* the-%latterAncluding, some radicals 

andisome dissenters. -ý'He is the-very-'man the-poor would prefer as 

a Representativet had-hi-anothei nameq andýwere he'deserted by his 

present friends, Thepoor-and rich-of hisopponents have no 

opinions in common,, '-they, are as opposite'-as extremes canl: be. 0(4) 

The Herald itself, said that this hostility to Ellice among the poor 

was declining; certainly it counted for less in 1830 than in 1826. 

No doubt, toos the Herald was'in^a sense right in regarding the 

alliance as irrational: but it stands in no-more need of explanatior 
than the-return of Ellicel a moderate liberall-at every election'' 
from-1830 onwards byý-arpopular constituency, ' 

The 1830 election-fails to reflect the current agitation in 

Covdntry for both-parliamentary reform, and higher,, vagesi'demands--- 
that were presented by the same people. -From, the start:, of, the sluml 
which-the ribbon trade was still suffering in 1830* the attitude Of 
the weavers had, beenýthatýthe underlyingýcause of'their distress was 

(1). Coventry Heralds 30 July 1830- WOst9, OP-, cit-9 P- 778. 
T. W,, Whitley, op. cit., p., 285. 

(3)-,, Coventry Herald, 2 July, 9 Julyq 16, JulY, 30 July 1830. see 
also Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 29 IA. VeaverIq To the Independent 
Freemen of Coventry and 'A Poor Weaver's To the Ribbon 

.95 
July 1830 

Weavers. - 20, ý, JulY "1830 !- both,, -r ep eating - the charges, of 1 26 that Ellice ýas the, masters' friend: ý,, ' ýand the reply by Benjamin Poole to 
the 'calumnies, of 1826, To the Ribbon Weavers of Coventry, 13 July 
1830. 
(4) CoV ntry Herald, * 30 JulY 1830. 
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French competition: in this they were-at, one with their, masters 
though they were in conflict with them over the extent to which 
the weavers should bear the consequences of-it in a reduction of 
their-earnings. - The weavers'often-protested against-free-. trade 
in ribbons and petitioned, the. -Board of-Trade and-the HOU8e, 0V, --,,, 
Commons, for the restoration ofýprohibition. -Weavers like Edward 

Goodes4illiam-Fletcher and Benjamin Poole-were leading figures 
in-this campaign., The-cauae-was,, takentup in, Parliament by Fyler 

and others with a demand for a-select committee on, 7the,,, silk trade, 

without effect. (l) But early in 1830 there, was, a significant 

change, of emphasis in the-policy. advocated by some weavers as a 

means. of-removing distress. While-in no way, retreating from-their 

enmity to-free-tradeg they-began to stress that the fundamental 

cause of-their troubles was Britain's political structure* This 

now move was-a symptom of the-increased enthusiasm for parliamentary 
reform that began in 1830. 

, -Early in 1830, as the-number of paupers in Coventry was steadily 
growingt, Benjamin Poole moved; towards radical reform asýa means 

of removing the underlying causes of distress: -he argued for - 
parliamentary reform, a great, reduction in taxationg and Cobbett's 

policy, of 'equitable adjustment' of debt now that the-currency had 
been deflated, (2) A few weeks'later a meeting, said, to consist 
very largely of weaversl-was hold in the, Golden Horse to consider 
the causes, of distressi -250 were present. -The chair was taken 
by Stephen-Stanleyl a-ribbon manufacturer; -, speakers included James 
Grant9-a Broadgate, chemist and-oneýof-Cobbettls chief supporters 
in the 1820 election-who, was-, to retire in January 1831 after nearly 
fifty years in business, T. Goode-ý- a Fyler supporter in the 1830- 

election-- and Benjamin, Pooleq who attacked, -the 'useless standing 
army'... The meetin&decided to, requisitionýthe, Mayor for a public 
meeting, to consider the causes of distress. When the magistrates 
refused an official meeting one was hold in the Golden,, Horse- 
instead. The speakers includedl besides-those at the. -earlier 
gathering, TAtkins9 James Adams (probably a ribbon weaver),, 
James Sibley Whitteml a currierl William, Fletcher, the secretary 
of the weavers' committeel and at least two men who were soon to 

support Fyler Steane and. Newsomoo The arguments of the last two 

(1) See Chapter Twoq section VI for this campaign. 
(2) Coventry Observer, 28 January'1830. For"the growing burden, -, 
of pov-erty at this, time,. see-Chapter Twol section V. * 
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prove the Herald's claim: -that some, of-those-who supported-Fyler 

were radicals: all speakers argued,. that the causes of distress 

were fundamentally political, -, and, -a petition to the House_of, ý-ý 
Commons called, for parliamentary,,. reforag a reduction in the size of 
the standing army and in exorbitant salaries, reform of the Church 

of England and increased-stipends for, poor-clorgymen, and a cut 
in national expenditure to one-third of its currentilevel. - At 

Poole's suggestion a-provisional committee-was, set up to formulate. 

rules for a--political union, apparently-on-the-model of, the 

Birmingham Political-Union founde&a Bhortýtime before. (l) 

The Coventry-Political Union was formed. a few, weeks later; -, -ý 
it was open to all who paid subscriptions-of at least ld. a week, 

was to meet'every month for readings and-the discussion of political 

questions, and was to have as its objects parliamentary reforml 
the redistribution of taxes from poor to rich* and the abolition 

of tithes. Its committee or 'political council' of eighteen 

members was to meet weekly. Soon afterwards9 when 150 had already 
joined, the subscription was lowered to Jd, a,, week so that the 

poorest might join. At the meeting in September-1830 300-were 

present. The members-who arcnamed. inTthe press includeg from 

those who had attended the distress meetings, Benjamin,, Pool*t ,I 
Stephen, Stanley9 T. Goode, James Grantl Thomas Newsomes-William 

Fletcher and J. S. Whittem. (2) Other known-. members were David 

Smith (a weaver and yet another Fyler supporter)9 the weavers James 

Perkins and Edward, Goode (T. Goode's brother)l William Tauntont. 

for many years to be one of the city's-leading radicals, Samuel- 

Hennellq a ribbon manufacturerg Benjamin Eatong the eacretary, 
W. --Hickling, a printer and the-proprietor of a circulating library 

in Earl Street who succeeded Eaton as secretary in 18311 John Royle, 

a solicitor$ Thomas Watson Gill, a hatterg-Willias Mayog a watch- 
makerg and Richard Marriott, a solicitor-who acted for., Alexander 

Somerville., duringthe court of enquiry-into-his court martial, in - 
1832. A. F. Gregoryl the liberal gentleman of Stivichall Hall, 

was invited-to become chairman in November 1831; his reply is not 
recorded but in June 1832 he did take the chair aVthe dinner of 

(1) Coventry Observer,, 11-Februaryl 25 February 1830- Coventry- 
Heral June 16309 21-January 1831- West, op. cit., pp. 772 et 
seq. 
(2) Coventry 6ýserver, 11 Marchl 25 March 1830. Coventry Heraldl 
16 April-, 7 Mayýj 10 September 1830-ý., 
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'(1) Press records of the meetings of the union seem the-unions 

to reveal that a broad social spectrum was represented in it, but 
fail'to name members who did not speak and thus tends most probably, 
to over-estimate the proportion of middle-class members. Hickling 
declared in September 1830 that the union consisted predominantly 
of poor meng who met together for 'mutual instruction'. 'The time 

was'arrived when the people saw that it was only through their own 
ignorance of the political state of the country, that these aristo- 
crats-were enabled to uphold their dominion over the wealth of the 

nation. 1(2) Early in 1831 the union set up a reading room and 
libraryl presumably to further its educational aims. If more than 

one person wished to read a newspaper it was to be read aloudl 
during which time there was to be silence in the room. Only forty- 

eight members became subscribers to the news room, perhaps because 
the new scales of subscription then adopted deterred the poor from 

making full use of a facility which obviously would be of greater 
value'to'them than to other members. ld. a month entitled members 
to attend the monthly meetings; ld. a week entitled them to attend 

weekly meetings and to make partial use of the reading room; full 

use was confined to those who paid 2d. a week. (3) 
At their monthly discussions the members of the union declared 

themselves to be against the corn laws, tithess the continuance of 
the EastIndia Company's charters the newspaper stamp duty and high 

advertisement duties. (4) But a main focus of the union's discussions 

was the need for parliamentary reform. From the first-the members 
of'the union seemed willing to accept a moderate degree of reform 
and unwilling to contemplate the use of any methods but peaceful 
ones to achieve reform. In April 1830 the union approved the 
Marquis of Blandford's bill: Edward Burdetts as an old radicall 
thought it did not g6 far enough, and Poole agreed; he wanted 
universal suffrage and the ballot, but he seems to have voiced the 
feelings of the meeting when he declared his willingness to accept 

(1) Coventry Observer, 25 March 1830- Coventry Herald 4 June$ 
9ýJulyj 10 September 1830,26 August, 23 Septemberg-4 November, 25 
November 1831,11 May, 29 June 1832. Alexander Somervilles The 
AutobiogrEghX of a Working Man, by 'One who has Whistled at the Plough' 
(London, 1846)t PP- 310 et seq. Went, OP- Cit-9 PP* 771 et seq. 
C. 

, 
R. O.: Misc. Letters, Thomas Gill to the Secretary of Leamington 

Political Union, 20 June 1832. 
(2) Coventry-Heraldt 17 September 1830. 
(3) d., 7 Januarys' 28 January-1831- 
(4) Coventry Herald, 16 April, 7 May, 4 JuUes 31 December 1830t 26 
August7__jjr3_l, 9 March 1832- Poor Man's Guardian, 24 March 1832. 
C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, Henry L. Bulwe; to W. Hickling, 27 January 
1832,27 March 1832. 
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it-as a partial measure. ý- in-July Goorge. Edmondsl the. -Birmingham 
radical, took the chair atýanotherý--, meeting-ýto discuss, -parliamentary 
reform* -Edward Burdett, and Samuel-. Burdett, argued that the union 
should prese for annual parliamental, universal suffrage and the 
ballot. Edmonds and Hickling argued that the beat hope for reform 
was in a union, ýof the middle, and-working classes forý; moderate 
changes, and that,, the Burdetts' demands could-only be achieved by 

a revolution,. EdwardýBurdett disagreed: 'I-have a large familyt 

and to suppose, me friendly to a revolution, would be to say that I 
had no affection forýthem. 

.I am not a Revolutionist. 1-, -But'-the 
motion for moderate reform was carried, (l) 

The French Revolution of August. 1830 had a perceptibly 
heightening effect on the-rhetoric of the, union's-members: . 'their 
bright example will spread, far-and wide-i.. -one'tyr4nt-has-fallen 
- others are trembling'. (2) At the September meeting several 
members wore tri-coloured,. ribbons and James, Grantýannounced_that 
'the example set in rrancog, must have some? ýeffect in promoting a 
Reform in this country'; Thomas Goode wished 'every one now*to 
come forward and-assist-inltheýgreat work'of,. Parliamentary Reform, 

as that was the only thing-that-would redress,,, the wrongs of the 

people of England'-(3) A fund was opened, by the union for those 

wounded in the Paris fighting. Zames Grant-took the money to, Paris 

as the union's delegate; he-was entertained, by Lafayette whom he 

enrolled as a member, of the Birmingham, Political Union. (4) In the 

new year Henry Hunt visited Coventry-on, his, way-from Preston to 
London. -He was escorted from the toll-barýon. -the Allesley New 
Road by &-procession of union memberaccarrying a green and crimson 
flag that bore the-legend 'Hunt and Reform'. Hunt made hisýspeech 
from James Grant's-house in Broadgate-wheri Cobbe'tt had stayed in 
1820. He reminded the freemen of Coventry of-their duty, not to 

sell their franchise; the electors of Preston, did not. , Mis 

morning I met a gentleman on the road who, -informed me-that_anyýman 
might getin for Coventry if he would spend but L200 on ale. ' ý 
Perhaps the stories were false? - 'Nos it's true's shouted voices in 
the crowd. (. 5) Hunt moved onq-, at-his-meetingj,, to disparage Fyler 

ý1) Coventry Heralds 9'April, 9 July 1836- 
(2) ibid. 3 September 1839- 
(3) Coventry Herald, 10 September 1830. 

ibid., 17 September, 17 December 1830. 
(5) ibid., 14 January 1831- 
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and Ellice, and-to call for, radical reform. When he asked, for 

support, all his hearers raised their hands for. the ballot. A 

few, months later, resolutions for manhood suffrage and the ballot. 

were carried at a meeting of the, C. P. U. addressed by Henry 

Hetherington. (l) ,, 
The evidence suggests thatin their growing enthusiasm for 

reform members of the union-raised their demands9 but that their, 

loyalty to the Whig government remained.. Benjamin Poole was 

quite satisfied, apparently, with the Whig. government,. early., in, 

1831: he, reproved those who failed to see the, difficulties that 

Earl Grey faced, and expounded, the necessity of gradualism. (2) 

He made. no demands for radical reform. - Poole's later career in, 

the, 1830s, 40a, 
-and 50a shows him. to be steadily moving away from 

a. radical positioul he may have; been unrepresent4tively moderate 

in 18,31. The evidence-, suggests, howeverl that even those.. w#o were 

prepared to articulate demands, for. reform far, more radical than his 

were unprepared really to rock the Whig,, -boat, At the end-. of 

1830 another-reformist, societylthe ', Friends of the People' was 

founded in Coventry, ! for the diffusion, of political information on 

the principles of Radical-reforml. (3) Its intention was-to, circulate 
handbills and, pamphlets, and its weekly subscription was ýd. -so that 

all might, -Join. , Of the thirty who joined in the first few. monthe 

some were also members of the political union - for examplel William 

Taunton, J. S. Whittem-and Thomas Goode., The society seemed-to 

speak especially, for the dissenting int1rest; there was at least 

one discussion, on the grasping, clergy, of the_Church. of England. 

Members were-particularly enthusiastic for-the-ballot; , its 

committee was chosen by ballot to show, its value, in parliament; Lry 

election8. (4) Shortly before the election of 1431 the Friends of 
the People-. issued a handbill that might seem to confirm, that they 

wereýradicals of the--NUWC stamp. Their call, for, parliamentary 

reform was couched in. apocalyptic language-and-, stressed the. need 
for parliamentary reform as a 'knife and-forkt. question. After 

attacking the-borough-mongers, it proceeded;, lAlmighty God! W#at 

rights have-the poor of this realm ever onjoyid-beneath their iron 

(1) Coventry Herald, 14 Januaryq 29 July 1831. 
(2) ibid. 9 18 February, 4 March, 

-26. 
August 1831. 

(3) ibid. 9 26 November 1830- 
(4) ibid'. -i 3 December, 18309 2IJanuary, 18 February 1831- 
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tyranny and plundering avay? r unless, it be the right of starvation, 
the right of incessant trial and labourt of hourly anxiety, 

withering povertyg-and actual want,, " Its conclusion was an, anti-' 

climax -a call-for'support-for Elliceýand Fyler if both were in 

favour of the Whig, bill, (l) 

At the 1831'election reform vas-the overriding issue. Ellice 

was vholeheartedly, committed to theýWhig, bill; indeedi'as Secretary 

to the Treasury, and whip he was helping, to steer it through the 

Commons, andýaccording to John Campbell the ha&more, to do with 

carrying the bill-than any other manl;. (2) Fyier's position was 

more ambiguous. ý -He, -had-already announced that he was a #sincere, 

but moderatexeformerl, O), and though,, he had,, voted for the'second 

reading-he refused to give explicit assurances, when asked for them; 

by Richard Marriottl-that, he wouldtaupport the bill in its entirety; 
he was suspect6d'of, wishing, to-alter it in committee. Equivocation 

would-not satisfy. Early, in, the-olection campaign, 'Fylerts friends 

rallied the, town with tricolour flags and both light and dark blue 

ribbons, 'symbolic of the desired union of all partieslt(4) and he 

continued rather plaintively to complain that he was a reformer 

and that he had been misrepresented. The dark blues would not 

support him as he wanted, and Fylerls most prominent supporters 

were the Tories of 1826 like Captain Bunney and Wearet though the 

corporation did not this time interfere in the election. Thomas 

Banbury, a dark blue leadert went to London, saw Henry Lytton Bulwer, 

the younger brother of the prolific novelistg and persuaded him to 

stand with Ellice. Ellice, busy in London with the details of the 

national campaignt could not come to his constituency until shortly 
before the pollg and left the task of electioneering in it to his 

brothert Captain Ellice, R. N. The latter's arrival in Cloyentry 

with Bulwer was adroitly; organised by-the aark blue ward managers$ 

whose*names are not recorded-but whose-function in a largei popuiar 
and malleable constituency was plainly. important. The dark blue 
freemen were assembled'in, their wards; they ralliedthe town-with 

flags and music; i-they marched, to the London. Road-and escortedýthe 
campaigners' carriage, back to the city' carrying banners inscribed 

(1)-- Coventry Herald, 29 April 1831- 
(2) quoted in Dictionary-ýof National Biographyl vi (London, 1908), 
pe 664* 

(3) Coventry Herald, 11 March 1831, 
(4) Coventry-Heraldq 29 April 1831- 
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'Bulwer and the PeopleIq 'King William and Reformll and 'The Billj 

the Whole Bill, and nothing but the Bill'. When Edward'Ellice 

arrived he and Bulwer spoke and campaigned together. The Coventry 

Herald described the election as peaceful: but this reflects the 

Victorian press's habit of ignoring embarrassing factst since 
Osmond the sheriffl Guest the assessorl and Dewes the under-sheriff 

were set upon and beaten by a dark blue mob when attempting to 

clear a way to the polling booth - an incident described by a 
Warwick newspaper as an outrage even-by the standards set by 

Coventry elections. Ellice and Bulwer were returned with 1663 

and 1564 votes respectively, against Fyler's 1151-M Afterwards 

the victors were carried round the town on chairs covered with dark 

blue satin and surmounted with a canopy of dark blue silk, supported 
on lofty fluted pillars and decorated with a gold fringe and tassels 

and a gilt ball bearing a laurel. All this may have kept Ellice 

and Bulwer dry but their-supporters were drenched in a torrential 

thunderstormo(2) 

(1) For the electiong see Coventry Heraldl 1 April, 29 April, 
6 May, 13 May 1831. Warwick and Warwickshire General Advertiser, 
14 May 1831. C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Edward Ellice, 
To the Worthy and Independent Freemen of-the City, of Coventry, 23 
April 1831, R. Marriott, To the Freemen of the City of Coventry, 
27 April 1831 (recountini-151er's refusal to answer Marriott's 
questions), 'A Freeman', Mr ryier and Mr Bulwer, 1 May 18319. and 
H. L. Bulwer. -To the Worthy and Independent Freemen of th 

'e 
City of 

Coventry,, 27 April 1831. Fyler's protestations that he was a 
reformer are in Gough Add. Warwickshire b. 2 and areýdated 21 and 25 
April 1831. See also C. R. O,: Doggett Collection, letters of John 
Carter, Richard Dewes to Carterg 27 April 1831, and 6 May 1831, on 
the corporation's refusal to interfere in the election. See also 
T. W. Whitley, op. cit., p. 289. 
(2) Coventry Herald,. 6 May 1831. C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection: 
ChairinX of Ellice and Bulwer, 5 May 1831. 
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ii 

The Freeman Franchise 

--I 

A surprising omission from., the 1831 campaign in Coventry was 

any discuissiont-apparently, of the-question of the freeman franchise. 

Much of the support that the reform, bill attracted from, radicals has 

been explained by reference to its far-reaching nature; it vent 
further than many had expected and, certainly further-than the Tories 

vere-prepare&to concede. But in its first, form, the bill threatened 

to disfranchise all Coventry men admittedito the freedom in future, 

including apprentices who had-already signed indentures in the 

expectation. of becoming electors. Existing freemen vere-to keep 

their votes for their lifetimej provided that-they lived in or near 
the.. borough; non-resident freemen vemto be disfranchised. (l) 

All borough electorates were of course, to share Coventry's fate: 

the Whig government was adamant-that---the-ancient,, borough'-franchises, ' 

should be swept away and replaced by the Z10ý. valuation franchises 

so that (in T. B. Macaulay's words)-'the right of suffrage should 
depend upon a pecuniary., qualificationl. (2) , Inýintroducing the 

government's proposals Russell said: contend-, thatAt Is 

important to give-to the real, property,, -dnd,, 
to. the real respecta- 

bility of the different cities and towns the right-of, votings. The 

ancient-right voters were frequently from, the, lovest class and 

therefore corrupt; they added in effect-to the expenu of elections 

which it was one of the government's aims to reduce. Especially 

vasýthis true-of the non-resident-voters. 0Y One-cause-of expenseq 

said Althorpl was that 'a great part of the voters were persons of 

(1) CoventryýHeraldj 4 mar ch 1831-ý 
(2) Parliamentary Debates, third seriesl ii, p. 1192. 
(3) ibid., ii, pp. -1061 et'seq. 
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little, or-no property, and were therefore liable to be corrupted!. (l) 

Palmerston thought that the bill would redress the imbalance bitween 

middle-class and lower-class elements in the electorate and remedy 
the 'gross and barefaced corruption which prevailed among the lower 

classes, when their votes became necessary to the higherl. (2) No' 
Whig supported the ancient franchises in the debate on the first 

reading in the House of Commons. The need to reduce the expense 
of elections was the reason advanced for their abolition by 

government speakers and their supporters. But several, critics of 
the government pointed out that a remedy for venality could be sought 
elsewhere thanin disfranchisement: and indeed the Whigs made clear, 
of courses their dislike of a democratic electorate. (3) 

Henry Hunt, the radical member forPreston, argued for an 
extension of the suffrage to all men who paid taxest a group which 
would have i, ncluded the ancient-right electors under another head: (4) 

in effect, Hunt-thus defended on quasi-democratic grounds-their 
franchises though not their peculiar privileges. It was theses 
howeverg which brought to. the ancient-right electors their most" 

articulate and (in the end) most influential support: from some 
Tories who abominated both radical faith iný the working class-and 
Whiggish trust in the middle. These Tories offered no defence of 
mere unsophisticated, uncontrolled popular right: instead of 

, 
the 

dangerously novel and levelling representative systems which would 
be the ineluctable result. of their rivals' political, philosophies 
they predicated another - the maintenanceýboth of a limited, measured 
element of popular representation, to provide a safe mode of access 
to Parliament for a small number of spokesmen.. for working-class 
interests, and of all-those ancient-, establishedl constitutional 

privileges which. rich and poor, high an'dlowg might share:. since 
if the privileges, of, the poor were ruthlessly truncatedl the far 

moreýsignificant and, valuable privileges of the rich that-were 
intertwined with them would, at no distant-time, disappoar too., 
Robert Peal saidAn'the debate on the first-reading: 

(1) 
ýibid ' qAij p., 1140. 

(2) ib. id. 9 1-it-PP- 1318.9t seq. 
(3) Norman Gash, Politics in the Age of Peel (London, 1953)9 P- 17- 
(4) Parliamentary Debatesi third seriest ii, pp, 1208 et'seq. 
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I think it a fatal, objection that every linkýbetween the 
representative and, the constituent body -should be separatedt 
so far as regards the, lower classes4, It is an immense-advantage 
that there is at present, no, class of people, however humbleg , 
which is not entitled to a voice in the election of representa- 
tives ... I think it, an immense advantage that the class, which 
includes the weavers of Coventry and the potwallopers of Preston 
has a share in the privileges of the present system. , The 
individual right is limited, and properly limitedl within 
narrow bounds; but the class is represented. It has its 
champion within your wallsq. the organýof its feelingg and the 
guardian. of its interests. (l) 

Peel made clear his opposition to any extension of the present 

amount of popular representation. His advocacy of a narrow and 

condescending paternalism was informed at least'as much by fear 

of the consequences'of abrogating privilege as by sympathy for the 

poor. He voiced his apprehension's a few months later during the 

debate at the committee stage of the second version of the bill: 

He was not for an indiscriminate, admission of any class of 
votersqýbut. he-was-, for the maintenance, of existing hereditary. 
privilegesq, particularly when those privileges were-possessed 
byýthe humbler classes-of society. We had an. hereditary 
Monarchy, an hereditary Aristocracy, and hereditary rights to 
property. We defended all these with the utmost pertinacity' 
but we had no scruple in confiscating, the hereditary privileges 

-of freemen. Beware of the precedent you are establishing. 
You cannot forfeit one class of'hereditary-privileget though 
it bez-the humblestg-without shaking, the foundation of allo(2) 

In the debate on the-first reading. it, aeeme&to Richard Hart 

Davisq Tory-member-for the-freeman-borough of Bristoll that the 

most pressing injustice was that those who had properly expected 

soon to become freemen-electors through, servitudet-inheritance or 
marriage would not be enfranchised: 

the chartered rights-of ages were to be-swept_awayýin-a-momente 
The rich and the poor had an equal right to complitin: every 
apprentice whose time of service had not'expired, every freeman's 
son not yet of agog every freeman's-. daughter, not yet marriedg 
were deprived of their legal and just rights. (3) 

In Coventry the abrogation of the inchoate rights of existing 
apprentices led 19600., Maaters and apprentices to sign a petition 
that their rights might be protected. This was presented by 
Ellice at the same time as another petition from 59000 Coventry 

reformers in support of the government bill. As a leading Whig 
Ellice made the most of the lack of support for Peells arguments in 

a city, which might have been expected to agree with himg on selfish 
grounds: - 
(1) ibid. -$ Jig pp. 1330 ot seq* 
(2) ibid. 9 vis PP- 893 ot seq* 
(3) ibid. 9 Jig PP. 1302'-ot ýeq. 
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Some allusion having been 'made as to the effect 'of the 
proposed measure on the weavers and operatives of Coventry- 
and Preston, as soon as the report of what had been said on, 
that Bubjýct arrived in Coventry, a hand-bill was distributedg 
stating the fact9 and within five or six hours, the petition:: 
he held in his hand was signed by them. He understood that 
no freeman in the City of Coventry refused to sign his name 
to the petition ... He was boundl howeverg to state that, he, 
had also another Petition to presentl-signed by Masters and 
Apprentices in Coventry, praying that their rights might be 
protected. With that exceptiong he believed-there was no 
feeling against any part of the Billq throughout the city 
of Coventry. (l) 

It was left to Fyler to argue for the continuance of the freeman 

franchise, on'the grounds that the very willingness of Coventrians 

to sacrifice it showed their fitness to have it. And he advanced 

for popular-representation more generous reasons than Peells: 

He was a moderate Reformer, and could not think the democratic 
influence would acquire too much sway as long as one-fourth 
of the county Members in that house, werej as at, presento 
the sons , 

and'brothers of Peers, He was apprehensive thats if 
the proposed measure passed in its present. forml the landed 
interest'. would. have more power than 

- 
it now had. (2) 

Fyler's support for the freeman-franchise helps one to under- 

stand. why in Coventry there, was continued supportýforýhim, among 

working-class voters, and to discountkthe Herald's claim that the 

weavers, who voted for him were merely deluded, Neverthelessq 

Ellice's claim that the reformers of Coventry were in favour of'the 
bill was corroborated not only by the-size of the-pro-Whig petiiion 
but also by the-testimony of Henry Hunt in the same debateo(3) 

The prospect of thetattenuation, of, the popular nature of the - 
Coventry constituency must-have severely-tried, the-loyaltieii-of 

Coventry radicals to the, bill: ý that they remained supporters of 

it reveals their temperateýassessment, that nothing, more-radical 

could at, presentýbe iLchieved, -and,,, more, importantlys their loyalty 

to the cause of national reform rather than-to local-and particularist 

advantage: this despite the immense loyalty to their caste and 
interest group that freemen of all shades of'opinion were'to display 

down to the end of the Victorian period. 
The government, conceded in-April-the point, raised by the 

Coventry. petitionerag but made cliar ihat no change was intended, 

in the principle of the, progressive-eliminationlof ancient franchises. 
(4) The dissolution of Parliameýt_followed almost immediately.,, The 

(1) ibide-9-iiij pp., 450 et-seq. See also-Coventry Herald, 11 
March 1831 
(2)- Parliamentary Debates,, loc. 

-cito (3) loc. _ cit. !"I. 
(4) Parliamentary Debates, third series, iii, pp. 1510 et seq. 
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second version of the bill, introduced in Julyq incorporated the 

concession of April: it reserved for the lives of the present 
parties the franchises of apprentices already bounds and of the 
children already born of freemen by birth. (l) Againg no change 
was offered in the principle of the bill. The major issue was, 
debated in Coventry in July in the County Hall. Mark Pearman, 
the'dark blue apostate 'of-the 3.826 election who had announced his 
conversion to the cause-of reform in the spring of 18319(2) called 
for the'ret6ution o, f, ihe freeman franchise. Its loss would lead 
to the deterioration-of morals and the-'ribbon trades since there 

would be fewer apprentices and thus less'moral guidance of the 
young, and eventually unskilful hands at the loom. Two weavers 
who had supported Fyler in the 1830 election, Isaac Johnson and 
Thomas Newsome, spoke vith-him. Newsome attacked the betrayal 

of'local rights: 
If the bill now before-the House of Commons extended to 
every householder in the kingdom, he would not be willing to give up his right of franchise ... The bill for Reform 
went to cut off the rising generation. (Laughter) It out 
off expectancy* (Renewed, laughter). (3) 

Newsome was himself a member of the, Coventry Political Union, 
yet he attacked it-for (he alleged) turning up in force to carry 
an amendment to Pearman's motion., William Fletcher moved the 
amendment complained of - calling for the extension of the franchise 
to all who, paid scot and lot. Dr. Fitzpatrick supported it and 
claimed thai Pearman's motion Owas only a side wind to get rid of 
the BillN .. * to the-Tories they were-indebted for all, the ills 
under which the'count: ry labouredf,, ' There were cheers and 6ri6s 

of 'It's false'. Edward Goode stressed the need not to damage 
the reform 'bill, * he wished that the potwalloper and freeman 
franchises had been, kept and the suffrage in general 'extended, but 
to press for the continuance of this right for Coventry would tend 
to 

endless litigation from one end of the land to the other. 
If the men of Coventry saidsýlContinue our righis by servitude's the men of Leicester would also say, "Continue our eldest, 
sons'. (A-voice in the-crowd: fLet-them'do-as we dot look 
to their rights'. Vproar. )-, e*, _In conclusion, he thought 
their attention-ought to be- directed to the means'of'obtaining 
a cheap loafg. -. to. -some means for-relieving the national. -distress, than to such trifles as maintaining exclusive privileges. (4) 

(1) ibidogriv. The. second version, of,, the, bill is print-ed. as a 
preamble-to'thiS v6lume, ' The relevant clause is 229 p. 6. - 
(2) Coventry Herald, 29 April 1831. C-W-C-. 4 Broadsides Collection: 
Mark Pearmang To the Freemen of the City of-Coventr; Z, 28 April 1831. (3) Coventry Herald, 8 July 1831- 
(4) loc. Cit. 
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Thomas Perkins clinched 'the -debate:. 
While all Europe was ina blazes determined to assert their 
rights9 were they - the men of Coventry - to stand cavilling 
about their petty localities? ... Were they to annoy the 

_ Government, which was willing to concede to right and reason 
that which could only be wrung from tyrants-of other lands by 
bloodshed and confusion? 

Fletcher's amendment was carried by a sweeping majority. (l) 

Eventually, two petitions from this confused meeting were 
presented to Parliamentl neither of them by Ellice, who extracted 
himself from a difficult situation with much skill, His constituents 

were fully aware'lihat'he would not support any measure which would 
interfere with the Bill introduced by GovernmentIt and that was why 
neither petition had been sent to him. But, he'pointed out, the 

signatories to the majority petition were willing to sacrifice their 

peculiar privilegest while those who were not (that is, the signa- 
tories of the minority petition) were not to be heededanyway: 
'their petition could only be received as the prayer of a few 
individuals. It did not contain the sentiments of the great body 

of the inhabitants of Coventry. '(2) Ellice's ability to disregard 

with impunity the wishes of his conatitueAts-when they conflicted 

with those of his party was a striking feature of his representation 
of the city. Henry Goulburn, the member for Cambridge, Universityl 

was puzzled: 
All he could understand from the speech of the hone Gentleman 
was, that-there were two parties in Coventry, both of which 

, were opposed to the Bill, - The minorityl. as appeared by this 
petition were averse from itl and the majorityt although opposed 
to the minorityl were also opposed'to the Governmentl and neither 
approved of the Bill, (3) 

Sir Charles Wetherellt the arch-Tory. member for Boroughbridge 

whose bitter fulminations against thellreform, bill helped to cause 
the riots, in Bristol (where he was, Recorder) in October 1831t was 
a vehement but diffuse advocate of the sacredness of ancient rights. 
He-now entered the debate., The bill 

was likely to disfranchise-the various. useful, mechanical 
classes, by which they would lose a valuable privilege ... As he had declared himself opposed to the disfranchisement, 
he should find, it very convenient-to enlarge the privileges of 
, 
the House as to postage, for he had in consequence received 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2)- Parliamentary Debates, third-seriesl ivi-pp. 1192 et seq. 
(3) loco Cit* 
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-Anumerous- letters,, -: and 4 many, 6f, -them double and treble, * - ') 
,, encouraging him to resist the plunder of the Corporations. 

He must allow, that he had not received one from Coventry, 
but he-inferredg from all he could hear and seeg that the 

labouring classes everywhere were beginning to recover from 
the delusion that had been practised upon them, which perhaps 
accounted for the fact, that the-hon* member for-Coventry., 
was not, intrusted with the petition. (l) 

--, # ý 
This bizarre mixture of irrelevance and euphoria did not advance 
Coventry's cause. . Ellice, merely claimed that 

he, haa, presented himself to his constituents with the Bill 
in his hand, and was placed at the head of the poll. If he 
should go back he should be', certain of the sameýmajority in 
his favour. He must add, that, although these petitioners, 
applied for an extension of the franchise in favour of their 
childrens yet there was not one among them who had not signed 
a petition in favour of the Bill. 

Bulwerýdidýnotspeak to the petition, which lay on the table. (2) 
Several determined efforts . 

were made to save'the freeman 
franchises during the committee'stage of the bill. On 27 August, 
clause 2-2 was'discusse. d. 

.. 
T. G. D. Eatcourt, member for Oxford 

University, moved an-amendment to the clause which would have had 
the. effect of preservingalltancient franchiseal except those 

enjoyed by, electoraiin Schedule, A boroughs and except-insofar as 
ancient-right electors-in, other boroughs might be-affected by the 
registration provisions of the, reform bill, which, would of course"'., 
disfranchise-non-residents. ' Eatcourt admitted thatýnomination 
boroughal-the-expinse caused byýnon-resident-electorsq and elections 
by close-corporations, had been evils: but-argue'd that-the first 
would be eliminated by Schedule Aq the second by the disfranchise- 
ment, of, non-residentat and the; third by the enlargement, ofthe 
electorate under'clause 21, the 910 householder clause. The aim 
of his amendmentg he, saidq was to ensureýthe'continuance in 

perpetuity-of the corporator franchise, a, valuableýancient privilege; 
he estimated that the, effect of-his amendment, would be merely to 
add thirty or, forty-electores-in the, corporation boroughs not -- 
disfranchised by Schedule A. to'the'300 or so each, would-gain from 
clause 21. (3) 

Estcourt thus, argued for a relatively insignificantýchange: 
but, to effect it proposed-an amendment which would have had much 
more sweeping results. It was these-that other speakers addressed 

(1) loc. cit., 
(2) loc. cit. 
(3) Journals of-the House of Commons_9 lxxxvig Part 29 Pp- 789 et 
seqw ýParliamentary Debatess third seriesq vis Pp. 722 et seq. 
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themselves to. A few days beforeq Sir-Charles Wetherell had 

attacked clause 21 on the grounds., that it 'went-to introduce into 

this realm a pure democratic right of, voting, which was little 

short of Universal Suffrage ... a'pauper constituencyl. (l) He 

now attacked the bill because 'under the mask of popular rights, 
it extended those of the higher ord6ra, whilst-, it annihilated or' 

abridged those of the lower classes'. He welcomed the amendment' 
because it would save the, freeman franchise. 'Heýobjected to the 

personal disfranchisement of, votersg on the same ground that he 

opposed the disfranchisement of boroughs in Schedules A and B. ' 

He did not agree-with Eatcourt-that non-resident freemen should be- 

disfranchised: 

ýHe would put it to the noble Lord and the right hon. 
Gentlemen oppositel who he supposed had votes, fo; the 
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge - he would ask them, 
why Masters of Arts not resident should be entitled to*ýotej 
while non-resi , dent freemen of cities and boroughs were robbed 
of their rights? ... Of all the clauses in the Billq he 
thought the one before them the most obnoxiousq and it should 
have his opposition. (2) 

Colonel Charles Sibthorpq member for Lincoln and an even greater, 
Tory than Wetherell, agreed with him: tit was nothing less than 

spoliation to take,, away those rights ... which had been earne. d, by 

the sweat of the brow'. (3) Althorp put the government cases which 

wass once, again, that'the freemen were corrupt and that the ZlO 

householders would be a less venal electorate; several speakers 

agreed with-him. Some others wished to retain the freemen 

franchise, though not always for non-residents. In one respect, 
howeverl these speakers were united:, their common concern was 
the freeman franchise: they showed no interest in either the 

narrow group of corporators whom Estc-ourtlcared for or - which was 

more significant - the scot-and-lot and potwalloper franchises 

that his amendment would also have perpetuated. They had no 

partisans: presumably because they were, to thezinds of the Tory 
defenders of the freemen's rights, both considerably more popular 

and therefore dangerous, -and considerably less 'chartered' and thus 

less likely, in their abrogationg to entail the-loss of the 

privileges of higher orders. 
In the event Estcourt's amendment, was lost by seventeen-votes 

to, eighty-nine. Only three of. those who voted for it had voted 
for the, reform bill at its second read#g on 6 July; the other 

(1) Parliamentary Debatest third seriest. vi, pp. 600 et iseq. 
(2) ibid. 9 pp. 722 et seq. 
(3) loc. cit. 
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fourteen had-voted, againsteit. (l)ý Aýfew days later, the debate 

on the clause was resumed. Edmund Peel moved an amendment which 

would have perpetuated the franchise for resident freemen byý 

servitude, birth. or marriage - but not, he made clear, for freemen 

by gift or purchase. Peel's amendment also excluded the other types 

of, ancient-right-elector. Edmund Peel had, voted against the reform 
bill at its second reading in July; his amendment was supported by 

other Tories - Marcus Beresford, W. H. Miller, Robert Peel, Henry 

Goulburng.. Digby Wranghamq Arthur. Trevorg Cresset Pelhaml Colonel 

Sibthorps and of course Sir CharloseWetherells whose language ,, 
extravagently pictured. theýfate awaiting thoseýwho abolished rights 

which 'for 800 years ... had, been as, sacred as any personal right 
to property': 

The Paymaster of the Forces-and the Chancellor, of the 
Exchequer belonged to the hereditary peerage of Englandl 
and if they, by the 22nd clause of the Billl remorselessly 
wrested from-the boroughs and corporate towns their most 
cherished hereditary rights, on what grounds could they 
refuse their assent to a proposition which would reduce them 
to Citizen Russell and Citizen Spencer? (2) 

Robert. Peel expressed the same fears more temperately; there was 

general agreement-on theTory side-that the-freeman franchise was 

an hereditary. right which it would be unjust to remove. -Edmund 
Peel made, the most sensible and practical speechg pointing out 
that, it was folly to alienate from Ithe, futurer., conistituted and 

parliamentary authorities of the countryl freemen whose-franchise 
had thitherto constituted a-safe connection between the working 

classes of the people and this Housel; (3) and that even if the 

freemen wereýmoreýcorrupt, thau X10 householders (which was not 

proved) there'could hardly be any extra danger in allowing their 

franchise to last for everg since the government itselfwas willing 
to concede it for the lives of the present'holders. 

No Tory spoke against theamendment. Some M. P. s who had 

voted for the reform bill supported the amendmentg chiefly on the 

grounds that the clause would reduce the size of the electorate; 
Captain Berkeley, Lewis Buck, Sir Matthew White Ridleyl Henry Burtong 

T. G* Green$ George Robinson and J. P. B.. -Chicheater comprised this 

group. But Berkeley and Ridley said that their freemen constituents 
in Gloucester and, Newcastle-on-Tyne were, more; willing to give up 
the ifanchise than the bill. Other'liberals who represented1freemen 

(1) ibid., vi, pp. 722 'et'-'seq; ivs Pp- 907 et seq. 
(2) ibid., vil pp. 880 et seq. 
(3) loc. -Cit. 
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boroughs9 and who opposed the. amendment, --! Daniel, Whittle Harvey 

of Colchester and Thomas Dundas, of York - rather unctuously made 

a similar point about their constituents. The weight of liberal 

sentiment was behind Russell* who Once again offered the government's 

refusal to concede the freeman franchise; in the division the 

amendment was lost by 210 votes to 131. Berkeley and Robinson 

changed their minds and voted against it. ýaturally, Edward 

Ellice voted against it too. (l) 

Arthur Trivorg the Tory member for Durhamq then moved another 

amendmentg to allow existing non-resident freemen to vote in their 

native boroughs for the rest of their lives -'aaresident freemen 

were to be permitted to do under clause 22* fIf there was any 

class more injuriously and cruelly treated than another in this 

bill'. said Trevorq-w,, Iit was that class denominated freemen'. - In 

the division the amendment was defeated by 151 votes to 38; of 
the 38,33 had voted against the reform bill at its second reading 
in July. The government conceded one very minor amendment 

affecting the future franchise of freemen by marriage; otherwise, 
the clause was passed as the Whigs had framed it. (2) 

But in October the arguments were rehearsed again in the House 

of Lords during the second reading of the bill. Tory peers 
mingled abuse of the JUO householders with praise for the. respecta- 
bility of the freement rage at the confiscation of their rightst 

and dreadful warnings of the peril to higher privilege that this 

spoliation carried in its train.,., The hereditary principlel said., 
the Marquis of Bute, 

was the soul of the monarchy. But by destroying 
, 
the 

Corporations - by taking away those privileges which the 
present race of freemen enjoyed, and which-they expected 
to transmit to their children, this Bill destroyed thatt. and, 
by destroying thatt would injure the hereditary principle, 
and would certainly injure the monarchy. (3) 

The Earl of Harrowby regarded-the, ancient franchises as a sort 
of property which ought not lightly to be confiscated.. The Earl 

of Haddington-attacked the plan 
to trampleýupon the chartered rights of the. freemen 
throughout England ... If the freemen were corrupt, a 
remedy for this might have been found without any violation 
of right. This principle Of confiscationt combined with 
that of uniformity of the franch. iset another of the pernicious 
principles of the Bill, was decidedly objectionable; it had 

(1) loc. cite Journals of the Houseýof Commons, . lxxxvi, P; -rt 29 
(1830-31)9 p. 800& 
(2) Parliamentary Debatest third series, vi, pp. 911 et seq. 
Journals of the House of Commons, loc, cite 
(3) Parliamentary Debatest third series, vii, pp. 1015 et seq. 
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no inseparable connection with disfranchisement of 
nomination boroughs9 or the gift of Representation to 
large towns; and he ventured to say, that if the noble 
Earl had brought forward a-measure comprehending the two 
latter objects only it would not have experienced so- 
determined a resistance. (l) 

The bill, thought Lord Wynford, 
far from restoring the Constitution, was getting rid of 
the best part of the constituency of the countryl and 
extending the worst part of it. The chief of the electors 
of England were burgage-tenants, freemen, freeholderst and 
householders. They were about to get rid of the first and 
the best, and to increase the last and the worst ... A table, 
a joint-stoolq and a straw bed were the only implements 
necessary to set up this pauper constituency ... the voter 
might, at the time of giving his vote, not be worth a 
shilling inýthe-world, See the difference with regard to 
the freeholder and the freeman; the freeholder must have 
his froehold, in possession at the time of giving his votes 
and the freeman musts before he acquired his freedom, have 
served his seven years with respectabMity. He admitted 
that the law with regard to freemen ought to be altered 
He was a reformer; but he warned their lordships how they 
took away the rights of persons who had not abused their 
rights; for if they admitted such a principle as a just one, 
then the right of their lordships even to their seati in 
that House became a very precarious right. (2) - 

Lyndhurst attacked the substitution, for the freeman electorsq 

of, the Z10 householders --'the worst species of franchise which 
your Lordships can establish', a suffrage-similar to the evil 

scot-and-lot vote. (3) Eldon, proud of his status as a freeman 

of, Newcastle-on-Tyne, bitterly regretted that the rights of his 

700 follows would be swamped under the bill by 929700 3s. 6d. a week 
meno. (4) 

BroughaWs reply to'these vehement attacks on the government's 

plans was to stress that the rights, of property were the informing 

principle of the bill, and that this was, why the freemen franchise 

was to be annulled: 
the right of voting, in freemen% is wholly unconnected 

-with 
any property of any kind whatsoever; the-being a 

freeman, is no test of being worth a shilling. , Freemen 
may be, and very often are, common day-labourersq spending 
every week their whole, weekly gainag-menial, servants, having 
the right by. birth - men living in almehouses, - parish 
paupers. (5) 

But'the strength of the OPP08ition, to-the disfranchisement of the 
freemen electors led the goVernmentto; -think again, after the, Lords 

(1) ibid., vii, -pp. 
1145 ot seqq 1377 et, seq., 

(2) ibid., viii, pp. *198 et-seq., 
(3)- ibid. 9 viiit pp. 276, et-seq* 
(4) ibid., viii, pp* ? 10 et seq. 
(5) ibid., viii, pp. 220-et seq. 
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rejected the bill at its second reading in October. In 

November the Whig'leaders met the Tory peersl Harrowby and Wharn- 

cliffe, in an attempt to negotiate a compromise. On 16 November 

there was between Grey and Wharneliffe 'some discussion as to 

the possibility of retaining the present rights of votingg there 

having been great objection to the sweeping change of all that 

now existedg for the purpose of introducing one uniform right'. 
They did not agtee, and did not discuss the matter for long since 
they thought it 'a very subordinate point'. W A fortnight later, 

howeverl the government thought it sufficiently important to be 

likely to conciliate the-peers if a concession, -ýwere made. 
At times there was reason to hope thatq with some moderate 
concessions to the fears and prejudices of the Peers, the 
Bill would be allowed to pass ... Under this impression, 
Lord Grey and Lord Althorp again took counsel together and 
amended the bill in a conservative spiritq by modifying the 
clauses for the disfranchisement of the freemengand taking 
the taxes, instead of the populationg in any borough, as the 
chief element in the basis of its enfranchisement. (2) 

Accordingly, these two concessions were embodied in the third 

version of the bill which Russell introduced in the Commons in 

December. This was the version that finally passed, with some 

minor amendments. (3) Clause 31 of the bill (and clause 32 of 
the act) disfranchised all burgesses or freemen enrolled since 
1 March 18319 except for burgesses or freemen who achieved that 

status through birth or servitude; it also excluded certain 

categories of burgesses or freemen by birth enrolled since 1 

March 18319 and there was naturally a residence qualification 
for those burgesses or freemen who were enfranchised. But the 

effect of the clause was to preserve the franchise for all Coventry 

freemeng provided that they were resident within seven statute miles 

of the city. (4) 

(1) Henry Earl Greyl ed., The Correspondence of the Late Earl 
Grey with H. M. King William IV (2 olss London, 1667), 1, pp. 464 et 
seq. 
(2) D. le Marchant, Memoir of John CharlesqViscount Althorp, 
Third Earl Spencer (Londont 1876), PP. 372 et seq. 
(3) Parliamentary-Debatesq third series, ixt PP- 156 et seq. Eli 

2h of eform 1830-1841 (London, 1961 ed. ), pp. 47 Hal4vyj The Trilm 
et seq. 
(4) 2 and 3 William IV9 c. 459 clause 32. The bill presented in 
December 1831 is printed in Parliamentary Debates, third series, ix, 
Appendix. The question of the freeman franchise is briefly but 
accurately treated in Charles Seymourg Electoral Reform in England 
and Wales (New Havent 1915)9 pp. 27 et seq, and Eli Hal6vyj loc. cit. 
The statement in Norman Gashl Politics in the Age of Peel (London, 
1953), p. 960 that the ancient borougg franchises were continued in 
pt Itlyon in respect of the bur4essesg freemen, and liverymen e1h 

01. and of freeholders and burga tenants in gitie Of 
OeUCI 

fyLondon 
and towns that were gounties of themselvest is mistleken. - though it is 

thaý týe frýnchlses of these groups were continued by clauses 31 
IRV 
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The battle had been won: but not by radicalss in either 
country or Parliament. The Coventry radicals had shown throughout 
that they preferred to support the Whig bill (and to attempt rather 
feebly the enlargement of its general suffrage provisions) rather 
than to rock the boat by seeking to preserve their local popular 
franchise. For many years after the reform act, the Conservative 
Coventry Standard drew the appropriate lesson from the liberals, 

partiality for a middle-class electorate and their disparagement 

of the freemen's right: it advised them to trustq for the 

preservation of their privilegesq the Tories and the House of 
Lords who had striven to defend them, and to whom the liberals 
had reluctantly conceded the point. 
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III 

The Burning of Beck's Hill, 1831 

Before Russell amended the reform bill for the freemen's 

benefit, the rejection of the bill by the House of Lords in 

October 1831 led to a demonstration in the city against the 

bishops and the Lords which provides a striking (and somewhat 

misleading) picture of civic unanimity, The public meeting 

convened by the Mayor on the requisition of 100 respectable 
inhabitants could not be accommodated in County Hall and was 

adjourned by the Mayor to Cross Cheaping, From the balcony of 
the City Hotel speeches attacking the pretensions of the bishops 

and the House of Lords were made by men as diverse socially as 

Abraham Herbertq the ribbon manufacturer, James Beck the banker 

(of Allesley Hall)q Fitzpatrick the surgeon$ Lea ihe'dark blues' 

solicitorl Alderman Merridew (an opponent of Ellice in 1826 but 

now a reformer)s Henry Cadwallader Adams of Ansty Hallq and 

Edward Goode and David Smith, ribbo ,n weavers. Smith spoke of the 

'duty of alli rich and poor, to come forward in support of his 

Majesty's ministersl. (I) Goode's words reflect not only the 

moderate nature of his reformism'but also his self-effacing 

acceptance of rank and class, whicb: seems inconsistent with 

radicalism at all: 
it would have been gratifying to him to ýave'occupied a 
place in the crowd below$ and to have given place to men more 
respectable in circumstances and efficient in 

' 
ability than, 

himself; but he appeared " the humble representative of the 
great crowd of artisans by whom he was surrounded, and he 
could assure them he considered it no small honour to address 
such an assembly ... they had metj not as anarchists, but as 
friends of order. (2) 

Coventry Herald, 14 October 1831- 

(2) - Coventry Herald, 14 October 1831. C-W. C.: Broadsides 
Collection: Public meeting, -10-october 1831. 
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, There were Tbriea,; to whoui*Goode was a dangerous subversive: ' 

men like JohnýSoutham Evanal-ribbou manufacturerg'Thomas Wilmoti 

solicitor-, W. T4 Breel-the--Rector, -of Allesleyj- John, and2obert 

Bunneyi bankers, and Alderman Joseph, Phillipas who signed the 

declaration of Warwickshire men-against the reform bill, on the 

grounds that-'extensive changes should be". attempted only under a 

paramount necessityt, (l) At the other extreme there were 

Coventry radicals, 4wh: o, 9 had they been invited to speak at the 

October meetings would not haveýdone so in terms like Goode's: 

men such as those (whoever theyrwere) who caused Edward Bromfield 

to issues allegedly on'behalf of the Association of the Friends- 

of the Peoples a-handbill which William Readers the cityls steward, 

read with horror at quarter Sessions: 

To the people of, Englandl Pay no more Tithesl No more 
Church Rateal - without compulsion; buts in God's name, 
do not withhold payment of the Taxes; 'rather contribute 
an extra mites if, necessarys to support the King and his 
ministers in this fearful emergency. Hark your detestation 
of the haughty, heartless and overgrown Hierarchy, -by 
absenting yourselves and families from your Parish Churchl 

.. *** 
Remember, it was the Bishops who caused the, Bill to be 

rejected! (2) 

The existence of uncompromising radicalism in the city is further 

demonstrated-by the widespread-circulation of the unstamped press 
in the city- soldq it was saidl even in Merridew's bookshop, (3) 

and perhaps, by the way *nearly 100 most respectable. tradeamen and 

artisans' chose to celebrate the General Fast Day in''the Coventry 

Political Union's room in March 1832- 'They Isat down to a most 

excellent dinner, of hot beefs boiled legs of'muttong'roast vealg 

etc. $ etc* ... Two handsome plates were'first cut, offg and sent, 

with a jug of best ales to-the victims of the knowledge-gagging 

la-ýsj at this time in Coventry. New Bastile. 1 Fifteen or sixteen 
individuals had been committed by Coventry magistrates for selling 

unstamped newspapers in the five or, six, dajs before'the dinner. (4) 

Yet Goode's words at the October, meeting suggest how'potent 

habits of deference could be in a Coventry I radical: and the meeting 
itself seems to reflect a broad and united civic enthusiasm for the 

bill -a feeling which was shared even by Henry Wrefordq the 
Unitarian ministers whose name is,, neverrotherwise attached to 

political'aciivities and who confe"edýas much. ' Buts 'the system' 

(1) Warwick-and Warwickshirý-Generil'Advartiser, 4 June 1831-1 
(2) P, R. O.: H-0,52/15, John-Carter, toHelb-ourie, 17 October 180- 
Coventry Hirald,, 21 October'1831- 
(3) Poor ManIs Guardian, 14 July 1832. 
(4) ibid. 9 24 March 1832. 
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of non-representation wasproductive of. much, crime and immoralityl. (l) 

These impressions are reinforced by the conduct of a public meeting. 

held during the crisis week of May, 18329 chaired by the Mayor and 

held on Greyfriars Green. Before the meeting the Coventry Political 

Union rallied the town.. with the flag of the union and a crimson 

banner bearing the slogan 'Our king and the people' - with the first 

two words covered with black crepe and the phrase 'A Cheap RepublicO 

substituted. There was also a tricolour flag$ land about the middle 

of the procession was hoisted an effigy of the Gallant Duke, docked 

out in. a suit of. military indescr 
, 
ibablest. Kenilworth Political 

Union, joined the procession, with flags and. music* On Greyfriars 

Green the Mayor and gentlemen were seated on waggons. They asked 

for the 'Cheap Republice flag to, be removed., There were murmurings 

in, the crowdt but when Arthur Gregory appealed-for its removal for 

the sake of CiviC. Unity it was taken away. Speeches by, the same men 

who had spoken at the October meeting followedt all expressing support 

for the bill and the need for peaceable activity. 200 joined the 

Coventry Political Union on that day;, 370 others had already joined 

since the government had been defeated on Lyndhurst's amendment* 

10O. more joined in the third week in May*(2). 

(1) Coventry Heralds 14 October 1831., - 
(2) 

_Coventr; K Herald, 18 Mays 25 May 1832- In its disciplined-, and 
moderate demeanour during the crisis of May 1832 the Coventry 
political Union owed'much to the influence of the Birmingham Political 
Union - the original inspiration for the Coventry body and its guide 
at this crucial time, When news of the government's fall reached 
Coventryt delegates from the CPU went to Birmingham for advice; on 
their return the CPU, resolved to call for the public meeting and to 
support any action the council of the BPU decided on. 5,000 from 
Coventry, Warwick, Leamingtong Bedworth and Kenilworth attended: the 
protest, meeting, of reformers from Warwickshire and the-Black Country 
held, in Birmingham on 7 May 1832; A. F. Gregory was among them. 
Three weeks later Thomas Attwood and his Birmingham colleagues passed 
through Coventry on their return from presenting a reform petition to 
Parliament. The Wonder coach was met at the London road by a 
procession which had marched from Little Park Street* 'Mr. Attwood 
and, Mr. W. G. Lewis having been literally forced outof the coachq the 
procession, consisting of several thousand persons, mostly wearing 
the Attwood-medalq suspended, to the UnionýJackj immediately returned 
to Coventry,. ' After Attwood had addressed the crowd. from the City 
Hotel he and his friends were escorted by the procession to the Now 
Allesley Roadq where they wereýgiven three cheers before they left 
for Birmingham. Coventry Heralds 11 May, 18 May 1832, Report of 
the Proceedings'of the Great Meeting ofthe Inhabitants of the 
Midland Districts held, at Birmingham, 7- May 18, ý2 (Birmingham, 1832)9 
PP- 3 et seqj An Account of the Public Entry given by__the Inhabitants 
ýýf Birminizham to-Thomas Attwood (Birmingham 1632), 
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ý, )'The-news of, the-passing' bVi. the reform-bill was followed-byc-" 

the, ringing of the church bells in Coventryl(l) and the substitution 

of'a Great Reform Procession for the-Godiva procession, usual at the 

Show Fair in June. As the Coventry_Herald put it: 

The procession of her, ladyship ... is merely the commemoration 
of the traditional, release obtained by the 'Fair Godival for 
the oppressed inhabitants of Coventry from the tyranny of a 
feudal baron. Now, thank Heaven, we have'to celebrate &, nobler 
triumph, - the freedom of our country from the mercenary gFasp,, 
of that detested oligarchy the Borough-mongering I tyrants, and 
lordly oppressors. (2) 

The procession paraded the town on Monday, 25 June, led by some 

children bearing a banner with'the device 'May the hopes of"the 

rising generation be realised'. and then by the Champion'oVReiform 
in white armourt mounted on a*charger and carrying*the Reform Act. 

The-Coventry Political Union followed, and then1he many benefit 

societies, of theýtownj arranged in wards. There were*many bands 

and flags. (3) Much to the joy of, one Coventry radical; these- 

included a large tricolour with the motto"To the memory, of the 

immortal Thomas Paine$. 'The flag was carried in the procession 
by two ment without the least opposition, 'amidet the acclamaiions 

of-the children and-grandchildren of those-men who had-formerly' 
burnt'in effigy that great statesman. 10) The political unions 
from Nuneatont, Kenilwortht Leamington-and Hinckley joined the 

procession too. Alexander Somerville was at that time'stationed 
in Coventry; the court of enquiry into his court Martial had been 

hold and he was soon to receive his discharge. ý ý 
It so occurred-that I was on sentry at the--front barrack 
gate, when the procession passed, Not one of the many thousands, 
knew mepersonally, but each band ceased to play as it came near 
-the barrack gate; each trade or section of a political union, 
halted in front of the gate, as pre-arranged by a master of 
ceremonies, and three cheerst loud and long, were given for 
'Somerville, for everl'(5) 

Illuminations, had been proposed-too, &"f-- At the meeting at the 
Craven Arms that organised the celebrations it hadý'been, -said that 

some rich citizens-were willing to subscribe to a fundrto provide 
comforts for-, the-poor, if no windows in the town'were illuminated. - 
Some disliked the reform bill and wished neither to pretend to'-like 
it nor to invite the stone-throwing that*, fAilure to do so would 

(1) CoveiM3 Herald, 8 June 1632. 
(2) ibid. 9 15 June, iMe 
(3) Coventry Herald, ' 22 June 1832. 
(4) Poor Hants Guardian, 1ý July 1832. 
(5) Somerville, op. cit., P. 340. C. R. O.: Hiscellaneous Letteraq 
Thomas Gill to Secretary of Leamington Political Uniong 20 June 1832. 
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reSUlt'in, Radicals like Whittem and Marriott persuaded through 

a vote for illuminations on the grounds that 'a good illumination 

was calculated to make even a dunce a"good politiciano. (J) It was 
said that the first meeting had been thinly attended and so a later 

meeting was held to reconsider the question. Almost'everybody, 

even liberals like Henry Lea and John Royleg another solicitor, 
argued against illuminated windows; a collection for the poor 
would be much more' useful, 'John Hands, a liberal ribbon manufacturer, 
argued that the whole pI roposal was a plot thought up by people-wh6 
lived in courtyards, whose windows were less dangerou I sly exposed 
than those on thoroughfares, and who would not have to illuminate''' 
them anyway. EdwarCftodels argument that the poor preferred 
illuminations cut no"ice; but no decisioi-was taken. (2) Yet a 
third meeting decided against illuminations, despite much opposition 
from tdward and Thomas Goode-(3) The celebrations over the passing 
of the reform'bill aroused more controversial verbiage than the 

political debate i, tseli had. This fact reflects the constant 
apprehension of the affluent that popular merrymakingg in a badly 

policed town, might quickly get out of, hand and turn to popular 
violence. Thus the impression of comfortable civicýuziity which is 
convey ed by the support given to the reform bill: by men of all 
classes., by the lack of'deep political controversy at-the 1831 
election$ by the essential moderation of the political union, is 

misleading: since men could unite in supporting theýbill although 
they hoped for different results from it and alihough'they were 
divided on other essentials: and aince. abova all- thorn oxintaA 
below the thin strata of the affluent and thearticulate the wordless 
manyl who may'have attende-d"meatings but who did not speak at them, 

who had votes but whose electoral independence was reduced by 
bribery and bullying, who most often were mentioned in the newspapers 
when they took their pleasure in unlicenced violencet and whot most 
importantlyt* were too harassed by the cares 'of poverty to regard the 
reform billt welcome though it was, as their most important concern 
or as the measure most likely to alleviate their misery. one piece 
of popular, uncerebrated support for the reform bill is recorded: 
the burning of an effigy of the Bishopý of Lichfield and Coventry - 
'a fine portly figure, in full'canonicals and mitret - instiiad'of 

(1) Coventry Herald, 15 June'1832- 
(2) Coventry Herald, 22 June 1832- 
(3) loc. cit. 
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Guy Fawkes, on Greyfriars Green on 5 November. 1831-(lý But, a 
few days later this vicarious folk-violence was to be outdone--in 
a more real burning - of a hated steam factory. 

In the spring of 1830 the ribbon trade improved and the 

extreme destitution that the weavers had suffered from in-January 

and February, disappeared. (2),, In September the weavers met at the 
Hill and Hollow Close on the London Road and decided to ask for the 

restoration of the list of prices that had prevailed before the 

reduction of 15% in 1829; the weavers-wanted, tg profit from better 
times. A few days later the weavers' committee (whose secretary 

was now Benjamin Poole) saw the manufacturers and presented to them 

a list for the plain trade very, similar to the old list of 1826; 
three manufacturers signed it but, most were willing to give a]; 
advance only when the others did. A similar list for the figured 

and gauze trade was also, , 
drawn up by, the weavers. _The, 

figured 

masters also, showed reluctance to sign. 
_ 

The aim of the weavers, 
leaders so far had been to persuade, them-to, behave without violence 
or even the threat of force: Edward Goode, had deprecated the fact 
that a crowd of weavers had followed4the committee round, on its 

visits to manufacturers because this looked like intimidation. (3) 
Wheng after the masters had refused to raise, the list of priceaq 
another weavers' meeting was held at the Hill and Hollow Close 
David Smith argued that each group of weavers should wait on their 

employer and ask him again; mass action$ he thoughtq was 
inappropriate. He and Goode displayed, the same moderation in both 

political and industrial matters. But his cautious approach was 
swept aside; there were speeches and calls for a. strike. They 

gained, the dayq and the weavers marched out from the close four or 
five abreast up the London,. Road into Coventryt calling out weavers 
from their looms as they went., In, the next few days the parade 
of weavers waited on many mastersand only three refused to sign, 
the new lists;, one of them was, Henry Merridews the proprietor of 
the Coventry Herald. Thomas Copp, one,, of the largest manufacturers, 
was cornered by the weavers in, Horsfall! s_public house and signed on 
the spot. Eventually even the three cracked and they signed too. 
After a few days the strike was called off at a torchlight meeting. - 
of 2,000 weavers. (4) Unity and restrained militancy had brought 

(1) Coventry Heraldq 11 November 1831. Poor Man's Guardian, 14 
July 1732. 
(2) Coventry Heraldq 25 March, 9 April, 23 April 1830.,., See the 
tablesýin the appendixf6r. the, decline in the number of paupers-in 1830. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 10 September, 17 September, 24 September-1830- 
(4) Coventry Heraldq 24 September, 1 October 1830. 
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results. But-not for long: in October fifteen--manufacturers, 

decided to. retui-n to the list of prices of September 1829; they 

were afraid of being undercut,. they saidl if they paid by the new 
listj because there was still a good deal of surplus labour in the 

trade in. Warwickshire. The weavers became resigned to defeat: 

meetings were poorly attended, and. calls to stop the looms again 

were heeded, by. -only some of the weavers. . -The last weavers' 

meeting of the dispute was told firmly, by Adams,, (of the Coventry 

Political Union) that a strike was useless-because the masters were 
determined not to give way. The strike ended. This failure 

convinced William Fletcher that a general union for all weavers in 

north Warwickshire, something that had been under disbussion for 

some, weeks - was all the more necessary to maintain the list of 

prices. (l) 

The second half of 1831 was a period of great excitement and 

social tension in Coventry. Apprehension about the fate of the 

reform-bill was aggravated, by the-activities of Captain Swing. in 

the'countryside near thecity. They had begun with the burning 

, of"a rick, in, FoleBhill in November 1830; (2) inýthe following year 
L300 worth of wheat-was burntýin Brandon and two barns at Bilton 

-Common, * (3) More important as a cause of almost febrile dread was 
the approach of cholera, following, an epidemic of smallpox in the 

winter. ,A death from cholera in the Black Prince public houset 

Much Park-Street, was suspected in Auguatt and thereafter an - 
epidemic was fearedt especially since the pythogenic theory of 

pathology pointed, to Coventry, as-a place-most likely to suffer 
because of its 'many houses in., close courts, 'so thickly crowded - 

with human beings ... the wonder is., that from so extensive a 

collection ofýputridityj pestilence-has notýbeen long before this 

engendered, in its most-fatal characterl. (4) Throughout the autumn 

of 1831 and the early months. of 1832 the. apprehension increased and 
is reflected in the setting up of an ad hoc board of health to 

attempt to clean up the. -city - a, herculean-'task--- to prevent the 
infection, arising,, in the publication, of-Isimple prophylactic 
measures-, that Coventrians could. follow. (5)*, 

11) ibid.,, 8 Octqberq 15 October 1836. 
(2), 'P. R. O.: H. O. 5.2/11, T. Morris to Melbourne, 2 December 1830- 

br'uaryg'21 October 1831- '(3) Cove'-ntry, H I e'rald .j 18 'Fe_ 

(4)' ibidý, 28-October 1831- See also ibid., 25 March$ 5 August 1831 

'(5) 
ibid., 18, Nove'mber'l. 25 November, 'Z'December, 9 December,. 30 

Dece 
' 
mber 1831, '*6 1' anuary,, 13'JanuarYt 27 January, 17 February, 1 Junel 

15 June, 29 June, 6 July, ýO July 3 August 1832. The disease 
reached Newbold-on-Avon in June 1932 but did not attack the city. 
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One of these wI as the avoidaice"of care and 'anxiety, something 

whicli-it was difficult to attainIn Coventry in 1831, above all 
because of t. he continuing and worsening crisis in the ribbon trade* 

There was more unemployment in the trade in 1831 than in 1830- 

By the end of the yearg out of a total of more than 4,400 looms in 

Coventry (most of them engine looms without a jacquard apparatus) 

only 19000 were in full use; 19464 were in use for, oniy half the 
time and almost 2,000 were totally idle. Because of the-greater 

proportion of single-hand looms in the areas to the north of the 

city they were much more liable to fluctuations in trade than 

Coventry itself. (J) The single-hand loom was in grim competition 

with the engine loom .a battle that the hand-loom could not win. 
On an engine loom 'a man will make ten pieces of 20d lutestringal 

with the same labouk that another on a single-hand loom will make 
little more than a piece and a half; he will also make six pieces 

of 30dj whilst the single-hand weaver makes one piece and a halfg of 
that breadth alsol. (2) There were 39000 looms in Nuneaton$ many 

of them single-hand loois; by November 1831 more than 2,300 looms 

were idle, and 2,700 people were receiving poor relief and soup 
doles given three times a week. The Newdigate family of Arbury 

Hall were si milarly distributing a oupq and clothing., to the poor 
of Chilvers Coton, There were 2,691 weavers and other workers 
in the ribbon trade in Foleshill; at. the end of-1831 19629 were 
completely unemployed and 1,062 partially employed for'no-more than 

several days in the week. Even weavers in full employ in Foleshill, 

however, only averaged between 4s. 3d. and 36-8d. a week in the 

autumn of 1831. Another estimate put the figures even lower - at 
between 2s. and-2a. 6d. Foleshill weavers in work were worse off 
than those living on parochial relief; their earnings had been 

forced down below the subsistence level. (3) Coventry's misery 
was partly the result of north Warwickshirels: it was 'impossible 
for the distresses of the latter to be prevented from 4reading to' 

the formerl. (4) In the city some men in the autumn of 1831 were 
earning less than they would have got under parochial relief, (5) 
they were being paid 2s. 6d. a piece for work which according to the 

(1) CoventrZ Heralds, 20 January 18329 P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) 
xixj pp* . 

549 84. 
(2) Coventrz Herald, 11, November 1831- 
(3) Tb-id., 4 November, 9 December, 16 December 1831- POPO: H. C. 619 
(1831-32) xix, pp. 62 at-seq. - ý (4) Coventry Hersild, 16 September 1831. 
(5) This'despite the current reduction in the scale of outdoor 
relief: see Chapter Eight. , 
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list of prices they should have been paid 78.6d. for. For even 

the inadequate 1829 list of prices was by 1831 being increasingly 

abandoned: the pressure of competition among both masters and 

weavers was leading the former to offerg and the. latter to accept, 

work paid for at much lower rates than those of the list of 

prices. (l) 

The abandonment of the list of prices by some manufacturers 

caused problems for those still abiding by it. One solutiong put 

forward by some masters, was a reduction in the 1829 list-to bring 

it into line with prevailing market rates; a further 15% reduction 

was. proposed in the summer of 1831- The Coventry weavers met at 

the Rose and Crown, High Street, to address the manufacturers. 
They appealed to their masters' self-interest; any reduction of 
the wages paid to weavers would result merely in a reduction of 

prices paid by wholesalers, and-the loss of income to shopkeepers 

of the city* But most eloquent was an appeal to the manufacturers' 

sense of decency, 

Gentlemen, you are in someinstances our kinsmeng and with 
few solitary exceptions, our immediate neighbours. The 

, City that gave you birth is the place of our nativity ... 
But above all, consider the time when this attempt is made, 
It is in 1831, the year big with*such momentous eventst - 
the time when--freedom and liberty areýmaking. rapid marcheaq 
and the fetters which have bound so many of the nations of 
Europe are about to be broken - the year in which Britons 
anticipate the commencement of that, improvement which will- 
gradually restore those comforts their fathers enjoyed. (2) 

More than sixty manufacturers, that ist all in the city except 
threeg responded to this appeal by signifying their reluctance to 

reduce the list of prices; the three went ahead with a reduction 

which the weavers could do no more than. deplore. (3) Some of the 

sixty then followed their example. (4) Yet the signing of a 
declaration which they did not abide by shows-that even these 

masters still felt the ghostly hand of. paternalism. For the 

weavers the conventions of paternalism possessed still a real force: 

the sentiments expressed in their address in June, reTeal the extent 
to which some weavers felt that the plaims. of kindred and neigh- 
bourly proximity transcended lines of class. They help to explain 
the-moderation of Coventry radicalism-and-are themselves explained 

as the survival among, the weavers of old habits of thought in a 

(1) P. 'P.. - H. 
-C-o' 678 (1831-32) xixt PP. "59,105. 

(2) Coventry, Herald, 10 June,, 1831-- 
(3) ibidýq 17'Junet, 24 Junet 8"Jý17s 15 July 1831. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) Xixt P- 59. 

n-I 
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period when. -they were becoming,, increasingly, -inappropriate, ý. 
In the autumn came two developments that show, a more militant 

response: one was the foundation in Coventry, of a branch of theý 

National Association for the Protection, of-Labours about which 
tantalisingly little can be discovered; (l) the other was the 

eruption into the industrial life, of the city-of the, violence 

endemic in it - violence, which-expressed itself in Septemberg for 

exampleg in, the fate., meted,, out to a professional informer who 

collected details of false-measures, given in public houses. He 

wasýrecognised in Smithford Street, chased with-cries of 'Had 

dog19 was captured and his clothes torn from-his backj and was at 
length rescued by constableag this eyes so sealed with mud as to- 

render him unable to discriminate between a, short'half-pint and a 
twenty-gallon imperial measuref. (2) The brutalrdimension to1ife 

also expressed, itself ing and was encouraged by9 the revolting, 

scenes that accompanied and followed the-public execution-of Mary 

Ann Higgins, aged 199-on Whitley Common in August 1831-0) The 

surprising fact is not industrial violence.., but its evident infre- 

quency and-its moderate nature. 
By the. autumjctýof 1831 some masters were again reducing 

pricesl and-the others gave notice that they would, have to follow 

suit unless the list were uniformly adhered to. By chalked 

notices on-the walls, of the town-a weavers' meeting was called for 

the morning-of Monday, 7 November, at Cross Cheaping: the purpose 

of the meeting was to seek the re-establishment of the 1829 listq not 
an increase of prices. 

_200 
assembled at Cross Cheaping; they 

dispersed to collect more men and met again in the George Inn in 

Little Park Street at 10 a. m. Here a committee of seven first- 

hand. journeymenj including Edward Goode-9 ýaiid Smith and George 

Baddeleyj was. appointed to ask for the help of thetmagistrates to 

press the manufacturers to reaffirm-ihe list. Thi men at the 
George weret meanwhile, to travel-round the. town1o inform other 

weavers that there was to be another meeting, at Cross Cheaping at 
2 p. m. to receive a report from4the committee. v- -The George 

meeting was not stormy; no. violenc6'was 'expected, 'The committee 
(IF Coventry Heraldiý, 2_. September! 1851. 
(2) 

- 
_ibidiq 16 September 1831- 

(3)- Coventry, Heraldl 12 August, 
'_19, 

August 1831. A crowd of 
15,0007-witnessed her execution for poisoning her uncle for a few 
guineas so that she could marry. The real culprit, her lover, aged 
309 was acquitted on a technicality and came to witness her execution 
until he was driven off by the outraged mob. Mary Higgins hung on 
the gallows for one hour, *during which time about 20 females rubbed 
their necks with the right-hand of the deceased, as a remedy for what 
are called wens or thick necks'. Afterwards her body was dissected 
in the Bfidewell and exhibited to #the merely idle and curious gaze of 
menj women and children of both sexes in one indiscriminate mass'. 
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of seven saw the magistrates who promised their help if the 

weavers could not succeed without them. About midday the seven 
met the manufacturers' committee, asked them to convene a meeting, - 
of the manufacturers, and fixed on 2 p. m. as the time to meet 
them again for their answer. At 2 o'clock the two committees, 
met; the masters' committee was willing to call a manufacturerst 
meeting, but could not decide on a time and asked for half an hour 
to consider. The seven left to tell the weavers at Cross Cheaping 
of the masters' committee's willingness: but found no weavers 
there., While waiting for their committee the weavers had met by 
chance the, superintendent of Josiah Beck's factory, the only steam- 
power ribbon factory in Coventry; in a-growing mood of excitement 
and anger they got into an argument with him about the making of, 
ribbons by steam, when hand-loom weavers were unemployed. Shortly 
before the committee arriveds the weavers had moved off towards 
the factory, in violent mood, breaking windows on the way. 

_ 
The., 

committee 'were then very, anxious. to go down and draw the men 
away ... but they were checked by-the thought, that by, so doing they 
might expose themselves to. the suspicion of being promoters. of the,, 
mischiefl. (l) Perplexedl_they arrived at Samuel Hennell' 8 house 
in Hill, Street about 3 P-m- to keep their appointment with the 
manufacturers' committee. Hennell took them to the, top floor of 
his warehouseq and showed, them columns of smoke rising from Beek's 
factory nearly a mile. away. (2) 

(1) P. P. [2171 H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 220. - 
(2) P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, P. 57; E217] HX., (1840) xxiv,. 
pp. 220 et seq., - a highly-circumstantial account of the day by 
Edward Goode, David Smith and George Baddeley. See also Coventry 
Herald, 11 November-1831. Beek, a-machine makerg-, was-constructing, his factory on the third floor of his house in, New 

, 
Buildings, near the Sherbourne and the Hill Dam; Sainsbury's supermarket occupies the site today. Beck had a power loom-in-the'attic which was in use for the manufacture, of,, ribbous; there,, was, also a throwing 

mill in the attic with some silk in it* On the third floor there 
were eight steam looms; six, unfinishedg belonged to Beck and twol which had apparently been-at workfor some monthag belonged, 
to a ribbon manufacturer called Christopher Woodhouse. He was to pay ls. a week to Back for loom-itanding-and 4s. for steam 
power; Beck had a steam engine on the premises. There was also 
an a-la-bar loom belonging to Messrs. Merry and Brown that had 
come to-be repaired. , Coventry Heralds 30 March 1832. 
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About 2-30 p. m. 200 men had arrived at Beck's door and asked 
to see his machinery. Beck$ temporising, said that he was willing 
for one man to look at it and invited Joseph Day, a weaver, inside. 

There was a-general rush forward and the door was hurriedly closed, - 
'by Beck's servants; Beck was unfortunately left outside with the 

weavers. They beat him, but allowed him to climb over the wall--- 
into William Browett's garden; Mrs. Browett hid him in their 

store-room. ' Five minutes later the weavers followed and'got him 

out; theyýplaced him in a hand cart, threw him in the mud in 

Ironmonger-Row, and knocked him senseless. When he recovered a 

weaver called John Deeming said 'Make him kneel down and swear he 

knows no one'; Beck was dragged-home and made to order his 

servants to 6pen'the door; he was threatened with death if he did 

not. 'Nowg'you buggerg Iwill make you destroy your own invention'. 

said one man,. The mob surged i nto the loom shop and. a weaver, 
called Thomas Burbury called out 'Fire it, fire it1l; the windows 

were smashedg silk was ripped from t he looms and thrown out of the 

windows, and the looms were broken with hammers and iron bars 

conveniently to hand. Then the weavers Bet fire to the wreckage. (J) 

There was a great deal of dry wood, in the house and very quickly 
the, fire had caught hold; within twenty minutes the roof fell in; 

by_ý p. m. the house was in ruins. (2) 
. Meanwhilej, Beck had escaped 

to the., privy when the weavers entered the loom shop; a man came to 

the door and said_. IThe only way to save-your life is tobe missing'. 
Beck left but was found in an entry by a weaver called William 

Westwickq who said 'You bugger,,, will you do, so any moreV; 

presumably Westwick-meant to ask if he would weave by steam again. 
Beck said he, would not, was, given three or fourmore blows by the 

weaveras made his escape to Mr 
, 
s., Iýussellls housein Hill Topq where 

he hid under the dresserl. and when followed again by the mob went 
to Mr. Moy's timber yard9 where he had a good view of his burning 
house. (3) William Woodq Woodhouse's superintendentg hid in the 

garret behind some silk reelB. as, the mob broke the looms; when the 
floor was burning beneath his feet he tied a blanket to a bed post 
and let himselfout of a window to't-he grýuný. (ý) 

(1) Coven'try Ileraldl 3_0'Maroh 1832. 
(2) ibid., 11 November 1831. &', 
(3) ibid., -30'March 1832. 
(4) C. R. O.: Box labelled 'Anti-machine riots, 18311: Serjeant 
Adams's brief in the case of-, Merryand Brown versus the. inhabitants 
of the County of -the. City, of -, co"Fentryq pp. 10 et seq. 
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The magistrates arrived at the factory during the fire. The 

Riot Act was read., and all the soldiers in the barracks called out - 
fourteen men in all - from the 14th Light Dragoons and the 9th 

Hussaraq under Lieutenant-Colonel Ewart. (l) The soldiers dispersed 

the mob without difficulty or violenceg cleared the streetsl and 

stood guard at the gaol, the gas-works and Day's loom-shop to prevent 
further trouble. Shops$ public houses and thi theatre were closed. 
400 respectable inhabitants were sworn in as special constables. (2) 

Among them were the seven members of the weavers' committee, eager 
from the first to assist in suppressing the riot, 

'Supposing', they said to the magistrates, 'they were sworn 
in as special constables, would it prevent them from attending 
to their interests as weavers? ' The Mayorl Thomas Morrisl 
answered, 'Most assuredly not; it would show that they were 
good meng and honest men, and afford a stronger proof of their 
fitness to attend to that duty#, 

The special constables and the soldiers patrolled the streets all 

night, the seven taking their station with a sergeant in front of 
Day's house 'on account of the exclamations which had been made 
by some of the mob against him'. But the night was quiet. (3) 

The following morning the Coventry postmaster wrote to Melbourne 

to tell him that 'our city is perfectly tranquil and has no appear- 

ance of being again disturbedl. (4) The suspected ringleaders were 

arrested and held for trial. ' On the night of Tuesday, 8 November, 

there was in Nuneaton a general fear of violence from famishing 

single-hand weavers, and 200 windows were broken in the houses and 
business premises of the ribbon manufacturers; 250 special constables 

restored order. Later in the week six companies of the 21st Foot 

arrived in Coventry, en route from Ireland to Weedon: one company 

remained in Coventry barracks because of the disturbances but was 

not needed. (5) The burning of Beck's mill was followed by no 

similar acts, partly because it had such a beneficial effect on the 

weavers' cause. 
At, the Coventry Lent Assizes in March 1832 the accused were 

tried under a consolidating statute of 1827 whichg among many other 

(2) ''The barracks stood just behind where theBritish Home Stores 
now iss about 400 -, yards from Beek's factory. 
(2) C. R. O.: Box labolled 'Anti-machine riots, 18311: Serjeant Adams1i 
brief, p. 4. P. R. O. H. O. 52/15t T. Morris to Melbourne,, 8 November 
1831. Coventry Heraldt 11 November 1831- 
(3) P. P.: L217J H. C. (1840) xxivt p. 221. See also Coventry Herald, 
loc'. cit. 
(4) P. R. O.: H. O. 40/29, Samuel Vale to Melbourne, 8 November1831- 
(5) Memorandum Book of Disturbances at Nuneaton, ii, Pp. 51 et seq* 
Coventry Herald, loc. cit. 
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I 

provisions, I 
ma , de itIa felony to destroy ýexiiles Ii. n the cou . rse 

of manufacture or machinery used for their manufacture. (l)* The 

statute declared riotous and tumultuous assembly leading to the 
destruction'of buildings or machinery a'capital felony(2) and it 

was riotous assembly leading to destruction of the machinery and 
factory that the accused were charged with. (3) ' They were Thomaii' 
Burburyt aged 229 Joseph Day, aged 231 John Deemings aged 329'' '* 
William Bartons aged 50t Benjamin Sparkesq aged 269 Alfred Toogood, 

aged 17, and William Westwickq aged 35-0) The occupations of 
Barton and Toogood cannot be discovered; Sparkes was a whitesmiih' 
and the others were weavers. (5) Days Deemings and'Wesiwick were 
found not guilty on the main charges; they entered into recogni- 
zances of X60 eachl found two sureties'of'F, 30 eachq and were 
discharged. Barton was also found not guilty on the main charges 
but was sentenced to nine months imprisonment for stealing two 

packets of moist sugar, a teapot and a ball of twine from Beck's 
house. The evidence against the others was damning. Burbury 

was the first to burst open the door oi the loom-shop ahd his words 
to the men'behind him were held to have instigated the arson. 
Toogood was seen to break machinery, as was Sparkesl who also 
pulled silk'out of the loomet and'held Beck while the I crowd beat 
him. All three were found guilty and were sentenced to death, 
th6ugh the judge, Sir James Parkel told Toogood that in view of 
hi6'youth he would'recommend clemency to"the Crown; this would no 
doubt be granted but he would certainly te transported. The jury 
had recommended mercy for all three: the judge showed none to 
Burbury and Spirkes. 'In passing sentence-Of death upon you I 
feel much riluctance, biLt I could-not let it paýs'thit ina great 
commercial city like this, such out rages on property could be 
tolerated; you are therefore to expect no'mercy"here. 1(6) 

Parke said this'shortly after admitting'that most probably 
Burbury had tried to save Beck himself from the violence of the, mob. 
Burbury was plainly in at least one respect different from the other 

(1) 7 &, 8 Geo. IV* CaP--'30: An, Act' 
Laws in England, relative to mal 

ibid., cl. 8. . cl. 
(3) Co entrZ: Heralds 30 March 1832o- Vov 
(4) A Report of. -the Trial. of the-Prisoners charged vith Rioting 
and D roying the Machinery of Josiah Beek (Coventry, 1832T P- 1- UT-Coventry Herald, 11 November lb3l. A R6port_of the Trial, P- 3- 
(6) COVentryt. Herald, 30 Marchg-1832.,, - 

(2) 

consolidatinR and am 
ous ii*ries to Proper 
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rioters. The references to his good character that were given 

at the trial may have been as nugatory as the judge alleged. He 

alone among the prisoners is mentioned in the report of the trial 

as attending chapel - Whitefriars Lane chapel - but this may be 

fortuitous. (l) He was, however, the son of an army officer who 
had served on Wellington's staffq though this fact was not mentioned 

at his trial. (2) Though nothing is known of Burbury's early life, 

his role as a leader of the rioters is understandable. Yet it 

would be wrong to distinguish him sharply from the others. Before 

November 1831 none of the rioters, including Burburyt are mentioned 
in the sources; they were not active in the weavers' movement or 

politics; they did not speak at meetings. At their trial the 

possibility that their actions had in some way been organised by 
the respectableg official leaders of the weavers was not mentioned 
by the prosecution. Thus in one sense the burning was an act of 
'folk violence' -a spontaneoust unconsidered attack on machinery 
regarded as a threat to the livelihood of handloom weavers; this 
is how Benjamin Poole himself described it; he could not really 

explain how the riot occured. (3) Yet in another sense it was a 

controlledl disciplined and moderate act. There was little looting 

and no violence committed to anyone but Back; ýand the detailed 

story of the riot shows how several times the rioters did not take 

advantage of opportunities to kill him. Beck's experiences were 
unpleasant but he suffered no permanent injury. Incomparably less 

physical pain was inflicted than in the elections of 1826 or 1832, 

when the electorate at large committed less violence than it 

suffered at the hands of hired bullies engaged by the candidates' 

agents. For these offences no one was punished with more than a 

painless censure from a select committee. The law was more 

concerned to protedt property than persons, as is shown by the fact 

that Burbury's attempts to defend Beck did him no good at his trial. 
Andq as the whole tenour of the judge's summing-up demonstratesl the 
law was concerned above all with the economically subversive nature 
of the crime, and the need to deter others with savage sentences$ 
rather than with the value of the: property destroyed. Beck himself 

valued the-,, contents of his house at only Z1734.18s. 2d. and a local 

(1) Coventry Herald, 30 March 1832- 
(2) 0. Rude, 'Thomas Burbury', in Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
1788-18501-i (Milbourne, 1966); pp. 178-et seq. - 
(3) P. P.: He-C. 678 (1831-32)-xix, P. 57. 
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builder valued the premises at L690.9s. 4d. Even these totals 

were doubtless inflated. A jury eventually found the damage 

to amount to L29134.19s. 4d. (l) It is arguable that they could not 
have exceeded by much the value of the clothes ripped up at the two 

elections. If Burburyq Sparkes and Toogood had been election 
bullies they would have been well paid for their rioting and would 
have suffered no more than an embarrassing examination by testy 

MOPOI30 Electoral violence was unsubversive and licenced. 

There was much sympathy for Burbury and Sparkes in Coventry. 

'A feeling of unfeigned sorrow for the probable fate of the two 

unfortunate men condemned to die is manifest among all classes in 

the city ... and the most strenuous efforts are making to procure 

a remission of the sentence. 1(2) Many signed a petition for 

mercy. (3) Preparations for the execution were made for 11 April, 

and the Coventry sheriffs feared that an attempt might be made to 

rescue them in the narrow streets that lay on the route from the 

gaol to Whitley Common. Major-General Campbell at Warwick sent 
his aide-de-camp to Coventry to see if the soldiers in the barracks 

- two troops of the 2nd Dragoons and one of the 14th Light Drggoons 

- were sufficient. The sheriffs thought that they were but said 
that they would let Campbell know immediately if they found that 

extra help was needed, (4) But in the event the sentences were 

commuted to transportation for life, owing to the influence of 
Ellice's pleas on their behalf. In May Burburyq Sparkes and 
Toogood left the gaol for Portsmouth, to begin their journey to 

Australia. (5) 

The immediate result of the mill-burning was an improvement 

in the weavers' condition: this was one act of Luddism that paid 

off - indeed did so more effectively than all the argumentation 

and moral suasion that had preceded it. The benefit went further 

than Beek's unsurprising decision not to make any more ribbons by 

steam. (6) on 8 Novemberg the day after the burningg the city 

(1) C. R. O.: Box labelled 'Anti-machine riots, 1831't estimates of 
property destroyed. Coventry Herald, 6 July 1832. 
(2) A Report of the Triall p. 8. 
(3) Coventry Heraldt 30 March 1832- 
(4) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/20, John Ralphs and Thomas Pepper to Melbourneg 
30 march 1832, H. O. 40/30,, Campbell to S. M. PhilliPas 3 April 1832- 
(5) Coventry Herald, 13 Aprilt 20 April, 11 May 1832. 
(6) Coventry Heraldt 2 December 1831., 
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manufacturers me't'at the Castle Inn and set to work to-secure , 

firm*lists of prices. Weavers' representatives were invited to 

attend, from, all three branches of the trade - the Jacquardq the 

plain engineg and the 6ingle-hand - and with them the manufacturers 

drew up lists which werel with some trifling exceptionsg re-enactments 

of-the lists of 1829ý All the manufacturers agreed to the lists, 

and - which was more important. - agreed to-'set up a, permanent 

committee of twenty manufacturers to watch over the lists of prices* 
The committee was to receive complaints from, weavers about reductionsg 

visi t the manufacturers in question, and urge them to abide by the 

lists. 'Despite its lack of formal sanctions this aftermath of the 

Beck riot %rad a far-more solid attempt to enforce the list than 

ma: nufacturers'had, made previously - and was to besuccessful for 

over a year. Perhap6 most significant of all was the-agreement 

of John Day to'pay in future by the pieceq and not by the week. (l), 

The lists ofprices of November 1831 mark an attempt to prevent for 

social reasons the full operation of market, 'forces. One Coventry 

manufacturer, Cleophad Ratliffl claimed a, few'mouths'later-that the 

aim of the list was to give the poorest weavers a bare subsistence 
if they were fully employed: below tliat'point, they ought not to 

be allowed to drop. -, The list forced some manufacturers to pay 

wages, higheý than they would otherwise have done - but any lower 

level of wages would be pauperising. (2) The list had the effect, 
tool of reducing Competitionýbetween masterse. - aýfeature' which- 

commended the agreement to, the Coventry-Heraldi: which-thought that 

the list 'will induce every"manufacturer, to'resort to some other-' 

means of success than that he, can find inhis own-hardness of 
heart'. (3) It was praised for this reason by Joseph Marston, a 
Foleshill'undertaker; he even implied that this*was the motive 
for the introduction of the list. (4) But the coincidenceýbetween 
the-burning of Beck's mill and the agreement, is,, too great not'to 

cause one to%believe that the masters were-impelled, far more by 

fear of the weavers thanýby fear of, each other. 

(l)- CoVentr; Z Herald, 11 November 1831- P. P: H. C. 341 (1835) - 
,, ýýort. and-Minutes of Evidence from the xiii: R Select Committee on 

the Handloom Weavers, p. 267; f2171 H. C. (1840) xxivj pp. 221 et 
seq; H. C. 678- UT3-1ý32) xix, pj' , 59 et seq-, -75,929 105. 
(2)7, P. P.: Hoc, 678'(1831-32) xix, pp. 106,, et seq., 
(3) -Coventry Herald, t 11 November 1831. 

P. P.: H. C. 678 (1831-32) xix, PP. 15 -.! et seq., 
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From-November 1831 onwards weavers! and masters turned; from 

fighting-each other to fighting the governments most H. P. s, and 
the conventional-economic thought of the-day: the industry set 

about attacking the 'free trade'--in ribbons and campaigning for 

the restoration of prohibition. This-hadýalways, been the -r 
prevailing desire in the trade: what marks*the end of 1831 in 

a vast-intensificatiou of effort. The Castle Inn meeting of 8 

November initiated a memorial to the Board of Trades which was 

eventually signed by, fifty-two manufacturersqýasking for the 

restoration of prohibition. Memorials were also sent from the 

many inhabitants of Coventry who signed a. petition circulated 
by the-weaversi-from the-weavers and manufacturers of Nuneatont 

and the w9avers, of Foleshill. -The manufacturers' decision-was 

connected with the agreement with the weavers they concluded - 
at the same time; -paying by the list of prices would help to make 
Warwickshire's ribbon industry even less competitive with Francelal 

and it was logical, though scarcely optimisticq to. attempt now to 

remove-French competition altogether. 'A manufacturer' declared: 

My circumstancesq like those of most of my neighboursq resemble 
the man imprisoned in an iron rooms which became narrower every 
day, till at last it became his coffin and his tomb, The 
prisoner is'a personification of my trade; the unanimous 
resolution 

, 
of 

, 
the meeting of manufacturers last weeks calling 

for a memorial to the Board of Trade, is like the sound of 
trampling feet outside the prison. (l) 

It was perhaps-the same man who tried-to convince the weavers-in 
two circulars. that all, their miseries-were, -attributable to free. 

trade: that this-was the reason why IMEN, HAVE BEEN LABOURING FOR 

EIGHTEEN PENCE TO TWO SHILLINGS PER WEEK1*1011 Competition between 

masters and-between, masters and men was-ignored;.. competition, with 
France was alone blamedi(2) 'A manufacturer' was also the author 

of the anonymous letter to Lora Melbourne* in-which the two 

circulars were-enclosed: a letter in which it was suggested that 

unless the-Board-of Trade heeded the Coventry memorial some 
manufacturers would. dismiss their weavers and that riot and disorder 

would then-, occur., 'My Lord, can. you predict what would, be the 

result. I am no alarmist but on-my conscience I cannot withhold - 
my apprehensions from you. It in not for me to suggest what should 

(1) Coventry Herald, 18*Noveiber 1831. tee a166ibid., 11 
Novem r1,25 Novembers 2 December, 9 December', 23 December 1831 for 
this paragraph', ` 

(2)- P. R. O.: -H. O. 40/299. A letter to the Weavers ... on the Ruinous 
COnseauences of the Hiscalled,, Freo_Trade System; Manufacturer's 
§ýecond letter to the Weavers. 
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be your course': though in fact the implication was clear; Lord 

Helbourne should put pressurercn the Board of Trade to reverse 

the free trade policy. for the-sake of public order. (l) 

These were the tactics of desperation. Ellice and Bulwer 

were courteous-to the deputation from the, ribbon trade who were 
taking the memorial to the Board of Trade, but Ellice hold out- 

no hope for the memorial and-would not be involved with it. 

Parliament would not reintroduce prohibition; -smuggling could 

never be stopped anyway; and even if it could, how could 

prohibition help the single-hand-loom weaver, in competition not 

with France but with the engine-loom at home? In a letter, to 

the weavers' committee he repeatedý. his refusal. -to ask for prohibition 

and thought it practicable to press only for stricter measures to 

control smuggling. Bulwer thought prohibition 'unpopular' in 

the House of Commons and, asked the weavers' committee to think 

again about asking for it; but if after further consideration the 

committee decided that they wanted still to press for prohibition 
he promised to help; he also undertook to ask for a select committee 

on the silk trade. (2) Eventually Bulwer and Lord Grosvenor moved 

for a select committeeg Bulwer describing the distress in Coventry 

and the baneful effect of the preference for French fashion; French 

silks were preferred even in the remotest parts of Northumberland. (3) 

The committee met in the spring and produced 19000 pages of evidence 

and no recommendations whAtsoever. The energy which the Warwick- 

shire ribbon trade expended in fighting for the committee and in 

giving evidence before it brought an emotional benefit but no 

material one. 
*An Observer' wrote in the Coventry Herald about free trade 

in November 1831: 'To the people of Coventry I am sure that this 

subject is more important than Reform itselfl. (4) This was no 
doubt sol and reflected at one level a more sensible appraisal of 

realities than the prattling of the Coventry Herald: 'A Reformed 

House of Commons will assuredly enact laws to feed the hungry, and 
that will for ever remove the present causes of our distress'. (5) 

(1) P. R, O.: H. O. 40/29. 
(2) Coventry Herald 25 November, 16 December 1831,20 Januaryl 
3 February, 2 Marchl 13-JulY 1832- See also C. R. O.: Misc. Letteraq 
Edward Ellice to W.. Hicklingg 2.5 January 18329 for a further 
refusal by Ellice to get involved. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 9 March 1832* Parliamentary Debates, third 
seriesý-, X. pp. 992 et'Beq* (4) Coventry Herald, 18 November 1831. 
(5) lbid. 

9 2 March 1832- 
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Yet in retrospect the labour of the ribbon trade for the 

reimposition of the prohibitory laws seems merely pathetic, 
Hatred of free trade unitedq for a timel masters and men: but 

a united city could not prevail against the great weight of opinion 

massed in opposition to it. ý $We must recollect', said Ellice 

laterg *that Coventry is not the whole countryle(l) The years 

of the reform bill were years of deluded hope for those Coventrians 

who put their trust in peaceful methods for the alleviation of 
distress: success was gained only by the apolitical weavers who 

resorted to arson. Even this success was short-lived, The 

fragile unity of the classes which the burning had helped to 

create was soon broken. Soon after the reform procession had 

moved through the narrow streets of the city masters and men were 

once again ranging themselves against each other as the crisis in 

the ribbon trade continued. 

ibid., 13, june-1834. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE END OF THE OLD,; CORPORATION AND THE PRESERVATION 

OF THE FREEMAN- FRANCHISE 

I 

The Reform of the Old Corporation. 

one constant theme in the history of Coventry in the first 

half of the nineteenth-century was the efforts of-the city's 

freemen to defend their rights of property and privilege. In 

the 1820s an enemy, against whom, they had to-be protected was theý 

corporationg which had for years neglected, scandalously the city 

charities, for freemen and citizens in generalj for-which it was 
the trustee* Soon after the 1826 election (in which corporation 
influence had been largely responsible for, the'defeat of, the ý 
liberals Ellice and Moore) a group of dark., blue, or; -anti-corporation 

and by this time liberal, men in the city. founded the Blue Club 

to pay the admission fees of-liberal-freemen,, and to oppose the 

interference in elections and maladministration of-the city 

charities-by the, corporation;, Charles Lilly, Adis Cramp, William 

Browett, Charles Eyre,, Peter Gregoryt H. Cý' Lea-l-and, John Hands 

were prominent in this club. (l) Their aims Xers'shared by the 
journal-closely associated. with, -them - theýCoventrY`Observerlq 
iounded'by'Edward-Bro-*mfield in-: 18Z7 in-OPP68ition to the Heraldl 

which had abandoned its anti-corporation-and liberal stand in the 
1826'election and-had iDpposed,, -Ellice and'Moore: owing to the. fact 

CoventrX Observer, 1 29 N6veinber'1827'9 7 February 1828,19'' 
flovember 1829. P. P.: H. Cl 547ý(1835YViiii p. 60. 
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that_i; ts proprietors Henry Merridew, was the son I of an alderman. 

Paradoxically, the Herald returned to an anti-corporation 

position just before the Observer began publications and so for 

some years the two journals were taking the same line but 'attacking 

each other's sincerity in doing so - until in 1830 the Herald 

bought up the Observerp continuing to oppose the close corporation. (l) 

But after about 1829 the campaign against the close corporation 

was less continuous and forceful. In 1830 the Blue Club, with its 

largely local focus of interest, was dissolved and replaced as the 

central liberal society by the political unions with its emphasis' 

on national rather than municipal concerns: (2) and no doubt one 

cause of the decline in purely local c'ontroversy was that the issue 

of parliamentary reform tended to drive other matters from the 

political arena. But am ore important reason was the reform of 

the close corporation by some leading members and the consequent 

removal of many of the abuses complained of by the dark blues, 

The clamour for reform seems to have had its first effects on the 

corporation in the autumn of 18279 at the Great Leet election for 

the 'charter officers', The mayoral contest'at least'was unusually 

vigorous. One candidates Alderman Whitwellq a surgeon and 

corporator of thirty years' standingg'and though a dissenter and a 
$Whig' a keen supporter of'Fyler and HeathcOte in 1826, had'by some 

process now obscure become the leader of a reforming group. His 

Tory (and apparently anti-reforming) candidate was William Carter - 

a member of the clan with several'representatives in high municipal 

office. The Tories engaged a professional-agent ý'almost certainly 
John Carter. Electors in the tiny Corporate constituency were 
bribed; 'Z10 a vote was paid by the Tories. Carter won. (3) 

But by the following summer the corjoration under his leader- 

ship was taking the first steps towards-reforms and the election of 
Whitwell as a more definitely reforming mayor was'acclaimed by the 

Observer as a victory for Blue Club opinions. He was praised in 

terms which for that-journal were-almost fulsome: he was not 

(1) Coventry Heralds 21 Septemberg 2 November 1827,2 April, 17 
Septeib'er 18309 Coventry Observers 11 Octobers 1 Novembers 27 
December 1827,31 Januarys 20 March, 30. Octobers 4 December 1828, 
1 Januarys 30 October 18299 25 

, 
March, 1830. Another anti-corporation 

journal was the-Freemen's Register, which ran for thirteen weeks in 
the spring of 107. The copies In C. W. C. were destroyed in the 
Second World War and it cannot now be traced, but see S. E. Kerrisong 
'Coventry and the-Municipal'Corporations Act, 18351 (Birmingham M. A. 
thesisq 1939)9, p_4.47ý (2) P. P.: H. C. ''547-(1835) viiii p. 63. 
(3) C ventry Herald, 26 October 1827. Coventry Observers 47 ! LO. 
October, 1 November 1827. 
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, 
Iuntinged. with the faults of all corporatorsq still he is not 
deeply dyed in the corruptions of his fraternityl. (l) From then 

onwards till the dissolution of the close corporation in 1835 

there was an unbroken succession of reforming mayors who were 
keenly supported by the other members of the council, T. S. 

, 
Morris, 

an Anglican Tory ribbon manufacturerl was mayor from Whitwell's 

retirement in 1830 to 18329 R. K. Rotherhamt an Anglican Tory watch 

manufacturer (and currently poor law reformer too) in 1832-1833, 

William Hawkes, a dissenting ribbon manufacturer and one of the 

few liberals in the corporation$ in 1833-1834, and George Eld, the 

keenest reformer and, ablest corporator of the day, from October 

1834 to the, end of the old corporation. (2) 
'All 

these, men save 
Eldt who entered the council in 1830.0) had been members before 

1828. There is no hint of any group actively opposed to reform 

af 
, 
ter 18271.. among either old or new corporatorsl but the reformers 

were undoubtedly assisted by the rapid change in the composition 

of the corporation at the time, owing to the death or retirement 

of old members: of t, he nineteen members in 18351 only. seven had., 

been corporators in 1828t when the council numbered seventeen. 
Eld himself contrasted the new corporation with the old; the new 

corporators 'have never stooped to palliate any acts of their, 

predecessors, which have been proved to be either illegal or 

culpablel. (4) 

The reforming corporation worked harder than its predecessors 

and expected its members to co-operate... A bye-law insisting on 

regular attendance was passed in March 1828. In 1832 it was 
decided to fine absentees ls. for each meeting and in 1835 (when 

the efforts of all were needed to try to prevent the passing of 
the Municipal Corporations Bill) the fine was raised to 58- if members 
had been specially summoned, by the mayor. Regular absentees were 

severely treated: for example, 
_in 

March 1833 a letter was sent to 

Alderman-Hallto express regret at his absence, and to remind him 

(1) Coventry Observer, 23 October 1828. Whitwell had first been 
mayor "En 1600. He died in-January 1831- -Coventry, Herald, 21 
January 1831. 
(2) Coventry Herald$ 15 October; 22 October'1830,7 October, 28 
October 1831,12, October, 26 October 18329 25 October 1833,24 
October 1834. Coventry Mercury, 6 ]February 1836. Thomas Morris 
-(not T. S. Morri-o7-was another liberal corporator. 'Westj'op, 'cit4oj 
PP'- 772 et seq. 
'(3) C. R. O., -' Council Minutes 179 2, November'1830. 
"(4)" Coventry Herald, 8 Mayý 1835--"S'ee'Eld's letter in ibid, 15 May 
1835, "; -n the turnover in council membership in this period. The 
figures quoted above have been calculated from C. R. O.: Council 
Minutes, 16 (November 1826 to May 1830)9 and 18, (May 1833 to December 1815). 
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that a continuance'of it would imp6se-la painful duty' on the 

council. Some months later Hall resigned. (l) Rapid work was 

accomplished by setting up many more committees than had hitherto 

been usual. Committees of four or six members were'set. up', 'for 

example, to manage Ford's Hospital, to superintend the repair and'' 

redecoration of the dilapidated council room, to investigate 

sundry charity-accountsg to-inquire into the proper scales of 

market tolls and of7salaries for corporation officials and the 

bills presented-by'the town clerk and his partner't'Deweal'to 

superintend, the reformation'of the Free Grammar Schools and - this 

was the last committee to be set up - $to maintain the libertiess. 

privileges and customs of this city aiia the charters of the same' 

when they were threatened by the Municipal Corporations bill in 

1835; its four members were given a free hand in their task. (2) 

The most, important-committee was set1up first in 18299, met weeklyg 

and investigated the accounts of the"corporation itself and of all 
the charities of which it'was trustee; thus several other ' '' 

committees were subordinate to it. This rather complex structure 

seems not to have led to confusion: probably in part because the 

same min tended to serve, on'all the committees - the mayors already 
listedg both in and out of their periods of office (when'ing they 

took the-chair)g and R. K. Re Rotherham's brother Thomasq E. Phillips, 

and Thomas Osmond. One name occurs-more frequently than any other 

- that, of George Bldg who seems to have dedicated his'life to the 

reform of the corporation in the early'18308, and-to ft preservation 
in 1835 * '(3) 

Accounts, for the corporation estate did not exist at all for 

the period 1770-1800. In the nineteenth century, -'they-had been 

resumed, but were in a confused state. The accounts since 1822 

had-notýbeen audited, and there were-many debtors-to the-corporation. 

The, receiver of the rents and revenues of the corporation was 
peremptorily ordered-to produce his books for audits, arrears of 
rent were collected, a new system of-accounting was introduced in 

(1) C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 16,4 March'1828-, 17,21 November 
1832t -12 March 1833; 18,26 November 1833i 25. August 1835. 
(2) C. R. O.: Council Minutesg 189-9 June 1835. 
(3) C. R. O.: Council Minutes. ' 169' 31 March, 6 Hay, 7 June 1829; 
17* 1 June, 2 Novembert 7 December 1830* 5 April, 19 April 1831, 
10 January, 31 January$ 29 May, 26 julys 18 December 1832; 189 
27 August, 24 September 18339 30 September 1834,9 June 1835. 
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1831 which made clear (as had not been before) the precise object 
of each itemýof expenditureq the accounts, from 1822 were audited* 
and the finance committee remained, inzbeing to regulate the 
corporate finances in future. (l) By the autumn of 1832 even the 
Coventry'Herald 

, 
could comment that Iconfusion-an&irregularity have, 

given place to simplicity'and order; the, accounts are under an 
excellent system of arrangementl. (2) 

Order and system were brought into, -other aspects of the 
corporate administration., Upon the recommendation of, thecommittee 
that had-enquired into theýmarket tolls and the salaries., paid to 

corporation officers, certain-, market tolls that had been illegally 

charged for twenty years by the-collectors were stopped, a moderate 
scale of charges was drawn up for marketýstall-holders and displayed 
to prevent extortion, by the collectors (who were warned that future 
infractions could lead-to prosecution an&that they must-submit full 
accounts for'lettings), and many irregular fees and perquisites that 
had been exacted by corporation servants such as the town-crier, 
the sword bearerg and the beadle, were forbidden; their salaries 
were increased in, -lieu. Also forbiddeULWaS the-practice of, the 
mayor0s taking the-product of the market tolls as a perquisite of 
office. (3) The accounts of the mayor from 1811-onwards were unaudited: 
they were investigated-by a committeei with full legal powers to 
recover money owing to the corporation,, The town-clerk and his 
partner as solicitor were warned not to continue their habit of 
submitting late their bills for legal, work undertaken for the 
corporation: in future they would not be considered after two 
years. (4) One key corporation: post was filled with a more 
competent man: 'the egregious Goodalll the-chiefconstable responsible 
for organising much of the, bullying,. during the election of l826, 
departed; the mayor-wrote to the Home Secretary to recommend a, 
successor, and as a result Thomas Prossert inspector 'at'C Division 
of the Metropolitan Policeq was, appointed chiefl. constable. (5) 

W. C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 169 5 May 
' 
-1830; 17,7 Februaryv,. l8_-- 

XXI De 
, 
cember 1832, P-P.: -H. c. 6o6 (1834Y- 'ivP- 116. The Report of the Municipal Commissioners-on ***, Coventryg PP-36 et seq. No 

accounts of the corporation between 1733 and 1836 are in the C. R*Oe (2) Coventry Herald, 26 October 1832. 
(3) U-, R, O.: Council'Minutes, 17,9 Juneg 26 June 1832; 29 
January 1833; 18,21 May 1833. 
(4) C. R. O.: Council Minutesq 189 27 August, 10 September, 24 
September 1833- 
(5) ibid. 9 17,7 August, 4 September, 25 September 1832. CoTextry Herald 

.L 
28 September 1832. 
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Constables of a better quality were thereafter appointed. (l) 

'The most noticeable aspect of the corporation's new attitude 
was its abstention from electoral interference after 1826 and indeed 
its vigorous efforts to keep the peace at them: a change of front 

presumably'owing much to the parliamentary censure of its activities 
in 1826, and declared by the corporation by June 18289 before 
Whitwell's election. (2) The corporation adhered to its promise 
at the parliamentary elections of 1830 and afterwards, There was 
an associated change; the corporation ceased to some extent to 

use the charitable gifts at its disposal to reward Tory voters. 
The fund especially in question here was the 24 gift of Sir Thomas 
White's charity, distributed each Whitsuntide to needy freemen 

nominated by the alderman for each of the ten ancient wards. (3) 

Of the poor freemen who received the gift at Whitsuntide 1827 147 
had voted for Fyler and only 11 for Ellice. In 1828 131 Fyler 

men and 22 Elliceites received it, Thereafter the proportions 
usually changed somewhat: 112 Fyler, and 50 Ellice electors 
received the gift in 1829, and 104 Fyler and 56 Ellice in 1830; in 
the'following year 131 Fyler men and only 37 Ellice men received 
it$ but in 1832 the corresponding figures were 89 and 67- In 
1833# the last year for which these details are available, 105 

supporters of Thomas at the election of November 1832 were given 
the E4 alms and 49 supporters of Ellice. (4) Some members of 

(1) -The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry, 
p. 92. -- 
(2). Coventry Observer, 26 June 1828. 
(ý) P. P.: H. C. 606 (1834) xxii; 28th Report of the Charity 
Commissioners. P. 191. 
(4) These figures are taken from marginal notes'at the entries referring to the annual-distributions in C. R. O., Council Minutes, 
16t 12 June 1827,3 June 1828,16 June 1829; 17,8 June 1830, 
31 May 1831,19 June 1832; 18,4 June 1833. They were compiled 
by Richard-Marriotts radical solicitorg and leading witness to 
the mun_icipal, enquiry commissioners in 1833-, For the intense 
mutual hatred of Marriott and John Carterg see the marginal MS 
notes by Carter in his copy of The Report of the Municip 1 Commission- 
ers'on ... CoventrZ (Coventry, 1835) passim, now in C. R, O, 
Marriott had served as a clerk in Carter's office. 
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the corporation continued to,. turn-'away liberal candidates for the 

gift: in-1833 Alderman Phillips, told one that he ought to apply 
to Ellice and Bulwer for his 24, and Alderman'Clarke told another 
that Tory freemen came first, But even the municipal enquiry 

commissioners agreedýthat the partiality was-considerably less 

than it had, been in the mid-1820s, (l) And most significant, as 
an indication*of the corporationls! policyl was its decision in 

May 1831 that'no freeman should receive the gift-more often than 

once every ten years: which meant in effect that in each decade 

each eligible freeman-would receivetone gift: partiality would 

naturally be elininated. (2) 

This change was only a small part of the, corporation's-most 
important achievement in these years: reforming drastically the 

administration of, the charities in its trust, From, 1770 to 1828 

all the monies due-to Sir Thomas White's charity had been paid to 

John Clarke (sometime alderman) or to his father during*Clarke's 

absence from'Coventry. -Annual accounts were delivered to the' 

corporationj but they were incomplete and many were unaudited. 
When John Clarke died in September 1828 the, corporation asked 
Richard Dewes (John-Carter's partner) to investigate. He discovered 

after much labour that Clarke had retained almost 93000 of trust 

monies in his own handsq and had merely paid over some money 
occasionally to the corporation when it was wanted for the loan 

or gift funds. (3) In August 1829, Carter was-instructed to-meet 
the executors of Alderman Clarke to-demand the money*(4) Two 

years later it still had not been paid: a peremptory-demand was 
sent*(5) Eventuallyl the corporation had to settle for a payment 
of Z60 - two per cent ofýthe debt; - the corporation hadtto borrow 

on bond to raiseýthe money they owed, as. trusteeal to the other , 
towns participating in the charity. (6) Meanwhileq after Clarkels' 
death (and before Whitwell was appointed mayor)1he corporation, ' 

(1) The Report of the Municipal, Commissioners on ... Coventry, p. 86 

(2) C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 17,31 MaY 1831. P. P,: H. C. 606 
(1834) xxii, p. 191. 
(3) - P. P.: H. C. 606ý(1834) xxiis p. 188. 
(4) CýR. O.: -CounciVMinutesj 16,18, August 1829, 
(5), ibid.,, 17,2'August 1831- 
(6) P. P.: Ex. 606 (1834)-xxiiq pp. 188 et; seqi,, 
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on appointing Samuel Vale Jr., as receiver-of the White moniest., 

had extracted a large suretyýfrom himýand insisted that accounts 
be submitted thrice yearly and that all payments should be made 
into Bunney's bank, which was appointed treasurer of the charity, (l) 

Deves's investigations revealed that Edward Inget town clerk- 
from 1779 to 1812, and in-that capacity responsible for the dis- 

bursement of the Z50 loan monies from the White charity$ had failed 

to submit accounts for them. (2) Carter and Dewea were ordered 
to demand them from the very aged Inge in April 18299 and four 

months later he was warned that proceedings would be taken against 
him unlessýhe submitted them in a fortnight. In February 1830 he 

was given a last opportunity: one month later proceedings were 
begun. (3) Inge did not, answer the bill filed against him in the 

Court of Exchequer: in January 1831 an attachment was filed against 
him. Accounts were at, last submitted,. but were found to be so 
incomplete that it vas. impossible to learn from them how much Inge 

owed. The attachment-was pressed. By-May 1832 Inge had paid 

. t3t485 in settlement, and also the costs of the action. (4) The 

loan fund was now in the charge of Dewes, who according to the 

charity commissioners (and even the municipal enquiry commissioners) 

managed it properly. And since some L50 loans had goneg not to 

the freemen who were entitled to them but to others who had-stood 

surety for them, the corporation decided in, 1833. on Eld's, recommenda- 
tion that in future, all sureties should be required to declare that 

they had no interest; in the loan; in additiong three sureties were 
in future to be required, instead of one$ to protect even further 

the integrity of the, fund, (5) 

The town clerk's brother, Samuel, Carter, (who was-also gaoler) 

was bailiff or receiver, of several. -smaller charities: Greyfriars 

Hospital (an almshouse), Jesson's and Collins's (for the support of 

apprentices), and Crow's (for the suppprt of widows and the poor'). 

(1) C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 16,19 September 1828. 

'(2) 
P. P.: H. c. 606 (1834) xxii, p. l9o. 

(3) -C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 169 22 April, 1 September 1829, 
23 February, 17 March 1830- 
(4) ibid. jjl7j 6 Januaryq 19 April 18319 8 Hay 1832. Inge 
received no help from. Carter (hisold partner) in his attempýs to 
prepare these accounts, owing to Carter's laziness., See, IAge, Is 
letter to Carterl 14 November 1830: 

. 
'Your engagements, thot confined 

to Your sofa, are of that natureg-as to deprive me of your-assistance 
in any shape. I despair of, ever, making, out the credit side of the 
Corporation Account and indeed I despair of your aid in making out any 
acet. relating to ourselves. ' C. R. O: Doggett Collectionj Letters of 
John Carter (uneatalogued)o - (5) P. P., H. c. 6o6 (1834) xxii, pp. 189 at seq, The Report of the 
Municipal Cnmm4nd ners on ... Coventry, PP- 51 at seq. C. R. O& 

I.. 
le Tebruary Io. %ý, 
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After many years during which he had not been closely superintended 
by the corporation Samuel Carter's management was brought under 

close scrutiny in 1827: it was then found that he owed a considerable 
amount to the Greyfriars account. He was required to give sureties 
and to pay off his debt. A committee of the corporation investi- 

gated in more detail the finances of the charities in his care from 
1830 onwards: it found that he had kept their accounts badly and 
owed some E1300 to them (despite. the payment of over F, 600 since 
1827); in addition, property-tax of more than C160 had not been 

paid. Carter resigned in 1831, and was replaced as receiver by. 

Samuel Vale Jr. (who was required to give a large surety). The 

debt was recovered from Samuel Carter and his surety at C100 a 
quarter from July 1832 onwards, and Carter resigned from the 

corporation. (l) Where other charities were concerned the corpora- 
tion had for the most part to reform negligence rather than 

corruption. (2) Intricate confusions were disentangledg separate 
books of account prepared for each charity in. the corporation's 
carel now-and stricter rules of accounting enforced on the receivers 

and clerks of the charitiest and partiality in their distribution 

at any rate partly precluded by new, rules that corporation servants 
were not to enjoy them during their periods of officeg and that 

candidates could not be considered merely by individual councillors; 
nobody-would be considered unless his name-had been submitted by 

regular notice to the corporation, at least seven days in advance 
of the appropriate meeting. The chief credit for this laborious 

work from 1828 onwards was given by the, c#arity commissioners in 
1833 to Richard Dewes and George Eld: the commissioners recorded 
that the corporation had co-operated with themt and that they had no 
doubt that the charities would be well administered in future. (3) 

(1) C. R. O.: Council Minutess 179 1 June 1830,1 Februarys 5 
July, 26 July, 1831,31 Januaryq 13 Marcht. 1, Nayi 3 JulY9 30 October 
1832. P. P.: H. c. 606 (1834) xxii, pp. 170 et seq, 216,231 et seq. 
(2) These other charities were Bond's Hospital, Bablake Boys' 
Hospital, and Wheatley's, Lah6lsi Jelliff's, Davenport's and 
Wheate's charities. 
(3) C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 17t 1 March 18319 7 February, 28 
February, 1 May-, 9 June, 12 Junel 19 June, 30 October 1832; 19 
March 1833; "189 30 September 1834* 27'MaY'1835. P. P.: H. C. 606 
(1834) xxii, pp. 1169 133 et seq, 220 et seq. A marginal MS note by George Eld's daughter in the P. W. C. copy of this parliamentary 
paper gives the only extant clue as, to'Eld's motives in this work: he undertook it from the fear'that otherwise the charities would be 
expropriated by a Whig government* 
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Samue 11 Carter was also bailiff from 18o6 to 1831 of the 

estates that formed the endowment of the Free Grammar School in 
Hales Street: estates which yielded about X800 a years which 
Carter paid to the headmaster and usher in the proportion of two 
to one, This income was in addition to their stipends as rector 
and lecturer of St. John's church. For some years after the 

appointment of the headmaster,, the Rev. William Brooks, in 17799 
he had been educating some sixty boyaq but had quarrelled with the 

ushers Pariag on his appointment in 1794 and did not speak to him 

or enter the school thereafter; a decline in the number of pupils 
resulted and by the 1820a there were only ten and by 1833 only one, 
No register was kept and the library was in a state of squalid 
confusion. By 1830 Brooks was seventy-nine. Thus the faults 

committed by Carter as bailiff were only part of the troubles with 
which the reforming corporation had to deal as trustee of the Free 
Grammar School. (l) 

Carter resigned as bailiff of the rents of'the school when 
he gave up his posts with other charities, at Lady Day 1831- 
He then owed Brooks and Paris their proportion of the rents from 
1829 to 1831. The debt was settled slowly. (2) Meanwhile, a 
detailed plan for the school had been worked out since 1830 by a 
committee of the corporation. In February 1832 its leading 

members Eld, presented it. Its aim was to reform the ancient 
character of the school as a foundation to provide boys with a 
largely classical education up to university entrance. It set 
out to achieve this by specifying the duties and the terms and hours 

of attendance in detail for boys and staffs ordering the main 
principles of the curriculums and placing the boys and usher clearly 
under the authority of the headmaster, and the headmaster and the 

usher even more cleýLrly under the authority of, the mayor and corpora- 
tion, who could dismiss them in case of default or negligence. (3) 
These new rules shocked Brooks: Drs Bourne and Troughton told the 
corporation grammar school-committee that any attempt to-enforce 
them would endanger the precarious heaith, of the"octogena: rian 
headmaster. 'Delay in their imposition was therefore accepted: but 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 606 (1834) xxiij pp- 127 et seq. 
(2) ibid. $ p. 129. - 
(3) C. R. D.: Council Minutesj. 179 7, December 1830,10 Januarys 
17 January 1832. -Coventry Herald, 17 February 1832. Eld also 
catalogued the 

, 
400 books 

, 
in the, Free Grammar School library; this 

catalogue is now in C. R. O* 
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this did not prevent the corporation from withholding payment of 
theproduct of the school estate's rents from Brooks and Paris 
(save for 460 to the latter) - and paying them into Bunney's bank 

instead - on the ground that rule 13, ordering the headmaster to 

submit a proper school register, had not been obeyed. (l) 

Soon after, the corporation began negotiations with Brooks 

and Paris for their resignations. The Charity Commissioners 

arrived in the city during their course and expressed approval of 
the corporation's attitude. Brooks died while the negotiations 

were in progress, in October 1833- Paris remained in dispute 

with the corporation over the terms of his pensions and over the 

related question of the withholding of the greater part of his 

emoluments. He bagan a Chancery action against the corporation. 
In the summer of 1833 he canvassed the elementary schools of the 

city for scholarst succeeded in getting some seventy for the autumn 
terms drew up rules of his owns engaged his son as assistant masters 

and defied the Charity Commissioners or the corporation to eject 
him. (2) The corporation had the teaching of the two Parises 

inspected by two assistant masters from Rugby School - Buchold and 
James Prince Lee - who found it abysmally bad. Soon after the new 
headmaster, the Rev. Thomas Sheepshanksq took up his duties in 
August 1834, he ejected the younger Paris from the classroom by 
force of personality; the corporation ordered him not to enter the 

school again. Counsel's opinion was sought on the legality of 
the elder Paris's conduct, and Eld wrote to the bishop to mediate 
in the dispute. - This move was apparently sucqessful: Paris-seems 
to have gone quietly in 1835. By the time that"the old corporation 

was dissolved the school had settled down; there were some forty 

pupils (some of those admitted by Paris having'apparently been 

ejected) and extensions were being builto(3) 
This-reform of the old corporation was-admitted by the Coventry 

Heiald and in part even by the municipal corporation Commissioners* 

c 

(1) C. R. O.: 'Council Minutes, ' 179 29 Mays 10 July, 4 September 1832. 
(2) C. R. O.: Council Minutes, 179 26 March 1833; 189 15 October 
1833. Coventry Herald, 22 Marchq 19 July, 26 July 1833; P. P.: 
H. c. 6o6 (1634) xxii, P. 130. 
(3) C. R. O.: Council Minutest 189 11 February, 26 July, 28 Octoberl 
4 Novemberl 2 December 1834; 5 May, 2 June, 8 December 1835- 
Coventry Herald, 8 August 1834. The corporation had been careful 
to advertise the headmastershipq prohibited canvassing, and chose 
Sheepshanks from fifty applicants* He came from the headmastership 
of St. Peter's School, Pimlico. ibid., 24 January 1834. C. R. O,: 
Council Minutest 179 26 March 1833; 18,11 February 1834. 
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It, led to $a gradual, revival,, of the, -public confidence to a consider- 

able extent'. (l) There still remained a strong opposition to it 

in the city. (2) There was dislike of the very high county rate 
(for the county of the city of Coventry) which was fixed by the 

justices-of the peace for the county ý. in other words the ten 

aldermen, or the nucleus of the city corporation under another - 
title. The county rate went up to, 24s. in the early 1830s because 

of the cost of the new county gaol in Pepper Lane: (3) the contract 
for, the building was put out to tender by public advertisement'and 

was von by a firm from LeicesterA-- so, there was-no suggestion of 

corruption - but the county ratepayers! association-that was formed 

in 1832 argued strongly that the gaol was unnecessary; Warwick 

gaol would have served. (4) And though-by the early, 1830s the 

(1) The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ý.. Coventry, 
P. 92. See also, Coventry Herald, 2 August, TOctober 18339 for 
leading articles to the effect that considerable reforms had been 
carried out. The local reports of the Municipal Corporation 
Commissioners are of course generally recognised as partial and 
biased: see G. B. A. H. Finlaysont 'The Municipal Corporation 
Commission and Report, 1833-35 t Bulletin of, the Institute of 
Historical Researchq xxxvi (lN3)_9_p_p_. _, 7Z79 et seq* in the case of-, 
Coventry the commissioners grossly understated the extent to which 
reform had taken place by the time of their coming in 1833, As 
regards the Free Grammar Schooll for examplet it lists extensively 
the iniquities of the staff and says, quite untruthfully* that 
'up-to the time of our enquiryg the corporation never took any 
steps to correct the maladministration of the schoolt beyond 

" occasionally speaking to the masters'. The Report of the Municipal 
Commissioners on ... CoventEZ, Pp- 53 et seq, p. p.: The 2bth 
Report of the Charity Commissioners H. C., 606 (1834) xxii, is much 
more balanced in its account of the _ work of the corporation from 
1828 onwards. , S. E. Kerrisont 'Coventry-and the Municipal 
Corporations Act, 1835' (Birmingham M. A. thesial 1939) is a detailed 
but somewhat inaccurate attempt to vindicate the record of the old 
corporation. 
(2) See the letters of Junius etc. in Coventry, Heraldt 2 November 
18329 1 February 1833 and the account of the' meeting in the Anchor 
tavern, addressed by William Browett and Richard Marriott, which 
called for the investigation of the city by the municipal commission- 
ers: ibid., 1 March 1833- 

(3) The Gulson Central Library now stands on the site. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 27 April, 17 Augusts 24 Augustj 26 October 
1832* The Report of the Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry, 
PP* 27 et seq, 90 et seq, 
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city's own accounts 'were' properly' kept, and there Vad nd suggestion 

of corruptionj the corporation'continued to spend large sums of 

money'on private luxury: and in'particular on the dinner for some 
190 corporators and their-guests, held every October after the 

Great Leet (as it had been uninterruptedly since 1347). over 

Z2000 was spent in this way in 18309 1831, and 1832. The custom 
did not cease until-1833, when the municipal corporation, -commissioners 
were actually in the city. As the Herald ironically put itt 

'These are indeed "the times ofýreformationlll(l) -The attitude of 
the corporation on-this matter was well expressed by, Charles 

Woodcock at a dinner given for Ellice at Draperls Hall in 1835: 

when Ellice denounced'the cost of civic entertainment, Woodcock 

called out that 'it was not public money': it came not-from rates 
but from the rents of the corporate estate. -' There were counter- 

cries of 'He's madl, (2) Similarly., the corporation insisted on 

continuing to'employ John Carter in the several offices he performed 
inefficiently: which helps to explainvthe leadingýpart in the 

movement against the old corporationýof Richard Marriott and John 

Royleg'solicitors. 'All I wantit said. -Royle, 'is that the grievous 

monopoly Mr. Carter enjoyaq should be'thrown open to the profession$. 
(3) 

. The close corporation. consisted I almost entirely of Tories, 

opposed to the., Great Reform Bill. (4) They went, out of their way 
to antagonise liberals. At the height of the , Reform Bill crisis 

of 1831 Richard Marriott and Thomas Goode argued at a meeting that 

the Marquis of Hertford was quite unfit to hold the honorific 

office of recorder - partly because he had never taken the oaths of 

office or even visited the cityl but mainly because he had voted 

against the reform bill, Nevertheless$ the Great Leet insisted 

on re-electing Hertford. 'Three dreadful groans were then raised 

Coventry Herald, 22 October 1830; 28 October i831,26 October 
1832,25- October 1833- The Report''of'the-Municipal Commissioners 
on . *. Coventry,, PP-. 33, et seq. 
(2). - Coventry Heralds 24 April 1835- 
M ibid., '26 October, 1832- Marriott, was the 'solicitor of the 
toirul who supplied the, municipal corporation commissioners, with much 
of their evidence-against the old corporation: see John CartdrIs 
MS notes in his'copy of their, repol't (now in C. R. O, ). The dismissal 
of John, Carter and. the sale of the corporation plate (at ridiculously 
low prices), were the first acts of the new corporation in 1836. 
Coventry Heralds 8 January 1836. C. W. C.: Coventry Miscellany"(a,. 
bound collection of pamphlets), is- p* 256, -Catalogue of Corporation 

y 1836, ý PrOPerty'Auctioned in, Jul 0---- - 
COventry lieraidg 18 O'c"t'ober 18ý3. 
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for the Marquis of Hertford and the Boroughmongers. '(1) A few 

years later the corporation gratuitously antagonised Thomas Banbury, 

a liberal but not an active opponent of the old corporation, by 

choosing him as chamberlain -a post which entitled him to take a 
ld. for every unlawful horse or cow on the common lands and which 
Banbury, a leading plush manufacturer, regarded as beneath his 

dignity. The corporation declined to accept-the Z20 fine he 

offered instead and sought to, compel him, to take up the post by 

legal action. The court of King's Bench found against Banburyj 

who agreed to serve in MaY, -1835. Much of John Carter's time was 
taken up with this affair when the threat of dissolution itself 

hung over the close corporation. (2) 

Above all, there was the natural feeling in the city that 

the only permanent guarantee of efficient administration was 

popular control through elections; without itj men of different 

temperament from Eld and company might overturn the reforms they 

-had-effectede As it wasl the public were not even admitted to 

the meetings of the corporationg whose proceedings were not 

reported in detail in the press. (3) As the Coventrj Herald put 
it in 1833 - after admitting the reforms that had occurred: 

There is nothing much worse, than irresponsible powerg and 
a self-elected body will inevitably do wrong* Negligence 
will certainly produce error, and one fault leads to others, 
the system imperceptibly becomes bad, and, it continues to 
get so much worse, that an individual who-may be newly 
introduced finds the labour of correctionbeyond his strength. (4) 

(1) Coventry Heraldl, 28 October 1831- The CPUq addressed by 
Marri 9 Benjamin Poole, and the Goode bro 

, 
thersq decided a few 

days later to ýrotesi 
, 
'against the corporat'ion's'action in 

appointing as recorder 'a noble and. anti-Reforming cormorant'. 
ibid., 4 November 18310-' 
(2) C. RoO.: Council Minutesq, 18s 23 October, 4 November, 20 
November 1834,3 February 1835- BodleianALibrary: MSS Top. 
Varwicks CA (MS, of William Reader),. f. 179o Coventry Herald, 
28 November 1834. - 29 May 1835, 
(3) The magistrates '(that As, the ten aldermen) had decided to 
admit reporters to the-, petty sessionsIn'1828; 'but'cojporation 
proceedings remained closed. - Coventry Ob'servers''27 November 1828. 
(4) Coventry Heraldt_ 27 September 1833. See also The_Peport 
Of the7Municipal Commissioners on .. ocoventrZ. pp. et seq* 
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II 

Coventry and the Municipal Corporations Act: the Freeman Franchise 

The municipal corporations bill was published in June 1835- 

It proposed that the functions of the cl 
' 
ose, corporations (including 

the control of charities) should be taken over by town councils 

elected for. three years (one-third departing annually) by house-, 

holders who had paid rates for three years; and that all the modes 

of acquiring the freedom of a corporation were to be abolished. 
The rights, and privileges of existing freemen were to be preserved 
for their lifetimeal but eventually the c' lan of freemen and the 

peculiar privileges they had (such as the Lammas land grazing 

rightg and the parliamentary franchise) would die oute(l) Coventry 

(1) The bill is printed in P. P. H. C. (1835)-1- Clause 9 laid down 
that after the passing of the act no person was to be elected, 
admitted or enrolled a citizen, freeman, liveryman or burgess of, any 
borough, 'in respect of any right or title other than by occupancy 
and payment of rates within such borough'. This common burgess 
right would confer the municipal but nots of coursel, the parlia- 
mentary franchise. This is not mentioned in the bill, but the number 
of freemen entitled to itýwould gradually have fallen as a result of 
the clause* Clause 10 deprived all those who were not freemen etc. 
on 5 June 1835 of all peculiar privileges with respect to real and 
financial property; such property was eventually to become part of 
the boro 

, 
ugh fund and thus enjoyed , 

by the inhabitants at large* 
Those already privileged werel howeverg to continue to enjoy their 
rights for their lifetime. The clause was badly drafted. it 
seems to have been intended that the surplus of monetary privileges 
should gradually be paid into the borough fund as the numbers of 
freemen entitled to it feIL This would have, been a relatively 
simple matter where individual entitlements were fixed, as in the 
case of the V+ gift in Coventry. But the clause does not make 
clear what was to happen in the case, of corporate privilege not 
clearly divisible into individual Bharesq as, for exampleg the Lammas 
lands: it does not make clear whether the lands were to stay 
commonable, until-the last freeman had diedt or were gradually to be 
reduced in 

, area. From the first, government spokesImen made clear 
their belief thit freemen were an integral part of the system of 
corruption and exclusive privilege at whose'apex werý'the corpora- 
tions. Even worse than the narrow close-corporations said Russell 
at the first reading, was the abuse $which connects a few persons 
carrying on the-Government for their-own'benefit with a portion of 
the lower class of the people belonging-, tp the town, whose votes 
they buy, and whose habits they demoralisel. CoVentry'l Northampton 
and Leicester were singled out as examples of'the 'grossest and most 
notorious, abusesl-committedýby corporations manipulating charities 
in this way. Parliamentary Debates, third series, xxviii (1835)9 
PPI 544-et seq. 
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corporation declared its entire opposition to the proposed change 

and took extraordinary measures to fight it - appointing George Bldg 

Osmondt R. K, Rotherham and John Carter a committee to 'maintain 
the liberties, privileges and customs of this city and the character 
of the same', and giving them virtual carte blanche to do so - thus 

alloying them the use of the common seal of the corporation. (1) 

At the same time the corporation decided to attempt to arouse 
opinion in the city on the only clause where widespread opposition 
to the bill might be expected - clause nine; an advertisement 

pointing out that under the bill the 'franchise of freemen shall 

absolutely expire ... after the present race of freemen is extinct' 

was to be inserted in the newspapers. (2) 

George Eld and the Tory solicitor Charles Woodcock soon 
afterwards published two handbills pressing for the retention of 
frýemenls rights9 and at the same time a public meeting was held 

on the question in the County Hall. Woodcock's partner, Twists 
took the chair. The meeting lasted for five hours. Charles 
Woodcock said that if the freeman parliamentary franchise were lost 

he would prefer universal suffrage to the C10 householders, or any 
other limited constituency. Isaac Johnson, a Tory weaver who had 

supported Fyler in the 1830 elections argued that the act would 
have the effect, by gradually ending the body Of freemen, of 
ending their peculiar privileges and diverting to general use 
property which had been left to them, John Steaneg another Fyler 

supporters agreed with him, and moved that the meeting petition 
against ihe ninth clause. His motion was seconded by the radical 
leader William Taunton: 'It was only an attempt on the part of 
the Whigal to do that secretly, which they dare not do openly: 
they wished to stand upon the middle classes$ and to destroy the 

poort. (3) The radical John Hands agreed*with him'. The radical 
David Buckney found it hard to make. up #is mind., but thought that on 
balance the-bill should be supported. -William, Browett and Joseph 
Taylors other radicalaq were, more forthright and thought that the 

whole purpose of the meeting - to bring the'city's 3iberal M. P, s 
into collisionwith the. government over the bill - was bad, But 
despite their appeal for liberal-unity the motion for petition was 
passed: a striking demonstrationýnot only of the freemen's loyalty 

C. R. O.:, Council Minutes, 189 9 June 1835. 
(2)_ JOC40 

(3) CoVentEZ'Herald, 26 June 1835. 
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to their caste but also of how far radical freemen had become 

disillusioned with the Whigs since 1832-(l) Within a few days the 

petition had been signed by 1956 freemen, Some pro-government 

radicals organised a meeting of support for the bill in the Craven 

Arms, George Baddeley, Thomas Goodes David Buckney and T. Perkins 

moved a resolution approving the bill on condition that it was 
amended to preserve the inchoate rights of apprentices already 
bound. This was carried amidst uproar from Tory operatives. 
The petition that Baddeley's group promoted attracted 2596 

signatures but also 6999 counter-signatures - morel as the Herald 

sourly pointed out - than the adult male population of the city*(2) 
In the Commons the 'basically reforming principle of the bill' 

was generally accepted. (3) The truncation of the freemen's rights, 
howeverg aroused great controversy - certainly far more than any 

other part of the bill, (4) The battle began when Russell moved 

on 22 June that the House should go into committee on the bill. 
Winthrop Praed and Sir Matthew White Ridley moved that the rights 

and privileges of freemeng and the ways in, which they were created$ 

should be preserved* Lords Stanley and Bandon, George Robinsong 

and of course Colonel Sibthorp, supported them. They argued that 
the freeman franchise had been guaranteed by the Reform Bill and 
that it was dishonest now to abrogate it 'by a side-wind's as 
Robinson put it; he added that in general-he supported the bill. (5) 

Sibthorp did notq and was even more indignant at the attack on 
#freemen, who$ although they might not be the possessors of confis- 
cated Church property, or proprietors of stalls, in Covent-gardeng 

vere yet perhaps as independent, and as respectable. as the noble 
Lord himselfl. (6) Russell raplied that. the freeman franchise had 

(1) loc. cit.. Ellice refused to support the petition: he did 
not wish to see 'the establishment of separate inter'est*s and 
exclusive rights!,. He also looked forward, to the, enclosure of the 
Lammas landal as-an eventual result of clause 10, 

, 
Williams backed 

the petition. ' See also Ellice's letter to John Carter, 25 June 1835, 
refusing to oppose the bill: C, R*O,: Doggett Collection; Letters of 
John Carter. 

.I (2) Coventry Herald, 26 June, 10 July. 17 July, 14 August 1835. 
C. R. O.: Letters on, Municipal Reform, Osmond to Eld, 8 Augustt 21 
August 1835. i (3) G. B. A. M. Finlaysont 'The Politics'of Municipal Reform, 1835'9 
ýýlish Historical Reviewt lxxxi-(1966), -p. 682. 
(4) See ibid., pp.,, 680 et seq on this point, 
(5) Parliamentary Debatest third seriest xxviii (1835), pp. 1000 
et seq, 1009 et seqj 1012 et'seq. All these speakers save Stanley 
sat for freeman boroughs* 
(6) ibid., p. 1009. 
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been kept in the Reform Bill only reluctantly and that their 

existence 'led to the grossest bribery and corruptionl. (l) 

The resolution was withdrawn, but these themes were taken up 

again in a more extended battle over tbe-ninth clause the following 

day. The Attorney-General argued that in view of the venality 

and degraded occupations of freemen the government had been kind 

in not sweeping away the privileges of existing freemen. Electoral 

corruption had started with them, their example depraved othersl 

and until they were disfranchised elections would not be pure* 
He would contend that the existence of freemen in corporations 
... was an usurpation, that the system as it now stood was a 
curse to the country, and the sooner they were got rid of the 
better **, 

[They 
were usuallil mean, wretchedl beggarly and 

exceptionable individuals ... In a majority of cases they paid 
no rates - had no property - did not even discharge scot or 
bear lot - and the time of many of them was passed in workhouses 
the greater part of the yearg whence they were withdrawn on the 
approach of an election Municipal or, Parliamentaryg for the 

, purpose of giving their vote. for a bribe of some description 
or other. (2) 

Russell agreed, singling out Coventry as proof of the degradation 

that freemen helped to cause. Daniel O'Connell and the radicals 
Charles Buller and Daniel W. Harvey appr6ved the clause - though 

the last defended the freemen of Colchester-, his old-conatituencyg 
from the government's generalised abuse, and thought that one 
justificdion for depriving poor men of an, exclusive parliamentary 
franchise was that the demand for a much wider general suffrage 
would be all the-greater. Harvey's hope was Sir-James Graham's 
fear: though he favoured the bill'in generalq he'felt that it 

would be dangerous to abridge rights, confirmed by 'the Reform Bill, 

and underhand to do so by a 'side-wind'. -The-dishonesty of the 

IsiderwindIlthe! honesty of tfie freemen*(or'-, at-leastj their lack 

of exceptional venality as compared to other-classes of voter) 

and the danger to other property right'S if. their'franchise were 

eroded were argumenta used by other speakers Arthur Trevorg 

John Fieldent William Follett, Charles Barclay, Lor I ds Sandon and 
Stanleyq George Robinson, Captain C, F, 

'Berkeley 
and Colonel Sibthorp, 

who registered the 'astonishment-and disgust' with which he heard 
the Attorney-General. (3) UnlikeSibthorpg William Williams, 
(member for. 

)"Coventry)', 
favoured the billq-but he attacked the ninth 

(1) ibid. 9-_pp. 1005 et seq. 
(2) ibid., pp. 1076 et seq. 
(3) ibid. 9 pp. 1066 et seq, 1080 et seq, 1089 et seq. Barclay 
and Lord Stanley sat for county seatsq Fielden and Berkeley for 
Oldham and Cheltenham* and the others for freeman boroughs. 
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clause. By the Reform Bill 'the rights and privileges of freemen 

had been preserved and maintained2 and of that body of the city 
he had the honour to represent he would states that a more virtuous 

constituency did not exist. in the country (No! NoW. As to the 

alleged lowly status of the freeman2 'did not the mans by the very 

circumstance of applying so much time to acquire an arts place 
himself in the situation to become an independent mans and might 
he not have as much independence both of characters as any of the 

richer class of the community? '(1) In the event an amendment that 

would have continued the enrolment of freemen (and thus would also 
have preserved the franchise for future generations) was narrowly 
defeated, after a lengthy debates by 278 votes to 232* Williams 

voted in the minorityg Ellice (who did not speak in the debate) 

in the majority. (2) 

Russell gave a slight amount of ground two days later, in a 

similar protracted debate in committee over clause 10-0) In the 

bill recommitted in the middle of July to accommodate all the 

amendments scheduled for the report stage the government conceded 
the case that had been made for the preservation of the inchoate 

(1) ibid., pp. 1086 et seq, 
(2) ibid., pp. 1112 et seq. Journals of the House of Commons, 
xc (1835), P- 374. Arthur Trevor spoke angrilyl amidst scones of 
confusion and uproar, at the question being put that the clause 
stand part of the bill. 'All he could say was, that if the clause 
passed the Committee, there was an end to all security for property, 
and the success of that Clause would constitute that House the 
executioners of fraud and violence Nproar), # Parliamentary 
Debates, third seriesl xxviii (1835)9 PP- 1116 '; t-seq. 
(3) Russell was pressed by many members to confirm the inchoate 
pecuniary and property rights of apprentices already bound, and of 
the existing sons and daughters of freemen. Sir Robert Peel 
argued for these hard cases though he accepted the general principle 
of the clause, that eventually property should benefit the commonalty 
as a whole. Sibthorp argued that the resuMýcf the clause would be 
'that we should be told, at some day not very distantl that our 
estates should be confiscated, because the noble lord willed it9 
and that they should be given to a multitude of banditti who were 
all ready to take them'. Parliamentary Debates, third seriesq xxviii, 
p. 1183- Other members also argued that the abrogation of freemen's 
privileges set a dangerous precedent for the property of higher 
orders, Russell agreed to think again but in the meantime would 
accept only an amendment preserving the inchoate rights of apprentices 
- on the grounds that they were a special case, having laid out hard 
cash in the expectation of advantages to come. ibid., pp. 1181 st 
seq. Journals of the House of Commons, xe (1835), P- 379. 
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pecuniary and property rights, while maintaining the essential 

principle that freemen's corporate property would in due course 
be enjoyed by all inhabitants of their boroughs. (l) And the 

clause which prevented the enrolment of new freemen was preserved. 
When this clause - 11 - was considered by a committee of the whole 
house an amendment that would have preserved the parliamentary 
franchise for men who in future served apprenticeships or were the 

sons of freemen by birth - the two classes that had under the reform 
bill kept their freeman franchise - was defeated by 262 votes to 
234. (2) A second amendment that would have preserved the franchise 

for apprentices already bound and sons already borng was also lost, 

by 234 votes to 203. (3) 

At the third reading on 20 July Sir Richard Vyvyan, member for 
Bristol, presented a petition against the entire bill from the 

corporation of Coventry, and attacked the bill as an attempt at 

spoliation. (4) Russell had his answer ready. 
If he wanted further proof of the soundness of this Bill he 
should find it in the fact that a petition had been presented 
from the city of Coventrys of an entirely opposite nature from 
the one now presented by the hon. Baronet from that city, and 
the petition he alluded to was signed by 2,600 householders and 
freemen, praying that, with the exception of one particular 
part of, the Bill relating to apprenticeships, the House would 
pass the Bill. (5) 

The bill passed the Commons on 20 July amended in many points of 
detail but riot in essential principle. (6) 
(1) Clause 12 of the recommitted bill maintained these rights 
in respect of men already entitled to become freemen who had not 
actually been enrolled, existing wives and widowsiand sons and 
daughters of freemen, and men who had already married the widows or 
daughters of freemen. Thus the inchoate property rights of all 
those who had them in prospect owing to birth, servitude or marriage 
were protected. 
(2) Parliamentary Debates, third series, xxix (1835), pp. 643 et 
seq. Journals of the House of Commonsq xc'(1835), p. 458. The 
minority included William Williams. The 1832'reform bill had 
disfranchised all those who afterwards acquired freedom by marriage. 
(3) Parliamentary-Debates, third series, xxix (1835), pp. 673 et 
seq. Journals of the House of Commons$ xe (1835), loc. cit. 
(4) Parliamentary Debates, third series, xxix (1835), PP. 737 et 
seq, Journals of the House of Commons, xe (1835), p. 469. Vyvyan 
also presented a petition from the burgesses of Bristol, against 
that part of the bill that deprived them of their rights, 
(5) Parliamentary Debates, third series, xxix (1835)9 P. 751. 
This p-etition had been presented by Ellice a'few days before (ibid. 9 p. 689) and was the one promoted by George Baddeley. Rus'sell did not 
mention the 7,000 counter-signaturds or the petition calling for the 
retention of the freemen's franchise, presented in June. Journals 
of the House of Commons, xc-(1835), P- 369. 
(6) G. B. A. M. Finlaysong 'The Politics of Municipal Reform, 1835's 
English Historical Review, lxxxi (1966), P. 682. 
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From early in June the town clerks of certain threatened 

corporations - particularly those of Coventry, Norwich and 
Leicester - had been in correspondence in an attempt to concert 
opposition to the bill, Thomas Burbidgeq the town clerk of 
Leicester, was the chief mover and became chairman of the formal 

committee of corporations that was set up at the British Coffee 
House on 22 June, Jolin Carter became a member. (l) From the 
first this group had little hope that the Commons, where so many 
Conservatives (like Peel) were convinced of the need for a substantial 

change in the municipal systemt would reject or even greatly amend 
the bill, (2) By the end of June, howeverl there were hopes for at 
least substantial alteration in the Lords: Carter wrote, 'I am 
gratified at the stand made by SirV. Follettl Sir Je Grahamq 
L. Stanley and etc upon the 9th clause respecting the Freemen and 
I can hardly help auguring favourably as to the result-of the Bill 
in the Lords'-(3) From early in July Carter was in London and in 
frequent communication with Lord Lyndhurstg the chief opponent of 
the bill, and with Sir Charles Wetherelll whom Carter hoped to 

have as counsel for. Coventry's case at the bar of the house. (4) 

On 28 June Lord Strangford presented a petition from Coventry 

corporation to this effect. The house was with him. Brougham 
feared interminable delays as other corporations followed Coventry's 

(1) C. R. O.: Doggett Collection: Letters of John Carterl Thomas 
Burbidge to Carter, 10 June and 22 June 18359 Carter to Burbidge, 
25 J- une 1835. See also A. T. Patterson, Radical Leicester 
(Leicester, 1954)9 p. 210. 

(2) C. ReO.: Doggett Collection'-, Letters of John Carter, Burbidge 
to Carter, 10 June 1835: Burbidge believed that the-billl if passed, 
would be 'equally fatal to all our party and, effectually transfer 
all political power and influence into the hands of the Whig and 
Radical Interest as they no doubt intendq but which our friends are 
so infatuated as'not to see or apprehend ... Our aim must-be to 
enlighten our friendsýand to awaken their, fears ... With the aid-of 
all the patronage which we usedýto possess (and, which they will now 
transfer to our opponents) it was as much as, ie could do to grapple 
with the popular partyq and, when they are to possesathe.,, power and the 
influence and the patronage the attempt will be perfectly hopeless. ' 
For similar fears among Tories (and the congruent hopes of the'' 
radical Joseph Parkes) see G. B. A. M. Finlaysong op., cit., pp. 675 etseq 
(3) 'C. R. O.: Doggett Collection: Letters of John Carter, Carter to 
Burbidge, 25 June 1835. Cf. G. R. O: Letters on Municipal Reformq 
Osmond to Eld,, 2 Auguat'1835- fI amý'fully convinced this Bill is the 
crisis-(I say nothing of corporations) of the House of Lords. The 
comparative indifference of the countryt the absence of pressure from 
without all combine to'afford one more chance for the Lordships to do 
Justice to us and to what they love much betterl "The Order". ' 
(4) C. R. O.: Letters on Municipal Reforml Catter to Eldt 3 JU179 
c 20 July 1835, Osmond to Elds 5 August 1835. 
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example, and agreed to counsel on the understanding that all 

corporations would consolidate their cases and that the hearings 

would take only a few days. Wetherell and Knight, his assistant,, 
pleaded for three days, being fed with material for their case by 
Carter. (l) Much to the rage of the government's spokesmen, 
Carnarvon's amendment to the motion that the house should go into 

committee, that evidence should be heard beforehand$ was carried 
by 124 votes to 54. Evidence was taken for five days against the 
bill from many boroughs; Coventry's witnessesq Carterg Eld and 
Charles Woodcock, were the first to be heard. (2) At the committee 

stage the opposition was led by Lyndhurst, 'He would remind their 
Lordships that these corporations were copies, imperfect copies 
he allowedg of the three estates of the realml and yet they were 
to be annihilated, for what purpose he could not tell, unless the 

new corporations were to serve as models for a change of constitution 
in the House. It would come to that. '(3) He proposed a series 
of wrecking amendments 'designed to safeguard privilegeg property 
and the nominative, as opposed to the elective, principle in the 
future government of the boroughs; and all for a purposes and on 
a scale, not envisaged in the lower housel. (4) These passed the 
Lords without difficulty. A property qualification was to be 

required of councillors; the limit above which towns were to be 
divided into wards was reduced from 12,000 inhabitants to 6,000; 

(1) ibid., Carter to Eld, 28 July, 1 August 1835- 'ParliamentarX 
Debates, third seriesq xxix (1835), Pp. 1127 et seq. Journals of 
the House of Lords, 1xvii (1835), pp. 3269 338 et seqo 
(2) Parliamentary Debates, third series, xxix (1835)9 PP- 1355 et 
seq. Journals of the House of Lordsq 1xvii (1835)9 pp. 348 et seq. 
They attacked the alleged partiality of the municipal commissioners - their using as evidence any gossip unfavourable to the corporation, 
their reliance upon the testimony of Richard Marriott, their failure 
to quote in full the favourable verdict of the charity commissioners, 
and the known radical bias of one of them, Cockburng who had appeared 
on the hustings with Sir Henry Lytton Bulwer. Carter argued that the 
corporation had always been hardworking and incorrupt and that 
electoral bribery was unknown in the city. Bldg more sensibly, 
admitted that improvements had recently taken place in the corpora- 
tion's administration. It was also a matter of complaint that Joseph 
Parkes, the secretary to the commissionersq had behaved improperly 
in speaking against the corporation at Ellice's dinner in Coventry 
at Easter 1834: see on this, C. R. O: Letters on Municipal Reformt 
Osmond to Eld, 7 August 1835. 
(3) Parliamentary Debates, third seriesl xxix (1835)9 PP. 1398 et seq 
(4) G. B. A. M. Finlaysong 'The Politics of Municipal Reform, 1835't 
English Historical Reviewg lxxxi (1966)9 p. 683- 
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existing town clerks were to have security of tenure; one quarter 

of the councillors were to serve for life, under the title of 

aldermen, and were to be drawn initially from existing corporators. (l) 

Above all, the freemen's rights were protected. As soon as the 

house went into committee Lyndhurst moved an amendment to the first 

substantive clause of the bill which safeguarded the pecuniary and 

property rights of all those whot but for the act, would have 

enjoyed them by virtue of their being freemen or the kinsmen of 

freemen. This amendment passed by 130 votes to 37-(2) Lyndhurst 

then immediately moved an amendment to the same clause to the 

effect that men who but for the act would thereafter have had the 

parliamentary franchise by virtue of their being freemen by birth or 

servitude should retain it. This met with almost unanimous approval 

and was carried without a division. (3) As amendedg the bill passed 

its third reading in the Lords by 69 votes to 5 on 28 August. (4) 

Some Coventry liberals disliked the amendments. 'The 

Elliceites have very long faces and affect now to say that they 

always expected that the freemen would be perpetuated but did not 

quite expect that their rights would have been preserved to the 

extent they seem to be. 1(5) When the Lords' amendments were 

considered by the Commons Russell accepted in their entirety those 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) Parliamentary Debates, third series, xxx (1835), pp. 427 et 
seq. The amendment guaranteed the property rights, as they would 
have been but for the act, of men who afterwards would have been 
admitted'as'freemen, of those who were then or might afterwards be 
the wives, widows, sons or daughters of freemen, of those who had 
married or might afterwards marry freemen's widows or daughters, 
and of those who were then or might afterwards be bound apprentice. 
Thus the property rights of freemen by birth, servitude and marriage 
were preserved in perpetuity. Journals of the House of Lords, 
1xvii (1835), pp. 626 et seq. 
(3) Journals of the House of Lords, loc. cit. Parl 

, 
iamentary 

Debates, third series, Xxx (1835), pp. 458 et seq, Harrowby's 
comment was that 'he considered the perpetuity of those rights as 
one of the most valuable parts of the Constitution.... It was a 
valuable right not only in itself, but with reference to the feelings 
it was calculated to engender. Nothing could be more desirablel 
with reference to the general peace of the country, than that even 
the lowest classes of the people should have the feelings connected 
with hereditary property. ' ibid., p. 461. 

(4) ibid., p. 1070. See also C. R. O.: Letters on 14unicipal Reformq 
Carter to Eld, 24 August, 25 August, 26 August, 27 August, 28 August 
1835 for comments on the passage of the bill through the Lords. 
(5) C. R. O.: Doggett Collection: Letters of John Carter, Richard 
Dewes to Carter, 14 August 1835- See also ibid. 9 Dewes to Carter, 
17 August, 18 August, 23 August 1835: 'Abel Rotherham is outrageous. 
He was I hear exclaiming in the Street this morning "No aldermen or 
Town Clerks for life" and this sentiment pervades when parties do not 
think much on the subject. ' 
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relating to the propýrty., and voting rights of freemeng though he 

thought the retention of the, freement at least, 'an alteration much 

for the worsel. (l), Russell refusedl however, to accept the amend- 

ments making town clerks irremovable and creating a class of 

aldermen. for life, drawn initially from existing corporators; he 

suggested instead aldermen elected by-the councillors and drawn, 

from them or from those qualified to become so* Wor would he 

accept the terms of the qualification suggested by the Lords for- 

town counci. llorsl or their proposals that towns with populations of 

more than 6,000 should be divided into wards. (2) John Carter, felt 

that the questions of the aldermen and the town clerks were the 

most important ones, (3) and when Peel signified his agreement with 
Russell on the aldermanic question Carter was disgusted and felt 

that the issue might now be lost, (4) although Lord Lyndhurst assured 

him that 'nothing should induce him to give up the Aldermen'-(5) 

When the re-amended bill was returned to the Lords, for final 

consideration Carter went to find Lyndhurst but could see onlý his 
(1) Parliamentary Debatesq third seriesg xxx (1635)t pp. 1142 et 
seq. Thus the amendments carried by the Lords-preserving the property 
and voting rights of the freemen became, unalteredl clauses 2 and 4 
of the acts 5 and 

*6 
William Iv, cap-76. Although several radical 

members-urged outright opposition to all the Lordal'amendmentsg'among 
them only Daniel O'Connell mentioned the freemen's rights, of 

, 
course 

pejoratively. They were 'an usurpation, They were rights commenced 
in wrongýand continued in wrong. They established a monopoly and 
placed it in the hands of a particular class, who obtained, the names 
of freemen. ' Parliamentary Debatesq third seriest xxx (1835),, 
pp. 1159 et-seq. 9 1171 et seq. Peel also registered his disagreement 
with the Lords' amendments over the freemen's property rights, ibid., 
p. 1154. 
(2) ibid. 9 pp. 1133 et seq. Russell's amendment was that a popula- 
tion of 99-000 should be the lower limit above which towns should be 
divided into wards* 1 -1 
(3) C. R. O.: Letters on Municipal Reform, Carter, to Bldg 31 August 
1835: 'If the Lords give up the AldermenýI shall say that they will 
really deserve-the name of destructives'. 'See also ibid., Carter 
to Bldg 1 September 1835 (first. letter). 
(4) Parliamentary Debates, third seriesq xxx (1835). 9 P. 1150. 
C. R. O.: Letters on Municipal Reform, Carter toEldt 1 September 1835 
(second letter). II cannot describe, in, adequate terms. the feelings 
I experiences to say that I write under extreme chagrin and disappoint. 
ment would be a poor and beggarly, description - for disgust and 
abhorrence are predominantly in my mind. and, heart. I know that you 
have for sometime entertained suspicions of Sir Robert Peel - 
however strong they may_have been you a: rýe. now fully justified in 
entertaining them I must confess that the conduct of the Baronet 
has almost destroyed my confidence in. any. one. 1 See also ibid., 
Carter to Eld, 3 September 1835- 
(5) ibid., Carter to Bldg 2 September 1835. 
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secretary; he told him that, the conservative-interest would 

suffer unless aldermen, were kept in for life. Later, he saw 
Wellington, who told. him, of the difficult situation the Lords 

had., been placed in by Peel's action. (l) Later that day (4 

September) the Commonsf amendment concerning aldermen was agreed 
tot despite Lyndhurst's efforts;, Carter thought he would not be 

able to sleep because of rage at Peel. (2) Carter and his 

associates were defeated. over the-town clerk question too. ý Devon 

withdrew his amendment. to the 59th-clause of the re-amended bill 

which would have given town clerks life tenure; the government 
had promisqdg however, that they would be-compensated for loss of 

office if dismissed. (3) 

The last act of the unreformed corporation was a vote of thanks 

to George: Eldg its last mayor, #particularly for the becoming and 
dignified manner in which he sustained the just honour and character 

of the Corporation before the highest tribunal of the country andi 

under circumstances of great and unparalleled difficulty'40) A 

few days later the elections for the reformed corporation took 

place; of the thirty-six councillors elected for the six wards of 
the borough, thirty-two were liberals. The four Torie, s were elected 
for the Worth ward and included George Eld. only one other member 

of the old corporation was elected to the new on this occasion - 
Thomas Morris (not to be confused with T, S, Morris) who came top of 

(1) ibid., Carter to Eld, 4 September 1835 (first letter), 

(2) Parliamentary Debate8jýthird series, xxx (1835)9 PP- 1341 et 
seq. C. R. O.: Letters on Municipal Reform, Carter to Eldt 4 
September 1835 (second letter). Peel and his friends 'certainly 
have behaved most perfidiously towards their friends -! and will no 
doubt ere long rue it ... I have not much prospect of 

- 
sleep 

tonight - and am almost inclined not to go to bid'. ' 

(3) Parliamentary Debates, third seriest xxx (1835), pp. 1374 et 
seq. Carter and several other town clerks had discussed the question 
(apparently shortly before. the Lords' debate). with Melbournel 
Duncannon, Joseph Parkes and the. Attorney-General: who pressed them 
to accept compensation for loss of office, rather-than try to push the 
Lords into granting appointments for life. -C. R. O.: Letters on 
Municipal Reforms Carter to Eld, 5 September 1835- On the qualifi- 
cation of-town councillors, the Lords accepted the Commons' formula 
and on, the question of warding the-Lords insisted that 61000 should 
be 

, 
the limit above which towns should be, divided into wards. 

Parliamentary Debate8g,. 
-third seriesq. xxxý(1835),, pp. 1369 et seq. 

C. R. 0'.: Council Minutesl 18,24 December 1835. 
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the poll in Gosford Street. (l) The elected councillors immediately 

chose a batch of liberals and radicals as aldermen, none of whom had 

been members of the old corporationo(2) The first act of public 
business of the. new council was the dismissal of the town clerk, 
John Carter, and his replacement by-T. B, Troughton, the liberal 

solicitor. (3) The old corporation remained as trustees for the 

city's charities until 1 August 1836. (4) The town council then 
debated the question of whom to recommend to the Lord Chancellor as 
their successors. Eld read extracts from the charity commissioners' 

report pointing out that he and his colleagues had reformed the 

administration. Abel Rotherham, though a vehement liberal, defended 

the record of his brothers, Thomas and Richar d Kevitt Rotherham as 
trustees and argued that the list of the new ones should be construc- 
ted on merit. The, general opinionwas summed up by William Browett: 

he 'wished to clear out the Augean stable, and to have. none of the 

old set'. (5) A list of twenty-four proposed trustees which included 

(1) Coventry Heralds 1 January", 5 February 1836. Coventry Mercury,, 
2 Januaryt 6 February 1836. The boundary commissioners had decided 
that the municipality was rightly coterminous with , 

the county of the 
city; it was thus much larger than the parliamentary borough or 
the continuous built-up area of the, 6ity. The North Ward comprised 
half the area of the municipality - the extra-city parishes 

^ 
of 

Foleshill, Anstey, Wykent Sowe and Exhall. This state of affairs 
lasted until, after lengthy litigation (which the city lost) the 
county of the city was dissolved by the County Boundary Aft of 
November 1842 (5 and 6 Vic. Cap. 110) and the municipality given the 
tiny area it retained till the end of the century. See Chapter Is 
section I. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 1 January 1836. Coventry Mercury, 2 January 
1836. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 8 January 1836. In February the Street 
Commissioners transferred their powers to the new corporation, 
ibid. 9 5 February 1836. C. R. O.: Orders and Proceedings ... of the 
Commissioners, 4 February 1836. In February the town council 
proposed twelve names to the Home Secretary as magistrates for the 
Coventry petty sessional division. Only two, William Hawkes and 
Thomas Morris, had previously been magistrates for the city; they 
had been aldermen in the old corporation and thus magistrates by 
virtue of that office. Significantly, both had been members of the 
liberal minority in the old corporation. All the other nominees were 
liberals too - and almost all were members of the new corporation. 

-Even the., radical Richard Hands. thought that the exclusion of George 
Eld from1he, list was an absurd, anomaly. He, was overruled by his 
fellow corporators. Russell accepted the list suggested"by thei* 
Coventry Herald,, 5 February, 8 April 1836. Coventry_Mercury, 6 Feb- 
ruary, 13 February 1836. C. R. O.: Letters on Municipal Reform, John 
Carter to Elds 3 March 1836 - an analysis of the new magistracy. (4) An amendment to the municipal corporations bill to that effect 
- to allow a smooth transition to the new state of affairs expected 
from Brougham's proposed bill on charitiesý had been carried in the 
Lords on Lyndhurst's suggestion and accepted by the Commons. Parlia- 

5F, 
a 

C V. _ 
ýentarýDýLeba,, t2s, third series, xxx (1835), pp. 645 et seq 

ty 5 Covenntr Heralds 5 Augustj 26 August, 2 September N36. 
r. 0Vt%, n+T-v Q*aý_A,,, A - 57opntAmber 1836. 
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none of the old was then decided on and submitted to the Lord 

Chancellor, Eld and Thomas Rotherham immediately petitioned the 

Lord Chancellor for the twenty old corporators to remain as 
trustees. When in the autumn a Master in Chancery decided that 

the charities should be divided into three groups - the General, 

Church and Sir Thomaý Whitelsý charities - and that each should 
have its own board of trustees, the old and new corporations 

submitted rival lists, The lists of the latter excluded old 
trustees, gave overwhelming predominance to liberals and included 

dissenters for the Church charities. Those of the former gave the 

old trustees. and Tories a majority on all th ree groupp William 

Hawkes and Thomas Morris being dropped as trustees because they 

were liberals - and included only Anglicans for the. Church 
_ 

charities. The Master in Chancery settled the quarrelq and 

arranged compromise lists which included some old, trusteest 

notably Eld and R. K. Rotherhamq and excluded dissenters from the 

Church charities' trustees. 
'Thus 

by the end of 1836 the corpora-, 
tion had ceased to be concerned with the ýdministration of the 

charities. And their administration was now recognised by both 

sides to be impartial and satisfactory and ceased to be a matter 

of controversy. The charities did not become the subject of 
debate in the city until the charity commissioners' proposals for 

their reorganisation in the 1850s, (J) 

(1) Coventry Herald, 26 August, 30 September, 9-December, 30 
December 1636. Coventry Standard, -30 Septemb_e_r,, 30 December 1836. 
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III 

The Freeman Franchise after 1835 

A few years after the Municipal Corporations Act the Coventry 

freemen gained a concession which made their franchise less onerous. 
In March 1837 William Williams (one of the city's MoPes) introduced 

a bill to remit the stamp duty of Zl- 3s. 6d. payable on admission 
to the freedom. It passed its second reading by 75 votes to 21, 

but Russell argued that in equity the 910 householders (a class of 

electors which obviously he still preferred) ought to be allowed 

some relaxation of the stringent rate-paying conditions under which 
they had the suffrage, if the freemen were given the concession- 
Williams proposed. Accordingly, he gained the adjournment of the 

committee stage of Williams's bill to allow him to introduce a 

wider measure. His bill, abolishing the stamp duty and making C10 

electors eligible for re-inclusion in the July registers if they 
had paid rates up to the preceding Octobers instead of April, as 

was then the rules passed the Commons but was defeated in the Lords, 

who objected to the concession to the L10 electors* Russell 
introduced an identical bill at the end of the year, with an identical 

result. Williams then re-introduced his'original billl which 

passed the Lords easily and received the royal assent in July 1838. (l) 
Russell made one last effort to disfranchise the freemen. 

His reform bill of 1854 would have disfranchised by clause 20 all 
freemen enrolled after the act. On this occasion Ellice defended 

the Coventry freemen against allegations of corruptions which he 

(1) 1 and 2 Viet,, cap- 35, An Act to Repeal the Stamp Duty now 
------- -- --- -------- n--ýO 

Williams gained most, support from Colonel Sibthorpq Arthur - Trevor 
and Lord Sandon, member for the freeman borough of Liverpool, 
Ellice did not speak at all, and did not votý during the passage of 
Williams's second bill. Parliamentary Debat2sj third series, xxxvi 
(1837)t p. 1186, xxxviii (1937)9 pp. 291 et seq, xxiix (1837-38). 
Pp. 1057 et seq, xlý(1837-38), pp, 789 etýseqt x1i (1837-38), pp* 694 et seq, xlii (1837-38), pp. 905,1169, x1iii (1837-38), pp. 684t 
781. Journals of the House ofýCommonsj Icii (1837)9 pp. 92 et seqq_ 
Xciii (1837-3a), pp. 167 et seq. Journals of the House of Lordsl' 
lxix (1837), p. 616, lxx (1837-38)9 P- 148. The four bills are in 
P-P-: H-C- (1837) ii, p. 431, and iiij p. 187; H. C. (1837-38) 11, 
Pe 11 and iii, p. 457- 
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said had not exibted'in the city-'since the end of the unreformed 

corporation. Since then he had not known either his friends or 
foes to take a shilling. 'He should be unworthy to represent 
those poor men in that House if he did not-bear that testimonyU 

their purity. I(l) The seven-year apprenticeship was a guarantee'' 
of the uprightnessand independence of the Coventry electorate - who 
were those very members of the respectable working class'that 
Russell said he wanted to enfranchise by other clauses in his bill, 
The other member for the city, Geachl spoke to the same effect, 
and Sibthorp wished, that Her Majesty's Government were as pure as 
the freemen of Lincoln. Russell replied that although the Coventry 
freemen might be honest, others were not - that in fact they were 
a more corrupt class of electors than any other. 'The Coventry 
freemen protested against the bill at a meeting chaired by David 
Buckney. ' It wasq howeverl dropped before the second reading 
because of'the-onset of the Crimean War*(2) 

Thus through several vicissitudes-the freeman, franchise was 

preserved. Many boroughs gainedg but the results were more long- 
lasting in Coventry than elsewhere. Immediately after the 1832 
Reform Act there were 108,000 ancient-right electors on the registers; 

over 639000 of them were freemen. (3) Coventry had 2,756 freemen and 
529 910 electors: - a higher number of ancient-right electorsthail 
any boroughs except the City of London and Bristoll while th7e 

proportion'they formed of the electorate was surýassed only by' 
Maidong though nearly equalled by Beverley, Carlisle and York. ' If 

not exceptional, Coventry's position was remarkable. By 1865 the 
freemen registered in English boroughs had dropped to 40,000, and 
the other types of ancient-right elector to 8,457. But the number 
of freemen registered in Coventry had risen to 3,911, a higher 
total'than in any borough except the City of London. And the 
Coventry freemen formed a greater proportion of'the electorate 
four-fifths - than ancient-right voters anywhere else. The high 
registration, of freemen was partly accounted for'by-the decision 

of 608 L10 householders to choose the other franchise, a reflection 
no doubt of its superior prestigp. 

. 
They comprisedl however, only 

(1) Parliamentary Debates, third series, c3cxx (1854), PP. 516 
et seq. I 
(2) -ibid. 9 pp. 491 et seqi. -exxxi 

(1854), pp. 277 et seq. Coventry 
ý-tan-dard, 3 March 1854. 
'(3) Charles Seymour, op., cit-t P. 83. 
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15016 of the freeman electorate. (l) What is clear is the way the 

economic structure of the town influenced its electorate: males 
in the two dominating trades usually served apprenticeships that 
brought the freedom and thus the franchise* The official estimate 

was that in 1865 69.8%o of Coventry's electorate was 'working class', 
the highest percentage in England; Stafford's was next with 57.7% 

and the City of London the last, at 8.9%. (2) The figures need 
careful handling: the compilers were instructed that 'working 

class' did not connote shopkeepers, shop assistants or factory 

foremeng but did connote artisans employing journeymen or apprenticess 

provided that they derived 'their chief support from their own hand 

labourl: thus, it was said, many Coventry watchmakers were included 

in the category, (3) Fortuitously inflated the Coventry percentage 
may have been: yet the impression of a uniquely popular electorate 

which it gives is reinforced by the fact that in 1866 almost one 

person in eight in the city was an elector: there were nearly 
5,000 electors in a population of 41,647. This was the highest 

p? roportion in all the English boroughs. (4) 

The second and third reform acts dramatically altered every 

electorate: yet in Coventry the number of freeman electors remained 

uniquely large. By 1893 the total of ancient-right electors in 

the English boroughs had sunk to just over 28,000; 4,000 of them 

were Coventry freemen, the number of occupiers and lodgers in 

Coventry being just over 79000. (5) By 1915 there were fewer than 
20,000 ancient-right electors left in English boroughs -a tiny 

remnant of the ancient privilege for which Wetherell and Sibthorp 
had fought: 69427 of them were liverymen of the City of London, 

and nearly 3,000 Coventry freemen -a far higher number than was 

registered in any other borough. At the same time, there were 
more than 17,000 Coventry electors with the more recent qualifica- 
tions. (6) Most freemen electors could no doubt have chosen another 

(1) P. P.: [3626 H. C. (1866) lvii: Electoral Returns, Boroughs 
and Counties, l8fl-66, pp. 9 et seqt 6-9 et seq. 
(2) P. P.: H. C* 170 (1866) lvii: Electoral Statisticsq pp. 2 et sell. 
(3) P. P.: E3626] H. C. (1866) lviij pp. viit 111. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 381 (1874) 1111: Electoral Statistics: Return 
to an Address ... dated 1 May 1874, pp* 2 et seq, 
(5) P. P.: H. C. 40 (1894) 1xviii: Return showing the Number of 
the several Classes of Electors, pp. F-etseq 

6- 
(6) P. P.: H. C. 120 (1914-16) lij: Return showing the Number in 
each Class of Electorst pp* 7 et seq& 
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mode of suffrage. The adherence of thousands to their ancient 

right was probablyg for the majority, the result of inertia rather 
than active choice. Yet aged Coventrians still recall with pride 
that they voted as freemen, not as mere householders or lodgers, 

before ancient distinctions were overwhelmed by the levelling tide 

of manhood suffrage in 1918. The nostalgic affection for antique 

privilege which is apparent at meetings of the Freemen's Association 
in the 1960s is a pale afterglow of the intense pride in caste and 

status that Coventry freemen possessed a century ago: a pride that 

made the more remarkable their willingness, during the Reform Bill 

crisis, to sacrifice 'their petty localities' for the sake of 

national reform. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RIBBON TRADE, 1832-1860 

I 

'The 
Industry in the 1830s 

There had been 8,491 looms in the Warwickshire ribbon trade 

in 180. (l) By 1838 there were 139219, whose distribution is 

shown in'the following table. (2) 

Table IV: Distribution of LoOM8 in the Ribbon Trade, 1838 

Area Plain Jacquard' Single Total 
Engine Engine Hand 

Coventry city and 3,452 19278 129 . 4,859 
immediate suburbs - 
Radford and Stoke 

Foleshill (and 50 4oo 2,250 2,700 
Exhall) 

Anstey 10 10 

Shilton 50 50 

Sowe 30 250 280 

Bedworth 320 j. 1000 19320 

Bulkington 800 800 

Nuneaton and District 200 3tOOO 39200 

39502 29228 79489 13*219 

The two tables reveal the great increase in the industry's 

productive capacity in twentY years: the slight increases in the 

numbers of plain-engine and single-hand looms were dwarfed by the 

(1) 'See Table III. 
(2) -So'ur'ce of this table: -E217] 19-C. (1840), xxiv, -p. 12. 
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phenomenal growth in-the'number-Ofýjacquaird*-Iooms'iLfter 18239 

introduced to weave fancy ribbons. They'showl toog the continued* 

domination of the industry by Coventry itself and the contiguous 

weaving district-of Foleshill: at both dates they contained more 

than half the looms and far more than half the total productive 

capacity, since the great majority of the engine looms (both plain 

and jacquard) were concentrated there, By 1838 the single-hand 
loom had almost disappeared from the city itself. There were four 

manufacturers at Nuneaton, six at Bedworth and one at Foleshill - 
these last seven being in a small line of business. The great 

majority of looms, over the whole area, thus served the 127 manu- 

facturers of Coventry itself. These varied greatly in the scale 

of their operations, 'as the following table showSe(l) 

Table V: The Size of Manufacturers', Establishmentst 1838 

Number of manufacturers Number of looms employed 

1 -. nearly, 400 

5 between 200'and 300 

6 between 100 and 200 

16 between 50 and 100 

29 between 10 and 50 

70 fewer than 10 

The undertaking system survived only in the weaving districts 

outside Coventry itself; the dispersion of the labour force and 

its unreliable and frequently untrained nature made necessary some 

close superintendence of the weaving and hence some mediation 

between the manufacturer and the weaver* The 79500 single-hand 

looms of the northern parishes, and some of the engine looms too, 

were owned by about 19000 undertakers; the looms were sometimes 
in their houses and sometimes in the weavers' cottages. The 

number of looms the undertaker owned varied greatly: one had fiftyl 

several about sixteen and some as few as two or, three, but the 

majority had about seven or eight. The supervision of thi, s number 

occupied all the undertaker's tI ime and only those with a few looms 

would weave themselves. Three quarters of their weavers were women 

H. C. (1840) xxivs P Source of table: 
'PýsP-: 

217 -'35- 
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and girls and half the males were under twentyl some of the child 

weavers were half-pay outdoor apprentices; domiciliary apprentice- 

ship was unknown in the outparishes and the instruction given to the 

apprentices there was much inferior to that enjoyed by the apprentices 
(whether indoor or outdoor) of the city itself. Children also 
assisted (sometimes at the age of eight) at the tazks subsidiary to 

weaving - especially filling, winding and warping, which it was 
part of the undertaker's responsibility to carry out. (l) 

In the city and its immediate suburbsq Radford and Stoke, the 

trade was dominated by the. journeywork system: that is, the-manu- 
facturer gave out the silk to the first-hand journeymang or master 

weaver, who would then weave the ribbon on his own premises; the 

warping of the silk was performed by the manufacturer (a warping 
machine being necessary for this) but the winding was carried out 
by the first-handq though at the rise of the journeywork system 
this too had been done by the manufacturer. There were many first- 
hand journeymeng and journeywomen, owning (or in some cases hiring) 
3,967 looms: but the average number of looms possessed by each 
first-hand was small, as the following table showso(2) 

Table VI: Ownership of looms bv first-hand 
. 
1ourneymenq 1838 

No. of 123456789 10 11 
looms 

No. of 693 461 305 171 62 36 15 9212 
owners 

Of this total of 11828. first-hands, 1,614 were meng and 214 were women, ' 
Thus 3,145 (or more than three quarters) of the first-hands' looms 

were worked by the first-hands themselves and their wivesl children 
and indoor apprentices; only 822 were worked by'Journeymen's 
journeyhands (the weavers who did not posýess looms of their own) 
and by outdoor apprentices. Edward. Goode was a typical Coventry 
first-hand, whose two looms were worked by himself and his wife. 
But socially the first-hands shaded imperceptibly into the class of 
very small manufacturers; some 40 of the 70 masters who kept in work 
fewer than l0looms each were first-hands wýohad decided to weave 
directly for the London wholesalers; týes`4'40 owned only 121 looms 
between them. Men like. the8e, moved back, 

-and forth between the 
positions of first-hand journeyman-and -independent manufacturer as 
the fortunes of the trade suggestedl., 4awing up'on small savings to 
buy silk: hence the derisive'term, applied to their activities - the 

(1) P. P.: E217] H. C. (1840)'xxiv, -PF- 37 et seq.. Coventry Herald,, 13 
January 1832,18 July 18349 20 March 1835. 
(2) Source of table: P*P* R10 H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 41. 
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'tea-pot systeml. (l) 

The number-of looms in manufacturers, loomshops and factories 

was very much less than that of looms in the first-hands' own houses: 

only 598 in establishments owned by 27 men, and worked by journey- 
hands and half-pay apprentices. There were also loomshops in 

Bedworth and Nuneaton, employing on the engine loom journeymen who 
had moved up from the single-hand trade*(2) 

In the city and suburbs the first-hands were much the largest 

single group of weavers, as this table shows. (3) 

Table VII: Ribbon weavers in, Coventry and its immediate suburbs 
November 1636 

First-hand journeymen, working their own looms 1,501 (4) 

Women loom-owners. and wives of male first-hands 886 

Journeymen's Journeymen 838 (5) 

Journeymen's Journeywomen 347 (6) 
Boys of the. first-hands' families 153 

Girls of the first-hands' families 235 

Indoor apprentice 
ýoys 

271 (7) 

Indoor apprentice girls 99 (7) 

Half-pay apprentice boys 152 (8)'' 

Half-pay apprentice girls 49 (8) 

49531 (9) 

(1) P. P.: F217] 11. c. (1840) xxiv, pp. 39 et seq)47; H. C. 341 
(1835) xiii, p. 241. Coventry Herald, 29 January 1836. Coventry 
Standardq 28 August 1EX-O. 
(2) P. P.: E217J H. C. (1840) xxiv, PP. 39 et seq, 47 et seq* 
(3) Source of table: P. P.: [210 II. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 40. 
(4) About 100 male first-hands did not themselves weave: hence 
the discrepancy between this figure and the total, of Table VI* 
(5) About 550 worked for first-hands, and the rest in loomshops and factories, 
(6) 302 worked for first-hands, and the'rest i"'loomshops and 
factories. 
(7) All these were apprenticed to, first-hands. 
(8) 52 of the boyss and 46 oftheýgirls worked for first-hands, 
and the rest in loomshops and factorieso 
(9) This gives a smaller number of weavers than. of looms: see Table IV. In-addition, the total of'looms in establishments of 
various kinds listed in, previous paragraphs is less than that given in Table IV but more than the total of weavers given in Table VII. 
The census from which all the figures in this section-have been 
drawn was plainly inexact, though, the discrepancies. are not great 
enough to cause distrust of the proportions of the various classes 
Of loom and weaver. 
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ii 

I 
The Growth of Steam Power 

Between 1838 and-1858 the, most dramatic development in the 

ribbon trade was the growth of the steam factory* After the 

burning of Beek's factory there were no further attempts at power 

production for some years., 4--The first venture was in Nuneaton, 

where in January, 1834 575 inhabitants requisitioned the Overseers 

of the Poor to call a meeting to consider the building of a steam 
factory to enable the depressed and. impoverished single-hand 

weavers of North Warwickshire-to compete with the engine looms of 
Coventry. The meeting resolved to attempt, power weaving and a 
factory was opened in December 1835-and. let to Stephen Barnwellj 

a Coventry manufacturer. , But, three years later the venture had 

failed and the factory had closed, In, the week that, the Nuneaton 

factory opened a group of manufacturers, gentlemenj and, leading 

tradesmen in Coventrys believing-that only by, steam power could 
the trade beat foreign-and domestic competition, formed the 

Coventry Steam Power. Company to build a steam factory* Initial 

capital was-9159000 in shares of. Z5, _ The factory was ready by 

October 1837; it had. a 20h. p. steam engine and consisted of seven 
flats, each 1001 long and 361 wide. -These were, to, be let-to, 

manufacturers who would provid6'their own looms and-buy the power: 
the results of the, weavers'-dislike of steam factories would fall 

on them rather than'on the'Loompany in the background. It was 
difficult'to let the flats to ribbon manufacturers and by August 
the factory had-been'-sold to the. South British Cotton Company for 

cotton spinning. At about the same time John Day had opened a 

steam factorys but had applied the, ýpower_to the weaving of fancy 

ribbons on Jacquard l. oomas for whic 
Ih 

as yet steam was unsuited. 
This venture of Day's soon went bankrupt. Thus, when Fletcher 

reported in'1838 there-were np, power looms outside the city and 
Only 53 'in it -45 in Day's defunct establishment'and 8 belonging 
to ThomasC ope, who was e: kperimenting (but not noticeably succeeding) 
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in the production of plain ribbons,, on them. (l) 

Two years later the Coventry Herald published a long 

description of J. and C. Ratliff's steam factory in Hill Street 

- which apparently occupied Day's old premises - in such a way as 
to imply that it was an unusual, if not uniqueg feature in the 

city; in any case, much of the Ratliffs' production was broad 

silkag not ribbons, (2) Accounts of the dispute in the figured 
trade in the spring of 1843 show that by then there were several 
steam ribbon factories in the city and that there was some jacquard 

power-weaving: though it is impossibleýto know the numbers 
involved since in the lists of manufacturers in dispute those with 
loomshops are not clearly distinguished from those with steam 
factories. (3) In 1848, there were many manufacturers, in Coventry 

with steam factories for plain or figured ribbonst Cope and 
Hammertong Stephen Barnwellq J. and C. Ratliff, Sturdy and Turner, 
Robinson and Lynes, William and Henry Browett, W. H. and Charles, 
Bray (4)9 Thomas Brownt and perhaps more, (5) These were plainly 
years of quite rapid development. There were 1001 operatives in 

silk spinning and weaving mills in Warwickshire in 1847. (6) 

Three years later there were 1,742 in 19 weaving factories with 
704 power looms and another 247 in 4 spinning or throwing mills; (7) 

only two of these last mills seems to have been in Coventry itself; (8) 
but all 19 weaving factories were in the, city, (9), Concurrently, 
loomshops without steam power were in decline: by 1851 there were 
only 8 containing fewer than 150 looms. (10), Thus in-1852 Harriet 
Martineau found strange the conjunction of, the. ancient and the 
Victorian in Coventry: 

(1) P. P.: [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 11,47 et seq& Coventry 
Herald, 10 January-1834,28 February, 23-Oc , tobei 18359 4 December 
IZ3_59 8 April 1836,6 October 1837,10 Augurt. 1838* Joseph 
Gutteridge, op. cit., p. 64. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 30 October 1840. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 10 March, 17 March, 24 Marchi 31 March, 7 
April UW3K Coventry Herald, 3 Marchq 10 March, 7 April 1843. 
(4) Of Earl Street; not to be confused wi ' 

th'Charles Bray'jhe' 
philosopher, whose ribbon house wasin Much Park'Street. This 
latter Bray was not a power master. (5) Co entry Standard, 28 April 1848. ---- (6) P. P.: H. C. 294 (1847)'xlvi:. A-Return of-the-Total Number of Persons employed in Silk Factories, etc. jýp'. T_77`-E. P*: H*C. 745 (18501 -Xlii:, - -. Returns of the-. Number'6f 
Silk Factories, etcog pp. 8 et seq., 

I, (8) Francis White and Cogg History, -Gazetteer and Directory of Warwickshire (Sheffieldt 1 50Tp- 559 lists two throwsters in the 
city* 
(9) COVentry Standard, '11 October 1850. 
(10) Zoventry Herald, 18 July 1851. 
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We pass under St. Michael's Churchl and look up, amazed, 
to the beauty and loftiness of its spire *. * The crumbling 
nature of the stone gives a richness and'beauty-to the edifice 
*so And then, at an angle of the market placel there is Tom, 
peeping past the corner - looking out of his window, through 
his spectaclesl with a stealthy airg which, however ridiculous, 
makes one thrilll as with a whiff of the breeze which stirred 
the Lady Go'divals hair ... so long ago. It is strangeg after 
this, to see the factory, chimney, straight, tall, and handsome, 
in its wayl with its inlaying of coloured bricks, towering 
before usl to about the height of a hundred and thirty feet. 
No place has proved itself more unwilling than Coventry to 
admit such innovation. (l) 

Mr. Prest has pointed out that between 1852 and 1857 the Local 

Board of Health passed plans for twelve ribbon factories - eight 
of them in 1856 and 1857, (2) The size of these new factories was 
commented upon in the press - Townsend's in West Orchardl for 

example. (3) Most spectacular was James,., Hart's Victoria factory 

at St. John! s Bridgeq opened in January 1857: it, was 127' long, 
451 wides nearly 801 high, contained 5 storeys and held 250 power 
looms* 

, 
Between 800 and 11000 operatives were to be employed 

there, (4) The ribbon trade was transformed in. these years* By 
the summer of 1859 there-were lt250 power looms in 15 large factories 

- more than twenty times the number. in 1838 and almost double the 

number in 1850. (5) One year later there were 19500 power looms 
in large factories. (6)_ Equally important was the growth in the 

size of looms installed in the most modern factories from about 1856 

onwards. The power looms of 1838 had 8r , huttles; by 1848 12 

shuttles were usual; by 1858 the up-to-date power looms of Hart 

and the half dozen or so like him had 18 or even 22 shuttles. 
Hart and the other modernising masters possessed more power looms 
than all the, other factory masters (about 20) put together% and 
because their looms were large they, produced many-more ribbons-(7) 
(1) Harriet Martineaul 'Rainbow Making1l Household Words, iv 
(1852)9 p. '488. The factory was probably Cope'and Hammerton'st in 
Priory, Yard. The article was attributed to Harriet Martineau by the 
Coventry Standard, 12 March 1852. 
(2) Je Prest, op. cit,, p. 94. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 13 June 1856. 
(4) ibidýj 2'January 1857, Hart, 'whos's offices and warehouse for 
the outdoor trade were in Earl Streetj Coveiitryj had also had a'steam factory in Bes1wo th from-1854 onwards. Coventry Herald, 9 June 1854, 
(5) P. Pe: L2594ý H. C. (1860) xxiv:, Reports of Inspectors of 

. Factories for the Halfý&Year ending 31 October 1659, pps 5ýet seq. (6) P. P.: E276ý H. C. 1-11861) xxii: , Reports -of Inspectors of Factories for the Half-Year-ending 31'October 1660, 
M Coventry Heraldo 3 September-1058. `-Coventry Weekly Times, 
22 Sep7t-ember 1858. - Coventry Standard, 1 October 1658. In a 
survey of fourlarge'factories-9 about 18579 Charles Bray found that 
of their 1,273 workerst 645 were male - 119 under 209 and 727 female 
- 226 under 20. Charles Brayq The Industrial Employment of Women 
(London, 1857), P- 7- 
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At the same time, there were still more looms in the outdoor 
than in the factory trade. (l) One of the most remarkable character- 
istics of the ribbon industry in the 1840s and 1850s was, the 

survival of the outdoor trade and the determined attempts of its 

weavers to compete with factory power - and when they failedg to 

dominate and crush it. A detailed directory for the city for 

1850 lists 613 first-hands with 3 or more looms at their own 
houses. (2) There had been 603 twelve years earlier. (3) The 

outdoor weavers were under attacks but fought back* 

The outdoor weavers' dislike of factoriesq as workplaces that 

infringed their feelings of dignity and independencel and offended 
their sense of morality, (4) as creators of surplus productive power 

and - as far as the first-hand was concerned - as threats to the 

machinery which he had invested in and-to-the working together of 
his family at homes were-frequently mentioned and are evidenced by 

their own actions. (5) In 1850s one journeyman's journeyman (who 

had of course no capital invested in machinery iLnd who did not work 

at his house) complained nevertheless of the competition of the 

factories and their power looms, and asked: 
How is it possible for a middle-aged man to change his trade, 
and, compete with other men in. other trades? and is not improving 
machinery-progressing in other trades as it is in the silk 
business? . *. The only liberty that is now left for a free-born 
Englishman of the working-clasag when he gets a few grey hairs 
on his. headj is the power and the temptation to commit suicide. (6) 

Three years later a meeting of factory'hands, held in Sto Mary's 

Hall to petition parliament for an efficient Ten Hours' Bill chanted 
'No' when Joseph Rayner Stephens asked them if as a result of the 

(1) Coventry Herald, 22 October 1858- 
(2)'. Lascelles and Co q Directory and Gazetteer"of the City of 
Cov6ntry (Coventryl 16; 0), pp. 60 et'seq, 84 et seq. This includes 
121 in Hillfields. 

See Table VI, There are no figures for the total number of 
lOoms in the outdoor trade after 1838 and none for the number of 
first-hands after 1850. 
(4) See'Joseph Gutteridge, op. cit.,. p. 149:, 

The factory system Of that time &e. 'before 1860] was 
most vile ... Only ihose who have had experience under the 
system which embraced the-indiscriminate association of 
adults and young. people of 

ii 
both sexes with-but little 

restraint, in a tainted aimosph6rel'can tell of the moral 
depravity-that like a poisonous miasma enervated,, if-it 
did not utterly destroy in-, tooýmany_instances, the respect 
owed by 'the workpeople to themselves and to society. (5) Coventry Herald, 11 Decemb'e^rl'-18 December 18359-31 July 18409 

10, Maý71047,27 April, 11 Hay, 1855. 
(6) Coventry Standard, 22'Febru'arY 1850. 
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factory system their homes were happier, if men and women enjoyed 

their society more, if they were able to give as much time to their 

childreng if young men and women were as moral and virtuous. (l) 

In 1835 the Coventry_Herald suggested that the way to reconcile 

the need for productive efficiency with the weavers' dislike of 

factory labour was the installation of power looms in cottages. (2) 

Ten years later Charles Bray returned to this notion in its columns 

in a series of articles which recommended cottage factories in 

passing. (3) The first cottage factories in the city seem to have 

been built five years later, by Eli Greeng a ribbon manufacturer, 

in East Street, Hillfields. Eleven houses were built with an 

engine house and shafting for steam power; they were for rent and 

were 'calculated to remove many of the objections to the factory 

systeml. (4) It was this group of cottages which Charles Bray 

(1) ibid. 9 18 February 18.53. See also the le 
* 
tters of Richard 

Hartopp, a Foleshill ribbon weaver, on the immorality of the factories 
and the moral superiority, of the'outdoor handwork systeml Coventry 
Standard, 4 May, 11 May, 18 May, 22 June 1855* He asked Je and J. 
Cash to 'make every effort possible to improve the moral and temperate 
habits of those in your employ ... the superintendent which you have 
appointed will9by the force of example, materially check the per- 
nicious influences by which our factory populations are too often 
surroundedt:, ibid. 9 22 June1855. And in'opposition to the factory 
and steam power; 'I believe that the despised human machinery is the 
mainspring of our social fabric. It gives us bread, clothes, and 
houses; * it-gives us'wealth, and rest, and life; and, as the founda- 
tion, of humanity's great temple, the crowning-keystone of civilisation, ', 
every available means ought to be used, not in degradingg but in 
elevating it in the scale of physical comforts#: ibid, q 18 May 1855. 
Hartoppq like Bray, had been an Owenite., 
(2) Coveniry Herald, 25 December 1835- 
(3) ibid., ?, March, 14 March, 21 March 1845. Brayýadvocated more 
strongly at this timelthq-building of rural communities where conven- 
tional steam factories would be accompanied by large gardens: by 
spade cultivation workers would become healthier than in crowded 
cities and could. protect themselves from the precariousness of money 
wages and the effects of periodic slump; the'-time spent in agricul- 
tural labour-would also lessen the over-production natural in an age 
of increasing'steam power. An Essay upon the Union of Agriculture 
and Manufacture and upon the-Organisation of Industry, (London, lbz; 4), 
pp. 14 et seq, The plan-owes much, to Owenism: see his description 
of such a rural community$ ibid, pp. 165 et seq. It most probably 
influenced the Cash brothers (friends 6f Bray) in the building of the 
Kingfield estate in 1857, Bray was in the 184oa-an active supporter 
of James Orange's scheme., for, artisanal allotments and the founder of 
the Coventry Labourers' and Artisans' Friend Societyt which had the 
provision of allotments as one ofits aims. Coventry Herald, 7 
October 1842,, 27 January 1843; 1 November 16449,16 July 184.5.21 
August, 16 October 18469 JO'Sjptember ,! 1847. Coventry Standardl,. 7 
October 1842, --27 October_l843_-8', '90vemiber 184471-16 October 1845. 
Charles-Brayt, Phases of ChAýio*ý'and-Experiencej pp. 64 et 'seq. 
(4) Coventry Standardl,. 24 November 1650. 
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probably had in mind when in July 1851 he mentioned the cottage 
factories recently built in Coventry and recommended their 

extension as a means of combining efficiency with morality. In 

them families would be kept together, and the 'coarse jests, and 
low moral tone' of the factory avoided. (l) Women weavers could 
look after younger children instead of neglecting them as factory 

labour forced them to. Bray suggested that the cottages themselves 

might be built on the plan of Prince Albert's model dwellings, 

constructed in Hyde Park for the Great Exhibition, and that they 

should be surrounded with garden land for the occasional employment 

and recreation of the weavers. (2) Three'years later Bray again 

stressed the virtues of cottage factories - 'to give the advantage 

of the factory to families who might thus be as individual and 

exclusive as upon the old systeml. (3) 

One cannot know how many builders were in the early 18508 

taking Bray's advice. But in 1855 a society was formed that 

enabled weavers to take advantage of such cottage factories as 

were then being built. The loom which was aTpropriate to cottage 

factories was the a-la-bar loom - larger than the old handloomg and 

workable by steam or hand power. In September 1855 the Coventry 

and Warwickshire A-la-Bar Loom Society was formed to enable poor 

outdoor weavers to acquire a-la-bar looms of their own, with which 
they could work at home 'in the midst of their family, (4) and yet 

compete on more equal terms with the steam factories then rapidly 
developing. Weavers could buy looms of several sizes: savings of 
ls. per week would in time form a deposit for a loom costing Z34, 

and of ls. 6d. a week one for a loom costing Z51. Deposits secured 
loomsl after which they were paid for out of profits9 at 38. and 5s. 

a week for the di fferent sizes. The society was actively encouraged 

by William Haughtonla leader of the Factory Operatives' Associationg 

(1) Coventry Herald, 11 July 1851. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 11 July, 8 August 1851* None of the cottage 
factories existing in Coventry today--, seem to bear any-resemblance to 
Prince Albert's model cottages. Bray's other suggestion in these 
articles was, for ribbon masters to buildýprivate villages (as-the 
Ashworths'and Greggs had) to keep_their-weaveral morals under scrutiny, 
This idea too*may have influenced. the Cash brothers in their building 
of Kingfield. - 
(3) Coventry Heraldq 13 July 18'54--' 'Bray put his plan for cottage 
factories firmly into an Owenite comiunitarian, context in his 
Philosophy of Necessity (Lond6i 1863)9"P-, 410: he suggested communi- 
ties of 300 or , 

400 cottagesl arranjid in squaresl witlx a steam engine 
to provide power; each cottage '' w6uld'have as much land attached to 
it as a man could cultivate-*ý 
(4) Coventry Times, 19 September 1855. 
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who thus displayed the familiar attitude of the factory weavers 

- that they wished to truncate, not extend, the system in which 
they worked. Its trustees included William Lynesj one of the 
leading Conservatives of the city, and Edward Goode, the veteran 
radical; its solicitor was William Wilmot, the reactionary Tory 

who acted also for the two weavers' trade unions. The Coventry 
Times wished it success9 'as it appears very probable that the 
time is not far distant, when all not furnished with an a-la-bar 
loom must of necessity seek employment in a factoryl. (l) Fifty 

members were enrolled at its first meeting and in the years that 

followed there was a rapid growth in numbers. (2) 

At the end of 1856 William Andrewsl one of the Cash brothers' 

managersq walked out along the Foleshill Road to 'go and look at 
the land ... where Cash's are going to build the houses near 
Foleshilll-(3) These were the most impressive block of cottage 
factories built - situated at Kingfieldq then a mile beyond the 
built-up area of Coventry and outside the city boundaryq and set 
among fields. John and Joseph Cashq the friends of Charles Bray 

who had assisted him in the Labourers' and Artisans' Friend 
Society and who were doubtless influenced by his ideas on social 
Organisation and the rural location of industry, engaged to design 
the cottages the most prominent local architect, James Murray, who 
had recently designed the Coventry Corn Exchange. Forty-eight 

substantial three-storey cottages were built in two terraces; 
they had neo-Gothic windows and mock-Tudor gablingo Some had two 
bedrooms, some three. All had top-shops for two large loomsj 

steam-shafting for power, and large gardens. The access road 
(now Cash's Lane) was made up and lit by gas. The site occupied 

seven acres and was planned as a community; the Cash brothers 

planned to build shops and a school room (which was not completed) 
and provided a free lending library of 235 books for tenants. (4) 
The cottages were welcomed by the Coventry Weekly Times 'as a step 
(1) loc, cit. 
(2) Coventry Herald$ 9 November 18559 16 October 1857, Coventry 
Times, 19 September 1855, Coventry Weekly Times, 17 September 1856, 
17 October 1857- Coventry Standardl 10 October 1856,9 October 18,979 
8 October 1858- Joseph Gutteridges OP- Cit-9 PP- 93 et seq. 
Gutteridge bought an a-la , -bar loom in the 1850s from his employerg 
Hennellq (who also built it) by weekly deductions from his earnings. (3) C. R. O. MS diary of William Andrewst 30 November 1856. 
(4) C. W. C.: MS Catalogue of Kingfield Free Library. The Cash 
brothers planned to build 300 cottages eventually at Kingfield. 
C. Brayq The IndustrialEmployment Of Women (London, 1857). P. 8. 
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in the right direction, combining allýthe advantages of the 

factory with the comfort of the private house and the domestic 

heartht. (l) By the third week in September they were completed, 

and steam power laid on. They were taken within a few days by 

first-hands; they were not bound to work for Cash's outdoor 

department. (2) 

Despite the popularity of the Cash brothers' steam cottage 

factories, however, it is clear that until 1857 most first-hands 

with a-la-bar looms were using not steam but muscle power (provided 

by 'turning boyst) to work them. In 1857 there-were only 88 silk- 

weaving factories in Warwickshire: (3) if the conventional factories 

are excluded only about 50 cottage steam factories are left and 

even if the Kingfield houses are added to these the total is still 

only 100, after cottage factories with steam power had been advocated 

for over twenty years and in existence since 1850. The. years of 

rapid growth for the steam cottage factory are 1858 and 18599, wheng 

as Mr. Prest has pointed out, Eli Green built his spectacular , 
triangle of 67 cottage factories in Hillfields. (4) These were 

not the only new ones: in the summer of 1859 there were 300 steam 

cottage factories in Coventry, and six months later there were more 

still. In the spring of 1861 there were 383, and some others 

where the a-la-bar looms were still worked by hand, bringing the 

total number of cottage factories to many hundreds. Not all the neu 

steam cottage factories of these years were in buildings erected 

for power. Many first-hands converted their a-la-bar looms to 

steam power in 1858 and 1859 because of its greater efficiency; so 
in the summer of 1860 1,000 of the 3,400, a-la-bar looms in cottage 

factories were worked by steam; at the same time there were ls500 

,I 
(1) Coventry Weekly Times, 1 April 1857. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 18 September 1857. The Cash brothers 
engaged Andrews as manager of Kingfield at 9120 a year; he opened 
their warehouse there and at least some of the weavers wove for 
Cash's: Andrews was from the first at odds with them because of 
his refusal to pay by or sign the list currently demanded for 
figured ribbons. He moved to Drapers Fields to manage Cash's 
outdoor tradein June 1858. C. R. O.:. MS diary of William Andrews, 
15 October, 17 October, 19 Octoberg 27 October, 31 October, 6 
November, 7 November, 9 November 18579 3 June 1858. 

(3) P. P.: H. C. 7 (1857 - Session 1) xiv: Returns of the Number of 
... Silk Factories, etc., p. 10. The existence of 'turning boys' 
at the a-la-bar looms in the outdoor trade is mentioned in the 
Coventry Standard, 10 September 1858. 

J. Prest, op. cit. 9 p. 102. 
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steam looms in large factorieso, Some of the proprietors of 

steam cottage factories owned, hiredq or were buying on credit 

up to 6 looms, but most had only 2, worked by their own families, 

with a little hired labour, (l) Thus they created !a phase in 

manufacture which is highly interesting at the present moment 

an attempt to return to its domestic condition of 70 years ago, 

with the addition of steampower'(2) ... 'the material of a healthier 

state of manufacture altogether, since they do not separate the 

mother from the home or familY'-(3) 

The timing of the rapid growth in the number of steam cottage 

factories was significant: it came shortly after the modernising 

of the larger factoriess and in particular the opening of the 

Victoria factory - when the crucial need to add steam to the outdoor 

trade to compete with the factory masters became apparento But 

even when modernised, it could not beat Hart and his colleagues, 
if they were allowed to work their giant1ooms in the most profitable 

wayo(4) The realisation. of, this by the-outdoor trade helped to 

cause in the summer of 1858 the weavers$ campaign to, raise the 

production costs of the modern factories by imposing on them an 

expensive list of prices. 

(1) PoP.: [2599 H-Co (1860) xxiv: Reports of Inspectors of 
Factories for the Half-Year ending 31 October 1859, PPo 56 et seq; 
L268ý H. E. -T-1-8-60-3 xxxiv. R22orts of InUectors of Factories ... 

30 ARril 1860, PPo 58 et seq7; [2765J HoCo (1861) xxii.: eports 
of Inspectors of Factories 1 October 1860, p. 44; ý85ý1 H. C. 
(1661) xxii: Reports_of Inspectors of Factories so 30 , pril 1861, 
pp. 35,38. Relating to the Ribbon Trade 
and the Comme -e (Coventry, 1876), ppo 17 et ; eq, quoting'the register of looms C-since lost) taken by the 
Committee of the Weavers' Association, at end of 1860o There were 
also some steam cottage-factories outside the city: the Coventrz 
Weekly Timest 1 September 1858, mentions some at Attleboroughl* each 
with room for two looms, 

(2) P-Po: ý5941 H. Co (1860) xxiv, 
- 
Pi 57- 

(3) PoP;: E2689] H. Co (1860) xxxivi po 59. See also the description 
of the co tage-factory system in Coventry'Standard, 10 September' 
1858: 'The occupjw of the house has by, thrift or by, borrowing 
obtained one or more of these bar loomsj and of course proceeds to 
make the best of themt. 

(4) P. P. C2854] H. C. (1861) xxii, -P. 35. 
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III - 

Boom and Slump in the Ribbon Trade 

Throughout the 1830s, 1840s and 185013"ihe productive 

capacity of the Warwickshire industry grew: and though the market 
for ribbons grew too, it rarely equalled the potential supply. 
There were too many looms and too many weavers. In the summer of 
1851, for examples the Coventry Herald pointed out that'ihere had 

been an immense increase in productive power in the previous 
decade and complained that this had outstripped demands great as 
this was: 'already one of the largest buyers in the market has 

been heard to declare that he has as much old stock as would sink 
the President steamshipl. (l) The following year Harriet Martineau 

explained the underlying problems of the industry for a wider 

audience. 
Great as is the demandq the production has, thus far, much 
exceeded it. The soundest capitalists may be heard complaining 
that theirs is a losing trade. Less substantial capitalists 
have been obliged to get rid of their stock at any price they 
could obtain: and those ribbons, sold at a-loss$ intercept 
the sales of the fair-dealing manufacturer. This cannot go 
on, (2) 

Complaints and lamentations at the surplus of labour fill the press 
throughout these years. (3) This surplus was greater in the winter 
because of the seasonal nature of the ribbon trade. (4) It was 
also higher in depressions that transcended seasonal fluctuations. 
Such a slump, caus4d by the influx of French ribbons, was being 

suffered in Coventry during the years of the Reform Bill. it 

(1) Coventry Herald, 1 August 1851, 
(2) Household Words, iv (1852) pp. 485 et-seqj 'Rainbow Making'. 
(3) Seeg for some examples, CoventrZ Heraldl 18 October, 15 
November, 22 November 18339 13-June, 4 July, 18 July 1834,20 March 
18359 29 January 18369 20 March 18409 3 March 1843,28 April 1848. 
CoventrX Standard, 7 Augustj 14 August 1840,21 May 1841,10 March 
18439 26 January, 18 May 18559 31 July 18579 22 October 1858. P. P.: 
H. C- 341 (1835) xiii, pp. 235 et seqt 267 et seq. 
(4) P. P.: [217] H. C. (1840) xxivt PP. 339 34. See, on this point, 
Appendix 1, which shows that between 1815 and 1860 the number of 
families in receipt of parochial relief was usually higher in January than in J-une or July. 
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continued in the years that followed. To French competition 

was added another menace - the production of ribbonsq particularly 

plain black ribbons, by power looms in Manchesterg Derbyg Leek 

and Congleton from 1833 onwards - an event which helped to push 
the introduction of steam looms into Warwickshire and which meanwhile 
damaged the engine trade in black ribbonsl Thomas Cope having to 

end the making of plain black ribbons on 100 of his looms in 

1834. (l) Thus 1833 and 1834 were years of slump: 619 families 

were classed as casual outpoor in January 1833 and there were 423 

one year later and 407 in January 1835; in each year the June 

figures were better. (2) 

So in these years there were renewed efforts to secure the 

prohibition of the import of foreign ribbons. in July 1833, at 

a meeting of weavers at the George Inn, Thomas and Edward Goodeg 

Fletcher, Taunton, and Sheffield repeated the old arguments that 

distress was the result of foreign competition and decided to 

petition parliament once more for prohibition. The weavers of 
Foleshill also decided to petition. Predictably, Ellice in his 

reply to the weavers' request for support offered little hope. 

Eardley Eardley Wilmot (one of the county members) and Henry Lytton 

Bulwert the supporter of the campaign for prohibition the year 
before, wrote to the Foleshill and Coventry weavers that their 

petitions could not be brought on in that session, but that they 

would assist them in 1834-0) In 1834 the campaign to press for 

prohibition began as weavers and masters were in conflict over a 

proposed reduction in the list of prices. At separate meetings, 

however, they agreed to petition for prohibition and 3,200 weavers 

signed theirs; weavers of all shades of political opinion supported 

the move. The mayor attempted unsuccessfully to persuade the 

reducing masters to stick to the list, and at the same time he and 

the corporation petitioned parliament for prohibition. The mayor 

also called a town meeting on the question, when requested to do so 
by the weavers and sixty-eight leading inhabitants. At this Walter 

Farquhar Hook, the Vicar of Holy Trinityg, Dr. Arrowsmith and Charles 

Woodcock - all Tories - joined Mark Pearmang Edward Goode, George 

(1) P. P.: [21D H. C. (1840), xxiv, pp. 10 et seq; H-C- 341 (1835) 
xiiii Pp- 23,59 260 ' 269. Coventry Herald, 15 November 1833,29 
August 1834,13 February IF3--5. 
(2) C. R. O. Proceedings of the Guardians of'the Poor for the Parish 
of St. Michael, 1801-1861, pp. 176 et seq. See Appendix 1 for a 
table of poor law figures. Coventry Heraldt 11 April 1834. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 25 Januaryl 26 Julyl 2 August 1833. 
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Paddeley and David Buckney liberals and radicals of various 

shades of opinion - in stressing the need for prohibition to restore 

prosperity to the town* 1,557 inhabitants signed the petition 
that resulted. There were similar petitions from the weavers and 
inhabitants of the north Warwickshire parishes. The weavers of 
the city collected subscriptions in its wards to send James Perkins 

and David Buckney as their delegates to London to press for their 

petition. (l) 

Henry Lytton Bulwer offered to introduce a bill to prohibit 
the import of foreign ribbons. Ellice wrote to the Weavers' 

Committee to refuse help. There was no hope that parliament could 
be brought to prohibit imports. In any case, prohibition could 

not prevent imports, because smuggling would result: it could not, 
help the single-hana weavers of north Warwickshire, in competition 

not really with France (for north Warwickshire made few very fine 

ribbons) but chiefly with the engine-loom weavers of Coventry; it 

would not solve the problems caused by a continually increasing 

productive capacity for ribbons at home, in Warwickshire and the 

North, as looms grew in quantity and quality* Ellice pointed out 
the folly of attempting to consider Coventry's industry without 

reference to industries and desires for free trade elsewhere in 

Britain. ' 'We must recollect that Coventry is not the whole 
country; and that, even supposing the trade of Coventry would 
benefit to the extent some of the parties interested in it suppose, 
by the re-enactment of prohibition, it is vain to prosecute an 

application for measures to render that effective. 0(2) Bulwer's 

motion was lost by 22 votes to 118. Ellice did not vote but spoke 
against the motion, stressing that prohibitory laws would not 

prevent smuggling and would therefore be useless; the two Tory' 

members for North Warwickshire, Eardley Eardley Wilmot and Stratford 

Dugdale voted for it. (3) The weavers' delegates in London saw 
Ellice but got no comfort from him. (4) A few weeks later Lord 
Strangford suggested to the Coventry Weavers' Committee that they 

ought to petition to King for relief from distress. The idea was 

(1) CoVentry Herald, 2 May, 9 May, 16 May, 23 May, 30 May 1834. 
Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxix (1834), P- 324. 
(2) C entry Herald, Uov 6 June, 13 June 1834. 

(3) Parliamentary Debatesq third series, xxivi PP- 570 et seq. 
Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxix (1834), p. 413- 

(4) Coventry Herald, 27 June 1834. 
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taken up at a weavers' meeting; William Taunton and Edward Goode 

were despatched to the mayor to seek his co-operation. He called 

another public meeting. The usual array of leading citizens of 
Coventrys of all shades of political opiniong were united in wishing 
for prohibition. They were joined by clergymen from the northern 

parishes. The Rev. Henry Bellairs, the Tory Vicar of Bedworth, 

spoke misleadingly of days before the opening of the ports: 
It was in theýyear 1819 when he first came into this country; 
his parishioners were then prosperous; there were no Trade 
Unions; no Political Unions; the poor man was doing well and 
the rich man satisfactorily; at length came the accursed system 
of Free Trade, and stript them of every comfort; they now saw 
poverty without the power to relieve it. (l) 

The meeting decided to petition the King to direct his ministers to 

relieve the distress of Coventry and district* Vothing came of 
this move. (2) 

This was the last attempt by any group to gain prohibition: 

most men in Warwickshire became convinced of its hopelessness, 

though a desire for it lingered on for years. A meeting of weavers 
in 1835 who argued for it on the old grounds was plainly told by 

Edward Goode that all efforts to gain it would be quite vain. 
Ellice pointed out that most M. P. s of all parties were united on 
the questiong and that when Stratford Dugdale saw Peel on the 

question he was as unhelpful to the prohibitionist cause as the 

Whigs. Efforts were now devoted to more feasible ends: stronger 

measures against smuggling and the evasion of the correct duty by 

false declarations of value. Early in 18359 corporationg weavers 

and masters submitted memorials to the Board of Trade asking for 

these; they were supported by the four M. P. s for the city and the 

northern division of the county, but the Board of Trade refused to 

agree to the changes asked for. (3) Smuggling and evasion remained 

a grievance, and in 1843 the figured weavers of Coventry demanded 

the destruction of seized contraband, the transportation of convicted 

smugglers, and the appointment of an efficient superintendent of 

customs. More tactfully, the ribbon manufacturers of Coventry sent 

a memorial to the Board of Trade mentioning the measures that had 

already been taken to check smuggling but asking for more: in 

(1) Coventry Herald, 11 July 1834. 
(2) ibid., 4 July, 11 July 1834. 
(3) CoVentry Herald, 13 Februarys 20 March, 3 April, 10 April, 
24 Ap 1 29 May, 2 October 1835- 
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particular, the substitution of duties by weight instead of ad 

valorem (because the latter permitted evasion through false 

declarations of value) and the nomination of London as the only 

port of entry for ribbons would be helpful. Their requests were 

not granted, but customs procedures were tightened ups and frauds 

and smuggling reduced: the prosperity of the trade increased as 

a result. (l) 

In any case, from about 1835 French competition had become 

less serious, as the trade began to exploit markets which, largely 

protected by the tariff from French competition, ensured a growing 
demand for Coventry ribbons. In the years after 1830 the growing 

popularity of French ribbons in the highest class of trade where 

price was of little objects though design, tastes and fashion were 
(and where the tariffs thereforeq gave no protection to Coventry) 

helped to create a lower-class and middle-class trade modelled upon 
its where ribbon designs were indeed most often copies from the 

French. Price was important in this trade. Here, thereforej the 

tariff did give protection, 
, 
after the reductions in the lists of 

prices of September 1829 (which remained the,. maximum paid from 1831 

onwards) lowered the cost of Coventry ribbons to bring them under 
the price of the cheaper French articles. Thus the opening of the 

ports was damaging in the short term and both damaging and helpful 

in the long. Meanwhileg though the trade in black ribbons was 

partly lost to the North, Coventry's expertise in the manufacture 

of coloured ones kept her from home competition in them* Thus the, 

market for Coventry ribbons grew much after 18359 with occasional 

and exceptional booms like that for tartan ribbons in 1844 -a 
fashion for which the city, had to thank the Highland tastes popular- 
ised by Victoria and Albert. (2) 

in January 1846 the reduction in the duties on imported ribbons 
to fifteen per cent was part of the free trade measures introduced 
by Peels who argued that the existing tariff was still high enough 
to encourage smuggling and thus was not truly protective-0) The 

ribbon manufacturers of the city registered a formal protest but aid 

not petition - recognising, they saidl that the change was irresis- 
tible. The weavers and the inhabitants at large of the city said 

(1) Coventry Standards 10 Marchs '28, julyl 8 September, 27 October 
1843, T-April, 27 September 1844. Coventry Herald, 15 September 1843- 
(2) Colventry Heralds 29 August 1834,8 May 1835,10 July 1840 29 
Septem-b-er 1843- Coventry Standards 7 Au ust, 14 August 1840,2ý 
October 1842,11 October lb44. P. Pe: E2171 H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 15 
et seq. 
(3) Parliamentary Debatesq third seriest lxxxiii, pp. 247 et seq. 
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or did nothing. The town council congratulated Peel on his 

measuresq including the reductions in tariffs on imported manufactures 
the only note of fear over the future of the ribbon trade being 

sounded by David Buckney. (l) In the Commons Ellice welcomed the 

measures on behalf of his constituents9 arguing that the existing 
duty was too high and offered an inducement to the smuggler and 
that the cheaper food that would follow Corn Law repeal would be of 
great benefit to the ribbon trade: he asked merely that the operation 
of the reduced tariff should be delayed till July. When Peel 

refused this Ellice continued to support the reductions, voting for 
them when C. N. Newdegateg the Tory M. P. for North Warwickshire, 

joined with others in an attempt to negative them. They became 

effective on the passing of the resolution in their favour on 21 
March. (2) 

In the debates Peel remarked that Coventry would be 'more 
interfered with by the alteration of duty than any other town'-(3) 
The absence of the protectionist sentiment so prevalent in the city 
fifteen years before was bemoaned by the Coventry Standardq welcomed 
by the Herald, l and requires explanation. Partly it was that the 

new duties were ad valorem; Peel removed the trade's objection to 
the old tariff - that duties on value enabled the fraudulent to 

escape the true duty by false declarations. More important was the 

concurrent repeal of the Corn Laws, which for many greatly sugared 
the pill. But when all qualifications are made the acquiescence 
of the trade and town in reduced protection for ribbons was a tribute 
to the greatly increased prosperity since 18319 which even the 
Standard admitted, though it credited it to the growth of railways, 
better taxes, the end of Whig foreign policy, and the stronger 
customs control: these mitigated the effects of foreign imports. (4) 

The demand for ribbons continued to grow after 1846, and 
throughout the 1850s as national purchasing power grew. Coventry's 

prosperity grew too, the industry continuing to cater for the middle 

(1) Coventry Standard, 13 Februaryq 20 February, 27 March 1846. 
(2) Parliamentary Debates, third seriesq lx=iii, pp. 4939 1287 et 
seqq lxxxiv, pp. 1068 et seq. Journals of the House of Commonsq ci (1846-1847)t P. 378. The new duties are listed ibid, t PP- 321 et 
seq.; they were ad valorem, ranging from 6s. to 14s. 1b, according 
to type and quality. 9& 10 Vict. 9 Cap-239 An Act to alter certain 
duties of Customsq which received the royal assent in June, gave 
statutory form to the resolution. 
(3) Parliamentary Debatest third series, lxxxiii, p. 493. 
(4) Coventry Standardl 13 Februarys 20 February, 13March, 20 March 
1846. - 

_ýaldq 
13 February 1846. 
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and lower class with cheap ribbons whose designs were copies from 

the French - an expedient necessary because French fashions ruled 
the taste of all markets. Only very exceptionally - as in the 

case of the special ribbon designed by Thomas Clack for the 1851 

Exhibition, of which copies were afterwards sold to the rich women 

of Bath - did Coventry break into the upper-class trade with a 
design of its own. The upper-class trade remained dominated by 

genuine French ribbons. (l) 'Coventry makes for the million. 1(2) 

'The last ten years', wrote the Coventry Herald in 18519 'shows a 

state of yearly increasing prosperity in Coventry, and its working 

classes have probably been better off than most other towns in the 

kingdom ... while men in their over-grown confidence and puffed-up 

conceit, resulting from a great demand for labourg have been writing 
to their masters, wishing them "furder in hell than a piggin fly"-(3) 

'From the low price of provisions. ' wrote Harriet Martineau in the 

same yearg 'multitudes have something more to spare from their 

weekly wages than formerlyq for the purchase of finery: * and the 

demand has increased wonderfullyt. (4) The growth and prosperity 

continued in later years: and is clearly reflected in the increase 

in productive capacity in them. (5) 

Nevertheless, in the twenty-five years after 1835 the industry 

continued to suffer periodic slumps, of varying degrees of intensity, 

that transcended merely seasonal fluctuations. Such depressions 

are recorded for the spring of 18379 the period from the 1te, autumn 

of 1840 to the spring of 18439 most of 1847 and the first few months 

of 1848, the autumn of 1854 and the first two or three months of 
1855, the last five months of 1857, and the spring of 1858. (6) 

(1) Coventry Herald, 1 March 1850,1 August, 31 October 1851,11 
March 19-53- Coventry Watchman, 13 July 1850- Clack was the star 
pupil of the Coventry School of Design. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 12 March 1858. 
(3) ibid., 1 August 1851- Piggin seems to mean pigeon. 
(4) 'Rainbow Making', Household Wordsq iv (1852) p. 490. 
(5) Coventry Herald, 9 December 18539 26 September 1856. Coventry 
Standard, 3 December 1852,5 April 18551 P. P.: [1712] H. C. (lb54) 
xix: Reports of Inspectors of Factories for the Half-Year ending 31 
October 1853, p. 25. 
M-CoventrZ Standard, 14 Aprilt 21 April 1837,23 October 1840, 
21 January, 26 November, 24 December, 31 December 1841,19 March 
1847,21 January, 24 March 18489 2 Uebruary, 9 February 1855,21 
August, 13 Novemberl 27 November, 11 December 1857. Coventry 
Herald, 19 November 1841,1 July 18429 3 February 1843,24 September 
18 September 1854,16 February 18559 13 November, 27 November, 
11 December 1857,12 Marcht 30 April 1858. 
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Catastrophic slump preceded and followed the great crisis of 1860. 
This pattern - of growing prosperity for twenty-five years 

after 1835, punctuated by periodic slumps and culminating in a 
disastrous one - is only obscurely reflected in the poor law 
figures, because of the cryptic nature of the statistics and, 
even more importantlyg changes in poor law policy. (l) This was 
becoming steadily less liberal before 1844; it became more so 
thereafter. Nevertheless, the depression of spring 1837 is 
reflected in the high number of casual outpoor families in June 

and in the rise in 'cravings' for non-payment of rates. Similarly, 
the dramatic rise in the inpoor and outpoor figures in 1841 and 1842, 
the numbers of relief in the summer of 1842 and January 1843 
equalling those in January 18359 shows theýeffect of the slump 
of those years: just as the rise in cravings in 1848 and the high 
inpoor and outpoor figures for January 1848 do for the slump of that 
year, By then the stringent policy that followed 1844 had been 
fully appliedt and the downward movement of all figures till 1855 
doubtless reflected the prosperity of the early 18508- The 

accounts that end at Michaelmas 1855 reveal graphically the effects 
of the slump of 1854-55; there were pronounced rises in rates, 
amounts raised, cravingag payments for inpoor and outpoor and 
numbers in the house of industry - the number of outpoor as 
compared with. earlier years being hard to discover owing to the 
change from families to persons as the base for computation. The 
near-doubling of the number on relief, between September 1857 and 
March 18589 seems to reflect the slump of spring 1858* Finallyq 
the disastrous slump that followed the crisis of 1860 shows starkly 
in the inpoor and outpoor figures for September 1861. There were 
then more people in the workhouse than at any time since January 
1848, and even on the. most optimistic assumption, more, people on out- 
relief than at any time since January 1833-(2) 

(1) See Chapter Nine for poor law policy and Appendix 1 'for the 
figures of poor relief. Figures for those in the house of industry 
and for the casual outpoor are available only for selected months 
which do not always correspond with the centres of the slumps, as 
suggested by the press, and casual outpoor are not distinguished from 
permanent outpoor after 1844. 
(2) 'Until 1855 the numbers of outpoor were given in families; 
after then, in persons. There were 164 outpoor families in January 
1854 and 268 out-paupers in March 1855s when all indications are that this was a time of grave slump* It is thus very cautious to 
divide the number of persons by 2 to give the approximate number of families 'involved. On this assumption, there were 19270 outpoor 
families in September 1861. 
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IV 

Wages, hours''and wýrk-discipline 

in the slumps which disrupted periodically the twenty-five 

years of prosperity after 1835, the list of prices was often 
breached and earnings in the CoTentry trade fell drastically; 

thus in February 1841 a plain engine journeyman's J6urneyman 

weaver in the city could earn only 6s, a week after loom-hire and 

standing had been paid. ft) But for most of the period the plain 
list of 1835 was adhered to in the city, and the same man would 

earns after payments for loom-rent, loom-standing and fetching 

and carrying' which the first-hand deducted from his pay, about 
9s. 6d. a week on the engine loom when in full work. The first- 
hand earned about ls. a week more on each loom worked by his 

family, after allowance had been made for the interest on his 

capital tied up in loomsl(2) and for the extra house-rentand cash 
for fire and light made necessary by them. In the outdoor 
jacquard trade earnings were more precarious, since for most of 
the period between 1830 and 1860 there was no regular jacquard 

list, and earnings fluctuated more than in the plain trade because 

of the competition of country weaversq because of the greater 

variety in skill in the fancy trade, and because of the periods 

of unpaid work forced on the figure weaver by the need to change 

patternsg but the average earnings of a first-hand jacquard in 
full work in the late 1830s were 138.6d. a week net (after deducting 

the interest on his loom and other expenses(3) for each loom worked 
by a member of his family, His journeyman's journeyman earned 
about los. 6d. a week. 

(1) Coventry Standards 5 February 1841. 
(2) A new plain engine loom cost between Z8 and Q2. P. P.: [217] 
H. C. (1840) xxivs P. 276. 
(3) A new jacquard cost between C16 and F, 24. P-P-: [2171 H, C, 
(1840) xxiv, p. 276. 
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George Baddeley warned Joseph Fletcher about the difficulty 

of estimating average earnings even in the plain tradeg even under 
the list: 'there are great variety of earnings$ depending partly 
on individual skill, and partly on the prices of the several 
fabrics, their difficultyt and the quality of the materials. 
There is a great difference in expertness from natural causes and 
from habits. 1(l) The difficulty of striking averages was greater 
in the jacquard branch. Nevertheless, when all qualifications , 
are made it is clear that in the years of prosperity that predominated 

after 1835 the families of the first-hands who worked three quarters 

of the plain and jacquard looms in the outdoor trade enjoyed quite 
high incomes* Almost two thirds (over-19100) of the first-hands.. 

owned more than one loom and it was usual for wives and children 
to work them, Thus a man like Edward Goode would earng, with 4is, 

wife working his other plain engine loomt about 21s, a week in full 

work. The earnings of a family of skilful jacquard weavers would 
be higher, but more precarious. The families who had incomes of 
21s. a week or more (in good times) exceeded greatly the number of 
journeyhands (822 in 1838) working for first-hands at 9s. 6d. a week 

or more - and the family incomes of the latter were often higher 

than that because both husband and wife were weavers, The list 

of 1835 was lower than all previous ones since 18169 but the plain 
weavers (at least) prospered under this list more than under the 

othersl partly because the-1835 list was kept for most of the 
twenty-five years after its promulgation whereas the others had 
been broken. (2) 

In the late 1830s all the Coventry loom-shop proprietors 
(except Day) paid their weavers by the piece. Four fifths of the 
loom-shop looms were jacquards, and as in the outdoor trade rates 

varied greatly, about 138. being the maximum after deductions for 
loom-rent and loom-standing. Day's jacquard weavers were paid 
20s. a week but were expected to work far harder for it, while the 
'pickers-up' who were an essential part of his system received 9s. 
A week. The half-pay apprentices in the loom-shops received about 
58.6d. a week, and the female winders and warpers averaged about 
76. and 10s. a week respectivelyo(3) 
(1) P. P.: L217J H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 277, In the plain trade 
weavers would earn far more weaving satins than weaving sarsnets, a 
larger branch of the trade; ibides p. 276. But weavers moved of 
course from one type of ribbon to another, 
(2) P. P.: [ý17] H. C. (1840) xxiv9 PP. 39 et seq., 274 et seq: 
H-C- 341 (1835) xiiis p. 233, For the fortunes of the list of 
prices, see Chapter Six. 
(3) P. P.: C217] H. C. (1840) xxivi pp. 279 et seq. 
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In the country weaving *areas i where the "labour surplA6 was 

most marked, all earnings were, lower. The journeymen in the-ý 

Bedworth jacquard loom-shops were the most fortunatel but they 

received, under the list which their masters carefully calculated 
to enable them to undersell the Coventry figured tradeq between 

about 9s. and 12s. a week net. Similar hands in Nunedton were 

paid less - between 8s. and 9s. a week net, by the piece. The 

single-hand weavers of north Warwickshire were paid 5s. a week at 

most, and sometimes little more than 4s. net'0(l) 
The introduction in the city in'the 1840s and 1850s of steam 

looms of increasing productiveness meant that the wages of factory 

weavers rose steadily in a period of general prosperity. In March 

1843 1. and B. Sansom offered 16s. a'week set wages to figure 

weaversq with a bonus of'up to as much again for hands who exceeded 
the norm of one half-length (18 yards) per week. (2) , One year later 

J. and C. Ratliff paid 13s. a week to plain weavers in their 
factory. (3) In 1848 Cope and Hammerton were paying weekly wages 
to the male plain and figured weavers in their factory of between 

los. and 16s. a week; more than two-thirds received between 12s. 

and 14s. a week. ' Fillers and pickers-up were paid between 78. and 
9s. 9 winders between ? s. 6d. and 12s. 6d., apparently according to 

age. (4) In 1853 Spencer'and Horsfall paid 14s. a week to factory 

weavers, raised this to 15s. during the course of the year, tried 

to reduce wages to 14s. early in 1854, but offered 15s- to attract 
fresh hands when their own refused the lower rates. (5) But in 

1855 factory wages were still said to vary between 12s. and 14s. a 

week. (6) 

The great rise in the wages of factory weavers began in the 

mid-1850st with the rapid introduction of vastly-more productive 
looms. In the booming summer of 1856 the Cash brothers were paying 

(1) ibid. 9 pp. 280 et seq; H. C. 341 (1835) xiiiq P. 252. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 17 March 1843- The normal production for' 
a handloom jacquard weaver was also one half-length per week, but 
this would contain fewer widths of ribbon than a steam jacquard of 
many shuttles. p. p.: [217] H. c. (1840) xxiv, p. 283- 
(3) Coventry Heraldq 10 May 1844. 
(4) Coventry Herald and Coventry Standardo 28 April 1848. C. W. C.: 
Broadsides Collectiong To the Tradesmen o** of the City of Coventryl 
27 April 1848. 
(5) Coventry Standard, 10 February, 17. February 1854. 
(6) Coventry Heraldq 27 April 1855. 
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between 14s. and 178. weekly wages to their factory weavers and 

10s. to the pickers-up; they were then the highest wages in the 

trade. But the hands of the six leading factory owners (the 

Itunch of Six$ of the 1858 lock-out) won between 1855 and 1858 

three wage increases because of increased productivity and by 1858 

were earning between 20s. and 22s. a week9 with premiums9 and Hartfs 

weavers at the Victoria factory earned 238- or 24s. (l) 

While weekly wages in factories generally improved in the 

1840s and 1850s the list of prices in the plain trade remained 
that of 18359 and earnings outdoor remained static: for, that is, 

those whose looms stayed the same. This helps to explain the 

growing hostility to the factory among outdoor weavers at this 

time. When the great improvement in large factory looms began in 

the mid-1850s the outdoor weavers responded to the menace of even 

greater competitiveness with the a-la-bar loom. Whether worked 
by turning-boy or steam this was so much more productive than the 

engine-loom that earnings by the list in the outdoor trade shot 

upe The net earnings of a first-hand weaver with two a-la-bar 
looms in full work by the list, with weaving but not ancillary 
labour provided by his familyg were about X3.10s. a week and JU75 
a year. Other a-la-bar loom first-hands were even more favourably 

circumstanced. (2) Even the journeymen weavers employed sometimes 
by these a-la-bar loom proprietors earned considerably more than 

the engine-loom journeymen of twenty years before - 15s. as against 

(1) Coventry Herald, 2,6 September 1856. Coventry_Standards 3 
Septemberg 10 September 1858. It is probable that by the later date 
Cash's too were paying the higher rates since their factory was highly 
productive; the brothers prevaricated during the lock-out. C. Brayl 
The Industrial Employment of Women, (London, 1857), P4- 7, says that in 
one ribbon factory of 279 persons the wages of men averaged 16s. 6d, 
and of women (warpersq winders and pickers-up) 9s. 6d.; but he does not 
say when his survey was carried out or what type of factory it was* 
(2) See the letter of 'Consistency' in Coventry Herald, 3 August 
1860. The gross earnings of one a-la-bar loom are given as about Z2. 
14s. a week. From this should be deducted the cost of the loom 
Us. 6d. a week through the A-la-bar Loom Society) and perhaps 68. or 
6s. 6d. a week for steam or the wages of a turning-boy and the rent for 
the extra house-room needed to accommodate a large loom. Alsol in 
this example pickers-up and fillers (one each for each loom) were paid 
78.6d. and 4s. a week respectively, Total deductions thus equalled 
about l9s. a week and net earnings Ll-158-9 for each loom. Earnings 
for proprietors whose families supplied ancillary labour would of 
course be greater: those for proprietors employing Journeymen weavers 
at 15s. a week, of course less. Those fof 'honourablel owners paying 
hired labour by the list would be less too, These variables show the 
difficulty of estimating average earnings in the ribbon trade, An 
owner of six a-la-bar looms, two worked completely by his familys and 
the Others by hired labourg would be an extreme example. His family's 
net income, when in full work and paid by the list, would be just 
under tg a week. Consistency' added that the a-la-bar loom owners 
'stand in the same relation to the hands they employ as a fat pluralial 
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9s. 6d., though their-weekly wages were much-less than those of the 

weavers in the largest conventional factories. The a-la-bar loom 

owners were the aristocrats of the outdoor trade but the rise in 

earnings from the mid-1850o onwards was shared by others in 
Coventry, It was almost certainly shared by weavers in north 
Warwickshire too; the spread of the weavers' trade union organiza- 
tion there in the late 18508, led to the gaining of the list there 
too. (l) 

. Since the engine-list of 1835 was so much lower than that of 
18199 a journeyman weaver in full work on the engine-loom earned 
much less by the later list than by the earlier. - 9s. 6d. as against 
about 176- The earnings of the first-hands-employing them were 
slightly greater but fell by similar proportions - as those of 
jacquard weavers seem to have done for that part ofýthe period 
(after 1823) that they existed in Coventry. (2) But in real terms 
the fall was certainly much less dramatic, since pricesýdropped 
by one quarter or perhaps one third over the same periodo(3) Much 

more importantly, the number of engine-looms of both types (plain 

and jacquard) in the city and suburbs increased between 1818 and 
1838 from 2260 to 47309 while the number of aingle-hand looms fell 
to 129.0) Thusýwithin these twenty years the opportunity toý 

gain the much-higher earnings provided by the engine-loom(as 
against the single-handýloom) doubled. A weaver who stayed with 
the engine-loom from 1819 to 1835 certainly earned-less-in real _ 
terms at the end than at the beginning; but a weaver who graduated 
during that time from the single-hand loom to the engine-loom was 
receiving by the end of it (again at full work by the list) wages 
greater by several shillings and considerably higher in real terms. (5) 

tb, his lankl starving curates'. But of course any departure from 
the list, or cessation of workq would severely reduce their high 
earnings while leaving the first-hands with the burden of paying for 
looms, workshops and steam. 
(1) See Cha ter Sixg Section 1, and Chapter Eleven, 
(2) P. P ,: 

e2l7j 
H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 288 et seq; H. C. 678 

(1831-32) xix, P_ 54. 
(3) The Gayer, Rostow and Schwartz price-indices show a general decline from 128.1 to 84.5 between 1819 and 1835 (the monthly average 
of 1821-25 being 100); the Rousseaux indices show a general decline 
from 147 to 112 (the average of 1865 and 1885 being 100). Both sets 
of indices cover a wide range of goods, but the latter set is 
unweighted while the former gives very great emphasis to the price 
of food. - B, R. Mitchell and P. Deane, Abstract of Briti h Historical 
Statistics (Cambridge, 1962), pp. 465 et seq. 
(4) See Tables III and IV* 
(5) The earnings of single-hand weavers when on the list appear 
to have been at best about 7s. a week in 18190 P. P. C217]-H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 284 et seq. 
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Real wages fluctuated in the twenty-five-years after 1835. 
Prices were higher in the six years after 1835l reaching, a peak in 
1839 and 1840, when they were one fifth or one sixth above the 
levels of that year. (l) From 1842 to 1848 prices were about the 
same as in 1835, or rather lower, except in 1847. (2) From 1849 
to 1852 prices were consistently lower than in 1835 (the best year 
appearing to be 1851, with prices one sixth lower) but in 1853 they 
reached the level of 1835 again. The years fribm 1854 to 1857 
showed price-levels considerably above those of 1835, the peak 
being 18579 with prices then one seventh higher. Prices fell to 
the level of 1835 in 1858 and 18599 and rose above it - by about 
one fourteenth - in 1860.0) Thus an engine-loom weaver on the 
1835 list was much worse off in the late-18308 (especially 1839 
and 1840) than he had been in 18351 considerably better off in 
18519 and marginally worse off in 1860., But once againg as in 
the period-between 1819 and 1835, advancing technology made it 
increasingly unlikely that he would remain on the engine-loom: 
particularly from the mid-1850s onwards. Men turning-to factory 
labour from 1843 to 1855, and commonly earning 12s. or 13s. a week 
(or one third more than on the engine-loom) enjoyed an increase in 
real wages that greatly outweighed the rise in-prices (as against 
the level of 1835) in 1847 or even 1854 and 1855. Though prices 
remained high for the next two yearsq-factory wages went up too, 

quite dramatically, and continued to rise after the drop in prices 

in 18580 Thus by 1858 or 1859 the real wages of a weaver in one 
of the most productive factories were more than double those of a 
plain-engine journeyman weaver in, 1835 - money. wages being more 
than twice as great and the cost of living the same* Those who 

remained in the outdoor trade had no technologiýcal advance to 

(1) The Gayer indices show prices being at 104-3 in 1839 and 102-5 
in 1840, as against 84.5 in 18359 and the Rousseaux indices show a 
rise from 112 in 1835 to 130 in 1839 and 128 in 184o. 1841 prices 
were lower than thesel though greater than in 1835, at 97.7 (Gayer) 
and 121 (Rousseaux). Mitchell and Deanes op. cit., pp. 470 et seq. 
(2) The Gayer indices show prices at 96.8, in 18479 but Rousseaux 
115 only. loc, cit, . 
(3) The Gayer indices show prices at 81.8 in 1848,73.9 in 1849, 
and 73.5 in 1850. These indices then cease. The Rousseaux: indices 
show prices at 100 in 1848, and varying between 1849 and 1852 from 
95 to 91 (in 1851). After a level of 112 in 18539 they reached 125 
in the next two years, 124 in 1856, and 127 in 1857. In 1858 and 1859 they were 111 and 115* and in 18609 120. Joe. cit. 
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augment their real earnings till the 1850s: but when the a-la-bar 
loom was then adopted in quantity the earnings of the most fortunate 

rose greatly. The owner of two engine-looms earning 21s. a week 
by family labour in 1835 was earning Z3.10s. by the same means by 
1858 or 1859, if he had exchanged his engine-looms for a-la-bar - 
looms: his real earnings were more than three times those of 1835. 
And even their least fortunate employeeag the 'lank, starving 
curates' paid by weekly wages of 158. a weeks had real wages 
greater even in the dear years of the mid-1850s than they had been 

on the engine-loom. (l) 

But any discussion of real wages is unhelpful which omits two 

chief determinants of prosperity or distress: whether or no the 

list of prices was paid, and (a related variable) whether work 

existed at any price. In the 1850s there was certainly, until 
the very end of the decades less unemployment and fewer abatements 

of the lists than in the 18aOs, 1830S or 1840s: an&since at the 

same time there was a rise in real incomes for many weavers in work 
at the lists the period 1850-1859 was more prosperous for the 

weavers than any before. But in the spring of 1860 the most 

productive looms were idle and the list of prices widely disregarded: 
disastrous slump had once more hit the ribbon trade, It wasý 
followed by an even more disastrous strike and a worse slump. - The 

prosperity of the trade was always precarious. 
In the late 1830s the Coventry Weavers' Committee told Joseph 

Fletcher that in the city's outdoor trade 'the men work more hours 

when they have work to dog than those in any other handicrafts 

unless it be the tailors. On Monday morning they do, not begin 

before breakfast, and leave off at "club-time": (2) but on other 

evenings they work until 9 o1clockj which is reckoned the weavers' 

giving-over hour. '(3) Edward Goode estimated the usual daily 

hours of work as twelve all year round, and James Jenkins, a ribbon 

(1) In. this comparison of the fortunes of the outwork trade at 
different dates, much turns on the relative number of looms of 
various types. William Andrews, Papers relating to the Ribbon Trade 
(Coventry, 1878)t po 189 quotes a census taken in 1660 to the effect 
that there were 3412 a-la-bar looms and lq52 engine-looms in 
weavers' houses; the figures were said to be incomplete -but the 
proportions may be taken as accurate. Thus the greater part of the 
outdoor trade in the city was on the a-la-bar loom by the end-of 
the 1850s. 

(2) That is, the time to attend friendly and benefit societies. 
(3) p. p.: [217] H. c. (1840) xxivs P- 282. 
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master, as twelve in the summer and ten and a half in the wintero(l) 
Outdoor weavers did not enjoy short hours, but appreciated the 

ability to work them when they chose and to take short intervals 

of leisure in the day if they wished. This was one of the reasons 

why they hardly ever resorted to the 'separate picking-up' system, 

since to be fully profitable it forced constant labour on both 

weaver and picker-up; and because there was already employment 
for wives in looms or at warping and windingl a good picker-up had 

to be paid between 7s. and 9s. a week and so the extra income 

brought by the system was not worth the uninterrupted work it 

entailed*(2) 'Separate picking-up# was of necessity introduced 

into the outdoor trade with the heavy a-la-bar looml and the loom's 

motive-power, whether steam or manualq had to be paid for: thus 

the cottage factory increased for outdoor weavers the financial 

penalty of working when they chose. Nevertheless, in 1859 they 

still took time offl chartering special trains to take them to 

Warwick races for the day, for example. (3) 

In the 1830st the loom-shop weavers of the city worked long 

hours - about 60 - but took at least as much freedom over them as 
the outdoor hands, 'The men are not tied to very close hours: 
being paid by the piece, they are at liberty to idle a little at 
the commencement of the week, and to make it up towards the end. ' 

said Mrs. Dresser. (4) The half-pay apprentices and 'others of 
the least respectable class of the community, who at this time 
formed such a large proportion of the loom-shop work-force were 
even more erraticl turning up very late on Monday and weaving 1 yard 
of their 18 yards weekly stintq another 2 on Tuesday, 4 on Wednesday 

and finishing the rest by weaving till 10 p. m. on Friday night. 
'Young single fellows', complained Browneq a master with 40 looms 
in his shop, tcan scarcely be got together on Tuesday: but a few 

(1) P-P-: H. C. 341 (1835) xiiis pp. 244l 276. 
(2) P. P.: [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp- 509 283: the extra profit 
of a picker-up to a weaver in the figure trade was about 36. a 
week in full work; slack time would of course remove the financial 
advantage of a picker-up completely. 
(3) Thomas Goadby, Six Lectures to the People of Coventry, 
(Coventry, 1859)9 P. 14. The outdoor weavers Ofý north Warwickshire 
worked much more irregularly than those of the city, being idle all Monday, startin late on Tuesday, and weaving sometimes all Friday 
night. P. P.: 21ý H. C. (1840) xxivt pp. 285 et seq, 
(4) P. P.: E217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, p. 283. 
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steady men set an example of working hard on Monday* which is 

little followedl. (l) Only Day kept his hands 'rigidly to factory 

hourall and to constant work within them by his separate picking- 
up system: in return for the very high weekly wages which were 

so little appreciated. (2) 

As the steam-factory system grew in the 1840s and 1850s the 
hours of work were reduced, from 63 to 58 a week in 1848, but the 
freedom to work within them was necessarily erodedq steam power 
itself being of course the chief reason for the imposition of 
factory discipline. Factory clocks were installed and workers 

compelled to work to them. Overlookers were appointed. The 

picking-up system - at first the characteristic only of Day's 

weekly paying system - became common to both weekly paying and 

piece-paying factories: it was necessary to maximise the profita- 
bility of expensive looms and power. This helps to explain the 

acceptance by the weavers of the weekly wage system they had at 
first opposed; it now entailed no worse discipline than payment by 

the piece. And the increasing rigour of factory discipline as a 

whole helps to account for the steady growth in opposition to the 

factories among the outdoor weavers. (3) 

(1) ibid. 9 pp. 47,282 et seq. The hands in the Bedworth loom- 
shops enjoyed similar freedom. 
(2) ibid. t p. 284. 
(3) Coventry Standards 28 April 1848t 2 June 1854t 26 September 
18569 10 September 1658. Coventry-Heralds 26 September 1856. 
Coventry Weekly Timesq 22 September 1856. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE FORTUNES OF THE WEAVERS, 1832-1859 

I 

The Weavers' Trades Unions 

The implications of the chronic surplus of labour for the 

list of prices were made clear by David Buckneyq ribbon weaver 

and radicals in September 1834: #If this list is destroyeds all 

the surplus hands will be brought into immediate competition 

with those in work - underworking each other till we shall all be 

brought down to starvation levell. (l) All groups of weavers in 

Warwickshire thus had a strong motive to organise powerful trader. 

unions to enforce the list. Coventry had for many years had a 

weavers' committees and although little can be discovered about 
its organisation the events of the 1820s show that it was a powerful 

body with much influence in the trade. There were weaverst 

committees in the ribbon townships of north Warwickshire too - at 

Nuneaton, Bedworth and Foleshill, for example. They tended to 

have little contact with the Coventry-committee, or often indeed 

with each other; their organisation was feebler than the city's, 

since the weaving population was so dispersed in the north of the 

countyq and entry to the trade so easy. It was partly owing to 

this weakness of organisation that by 1833 the single-hand list 

of November 1831 was lost in north Warwickshirej never to be 

regained. Clews, a Nuneaton weavers said to Joseph Pletcher in 

(1) Coventry Herald, 19 September 1834. 
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1838 that he could riot 
account for it how it is that the single-hand weavers have 
lost their list of pricesq while the plain engine weavers of 
Coventry have maintained theirs, but believes it to arise 
from the latter being more united and living all in one placeg 
while the single-hand weavers live dispersedl and have no 
common understanding. (l) 

Soon after the single-hand list was lost in 1833 an attempt 
was made in Warwickshire at forming a wide trade union. It came 
in the autumn of 1833, when the idea of a national union was in 
the air and several areas were reaching towards one. (2) The 

proximate cause in Warwickshire seems to have been the strike of 
Derby silkweavers in November. A few weeks later William Taunton, 
the Coventry radical, was active in helping to initiate a trade 

union that aimed at uniting all weavers - in Warwickshire and 
beyond, and with the maintenance of the local list of prices as 
one of its chief aims. (3) In Decemberl when the weavers of 
Coventry were busy collecting money for the Derby strikers and 
were joining the union in numbers, an agent for Thomas Bridgett, 

one of the Derby manufacturers, was so foolish as to visit Coventry 
to recruit blacklegs: 'much to the discomfiture and chagrin of the 

miscreant, not one individual could be found willing to lend 
himself to so base an act$. A crowd of women and children chased 
him from Hillfields, 'hissingg hooting, and pelting him with mudl. (4) 
In the first few months of 1834 the union's organisation spread 
throughout north Warwickshire. Coventry had many lodges. 
Foleshill had ten (and a female branch), Bedworth and district 
four (and a female branch too), Nuneaton and district twelve. 
All these branches met at public houses. 'the general committee of 
the Coventry lodges meeting at the chief radical inn, the George. 
William Fletcherg the weavers' leader, was secretary. (5) 

(1), w P. P.: [217] H. C. (184o) xxiv, p. 234. See also ibid., pp, 
223 et seq. 
(2) W. H. Oliver, 'The Consolidated Trades$ Union of 18341, Economic 
History Reviews second series, xviis it P& 78* 
(3) Coventry Herald, 13 Decembers 20 December 1833. 
(4) Pioneer, 21 December 1833- 
(5) ibid. 9 29 March 1834. Coventry Heralds 7 February 1834. See 
also the letter of-'An Initiated Weaver's Wifet in Pioneer, 15 March 
1834, on the need for female lodges. For a hostile account of the 
initiation ceremonyl by a repentant unionists see J, C. Farn, 'The 
Autobiography of a Living Publicist's Reasoners 30 September 1857. 
Delegates from the lodges met at the George liiý in July and decided 
to Join the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union. Coventry 
Herald, 4 July 1834. 
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The union, devoted much energy to raising funds-for the Derby 

strikers - Coventry being singled out for special praise by the 

Pioneer for its efforts. C142 were raised by April, Z79, coming 

from Coventry itself and the rest from-the northern areas.; (l) 

In February the union was closely involved in a weavers' dispute 

with their old enemyl John Day. (2) In, the same month, the ninety 

union members at the dye-house of John Dalton went on strikeýto 

attempt to force him to have a union shOP-(3) The zenith of the 

union's activity came in April - protests against the sentences 

given to the Dorchester labourers. The committee petitioned 

against these from the George Inn. (4) The mayor and magistratesl 

hearing that 
*a 

great parade was also being organised by the 

committee, issued a proclamation warning against taking part in the 

procession and against any breach of the peace. The procession 

had the magistrates' 'decided disapprobation'. All constables 

were summoned for duty on the day of the procession and Lieutenant- 

colonel Ewart was asked to hold his troops in readiness for action. (5) 

On Monday 14 April 3000 unionists and their familiest from the 

lodges of the union in Coventry and district, assembled at Gosford 

Green and then went in procession to Greyfriars Green (by the longest 

way round) with. bands of music, and banners bearing the legends 'A 

tear for the Injured Unionists of Dorchester'l 'Peace on earth, 

goodwill towards men' and 10 Lordq-have mercy upon usq for man would 

swallow us up'. On Greyfriars Green all concurred in demanding a 

pardon for the Dorchester labourers. There was disagreement on a 
further programme, as the meetingts confused deliberations showed, 

Some wanted political actiong others merely economic action; some 

wanted to end the existing system of society, and others thought 

that the union could achieve advance without aiming at fundamental 

change. (6) 

The account of this discussion is disappointingly cryptic. 

(1) Pioneer$ 21 December 1833,4 January, 18 January, 1 February, 
8 Feb y. l'March, 29 March, 12 April 1834. The account mentioned 
includes, besides those of the weaversq contributions from the brick- 
layers, joiners and sawyers of Coventry. It is not clear whether 
they were members of the same lodges as the weavers or were separately 
organised. 
(2) For this dispute see Section II of this chapter. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 7 Marclx 1834. P. R. O.: H. O. 52/25, W. Hawkes 
to MelBourne, 2T Teruary, 1834. 
(4) The Pioneer, 5 April 1834. 
(5) 0.: H. o. 40/32, Ewart to Thomq 12 April 1834, H, O. 52/259 
Hawkes to Melbournes 14 April 1834s and Proclamation of the Mayor and 
ý Ma istrates, 12 April 1834. iP. 2--Coventry 

Heraldq 18 April 1834. P. R, O,: H-0- 52/25, The Route 
Of the-Procession, 12 April 1834, The meeting dispersed entirely 
pe efully: -- =,. O.: H. b. 40/329 Thom to S. M. Phillipsq 15 April 1834. 
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Nevertheless, it points to a dilemma at the heart of all weavers, 

movements in Coventry. The men who were prominent in the union - 

as commonly in weavers' movements before it and after it - were 

political radicals: David Buckneyq David Smith, William Tauntong 

George Baddeley, William Fletcher$ Thomas and Joseph Perkins, Edward 

and Thomas Goode. Yet many weavers were Tories. It was necessary 

not to alienate them. Even more necessary was it not to alienate 

the magistrates and other members of the city establishment whose 
influence was exerted on the weavers' behalf in times of distress. 

The union of 1834 was feared by the magistrates, quite unlike other 

associations of weavers: and the Tolpuddle protest meeting gave 

it a tone far more radical than the other associations. Yet even 

with respect to this union William Taunton and Edward Goode were 

careful to stress, in revealing letters to the Herald, that its 

chief aim was the preservation of the list of prices in the interests 

of all weavers and of honourable masters too, that Tory weavers 

were very welcome to joing that it was not a revolutionary organisa- 

tion. (l) 

The dilemma was crudely exposed a few months later. Some 

masters reduced their prices for labour; their action threatened a 

general lowering; the weavers went on strike. David Buckneyl 

that most indiscreet and vehement of Coventry radicalsq argued that 

if the lists were reduced the weavers of the city should combine in 

a refusal to pay all local rates, and in an attempt to obtain a 

twenty-five per cent reduction in rents and shopkeepers' prices. 
The longer aim should be the gaining of political power by the 

working class - without which any true progress was impossible. 

But even Buckney's radical colleagues, David Smith and Edward Goode, 

refused to support him. In face of widespread opposition, Buckney 

withdrew his motion. The weavers decided instead on Edward Goode's 

suggestion to ask the mayor to convene a town's meeting to discuss 

the crisis and bring pressure to bear on delinquent manufacturers. 

This move was successful; the list (with some amendment) held; 

the strike ended. (2) 

By the time that Buckney made his unfortunate suggestion the 

union of Warwickshire weavers had sunk without trace - being doubtless 

dragged down by the collapse of the Grand National Consolidated Tradest 

(1) Coventry Herald, 17 January, 21 February, 18 April 1834. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 29 August, 5 September 1834. See also Section 
II of s chapter on this episode* 
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Union in the summer of 1834 -a collapse which was indeed taking 

place as the Warwickshire union joined it in July. (l) North 

Warwickshire was left with its meagre and ill co-ordinated network 

of weavers' committees. In the city the old weavers' committee 

reappeared too, but showed its energy and spirit by collecting for 

Joseph Fletcher the immensely detailed statistics on the Coventry 

trade which he used in his report, while the lack of equally 

weighty material for north Warwickshire seems to be a reflection 

of the weakness of the weavers' organisation there. (2) 

In the 1840s more formal trade unions were created. The 

older weavers' committee was felt to be inadequate, apparently 

because it lacked any effective organisation for the creation of 

funds. During the slump in the trade'in 1842 the Coventry Labour 

Protection Society was formed for weavers in the plain branch - the 

largest group in the city - to protect the list of pricesl partly 

by publishing the names of weavers who acceptedg or masters who 

offered, work below the list price. The union soon came to be 

called the Plain Ribbon Weavers' Association; often the word 

'plaint was omitted. Its general secretary from 1842 onwards was 

Daniel Butler, There was a general committee for the associationg 

elected for six months at a time; every member of the association 

was bound to serve if called upon. Semi-annual meetings of the 

association were held at the George Inn$ Little Park Street. 

There was also at least one 'festival' for the association as a 

whole in St. Maryts Hall, which was decorated with evergreens for 

the occasion. The association had sixteen branches, each comprising 

all weavers in a district - for example, the Hillfieldst Much Park 

Street and Gosford Street branches. Each branch had its own 

secretaryg treasurer and collectors of subscriptions. The general 

committee was provided by the branches with the money it needed, 

and was accountable to them for its expenditure. Balance sheets 

were made out every three months and could be inspected by members 

at branch meetings. Normal subscriptions were inadequate to 

provide strike pay for a major strike or even a minor one that went 

on for a long time* In the first two and a half years only L436 

were collected; yet in 1846 supporting the hands of one firm, J. 

and C. Ratliff, while they were on strike against him for two months 

(1) W. H. oliverl pp. cit., p. 94. 

(2) P. P.: [217J H. C. (1840) xxiv's pp. 11 et seq, 223 et seq. 
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for refusing to pay the usual price for purl edgesl cost Z200. 

This money was raised, in part at least, by a special strike levy 

on members. (l) 

The figured (or fancy) weavers - the jacquard trade - formed 

a similar organisation shortly after the plain weavers; 200 

men and women were enrolled immediately and within a few months 

there were 800 or 900 members. But this union seems not to have 

lasted for long. (2) In 1848 the increasing number of factories 

in the city was reflected in the formation of a union, on the same 

plan as the Plain Weavers' Associationg for the factory operatives 

and the outdoor jacquard weavers. At first this union was not 

organised efficiently as was admitted by one of its leaders, 

W. Housiaux; but in 1850 the continued example of the success 

of the Plain Weavers' Association led to the formation of a lasting 

and more tightly-knit union, the Factory operatives' Association: 

which despite its name seems to have included once again the outdoor 

jacquard weavers. This apparently anomalous conjunction reflects 

the fact that all figured weavers, no matter whether they worked in 

factories or outdoors, had common interests that bound them closely 

together. Exactly the same was true of the plain weavers and indeed 

all weavers. Comprehension of this truth led to cooperation 

between the two unions, and in 18569 during a period of rapid 

structural change in the industry, to the realisation that a 

common union would be of great advantage to all parts of the trade. 

The proposal for amalgamation came from the Factory Operatives' 

Association. A special meeting was called in St. Mary's Hall to 

discuss the question: the meeting resolved that it was 'convinced 

of the necessity of an amalgamation of every branch of the ribbon 

trade in Coventry in one consolidated union, for the purpose of 

protecting each others' interests*. (3) The committee of the 

Factory Operatives' Association was instructed to negotiate with the 

General Committee of the Plain Weavers' Association the formation of 

one union. (4) 

(1) Coventry Standard, 5 February 18419 20 May, 18 November 1842, 
26 May, 8 December 1643,15 November 1844,16 January 1846,15 June 
18499 7 March 1851,23 April 1852t 19 May 1854,17 August 1855,4 
Septemberg 2 Octoberq 16 October 1857. Coventry Herald, 17 Marchq 
24 March, 18 August, 8 December 1843,1 March, 16 August, 22 November 
18449 2 August 18509 22 October 1858. P_P_: H. C-307 (1860) xxii: 
Report of the Select Committee on Masters and operatives, together 
with the Minutes of Evidence, p. 93- 
(2) Coventry Standard, $ 18 November 1842. ýoventry Herald, 3 
Februa7ry, 3 MarcU 1643. 
(3) Coventry Heraldq 22 February 1856. 
(4) Fee, on this sectiong CoventrZ Standard, 28 April 19 M 1848 
29 August 18.51,11 May 1855- coventry_Herala, 19 may, ý julyal848, 
Augu-st-185Q. 

- -Coventry-Weekly 
Timesi 20 February 1856. Coventry 
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In facts the two organisations were not closely integrated. - 
Theyl and their committees, continued to hold separate meetings. 
They remained financially distinct. But at times of crisis the 

two committees met together to form the 'Amalgamated Committees' 

that directed the, common policy of both associations, and chose 
from among their number the ten members (six from the Ribbon 

Weavers' Association, and four from the Factory Operatives' 

Association) that comprised the 'Executive Committee's meeting 
daily. This was the body, with Butler as its secretary, that 

directed the great strike of 1860. There was indeed no conflict 

of interest or purpose between the two associations in the series 

of disputes in 1858,1859 and 1860. But the associations did have 

defects. The existence of two - at grassroots level - was an 

unnecessary complication, Some branches of the RWA were too big; 

Hillfields, for examples had over 3000 members* Someýhad no 

complete register of members - which made it difficult to keep a 

check to see that all declined to work below price. Above allt 
there was no attempt to build up a strike fund in normal times* 

The weavers involved in the disputes of 1858 and 1859 were supported 
by levies on the rest of the trades but these were not continued 

after it. The associations entered the strike of 1860 without 

adequate funds and, since the strike was general, were unable to 

create one during it. It was proposed to remedy all these 

deficiencies by the new constitution for a union of all weavers 

adopted in August 1860, during the strike. By then it was too 

late. (l) 

But great successes had been won by the two bodies. One 

was the extension of unionism into north Warwickshire, work in 

which the efforts of northern weavers were spurred on by deputations 

from Coventry* Here the Plain Ribbon Weavers' Association was 
first. Branches were formed at Longford and Foleshill in 1854, in 

Bell Green in 1856, in Attleborough and Bedworth in 1857, in Nuneaton 

in 1860. The Factory Operatives' Association began branches in 

Nuneaton, Attleborough and Bedworth in 1858. This spread into the 

north of the trade union organisation which it had for so long lacked 

(1) Coventry Standard, 28 August 18579 9 April, 22 October 18589 
17 August 1660. Coventry Herald, 6 March, 20 November 1857,9 
April 1858. Coventry Free Pressl 27 April 1860. C. R. O.: Minutes 
and Accounts of the Ribbon WeavWral Associationg 1860,11 July, 12 
July 186o. One result of the closer links between the two associa- 
tions after 1856 seems to have been that the outdoor jacquard weavers 
now joined the RWA instead of the FOA. This would explain the 
dropping after 1856 of the world 'Plain' from the title of the Ribbon 
Weavers' Association* 
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was of course intended to make easier the enforcement upon northern 

manufacturers of payment by the list of prices in both the outdoor 

and factory trades: an end of moment and value both to the 

localities concerned and to Coventryt because of the need to eliminate 

under-price competition from the northern parishes. It seems clear 
that in fact the lists were gained and consolidated in north Warwick- 

shire in the late 1850s. The interests of all ribbon weavers in 

Warwickshire were the same - as those of the northeinparishes 

recognised by their enthusiastic support of the city's weavers in 

their dispute of 1858 and 1859. One year later the ribbon weavers' 

associations called, and directed through their executive committeet 

a general strike throughout the county. Thisl the first such 

strike, shows the strength and unity of purpose which for all their 

defects the ribbon weavers' associations possessed. (l) 

Even when in the 1840s the different branches of the Coventry 

trade had separate unions they engaged the services of the same 

solicitor, William Wilmot. He was the most consistent and vehement 

supporter of the weavers' cause outside the ranks of the weavers 
themselves, Most of the weavers' leaders were radicalsl some of 
them active Chartists. Politically, Wilmot was at the opposite 
pole: a reactionary Tory who defended the weavers' interests 
because they were part of an ancient order of society where a 
grateful and peaceful poor were protected by a vigilant paternalism: 
an order menaced, thought Wilmot, by every contemporary change - 
by tap water and the water closet (more expensive than the public 
well and the privy and thus an oppression of the poor) and by the 
Reform Bill, the repeal of the Corn Laws, and the steam engineq 
opposed by Wilmot on the grounds (he said) that they harmed the 

working man. (2) His hero was $that fine old English gentlemang 
Colonel Sibthorpl, (3) 

(1) Coventry Weekly Times, 24 December 1856,28 January, 11 Marcht 
1 JulYt 6 July, 15 July 18579 22 September, 24 November 1858,9 
March 1859,21 March 1860. Coventry Free Press. 27 April 1860. 
Coventry Standard, 4 August, -25 August 1854, -2; June 1859. Coventry 
Herald, 26 December 1856,27 November 1857- 
(2) See, for some examplest Coventry Standard, 17 December 1841, 
4 February, 22 December 1848,20 July 16499 4 May 1855. NB also his 
views on the Penny Post: 'There never was a greater farce. It did 
not assist the poor man. The great boon had been to the cotton lords 
and commercial men. It had saved their pockets., Coventry Standard, 
8 January 1841. 
(3) Coventry Standardq 2 February 1855. William Wilmot followed his 
father as the Marquis of Hertford's agent for his Coventry estates 
now the Parkside area; he was also for many years steward of the 
hundred court of Knightlowt clerk to the county magistrates for the 
Kirby division, and an officer the Warwickshire Yeomanry, 
. 
Qoventry Standard, 13 january 

An6O. 
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Wilmot was a choleric and single-minded man, who talked at 

great length about his political ideas; like Sibthorp, he seems 
to have had little sense of humour or proportion - seeing nothing 

comic in his bitter complaint to the Local Board of Health that 

the press of traffic in Hay Lane, the narrow street where he lived, 

was so great that a horse had thrust its head through his window. (l) 

(. Charles Bray described him as 'a piece of rough unadorned human 

nature, always bursting out in fresh places, and nearly always 
delightfully in the wrong': a fierce, but innocent and foolish 

'paper tiger'. 'Nature intended all that warmth of temperament 

and force of oratory for a democrat, perhaps a demagogue, but fortune 

has made him a Tory. 1(2) The Coventry Standard spoke of his 'warm 

and somewhat irritable temper'; but 'under a somewhat excitable 

surface' was 'a forgiving temper and a warm heart ... great 
intelligence, sterling honesty, benevolent disposition', and vast 

sympathy for the 'feeble and suffering artisan'. (3) 

Wilmot was a very talented solicitor, who on numerous occasions 

successfully represented at Coventry magistrates' court weavers in 

dispute with their masters. In October 1850, for example, he 

showed his complete mastery of the highly complicated section on 

permitted hours of working in the recent factory act and his ability 
to twist the law to the weavers' advantage, by winning for J. and C. 

Ratliff's factory hands a judgement against their masters for 

refusing a breakfast half-hour. (4) Disputes over the quality of 

work by outdoor weavers were common: here again Wilmot appeareds 

as in 1856, when he defended with great energy and skill (but 

unsuccessfully) Thomas Lucas, from whom J. N. Clarke claimed in 

Coventry County Court C2.10s. because of bad workmanship in ribbons 
Clarke had paid for, (5) By the autumn of 1857 Wilmot had defended 

before the magistrates 200 weavers from the factory branch of the 

trade alone, and had gained settlements in their favour in all but 

(1) Coventry Standard, 27 February 1857. 
(2) Coventry_Herald, 12 November 1852. 
(3) Uoventry Standard, 13 January 1860. 
(4) Uoventry Standard, 11 October 1850- Coventr'y Herald, 4 October 
1850. Ratliffs protested that Wilmot had shrewdly misrepresented the 
law; their contrary interpretation was upheld by the factory 
ins ector 9TIJ. Howell. Coventry Standard, 18 October 1850, P,, P.: 

C130ý H, C. (1851) xxiii: Reports of Inspectors of Factories for 
the Half-Year ending 31 October 18509 pp. 26 et seq. NB also 
Wilmot's successful defence of five, factory weavers prosecuted by 
Ratliffs for breach of contract. Coventry Standard, 26 May 1848. 
(5) Coventry Standard, 25 July 185b- 
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a few cases. (l) 

Wilmot was vastly popular with the weavers. In August 1851 

the Factory Operatives' Association and their friends - 600 men and 

women in all - held a tea meeting in St. Mary's Hall to present 

Wilmot with a silver cup worth 920. He was cheered when he entered: 

the address expressed the association's vast gratitude to him and 
denied the calumny, spread about by angry ribbon manufacturers, 
that he set masters and men against each other; he always recommended 

'conciliatory and respectful conduct'. Wilmot was weeping as he 

rose to speak: 'There have been, and always will be, distinctions 

in society; we cannot all be masters or all equal, and those who 

inculcate such doctrines are not true friends to either class'. 

He thanked the association for trying to solve disputes peacefullyg 

without litigation or strikes, and apologised profusely for the 

'angry or hasty manner' which he had shown in the past, The 

evening concluded with dancing under the association's banner - 
'The interests of masters and workpeople are one, where honour 

presidesl. (2) 

Three months later the Plain Weavers' Association presented 
him with a 45 oz silver claret jug bearing the Wilmot arms(3), for 

his services as solicitor. Wilmot deprecated the gift: he had 

only done his duty. 'It shows that, though moving in a humble 

station of life, you have generous feelings, and hearts which can' 

appreciate the least kindness. ' The working classes, said Wilmot, 

were the real producers of wealth, and should be liberally paid and 

not suffer the competition with each other that was chiefly caused 

by unprincipled masters without capital who fought the honourable 

masters with it. These riches did not always bring happiness: 

which was equally accessible to working men with enough to eat and 

drink and an acceptance of the inevitable- that society could not 

essentially be changed and that inequalities would always remain. 

The only note of discord was struck by Benjamin Poole whouhile 

praising Wilmot's 'perfectly disinterested services' to the weavers 

said he disagreed with him politically; Poole was a Whig, (4) 

(1) Coventry Herald, 20 November 18.57. 
(2) Coventry_Standard,, 29 August 1851. NB also Maclean's thanks 
to Wil ot 'for his invaluable services to them in the various struggle 
they have had with some parties in the tradell and the letter of 
'an outdoor weaver', Coventry_Standard, 1 January 1851,19 May 1854. 
(3) Wilmot was a kinsman of the Wilmots of Berkswell. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 21 November 1851. 
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Six years later Wilmot, and Elliceq Joseph Paxton and C. N. 

Newdegate, U) were given painted testimonials by the Ribbon 

Weavers' Association for their help in getting an interview with 
Sir George Grey over the case of Clarke v. Lucas: as a result 
Grey had promised to review the laws relating to masters and men. 
The leading part had been taken by Wilmot, said Daniel Butler; 
Wilmot had worked without fee though he had visited London on 
several occasions. 'He had done his duty towards them as their 

solicitor, as their friend.,,, and as a gentleman. 1(2) 

Wilmot's popularity among the weavers was partly responsible 
for his being returned for twenty-one years from 1839 onwards as 
town councillor for the Gosford Street ward - which included the 

weaving district of Hillfields. He was 'the Cronstadt of the 

ward ... it was of no use to attack him'-(3) Wilmot was regarded 
by the other councillors with a mixture of respectl amusement and 

anger; he pushed the cause of Tory paternalism at great length and 
in the most bizarre places. (4) He used the council as a sounding- 
board to denounce steam factories. For exampleg he warned in 1855 

that the Inspector of Nuisances and the Local Board of Health must 

not show special treatment for Townsend, whose factory chimneys in 

West Orchard were emitting dense smoke; alleging that only 
Townsend's membership of the board had led it to pass the plans of 
his new factory - an unsuitable place for human beings to work in; 

and arguing that the bad health of Coventrians was caused by 
factories and that the suggested appointment of a Medical Officer 

of Health was thus an unnecessary extravagance. A healthy city 
could be secured by simply refusing building permission for 
factories. In these views he stood alone on the councilq but 

his election as mayor in 1858 (after years of being excluded from 

(1) At this time Ellice and Paxton were members of Parliament 
for Coventry and C. N. Newdegate for North Warwickshire, 
(2) Coventry Herald, 25 September 1857. 
(3) Coventry__Standard, 3 November 1854. 
(4) See, for one example among many, the account in the Coventry 
Standard, 3 November 18489 of Wilmot's lengthy speech at a meeting 
of the Local Board of Healthq arguing that four acres of the cemetery 
should be set aside to provide cheap rate-subsidised family graves 
for the poor: the social segregation thus entailed would be a mere 
recognition of the necessary and perpetual inequalities in society. 
His proposal was negatived by a junction of radicals who objected 
to his condescensiong and others who disliked such uneconomic 
expenditure. 
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council committees because of his verbosity) was greeted by an 

unprecedented burst of cheering from the spectators in St. Mary's 
Hall. (1) By this time, however, the technological change which 
Wilmot so much opposed was compelling the weavers into a militancy 
with which he could not sympathise; during the strike of 1858 he 
dropped his previous wholehearted support of the weaversl thought 
that there were faults on both sides, and concluded that there was 
a real danger of the trade being forced to leave the city. (2) 

The era in which his social philosophy was appropriate and fruitful 

was coming to an end. His death in January 1860 - just before 

the final collapse of the system of paternalism and deference he 
had supported so long - was followed by unique signs of regard and 
affection. Crowds followed his funeral cortege to Allesley church. 
Unprecedentedly, a funeral peal of 2574 changes$ lasting for 1 hour 
45 minutes, was rung at St. Michaells. Only that very different 

man, the Victorian liberal Edward Ellice, was accorded similar 
marks of respect on his death a few years later: a conjunction 

which points to the profoundly ambivalent attitudes of Coventry's 

artisans. But only Wilmot, on his deathl was given unstinted 
praise by all four of the city's newspapers. (3) 

(1) Coventry standard, 12 January, 26 January 1855,13 March, 
23 Oc ber 1657,12 November 1858. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 15 October 1858. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 13 January 1860, the Tory journal in 
which Wilmot was chief shareholder, not unnaturally praised his 
Tory paternalism. But NB also the obituaries in the liberal 
Coventry Herald, 13 January 1860; the radical Coventry Week! Z 
Times, 11 January 1860: 'many, as well as ourselvesl who differed 
from his politically, will regret his loss, as he was the warm 
friend of the working man, to whom he was always accessible, and in 
his death the weavers of Coventry have lost a most valuable 
advocate and adviser'; and the radical Co entry Free Presst 
13 January 1860: 'He is gone from us, and may te who have been 
the recipients of his generosity and kindnessl remember, with 
affectionate regard, their friend and benefactor'. 
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ii 

The Lists of Prices, 1832-18,90 

The weavers had a difficult task in seeking to improve and 

maintain lists of prices for their worko Their collective 

determination was of course undermined by the willingness of 

individual weavers to accept less than the list in times of slump. 

Likewise, the masters were naturally more reluctant, or less able, 

to pay by the list at such times, Their attitude to the list 

was also affected by the pressures that the weavers and the community 

at large could bring to bear on them, by their willingness to be 

swayed by these, and by the condition of their stockrooms; manu- 

facturers with large stocks of ribbon in hand would find their 

value depreciated by an abandonment of the list of prices. The 

variables that affected the fortunes of the list were thus infinitely 

subtle. (l) 

The forces working for the maintenance of the list of prices 

were always weakest in the single-hand trade of the parishes to the 

north of Coventry. Immediately after the Beek mill-burning of 

November 1831 the manufacturers were most determined to maintain 

the lists everywhere, and for some months their committee worked 

energetically with a weavers' committee from the north of the county 

to exercise 'the strictest vigilance in detecting any and every 

attempt to infringe on the spirit of the listl. (2) Thus the single- 
hand list of November 1831 lasted for over two years -a longer 

*time than its predecessors: but it then collapsed (having been 

subject to continued attick from the first) because the gross surplus 

of labour was not counterb&lanced by any strong weavers' organisa- 
tion or corporate feeling to support the list, After 1833 there 

(1) Coventry Herald, 29 January 1836. P. P.: [217] H. C. (1840) 
xxiv, p. 233- 
(2) P. P.: E217] H. C. (184o) xxiv, p. 223. 
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there seems to have been no single-hand list. (l) The result was 
the great poverty in the northern parishes which is reported 
throughout the period, and broken only by boom conditions which 
temporarily raised the prices paid to single-hand weavers. The 

jacquard masters who had established themselves at Bedworth to take 

advantage in their loom-shops of the cheap labour of the north - 
single-hand weavers being only too willing to work for them - 
continued after the collapse of the single-hand trade to pay by a 

common list, But this was to benefit themselves by an agreement 

not to undercut each other and varied with the prices paid in 

Coventry - being set, however, always below them. 'The feeling 

between the masters and the men is, at Bedworth, far less amicable 

even than Coventry. '(2) And at Nuneaton there was, after the 

collapse of 1833, no engine or jacquard list at all for many years. (3) 

The Coventry trade was in general more fortunate, partly 
because the city's weavers were more tightly organised than those 

in the country districts and were able to bring greater pressures 
to bear on both recalcitrant men and masters, and partly because 

for over twenty years after 1831 there was sympathetic response to 

these pressures - considerable support in the city at large for the 

system of regulating wages by the list of prices. The various 
groups of weavers in the city fared differently in their attempts 
after 1831 to maintain their lists. The list was for many years 

most consistently kept in respect of the plain engine-loom trade 

which comprised the largest single group of the city's weavers. 
They competed among each other for work and faced the increasing 

competition of power looms in the North of England in black ribbons., 

and the competition of the single-hand weavers nearer home. But 

these competed less with the city than the city competed with them: 

because of the vast inferiority of the single-hand looms9 usually 
incapable of producing ribbons more cheaply though the single-hand 

(1) p. p.: -r2l7j H. C. (184o) xxivg pp. 221 et seq; H-C- 341 
(1835) xiiig pp. 2329 249 et seq. Coventry Herald, 13 January 
1832,25 Octoberl 15 Novemberl 22 November 18339 23 May, 12 December 
1834,13 February 1835. 
(2) P. P. E21f H. C* (1840) xxivq pp. 2359 280 et seq. 
(3) ibid., p. 282. 
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weavers earned much less. (l) And from the 1830a onwards there 

was an expanding lower-class and middle-class market for plain 

ribbons, usually secure behind the tariff from French competition 
though only after the list reductions of September 1829. (2) 

Even so attempts were being made soon after November 1831 to 

break their list. The vigilance of weavers and of manufacturers, 

anxious to *prevent the recurrence of the inconveniences and evils 
that attended the manufacture in 18311, (3) held it firm throughout 

1832 and 1833# But in the following year the attentions of the 

masters' committee of twenty relaxed and it ceased to meet. In 

April several manufacturers refused to pay by the list though the 

great majority thought it unnecessary to abandon it. David Buckney, 

enraged by the failure of the Whig government to aid the working 

class and by its attitude to the Dorset labourers, argued at a 

weavers' meeting in April that the weavers should strive for 

political power to cure their poverty. His radical colleagues 
in the weavers' leadership did not support himl and instead the 

meeting resolved to send Edward and Thomas Goode, David Smithl 

George Baddeley and James Perkins to see the reducers. This they 

did - without success - ahd the weavers' committee circulated an 

address to the inhabitants, asking for their support; James Beck, 

the banker, Walter Hook$ the vicar of Holy Trinityl and the mayor 

regretted the reductions and offered to mediate. Their attempt 

was unsuccessful. The weavers suffered, said David Buckneyq from 

'the avarice, cupidity and cruelty of some of the manufacturers ... 
some half-dozen of senselessl greedy wretches, who wish to introduce 

the slaughterhouse system - beingswho prefer wealth to the demoralisa- 

tion and the daily increasing misery of our populationl. (4) The 

(1) Coventry Herald, 30 September 18339 18 July 1834. P. P.: H. C. 
341 (1635) xiii, pp. 2329 249. The great decline in the number of 
single-hand looms in the city between 1818 and 1838 is shown in 
Tables III and IV and explains the decreasing competitiveness of 
north Warwickshire with Coventry in the plain trade in the period, 
In the jacquard trade such competition increased. NB the comment of 
the Coventry Heraldq 18 July 1834: 'The infatuation with which weavers 
cling to inferior looms9 when better may be readily hadt would excite 
astonishmentl but for its being of such ordinary occurrence; and the 
people of Foleshill furnish a specimen of this lamentable want of 
enterprise. It hasl howeverg been well for Coventrys that the single. 
hand weavers have not attempted to relieve themselves by the use of 
engine-looms; forl if they had, what one party had gained, the other 
would probably have lost. ' 
(2) For a discussion of this topics see Chapter Five, Section III* 
(3) Coventry Heraldl 15 November 1833. 
(4) Uoventry Herald, 1 August 1834. 
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action of i, he reducers threatened to'comiel'tfiehonourable masters 

to abandon the list, from necessity, and by August these were 

declining to give out work in the plain trade because they feared 

a general drop in prices. The weavers, meeting at the Hill and 

Hollow Closeg decided on a strike in the plain trade and on the 

publication of the names of all weavers who refused to seal their 

looms. A weaver who had taken work below price was bombarded with 

turf as he passed the meeting. (l) 

David Buckney repeated in August his argument that the remedy 

for their suffering was for the working class to gain political 

power. Againg he was not supported at the weavers' meetings by 

his radical colleagues, who opposed his proposal that if the list 

was reduced the weavers-should refuse to pay all"local rates and 

combine for a twenty-five per cent reduction in rents and a whole- 

sale lowering of prices, Buckney withdrew his motion. Instead, 

at Edward Goode's suggestion the weavers, with the help of a 

requisition from forty-two inhabitants, persuaded the mayor to 

convene a public meeting on the question in the County Hall, Here 

Mark Pearmang Walter Hook and T. B. Troughton (a liberal solicitor 

and the town clerk of the reformed corporation after 1836) praised 

the patience of the weavers and deplored the reductions. C. Ratliff 

and Thomas Copel two large manufacturersq agreed with them. Cope 

believed that the plain list was now low enough to enable the trade 

to compete with France. But he thought it necessary to reduce 

the list price of plain black ribbons because of the competition in 

this branch of the power looms in the North. The, weavers' 

committee readily agreed to a reduction for blackag and a new list 

modifying that of November 1831 where these were concerned was 

published at the end of August; in coloured ribbons, the lists 

were identical. A deputation of gentlemen and clergy waited on 

the five masters who had abandoned the list and persuaded them to 

pay by it. The strike then stopped. (2) 

A few months later a few manufacturers were reducing the prices 

paid for plain ribbons. A deputation from a weavers' meeting 

remonstrated with the reducers, unsuccessfully. A general strike 
in the plain trade followed. During it the weavers paraded the town 

(1) ibid., 28 June, 2 Augustj 15 November, 20 December 1833, 
11 April, 18 April, 25 April, 2 May, 18 July, 22 August, 29 August 
1834. P. P.: [210 H. C. (1840) xxiv,, ' p. 226. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 29 Augusts 5 September 1834. P. P.: [21ý H. C. 
(184o) xxiv, p. 236- 
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to gain sympathyq and carrying banners inscribed 'Willing to 

labour but doomed to starve', 'The contemplated reduction will 

render labour valueless*, and 'The listj the whole list, and nothing 

but the list'. There was some public support for the weavers: 
Sibley Whittem induced the Reform Procession Committee to give the 

balance of its fund - C34 which remained in the bank since 1832 - 
to the fund for the relief of striking weavers. Cash was collected 
from inhabitants and the two M. P. s too: JUN was distributed to 

11100 journeyhands at 2s. each, and to 1,600 children at 2d, a 

head. The mayor was requisitioned for a public meetingt at which 

the usual assembly of gentlemen appointed a committee to reconcile 

masters and men. 
But even the honourable masters thought some reduction in the 

list was necessary because of the labour surplus in the tradel 

though Hennells on their behalf, argued that there should be a 

proper list, not a general abandonment which would lead. to a, 
'destructive torrent'. The masters would not meet a deputation 

from the weavers' committee: there followed an angry meeting of 

weavers at which the committeet afraid for the effects on public 

opinion of a parade of outraged weaversl with difficulty squashed 
the proposal for a rally of the town. A procession of weavers 

and their families did the following day visit Merridew's loom- 

shop, breaking the windows andforcing his weavers to leave their 

looms. Three weavers were arrested. The mayor, George Eldl 

issued a handbill denouncing violence, asked Lieutenant-Colonel 

Ewart to hold his men in the barracks in readinessl and swore in 

seventy special constables. But 'The city was perfectly tranquil 

during the nightl. (l) There was no more violence. The weavers 

returned to work, accepting a new list of prices, which gave about 

seven and a half per cent less than the list of Hovember 1831. 

The three weavers who had been arrested at Merridew's were fined 

ls. at Coventry assizes. (2) 

In September when trade was good the plain engine weavers won 

an advance in the list. The new list was almost identical with 

(1) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/27, George Eld to Goulburnq 13 February 1835- 
Six weeks before Eld had thought it necessary to swear in 500 specials 
- and 200 pensioners - to keep the peace at the Coventry election. 
P. R. O.: H. O. 52/27, George Eld to Goulburnj 2 January 1835. 
(2) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/27, George Eld to Goulburn, 13 February 1835- 
Coventry Herald, 12 December 1834,30 January, 6 February, 13 
February, 20 February, 27 March 1835. P. P.: [2171 H. C. (1840) 
xxiv, pp. 230,236; H. C. 341 (1835) xiii, p. 233. 
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that of November 1831(l) and remained the list price for the engine 
trade - though sometimes challenged - till the crisis of 1860. 

In 1836 a few manufacturers proposed reductions: they were 
persuaded not to by negotiation. Again in 1837 two or three 

attempted reductions. 'There is nothing in steamg foreign 

importation, or Northern competition, which justifies this robbery', 

said the weaverst handbill. George Baddeley asked at a weavers' 
meeting for the support of the honourable manufacturersq who would 
be forced to abandon the list if the reductions proceeded. Edward 

Goode asked for forgiveness for those weavers who took out work 
under price - and threatened publication of their names if they 
did not desist. This was, he said, a question that should unite 

weavers of all political persuasions. All manufacturers save 
two signed the list again. To rally support the weavers paraded 
through the city with a drum and fife -and a placard inscribed 

'stick to the listj for your lives', A decision to strike the 

plain trade was taken:, the two manufacturers gave way and signed 
the list. (2) 

In the plain engine trade the list thus endured until the 

summer of 1840. Then once again a few manufacturers departed 
from the list - not with respect to all their hands, but only to 
those who were not firm enough to resist. The manufacturers who 
were unwilling to reduce nevertheless declined giving out more work 
in the plain trade because they were being undersold: but they 

could do nothing themselves to persuade the reducers to stick by 
the list. At the'weavers' meetings Edward Goode and Buckney 

attacked the iniquity of the reducers and articu3Aed again what 
was the common argument of the plain weavers - that since ribbons 

were a fashionable article reductions in price did not increase 

demand for them. 'Let them 'reduce so low as they mightg there 

would be no greater demand. 1(3) An appeal to the interests of 
the inhabitants at large was suggested: a reduction ofthe list of 
prices would lead to non-payment of rates and loss of business for 

city shops. At Greyfriars Green a resolution to press for a town 

(1) Coventry Heraldq 25 September 1835. [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, 
P. 2367. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 18 Novemberg 25 November 1836,21 July, 11 
August, 16 August lb37. 
(3) Coventry Standard', 5 Juneq 31 July. 7 August 1840. Coventry 
Herald, 31 July, 7 August 1840. 
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meeting Was carried unanimouslyl Edward Goode arguing that he 

had never. known one to fail. 

But this one did* Of the many inhabitants who did sign the 

requisition, few turned up. The meeting. agreed in a unanimous 

resolution with Buckney's opinion that labour ought not to be 

treated as a 'marketable commodity' since when there was a surplus, 
as then, misery resulted. A deputation of gentlemen waited on the 
three reducing manufacturers - but they would not agree to pay by 

the list. A general abandonment of the list and a reduction in 

piece-work rates of about twenty per cent then followed. David 

Smith commented later: 'It would now be a neck and neck race to 

ruinl. (l) 

Abijah Hill Pears, a large paternalist manufacturer with great 

sympathy for the list, was typical of many: he resisted reductions 

as long as he could, but was eventually forced to abandon the list. 

All that he and other large manufacturers with similar views - 
like Cleophas2atliff and Thomas Cope - could do, was to contribute 

generously to-the relief of distressedweavers, It was useless' 
for Edward Goode to say once-again that reductions did not help to 
increase the consumption of ribbons. Buckney blamed the small 
under-capitalised masters, with few stocks in hand to be depreciated 
by a drop in prices for initiating the abandonment of the list* 
But in fact even further reductions - lowering the earnings of a 
journeyman's journeyman to 6s. per week after loom-hire had been 

paid - were soon undertaken by one of the largest manufacturersq 
Henry Merridew, with 170 men weaving for him. (2) 

The slump in the trade, and the distress that resultedl lasted 

throughout 1841 and into 1842. -Even further reductions of price 

were, proposed: the national slump of 1842 lowered the consumption 

of ribbonsg and the surplus of labour in the plain trade led to - 
internecine conflict between weaver and weaver. (3) In May 1842, 

resolved a meeting of plain weavers,, conditions in Coventry were 
'bad, beyond all precedentf; any further reductions 'must deprive 

(1) Coventry Standard, 7 August, 14 August 1840. Coventry Heralds 
7 August, 14 August, 21 August 1840. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 29 January, 5 February, 19 March 1841. 
Coventry Herald, 20 January 1841. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 12 February, 26 November, 17 December, 24 
December, 31 December 1841,7 Januarys 21 January, 25 February 1842. 
Coventry Herald,, 19 November 1841,1 July 1842. 
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them of the common necessaries of lifel and render death itself 

desirablel. (l) Many weavers' meetings were held: at which it 

was decided to fight for the reimposition of the list of prices 

of 1835. Thomas Maclean, a leader of the plain weavers$ urged 
them not to accept less than the list: 

If they possessed one spark of feeling for their familiesq 
they would resist any reduction; they might as well die 
in the fields in the summer as drag out a miserable existence 
till the winterg and die by starvation in their comfortless 
homes. (2) 

At meeting after meeting the members of the weavers' committee 

emphasised that the honourable manufacturers - Thomas Cope was 
instanced - would be prepared to pay by the list and had only 

reduced because of (as Cope had put it) $the unnatural competition 

practised throughout the tradel; (3) that a general paying by the 

list would raise purchasing power and be of value to the city at 

large; and that if the support of the honourable manufacturers 

and the city as a whole were to be gained only peaceful methods 

must be used - so that a parade of some weavers through the streets 

with a donkey was deprecated. 

The hands of each manufacturer waited on him and asked for his 

agreement to the reimposition of the list. Cope wished to pay 

more than the list in the plain trade; others were willing to 

sign the list if all did: Merridew was equivocal - blaming steam 

power in Derby for his inability to pay by the list. At length 

only four manufacturers - all large ones - positively declined to 

pay by the list. A general strike in the plain trade followed - 
in the same week as the Coventry Labour Protection Society was 
formed. Cope lent a weaver 158- to tide him over the strike and 

apparently was one of the honourable manufacturers for whose help 

in forming the union the weavers afterwards expressed their grati- 
tudee(4) The magistrates intervened in the disputel in effect 

on the side of the weavers: the chief constable went round the 

city with the weavers' committee to urge the recalcitrant masters 
to agree to pay by the list. This action, and pressure from 

(1) Coventry Standard, 6 May 1842. 
(2) ibid. 9 13 May 1842. 

(3) loc. cit. - 
(4) ibid. 9 18 November 1842. Coventry Herald, 18 November 1842. 
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inhabitants and shopkeepers generallyg helped to . give the weavers 

victory; by the third week in May all manufacturers signed the 

list of 1835 once more. (l) 'They had', said Maclean, 'just 

escaped dropping into the vortex of reduction, from which nothing 
would have relieved them'. If in future any weaver proposed to 

accept work below the list, Maclean advised weavers to 'go to that 

man, not in a spirit of anger but of love as a brother ... they 

should expostulate with him ... that by his reducing the price of 
labour, he would be starving the already famishing children'. 
The last meeting concluded with thanks to the weavers for their 

unity and peaceful behaviour, and to the magistrates for their 

confidence in thems 'which prevented any premature interference 
in meetingsl. (2) At the end of the year the committee of the 

Plain Ribbon Weavers' Association reported that despite the 

continuing depression the list had been adhered to; manufacturers 
and weavers who had infringed the list had been visited and had 

pledged themselves not to do so again, (3) 

In the next few years a few $sordid manufacturers' attempted 
to pay below the list in the plain trade, or to evade it by charging 
high loom-rents. But the intervention of members of the committee 
dealt with these problems. Small advances in the list in certain 
ribbons were gained, and in return the Plain Ribbon Weavers' 
Association declared its willingness to reduce the prices of others 
if the masters could show cause. The honourable masters were often 
thanked for their help to the associationg the weavers who brought 

all into disrepute by embezzling silk reprobated, and peaceful 
methods urged for maintenance of the list, 'The rights of property 
are held sacred by us, and the rights of the artisan to such a 
remuneration in return for his exertions as will procure him all 
the comforts of life are held equally sacred19 declared the 

association. (4) 

I Ili 11 ý 

(1) Coventry Standard, 18 November 1842. P-P-: H-C- 307 (1860) 
xxii, p. 92o 

(2) Coventry Standardl 20 May 1842* See also ibid., 6 May, 13 May, 
and Coventry Herald, 6 May, 13 May, 20 May 18429 for detailed accounts 
of the proceedings. 
(3) Coventry Standara,, Coventry Herald, 18 November 1842. 
(4) CoventrX Standardq 26 May, 8 December 1843,15 November 1844, 
12 De er 1845. Coventry Herald, 29 September, 8 December 18439 
12 December 1845- 
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The fate of the jacquard list from 1831 to 1843 was different. 

There had been a vast increase in the number of jacquard looms in. 

Warwickshire after 1824, for the production of fancy ribbons. 
But superior French design had meant that in the late 1820s the 

Warwickshire trade was quickly beaten out of the most expensive 

upper-class market for fancy ribbons. This market was never 

recoveredt and Warwickshire had to rest content with a cheaper 
fancy trade, where fashion was of less significance and price of 

more, and where designs inferior to those of Lyons and St. Etienne 

were protected by the tariff. This market was to some extent 

created by middle-class imitation of the ultra-fashionable French 

trade above its and grew in the 1830s. Neverthelessl it was not 

sufficient to employ all the jacquard looms in the area, and the 

fancy list of Hovember 1831 was soon under attack. The organisa- 
tion of the city's jacquard weavers, and the efforts of the, masters 
to maintain the listt were undermined by the jacquard masters of 
Bedworth and Nuneatong who employed in their loom-shops weavers 
promoted from the single-hand trade and thus glad to accept less 

than the list since they were still receiving more than they were 
before. In January 1833 the weavers of the two or three jacquard 

masters in the city who proposed to abandon the list went on strike: 
but though they were supported , 

for some weeks by those still at 

work and by collections from leading citizens - Ellice giving C10 - 
they did not succeed and. the whole trade was borne down. By 

October 1833 the jacquard list was abandoned and thereafter the, 

price paid for fancy work varied according to the demands of the 

market and the skill of the weaver - the skill of the best jacquard 

weavers being very great and far more than that of the average plain 
engine man. (1) 

Inspired by the success of the plain engine weavers in 1842, 

the figure weavers of the city formed their own trade union at the 

end of the year and began to press for the reimposition of the list. 
The following March a meeting of jacquard weavers chaired by W. 
Housiaux complained of the different prices paid by local masters 
for jacquard weaving and stressed the advantage of a standard list, 
to masters as well as men. The jacquard masters were approached by 

members of the committee; only a minority would sign the list 

(1) Coventry Heraldq 25 Januaryq 1 February, 8 February, 20 
September, 18 October 1633. p. p-: E217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, pp. 99 
14 et seq, 48 et seqq 225 et seqq 277 et seq; H. C. 341 (1835) xiiii 
pp. 2689 277. 
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uncondit . ionally, though more were prepared'to sign if-the others 
did, and some paid already by the list the weavers proposed. The 

competition of the country weavers wag mentioned as the cause of an 
inability to pay by the list: one master could buy for 18-3d, a 

completed length of ribbon which by the proposed list of prices 

would cost ls. 9d. for labour alone. Negotiations proceeded for 

several weeks. At length there was a strike against manufacturers 

who would not sign the list. The mayor - Abijah Hill Pears, 

himself a ribbon manufacturer - was approached by the weavers; he 

was sympathetic and agreed to call a meeting of manufacturers* 
This was indecisivet and when the jacquard weavers' committee met 
the masters again the majority refused to bind themselves to the 

list; competition in the fancy trade was so great that they had to 

be free to pay what the current market would yield. Thomas CoPeq 

though he paid by the list at that time, was one who refused to 

sign it. The strike failed; at length the weavers returned to 

work to make the best bargain they could with their employers. 
During the strike the mayor's injunction to be peaceful was kept: 

a donkey was paraded (and was captured by Inspector Prosser and 

six constables in Gosford Street) and several hundred weavers 

yelled 'Come out, come out' at the weavers inside a loom-shop in 

Arnold Place. Three were arrested for riot and conspiracy: at 
the quarter sessions the prosecution dropped the case. (l) 

The accounts of this dispute make it plain that jacquard 

weavers in both the outdoor and factory branches were involved. 

Their interests converged, not only in their common desire for a 
list of prices, but also in the dislike felt by both the factory 

hands themselves and by the handloom weavers outdoors for loom-shops 

and factories: 'to which they have a great reluctance; because 

they believe that they are places where all finer feelings must 

give wayt all personal qualities, all tastes, all tempers, and all 

susceptibilities must be dragooned into compliance with one set of 

restrictive regulations'. And to these feelings were added - where 
the outdoor weavers were concerned - fear of the superior competitive 

power of the steam loom, which threatened to subdue the outdoor 
trade. (2) 

(1) Coventry Standard, 18 November 1842,10 March, 17 March, 24 
March, 31 Marchs 7 April 1843. Coventry Herald, 3 Marchl 10 March, 
7 April 1843- 
(2) Coventry Standard, 10 March 1843. See also J. Gutteridge, 
ope ci-t,, p. 149, 
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Quite apart from this hostilityt the outdoor weavers had 

traditionally been opposed to the 
, 

mode of payment adopted by John 

Day in his loom-shop (where the looms were not of course powered 

by steam) in the 1820s - payment by the week instead of by the piece. 
(1) After signing the manufacturers' declaration of 10 November 

1831, and thus agreeing in effect to pay by the piece-work list and 

not by the week, John Day resumed the payment of weekly wages some 

years later. In February 1834, when the Coventry branch of the 

Grand National Consolidated Trades' Union was active, his loom-shop 

weavers declared that they were willing 'no longer to continue upon 

a system which is in direct opposition to the legal and customary 

usages of the trade' and when he refused to agree to abandon the 

payment of weekly wages, struck. (2) They were supported by the union, 

which issued a call to all weavers not to blackleg: 

Weavers! Is there among you who will tender your services to 
occupy the looms of these our noble Brothers? Will you, by 
such nefarious and disgraceful conduct, lend yourselves to 
perpetuate a system which has long received the unqualified 
condemnation of honourable Operatives and Manufacturers in 
the Trade? A sense of your own welfare will no doubt be 
sufficient to guard you from committing so gross an outrage 
upon our common interests. (3) 

It was not sufficient. Some weavers continued to workin Day's 

Far Gosford Street loom-shop; a crowd picketed it and sludge was 

thrown at Elizabeth Liggins when she left in the evening; there 

were cries of 'Bahl Bahl' (because Elizabeth Liggins was a black 

sheep) and her father was knocked down when he came to fetch her. 

John Day went to the mayor's parlour to take out a summons against 

those responsible and found the building surrounded by a crowd of 

several hundred when he emerged. Eighteen constables escorted 
him home. Two weavers found guilty of assaulting Elizabeth Liggins 

and her father were sentenced to three months' imprisonment at 

quarter sessions. (4) Day persisted in his plan of weekly wages 
'through the extremest obloquyl(5): Joseph Gutteridge only took a 
job at his loom-shop at X1 a week because he could not afford to 

(1) See Chapter II for this dispute, 

(2) Coventry Herald, 21 February 1834. 

(3) P. R, O.: H. O. 52/25t Ribbon Tradd, Weavers! Weaverst Arisel 
Arisel 17 February 1834. 

(4) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/25, W. Hawkes to Melbourne, 20 February 1834. 
Coventry Herald, 28 February, 11 April 1834. 

(5) P. P.: [P-17] II. C. (1840) ýc*iyi. p- 50. 
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achieve his ambition of becoming a first-hand journeyman and twas 

forced through circumstances to take whatsoever presented itselfl. (l) 

But Day went bankrupt a few months later - aboutg it seemal 
1837 or 1838 - because of his unwise attempt to power jacquard 
looms by steam, at that time unsuited to the figured-weaving trade* 
When Fletcher reported in 1838, payment by the week had apparently 
ceased, though the steam factory system was growing, (2) In 184o 
the Coventry Herald printed a long article on J. and C. Ratliff's 

steam factory in Hill Street - apparently it had been the scene of 
Day's unfortunate venture - and made it clear that the weavers were 
paid by the piece, not by the week, (3) The accounts of the 1843 
dispute in the figured trade show that piece-work was the mode of 
payment in factories: the common concern of jacquard weaverag both 
in factories and outdoors, was that these payments were usually not 
in accordance with the list. Weekly wages do not seem to have 
been paidg except very rarely. (4) 

But by 1848 they were common in the city's ribbon factoriest 
though their acceptance in the preceding years by the weavers is 
totally unrecorded in the sources. This acquieseenceg a few years 
after the bitter enmity to Day's paying by the weekv was most 
probably partly the result of the increasing employment of jacquard 
looms in steam factories in the 1840s. In the 1820s and early 
1830s John Day had woven only plain ribbons in his loom-shop: any 
pauses in their work which his weavers would have been able to 
take (had they been paid by the piece, not by the week) would have 
been the result of their deliberate preference of idleness to pay: 
the weaving of plain ribbons was comparatively simple and enabled 
earnings to be exactly predicted. But jacquard weaving necessarily 
entailed frequent and unwanted stoppages to alterýpatternsq over 
which weavers had no control. Piece-work in the figured factory 
trade disabled weavers from forecasting their earnings exactly: 
weekly work was more secure. But this consideration leaves 

unexplained the prevalence of weekly wages in the plain factories 

(1) J. Gutteridge, opo cit., p. 64. 
(2) 10c. cit., P,, P.: C217] H. C. (1840) ; qiv, ý, pp-L 50 Qt seq. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 30 October 1840. 

(4) Sansom brothers advertised for weavers at weekly wages during 
the 1843 dispute, but a few weeks later were said to be paying by 
the list, at piece-work. CoventryStandard, 17 March, 31 March 
1843. 
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by 1848, and a major cause of the acceptance of weekly wages by 

both plain and jacquard factory hands in the 1840s was that with 
the introduction of disciplined rhythms of work into both piece- 
paying and weekly paying steam factories in the 1840s (through the 

separate picking-up system and other means) the greater freedom 

previously a corollary of the piece-work system was eroded. (l) 

The growing competitiveness of the steam factory increased 
the hostility towards it of the outdoor weavers, as was shown in 

the dispute of 1848. This began in the factories themselves - 
both the plain and the jacquard factories, The implementation 

of the Ten Hours' Bill meant a reduction in the working week from 

si3tty-three hours to fifiy-eight. Several factory masters, of 
whom Cope and Hammerton were the most important, undertook to pay 
the old rates of weekly wages: others proposed reductions. The 

factory operatives met, resolved to form their own union, and were 
urged by Henry Franklin, the chairman of their meeting, to use only 
'peaceful and moral' meanszgainst recalcitrant masters: not to 

strike but to give in their notice and rely upon getting work in 

the outdoor weaving, possible since the spring trade was booming. 
A letter from the Plain Weavers' Association (representing the 
interests of the outdoor engine-loom weavers) showed their support 
of the factory hands and their desire to maintain in factories 

costs and wages high enough to preserve the security of the outdoor 
branch, Its reception by the factory hands themselves shows their 
dislike of the institutions they worked in: its proposal that 

parliament should be asked to place a tax on steam was greeted with 
loud cheers. (2) The hands of the masters who proposed to reduce 
wages gave in their notice and in the following week were supported 
by contributions from the outdoor weavers, the dyers, the Spon 

Street watchmakerst and many tradespeople. One leading draper 

gave YU to the fund. Henry Franklin warned his men to behave 

peaceably: they were not even to groan outside the factory masters# 
houses. Throughout the week they paraded the town with flags 
bearing the legend 'We work to liveg but not to starve' and 'God 
bless Lord Ashley*. - By the end of the week some of the factory 

masters agreed to pay the old rates of weekly wages. Their hands 

(1) The issues involved are touched on by the Coventry Standard 
and Coventry Herald, 26 September 1856, with reference to a current 
dispute at Cash's factory, 
(2) Coventry Herald and Coventry Standard, 28 April 1848. 
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returned to work. (l) 

Then Messrs. J. and C. Ratliff proposed to their factory 

weavers, both the plain and the jacquard hands, what back in the 

1820a and 30s Day's hands had wanted - payment by the piece. But 

he offered now piece-rate terms which would have enabled him 

effectively to beat the competition of the power-loom plain ribbon 

weavers of Derby - and which would have made the more powerful 
his competition with the outdoor weavers of Coventry. The strike 

against the Ratliffs continued while they took on blackleg labour. 

His regular hands were determined to press for the Coventry outdoor 

plain listg allowing the Ratliffs one-third for the cost of power 

and looms - costs which were of course borne by the first-hand 

journeymen in the outdoor trade: under this list the Ratliffs' 

weavers' earnings would have risen to 16s. or 178. a week. Such 

a list would have been equal to the Derby list. Delegates from 

Derby urged the Ratliffs' men to fight and promised money in support 

from Derbyq Congleton and Leek. The Coventry Plain Weavers' 

Association held meetings in support of the Ratliffs' hands, and 

resolved unanimously not to take outdoor work from the Ratliffs 

until the strike was settledg and to support the factory strikers 

should they be out six months or more. At meetings on Greyfriars 

Green at which all types of weavers were present, demonstrating the 

common interests of the trade, Henry Franklin and others talked of 

plans to gain at last a regular list for figured ribbons and to 

enforce the outdoor lists in all factories after the Ratliffs were 

beaten: piece-work at regular prices would'benefit financially both 

outdoor weavers and factory hands - and would also free the latter 

from the discipline of the overseer, or his immoral attentions. 

'Every husbandl and every father, and all men of right feelingi 

must be most anxious for the protection and security of the females 

employed in factories against all kinds of oppression. '(2) Thomas 

Maclean addressed a weavers' meeting* 
If any of Mr. Ratliff's lick-spittles were there, he wished 

them to listen to what he had further to say that evening ... 
He drew a frightful picture of the working of the factory systems 
which he compared to Russian serfdom; and said that low wages 
tended to demoralise, and were alike destructive to the shop- 
keeper and the artisan, They had been told that competition 
was the cause of low wages. They had met there that evening to 
destroy that competition. He wished people to be rewarded for 
their labour, that their wives and daughters might not be obliged 

- 
to go into factories. %(3) 

(1) Coventry Herald and CoventrZ tandardt 5 May 1848. 
(2) ventry Heraldq 2 June 1846. 
(3) UoVentry Standardq 12 May 1848. 
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And, said Thomas Brocklebank, an outdoor weaver, some days later; 

'It was necessary that the price should be maintained, as there was 

nearly Z30,000 of machinery engaged in the hand-loom weavingg which, 
if not protected by a list in the steam factories, would in the 

course of ten or fifteen years become greatly depreciated in valuel. (l) 

The strike lasted for more than a month, and towards the end of 
May became extended into a general strike of all factory hands as a 
means of bringing additiohal pressure to bear on the Ratliffs at a 
time when there was a strong demand for ribbons and manufacturers 

were reluctant to lose production. Tempers rose. Strike pickets 

surrounded the factories at 5 a. m. and the blacklegs who entered the 

Ratliffs' factory in Hill Street were beaten up; policemen were 

placed at the gates thereafter. At the next weavers' meeting 

nearly 2,000 hand-loom and factory weavers were warned against 
further acts of violence by Henry Franklin and Thomas Brocklebank. 

A few days later the message was reaffirmed by Solomon Eagleton to 

5,000 hand-loom and factory weavers meeting on Greyfriars Green, 

There were no further acts of violence - merely continued processions 
through the town. The strikers were supported by levies of 6d, per 
loom from the power loom weavers of Derby and from the hand-loom 

weavers of Coventry, collected at district meetings of the Plain 

Weavers' Association. These sums were sufficient to pay two- 

thirds of their normal earnings in the first weeks of the strike and 
full pay for the last. 

After the intervention of an arbitration committee (William 

Taunton, William Browett and Edward Goode were its most prominent 

members) set up by a public meeting in St. Mary's Hall, the strike 

ended in partial victory for the strikers over the Ratliffs. 

They agreed to pay the weavers' list for plain ribbons but refused 

the jacquard list; for figured ribbons his weavers accepted lower 

prices than they had wanted. A general jacquard list was as far 

off as ev er and there was no attempt to force the other manufacturers 
to give Up the payment of weekly wages. The incomplete success of 
the strike was attributed by William Housiauxq a leader of the 
factory weavers, to the inefficiency of their trade union; its 
inability to prevent blacklegging was implied. Certainly, the 
factory weavers lacked the solid organisation and zeal of the outdoor 

(1) loc. cit, See also on this point Edward Goode's letter, 
Coventry Standard,, 16 June 1848. 
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plain weavers, who made clear - for example, in long letters to 

the Coventry Herald - their determined enthusiasm for the strikes 

which they saw as a means of defending their own labour and 

security. (l) 

(1) For a full account of this dispute, see Covent Coventry Standards 
28 April, 

.5 
Hay, 12 May, 26 May, 2 Juneg 9 Jun-e-9-1-67-une-ImF, - 

Coventry Heraldq 28 April, 5 May, 12 Bay, 19 May, 26 May, 2Junel 
9 June, 16 June, 17 July 1848. 
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III 

The Lists of Prices, 1850-1858 

The growing prosperity of the ribbon trade in the early 
18508 meant fewer disputes in either the outdoor or the factory 

trades, though there were still dishonourable masters willing to 

pay below the list of prices and weavers compelled on occasion to 

work below it. (l) In 1853 the factory weavers won an advance of 
ls. in their weekly wages by a series of brief strikes. (2) 

Trouble returned in the following year. One of the leading factory 

firms, Spencer and Horsfallq reduced wages by ls, because of a 

slump in the winter and a surplus of weavers; they offered to pay 

an extra shilling to 'good-hands' but all forty-four of their men 

struck to obtain the old rates for all. Spencer and Horsfall took 

on blacklegs; the strikers beat them up; for this one striker 

was arrested and fined 95. Despite their efforts the strikers 

were not successful. (3) A few months later many manufacturers 

abandoned the plain list in the outdoor trade. They included 

Sharp and Odell, who 'always had an honourable name in the trade'. 

The weavers met in St. Mary's Hall at the end of May with Edward 

Goode in the chair. Daniel Butlerg the secretary to the Plain 

Weavers' Association, argued that if possible a strike should be 

(1) Coventry standard, 18 July 1851- Coventry Herald, 25 July 
1851. - The only major dispute between 164b and lb53 was with J. and 
C. Ratliff, over their failure to give a breakfast breaks in 
apparent contravention of the factory acts. There was a strikes 
but no violence. The factory inspector ruled that the Ratliffs 
were correct in their interpretation of the law. Coventry Standard, 
11 October, 18 October, 25 October, 8 November 1650. Coventry 
Herald, 4 Octobers 25 October 1850- P-P*: VL304] H. C. (1851) xxiii; 
Reports of Inspectors of Factories for the half-year ending 31 
October 6501 pp, 2b et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 26 August 1853. 
(3) ibid. s 3 February, 10 Februaryt 17 February 1854. Coventry 
Herald, 10 February 1854. 
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avoided, but the widespread departures from the plain list had 
to be fought and another attempt made to gain a list for figured 

ribbons. When approached, Spencer and Horsfall had declared 
their unwillingness to sign the list: 'They did not care what the 
town, nor what twenty towns might think, for they should pursue 
their own course with their own business regardless of anybodyl. (l) 
They had 'advanced the argument about political economy, and told 
them [the committeejit was unreasonable to expect as good prices to 
be paid in a bad time of trade as in a prosperous one. They, 

admitted, however, that a reduction of wages would not cause any 
more goods to be made. t(2) The dishonest masters were also, 
reported Butlerg resorting to unfair tricks at a time when work 
was short and weavers were anxious to get it at any price. Masters 

were giving out silk to be wound wet, and then paying for dry - 
'wiggling at the scale into the bargain'. Factory masters were, 
practising 'the nibbling system$ - altering the clock at meal 
times. Unless checked, these practises would spread to the 
honourable masters. Butler and Goode stressed the old argument - 
that lower earnings for weavers would mean lower profits for the 

city's shopkeepers, who were widely sympathetic to the weavers' 
cause-(3) 

One week later the committee of the Plain Weavers' Association 

reported that almost all the masters had been persuaded to pay by 
the list of prices if the others did: even Spencer and Horsfall, 
'whose alarming reductions have created such a sensation in Coventry, 

which has not been felt since 18421. (4) The only dissentient was 
James Hart. He had seen the committee 'in the pleasantest manner 
possible ... but was firm in refusing to acknowledge any list 

whatever, or any rule but his own necessities and his own will'-(5) 
Hart was exploiting the current-labour surplus to the full. For 

one type of plain ribbon the list price was 2s. 9d. 9 which in good 
times he paid; recently he had kept his outdoor weavers without 

(1) Coventry Standard, 2 June 1854. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 16 June 1854. 
(3) Coventry Standardq 19 May, 2 June 1854. Coventry-Herald, 
2 June 1B54,16 June 1854. 
(4) CoV ntry Standard,, 9 June 1854. 
(5) Coventry Hemldl 16 June 1854. 
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work for twelve or fourteen weeks (which he was able to do since 

he had his factories to produce for him) and had then offered them 

2s-3d. 9 which they were glad to accept; he then kept them without 

work for eight weeks more and reduced the price to 2s. Hart's 

competition was the reason for the general abandonment of the list* 

A handbill of the Plain Weavers' Association asked, "Has Mr. Hart 

resolved to be the Nicholas of Coventry? '(1) But by the end of 
July the committee of the Plain Weavers' Association had by endless 

negotiationj unmarred by any violence or breach of the peaceq 

gained victory. All manufacturers except Hart had signed the list 

and Hart had agreed either to pay by it or not to give out any 

plain work at all in the outdoor trade 'rather than be any obstacle 
in the wayIq though it had taken much pressure from the weavers andl 
it seems, the other masters too to get him to do so. (2) 

Hart fretted at the restriction; in the summer of 1855 he 

began to give out plain work below the list price. Both weavers 

and honourable masters were furious when they learned of his 

faithlessness. Thomas Read warned the outdoor weavers of the 

dangers that faced them, at a very crowded meeting in St. Mary's 

Hall. 'He commended those who had laboured to cbtain an a-la-bar 
loom, and hoped they would make a noble stand, and not let such men 

as Mr. Hart bring them down to the position of those in the factories, 

which places he denominated as "hells of destruction't. '(3) The 

committee of the Plain Weavers' Association saw him and he promised 

on his honour to pay by the list in future. Some honourable 

manufacturers were not satisfied with this: they wanted Hart to 

put it in writing. Some weavers agreed with them - but as one 

speaker pointed out at their meeting, if Hart was prepared to break 

his word, the fact that he had put it on paper would not deter him. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 9 June 1854. Coventry Herald, 16 June 1854. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 23 June, 21 July, 28 July 1854. Coventry 
Herald, 26 July 1654. 
(3) Coventry Timesq 21 November 1855- This Read was an outdoor 
weaver- Another Thomas Read, a factory weaver, made a few months 
later L 

equally forthright denunciation of the factory system: 
'For his own part he had always been opposed (not to the factory 
weavers) but to the factory systemg because of its demoralising 
tendency, and its harmful consequences to the poor who were compelled 
to be its victims'. Coventry Weekly Times, 21 February 1856. 
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The meeting decided not to ask for his written undertaking. (1) 

A few months later Hart was again the master most feared and 

disliked by the weavers. The weavers themselves were becoming 

more militant, as rapid technological change thrust against them, 

Early in 1856 the Ribbon Weavers' Association began a campaign 
for fancy and figured ribbons - an objective longed-for for many 

years. In the 1854 dispute the weavers had managed to get the 

masters to agree to pay for fancy ribbons 'according to difýicultyl, 

but this was of course no guarantee at all of standard prices. 
Prices differed greatly from one master to another and Hart's were 

among the worst. Daniel Butler and a deputation from the associa- 
tion went to see Hart, who received them angrily. tMr. Hart had 

told the deputation that the committee was a curse to the town. 1(2)' 

When challenged on his prices for fancy ribbons he lost his temper. 

'The plain list I will pay, but if you as a committee interfere 

with my fancy trade, I will smash the whole list, though it cost 

me Z500-'(3) 
Nevertheless, the weavers' association went ahead with plans 

to gain a uniform list for fancy ribbons. The old argument that 

higher prices meant more money for the city's shops and standard 

(1) loc. cit. Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 23 November 
1855- There are other indications of Hart's exceptionally thrusting 
and aggressive behaviour. There were six convictions of Warwick- 
shire factory masters for infringements of the factory acts between 
1839 and 1860: Hart was convicted three times for employing in all 
twenty-six women and young persons outside the permitted hours, or 
without keeping their names in a register. Two other manufacturers 
were convicted for single offences of the same natureq and Spencer 
and Horsfall were fined Z10 for not fencing a sh ft roperly, 
P. P.: Reports of the Inspectors of Factories: 1439 H. C. (1852) 
xxi, P. 19; L1712 H, C. (1854) xix, P. 32; L179Y 

K. 

(1854) xix, 
pp. 24 et seq; 19471 H-C- (1854-55) xv, P* 26; [2240 H. C. (1857, 
Session 2) xvi, pp. 52 et seq. It should be added that Hart was 
the only Coventry manufacturer sufficiently energetic to send ribbons. 
to the Paris Exposition in 1855 and that in 1858 a reading room at 
the Victoria factory for 5009 provided with newspapers and more than 
400 books, was, opened by the Rev. W. T., Rosevear of Hay Lane Baptist 
Chapel. Hart 'alluded to the great pleasure it gave him in meeting 
his workpeople on that very interesting occasion, and of his willing- 
ness to assist them in every way possible in promoting their comfort 
and moral improvements. Hart. was a keen Baptist and played an active 
part in the work of the Coventry City Mission. Coventry Standardt 
4 August 1854,23 March 1855. Coventry Herald, 19 March, 21 May 
1858. 

(2) Coventry Weekly Times, 16 January 1856. The Coventry Times 
changed its title to the Coventry Weekly Times at this time, 
(3) loc. cit. Coventry Standard and Coventry Heral-d, 18 January 
1856. 
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prices, more certainty (because less competition) for masters was 

again stressed; attempts were made to get thqchonourable masters 
on the, weavers' side. But when approached the masters complained 
of competition in the fancy, tradeg andýcould promise nothing. 
The weavers' association had to stop its campaign. Daniel Butler 

regretted the need to do so, but saw no possibility of gaining a 
fancy list: reflecting the general, apprehension amongst the weavers 
at the technological changes taking place he feared indeed that 
the plain list itself would soon be under attack. (l) 

The competitive power of the steam factory was one danger to 
the outdoor trade: in 1854 and early in. 1855 this had been aggravated 
by a slump. But by the summer of 1856 trade was goods there was 
work for alll and while the outdoor plain list held firm the factory 

workers on weekly wages won advances which reflected their increased 

productivity. (2) In September the Cash brothers offered to go over 
to piece-work in their factory when asked for an advance in weekly 
wages. The response of their weavers shows how much ideas had 

changed on, this question since John Day's weekly-work system had 

been so detested. Of the 200 Cash factory weaverss only 6 were 
in favour of piece-work: the others agreed that the piece-work 
rates offered by the Cash brothers were too low, and that since 
factories were in any case bad places however the weavers were paid 
in them, 

they prefer a certain for an uncertain system of wages - they 
must bring grist to the human mill every week, let it come from 
where it will. There is no description of labour under heaven 
that works more mischief and ruing when carried to an extreme, 
than that of the factory. The hardest and most stalwart frame 
speedily bends and fails beneath its stroke. Premature decay 
is the unfortunate lot of the great bulk of those under its 
influence. Think on this, and reflect that every ounce of gold 
in the coffers of your masters is partially coined out of the 
sweat and blood of the people - that their immense colossal 
fortunes are reared on a foundationg composed of your enfeebled 
and emaciated frames. (3) 

The weavers argued that in the jacquard weaving (apparently the 

prevailing type at the Cash factory) the necessary and frequent 

stoppages of work to alter patterns meant that weekly work gave 
more security than piece-work because it made earnings more 
(1) Coventry Standard,, 18 Januaryg 20 March 1856. Coventry 
Herald, lb January lb5b. Coventry Weekly Times, 16 January, 19 
March 1856. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 2 February, 9 February 1855. Coventry 
! LeralC 91 September 1854,16 February 1855,26 September 1656. 
(3) Eoventry Herald, 10 September 1858: handbill published during 
the dispute of 1656 by the General Committee of the Ribbon Weavers, 
Associations The test of a nation's prosperity is not in the accumula- 
tion but in the distFUN-Firon of its Wealth. 
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predictable and it was fairer because it threw the cost of these 

stoppages on the employer. A handbill declared: 'compulsory 

piece-work is an insult to your manhood'% and added that the Cash 

brothers should pay by the week, as Robinsong Iliffe and Peters, 
Henry Spencer, Eli Green and other honourable men did. (l) 

The Cash brothers plottedl it was arguedl 'by an ingenious 

and cunning devised system of piece-work' to reduce the earnings 
of their weavers to about 138.4d. a week. This concerned the 

entire body of weavers. The Cash brothers would increase their 

profits and become more competitive; the security and earnings- 

of. the outdoor weavers would be eroded. and thus piece-work 'most 

probably in a few years' time will concentrate the whole silk 
trade of Coventry into a few-handsl, (2). Joseph and Josiah Cash 
declared that earnings would be much higher under their piece-work 

plan than the weavers predicted; they asked them to try the system 
for six months and pledged that if after that time earnings did not 

exceed the highest weekly wage paid in the trade they would return 
to weekly wages in their factory. The weavers would not accept 

and struck: faced, by a united body of weavers, who were urged-by 
their union to be peaceful but not to. blacklegg and unwilling to 
lose production when trade was boomingg the Cash brothers gave in 

after the strike had lasted a week. They paid an advance in their 

weekly wages, which became the highest in the trade. (3) 

A few weeks later the factory weavers of Spencer and Horsfall 

asked for an advance in their weekly wages. Spencer and Horsfall 

refused; their weavers struck and one of them cut his warps out 
of his loom before he left. Spencer-and Horsfall locked the 
factory gates, and circulated the names of all 300 of their weavers 
to the other factory masters in such a way as to imply that they 

were joihtly responsible for the warp cutting. George Hall, a 
leader of the factory weavers, denounced the 'poor, wretched, 
degraded, misguided uneducated creature' who had cut the warps, 
deprecated the weavers' action in striking - Ifor, his part he was 

(1) C oventry Herald, 10 September 1858: handbill published during 
the Cash dispute by the General Committee of the Ribbon Weavers' 
Association, To the factory operatives and others. 
(2) ibid: handbill, Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just. 
(3) Coventry Standardl 26 Septembers 3 October 1856. Coventry 
1! erald7., 26 Septembers 3 October 1856,10 September 1858 dbills)* 
Coventry Weekly Timess 1 October 1856. C. R. O.: MS diary of William 
Andrews, 19 Septemberg 20 September, 27 September 1856. 
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sorry that the hands had been foolish enough to act injudiciously 
in not quietly working out their notice$ - and denounced the unfair 
circular of Spencer and Horsfall. It had little effect anyway; 
Ratliffs, lacking good weavers at the boom time, took on as many 
as. they could and paid them the extra shilling. Within a week 
Spencer and Horsfall gave ins took their hands back$ and gave the 
advance. (l) 

The outdoor weavers employed by the twenty manufacturers of 
fringed ribbons wished to be paid 6d. a lb. for winding the sewings 
used in their weaving. The Ribbon Weavers' Association took up 
their case in March 1857; Daniel Butler and a deputation from the 

association saw the twenty and gained the agreement to the payment 
of fourteen masters. The fringe weavers began the weekly payment 
of levies - ld. for each handloomg 2d. for each engine-loom, 3d. for 

each a-la-bar loom - to build up a strike fund. But there was no 
strike; negotiations continuedg, conducted by a special committee 
of the Ribbon Weavers' Association. By the end of-April three 

more masters had agreed. Further meetings of the fringe weavers 
and other members of the association were held; 2$000 attended one 
in May on Greyfriars Green. The association was flexible in its 
attitude: to accommodate those masters who said that factory 
competition prevented their paying the 6d. demanded it drew up a 
new list for fringed ribbons which was in effect about five per 
cent lower than its predecessor. By steady and persistent pressures 
without striking or violence, the association gained the signatures 
of all masters to this list and the 6d. a lb. payment for winding 
sewings by August. It led to an increase in weavers' earnings. (2) 

But the agreement compelled manufacturers to pay more for 
fringed ribbons woven outdoors than it cost the owners of the most 
efficient steam factories; one estimates certainly exaggeratedt 
put the extra cost at more than double. (3) Such disparities in 
productivity could be maintained only in times of boom. By the 
end of 1857 there was a slump in the ribbon trade which was worse 
than the normal winter slack time. Even the most efficient factories 

(1) Coventry Standa_rd, Coventry Herald, 24 October, 31 October 1856, 
Coventry Weekly Times,, 22 October, 29 October 1856. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 27 March, 24 April, 22 May, 5 June, 12 Junef 
3 July, 10 Julyt s 31 Julyq 28 August 1857. Coventry, 
Herald, 3 JulYq 14 August 1857- Coventry Weekly Time's-7 q IU Marchl -Aprii, 8 April, 15 April, 22 April, 29 April, 13 May, 20 May, 
19 August 1857. 
(3) Coventry Standardq 31 July 1857. 
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were on short time, working three or four days a week- many 

outdoor weavers were totally without work for many weeks. One 

factory which had recently opened - and which presumably possessed, 

therefore, the most up-to-date looms, was forced to close. The 

looms in Stephen Hammerton's factory were old and were unable to 

compete with those in the more modern factories. For years Hammerton 

had had no'dispute with his weavers; he had paid satisfactory 

weekly wages. He now went over to piece-work payment; to throw 

the burden of his less productive machinery on to his workers. 

They faced a certain loss of wages: the outdoor weavers saw in 

Hammerton's action a latent threat to their list and their earnings. 

His hands struckq and were promised strike pay from a general levy 

of the entire trade. It seems that in such 6 time of dire distress 

this could not be raised: certainlyq within a week his hands re- 

applied for their posts, only to find most of-them filled by 

unemployed weavers from elsewhere. (l) 

There was a slight improvement in the ribbon trade in mid- 

winter but in the spring (usually a boom season) the slump returned, 

being worse in some places than it had been before Christmasq and 

the effects of the underlying productive surplus were again felt, 

in both theoutdoor and the steam factory trades. In the springg 
Stephen Barnwell went bankrupt: his factories and looms were 

offered for-sale but there were no offers for them. (2) The plain 

outdoor list came under attack. Jephcott, a plain weaver, 'found 

an instance when a dying husband and a starving family had compelled 

the woman to take work out at a reduced price, an instance which it 

was disgraceful, on the part of the. manufacturerg to take advantage 

of'. (3) Only a few manufacturers did in fact abandon the list, 

and the chief villains were J. T. and W. Smith and Joseph Peters. 

The weavers appealed to their sense of decency. Yardley 'deprecated 

the conduct of those who wished to get rich out of the vitals of 
the poor, and believedq however long they might liveg the thought 

of their oppression would plant a thorn in their dying pillowl. (4) 

(1) CoventrZ Standard, 13 November, 4 December, 11 Decemberg 
25 December 107. Coventry Heraldq 13 Novemberl 20 November, 27 
Novemberg 11 December 1857. CoventrZ Weekly Times, 11 Novembert 
18 November, 2 December, 9 December 1657. 
(2) Coventry Standardq 15 January 1858. Coventry Herald, 24 
Decem 16579 15 January, 22 Januaryq 12 Ma7rch, 26 Marchs--30 April 
1858. 
(3) Coventry Weekly Timest 28 April 1858. 
(4) loc. cit. 
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But Messrs. Smith blamed their action on the superior competitive- 

ness of the factory looms and declared their intention of giving 

work out at the same price that it could be made in factories. 

Peters too said he meant to abandon the list. Wholesale destruc- 

tion of the list was thus possible. 'Thus there were two out of 

eighty-two manufacturers who threatened destruction to that list 

which had been their bulwark and defence', said Jephcott. (l) 

Thomas Read urged upon the outdoor weavers 'the maintenance ofthe 
list at all cost of present sacrifice and toil, for if they lost it 

there were those who like ravenous wolves would seize on what they9 

as workmen, ought to realisel. (2) 

To meet the crisis the outdoor plain weavers planned peaceful 

negotiation and pressure and a return to the tactic last used 
forty years before to maintain the list - the payment of doles to 

weavers who were offered work only at prices below the list. An 

extra weekly levy of id. a loom was added to the usual subscriptions 
in the outdoor trade, to act 'as a reserve fund to assist the most 

needy in slack times, that they might not become a prey to the 

worthless and avaricious ... a second entrenchment round the list 

,, * in times of distress it would sweeten their own meal to know 

that the wants of their poor fellow workmen were provided for'. (3) 

Each district was to retain control of its reserve fund; thus in 

May the weavers of Hillfields formed 'a sympathetic society for the 

purpose of affording assistance to any member of the same who may 
lose his employment through refusing to take out work below the 

list of pricesl. (4) 

Negotiations with Messrs. Smith - the most recalcitrant 

masters - dragged on for months. The Ribbon Weavers' Association 

was confident at first that they would succeed by peaceful methods: 
'they had conquered before and with truth and justice on their 

side, and the use of proper meansg they would conquer again'-(5) 
They had the support of the honourable masters. Caldicott, 

Messrs. Pears, Franklin, Newsome, and Sargeant were named and thanked 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) loc. cit. 
(3) loc. cit. 
(4) Coventry WeeklZ Times,, 28 April, 12 May 1858. Coventry 
Standard, 23 April 1858. Coventry Heraldl 23 April 1658. 
(5) Coventry Weekly Times, 28 April 1858. 
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for their active help in trying to get Messrs. Smith to abide 
by the list: 'as long as they had the support of those gentlemen, 
they might defiance to the efforts of any petty tyrants who were 
desirous to lower the prices paid to workmenl. (l) Thomas Read 

and Thomas Maclean stressed that the mayor - Charles Dresser, himself 

a silk wholesaler, sympathised with the outdoor weavers., 'He 

should not wonder if the Chief Magistrate was then employing 
himself in some way to assist them', said Maclean early in August. 

There was general sympathy for the outdoor weavers in the city; a 

party of weavers who attended Cow Lane Baptist Chapel early in 

August were given a markedly friendly reception. (2) 
. 

Meanwhile, twelve deputations had gone to see Messrs. Smith 

between April and July: some they refused to see, to others they 

gave evasive answers, and to one, at the end of July, J. T. Smith 

made his attitude clear. 'Well, I shall not acknowledge the list 

prices, but we shall in future conduct our business on the broad 

principles of political economy; when the trade is very' good, 

you will have a very good price, and when it is bad you will have 

a bad price. '(3) The handbills and speeches of the weavers' 
leaders emphasised the gravity of the crisis, the ruin for both 

factory and outdoor weavers that defeat might bring, the need 
for unity and resolution to meet Messrs. Smith - yet at the same 
time the overriding necessity to remain peaceful so as to retain 
the support of the town. 

The crisis has now come, and every individual weaver ought to 
be prepared to make some sacrifice in maintenance of the all- 
important guarantee, irizq the list of prices for weaving and 
winding. A public meeting we must have and success must crown 
our efforts, as a failure would bring upon us and our posterity 
the most fearful disasters to the factory weaver as well as 
the outdoor work ... the loss of the list would be seriously 
felt throughout the whole weaving community in the extension 
of poverty, wretchedness and crime ... No half-measures will 
now answer; your own self-preservation is at stake. (4) 

(1) CoventrZ Herald, 30 July 1858. Coventry Standard, 30 July, 
16 August 1856. NB the address from their workmen to Messrs. 
Pears and Franklin in September 1856, when presenting them with 
cups as testimonials of gratitude for tyour undeviating rectitude, 
your generous assistance in difficulty or afflictions or the noble 
stand you invariably took, when the question of the price for weaving 
ribbons was at issue, and last nor leastt the honourable way in 
which you invariably offer to settle any disputes or misfortune'. 
Coventry Weekly Times, 24 September 1856. 
(2) Coventry_Weekly Time! 1.28 July, 4 August, 11 August 1858. 
(3) Uoventry Weekl Timei3,4 August 1858; Coventry-Herald, 30 July 
1858. 
(4) Coventry Weekly Times, 28 July 1858: handbill issued by the 
General Committee of the Ribbon Weavers' Association. 
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Meetings of the outdoor weavers followed almost nightly throughout 

the first three weeks of August. At one, held on Greyfriars Greens 

Maclean said: 
They had met again upon that spot which he called sacred. 
Upon that spot they had often contended for liberty and 
right; the name of that spot was known far and wide, and what 
had been done there had been felt in the Commons House of 
Parliament; and there they would meet and meet again, until 
the Smiths and all their kidney were brought up to the 
righteous standard of the list. (Cheers. )(1) 

But Maclean was careful to end with praise of the honourable 

manufacturers, whose disapproval of the 'Johnnywops' was a great 

as theirs, and injunctions to behave peacefully to keep the 

support of the magistrates and the town, Thomas Read and Isaac 

Caldicott stressed the same point, 
There was a time when tyrants were visited by a long-eared 
animal, having upon him a bunch of ribbons; but they had no 
desire to adopt such a method; they wished to appeal to man's 
reason and sense of justice ... Let law and order be their 
motto, and thent with the blessing of God upon their efforts, 
they should again be successful. (2) 

Dutton pointed out to the shopkeepers where their own interest 

lay: 'if only 6d. per piece was took from the weavers it would 

rob this locality of F, 309000 annually, which would be took from 

working men and given to wholesale purchasers$. (3) 

One meeting ended with three cheers for the outdoor weavers, 
three for the factory operatives (whose support was asked for), 

three for the honourable manufacturers, and three for the town. 

There was no violence, though the outdoor weavers were said by the 
Coventry Standard to be getting more and more angry; the nearest 

approach to it was the parade on Greyfriars Green of a donkey, 

dressed out in ribbons, 'no doubt intended as a terror to 

evildoersl. (4) But weavers' contributions to the association's 
funds quadrupled in the first week in August: five more deputations 

visited Messrs. Smithl who signed the list and then retracted again, 
but who were induced to sign the list partly because of pressure on 

(1) Coventry Weekly_Times, 4 August 1858- 
(2) Coventry Weekly Timlr,, 4 August 1858. 
(3) loc. cit. 
(4) Coventry Standardq 13 August 1858. 
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them from the publics a weavers' meeting was told by John 

Sheffield. This was at the end of Augusto(l) 

(1) Coventry Standard and CoventrZ Herald, 30 July, 6 August, 
13 August, 20 August, 27 August 1858. Coventry WeeklZ Times, 
28 July, 4 August, 11 August, 18 August, 25 August 1658. As 
important as these weavers' Victories in the city in the period 
1854-1858 was the inclusion of the weavers of north Warwickshire 
in the Plain Ribbon Weavers' and Factory Operatives' Associations: 
a development which almost certainly brought the Coventry lists 
of prices to the northern townships. See Section I of this 
chapter. 
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IV 

The Dispute with the Factory Masters, 1858-185,9 

By the end of August a crisis had been reached in a much 

more serious and far-reaching dispute with the factory masters 

which involved the entire ribbon trade. Throughout their dispute 

with their outdoor weavers Messrs. Smith had argued that the 

competition of factory steam power, especially at a time of slump, 

made it impossible to pay by the list. During the depression in 

1857 and 1858 the superior competitiveness of the factory system 

as a whole, and within the factory system of the most up-to-date 

machinery which had been installed in the previous few years, 

became increasingly obvious. 
Because of the high productivity of these loomst the weavers 

who worked on them were paid by high weekly wages - and this helps 

to explain the popularity of weekly wages among the Cash brothers' 

factory weavers in 1856 - but the wages did not represent all the 

extra productivity of the most modern looms. The proprietors of 

the less modern looms, unable to compete with theml had for some 

years attempted to throw the burden of their technical backwardness 

onto their weavers by paying by the piece; thus Thomas Hennell 

paid by the piece in 1855 and in 1857 Stephen Hammerton returned 

to piece-work after paying weekly wages for some years. As 

technical advance rapidly continued the threat became more and more 

apparent. to the weavers in the less productive factories and even 

more so to the outdoor weavers. What seemed likely was the under- 

mining of the plain list and the reduction of piece-work prices for 

figured ribbons: and in addition the redundancy of a vast number of 

weavers whose competition would in turn affect the earnings of the 

weavers in the most modern factories. All types of weaver were 

directly interested. Thus in the spring of 1858 the Factory 

Operatives' and the Ribbon Weavers' Associations decided that the 
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only remedy was to enforce on factories which paid weekly wages 

piece-work rates which would destroy the superior competitiveness 

of the most modern factories and make secure the weavers elsewhere. 
The outdoor plain list and a newly composed list for figured ribbons 

were adopted for presentation to the factory masters, U) 

In September the Factory Operatives' Association attempted 
to explain the weavers' volte-face over the question of factory 

piece-work in the, previous two years: 
The present agitation for piece-work among factory operatives 
arises from no fickleness or inconsistency on their part ... 
but it springs from a most settled conviction that has gradually 
been gaining ground among a portion of the operatives since 
1848, and which the events of the last two years have more and 
more seemed to justify - vizq that unless the prices paid out 
of doors (after making due allowance to the manufacturer for 
his machinery, etc) could be established in the factories, the 
consequences would be most disastrous to the whole weaving 
community, both factory and outdoor. (2) 

Fear of the superior competitiveness of the most modern steam factory 

was from the start of their campaign expressed by the weavers and 
their leaders. In May Haughton, a factory weavers voiced a strong 

conviction that a just list of prices, when once established and 
determined upon, would put an end to that unprincipled competition 

which was disastrous alike to the manufacturer and the operative. (3) 

'When they urged their claim for remuneration they were sometimes 
told that they would drive the trade away, while he could assure 
them that Coventryl by its low price labourg was driving the more 
honourable out of the trade. 10) 'What they were contending for 

was important to the piece weaver, and to the man on weekly wagesl 
for if the one went down the other would speedily follow-'(5) Andl 

wrote a factory operative in August: 'Turn wheresoever we may, our 

unwilling gaze is ever attracted by the unequal contest incessantly 

enacting between man and gold. Man competing with mans and 

machineryg successful in its competitions is superseding, all alike. ' 

(1) Coventry Herald,, 21 May, 23 July 1858. Coventry Standard. 
28 Mai 1858. Coventry Times 13 September 1855. Coventry Weekly 
Times, 19 May, 21 July George Hallq Prize Essay on so* A 
Board of Conciliation, etc (Coventryq 1861)9'p. 19. A figuredý list 
had to be written for the factory trade because the outdoor branch 
had no fancy list for the factory weavers to adopt. After the 
success of the factory weavers' campaign the outdoor weavers tried 
vainly to get a figured list in their branch. See below. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 17 September 1858: weavers' handbill. 
(3) 1-bid. 

9 21 May 1656. 
(4) Coventry Weekly Times, 19 May 1858. 
(5) -ibid., 21 July 1658. 
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The remedy was a uniform list of prices for piece-work in 

factories and the end of the weekly wage system. (l) . 
Negotiations continued for months. The factory weavers paid 

an extra ld. a week each from May onwards - to build up a strike 
fund - met often, paraded with the outdoor hands, carrying banners 

- 'The interests of the Manufacturer and Workmen are onel where 
honour presides', and 'Peace, Law and Order' - and were told by 

their leaders of 'the necessity of organisation, self-reliance, and 

a quiet, but earnest agitation in order to secure such a list of 

prices as should be fair alike to the manufacturer and the weaverl. (2) 

'They have' (said-the Herald) 'altogether avoided the coarseness 

which too frequently characterises and embitters contests between 

employers and employed'. (3) They could still make themselves 

unpleasant to obstinate masters. Their tactics were described by 

William Andrewsq the Cash brothers# factory manager* He was 

visited by a weavers' deputation on 18 June, and declined to sign 
the factory list. The next day the deputation returned; he still 

refused. The weavers then saw Joseph Cash, and not getting any 

satisfaction from him, came again to see Andrews at the beginning 

of July. 

A final deputation wait on me this morning, to know if I will 
sign the list. They threaten that they will have a meeting at 
St. Mary's Hall. They had a paper signed by most of my hands 
- 'That we are of opinion that the conduct of Mr Andrews as 
reported by the deputation that have waited on him is most 
despicable, and we are determined to use every means', etc. 9 etc. 
6 July Mr John Cash insists I hold out saying that if I cannot, 
he will shut up the business. 

But two weeks later the deputation returned. 'The committee come 
to see me -I defy them. They go to Mr Joseph Cash; he defers 

them till Mr John comes home next week. See Mr Joseph tonight. 

He tells me to give in. ' A few weeks later John Cash said the 

same. 'It is much to my annoyance as it was by their advice I 

refused at first. ' Andrews signed the list on 27 August. (4) 

Cash's were the only weekly-paying masters to sign the list, 

Because of their highly productive looms, they naturally had more 

(1) ibid. 9 18 August 1858. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 28 May 1858. Coventry Herald,, 21 May, 
23 Jul7y, 13 August 1656. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 20 August 1858. 
(4) C. R. O.: MS diary of William Andrews, 18 June, 19 June, 21 
June, 2 July, 6 July, 21 July, 24 August, 25 August, 26 August, 27 
August 1858. 
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reluctance to sign than the piece-paying, firms, all of which had 

signed by the end of August. For them the only increase in costs 

would be for figured ribbons, now 1listed19 and in any case the 

piece-paying masters had the less modern looms and could look 

forward9 when the weavers had succeeded totallyq to a great increase 

in the costs of their competitors with the most productive machinery, 
the manufacturers who paid by the week. 'Only two piece-paying 

masters had to be brought to agreement by a strike: Spencer and 
Horsfall, who soon capitulUtbdf, and J. and C. Ratliffq Who'were 

more refractory, They wished to go over to weekly wages anyway - 
apparently because they had installed the more productive looms 

which would give their employees greatly increased earnings at 
list prices, and whichl under the weekly-wages system, would permit 
them to make a small advance in earnings while retaining for them- 

selves much of the increment of productivity. The mayor tried to 

get Ratliffs to give way: but they refused to sign the list until 
the weavers agreed that the hard core of weekly-paying masters were 
forced to pay either the list prices, or-an 'equivalent' in'weekly 

wages that would eliminate their greater competitiveness. Receiving 

this guarantee from the weaversq Ratliffs signed. (l) 

The tactics of the weavers had been to negotiate separately 

with the different groups of mastersi taking on'the least unsympathe- 
tic first and leaving to the end the most productive and therefore 

most recalcitrant masters, (2) By the end of August these had to 

be tackled. The weavers, began with a monster paradej- said by the 

press to be the largest since 1819 and estimated to consist of 
between 4,000 and 8,000. Its purpose was to show the 'union which 

exists between all branches of the ribbon trade'. The-procession 

of outdoor and factory weavers, with bands and banners, wound 
through the city to Greyfriars Green, where they were addressed by 

Haughton and Thomas Readl representing the factory and the outdoor 
branches, on the need for the list. (3) 

The reply of the weekly-paying manufacturers(4) was to issue 

(1) Coventry Standard, 23 July, 20 August, 27 August, 3 September 
1858. Coventry Herald, q 23 July, 13 August, 20 August, 27 Augusts 3 
September lb5d- CoventrZ Weekly Timesq 30 June, 7 JulYq 21 July, 
18 August, 25 August lb58, 
(2) The committee of the Factory Operatives' Association admitted 
as much to John Ratliff when they saw himl see Ratliffes letterg 
Coventry Standardq 10 September 1858. 
(3) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 27 August 1858. 
Coventry Weekly Timess 25 August 1656. 
(4) The five signatories were James Hart, John Day Jun., G. A, 
Pridmoreq Iliffe, Peters and 11amers and Thomas Robinson. 
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a handbill that ridiculed the piece-paying masters, with their 

Ioldt worn-out and useless looms'; praised their own new and 

expensive machinery which had permitted them to make three advances 
in weekly wages in three years and which alone in future would 
sustain Coventry in its competition with foreign producers; pointed 
out that this foreign competition was at present helping to cause 
a stagnation of trade: refused to pay the list or an 'equivalent' 

or to give any further increase which would reduce their competitive- 
ness; and promised that an attempt to force any one of them to do 

any of these things would be followed by a joint lock-out until 
the agitation stopped. (l) 

The reply of the weavers' association was a counter-handbill 

condemning Ibrutalising slavery, downright abject and prostrate 
subjection ... Yes, their wives and daughters walk about in 

jewellery and gold, while they retire in the prime of life upon 

colossal fortunes. 1(2) James Hart was the leader and inspiration 

of the five and the author of their handbill, (3) Before it was 
published, said Haughton, the weavers would have been content with 
the 'equivalent' but now it was 'piece-work and piece-work only. 
(Cheering)1(4) 

... 'the list and nothing but the list'. (5) The 
factory weavers determined upon a victory. The hands of Iliffet 
Peters and Hamer gave in their notice upon their masters' refusal 
to sign the list; the other four manufacturers immediately gave 
one week's notice to their hands, to take effect on Saturday, 4 

(1) Coventry Standard, 3 September 1858. The masters' case was 
also put by G. A. Pridmore's letter to the Coventry Heralds 10 
September 1858: 'They will not consent t ave a logger put on 
them that shall cripple them as much as old and worn-out machinery 
does th: eir neighbours'. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 3 September 1858. 
(3) the speech of ýoseph Hall. 'Their chief opponent was a 
man who owned a place called "Victoria's Factory'll and it was a 
shame that he should assume such a name for it, for Victoria was a 
name that carried with it benevolencel and all that was upright and just - it ought to have been called the House of Bondage; and it 
was to deliver them from this land of Egypt that they were now fighting. ' Coventry Herald, 1 October 1858. See also the letter in 
the Coventry Weekly Times, ýq September 1858: 'Mr. Hart's factory! 
Yes, there it standsq the great monster! Manufacturers and weavers look with horror as they pass the, ýplace and think that it is destined 
to sink them in one vortex of ruin. Take hearts brave citizensq the great "Malakhoff" will yield yet-I 
(4) Coventry Heralds 3 September 1858. There is no evidence 
elsewb re for this statement. 
(5) Coventry Standards 3 September 1858. 
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September. The factory weavers, having raised their weekly strike 

levy in the third week in August to id. in the ls. (from ld. per 

week -a six-fold or ten-fold increase) raised them again to ld. in 

the ls. in the week before the lock-out. - At the same time the 

outdoor weavers agreed unanimously at their meeting on Greyfriars 

Green to pay ls. per week for each a-la-bar loom and 6d. for each 
handloom to-the strike fund; Joseph Tauntong the chairman, asked 

any factory operatives present not to put up their hands so that 

the'unanimity of the outdoor weavers would be, apparent. - Thomas 

Read of the outdoor trade said that 'the factory operatives were so 

closely allied to themselves in their interests that they might say 
they were oneg for if they failed to secure their list, that of 

the outdoor hands would be in jeopardyt. (l) 

The weavers' leaders emphasised that they had no quarrel with 

the piece-paying manufacturers, who had accepted the lists of 

prices and were paying by them; Maclean mentioned their 'very 

cordial feeling' towards their workpeople and accepted as reasonable 

their stipulation that if the strikers were unsuccessful in gaining 

the list they should be free to return to the old rates of pay so 

as not to be at too much of a disadvantage compared to the weekly- 

paying masters. Maclean 'congratulated the meeting that no old- 
fashioned firm was to be found in combination against them*. 

Haughton said that 'it did not become the operatives to allow the 

honourable manufacturers to suffer in order that the man who unfairly 

put the screw on his-work-people might fill his pocketsl. (2) At 

another meeting of weavers it was even announced that the piece- 

paying masters were to be asked for contributions to the strike 
fund. Support from the city at large was also asked for. (3) 

The price of this was moderation. 'If any mantg said Haughton, 

'created, or tried to create a disturbance, they would at once 
hand him over to the Policel. (4) The 900 weavers working out their 

week's notice were advised by Haughton to work well land in all 

respects to conduct themselves properly'. (5) 'He hoped they would 

(1) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 3 September 1858. 
Coventry Weekly Times, 25 Augustj 1 September, 8 September 1858. 
C. R. O. MS diary of William Andrews, 4 September 1858. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 3 September 1858. 

(3) CoventrZ Weekly Times, 8 September 1858. Coventry Standard, 
3 September lb5b. 

(4) Coventry Heraldi 3 September 1858. 

(5) Coventry Weekly Times, 1 September 1858. 
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preserve their self-respect - their cause was justj and they could 

gain their ends without having recourse to dishonourable means. 1(l) 

The lock-out began on 4 Septembero(2) Throughout the eight 

weeks of the dispute the weavers were constantly urged at their 

many meetings to keep the peace, while their leaders leaned over 
backwards to convince the city of their moderation. In the middle 

of September the mayor was asked by the Factory Operatives' 

Association's committee for leave to parade the streets with a 
banner and a band. He allowed the procession, but refused the 

banners and the band, since any incitement might cause a breach of 
the peace. Some weavers did bring two banners: the committee 
then promptly left the procession, taking with them as many weavers 

as they could convince and leaving the parade much reduced. The 

committee then asked the Herald to announce that it was positively 

against their instruction that the mayor's wishes had been flouted 

and that they would try to prevent the use of banners in future. 

The lock-out masters were denounced as the 'Bunch of Six' and James 

Hart, hated as their leaderg was 'assailed with violent language 

and coarse epithets' as he walked down Far Goaford Street. (3) 

Tempers rose (as the Coventry Heraldl rather sympathetic towards 

the weaversq admitted) when James Hart closed his Bedworth factory 

on 9 October because the weavers there had been contributing to the 

strike fund, and when John Day opened his factory to blackleg 
labour. But Daniel Butler and Thomas Read advised the weavers to 
treat the blacklegs with 'silent contempt$) and when the few who 
dared to enter Day's factory came out in the evening the crowd 

round the gates merely insulted them. Wo breaches of the peace 
occurred during the lock-out. 

There was merely the slightest conflict between the weavers' 
leaders over the tactics to be employed. Middleton argued at a 
meeting in the Corn Exchange on 16 September that all clergymen 

and ministers in the town should be asked to collect for the weavers' 
fund at their services: Maclean said that this was not sensible 

(1) Coventry Herald, 3 September 1858. 
(2) The 5 signatories to the handbill were joined by F. J. Gilbert 
in locking out their weavers. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 24 September 1858. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 8 October 1858. 
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and urged moderation. Over aim and principle there was no conflict 

among the leaders and far less among the rank and file than might 

have been expected. Many of the first-hand journeymen of the 

city, who were paid by the list for the ribbons turned out by týeir 

looms, often paid their own journeymen weekly wages only two-thirds 

as great as those that could be gained in the most modern factories. 

The weekly-wage system offered secure earnings to factory hands (and 

this had of course been a motive for the Cash brothers' weavers' 

opposition to piece-work in 1856) and there were occasional letters 

from factory weavers (or their wives) who regretted the dispute and 

wished to return to their high and secure weekly wagesq and the 

fringe benefits of the modern factories - the reading room and the 

burial club. (l) 

At the end of September the six masters offered to re-open 

their factories for weavers who were prepared to work for the old 

rates of weekly wages, provided that enough weavers to make the 

opening profitable enrolled. In the event only Day thought it 

worthwhile to open and he attracted very few. Fear of the strikers 

was one explanation for the lack of blackleg labour: but an incom- 

plete one, since the fear itself implied unity among the weavers at 
large: the factory hands, the first-hand journeymen, and their 

employees. Throughout the dispute the words and actions of the 

weavers reveal an evasion of the six masters' arguments that only 
the most modern factories could hope in the long run to compete with 
the foreigner, a fear of the threat offered to the outdoor trade by 

the galloping pace of technical progress in them, and a dislike of 
factory discipline itself, This last was the reason why so many 
journeymen's journeymen preferred working outdoors for weekly wages 
lower than the weekly wages in Hart's factory: (2) the same hatred 

was even stronger in the first-hand journeymen who had their high 

standard of living outdoorsto lose as well, should the most modern 
factories be allowed to maintain their productive advantages. At 

the Corn Exchange meeting on 16 September Middleton said that 'He 

(1) See the letter from 'one tired of being about' and a long 
statement by a factory weaver's wife it the Coventry Standard, 
1 October 1858- 

(2) Thomas Read declared at the start of the dispute that it was 
the policy of the General Committee of the Ribbon Weavers' Association 
to compel first-hands to pay their journeymen by the list after the 
six had been beaten, to avoid 'hypocrisy' but this was certainly 
not done during the lock-out nor apparently after it. In view of 
the preponderance of first-hands and their families in the outdoor 
trades the General Committee could hardly 'compel* this policy. 
Coventry Standard, 10 September 1858. 
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had heard that at one factory, meh had been paid to walk up and 

down, to see that each of the men were constantly at workq for 

which he received so much per loom; such a system was degrading 

to Englishmen, and he wanted to see the time when men will not, 
for the sake of hire, accept such a slave master's post. 1(l) 

Factory discipline became especially oppressive when combined with 
the most up-to-date looms, large and heavy, and thus hard to work, 

and with the weekly-wage system that gave the weavers high wages 
but subjected them to the constant fear of the overlooker - the 

essential means for Hart and his friends to maintain high production 

and profits on very expensive machinery when weavers were not bound 

by the self-discipline of piece-work. The list would be for the 

factory hands of the six masters a means of securing not only 

higher earnings but greater freedom to work at a slower pace if they 

chose. (2) Weekly wages, said Maclean, 'subjected the operative 

to a slave-like practice of coercion'-(3) 

P. Sowerby pointed out that under the list the slowest weavers 

would still earn, in the modern factories, as much as they then 

did by weekly wages, while the best could choose to earn much more 

if they wished. But he spoke above all for the outdoor trade - 

still the largest body of weavers - and reproached the six for their 

thrustful ideas. 'You think that machinery must be kept going - the 

trade would be much more healthy if it stood sometimes. Besides, 

looms out of doors have to standq and looms in factories take no more 
harm than they. 1(4) Over the outdoor trade and the old-fashioned 

masters was the'threat of efficiency. Stevens, (5) speaking for the 

outdoor trade, said at the Corn Exchange meeting: 'If the factory 

system were allowed to progress as it had done in the past two 

years, and the factory masters were allowed to produce at half a 
fair cost, soon other manufacturers must become factory masters or 

retire from the tradel. (6) 

(1) Coventry Weekly Times, 22 September 1858. 

(2) See on this point the revealing letter of Thomas Stevens, 
a weaver in one of the six's factories, and Edward Goode's comments: 
Coventry Weekly Times, 29 September, 6 October 1858. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 3 September 1858. 

(4) Coventry Herald, 10 September 1858. 

(5) Not the Thomas Stevens, factory operative, mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph. 
(6) Coventry Weekly Times,, 15 September 1858. 
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About 1,000 operatives were thrown out of work when the lock- 

out began. Within a month the number had risen to over 1,100; 

136 of the Cash brothers' factory weavers were thrown out because 

J. and J. Cash, while promising to pay by the listg refused to give 

out any more factory work while the dispute with the six continued. 
When Hart closed his Bedworth factory on 9 October 400 more weavers 
became idle. Thus an increasing number had to be supported by the 
two associations. At first the strikers were paid between 6s. and 
9s. each - much less than their usual earnings: L368 were thus 

distributed in the third week in September. As the limited strike 
fund became exhausted and greater numbers became dependent on it 

levies were increased; at the Corn Exchange meeting of 16 September 

the factory weavers agreed to double theirs to 2d* in the ls. - and 

offered to pay 3d. while the first-hands of the outdoor trade 

doubled the levy on a-la-bar looms to 2s. a week, this 'being 

ungrudgingly responded to in almost every instancel. (l) The levy 

on outdoor handlooms stayed at 6d. The increase in subscriptions 

enabled the committee to pay an extra shilling a week to the strikers 
in the following week. Towards the end of September the outdoor 
first-hands at one of their meetings voted to pay 'more, if required, 

as long as necessary to establish the rights of the factory opera- 
tivesl. (2) When the 400 weavers from Hart's Bedworth factory fell 

on the fund - costing it L130 a week more - the first-hands raised 
their levy to 38. a week for each a-la-bar loom and ls. for each 
handloom; the factory levy stayed at 2d. in the ls. V+23 were 
distributed in the last week of the strike. 

The weavers in north Warwickshire also contributed to the fund. 
The Foleshill branch of the Ribbon Weavers' Association held a tea 

meeting of support at the end of August. A few weeks after the 

lock-out began the weavers of Attleboroughq Bedworth, Foleshill and 
Nuneaton were contributing regular levies to the fundl ld. in the 
ls. being at first the levy from Nuneaton factory weavers. By the 

end of the dispute this rate had been doubled in Nuneaton and the 

outdoor first-hands or undertakers there were paying 2s. a week for 

each a-la-bar loom and ls. for each handloom, while the Bedworth 
first-hands (even more involved because of the proximity of Hart's 
factory) were. paying the Coventry levies of 3s. and ls. a week 

(1) Coventry Herald, 24 September 1858. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 1 October 1858. 
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respectively for a-la-bar looms and handlooms. There were contri- 

butions too from the power-loom weavers of Blackburn, and the ribbon 

weavers of Derby and Congleton, each of these last two groups 

giving C30 a week each: they were directly interested in the 

Coventry weavers' campaign, fearing the effect upon their own 

earnings of the triumph of the six masters and the low-cost factory. 

The colliers of Bedworth also contributed. 
Almost every weavers' meeting in Coventry concluded with thanks 

to the shopkeepers and inhabitants of the city for their support. 

This was no mere ritual: the six masters became so angry with the 

support that the weavers were getting that they threatened to 

withdraw their custom from the offending tradesmen - without result. 

This help was usually in money, but occasionally in kind: at the 

beginning of October one flour wholesaler gave five sacks of flour 

to make Christmas puddings for the lock-outs. There were also 

gifts from about twenty friendly societies and Oddfellows lodges 

in Coventry, two benefit performances at the theatre by the Coventry 

Amateur Dramatic Society (of indifferent quality but to full houses) 

and a benefit cricket match, Sir Joseph Paxton, one of the city's 

M. P. s, gave Z50 to the fund; the other, Edward Ellice, was in the 

U. S. A. at this time. (l) 

Early in October the members of the Chamber of Commerce debate 

whether it could intervene in the dispute because of the harm it was 
doing to the city; they decided that the chamber's constitution 

precluded interference but offered friendly mediation as individuals 

if requested. It was not: both sides were set firm. One week 

(1) This account of the lock-out is based on Coventry Standard 
and CoventrZ Herald, 10 September, 17 September-, -2-7; -September, 
1 October, 8 October, 15 October, 1858: Coventry WeeklZ Times, 
8 September, 1.5 September, 22 September, 29 September, 6 October, 
13 October, 20 October, 27 October 1858: Coventry Free Press, 1 
October, 8 October, 15 October 1858. The remakk of John Shýffield, 
that he was 'astonished that no teacher of Christianity in Coventry 
had come forward to vindicate the rights of labourIq suggests 
annoyance at a lack of support expedted as of right. Coventry 
Herald, 1 October 18.58. The strikers did have the sympathy of 
Gem, the Vicar of Foleshill, ahd the active support of the Rev. J. L. 
Langridge of Nuneaton. 'He firmly believed that "Excelsior" was 
on their bannerg and that they would the battle win. ' He 
'denounced the sin of covetousness, and passed a sweeping condem- 
nation of the factory system. He contended that no woman ought to 
work in a factory. Home was the place for women. (Loud applause)' 
Coventry Herald, 1 October, 8 October 1858, 
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later a memorial from householders was presented to the Local Board 

of Health(l) asking for its mediation; the householders wanted the 
board to bring the manufacturers together and induce them to reach 
an amicable settlement with the, weavers. No member of the board 

spoke against the weavers, though some were baffled by the conflict 
between industrial efficiency and the weavers' claims, validated 
by traditions and humanity. Sibley Whittem pointed out that the 

manufacturers themselves were divided on the question. William 
Taunton, the veteran radical and supporter of the rights of freemen 

and artisans, argued for mediation: so did W*H* Brayl a ribbon 
manufacturer who was not a party to the dispute. It was agreed 
that the mayor, Charles Dresserg should with a committee of six 
members of the board attempt mediation. 

Dresser circularised the manufacturers asking them to attend 
a meeting in St. Mary's Hall. The six cameg as did many others. 
The meeting decided that the six masters, and another six who 
employed weavers in the outdoor trade, should meet a dozen weavers 
to attempt to decide upon a list of prices for weaving in the outdoor 
trade and a scale or rate of wages founded upon this list for the 
factory trade, The masters laid down that the weavers' delegation 

should include at least one factory hand employed by each of the six 
masters in dispute, and that members of the Amalgamated Committees 

should be excluded - arguing that they did not know all seventy 
members of this body and they liked to know who they were dealing 

with. (2) 

Dresser took this plan to the two committees who agreed to 

put it to atmeeting of the associationsg again held in St. Mary's 
Hall. The committees knew the answer the weavers would give to 
the plan and spoke against it themselves, though they thanked the--- 

mayor for his help and praised his conciliatory attitude. Daniel 
Butler and Haughton pointed out that enough money was coming in to 
sustain the strike for twenty weeks if necessary; there was every 
reason to carry on and not be duped by the six masters into conceding 
the continuance of weekly wages. Butler saw in the masters' desire 

(1) That is, the Town Council in its sanitary capacity. It sat far more frequently as the board than as the council: this seems to have been the reason for the memorial beihg presented to an 
apparently inappropriate body. 
(2) Coventry Standard, Coventry_Herald, and Coventry Free Press, 8 Oct er, 15 October 1858. 
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to exclude the committees and necessarily include their own 

employees a plot to place their case in the hands of unskilled 

negotiators who would be afraid of discrimination thereafter if 

they did not accept their masters' views. Speaker after speaker 
denounced the masters' attempt to rig the negotiations as monstrous: 
the committees were given a vote of confidence by the 'thunderous' 

carrying of a resolution leaving the choice of delegates entirely 
in their hads, while the meeting chanted 'the list, the whole list, 

and nothing but the listl. (l) 

In the event seven weavers were chosen from the Factory 

Operatives' Committee and six from the Outdoor Weavers' Committeel 

to meetthe masters at a conference at St. Mary's Hall. James Hart 

acted as chief spokesman for the six: he urged the high earnings of 
the weavers in the most modern factories, the security offered 
by weekly wages, the danger of foreign competition driving the 

trade away from Coventry if full advantage were not taken of the 

most modern machinery. W. H. Bray, one of the masters who feared 

the competition of the most modern looms, spoke out in favour of 
the piece-work list and thought the danger of foreign competition 
had been much exaggerated. The weavers' spokesmen, chiefly George 

Hall for the factory weavers and Thomas Read for the outdoor, took 
the same line. Foreign competition was not really a menace. 
What was, said Hallq speaking as a factory weaver anxious for the 

prosperity of the entire trade, was the vicious depreciation of 
the earnings of the outdoor weavers and their absorption into 

factories. Besides, piece-work was fairer to the factory hand. 

Wo decision was reached after three hours of discussion and the 

conference adjourned. (2) 

When it resumedl with Dresser in the chair again, the masters 

agreed to the principle of piece-work. The plain and figured lists 

were accepted. The six masters brought forward, however, a plan 
to compensate them for the extra cost of their expensive looms and 
thus to maintain some of their productive advantage: weavers on 
them were to pay a larger loom-hire than the usual one-third. But 
the weavers were adamant and said that one-third was all they could 
agree to. The conference adjourned again. Its final session was' 
held from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. in the Craven Arms, and after much 
argument the six masters capitulated and accepted the lists with no 

(1) Coventry standard and Coventry Herald, 22 October 1858. 
(2) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 29 October 1858. 
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more than the usual loom-hire. The masters as a whole ratified 
the result of the negotiations at a meetingv and a triumphal meeting 

of the weavers at the Corn Exchange did the sameg thanking the mayor 

and the Board of Health 'for their kind and efficient services in 

bringing about a Conference of manufacturers' and the shopkeepers and 

inhabitants of the city for their contributions to the strike fund. 

The levies were now reduced by one half until the lock-outs returned 

to work. (l) The Coventry Free Press congratulated the weavers that 

their victory had been achieved without violence and donkeying, and 

hoped that it would be followed by _goodwilI 
between the disputants. 

The Operatives have exhibited in this struggle an amount of 
intellectual energy, moral discipline, and self-sacrificel that 
must convince not only the Manufacturers, but th4ýir fellow- 
citizens, that they know their rights, and are prepared, at 
all costs, to defend them ... During the whole of the eight 
weeks the Operatives have been locked out from their employ they 
have manifested a calm rectitude, a firm resolve, a moral 
dignity that must have left an impressi I on on the public mind 
that it will be well for those to meditate upon who may hereafter 
attempt to dictate upon what terms labour shall be rewarded 
... Let every feeling of animosity and antagonism be obliterated 
from the minds of all parties, and each resume their various 
avocations with hearty good willl remembering that the petty 
individualism of a section of society must not stand in the 
high road of human progress. (2) 

But these brave hopes were to be disappointed, both in the 

short term and the long. Immediately after the lock-out the 

committees of the manufacturers and the weavers met once more, 

under the chairmanship of the mayor, to discuss the setting up of 

a permanent body of arbitrators (composed of equal numbers of 

masters and weavers) to resolve any future disputes in the trade. 

There was general agreement for such a. body: which would, as 

J. C. Farn and David Haughton pointed out, avoid both the misery 

caused by strikes and the tdegradation' of resolving disputes by 

legal actioh - generous and impartial though the weavers knew the 

justices to be. With expressions of good will to each other, both 

(1) Coventrz Standard, Coventry Herald, and Coventry Free Presa, 
29 October 1656. Coventry Weekly Timest 27 October, 3 November 1858. 

(2) Coventry Free Press, 29 October 18.58. Immediately after the 
success of the battle for plain and figured lists in factories the 
outdoor weavers presented a figured list (which of course they so far 
lacked) to the manufacturers for their consideration. The manu- 
facturers turned down the idea of a firmly fixed fancy price by one 
vote. The outdoor weavers then agreed among themselves not to take 
out Jacquard work below the factory list price and continued to press 
the manufacturers. The dispute was still dragging on in the summer 
of 1860, when all existing lists were swept away Coventry Free Press, 
27 April 1860, Coventry Weekly Times, 7 March 16ý01 Coventry Herald,, 
and Coventry Standard, 1 June 1860. 
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sides chose their representatives. (l) But the new 'Board of 

Trade' was stillborn; the feelings of trust which were necessary 

for vitality were lacking. Even as the preparations for it were 

under way a fresh dispute had broken out. Two factory manufacturers 

- Lester of Attleborough and Pridmore of Coventry - refused to sign 
the list of prices for factory work. Lester had only 20 looms in 

one 'flat' rented in a factory; Pridmore had about 200 power 
looms, in two factories - one in the city and one in Lockhurst 

Lane, Foleshill, just outside it. Lester refused to pay anyone by 

the list; Pridmore offered to pay weekly wages of 20s. for women 

and 24s. for men, or by the list, as weavers chose. The weavers' 

associations refused these terms and declared the dispute still in 

progress, The regular hands of each manufacturer stayed out and 

were supported by continuing levies, paid throughout the weaving 

area to the Coventry associations and disbursed by it to the strikers. 

Between S70 and L80 a week were spent on pay for the lock-outs; 

weavers received 14s. a week and their pickers-up 7s. 

Pridmore succeeded in getting some blacklegs. Though he 

had to recruit many from the brothels of Coventry there wereq as 

the weavers' leaders admitted, some weavers so inexperienced that 

weekly wages suited them more because they could earn more by them 

than by piece-work. But, Thomas Read of the outdoor trade 

pointed out, did not the opposition of the thrusting masters to 

piece-work show that it would increase the earnings of most 

weavers? (2) Even the Coventry Herald, by now almost totally 

opposed to the weavers' cause, admitted that the factory weavers 

(1) Coventry Standard, 29 October, 17 December 18589 4 February 
1859. Coventry Herald, 10 December, 17 December 1858,4 February 
1859. Coventry Weekly Times, 9 February 1859. For the new arbitral 
body, the Silk Manufacture'ýsl Association was given a more formal 
structure than hitherto. It chose a committee of teng which in time 
of dispute was to choose three to meet the weavers' representatives. 
These were also to total three, chosen by a panel of twelveg con- 
sisting of six outdoor and six factory weavers - half of each group 
being chosen by Coventry weavers and half from weavers outside the 

city. This last fact is a graphic reflection of the increasing 
unity of the weaving bodyq to which the concurrent geographical 
extension of their trade union also-bears testimony. The 'Board 
of Trade' of six arbitrators were to Choose an independent chairman. 
(2) Read continued: 'Many who worked in factories did not above hall 
know their tradel and he could easily understand that they would 
prefer weekly wages to the present systems but all really good work- 
men would prefer to be paid just what they earned - no more and no 
less'. Coventry Heraldl 18 February 1859. 
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who wished for weekly wages were in the minority. The attitude 

of Peter Paul of Nuneaton was typical; earning Z2 a week by piece- 

work since the look-out, he was glad to pay the levy to prevent 

the piece-work system from being undermined. (l) Many weavers 

were bitterly angry with the two manufacturers and their blacklegs, 

who menaced all they had fought for. There was more violence than 

there had been during the lock-out. A van delivering silk to 

Pridmore's Lockhurst Lane factory gave a lift to some blacklegs. 

The van was stoned and overturned. Later that day, a crowd of 

1000 was waiting outside the gates when the blacklegs emerged. 

Three were wounded. The windows of the factory were broken. 

Order was restored by policemen from Coventry. One woman was fined 

Z2 for throwing stones and two more bound over for three months for 

threatening behaviour. Despite the leniency of these sentences, 

however, the violence was stopped, by the efforts of the weavers' 

association's leaders. And they negotiated hard with the two 

masters: inducing Pridmore to give in, apparently by February. 

Lester was more obstinate - partly, as Jephcott revealingly admitted, 

because his remoteness from Coventry made it harder fof the committee 

to press him as they would have been able to do in the city. But 

in the spring even Lester gave in: not by agreeing to pay the 

factory list, but by giving up factory work altogether. By that 

time, however, the weavers had a much more serious dispute on their 

hands, with their old adversary, James Hart. (2) 

Soon after his capitulation in October 1858 Hart had wished 
to alter the list; he proposed to increase the list price for the 

best ribbons by one-sixth but reduce the price for cheap ribbons by 

a similar proportion. The Silk Manufacturers' Association supported 

Hart's plan. The weavers were to agree, later, that there were 

anomalies in the list. But their initial reaction to the proposal 

was hostile. Hart's own motives were distrusted; he had only two 

(1) The Rev. J. L. Langridge of Nuneaton - still an ardent supporter 
of the weavers - described the issue thus: 'Truth must triumph. 
Truth is the stone which we sling, and, guided by the God of Truth, 
it shall lodge in the heads of the giants' oppression and error and 
level them to the dust. ' Coventry Weekly Times, 10 November 1858. 

(2) For the dispute with Pridmore and Lestert see Coventry Standard, 
12 November, 19 November, 10 Decemberl 17 December, 24 December 185di 
18 February 1859. Coventry Herald, 5 November, 12 November, 19 
November, 10 December, 17 December 1658,28 January, 18 February 1859. 
Coventry Weekly Times$ 10 Novemberg 1 December, 8 December, 15 
December, 22 December 1858,16 February, 23 February, 30 March, 22 
June 1859. Coventry Free Press, 10 December 1858,11 February 1859- 
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or three looms on the best goods and the changes would be much 
to his advantage overall. The conciliation committee was convened 
to arbitrate in the matter. The weavers' side, howevers said they 
had no power to alter so fundamental a thing as the list. The 
Factory Operatives' Committee was highly suspicious of arbitration 
because Hart would be a member of the arbitral body; as the owner 
of one-quarter of the power looms in the trade he could, Hart said, 
'justly take a leading part in whatever affected the systeml. (l) 
Arbitration was dropped. But the weavers declared at meetings 
their opposition to alteration of the list by any method, since (this 

was the crucial issue) any change would affect not only the factory 

weavers but also the outdoor tradeq which had so strongly supported 
them in the lock-out. On 19 April George Horsfallq the secretary 
of the F. O. C. 9 conveyed to the manufacturers the refusal of the 

weavers to consider any alteration. 
In anticipation of a change in the list Hart had started to 

pay by the new prices in March; fifty of his factory weavers in 
Coventryq and forty in Bedworth, refused to accept the new rates 
and went on strike, being supported from the association's funds; 

levies of 6d. a week were paid by factory weavers and 2d. a week 
by their ancillaries. When Horsfall's final refusal of any 
alteration came, Hart decided unilaterally to tear up the list for 

plain ribbons and pay for these by weekly wages only. He offered 
to pay weavers 19s. a week, in return for a work-norm of twenty 

pieces, plus a bonus of 2s. for extra production. His production 
costs would then be cut to 2s. 6d. a piece - as against 4s. 3d. or 
4s. 6d. a piece previously, by the list of prices. Hart's action 
widened and sharpened the struggle. As in the previous summer, 
the fortunes of all weavers were now closely connected with the con- 
tinuance of the factory list. Thomas Read described to a weavers' 
meeting in St. Mary's Hall the fruits of list-work. 'He said they 
had felt the sweets of liberty; like a dog that had been chained and 
let loose, when you offer to put the collar on him againg how skulk- 
ingly he comes. It was so with them; they would not willingly 
return to bondage. 1(2) At another meeting, 'Mr. Haughton ... 
(1) Coventry Weekly Times, 4 May 1859. Hart was also vice- 
president of the Silk Manufacturers' Association. 
(2) Coventry Weekly Times, 25 May 1859. NB also the speech of 
Bradbury in ibid. 9 20 July 1859. 'Mr. Hart wants to establish the 
weekly wages systemg and if anything is akin to slavery the weekly 
wages system, as practised in Coventryl is. Indeed, it has some features in it that were worse than African slavery itselfg for the 
slaveholder would feed and take care of his slave for his own sakel 
but here, with the weekly wages system and little or no wages, they 
would lose their liberty and anything like a comfortable existence together. ' 
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forcibly urged the importance of the list to the weavers as a 

protection to them, and instanced the stockingers of Hinckley and 

the workpeople in cotton mills at Manchester, as examples of the 

low state to which they might be brought if they lost the guarantee 

of wages furnished by the listl. (l) 

400 weavers at Hart's Coventry factory immediately went on 

strike; they were joined soon after by 300 at his Bedworth factory. 

They were supported by levies on all the Warwickshire trade: at 
first they were id. in the ls. on factory weaversq id. in the ls. on 

other factory workers, and ls. a week for each a-la-bar loom and 
4d. a week for hand-looms. These levies were doubled when the 

Bedworth weavers came out. Meetings of factory and outdoor weavers 
throughout north Warwickshire pledged their support: (2) the finances 

of the association were healthier towards the end of the strike than 

at the beginning - and an increase of ls. a week in strike pay was 
made in June. Contributions were also made, as in the lock-out, by 
inhabitants of the city and friendly societiesq and by the silk 
weavers of Derbyshire. 

Some of the weavers in Hart's Coventry factory who were working 

on figured ribbons - and whol therefore, were still being paid by 

the list(3) - continued to work but, in support of their friendsq 
did as little as possible. Their usual stint was six yards a day, 
They reduced it to 1011 - forcing Hart to keep his looms going for 

no benefit. For much of the time they read newspapers and played 
cards. This the Herald with some under-statement described as 'a 

system calculated to entail inconvenience and loss upon Mr. Hartl. (4) 

But Hart had foreseen just this sort of trouble resulting f: rom piece- 

(1) Coventry Herald, 13 May 1859. The most articulate defence of 
the weavers' case was put by Richard Hartopp, the veteran radical 
and onetime Owenite, in letters in the Cove 

, ntry Weekly Times. "'All 
interference between labour and capital is unjust, tyrannical, and 
unwiseq for the price of labour will find its own levelq according 
to the comparative scarcity or plenty of the article" - Such is the 
doctrine of the Manchester School ... but ... I contend that the 
application is one-sided ... I assert that capital being possessed 
with a monopoly of machinery and social powerg uses that power so as 
always to ensure the supply of hireable labour remaining greater than 
the demand, so as always to keep a competitive reserve in the labour 
market, by which to force wages down, and keep the wage slave beneath 
the heel of capital ... Machinery ought to be, and might be made one 
of the greatest blessings to the working mang instead of which it has 
been made a fearful curse ... it has been used to displace labour and 
to make fewer men necessary. ' 27 July 1859. See also the letters in 
ibid. 9 20 JulYq 3 August 1859- 
(2) NB the speech by Jephcott, a Foleshill outdoor weaver, as reporte 
in Coventry Weekly Timesq 13 July 1859: he stressed that this was as 
much the outdoor weavers' struggle as the factory weavers', 'He did 
not work in a factory; but he felt bound to assist those that did*' (3) Hart had turned to weekly wages for the weavers of plain ribbons (4) Coventry Herald. 13 Mav 1859. only. 
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work and had induced weavers to sign a contract guaranteeing 

constant work. (l) Hart brought prosecutions for breach of contract 

against seventeen weavers. When the cases of the first four were 
heard at Coventry petty sessions Abijah Hill Pears, plainly feeling 

determined to be impartial in a dispute that concerned a fellow- 

master, asked the weavers to return to work to complete the pieces 
in their looms. They refused and were therefore sentenced to one 

month's hard labour. Seven others followed them. The weavers' 

association quickly engaged a better lawyer - William Prowting 

Roberts of Manchester, onetime Chartist. He appeared for William 

Powney and five others. Hart's foreman gave evidence about Powney. 

'I saw him twice in the course of Friday sitting on a loom with 

others* I have seen hands during the week playing at bat and ball, 

standing in groups, sleeping, talking, and walking about. '(2) But 

Roberts was able, by dense legal argument, to show that the contract 

was invalid. The six were discharged and 'were greeted with loud 

cheers by the vast assemblage outside the court'. (3) 

More trouble was caused by the blacklegs Hart engaged for his 

Victoria factory. (4) He found difficulty in doing so - and was 

willing to pay 28s., under the weekly wages system, for the weaving 

of some goods for which the list price was only 14s. 8d.: so anxious 

was he to win the battle. (5) Haughton declared at a weavers' 

meeting in St. Mary's Hall that 'their families were deprived of 

support by a skulking set of underlings, the muffs and duffers 

of the trade, who were making a harvest just now, when it suited 
Mr. Hart's purpose to pay any sort of money to get people to workl. (6) 

But he and the other IeLders appealed several times to the weavers 

not to commit breaches of the peace. For the first time since 
the Beck mill-burning, these appeals were disregarded. The black- 

legs' leader was John Mills - 'Satin Jack'. (7) He had been on strike 
(1) These contracts appear to have been introduced by Hart after 
his agreement to pay by the list in October 1858. 
(2) Coventry_Herald, 20 May 1859, 
(3) c. cit. A few weeks later the county magistrates dismissed 
a similar action brought by Hart against one of his Bedworth weaverst 
Payne, and the city magistrates the case against another nine Coventry 
weavers. Roberts again acted for them. Coventry Standard, 1? June 
1859. Coventry Herald, 17 June, 24 June 11=59. 
(4) Hart recruited stockingers for his Bedworth factory. 
(5) The ribbons in question were apparently difficult articles for 
which rare skill was required. 
(6) Coventry Standardl 27 May 1859- 
(7) was also called 'Oriental John': both sobriquets referred 
to the types of ribbon he wove. Another of Hart's blacklegs was 
called Carrotty Poll. 
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from Hart's factory in April, but in May was induced by Hart to 

return to work for weekly wages. Mills and another blackleg were 

wounded byueavers in Hales Street. Hart immediately brought 

prosecutions for assault against thirteen, of whom seven were 

sentenced to one month in prison. A. H. Pears appealed to the 

weavers' committees for help in stopping the violence; they asked 

for calm. But throughout May Satin Jack and his associates had 

to be protected by police on their way to and from work9 and even 

so many blacklegs were attacked. By the beginning of June tempers 

were rising greatly. The magistrates issued proclamations against 

breaches of the peace and unlawful assembly. The notices were torn 

down - an unprecedented action. On the evening of Monday, 6 June 

a crowd of between 29000 and 3,000 weavers waited outside the 

Victoria factory. When the blacklegs emerged they and the police- 

men guarding them were attacked with stones, brickbats and watering 

cans. One policeman's helmet was cut through, another was wounded 
in the back. The blacklegs were put in the lock-up for their own 

safety. Afterwards they slept in the factory. More rioters were 

sent to prison. The magistrates forbade all large assemblages 

exceptq significantly, meetings of the weavers, associations them- 

selves. Fifty men from the county police force were brought in 

to Coventry to, enforce the prohibition. By the end of the week 
the city was relatively quiet - though blacklegs were still 

molested. (l) Soon after, released prisoners wearing placards 
inscribed 'These are Paddy Hart's victims' were given the place of 
honour at weavers' meetings. The response of both factory and 

outdoor weavers to the new situation was to pass unanimous resolu- 
tions of continued support for the strike and to pay their levies 

more willingly; it was immediately after the June disturbances 

that the weekly strike pay was increased by a ls. Significantly, 

contributions from city shopkeepers kept up. The ribbon manufactur- 

ers had mixed feelings. They resented the weavers' refusal in 

March to consider their proposal that the list should be altered, 

and the SMA refused to arbitrate in Mayl when approached by the 

weavers' associations. (2) They disliked violence and feared the 
(1) NB the letter from ILibertyI9 referring to the June days, in 
Coventry Standard, 8 July 1859. '1 witnessed scenes whieh I imagine 
are not exceeded in any penal settlementg exerted towards those who 
wish ... to pursue their lawful occupations as weekly workers. ' 
'Liberty' recommended that those who wished to work for weekly wages 
should form a Weekly Wages Protection Association. 
(2) At the same time, the magistrates were also asked by the weavers, 
associations to persuade Hart to pay by the piece. The weavers 
pointed out that this would be the most effectual way to stop violence 
The magistrates refused to intervene. 
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results for them if the weavers crushed Hart totally. This 

seemed a possibility by early July, when cheers greeted the 

proposal of Thomas Read (outdoor) that Hart's outdoor weavers 

should strike against him. On the other hand, no manufacturer 

was willing to follow Hart's example and abrogate piece-work, and 
the more inefficient among them actively feared - as they had a 

year before - the results for them if Hart succeeded in lowering 

his production costs by making weekly wages permanent. Both 

weavers and masters had an interest in ending the dispute and 

bringing Hart to heel. Early in July negotiations began between 

the weavers' and manufacturers' associations. The manufacturers 

agreed to bring pressure to bear on Hart if the weavers agreed to 

a revision of the list. At length, Hart and five other manufactur- 

ers met six weavers, with Alderman Browett, the president of the 

manufacturers' association, as chairman. (l) The weavers agreed 
to a one-sixth reduction for cheap plain goods in the list and an 
increase of one-sixth in the richest goods. In return Hart gave 

a written undertaking to stop weekly wages and abide by the listq 

to dismiss all his blacklegs and to re-employ all his previous 
factory, handsq save three strike leaders. (2) 

The weavers had gained a victory on the essential point - 
the list. (3) The disputeg of fifteen months' duration, had cost 
the weavers' association Z7,568 in strike pay; Z2,178 of this 

had been subscribed by the outdoor trade, Z1,678 by the weavers 

of Derby, Leekq Congleton and Manchester, Z1,026 by tradespeople 

and friends of Coventry, and the rest by the factory weavers of the 

city. (4) The weavers believed that at this cost they had gained 

(1) This arbitral body was, though double its size, composed in 
the same way as the conciliation committee or Board of Trade 
agreed upon some months before. 
(2) Hart provided a living for Satin Jack - apparently outside 
Coventry. 
(3) For the dispute with Hart, see Coventry Standard, 18 March, 
15 April, 6 May, 13 May, 20 May, 27 May, 3 June, 10 June, 17 June, 
24 June, 15 July, 22 July, 29 July 1859; Coventry Herald, 18 Marchq 
15 April, 6 May, 13 May, 20 May, 27 May, 3 June, 10 Junel'17 June, 
24 June, 1 July, 15 July, 22 July, 29 July 1859; Coventry Weekly 
Times, 16 March, 20 April, 4 Mayq 11 May, 18 May, 25 May, 1 June, Z-JiTn-e, 29 June, 6 July, 13 July, 20 July, 27 July; Coventry Free 
Press, 18 March, 15 April, 3 June, 24 June, 22 July 1859. 
(4) COventry Standard, 23 December 1859. 
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the promise of a new era of peace and prosperity. When Hart 

capitulated Thomas Read, one of his bitterest opponentsq 

congratulated Mr. Hart upon being present at the conference, 
and he was glad to see him manifest so good a spirit. A 
determined enemy sometimes became a friend; he hoped it would 
be so with Mr. Hart; he had faith again to believe that he 
would keep his worcl. (l) 

At the end of the summer, as for many years, ribbon manufacturers 

and dyers gave dinners to their workers: the employees of Eld 

and Rotherham, went to the King's Arms, Kenilworthq those of Hands 

and Son to the Horse Shoes, Bubbenhall, and those of Hawley and 

Hill to the Malt Shovel, in the same village. (2) But within a year 

the list system for which weavers had laboured so long had collapsed 

- irretrievably. 

(1) Coventry Herald, 29 July 1859. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 9 September 1859- 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE FREEMEN'S VOTE, 1832-1860 

I 

Liberal strength, 1832-1837 

For the election of December 1832 Fyler was joined by 

Morgan Thomas, a solicitor. Both men were backed by men who 

had signed the anti-reform petition from Warwickshire - Charles 

Woodcock, R. Bunney, T. J. Wilmott William Wilmot$ W. Odell*(l) 

Fyler and Thomas argued strongly for the reimposition of the 

prohibitory laws on the import of foreign ribbons and the Tories 

of Coventry denounced Ellice and Bulver for not trying hard enough 

for this. Prominent in this campaign against the liberal members 

was Isaac Johnson, a ribbon weaver who had supported Fyler in 

1830 and who continued to do so. (2) At a public meeting in July 

the radical weavers Edward Goode and David Smith attempted to 

defend the record of Ellice and Bulwer; as a member of the 

weavers' deputation Smith had gone to London biassed against Ellice 

but 'his ingenuous and gentlemanly conduct in our cause, subdued my 

prejudices'. (3) But dissatisfaction continued among the weaving 

community over the failure of Ellice and Bulwer to support the 

prohibitionist campaign fully. 'Justus' called for votes against 

(1) 
, 
Coventry Herald, 29 June, 27 JulY9 7 December 1832. C. W. C.: 

Broadsides Collection, 'An Elector and no ToryIq Another Trick, 
December 1832. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 6 July, 27 JulY9 3 August, 10 August, 17 
August, 24 August 1632. C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, circular 
letter of Morgan Thomas to the electors of Coventry, 24 November 1832, 

Coventry Herald, 13 JulY 1832- 
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them and described the effects of free trade 

We are left the hapless victims of legislative imbecility, 
with nothing before us but the prospect of the final extinction 
of our once flourishing business. Yes! this is the woe that 
is suspended over our heads; the dread calamity is hasting 
on with accelerated steps, and Coventry, instead of being 
styled (as at a former period of her history) 'The Chamber of 
Princes'l will be more properly designated the forlorn mansion 
of poverty. (l) 

Ellice and Bulwer faced pressure too from the members of the 

political union eager for a continuance of radical reform. In 

July a meeting of the union in the George Inn decided to call on 

the inhabitants of Coventry to demand from parliamentary candidates 

that they should support t), ie abolition of the Corn Laws, the tea 

and sugar duties, and the newspaper stamp duty; that they should 

press for a general reduction in taxation, the equitable adjustment 

of the national debt, reform of the church, triennial parliaments, 

extension of the suffrage, and the secret ballot; and that they 

should agree to support any measure desired by three quarters of 

their constituents. The union agreed to support only those candi- 

dates who would accept these demands. (2) A fortnight later the 

union declared against Irish tithes and decided to demand from 

candidates pledges to vote against flogging in the army and navy 

and against child labour in factories. (3) Neither Ellice nor 

Bulwer met these demands. Bulwer expressed his strong support 
for the Coventry Political Union (4) but in his address declared 

against any military flogging, negro slavery and the corn laws9 and 

for 'cheap bread'; most space was devoted to the unfair attacks on 
him over the silk trade question. (5) In July Ellice had made clear 

to the Secretary of the Coventry Political Union that since his own 

position in politics was assured and certainly did not depend on 

his being member for Coventry he was not going to fight for the 

seat, or visit it before the election, or compromise his principles 

to get the nomination - though he would accept it if offered. 

(1) 
, 
Coventry_Herald, 3 August,, 10 August 1832- C-W-C.: Broadsides 

Collectiong 'Justus and a C10 Voter', To the Freemen and Voters of 
the City of Coventry 10 August 1832. See also ibid., 'A hanufacturer 
To the Manufacturers and Operatives Engaged in the Ribbon Trade, 8 
August 173-2. 

(2) Coventry Heraldl 13 July 1832. 

(3) ibid. 9 27 July 1832- 

(4) C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, H. L. Bulwer to Hickling, 22 August 1832. 
(5) Coventry Herald, 10 August 1832- 
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I shall take no notice of Mr. Fyler's address, and very little 
pains about a Coventry election. I am very much of Mr. Attwood's 
opinion, who begs even those friends who might be disposed to 
support him, rather from motives of private friendship than as 
concurring with him in publick principle, to withhold their 
votes, and give them to the representativev who they conscientious- 
ly believe is the best man to promote the publick interest 
I will neither take any measures to press my visit - or the 
least notice of what may pass in the mean time on the subject 
of the next election. (l) 

In his address Ellice defended his refusal to press for the return 
of prohibition, arguing that it would be better to enable the silk 
trade to meet foreign competition by reforming the corn laws, 

reducing taxation, and ending smuggling, He ignored the political 
union's programme; it was, he argued, unnecessary for him once 
more to explain his general political principlesq of which the city 
had already shown its approval. He favoured Oreforml retrenchment, 

and improvement in the general administration of the affairs of the 

country' . (2) 

At the end of November Ellice arrived in Coventry for the 

election; his speech at the Craven Arms was interrupted by members 

of the political union wishing to know his opinions in more detail, 

and afterwards a deputation from the political union questioned 
Ellice again. Ellice declared in favour of the ballot, the 

commutation of tithes, and the repeal of the taxes on knowledge and 
the Septennial Act; but he refused to give pledges because his 

reformist opinions were well known. The council of the union met, 
with William Mayo in the chair, to consider the liberal candidates. 
A letter to it from Attwood clinched matters. Attwood argued that 

minor differences should be ignored in the interests of returning 
men to enable Grey to carry on reform. The political union endorsed 
the candidatures of Ellice and Bulwer and recommended its members 
to vote for them. (3) The final address of the liberals emphasised 
the need for reformists of all colo , urs to rally round Ellice and 
Bulwer and catalogued Tory iniquities from the French War to the 

sufferings of Queen Caroline in 1820. Protection and other local 
issues must not be allowed to divide reformers. 'The contest is 

(1) C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, Ellice to Hickling, 11 July 1832- 
(2) Coventry Herald, 24 August 1832. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 30 November 1832. C-R. O.: Misc. Letters, 
Attwooýd to Hickling, 28 November 1832. 
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not particular but general; it is not provincial but national''(1) 

The political union asked for a quiet campaign; it would return 

its candidates 'without subjecting them to any expense' and asked 

all voters to eschew drink and violence; (2) the committee for 

Ellice and Bulwer expressed their desire 'to prevent unnecessary 

excitement'-(3) 
Ellice had some months before pointed out to the secretary 

of the political union that foolish would be the reformer 

who supposes an election at Coventry has been, or will beg 
an affair of principle. True, that a reformer with money, 
may beat a candidate with, or without that essentiallinterest' 
- but you know what chance a reformer without money, will 
have against an anti-reformer with a long purse. Nor would 
the fault lie with the reformers of Coventry. (4) 

Ellice's money was used to ensure a liberal victory exactly as 

cash had been used by the Tories in 1826. Robert Randall (a prize- 

fighter and keeper of the Pack Horse public house) and many lesser 

men hired brickmakers, colliers and navvies from north Warwickshire 

- stronger men than ribbon weavers unused to heavy exercise - in the 

days before the poll; they included one famous local pugilist 

Hammerton, the 'Chicken Butcher' - and at least one man who had 

been a special constable at the 1826 election. They lodged at 

public houses in the city, where the liberal leaders John Hands and 
Abijah Hill Pears visited them to wish them success. On the morning 

of the nomination, Saturday 8 December, they were given good 

breakfastss tickets for food and drink, dark blue handkerchiefst 

clubs and knuckledusters(5), and orders to 'rip up' the light blues. 

This dark blue mob was three or four times larger than the 100 or 

so 'strangers' that the Tories had and was able to drive Fyler and 

Thomas into the King's Head and beat up William Wilmotl Bunney and 

Charles Woodcock with impunity. Over the weekend (the poll of 

course was closed on Sunday) the Tories tried unsuccessfully to 

recruit a large mob - offering Randall's men more money to change 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collectiong Reformers!, 7 December 1832. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 7 December 1832. 

(3) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Coventry Election, 7 December 
1832. 

(4) C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, Ellice to Hickling, 1 March 1832. 
(5) Or so T. J. Wilmot complainedg giving a lengthy description 
of one: P. R. O. H-0- 52/20, T. J. Wilmot to the Earl of Warwickq 15 
December 1832* 
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sides, while another pugilistg 'Fatty' Adrian, tried to hire men 

in Birmingham. On the morning of 10 December, the liberal mob 

was still larger - 2,000 or 3,000 in a119 marching round the town 

like soldiers with Ellice and Bulwer with them for part of the time* 

The Tory mob tried to turn aside from them but was beaten up 

nonetheless, and melted away. Afterwards the dark blues, refreshed 

with gin and brandy, surrounded the hustings, with a drum and fife 

and a sheep's head on a pole. They 'Jefferyed and Barlowed' to 

frighten Tory supporters and those who still intended to vote were 

set on and thrashed before they could. The roof of the booth was 

covered with torn shirts. A surgeon tended the wounded. Many 

who intended to vote for Fyler and Thomas were deterred. (l) 

The magistrates and police could not do much to stop the 

violence. Ironically, the mayor was R. K. Rotherham, a partisan of 

Pyler and Heathcote in 1826, and who desperately'wished to avoid 

trouble now. The magistrates had become alarmed in the last week 

of Wovember, when a small crowd of Tories had broken all the windows 

of the Craven Arms as Walker, the Receiver-General of Taxes, had 

been sitting in the parlour with V, 3,000 in sovereigns on the table 

in front of him and altogether Z10,000 of government money collected 

from Warwickshire in the inn. The house was immediately barricaded. 

(2) In the days that followed, as information came from inhabitants 

about the plans for violence, the magistrates issued a string of 

progressively stronger warnings, culminating on 8 December with a 

firm declaration that any troublemakers would be arrested. (3) 

All the great leet constables, eighty in all, were called up$ and 

more than 100 of the fittest pensioners as specials. These were 

not enough; as Rotherham complained to the Home Secretaryq he could 

not by a recent law appoint electors as special constables yet 'the 

greater part of the male population are either renters of 910 houses 

or freemen and those that are not so, are the very men that are 

least to be depended on in suppressing disturbances and in fact too 

frequently are active parties in it themselves'. An overriding 

problem was that 'scarcely a character who is not a partizan on the 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 188 (1833) viii; Reportfrom the Select Committee 
on the Coventry City Election Petition, pp. 17 et seq, 40 et seq, 
55 et seq, 76,90 et seq, 122 et seq, 154 et seq, 227 et seq. 
(2) C. R. O.: Doggett Collection, Letters of John Carter, Richard 
Dewes to John Carter, 30 November 1832- 

(3) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Declaration of the Mayor and 
Magistrates, 3 December 1832; City of Coventry. Caution, 6 December 
1832. Coventry Herald, 30 November 1832. P. P.: H. C. 188 (1833) 
viii, p. 230. 
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one side or the other exists in the city or even in the neighbour- 
hood - so that the magistrates are placed in an exceedingly 
difficult situation very frequentlyl. (l) The soldiers from Coventry 
barracks were moved to Kenilworth and Meriden for the election and 
the magistrates hoped 'that there would not be an occasion to call 
for their servicesl. (2) 

The specials recruited were too often old men and carried 
merely withies - more badges of office than weapons. The leet 

constables were fitter and had staves but there were too few of 
them and in any case some drank with the dark blue mob, Rotherham 

provided 100 special constables to take Fyler and Thomas to the 

hustings on nomination day, but after that he and the other magis- 
trate8 could do no more than occasionally protect individuals 

though they stayed on duty all day. During the Monday Rotherham 

had a horse saddled and a messenger ready to take a letter (already 

written) to the commander of the Scots Greys at Kenilworth if the 

sheriffs should ask for military help. But the sheriff in charge, 
Adie Cramp (a Spon Street plumber) was a dark blue supporterl who 
throughout the poll refused to accept the request of Wilmot and 
Twistq the Tory agental to call in troops or adjourn the poll so 
that the rioters would dipperse. (3) Though Ellice sometimes 
intervened to protect a battered Tory voter, and on Saturday after- 
noon took Fyler and Thomas away from the hustings under his wing, 
he refused to try to stop the rioting. William Wilmot complained 
to him, 'This is a dreadful way the men are being beat19 to which 
Ellice repliedg 'It is not worse than 1826; it is what is usual at 
elections'. 0) Fyler and Thomas tried to stiffen the morale of 
their supporters by a broadside attacking 

(1) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/209 R. K. Rotherham to Melbourne, 9 December 
1832. The act Rotherham. complained about was 7 and 8 Geo IVt cap- 37. 
(2) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/20, loc. cit. 
(3) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/20, loc. cit. P. P.: H. C. 188 (1833) viii, 
pp. 42 et seqt 87,1209 133,1849 200 et seq, 231 et seq, 237. 
Cramp had been responsible for the erection of the hustingsl which 
were placed in Cross Cheaping as they had been since 1781; there 
were ten compartments, one for each ward. The reform act would have permitted separate hustings in each of the ten wards and this 
would have made intimidation much more difficult. Cramp was unable to offer any strong reason for his failure to have ten hU8tings. 
ibid. t pp. 191 et seq. 

ibid., pp. 11,23,92,181. 
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the dastardly attacks made ... by a mercenary Band of Foreign 
Ruffians ... brought into the City to suppress the opinion of 
the Electors. Why, if the Free Traders are certain of an 
overwhelming majority, do they attempt to prevent the Minority 
from recording their fruitless Opposition? Be neither deceived 
nor intimidated, the Cause of Order and of the Oppressed and 
Ruined Weaver is not lost! Hasten to the Poll - the Victory 
is won. (l) 

It was not. Despite a lull after 3-0 P-m- on Monday when it would 
have been possible for Tories to vote, they were so badly beaten up 

that they could not be brought to the poll. Fyler and Thomas 

resigned by 4.0 p. m. and the poll closed a day early. (2) The final 

count was Bulwer 1613, Ellice 1607, Fyler 371 and Thomas 366. (3) 

Within a few months there was a bye-election, following 

Ellice's appointment to the office of Secretary at War. This time 

the Home Office and R. K. Rotherham were determined to prevent trouble. 

Melbourne agreed to Rotherham's request that electors should be 

allowed to be special constables, 'without which there is no possible 

chance of preserving the peace at the election'. 0) In addition to 

75 ordinary constables, 637 specials were recruited, including 

#nearly all the respectability of each party in the citY'. (5) They 

were paid 2s. 6d. a day each and the cost of keeping the peace during 

the election was 9200. At Rotherham's request, Lieutenant-Colonel 

Ewart agreed not to take the troops in the barracks as far away as 
Birmingham during the poll (as had been planned) but to keep them 

nearby at Bedworthl Kenilworth and Meriden. Five polling booths 

were erected in different parts of the city. The magistrates 

prohibited all rallies, public entries by the candidatesl and 
tumultuous assemblies by their partisans. On the nomination day, 

12 April, at least 100 constables were stationed from 7 a. m. at 

each polling place. Both parties responded to the pressure from 

the magistrates and there was far less of the treating which had 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, 'A Real Reformer*, To the 
Respectable Inhabitants, the Freemen, and Electors of. Coventry,, 
8 December 1632. 

(2) P. P.: H. C. 188 (1833) viii, pp. 89,170 et seq., 213 et seq. 
(3) Fyler and Thomas petitioned but a select committee confirmed 
the return of Ellice and Bulwer; the sheriff was censured, however, 
for providing only one polling booth and for failing to keep order. 
Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxviii (1833), pp. 729 265 et 
seqe The liberal bullies were duly paids some at more than the 
agreed rate of 58. a day but others at only 2s. 6d. because, according 
to Randall, they had not been severe enough with the light blues* 
P. P.: H. C. 188 (1833) viii, pp. 129 et seq. 

(4) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/23, Rotherham to Melbourne, 7 April 1833- 
(5) Coventry Herald, 12 April 1833- 
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previously helped to keep tempers hot at election8, (l) and there 

was no hiring of bullies. As a result, there was hardly a drunken 

man; and 'none of the voters have been obstructed in going to or 

from the hustings and the City has been peaceablel. (2) Ellice's 

Tory opponent Morgan Thomas was defeated and Ellice again returned. (3) 

David Buckneyl a small ribbon manufacturer who was just 

beginning a long career in Coventry radicalism, also nominated John 

Morgan Cobbett, William Cobbett'8 son, on 8 December. J. M. Cobbett 

did not in fact take any part in the election, but his nomination 

was due to the desire of some members of the Coventry Political 

Union to have 'a fit person to trip up the heels of Ellicel. (4) 

There was great dissatisfaction with the Whig government, and with 

Ellice as one of its leading supporters, over the failure to carry 

out further radical reform and over the coercion of Ireland; 600 

members of the CPU attended a meeting of protest in May 1833 and 

called on the King to dismiss the government. (5) Feelings were 

even stronger the year after, at the Whigs' transportation of the 

Dorset labourers. For Buckney, the most articulate and forceful 

radical, the punishment of the Dorset labourers was the occasion 

of final disillusionment with the Whigs. (6) The poverty of the 

working class, he told a weavers' meeting in April, which was 

considering recent departures from the list of prices, was due to 

an excess of labour. (Buckney had the ribbon trade in mind. ) 

The Whigs might with difficulty be brought to repeal the corn laws, 

but they would certainly do no more, and cheap food would be no 

remedy while the excess of labour lasted. To remedy thatq universal 

suffrage was needed. 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 547 (1835) viii: Report from the Select Committee 
on Bribery_at Elections ... with the Minutes of Evidence, pp. 62 
et seq. 
(2) P. R. O.: 11-0- 52/23, Rotherham to Melbourne, 12 April 1833. 
(3) For this paragraph see Coventry Herald, 5 April, 12 April, 
19 April 1833; P. R. O.: H. O. -5-2! T239 Rotherham to Melbourne, 7 April, 
12 April 18339 14 April 1833. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 12 April, 19 April 1833- 
(5) ibid., 1 March, 8 March, 15 Marchq 10 May 1833- C. R. O.: Misco 
Letters, Henry Lytton Bulwer to Hickling, 28 February 1833- 
(6) For the great meeting of protest in the city at the treatment 
of the Dorset labourer8l see Chapter Six, Section I. 
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If they could attain that, they should soon let the owners 
of property knowq that though they did not take their property 
from them, they had found out a way of having property too ... 
The interest of the present government was opposed to theirs, 
and they must not confide power to such as at present hold 
it; they must have men from their own class, they must choose 
tailors, and cobblers, and weavers ... Competition was the 
great evil; and this would always continues until they had 
the power of making their own laws; let them get that, and 
they would soon find a way of turning the magic, so as to have 
plenty of everything to make men happy. (l) 

Buckney returned to this theme several times in the summer 

and autumn. Collectively, the weavers' movement rejected it and 

adhered to attempts to gain prohibition and the list of prices on 

which all weavers - Tory and radical - could agree. Even Buckney's 

radical colleagues among the weavers' leaders did not support him. (2) 

In December, Buckney, James Taylor, William Taunton and William Mayo 

and others decided to support a radical candidate in the forthcoming 

general election, William Williams, a London cotton broker and member 

of the Court of Common Council since 1833- He came with the blessing 

of William Cobbett - 'I know my man well; and I would make any 

sacrifice to carry him'(3) - and in his address made clear his support 
for household suffrage, triennial parliamentsl the ballotq the 

abolition of sinecures, the repeal of the malt tax, the reduction of 
the standing army, the abolition of flogging in the armed forces, 

the reform of the corn laws, justice for Irelandq the disestablish- 

ment of the church and the application of tithes to public purposes 

(1) Coventry Herald, 11 April 1834. 
(2) On this point, see Chapter Six, Section II. NB also'his 
letters in the Cc entry Herald advising weavers to press for radical 
reform. 'Don't rest contented in your present state. One of the 

worst mentall moral or physical conditions in which a man can exist 
as a member of society, is when he is not merely poor, but content 
in his poverty. Hence to inculcate contentment under poverty and 
wretchedness, is a great social crime. ' 1 August 1834. The remedy 
was political power for the working class9 'altering the institutions 
of the countrys by which all these matters might be amicably and 
beneficially arranged'; the matters in question were the surplus of 
labour and the reductions in the list of prices that were its local 
effects. 19 September 1834. 

(3) C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, W. Cobbett'to T. Gillj 12 December 1834. 
Williams was born in 1788 in Carmarthenshire. At sixteen he walked 
to London; by twenty-four he was earning C1000 a year in a cotton 
wholesaler's. Soon after, he set up business on his own account. 
As a common councilman he was a vehement critic of the corporation's 
financial extravagance. As an M. P. 9 he constantly argued for 
national retrenchment. He was a close associate of Joseph Hume. 
See Daniel Evanst The Life and Work of William Williams (LlandyssUl. 

y 1939. ) 
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and 'a Repeal of the Heartless Bills which is alike a Violation of 

the Rights of the Poor - the Laws of God - and the Ancient Laws of 

England, called the Poor Law Amendment Act'. Significantly, he 

also wanted a return to protection for native industry against 

foreign imports. (l) 

Ellice's address, in contrast, made no reference to any specific 

measures, explained that political difficulties which only somebody 

with close knowledge, like him, could be aware of - 'forces which 

all do not see, and some will not believe to exist' - had prevented 

him from accomplishing as much change as he would have wished, and 

affirmed his inferiority to none 'in a desire to see the complete 

purification of our social and political system from all those 

defects which still existl. (2) For Buckney and his friends this 

was a mere mask for Whiggery; they much preferred Bulwer - stronger 

than Ellice on the ballot, flogging, the grievances of the dissenters 

and the fate of Poland - and wanted 'another candidate to be placed 

by the side of Bulwer to assist in the cause of Reform'-(3) 

Taunton and Buckney supported Williams against the advice not only 

of Edward Goode - always a moderate radical - but also of David 

Smith and George Baddeley, who warned that a third liberal candidate 

risked letting in Morgan Thomasq the Tory candidate. A broadside 

war in the liberal ranks followed. (4) 

Bulwer agreed with Smith and Baddeley; he wished the three 

liberal candidates to arrange amicably that the one with the least 

chance should retire from the fight. Ellice he could not consult; 
he was in Europe recovering from illness and had left his canvassing 

(1) Coventry Herald, 12 December, 19 December 1834. 

(2) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Edward Ellice, To the Independent 

Electors of the City of Coventry, 11 December '1834. 

(3) Coventry Herald, 5 December 1834. Bulver had remained a 
supporter of the CPU in the summer of 1834: C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, 
Henry L. Bulwer to William Fletcher, 1 July 1834. His address called 
for shorter parliaments, the ballot, the reforin of the corn laws and 
justice for the dissenters. Coventry Herald, 19 December 1834. 
Ellice's attitude towards the prohibitionist move of 1834 was never 
complained of by the radicals who proposed Williams* See Chapter 
Five, Section III. 

(4) Coventry Herald, 5 December 1834. C. W. C.: Broadsides 
Collection, 'A Friend to Williams' I An Exýosition of Whig Sophistry, 

_ in Replyto 'Truth Told'. 24 December 1034, a long analysis of 
Ellice's record in the Melbourne governmentq demonstrating his 
Whiggery and lack of radicalism. 
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to his brother, Russell Ellice. Williams refused to consider 

the plan. So Bulwer accepted on Boxing Day a request from the 

radicals of Marylebone that he should stand there, and withdrew 

from Coventry, appealing as he went to all Coventry liberals to 

work together for Ellice and Williams. 'Overlook, I beseech you, 

all minor differences. '(1) His withdrawal enraged Williams's 

supporters; they regarded it as a plot between Bulwer and Ellice 

to push the latter down the electors' throats. (2) When the 

campaign began in earnest after Christmas Williams said he regarded 

himself as opposed to both the other candidates and asked for plumper 

votes. Thomas was above all in favour of the prohibition of the 

import of foreign silks. Significantlyl many of his supporters 

turned up at a radical meeting at the George Inn to announce their 

support of Williams because of his opposition to free trade. 

Meanwhile, James Beck, the banker, pressed hard for a reunifi- 

cation of the liberal front - for a continuation of the spirit 

that had carried the reform bill. He was helped by another letter 

from Thomas Attwood: 'When I have censured the Whig ministers, I 

have always excepted Mr. Edward Ellice, because I know full well 

that he was by far the best among them'. The reformers of Coventry 

'should forget all minor differences, in one common union for the 

support of liberty#-(3) Beck was successful; the efforts of the 

dark blue ward managers, hinted at but not detailedl were plainly 

crucial. Ellice and Williams were returned, the great majority 

of the votes for both being cast for the other, But the strength 

of feeling of the free trade issue was shown by 546 electors who 

voted for Thomas and Williams - an action which placed Williams at 

the head of the poll with 1,865 votes; Ellice came second with 

1,601, beating Thomas by only 35- The election was once again 

quiet. As in 1833 pressure from themagistrates meant that there 

was less treating than had been usual until 1832, though it increased 

during the poll because ofthe. narrow gap between Thomas and Ellice. 

The magistrates warned against breaches of the peace and at their 

request some soldiers were kept in Coventry barracks in case of needg 

instead of being sent away during the election; fortunately the 200 

(1) Coventry Herald, 2 January 1835- 

(2) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collectiong 'Fair Play99 Sold! Soldl Soldl, 
ce 28 December 1834. 

(3) Coventry Heraldl 2 January 1835- 
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pensioners and 500 substantial householders on duty as special 

constables had to deal with only two cases of assault - both on 

constables. (l) 

In the next few years the Whig-Radical alliance in the city 

became firmly established. Williams and Ellice differed greatly 

in their political principles. Ellice did not support any plans 

for further electoral reform and was doubtful even about the ballot. 

Williams a founder member of the Metropolitan Political Union 

in 1831 joined the CPU. After his election he rendered an 

annual account of his record in the House of Commons to his supporters, 

offering to resign if a majority was dissatisfied; this ceremony 

usually occurred at the Half Moon taverng at which his speech 
(always considered satisfactory by those present) was followed by 

a dinner for several hundred supporters. Ellice of course refused 

to behave in this way. Over the chief issue of debate among 

Coventry radicals in the mid-1830s - the newspaper stamp duty - 
Williams was in favour of total abolition and presented a petition 

for it from a meeting where Buckney, Taunton, J. S. Whitteml Edward 

Goode and John Warden (a plumber and glazier newly come to the 

radical movement) were the chief speakers, Ellice wished a small 
duty to continue. (2) Yet at his annual rendering of account in 

1836 Williams went out of his way to say that he differed from 

Ellice on minor matters only. (3) Shortly after the Coventry 

Liberal Registration Association was founded, to press at the 

annual registration court held by the revising barristers the claims 

to the franchise of reformers who could not be trusted to claim on 
their own - 'Reformers ... who looked shy at the cause they professed 
to espouse when their assistance was most wanted', said Edward Goode: 

(1) Coventry Herald, 12 December, 19 December, 26 December 1834, 
2 Januaryl 9 January, 16 January, 23 January 1835- Coventry Mercury, 
10 January 1835. P. R. O.: H. O. 52/27, George Eld to Henry Goulburn, 
31 December 1834,2 January 1835 (and three magistrates' handbills 
enclosed)l Lieut. Colonel Ewart to Eld, 31 December 1834. P. P.: H. C. 
547 (1835) viii, pp. 66 et seq. A Correct Copy of the Poll (Coventry, 
1835). The humiliation of Ellice at the poll rankled with some of 
his supporters; fifteen years later Benjamin Poole gave in his 
newspaper the details of an elaborate and incredible confidence trick 
alleged to have been carried out by the radicals in 1835 to induce 
the supporters of both Thomas and Ellice to vote for Williams: 'With 
Judas-like treachery they drank cups with both parties with a settled 
design of betrayal'. Coventry Watchmant 7 September 1850. 
(2) C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, Williams to Hickling, 9 January 1836. 
Coventry Herald, 16 January, 2 October 1835,6 May, 20 May 1836. 
(3) Coventry Heraldq 30 September 1836. 
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the rules of the association 'were so drawn that they could be 

offensive to none who agreed to be called reformers of any classl. (l) 

For the 1837 election Ellice's address was briefer than ever - 
making reference to his respect for 'the cause of reform, the 

principles of civil and religious libertyq the settled institutions 

of our countryl. (2) Williams repeated his detailed reform 

programme of 1835. (3) Morgan Thomas stood again in the Conservative 

interest and was joined by J. D. H. Hill of East Derehaml Norfolk. 
Their addresses stressed their support of the established church 
but were as vague as Ellicels. (4) A fifth candidate was John Bell, 

the Chartist editor of the London Mercur 9 whol advised by Bronterre 

O'Brien and Feargus O'Connorg believed that in a constituency with 
a great preponderance of freemen electors(5) an attempt should be 

made to return two radicals. He came down to Coventry 'in 

opposition to our wishes' complained Buckneyand 'in despite of a 
personal interview with the best known and longest-tried Radicals 

in the town', insisted on standing. (6) Kington, a local radical, 
(1) ibid. s 30 December 1636, William Taunton wished the as8ocia- 
tion to define the principles it would support - and wished those 
principles to be radical ones - but 'the specific purpose of the 
meeting being to unite Reformers of every shade of opinions the 
remarks of Mr. Taunton were considered irrelevant'. See also ibid., 
23 December 1836, Coventry Standard, 30 December 1836. The Conser- 
vative Registration Association had been founded shortly before. 
The Liberals employed Royle as their solicitor and the Conservatives 
William Wilmot. Coventry Standard, 7 October 1837. Buckney still 
disliked the Whig alliance and wished more Coventrians agreed with 
him on the need for radical movement. See his letter in the 

, 
Coventry 

Herald, 20 May 1836. 'The object of both Whigs and Tories is to 
increase the intellectual gloom which pervades the minds of the people 
in these matters, to impenetrable darkness ... When will working men 
understand this? When will they see through this delusions this 
bubble, this cheat, this catchword of Whig and Tory? When will they 
act as if they felt themselves entitled to exercise their parlia- 
mentary and municipal franchises and all other rightsq which as 
citizens, as meng they ought to posses? ' 

(2) Coventry Standard, 30 June 1837. 
(3) loc. cit. 
(4) ibid. 9 7 July, 21 July 1837. 

(5) There were 3086 freemen and 576 Z10 householders on the 
register for this election. Coventry Herald, 10 November 1837- 
(6) See the letters of Buckney and Bell in Coventry Standard. 
8 September 1837. 
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explained why Buckney and his colleagues opposed Bell: despite 

the popular nature of the Coventry electorate a radical standing 

by himself could command only 400 votes and coalition with the 

Whigs was necessary to carry one. (l) The Central Committee of 

the Coventry Registration Association (another name, it would 

seem, for the old liberal committee) with its subordinate 

committees in the wards, strove to ensure that the supporters 

of Ellice and Williams voted for the other, and that supporters 

of Williams did not vote for Bell. The two liberal candidates 

were returned. (2) The very high poll - more than 930io' of the 

electorate - shows the strength of grassroots organisation in 

this popular constituency, demonstrated in respect of the liberals 

at least as strongly by the success of the conjunction of Ellice 

and Williams, which aroused the mirth of the Coventry Standard 

and the rage of Bell. (3) Yet the use of election bullies had 

disappeared by this elections though treating continued. Fearing 

nothing, the magistrates made no attempt to prepare specially for 

the election; no special constables were enrolled and the small 

force of a dozen regulars sufficed, though the magistrates of north 

Warwickshire recruited 174 specials in Nuneaton for the same 

election. (4) In the event, there was only one act of violence - 

(1) CO entry Standard, 25 August 1837, quoting Kington's letter 
in the London Mercury. 

(2) 1376 freemen and 262 C10 electors voted for Ellice and Williams; 
the corresponding figures for Thomas and Hill were 1246 and 147. 
Ellice attracted 64 plumper votes from freemen and 34 from L10 house- 
holders, Williams 38 from freemeng Thomas 28 from freemen and 2 from 

. ZlO householders, Bell 5 from freemen and 2 from ZlO householders. 
30 freemen and one Z10 man voted for Williams and Belll and 6 freemen 
for Thomas and Bell. The totals of votes were Ellice 17789 Williams 
1748, Tbvm&S 1511, Hill 1393, Bell 44.3323 voted out of the 3662 
electors on the register; 94 had died before the election, and 14 
had registered twice. Only 231 electors were unpolled -a mere 6-? /, 
of the electorate. Figures are calculated from A Corredt Copy of the 
Poll (Coventry, 1837) and Coventry Herald, 10 November 16371 which 
corrects the poll book at some points. 
(3) The Standard printed an analysis of their voting records in the 
previous parliament showing that Ellice had not supported Williams in 
his votes for triennial parliamentsl the ballot, reform of the House 
of Lords and the abolition of church rates without compensation. 23 
June 1837. See also C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Anon, The Copy of 
a Letter received by a Gentleman in this Cityt 3 June 1837, a slap- 
stick 'confession' by Ellice of his dislike of the freemen, Williamsq 
radicalism and his visits to Coventry. Bell attacked 'our present 
infamous representative and commercial systems - systems the most 
debasing to which the spirit of shopocracy, engrafted on the spirit 
of aristocracy, has ever given existence' (Coventry Standard, 7 July 
1837) and, equally, the 'sham radicals' of Coventry, and Williams$ 
whose principles Bell had once approved of but who had 'proved him- 
self a mean shuffling trimmer'. ibid., 25 August 1837. 
(4) P. R. O.: H. O. 52/35, Edward Neale to the Home Office, 10 
August 1837. 
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an unsuccessful attack on Ellice by a Tory with a clasp knife 

in Whitefriars Lane. (l) 

The disappearance of even the threat of large-scale violence 
is to be explained by the fact that prohibition had ceased to be 

an active aim of the weaving community and thus was no longer a 

vital political issue - though prohibitionist sentiment lingered 

for years, notably in the leader columns of the Standard. With 

the growing prosperity of the ribbon trade from the mid-1830s 

onwards, prohibition no longer seemed as necessary, Above all, 
it was not practicable. There was a slump in the ribbon trade 

in the spring of 1837, but the poor law figures show that it was 

at least less serious than that of 1834. (2) This slump did not 
lead to any fresh move among the weavers to gain prohibition, 

since Goode was able convincingly to emphasise that the Tories 

under Peel were no more likely to restore prohibition than the 

Whigs. (3) Thus prohibition was not mentioned during the election 

campaign by Williams (or of course Ellice) and only in passing 
by Thomas and Hill. All four concentrated on national issues - 
the degree of political change to be desired. (4) Prohibition no 
longer provoked the passions or organised bullying of 1826 and 1832. 

Ellice's committee no longer had to use violence to win and the 

Tories could not have won except by the use of violence on a scale 
intolerable to the city at large. The constituency was becoming 

'naturally* liberal: but not radical - hence the need for Williams 

to coalesce with Ellice and the signal failure of Bell. The 

Coventry electorate, popular though it was, was basically moderate 

- satisfied with small gains and unwilling to thrust forward 

grievances which, though no longer immense, were still great enough. 

(1) For the 1837 election, see Coventry Standard, 30 June, 7 July, 
14 July, 21 July, 28 July, 25 August, b September lb37, and Coventry 
Herald, 21 July 1837- 

(2) See Appendix I. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 10 February, 17 February, 3 March, 17 
March, 24 March, 21 April, 28 April, 12 May, 19 May, 26 May 1837. 
The Tory Stratford Dugdale had also found this out two years 
before. Coventry Herald, 24 April 1835- 
(4) 

' 
Coventry Standard, 7 July, 14 July, 21 July 1837. 

Coventry Heraldq 21 July 1837- 
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ii 

The coming of Chartism and the election of 1841 

The CPU seems to have become defunct in 1834 or 1835, after 

experiencing a declining membership for some time. (l) The 

Birmingham Political Uniong with which the CPU had had close links 

during the reform bill crisisl withered away in 1834. In May 

1837 the BPU was revived and in January 1838 the Coventry Political 

Union was refounded at a meeting in the County Hall attended by 

George Edmonds and P. H. Muntz, the leading Birmingham radicals. 
The six points very soon to be included in the People's Charter 
(published in May) were adopted as its programme. About sixty 

or eighty Coventry radicals attended the second meeting. They 

included some of the leading members of the original CPU of eight 

years before - William Taunton, Thomas Watson Gill, David Smith and 
William Mayo - others who had become active in Coventry radicalism 

since then - David Buckney, John Colier Farn, John Warden, James 

Peters, Joseph Bradley, Charles S. Eyre (the last three having 

been Bell's chief sponsors at the recent election) - and some men 

apparently new to local radical movements - H. Turnerg Robert 

Bamptont James Rushton, Thomas Fletcher and John Robinson. (2) Mayo 

(1) See C. R. O.: Misc. Letters, H. L. Bulwer to Fletcher, 1 July 1834. 
(2) Taunton was currently the toll-collector at Coventry market 
and from 1840 to 1843 was the proprietor of the Owenite co-operative 
store in the Burges and an Owenite missionary; thereafter he was an 
auctioneer. Gill was a hatter, Mayo a watchmaker, Charles Eyre a 
woolstapler and hosierg Warden a plumber, and Peters, Robinson and 
Buckney were ribbon manufacturers (the last a small master who had 
been a weaver); Farn, Fletcher, Smith and Turner were weavers* 
James Rushton was a newsagent in Silver Street; by 1850 he had 
become the manager for Charles Bray of Much Park Street. West, op* 
Cit-9 PP- 771 et seq; Lascelles, op. cit*, pp. 58,639 74. Coventa 
Perseverance Co-operative Soci2jj: Jubilee History (Coventry, 1917)9 
pp. 22 et seq. Coventry Herald, 26 October 1-8737-, 22 February 18399 
Worthern Star,, 9 February 1839- 39 June 1841, Coventry Standardl 17 
February 1843- 
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became the CPU's chairman and Eyre its secretary. Its task, 

said Buckney, was to win power for the working class from the 

Tories and the Whigs - 'those very men from whom we expected so 

much, and who have promised so much, only to deceive'. He had 

in mind, he said, the new poor law and the fate of the Glasgow 

cotton spinners and the Dorchester labourers. Lord John Russell 

and Daniel O'Connell 'talk of education, but when are the people 
to get their backs clothed and their bellies filled? You must 
first give them their political rights, and if they don't act well, 

then it will be their own faults. I(l) 

At the time the CPU was refounded there was greater distress 
in the city than there had been for three years and there was still 

a good deal of June 1838. (2) Yet the Chartist movement was not 

really vital in Coventry in the year. Disease and deaths in the 

workhouse in January provoked the common Chartist phenomenon - 

a protest at the poor law. The first meeting was convened by 

Mayo, Bradley, Buckney, Warden, Smith and Tauntong and by the hon- 

Chartist radicals Bromfield and Edward Goode. Taunton and Smith 

blamed the recently reduced dietary for the fatalities - but blamed 

the reduction not on the local directors of the poor law but on the 

Poor Law Commissioners whose indirect influence had been (it was 
alleged) exerted on them. (3) Buckney and Bradley 'addressed the 

meeting in a somewhat vehement style ... ascribing the New Poor 

Law to a bad House of Commons, and the bad House of Commons to the 

want of Universal Suffragel. (4) A committee was set up to 
investigate the causes of the deaths and the rumours of the dishonesty 

and partiality of the governor of the workhouse that were spreading 
in the citY-(5) The committee tried twice to see the directors, 

who at length sent word that they would confer only with a 'respect- 

able deputation' chosen by the guardians. This increased radical 

(1) Coventry Standard, 5 January 1838. See also Coventry Herald,, 
26 January 1638. 
(2) There were 317 casual outpoor families in January 1838 as 
against 276 in June 1837 and 407 in January 1835. There were 230 
in June 1838. See Appendix I. 
(3) This was certainly too charitable an exculpation of the 
directors; see Chapter Wine on this point. 
(4) Coventry Heraldq 2 February 1838. 
(5) They originated with one of the directors of the poor, Thomas 
Whorrall, who told Royle, the radical solicitors malicious stories 
about the conduct of the workhouse governorl John Palmer. He 
assaulted Whorrall and was fined 20s. The directors censured 
Whorrall for his rumour-mongering. ibid., 16 February, 9 March 1838. 
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anger at the directors: another meeting of 'universal suffrage, 
men followed(l), at which four men who had been recent inmates 

of the workhouse complained of the governor's alleged dishonesty 

and partiality and the attitude of the directors. Resolutions 

were passed censuring the directors for not admitting the deputation 

and criticising the dietary. The next move was the setting up of 
a committee of ratepayers who were not guardians to obtain informa- 
tion on the evils of the workhouse. But no more was heard of 
this. (2) In future, there was no criticism of the directors' 

administration of the poor law (though plenty of the commissioners); 
indeed local radicalsspoke up for the directors - their attitude 
being that with all its shortcomings Coventry's poor law adminis- 
tration was better than the Chadwick model because it allowed 
outdoor relief. The energising role of the hatred of the local 

administration of the poor law was lacking in Coventry Chartism-(3) 
Careful preparations were made for the visit of Feargus 

O'Connor in September. The Chartists of Foleshillt Bedworthq 
Nuneaton and Kenilworth were invited. A handbill entitled The 

Righteous Cause of Universal Suffrage enjoined: 'Englishmen arouse 
yourselves, or be degraded. The Grand Struggle has commenced; 
you must triumph or perishi! The magistrates were alarmed at the 

prospect of disorder and interviewed Taunton and Eyre. They denied 
knowing who had printed the bill. Taunton thought that its tone 

was too strong. They both assured the magistrates that the committee 
would try to keep the peace and that this would not be hard. The 
day began with a procession, with O'Connor at its head, from the 
Three Tuns by a circular route to Greyfriars Green. Bands played. 
A banner of green silk bore the motto 'Ireland as she ought to be'; 
(1) Coventry Herald, 9 February 1838. 
(2) ibid., 9 February, 23 February 1838. 
(3) See Chapter Nine for a discussion of the city's poor law and 
local attitudes to it in this period. There was little radical 
activity in the city for most of 1838. In August a Chartist rally 
took place on Greyfriars Green. It was addressed by Buckney and 
Rushton and T. C. Salt, the Birmingham Chartist, on the need to 
support the first petition published in Birmingham in the spring, 
Salt said that if the petition were refusedg the people could bring 
the government to heel by abstaining for one week from the consump- 
tion of taxed articles, making a run on savings' bankss or demanding 
payment of the national debt. 'Let but the people obtain what was 
prayed for in the National Petition and prosperity would again returno 
the working class would have abundance of employmentg good wages, and 
untaxed bread. ' Resolutions in favour of the five points were 
carried. The sixthq demanding equal electoral districts, was not 
mentioned. Coventry Chartists were present at the great Birmingham 
meeting in the same month. Coventry_Herald, 10 August 1836. 
Coventry Standard, 18 May, 10 August, 31 August 1838. 
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another - 'Radical Righteousnesso-Whig Treacheryt Tory Plunder'; 

a third - 'Universal Suffrage and Cheap Breads Cheap Law, Cheap 

Religion, and Cheap Moneyl. (l) 

At the meeting on Greyfriars Green Mayo was in the chair. 
William Taunton said that 'while two mighty factions were using 
the power of 3aw and influence to oppress the people, the people 

were confining themselves to virtuous and moral agitationl. (2) 

Buckney attacked the Whigs: 'one of their first acts was to pass 
the Irish Coercion Bill; since then they had three times refused 

enquiry into the Pension List, transported the Dorchester labourerss 

and passed the infamous Poor Law'-(3) 'If before you have been 

struggling for the shadow, you are assembled this day to demand 

the substance. After the flattery of the one party, and the 

oppression of all parties the men of Coventry have at length 

responded to the nation's call. 1(4) O'Connor praised Williams, 

whose votes he agreed with on most matters, but derided the 

Ilickspittlel Ellice - 'one of the joints of my Lord Grey's tail 

.. * one of the worst men that ever disgraced a faction'. (5) There 

followed a general attack on 'illiberal constituencies ... who like 

the House of Lords, boasted of their hereditary rights - the old 

corrupt body of freemen'. Universal suffrage was the better remedy 
than privilege for the nation's ills. (6) The crowd present was 

estimated at 500 by the Standard, at between 1,500 and 2,000 by the 

Heralds and at between 30,000 and 40,000 by the Northern Star. 

'Glory to the good working men of Coventry! They have a fine spirit, 

and had noble mottoes upon their banners. '(7) Even at the Herald's 

(1) Coventry Herald, 7 September 1838. 
(2) Northern Star, 8 September 1838. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 7 September 1&ý8. 
(4) Northern Star, loc. cit. 
(5) Coventry Standard, 7 September 1838. 
(6) Coventry Heralds loc. cit. O'Connor was interrupted by a 
freeman, whom O'Connor attacked as 'an old freeman sent to support 
your order. You live upon corruption, and don't want a change. ' 
Northern Star, loc. cit. 
(7) Northern Star, loc. cit., Coventry Standard, loc. cit., 
Coventýy Heralds loc. cit. Greyfriars Green, one of the smallest 
pieces of common land in the city, could not accommodate more than 
several thousand, The Northern Star's exaggeration of the size 
of the meeting distressed J. C. Farn. 'From that hour we lost 
confidence in the mans the paper, and the movement of which he 
was the ostensible head. We thought that we had been imposed upon 
by reports from other places, as they, in return, would most likely 
be imposed upon by ours. ' 'The Autobiography of a Living Publicist's 
The Reasoner,, 2 December 1857t p. 283. Farn later became an 
Owenite missionary and ardent cooperator. 
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cautious estimate, this was much the largest political meeting in 

Coventry for many years. 

The next peak of Chartist activity in the city was in the 

summer of 1839, after the Bull Ring riots in Birmingham, the 

rejection of the first petitiong(l) and the agonised debate in 

the Convention over what the Chartists should do next to gain power. 
Meetings at the Three Tuns and the Red Lion denounced the actions 

of the police in Birmingham. (2) On Greyfriars Green Buckney 

urged the people 
to test the strength of their resolution by six months' 
abstinence from the use of exciseable articles ... if they 
had not the moral courage thus to refrain from assisting 
taxation, he very much doubted if they would have physical 
courage enough to exert themselves in the way some persons 
recommended. (3) 

Taunton expressed the threats of physical force Chartism. (4) A 

fortnight later Taunton's theme was taken up by Dr. John Taylorl 

the Scottish Chartist, at another meeting on Greyfriars Greeng 

of more than 200 persons. (5) 

They must meet bayonet to bayonet, and then they should 
obtain the Charterl and they would tell the people of Coventry 
that they were determined to have the Charter, or every field 
should be a field of battlet and every valley should run with 
blood. (6) 

The Birmingham magistrates responsible for the Bull Ring troubles 

were 'traitors, cowards and murderers ... There is no justice 

(1) 3,600 from Coventry and district signed the first petition 
- 300 of them coming from Kenilworth. Coventry Standardq 1 March 
1839. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 19 July 1839- 
(3) Coventry Standard, 26 July 1839- 
(4) loc, cit, ' 'He would give them a simile, that was, why did the 
rich man put a lock on his door, a dog in his yardl and a gun over 
his mantelpiece? To keep away thieves - they would not come when 
they knew the man was prepared. The Government were the thieves, 
He recommended them to arm, so that if the Government thieves came, 
they might have a warm reception. He recommended them all to have 
the dog of intelligence, the bolt of firmness, and if all failed, 
to have recourse to the pistol as a last resort. ' NB too the 
discussion on 'physical force' at the Bell public house, Foleshill, 
when John Robinson tied himself in knots arguing that arms would 
frighten the government - but on the other hand they would be used 
merely for self-defence and never to endanger the peace of the 
country. Coventry Standard, 24 May 1839. See also ibid., 10 May 
1839, Coventry__Herald, 10 May, 17 May 1839. 
(5) P. R. O.: H. o. 40/50, Information and Complaint of John Royle, 
10 August 1839- 

Coventry Standard, 9 August 1839- 
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in England but an Englishman's right arm ... I know I am speaking 

treason and seditiong but it is the truth. 1(l) 

The magistrates had sworn in some special constables in May 

and had asked (unsuccessfully) that some at least of the twenty- 

six soldiers in the barracks should remain in the city when Ewart 

was ordered to take them to Birmingham in July: but they saw no 

likelihood of a riot in Coventry, and made no attempt to interfere 

with the meetings on Greyfriars Green, believing that the advice 

of Taunton and Taylor would not be taken and that repression was 

unnecessary, In reply to the letter of concern from the Home 

Office after Taylor's meeting they played down its importance; 

and since Taylor left the city soon after the meeting they made 

no attempt to arrest him. Nor did they attempt to restrain Tauntons 

who as toll-collector of the butter market was employed by the 

corporation. The magistrates were sensible; there was no violence 

in Coventry. (2) And after the summer of 1839 until the spring of 

1841 the activity of the Chartist Association was not noticeable 

enough to be mentioned by the magistrates or the local press - 

and even the Worthern Star referred to it only oncel mentioning 

its weekly meetings. (3) 

The Coventry Chartists were opposed to the immediate repeal 

of the corn laws, which had been publicly debated in Coventry early 
in 1839. Charles Bray and David Smith argued for immediate repeal. 

A group of Chartists turned up at the meeting to oppose it. 

William Taunton and David Buckney put their argumentse Repeal 

was necessary, but it should follow the gaining of the People's 

Charter, since only a reformed House of Commons would reduce 

taxation and the standing army and abolish the national debt. 

Repeal while the people were still carrying these burdens would 

mean, that farmers and manufacturers would be unable to compete with 

foreigners, and thus to buy Coventry's ribbonsq and that the agri- 

cultural population would be driVen from the countryside to aggravate 

the surplus of labour from which the Coventry ribbon trade was 

(1) P. R. O.: H. O. 40/5o, loc. cit. 
(2) P. R. O.: H. O. 40/50, Richard Marriott to Home Secretary, 
15 May 1839; A. Herbert to Home Secretaryl 19 July, 13 August, 
14 August 1839. Coventry Standard, 9 August, 16 August 1839. 
(3) Northern Star, 29 February 1840. 
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already suffering. Above all, they did not trust the middle- 

class repealers. Taunton said that 'he was certain that the present 

cry for cheap bread meant nothing more than cheap wagesl. (l) 

The Chartists failed to defeat the motion for a petition to the 

House of Commons for immediate repeal. (2) 

The Coventry branch of the Anti Corn Law Association was 

formed almost two years later. Its membership consisted very 

largely of shopkeepers, ribbon and watch manufacturers, and 

dissenting ministers; its president was Abraham Herbert, liberal 

ribbon manufacturer and mayor of Coventry; its vice-president 

was Charles Bray. Mayo, J. S. Whittem and Henry Merridew were 

also members. Working men were in the minority; they included 

David Smith, Edward Goode and Benjamin Poole; Poole became 

secretary and Smith collector of subscriptions - set at at least 

2s. 6d. a year. Notably, Buckney and Taunton also joined the Anti 

Corn Law Association. (3) By the end of 1840 these two had changed 

their minds on the repeal question - coming to believe that what 

Buckney called (in addressing a weavers' meeting) 'the fictitious 

value given to a commodity belonging to the wealthier class of the 

community'(4) ought to be striven for concurrently with the Charter. 

He explained his change of heart in a series of lengthy letters. 

He accepted the arguments of Cobden that repeal would not lower 

wages. Realising that the ribbon tariff would after corn law 

repeal confer advantages on industry not enjoyed by agriculture he 

argued that it would be possible to have it both ways - since the 

ribbon tariff merely entailed the consumer paying slightly more for 

a luxury article -a quite different matter from taxing food. (5) 

But doubts remained in his mind about the wisdom of joining the 

repeal movement before the Charter had been gained. He voiced 

them to Cobden when he came to address the Coventry association in 

February 1842. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 22 February 1839- 

(2) loc. cit. See also ibid., 15 February 1839, and Coventry 
Herald, 22 February 1839. See also the report of the attack by 
Buckney and Taunton on the arguments of Paulton, theanti-corn law 
lecturers at his meeting in Coventry, in Coventry Herald and Coventry 
Standards 19 April 1839. Repeal 'would add to the misery of the 
working classes, by aggravating the evils of competition'. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 25 December 18409 3 September 1841, Coventry 
Standard, 18 December 1840,20 August 1841,7 January 1842. - 

(4) Coventry Standard, 7 August 1840. 

(5) Coventry Herald,, 7 May, 17 December, 24 December 1841,18 
February 1842. 
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At length, Mr. Cobden said he thought it was now his turn 
to ask a question, and he would also beg a personal favour of 
the gentleman, which was, that if a deputation from Coventry 

was to go up to Sir Robert Peel in favour of free trade, and 
for a repeal of the corn laws, would he promise that he would 
not be one of them? (Peals of laughter from all parts of 
the hall) (1) 

The majority of Coventry Chartists were of their original opinion, 

for the reasons that had moved Taunton and Buckney in 1839. 

Their distrust of the motives of the repealers was increased by 

Charles Bray's typically tactless statement in May 1841 that they 

were to reduce wages(2) - for which he was taken to task by other 

repealers in the citY-(3) 

Two issues were to the fore in the parliamentary election of 

June 1841 - the new poor law and the corn laws. Ellice and 

Williams worked together, at least to the extent of not attacking 

each other, and were opposed by the Tory Thomas Weir. All three 

candidates wished to preserve the protective tariff on foreign 

ribbons. Ellice's campaign was largely concerned with his 

hostility to the corn laws - said to give a far hieher protection 

to agriculture than the tariff gave to the ribbon trade. He did 

not mention the new poor 1-awt which he had voted for. Williams 

largely repeated his detailed programme of radical reform of 1837 

- in which hostility to the corn laws and the harsh features of 

the new poor law bulked large. Weir was at one with Williams on 
the new poor law - condemned by Weir as a Whig measure. He 

disagreed with Ellice and Williams on agricultural protection. 
Though in favour of some adjustment of the corn laws to prevent 

very high prices, he argued that the repealers wanted to be able 
to lower wages and that the ribbon trade would benefit most from a 

prosperous agricultural community able to buy its products. He 

also made great play with his support for freemen's rights, and 

his desires to get smuggling made a penal offenceg and taxation 

reduced to relieve the middle and working classes. (4) 

Weir made a strong appeal to the White Horse Operative 

Conservative Association. After some years devoted more to 

(1) Coventry Herald, 4 February 1842. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 14 May 1841. Bray said that 'it might be 
stated their object in having the restrictions taken off the 
necessaries of life was to give less wages to the operatives. He 
admitted that was the case. ' 

(3) ibid., 4 June 1841. 
(4) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 18 June, 25 June, 
2 July lb4l. 
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convivial dinners than active political work, they took a more 

positive role in the spring and summer of 1841. (l) They were 

encouraged towards this by the success of the Tories of Vottingham, 

who elected John Walter, the editor of The Times and a strong 

opponent of the new poor lawg at a bye-election in the spring. 

In an address of congratulation the White Horse Operative Conserva- 

tives attacked the 'abominable and unnatural poor law' and went on 

to 'regret that, although Coventry and its vicinity have been 

subjected to such unprecedented misery and privationg which are 

mainly attributable to the inadequate protection afforded us by 

this French-loving, poor-starving, un-English Government, there 

are yet some of the working classes so short-sighted ... that they 

yet continue to support (Edward Ellice) to represent Coventryl. (2) 

300 met at the White Horse during the election campaign. The 

weavers Peter Gregory(3), Angliss, Parker, Pritchard and Thomas 

(1) The White Horse Operative Conservative Association was founded 
early in 1834. Annual dinners were held which several hundred 
attended; patriotic songs, and toasts to the royal family, the 
Anglican Church and its ministers, the Duke of Wellington and the army 
and the immortal memory of Nelson were usual. Charles Woodcock and, 
more often, William Wilmot, were guests - the latter praised for his 
support of freemen's rightsq which White Horse Operative Conservatives 
were eager to defend. There were several similar but smaller associa- 
tions attached to public houses in the city. CoventrZ Standard, 6 
January, 24 February 1837,3 January, 25 September 1640,6 Janzlýry, 
23 July 1841. Thomas Paine the Well Street weaver expressed in letter& 
to the Standard all the attitudes of the White Horse Operatives Con- 
servative Association at their most extreme: hatred of the new poor 
law, free trade, papists, dissenters, radicals, steam factories and 
those who infringed the rights of the freemen of Coventry - forces 
which he tended to regard as leagued in a conspiracy* Paine was a 
working-class analogue of William Wilmot, though his professed hero 
was Richard Oastler, and his motto 'The Throne, the Cottage and the 
Altar'. 'And is it not a fact that Cobden and others of the League 
faction are owners and proprietors of the bastille factories which 
make men, women and children slaves? ... Let us study to support our 
own country - our own trades - by right divine, by legal right, by 
moral right, and by natural right. ' ibid., 23 January 1846. Two 
years later Paine wrote that 'the steam-power and factory system is 
pauperising the Greater part of the weavers to enable manufacturers to 
compete with the destructive workings of this delusive system - Free 
Trade'. ibid. 9 11 February 1848. VB too his comment on Peel's fall 
in 1846: 'It is for the reflective mind to rejoice that the Judas 
pilot has wrecked himself, and that the good ship English constitution 
.. * will be able to distinguish those false friends, hypocritical 
commanders and traitors who have posted her amidst the breakers of 
Free Trade, Catholic Relief Bill and Irish Repeal'. 10 July 1846. 
His letters in ibid. 9 19 March, 13 August 1841,28 January 1842, have 
the same tone. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 21 May 1841. 

(3) Perhaps the Peter Gregory who had been a weavers' leader a 
decade before. 
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Paine anathematised the new poor law - which meant that the poor 

ended their days 'within the circumscribed limits of a bastille 

wall' - the folly of corn law repealg since a protective duty 

benefited both the urban and the rural poor, the evil of 'free 

trade$ in ribbons, which had led to such miseryl ribbon smugglers 
for whom transportation should be the punishment, and those who 

menaced the constitution in church and state - Chartists especially. 
Charles Lilly and Peter Moore, said Gregory, (an old supporter 

of the dark blues) would never have supported such men. When 

Ellice tried to speak from the balcony of the Craven Arms during 

the election the operative conservatives turned up in force, and 
drowned his words with cries of 'No bastille, Neddy', 'No poor 
law', and 'No black bread budget'. Ellice gave up after half an 
hour. (l) 

Ellice and his party were as unpopular with some Chartists 

in the city as they were with the White Horse Conservatives. The 

council of the local branch of the National Charter Association 
denounced Whig iniquities since the 'humbug' of the Reform Bill. 

'Who has degraded us, robbed usq transported us, treated our 

petitions with scorn, and our complaints with contempt? The 

Whigs. 1(2) The New Poor Law was bitterly attacked: as was the 

Whigs' new 'humbug cry' - cheap bread. 'They have unhesitatingly 
declared, that their sole aim and objects-are to lower the price 
of goods, which can be done by no other means than lowering wages 

*.. Down! Down!! Down!. '! with the Base, Brutal and Bloody Whigs. '(3) 

Some Chartists voted for Weir. Ellice's comment on the contest 

was that 'the Chartists plump the Tory'; he distinguished them 
from the IRads' who voted for Williams. (4) 

Yet at the poll Ellice and Williams beat Weir by a very wide 

(1) Coventry Standard, 25 June 1841. 
(2) Bodleian Library: Gough Add. Warwickshire b-3, The Coventry 
Branch of the National Charter Association to the Electors and Non- 
Electors of the City of Coventry, 28 June 1841. 
(3) ibid., The Council of the National Charter Association to 
the Electors and Von-Electors of the City of Coventry, -28 J7n--e1841. 
See also the comments of the Northern Star 

,, 
2b June, 3 JulY 1841, 

on the election: Ellice was disparaged as the 'Poor Law Whig 
member', and Williams as a 'Whig. ' 
(4) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers, E63/205, Edward 
Ellice sen-to Edward Ellice jun., 24 June 1841. NB that Weir made 
a bid for Chartist support by calling for the release of Chartist 
political prisoners. Coventry Heraldq 2 July 1841. 
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margin, most of their respective supporters voting for the 

other. (l) The figures show the lack of appeal for most of the 

electorate of agricultural protection and attacks on the new poor 

law; this latter issue might have tended to divide Ellice and 

Williams and give the victory to Williams and Weirl but Coventry 

did not suffer from the extreme rigours of the new poor law which 

was thus not a pressing local grievance. The question that most 

strongly bound Ellice and Williams together - corn law repeal - 

attracted most electors strongly and thus helped to cement the 

liberal alliance once more: (2) though credit should also be given 

here to the power of the liberal ward managers to preserve unity 

against the strain of differences between Ellice and Williams 

apparent for years. (3) And once again the lack of organised 

violence suggests that on both sides a liberal victory had been 

foreseen. (4) 

(1) The declaration was Williams 1870, Ellice 18299 Weir 1290. 
The poll book gives on analysis slightly lower figures: 1824, 
1759 and 1201 respectively, of which 1610 were given for Ellice 
and Williams, 29 for Ellice and Weir, and 105 for Williams and 
Weir; there were also 1067 plumpers for Weir, 120 for Ellice, and 
109 for Williams. A Correct Copy from the Sheriff's Books of the 
Poll ... 1841 (Coventry, 1641). 

(2) 5,600 adult males in Coventry, 700 in Foleshillq and 200 
from Stokel signed the repeal petition of May 1841. Coventry 

Herald, 21 May 1841. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 2 July 1841. At his annual meeting of 
report to his constituents in 1838 Williams said he disagreed with 
Ellice on many questions 'yet it was impossible to please all 
parties' and refused requests from radicals 'to tell us about 
Ellice'. ibid., 28 December 1838- At Williams's dinner one year 
later Edward Goode bitterly complained that Williams's supporters 
had toasted Ellice only 'three times three' instead of 'nine times 

nine' and pleaded that *unless they were united they should never 
be able to overcome the never-tiring, undying, tyrannical, 

vexatious Tory faction'. ibid. 
9 29 December 1839. Ellice 

disliked Williams personally: he was stingy and refused to pay any 
of the expenses of the 1841 election. This made it 'difficult to 
get my people to split with him'. Ellice Papers, loc. cit. 

(4) The only incidents were some 'Jeffreys and Barlowing' and 
some quickly repaired damage to the hustings caused by the press of 
electors in front; there were no injuries. Coventry standard, and 
Coventry Herald, 2 July 1841. 
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III 

Chartism: peak and decline, 1842-1848 

In 1839 and much of 1840 there had been a good deal of work 
for weavers, and at list prices in the plain trade: - despite the 

current drop in real wages, these were years of comparative 

prosperity. This no doubt helps to explain the lack of Chartist 

activity in these years. From the autumn of 1840 to the spring 

of 1843 there was a slump in the ribbon trade, and for the first 

two years of the period the list of prices was abandoned. (l) 

There was renewed vitality in the Chartist movement in the city: 
though, significantly, it was still uninfluential in the general 
election of 1841. In this new phase most of the handful of 

shopkeepers and manufacturers who had taken such a prominent part 
in the work of the CPU in 1838 - Gill, Eyre, Rushton, Robinsont 
James Peters, Warden, Mayo - were no longer active in the movement. 
Only Buckney from this group remained. (2) The men who came to 
the fore in 1841 were all working men: Rattray and Peter Hoy were 
silk printers, John Eaves, David Haynes, William Sissersong Joseph 

Peters, Richard Hartopp and William Hewins were all weavers, Samuel 

Knight a watchmaker. (3) 

This shift in the class balance of the movement is no doubt 
to be partly explained by the distrust of the middle classes shown 
by many Coventry Chartists in their continued hostility to the 

(1) See Chapter Five, Sections III and IVf and Chapter Six, 
Section II. 
(2) Taunton remained an active Chartist too, but he was merely 
the toll-collector in the market. 
(3) Northern Star, 19 June 1841. 
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immediate repeal of the corn laws. The renewed activity began 

in the spring of 1841, with the setting up in Coventry, Rugby, 

Nuneaton and Kenilworth of branches of the National Charter Associa- 

tion; Knight became secretary, and Buckney treasurer, of the 

Coventry branch. The branches joined together to provide a salary 

for a Chartist lecturer, William Martin. Thereafter he gave 

regular weekly addresses to each of the five branches. He was 

succeeded in the summer by John Mason, the Newcastle shoemaker who 

had been recently active in Leicester, and who instructed Coventry 

Chartists on the folly of trusting to middle-class promises. A 

'numerous' meeting heard George White lecture in August. Two more 

visitors - Peter McDouall and R. K. Philp - lectured in September; 

120 turned upl(l) and in November McDouall returned 'owing to the 

proceedings of the corn law gentry in this town' to counter the 

repealers. The meeting resolved 'that it was impolitic to agitate 

for anything short of the People's Charterl. (2) Bronterre O'Brien 

came soon after; the Chartist room at the George Inn was too small 

to take the audience and a larger room belonging to the Owenite 

Socialists had to be borrowed. 'A forest of blistered hands' 

were raised to thank him for his lecture, devoted largely to the 

incompatibility of middle class and working class interests. (3) 

There were 120 at the Chartist festival and ball on New Year's 

Eve. (4) 

At the end of the year the Chartists made their first irruption 

into the public life of the city for over two years. The slump in 

the ribbon trade was causing distress in Coventry which the Rev. W. 

Drake of St. John's described as worse than anything he had ever 

seen, even in London. The mayor convened a meeting in the County 

Hall to raise the usual subscription. As always, this was intended 

to be a gathering of gentlemen who suppressed their political 

differences for charitable purposes. This time, howeverg the 

Chartists turned up in some strength, led by Buckney and Taunton. 

The meeting was due to start at noon. By 12-15the mayor had not 

arrived. News came that he was illq and Taunton proposed as chairman 

(1) Northern Star, 17 April, 24 April, 14 August, 2 October, 9 
October 1841. See also P. R. O.: H. O. 45/52, Thomas Burgess to S. M. 
Phillipst 1 February and 1 May 1841. 
(2) Northern Star, 13 November 1841. 
(3) ibid,, 4 December 1841. 
(4) ibid., 8 January 1842. 
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John Gordon, the Unitarian minister sympathetic to the Chartist 

cause. The Rev. John Howells of Holy Trinity and John Gulson, 

the Quaker gentleman, immediately proposed E. H. Woodcockt the 

Anglican and Tory banker. Gordon withdrew. Then as the meeting 

proceeded to discuss the raising of money to buy bread for the 

relief of distress, Buckney and Taunton moved 'that it was the 

opinion of this meeting that the distress was attributable to the 

partial and unjust laws arising from the system of class legis- 

lation andthe absence of salutary regulations between employers and 

their workmenl. (l) Woodcock refused to put the resolution. 

Concerted uproar from the Chartists present followed. At length 

Woodcock put to the meeting the question of whether Buckney'8 

motion should be put. It was carried. The respectable then leftt 

met elsewhereq and chose for the committee to collect and dispense 

relief subscriptions men ranging from Charles Bray on the left to 

E. H. Woodcock on the right - but no Chartists. Meanwhilet the 

Chartist rump left behind in County Hall discussed Buckney's 

motion. Gordon and Richard Hands pointed out that the intrusion 

of Chartist ideas into such a meeting was likely to diminish the 

generosity of the city's inhabitants towards the relief fund. 

Buckney withdrew his motion. (2) 

The Coventry Chartists continued to be splitt into the minority 

who favoured concurrent attempts to gain the Charter and corn law 

repealt and those who put the Charter first. When Buckneyt despite 

his doubts, attended the Anti Corn Law Association's tea party for 

Cobden in February, the Chartists met at the sametLme in their room 

at the George in opposition to 'the broad cloth gentry ... the corn 
law humbugs of the town' and were addressed by Peter Hoy for an 
hour. (3) The opportunity for a more public demonstration of 
Chartist ideas came a few weeks later, when the Anti Corn Law 

Association announced a meeting in St. Mary's Hall to petition for 

repeal. A handbill entitled Justice to one and all called upon 

members of the National Charter Association to attend the meeting 
land pursue such a course of policy on that occasion as would become 

(1) Coventry Standard, 31 December 1841. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 31 December 1841,7 January 1842. Coventry 
Herald, 31 December 1641. See also Buckney's letter in the Standard, 
31 December 1841: 'We considered that the distress which now exists 
differs materially from the distress which has existed at former 
periods; it is not confined to any locality, but is co-extensive with 
the queendom itself; continuous in its duration; and cannot be 
adequately relieved by private benevolence'. 

(3) ibid., 5 February 1842. Coventry Herald, 4 February 1842. 
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the, character of Englishmen, as patriots for their country, as 

lovers of their homes, and as ardent friends of pure and just 

governmentl. (l) 

The leaders of the Anti Corn Law Association read this as 

an appeal to disrupt the meeting, and attempted at a series of 

last-minute conferences throughout the night before the meeting 

to agree with the NCA on a formula that would please both repealers 

and Chartists: but as a result the Whigs among the repealers 

refused to attend the meeting at all. St. Mary's Hall filled 

five minutes after it was opened. As the chairmang James Sibley 

Whittem was speaking, John Mason (the local Chartist lecturer) 

entered with several members of the NCA local committee; they were 

cheered by the Chartists present. Buckney and Taunton were key 

men in the attempt at a united front, as members of both the NCA 

and the ACLA. Buckney and David Smith moved for total repeal as 

a means of alleviating the poverty then being suffered by weavers, 

Before the vote on this, Taunton and Joseph Cash (the quaker ribbon 

master and ardent repealer) moved the second resolution - that what 

was also needed was 'a full, entire and complete representation 

of the people in the House of Commons'. This did not satisfy 

Chartists present. Peter Hoy said that the, ACLA had promised the 

night before that if the Chartists did not-. oppose the repeal 

resolution the Six Points would be embodied in the petition. He 

accused Buckney and Taunton of breaking their word in bringing forward 

a much less specific resolution: 'What did you say to me in Little 

Park Street last night, David? 1(2) 'Mr. Mason then spoke for more 

than an hour in one continual strain of thrilling eloquence, showing 

the superiority of the Charter agitation over all others. '(3) 

Buckney and Taunton reproached their Chartist friends with interrup- 

tion. Charles Bray put forward a detailed plan for representative 

reform which he called a compromise between the wishes of the 

Chartists and repealers present: the franchise for all men over 

21 who were not paupersq to be exercised in the choice of a list 

from which M. P. s would then be selected, again by universal suffrage 
but with weighting for 'intelligence'. 'I am for universal suffrage. 
(Cheers) Stop, stop, allow me to qualify myself; I would have it 

so guarded that the masses should not have the preponderance, lest it 

(1) Ilorthern Star, 26 February 1842. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 18 February 1842. 
(3) Northern Star, 26 February 1842. 
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should be to the discouragement of the distributive or middle 

class. (Ohl Oh! )1(1) After much argument the Chartists allowed 

the resolution for repeal to pass when the Taunton-Cash resolution, 

interpreted as calling for universal suffrage, was carried and when 

Whittem agreed to lead a deputation to the mayor to get the use of 

St. Mary's Hall, to discuss the remaining five points. (2) 

This second meeting lasted from 8.0 p. m. until 1.30 a. m. 

All save a dozen or so of the 300 present were Chartists. Taunton 

said that 'the reason why the middle classes do not join the 

Chartists is because of the blood and thunder doled out to them'-(3) 

There was uproar when he called Dr. Taylor a spy and the cause of 

John Frost's transportation. He was reminded that he had advocated 

physical force as much as Taylor. 'The reason (he replied) he 

recommended arming at that period was to work on the fears of the 

people, but seeing that they gained nothing by it, his opinion was 

now altered; and to show that no good came of violence, he instanced 

the French Revolution of 1789.1(4) Edward Goode cut across this 

debate by arguing that tbexe should be a property qualification, 

that the country could not afford to pay M. P. sq and that the 

resolution for a vote on all five points together was contrary to 

the terms (to discuss the Charter) on which the meeting had been 

agreed. He criticised the Chartists of Nottingham for allying 

with the Tories to return John Walter, and attacked the Coventry 

Chartists too. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 18 February 1842. See also Bray's letter 

on the subject in Coventry Herald 
,1 

25 February 1842: in which he 
argued for the suffrage for all over 25, with weighting and a 
bicameral parliament. 'Votes should hot go entirely, which would 
be a kind of physical force. $ 

(2) Coventry standard and Coventry Herald, 18 February 1842. 
Northern Star, 26 February lZ72-. A few weeks later, Edward Goode 
and John Warden led a deputation of Coventry repealers to found a 
branch of the Anti Corn Law Association in Bedworth. Coventry 
Chartists came too. Goode appealed for an alliance of all radicals, 
with repeal as its programmel to undermine the aristocracy by 
achieving it: 'he did not believe it was the design of the Almighty 
that one man should roll in luxuries and feed his dogs with wholesome 
meat, and the thousands who labour to produce those luxuries should 
starve for bread in the midst of plenty'. Rattray agreed: 'he 
could not be content to starve because he was not enfranchised, and 
he was not aware of anything more likely to obtain the Charter than 
the pulling down the power of the aristocracy by pulling down the 
Corn Laws'. But he was interrupted with cries of 'The Charter' 
throughout; Joseph Peters, Richard Hartopp and David Shaw (a Nuneaton 
weaver) argued that the proposed union of the middle and working 
classes would lead merely to the betrayal of the latter by the former 
after repeal and before the Charter. The Charter should be striven 
for first. CoventrZ Herald, 4 March 1842. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 11 March 1842. 
(4) loc. cit.. 
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He never attended a meeting of that body but they always 
insinuated that they were the most virtuous people (Hisses 
and uproar) ... Goode compared them to a man who borrowed 
his friend's horse to go as far as Derby, when he wanted to 
go to York: and as soon as he got the horse, instead of only 
going to Derby, riding it to York, which was not the way to 
get St. Mary's Hall again. (Uproar) (1) 

Goode moved that the five points should be put seriatim to allow 
separate consideration of them. Only seven voted for it: they 
included John Warden and John Gordon, who in a speech lasting one 
hour lambasted the lack of a united programme among the Chartists. 

He in turn was attacked by John Starkey (a nonconformist lay 

preacher) who criticised nonconformist ministers who supported the 

repeal of the corn laws, for selfish class reasons. (2) The meeting 
broke up in some confusio4.0) 

The plan of the Complete Suffrage Association in the spring of 
1842 - to attempt to forge an alliance of the middle and working 

classes for both repeal and radical political reform - had its 

supporters in Coventry. Sibley Whittem and Taunton founded the 
Coventry branch of the CSA and Whittem and Jacob Bright Browett 
(the son of William Browett, the quaker draper) wrote to the head- 

quarters of the Anti Corn Law League urging that at the forthcoming 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) loc. cit. Starkey said: 'We mean to carry out the principle 
that no Christian minister shall have two coatsl two hatsl or two 
pairs of shoes. If any poor brother stands in need of one he shall 
give it to him. There should be an equality: those having lands 
should sell them; the Queen should have ohly one horse instead of 
twenty-nine; Prince Albert was to be curtailed; all those who had 
hounds or horses were not to be allowed to keep them; they were to 
divide the good things. $ 
(3) loc- cit- See also Coventry Herald, 11 Marchq 18 March 1842. 
Gordon lived in Cheylesmore manor houseq a very substantial dwelling. 
Gordon's father had been a Scottish Methodist schoolmaster who had 
moved to Dudleyq where Gordon was born in 1807. After an education 
at Dudley Grammar School Gordon had planned to become an Anglican 
clergyman but had been denied entry to Queen's College Oxford because 
he would not subscribe to the Thirty-Nine Articles. He studied at 
home under his father to become a Wesleyan minister, preached his 
first sermon at eighteen, and was expelled from the Wesleyan ministry 
at twenty-seven for criticising the powers of Conference, He then 
became a Unitarian: Gordon wrote much on religious and educational 
matters, contributing to Aapland's Christian Reformer, and James 
Martineau's Prospective Review; he also helped Martineau with his 
hymn book. J. R. Stephens, with whom Gordon corresponded during his 
imprisonment in Chester Castle, was a close friend. The biography 
of JRS in DNB is by Gordon's son. Gordon was at Coventry from 1841 
to 1855 where he was a noted controversialist: 'he bore himself 
too muchl as a strong man rejoicing in his strength ... his nature was it 
free and gushing, spurning rules and restraints'. Funeral Address 
by the Rev. Charles Beard 4,.. in memory of the Rev. I John Gordon 
(Coventry, 1880), pp- 8 et seq, 20. See also, H. McLachlan, Alexanderl 
Gordon (Manchester 1932), pp. 1 et seq. 
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London conference of the league members should declare their 

willingness to take up the caze of radical reform. Taunton seems 

to have argued the same way at the conference. But meanwhile one 

group of Coventry Chartists were shifting their ground even further 

away from an alliance of the working and middle classes as some 

repealers were moving towards it. Two talks (intended for Coventry 

women) by R. R. R. Moore, the Anti Corn Law League lecturer, were 
interrupted by Chartists led by Peter Hoyq who argued that distress 

was caused not by the cornlaws but by the spread of labour- 

displacing machinery -a reflectiong thisq of the growth of the 

steam factory in Coventry. (l) 

The question was debated once again in July, at a meeting at 

County Hall that lasted six hours and fifty-five minutes. The 

notion that the current distress was caused by the corn laws and 

class legislation, and that what was needed was a combined effort 

for repeal and radical political reform to end the power of the 

landed aristocracy was put forward by Taunton, Buckneyt Joseph 

Cash, Thomas Bromfield (a watch manufacturer)g John Watts, minister 

of Cow Lane Particular Baptist Chapel, and Jacob Bright Browett. 

Taunton, referring to Hoy and his friends, was sorry to see that 

Luddism was abroad; machinery was not the cause of distress. 

Buckney deprecated talk of a necessary antagonism between middle- 

class and working-class men of like mind. He did not know which 

class he belonged to: he had been a weaver and though 'he was a 

manufacturer, a sort of go-between now ... he was with the working 

men as one of theml. (2) Gordon said the middle class were not 

tyrants, George White, the Birmingham Chartist, was nearer the 

Ii 
(1) Coventry Standard, 8 April 1842. Coventry Heraldl 1 April, 8 
April, 15 July 1842. Whittem's letter (of 14 July 1642) is given in 
Coventry Heraldt 22 July 1842: 'Do urge upon the League the propriety 
and policy of leading the people* We want but leaders, and we will 
do anything and everything, but the masses will not restrict their 
efforts to Corn Law Repeal. Our language will be denunciation of 
aristocracy and class legislation, and defiance of the present House 
of Commons ... Above all, impress upon the delegates that if they 
want the people at their back they must take up the Suffrage question., 11 
Without that, their efforts are hopeless, and the people will throw 
themselves upon more daring and reckless leaders. * NB too J. B. 
Browett's letter (loc. cit. ): 'The universal cry is, what is to be 
done next? ... Why do not the League at once declare their belief in 
the utter hopelessness of obtaining justice from the aristocracyl 
and their determination to assist with all their power in agitating 
the Complete Suffrage question? ... The Commons House must be made 
democratic ... the aristocracy are drawing upon themselves the ven- 
geance of injured millions. Let them beware in time, ere it be too 
late. ' 
(2) COventry Standard, 22 July 1842. 
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mood of most present. He asked them not to be 

gulled by gentlemen in fine cloth coats and spectacles 
One man, who was a member of the league and a poor-law guardian, 
on the hustings would shout for cheap bread and a big loaf, 
but afterwards he would go down to the Bastille and say they 
should live on five ounces of bread; they would make the loaf 
cheap enough, but take care at the same time that the poor 
should have but very little ... Cobden, who has made his riches 
out of the poor in Manchester, how are his men off - starving 
in cells - in filthy cells. You have heard the landed aristo- 
cracy abused, but they were never so mean as these political 
humbugs - these Malthusians, who s6ientifically analyse the 
contents of a man's stomach to see how much he can live on ... 
What was the cry of these free traders - these Corn Law repealers? 
The extension of trade and commerce. How would they extend it - 
not for the benefit of the poor. They had machinery lying idle; 
if trade was extended to ten times the amount, they would still 
extend their machinery. The working class ... would be as 
miserable as they are now; how had the trade in ribbons been 
extended; had they not reduced their wages every time? (Cries 

of 'Yes') He said England was capable of producing three times 
as much as could be consumed ('Not from Mr. Buckney)o (1) 

The Chartists present rejected the 'Sturgeite movement' decisivelyl 

defeating the main motion by a large majority and carrying instead 

one that called on the Queen to implement the Charter immediately 

and 'thus enable people to repeal all bad laws, and establish peace, 

comfort and happiness throughout the land'. The meeting ended with 

three cheers for the Charter and Feargus O'Connor. (2) 

The tone of Chartist rhetoric was sharpening. Throughout 

the spring and summer of 1842 Chartist activity and membership was 

growing in Coventry - stimulated by the continuing distress in the 

ribbon trade and the national excitement for the Chartist cause in 

the year of great depression and the second petition. Chartist 

activity reached its peak in August (as everywhere) but even then 

the movement was consistently peaceful: significantlyl the dispute 

over the list of prices in the ribbon trade had been settled in May 

and there was in the summer no large quarrel between masters and 

men in the city to raise the temperature. (3) Forty-five new members 

of the Coventry branch of the NCA were enrolled in one week in May 

loc. cit. 14B also the speech of Peter Hoy, loc. cit: 
'his opinion of the Sturgeite movement was this - to get the 
working classes of the country to come with them, they would 
tack the Charterto the tail; the Corn Law repeal was to be 
the headl and the Chartist movement the tail. When they had 
agitated, the repealers expected the honourable house would 
allow the head to come in, but as soon as the corn law was in, 
the tail would be lopped off. (Cheers)' 

(2) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 22 July 1842. 
(3) On this crucial wage dispute, see Chapter Sixg Section Ile 
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after the rejection of the second petition, and eighty more in 

one week in July. (l) By the beginning of August the Coventry 

branch was meeting three times a week; there was also a discussion 

class on Thursdays and a meeting of the Chartist Harmonic Society 

on Saturdays. (2) Buckney, Rattray, Peter Hoy, Thomas Maclean the 

Coventry weavers' leader, and Bairstow the Leicester Chartist, 

lectured to large audiences. John Starkey talked on the effects 

of priestcraft on the moral, intellectual and physical condition 

of the working-class, and on another occasion on the possibilities 

of working-class settlement on the land. (3) 

On 12 August the striking miners of South Staffordshire were 

joined by the Bedworth miners, who demanded 38.6d. for a nine-hour 

shift and an end to truck. Starkey, Richard Holmes (a Bedworth 

weaver and Chartist), an unnamed weaver from Coventry, and Arthur 

O'Neill, the Glasgow Chartist lecturer, urged the miners to stand 

firm. The north Warwickshire magistrates strove to detach the 

miners from the Chartists - refusing to let Holmes attend a meeting 

of miners and masters - and to settle the dispute by paternalist 

intervention; C. N. Newdegate, Lord Aylesford, Lord Lifford and 

George Whieldon (the mineowner) met a miners' deputation at the 

Wagon Overthrown and promised to look into the dispute* At the 

same time, Aylesford ordered two troops of the Warwickshire Yeomanry 

to assemble at Bedworth. (4) 

On 17 August 250 Bedworth miners walked down the Foleshill 

Road to Coventryi apparently at the invitation of the local Chartists. 

Taunton and Holmes addressed them on Greyfriars Green, asked them 

not to parade because of the fears of the magistrates and to go to 

Stivichall Groves away from the city, to wait for an evening meeting 

on Greyfriars Green that Taunton convened by quickly distributed 

handbill - Come and hear the truth. As breadq cheese and beer were 
being distributed to the Bedworth miners, the city magistrates met 
hurriedly, issued a handbill asking the inhabitants to assist in 

(1) In the summer branches were also begun in Bulkingtong Kenilworth 
and Foleshill. 

(2) Another indication of the popularity of music among Coventry 
Chartists was their Easter Monday concert, when excerpts were performed 
from the operas Wat Tyler and William Tell. Northern Star, 9 April 
1842. 

(3) Northern Star, 14 May, 11 June, 18 June, 25 June, 2 JulYs 30 
July, 6 Aug st, 20 August, 1842. 
(4) P. R. C.: H. O. 45/261A, Aylesford to Sir James Graham, 15 Augustj 
16 August, 17 August 1842. Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald,, 
19 August 1842. 
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stopping any breaches of the peace, recruited special constables, 

and agreed that five magistrates should be on constant duty. Some 

members of the yeomanry were brought into the city. At the evening 

meeting on Greyfriars Green 6,000 were present. (l) Rattray and 

Holmes explained the miners' case, and urged them to hold out. 

William Taunton urged everybody to keep the peace and not to hiss 

at the thirty yeomanry troopers in the city - they could not help 

their job. Joseph Squiers and George Hemming(2) argued that 

parading the streets to collect subscriptions for the miners was 

not advisable and so Peter Hoy arranged for a committee to collect 

discreetly. By 11.0 p. m. the peaceful meeting had broken uP-(3) 

By the beginning of the following week the continuing strike 

among the colliers was accompanied by a dispute among the silk chinef 

printers of Coventry employed by Richard Hands. He paid his men 

18s. a week, and offered them an increase to 258- in August, but 

on condition that they met a larger work-norm with penalties for 

non-fulfilment. His men regarded this offer as an attempt to 

reduce their earningst and refused to accept. Hands sacked them. 

Feeling was exacerbated by Hands' replacing them with labour from 

Manchester, at the rate offered to the Coventry men. The prospect 

of a conjunction between the two groups of workers alarmed the 

magistrates of the county and the city. They conferred, and acted 

together. 130 specials were sworn in at Nuneaton, and they with 

22 men from the Third Dragoon Guards and the Warwickshire Yeomanry, 

and the regular constables of the rural police of Knightlow hundred, 

dispersed several colliers' meetings in north Warwickshire; the 

Riot Act was read at one. The county magistrates were particularly 

worried lest the Coventry men moved into the countyt and feared 

that their specials might not be able to cope. The Coventry 

magistrates were worried lest the colliers moved into the city. 

160 additional specials were recruited in the city - bringing the 

number supplementing the 17 regular constables to 255. One man 

asked to become a special was William Tauntont who refused on the 

(1) The estimate of the Coventry Standard; the figure given in 
the Northern Star was 10,000. Northern Star, 27 August 1842. 

(2) Squiers was the Owenite schoolmaster of Thomas Street Infant 
School, a friend of Charles Bray and secretary of the Labourers and 
Artizans' Friend Society. Coventry Perseverance Co-operative Societyl 
Jubilee History (Coventryg 1917). p. 29. Hemming was a confectioner 
and lozenge-maker of Butcher Row who with his son Feargus O'Connor 
Hemming was soon to acquire a plot at the Chartist land colony at 
Great Dodford, Worcs: Local and Personal Acts 14 and 15 Vict. cap. 
139, Second Schedule. Whitet OP- Cit-9 Pe 553. 
(3) P. R. O.: H. o. 45/261A, W. Hawkes to Sir James Graham, 17 August 
1842 (and handbill enclosed), Lord Aylesford to Graham, 18 Augustt 19 
August 1842. Coventry Standard and CoventrX Herald, 19 August 1842. 
Northern Star, -7/ August 104e. 
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grounds that it would be improper of him to address public meetings 

if he accepted. The magistrates soon after banned the meeting of 

chine printers and colliers planned to occur on Greyfriars Green on 

22 August. Unable therefore to speak, Taunton then accepted the 

request and became a special constable. (1) 

Despite the ban, some chine printers met at Greyfriars Green 

on 22 August. No colliers were there, they having been stopped 

from coming, apparently, by the Warwickshire magistrates. Before 

the speeches began, E. H. Woodcockj R. K. Rotherham and Dr. Arrowsmith 

(2) arrived with some specials and asked them to leave. They went 

immediately, and without fuss, to Stivichall Common, near the Six 

Closes, outside the city boundary. 600 or 700 were present - most 
I of them not chine printers. Three chine printers who were also 

members of the NCA addressed the crowd. Mahon attacked the Anti- 

Corn Law Leaguers and asked why they did not protest against 

reductions of wages as well as the high price of bread. Stoddart 

saw working class unity as the only remedy: 
No good would ever be achieved by the working classes till 
they united; unless they were to unite reduction would follow 
reduction till they were reduced to a union workhouse. He 
would rather go through a gaol to the scaffold than go through 
a workhouse to his grave. He did not come there to excite 
any man ... (but) they would never do any good until they were 
united as one man. (3) 

Rattray deprecated such talk. Hands had behaved unfairly. The 

entire middle class could not be for that reason indicted. 

The wealth producers, or the working classes, were not the only 
meritorious individuals in society; they were working men from 
necessityt not from choice. There was a deal of credit due to 
the man whog by his industry, ingeniousness, and economy raised 
himself from the lower ranks to the higher classes of society* 
He stated this much because he found the delusion was gaining 
ground, that virtue alone resided with the working classes. (4) 

(1) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 26 August 1842. 
Northern Starg 27 August 1842. P. R. O.: H. o. 45/261A, C. H. Bracebridge 
to Grahaml 20 August 18429 Aylesford to Grahamt 20 August, 22 August, 
25 August 1842, W. Hawkes to Graham, 22 August 18429 declaration of 
W. Hawkesq 22 August 1842, Peter Gregory to Graham, 22 August 1842. 
This Gregory was the White Horse Operative Conservative. Cf. the 
magistrates' attitude to this meeting and their support of the weavers 
a few months earlier: Chapter Six, Section II. 
(2) Dr. Arrowsmith was in fact guilty of the only act of violence 
recorded for these troubled weeks: he discovered Smith, an apothecarys 
treating one of his patients and threw the medicine onto the bed. 
Smith laid an information against him and then withdrew it. Arrowsmith 
some weeks later attacked Smith's solicitor Lea with a walking stick 
in the Coventry Subscription Library in Hertford Street. Arrowsmith 
was fined Z5 at Coventry Assizes after apologising. Coventry Standardl 
20 January, 4 August 1843- 
(3) Coventry standard, 26 August 1842. 
(4) -10c. cit. 
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The meeting dispersed without incident. The chine printers' 

dispute with Hands seems to have been settled with their re-engagement. 

The colliers drifted back to work - settling apparently for the 

mineowners' offer to end truck, but with no advance in the current 

rate of 3s. and a quart of beer for a 12 hour shift. (l) The 

yeomanry stood down. By the end of the month all was quiet; the 

exhausted mayor of Coventry went away for a month's holiday and all 

the city magistrates had to worry about was a series of three 

lectures on the causes of the distress by J. C. Farn, the Owenite 

Missionary, now of Scotland, late of Coventry. (2) 

Chartist activity in Coventry never again reached the peak 

achieved in August 1842. But while the slump in the ribbon trade 

lasted, until the spring of 1843, meetings were frequent and apparent- 

ly well attended. The local branch of the National Charter 

Association was active enough to hire new rooms in Well Street in 

the autumn - the Chartist Hall. (3) In the autumn of 1842 Rattray 

became an active agent of the Anti Corn Law League in Coventry, 

canvassing the city and lecturing on the need for repeal. At one 

lecture he was questioned by Starkey and answered so unsatisfactorily 

that Hoy gave a lecture on the subject at the Chartist room: 

speaking 'in a masterly way, completely clearing away the rubbish 

of the corn law lecturer. Mr. Hoy and others will continue to 

lecture every week so long as the League agent is lecturing. '(4) 

Hoy and friends turned up at a lecture given shortly afterwards in 

St. Mary's Hall by R. R. R. Moore, the peripatetic league speaker: 

and followed it with one of his own at the Chartist room showing 

'that the repeal of the corn law would not be any real benefits but 

a positive injury'. Repeal would entail the ruin of arable farming 

and the displacement of agricultural labourers into competition with 

a manufacturing population already suffering from surplus productive 

power. Moreoverg foreign lands would not be content merely to 

supply cheap corn in exchange for British manufactures after repeal: 

indeed, but for the protective duties which ribbons enjoyed, they 

(1) This was the offer made earlier in the month: Coventry 
Standard, 19 August 1842. 

(2) P. R. O.: H. O. 45/261A, Aylesford to Graham, 25 August, 26 August 
18429 Richard Marriott to Graham, 27 August 1842 (and handbill 
enclosed), Archer Clive to Graham, 27 August 1842, Thomas Wilmot to 
Graham, 28 August 1842. Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 26 
August 1842. 

(3) The rooms are mentioned in Coventry Standard, 18 November 1842. 
(4) Northern Start 12 November 1842. 
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would already be strong competitors in the home market. Repeal 

might well be followed by the extinction of these duties - and 

there would result the nriishing of native industry which depended 

on manual labour, like the bulk of the ribbon trade. This would 

be transferred abroad, and Britain would retain only industry where 

machinery was the productive power. Machinery, which displaced 

hand-workers and lowered wages, was the real threat to living 

standards: and significantly, it was the manufacturers whose 

capital was invested in machinery who wanted repeal. (l) The 

lesson that the People's Charter was the only remedy for distress 

was rammed home by George White and Brown (of London) to large 

Chartist audiences. (2) 

But after better times returned to the ribbon trade in the 

spring of 1843 the debate lost its intensity, as Chartist activity 

itself dwindled. Lectures in the summer by Bairstowt and Arran 

of Bradfordt drew few listeners. The Standard reported: 'Socialism 

and Chartism were never very rampant here, but just now they are at 

a very low ebb'-(3) Two lectures on the Complete Suffrage movement 

were planned for July: only forty attended the first and the second tj 
was cancelled. In the autumn Buckney took the chair for another 

lecture on the same subject; the thirty who came filled only a 

fraction of St. Mary's Hall. Lectures by Peter McGrath, and by 

Biggs of Nottingham on the six points, and a meetini of the Chartist 

and Complete Suffrage party in St. Mary's Hall seem.,, similarly to 

have been thinly supported. (4) In the years that followed there 

(1) Coventry Standard, 18 November 1642. See also Coventry Herald, 
11 November and 16 November 1842. A few weeks later George White and 
Starkey 'exposed the rapacity of those who were crying out for corn 
law repeal'. Buckney and Rattray dissented; a debate was arranged. 
Northern Star, 10 December 1842. This took place in February, between 
Rattray and John Mason, the local Chartist lecturer. Mason repeated 
Hoy's line of argument - that the low prices in the ribbon trade, 
Coventry's chronic trouble, were caused by overproductive machinery 
rather than the corn laws and that repeal would be followed by ruin 
to native industry. Rattray argued that machinery was 'rather a 
blessing' and that it would be folly to tax it, But the feeling of 
the meeting was with Mason. Coventry Standard, 10 February 1843- 
Northern Star, 11 February 187 3- 
(2) Northern Starl 15 April, 22 April 1843. NB too that Chartists 
interrupted John Collins, the Birmingham radicals when he came to 
talk about the Complete Suffrage movement in March. Coventry Herald 
and Coventry Standard, 24 March 1843. See also Northern Star, 24 
September, 5 November, 3 December, 31 December l8421_l&_-March 1843 
for details of other Chartist activities in this period; also Coven- 
try Herald, 24 February 1843- 
(3) Coventry Standard, 30 June 1843. Northern Star, 20 May, 10 
June 1843 
(4) Coventry Standard, 7 July, 20 October, 8 December 1843. 
Coventry Herald, 7 July, 8 September, 20 October, 8 December, 22 
December 1043. 
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seem to have been weekly meetings for the small group of dedicated 

members of the National Charter Association in the Chartist rooms - 

with very occasional meetings in St. Mary's Hall or other large 

buildings for wider audiences. (l) One of these was held in March 

1844, when George White delivered another dashing attack on the 

Anti Corn Law League. This seems to have been the last occasion 

on which the notion of a middle class alliance was attacked. it 

was replaced in drawing power in 1844 by the Chartist land plan - 
250 coming to the Rose and Crown in July to hear O'Connor lecture 

on the subject. The visit in 1845 of Thomas Clark, a director of 

the National Land Company, drew another large audience and by the 

end of the year there was a flourishing branch of the company in 

the city: the plan remained popular in the city though figures of 

membership are lacking. Prominent in Chartist activities in these 

years were John Gilbert, William Parker and William Housiauxq all 

weavers; Housiaux was in addition a leader of the figured weavers. (2) 

The 3ast large-scale Chartist activity in the city took place 

in April 1848 -a time of widespread Chartist movement nationally, 

It was a period of slump and labour disputes in the ribbon trade. (3) 

Even so, Chartism had less popular support than it had in 1842. 

Early in the month 300 or 400 Chartists from Coventry, Fole8hill, 

Kenilwortht Brandon and Bedworth gathered in St. Mary's Hall, under 

the chdrmanship of Housiaux, to hear Peter McGrath call for the third 

petition. (4) In the second week in April (the climax, since the 

Kennington Common meeting was held on Monday 10 April) the magistrates 

(1) NB William Williams1s answerl when pressed at his annual 
meeting with his constituents for the reason why he had not supported 
the People's Charter: 'How many Chartists were there in Coventry?, 
Buckney agreed that there were very few. Coventry Herald, 16 
October 1846. It should be added that despite the popularity of 
the idea of Corn Law repeal in Coventry the League does not seem 
to have been very active locally in these years, though in the 
autumn of 1845 the League's solicitors objected to the names of 
certain Tory electors at the Coventry revision court. The secretary 
of the Coventry Anti Corn Law Association, Jacob Bright Browett, was 
condemned for his inactivity by repealers and an Anti Corn Law Union 
was formed in January 1846 to revitalise the repeal movement in the 
city. Coventry Standard, 17 February, 28 February 1843,12 September, 
3 October, 17 October 1845. Coventry Herald, 28 February 1845,23 
January 1846. 

(2) Northern Star, 6 January, 17 February, 2 March, 27 April, 20 
July 1844,8 03-tober 1845. Coventry Herald, 2 August 1844,12 March, 
12 November 1847. 

(3) See Chapter Fiveg Section III and Chapter Six, Section II. 
(4) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 7 April 1848. 
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swore in 350 special constables and Lord Cardigang(l) commanding 
the llth Hussars at Coventry barracks, was warned by telegram from 

the War Office to hold his troops in readiness to move to London; 

he visited Coventry station and arranged for a special train to be 

held ready, with steam up, to take the hussars and their horses. 

The specials were not called out and the troops were not needed in 

either London or Coventry. On the morning of 10 April there were 
fewer loiterers on the streets than was usual in this city of self- 
disciplining outworkers land not the slightest symptom of agitation 

visiblel. (2) In the evening a crowd estimated by the Standard at 
150 and by the Herald at 200 or 300 gathered in the Chartist rooms 
in Well Street 'to receive communications relative to the Chartist 

movements connected with the Kennington Common meeting'-(3) 
Pritchard (another weavers' leader) presided, and J. C. Farn and 
Housiaux spoke. There were readings from the Northern Star. A 

planned meeting on Greyfriars Green on Wednesday 12 April was not 
held owing to rain. 'There has never been anything the matter 
here, nor is there likely to be. 1(4) A fortnight later came the 

last move -a meeting on Greyfriars Green to memorialise the queen 
to dismiss the government and appoint one that would make the 

Charter a cabinet measure, It rained again and only twelve or 
twenty turned up. The meeting was postponed till the following day. 
A large crowd then arrived - estimated by the Herald at 1,000 and by 

the Standard at 300. Speakers were at some pains to stress the 

entirely peaceful nature of the movement. Pritchard said: 

(1) Cardigan and the llth Hussars had been in Coventry since 1846. 
The exemplary conduct of the troops under his command in the city 
was praised by the Standard. Organised amusements and 'athletic 
exercises' were laid on for them in the barracks to keep them out of 
mischief. When the llth Hussars left the city the Standard expressed 
regret at the departure of such well-behaved men and thanks for the 
'kindness and liberality$ of their commander. Coventry Standard, 
1 May, 7 August 1846,16 June 1848. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 14 April 1848. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 14 April 1848. 
(4) loc. cit. See also Coventry Standard, 14 April 1848. VB 
the comments of David Bucýneya sympathiser, though not now an active 
Chartist. The special constables were sworn in owing to the fears 
of Cardigan, 'a very nervous ... It was a mere piece of 
officiousness on the part of Lieut. Colonel Cardigang interfering 
with the management of our city. I wish that gentleman to understand, 
that we are not yet under martial law ... Vot a single inhabitant 
was of the same opinion, or apprehensive that the peace of the town 
was in danger. ' Coventry Standards 12 May 1848. 
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The object of the working men ... was not to produce anarchy 
and confusion, for certainly nothing could be more irrationals 
than for the producers of wealth to seek to destroy the fruits 
of their own labour ... They wanted to see wealth and the 
fruits of industry more equally distributed, and not for one 
lady to have an income of 18s. 2id. per minute, while the 
toiling multitude could scarcely get bread to eat. Yet, 
because they wanted to alter this unequal state of things, 
they were stigmatised, ahd misrepresented as promoters of anarchy 
and disorder. He wished to show the middle classes of society 
that their interests, and those of the working man, were really 
the same; and in addressing the multitude, he desired not to 
appeal to their animal passions, but to their reason and intellect, 
and to inculcate the observance of peace, law, and order. (l) 

Absent from the proceedings of 1848 were not only the militants 

like Peter Hoy who had expressed such distaste for a middle-class 

alliance four or five years before but also the middle-class radicals 

themselves (save Hemming, the confectioner). David Buckney was a 

key figure here. He had severed all connection with the local 

branch of the National Charter Association by the end of 1843 and 

allied himself with earlier backsliders from the Chartist movement 
like Taunton, Warden, and Mayo and radicals who had never been 

Chartists, like Edward Goode, Thomas Bromfield and the Quakers 

J. B. Browett, Arthur Atkins and Joseph Cash - in pursuit of the 

Complete Suffrage programme of radical reform and repeal of the 

corn laws, to be gained peacefully by an alliance of the middle 

and working classes. (2) He remained an active supporter of the 

working class and yet was resentful of the feeling against him, as 

a ribbon manufacturer, which had helped to drive him out of the 

local branch of the National Charter Association. 

You generally find among the working class, that the true 
quality of democratic feeling is found only to exist ... This 
is the plea set up against men like myself, that I have risen 
above my station. I have not risen. I am still a working 
man, as industriously employed as any working man in Coventry. (3) 

(1) Coventry Herald, 28 April 1848. Richard Hartopp 'took 
occasion to disavow for himself and all sensible Chartists, all 
participation or concurrence in some coarse and violent expressions, 
which had been made use of by a Chartist on the preceding day, 
towards a Reporter for the public press, and a Military Officer'. 
See also Coventry Standard, 28 April 1848. Hemming and Housiaux 
also spoke. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 8 December 1843. In February 1844 Buckney 
was replaced as treasurer of the local branch of the NCA by John 
Gilbert: Northern Star, 17 February 1844. 

Coventry Standard, 13 December 1844. 
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Yet two years later, when the Chartists who remained in Coventry 

were no longer, it seems, attacking the notion of a middle-class 

alliance (and when, indeed, one of the chief reasons against it 

had disappeared in the repeal of the corn laws earlier in 1846) 

Buckney could not accept all the Charter as an immediate aim or 

the Chartist movement as the right vehicle for the degree of radical 

reform (an extension of the suffrage and the ballot) he did want. 
The repeal of the corn laws had shown that gradual change was 

possible - that 'the higher classes wanted to benefit the lower': 

gradualism was in any case now to be preferred to revolutionary 

change because it would permit the concurrent self-improvement 

of the people through building societies and clubs. 

Legislation had assumed a social and sanitary character ... 
He believed that the Charter must be reached by intermediate 
steps, - and it rested ultimately with the people themselves 
whether they obtained it or not. Even under the Charter they 
might not be well governed. There would be a need of education 
and self-government. (J) 

Six months later Buckney and Rushton, another early Chartistj were 
throwing their energies into the foundation of the Loang Land and 

Building Association, a society planning to build five cottages 

per acre for thrifty artisans. (2) 

(1) CoVentry Herald, 16 October 1846. 
(2) ibid., 30 April 1847. 
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IV 

The Difficulties of Dissent, and the Election of 1847 

Among the dissenters of Coventry there was dislike of the 

normal church rates, and the special vicar's rates from which in 

the two city parishes of St. Michael and Holy Trinity the stipends 

of the incumbents were met. An active campaign against these 

began in 1833. The acts instituting vicar's rates for the two 

parishes had set up select vestries. Dissenters such as Richard 

Hands, Edward Bromfield and Richard Marriott were active in a 

movement to get Hobhouse's act of 1831 applied to the vestries of 

the two chief churches (and also St. John's) and thus enlarge the 

parochial constituency. There was some support from Anglicans - 
notably from Lord Hood of Whitley Abbey - on the ground that the 

rates were too high. Requisitions signed by 270 ratepayers 

asking for a poll on the question were presented. But at the 

poll the requisitionists failed to get the two thirds majority of 
the ratepayers voting which was necessary for the application of 
Hobhouse's act. (l) So in September 1833 a new tactic was tried: 

an association was formed to resist church and vicar's rates and 

to press for their abolition. By February 1834 3,158 Coventry 

dissenters had signed a petition to the House of Commons against 
these grievances. John Sibree, the minister of Vicar Lane 

(1) Doventry Herald, 1 February, 8 February, 15 February, 
1 MarcU, 8 March, 15 March, 29 March, 17 May 1833. Bodleian 
Library: MSS Top. Warwicks. CA (MS of William Reader), f. 176. 
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Independent Chapel(l), was elected by a meeting of Coventry 

dissenters in Vicar Lane school room (for which Thomas W. Gill 

of the CPU acted as secretary) to attend a gathering of the 

United Committee of Dissenters in London and to put the Coventrians, 

case to their M. P. s. Sibree reported later that little hope of 

real relief on the church rates question had been held out by 

Ellice and Bulwer though they had expressed s. mpathy. (2) Two 

years later the dissenters of the city petitioned once more for 

the abolition of church rates and vicar's rates - again unsuccess- 

fully - (3) while a Coventry petition in favour of Melbourne's 

abortive attempt to render church rates superfluous in 1837 was 

signed by 1700. (4) 

Two forms of direct action were taken by Coventry dissenters 

after 1833 against church rates and vicar's rates. One was to 

attempt to vote down the proposal for a rate at the vestry meeting. 

Only in the case of St. John's wqs this tactic ever successful I" 

An attempt to defeat the rate was beaten in 1834, but from 1841 

(1) Sibree argued strongly for the disestablishment of the Church 
of England, though he approved of the current increase in evangelical 
Anglican clergymen: the High Church vicar of Holy Trinity, Walter 
Farquhar Hook (whom he accused of Popish tendencies) was an especial 
object of his dislike. John Sibree, Ecclesiastical Lectures (Coventry, T 
1831), pp. 7 et seq. He was the most active campaigner against 
clerical rates in Coventry, urging refusal to pay: see his pamphlets: 
An Expostulatory Epistle addressed to ... the Bishop of Lichfield 
and Coventry (London, 1631); The Law of Church Rates Explained and 
the Duty of Dissenters Recommended (Covent 3b); The Ecclesias- 
tical Warfare (London, 1836). His words drew two acrid replies from 
the dissenting minister of Zion chapels Nuneatong J. Pickering, who 1, 
argued that Sibree was in effect undermining the Anglican bulwark 
against Popery: A Letter to *. * Zion Chagel (Nuneaton, 1836); A 
Letter to the Rev. J. Sibree (Nuneaion, 106). Though none 
approached his militancy almost all the dissenting ministers of 
Coventry agreed with Sibree on the clerical rates question: Coventry 
Heralds 31 January 1834,27 May, 16 December 1836. An exception was 
Thomas Stephensons the Wesleyan Methodist minister, who regarded 
strong drink, horse-racing and bull-baiting, Sabbathý--breaking, and 
the support. given to Popery by the annual Maynooth grant as more 
fitting objects for the dissenters' wrath: see his letter, Coventry 
Herald, 3 June 1836. Sibree appears to have been one of the two 
dissenting ministers denounced by the Standard as active workers for 
Ellice and Williams in the 1837 election and to have been in W. F. 
Hook's mind when he attacked those dissenting meeting-houses in 
Coventry which wereq 'every Sunday evening, converted after service 
into political debating societies'. Coventry Standard, 18 August 1837- : 1, 
W. R. W. Stephens, The Life and Letters of Walter Farquhar Hook (Londong 
1878), ppo 260 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Heralds 27 September 1833,31 January, 21 Februaryq 2 
May, 23 May 1634. 
(3) Co entry Herald, 27 May 1836. 
(4) Coventry Heralds 14 April 1837. Coventry Standard, 7 April 1837. 
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onwards a committee in which Edward Goode and the dissenting 

minister E. H. Delf (of West Orchard Independent Chapelt a few 

yards from St. John's) were prime moversq drummed up the attendance 

of dissenters at the vestry meetings by handbill and succeeded 

in getting the proposal for a 6d. church rate negatived by large 

majorities: by 222 to 154 in 1841, for example. (l) 

In St. Michael's this tactic was tried five times. In 1833 

the churchwardens proposed a church rate of ls. 6d. - calculated to 

yield C800. Richard Hands and Henry Merridew confessed their 

desire to defeat the rate altogether because they were dissenters 

but gained some support from Anglicans who thought the rate 

excessive. Hands's proposal to adjourn the meeting for six months 

was carried. Only two months later the churchwardens tried again, 

for a 6d. rate: despite the protests of Hands and Richard Marriott 

this proposal was carried by 259 votes to 124. bext Year J., S. 

Whittem led the opposition to a 6d. rate, but his proposal to quash 

the rate was beaten by 193 votes to 23. 
.A proposal to negative 

a 6d. church rate gained only eight votes in 1836- The following 

year a far more determined effort to organise opposition to the 6d. 

rate was made by Richard Hands and two dissentiýg ministersq Rhead 

and J. T. Bannister of Whitefriars Lane Baptist chapel. The rate 

was carried, however, by 379 votes to 278. The followine year 

Bannister, Sibree, William Mayo and Richard Hands argued once more 

against the rate - protracting the proceedings by asking questions 

about the accounts and demanding to know if evergreens (costing 

158. ) with which the church had been decorated were really necessary 

for the worship of God. The 6d. rate was again carried by a 

majority of 100. (2) The dissenters of St. Michael's did not try 

again. Those of Holy Trinity did not apparently tr; ý at all to 

defeat the church rate. And at neither parish was an attempt 

made to negative the vicar's rates. 

The other tactic was to decline to pay the rate when assessed 

and to allow one's goods to be distrained. The encouragement of 

(1) Coventry Herald, 19 September 1834,26 November, 3 December 
1841,23 December 1842,25 February 1848. Coventry Standard, 3 
December, 10 December 1841. Delf was active in religious controversy 
in Coventry but not in politics. He had 'a straightforward, direct, 
not to say burlyq way of dealing with people and things ... 
occasionally he was charged with rudeness'. Even by Coventry stand- 
ards Delf appears to have been eccentric: In Memoriam Edward Hickman 
Delf (Coventry, 1882)9 pp. 4 et seq. 
(2) Coventry H 20 September, 29 November 1833,12 September 
1834, _fl Decembe 

ý, Coventry Standard, 16 September 1836,29 
September, 6 October 183ý- 
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this form of resistance to 'clerical despotism' was the purpose 

of a gathering in July 1838; the dissenters David Buckney, 

William Taunton, and an otherwise unknown Roman Catholic, George 

Davies, were the leading spirits here. Those present pledged 

themselves to allow their goods to be taken for clerical rates 

and to subscribe to a fund to reimburse distrainees. But only 

thirty were present. (l) Nothing more was heard of the subscrip- 
tion fund, and the evidence suggests that very few in fact in these 

years were willing to carry resistance so far that the bailiffs 

arrived. (2) Sibree had four chairs, a table, and twelve books 

seized for non-payment of a St. Michael's vicar's rate of 6s. 

Such excessive seizure for small amounts was usual: 24 books, 

35 lbs of leather, 49 lbs of bacon, or 28 lbs of loaf sugar were 

other items seized for similar debts. The exorbitant price that 

had to be paid for principle was responsible for the frequent 

agreement of dissenters to pay once the case had reached the 

magistrates' court - as John Dickinson, cabinet makerg did in 1838, 

though 'he was determined not to pay without entering his protest 

against such an accursed law, the framers of which ought to have 

been sent to the treadmill'. (3) For those who were willing to be 

distrained upon, one exemplary sacrifice seems to have been 

sufficient - even in the case of Sibree - and no distraints at 

all are recorded after 1838: even George Hemming, the militant 

dissenting confectioner (and Chartist) paid up when in 1843 he was 

summoned. (4) Thus Buckney was exaggerating the quiescence of 

Coventry dissenters only slightly when he complained in 1845 that 

'scarcely half-a-dozen' Coventrians had had their goods seized for 

conscience' sake. (5) The persistent tendency of some nonconformists 

in voting Tory at parliamentary elections was another reflection of 

1ý 
(1) Coventry Herald and Coventry Standard,, 27 July 1838- p 

(2) Thome who are known to have done so are the Quakers Arthur 
Atkins, John Gulson, Joseph and Josiah Cash, and William Browett, 
and Edward Bromfield, William Mayo, Richard Hands, J. S. Whittem, 
Edward Connop, John Warden, David Buckney and John Sibree - the 
only dissenting minister apparently to refuse to pay. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 26 October 1838. 

(4) For this paragraph, see Coventry Herald, 14 June 1833,18 
July 1834,1 July, 8 July 1836,11 August 1837,19 January, 26 
October 1838, Coventry Standard, 26 January 1838,7 July 1843. 

(5) Coventry Standardq 3 October 1845- 
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the lack of militancy among Coventry dissent. (l) But the list of 

those active in the anti-church rate movement included most of the 

leading liberals and radicals of the city. Liberalism and dissent 

overlapped in Coventry. 

The mechanics' institution movement was a field where radicals 

and dissenters on one side, and Anglicans and Tories on the other, 

met in battle. The mechanics' institution was founded in 1826, 

by a group of dissenters, most of whom were active liberals too. (2) 

Radical dissenters dominated the committee too, though there were 

some Anglican members of the institution. (3) The dissenting 

(1) NB the letter of a 'Spon Street Dissenter'. Coventry Standard, 
30 March 1838: 'It is too much the fault of the Conservative press 
to include the whole body of the Dissenters, when speaking of the 
enemies of the establishment ... Hit as hard as you please the 
Radical portion of the Dissenters, but at the same time give the 
Conservative Dissenters credit for equal sincerity in wishing to 
uphold an Established Church, believing ... that it is a barrier 
against Popery on the one hand, and infidelity on the other. ' The 
writer alleged that nearly half the dissenters of Coventry voted 
for Conservative candidates at parliamentary elections. It seems 
unlikely that the lack of militancy among dissenters reflected 
numerical weakness. The percentages of Anglicans, Protestant 
dissenters and Roman Catholics in those attending divine services on 
'census Sunday' 1851 were 45-3,39.6, and 15.1 respectively. (Percen- 
tages have been calculated from the totals in P P.: [16903 H. C. 
(1852-53) lxxxix: Population of Great Britain, 

1851: 
ReliEious 

Worship, England and Wales, P. ?? ). - This evidence, though cryptic, 
suggests that Protestant dissenters were not greatly fewer in number 
than Anglicans, and that the dissenters and Roman Catholics together 
(a justifiable addition since both groups resented paying church 
rates) outnumbered Anglicans. And Wesleyan Methodists (arguably 
less militant than the other dissenting groups on the church rate 
question) totalled only 445 lattenders' out of 5617 Protestant 
dissenters; there were also 335 Primitive Methodists. On the other 
hand, the Roman Catholic figures for Coventry look very odd; their 
total of 900 morning and 1,000 evening worshippers goes against the 
national pattern of concentration at the morning mass. In addition, 
there were said to be only 800 Catholic sittings altogether, Even 
when all attendances are simply aggregated and no allowance is made 
for 'double worshipping' only 40.2 per cent of the population of 
Coventry attended; most large towns had similarly low indices of 
attendance. See K. S. Inglis, 'Patterns of Religious Worship in 
1851', Journal of Ecclesiastical History, xi (1960), pp. 74 et seq. 
(2) James Jenkins, Edward Goode, Benjamin Poole, Charles Bill, 
William Browett and Samuel Hennell - to whom should be added the 
Quaker Josiah Cash, a dissenter but not an active liberal. 
(3) Of the dominant committee members in the early years, 
Richard Hands, Sibree, J. S. Whittem and Charles Bray were active 
radicals; Joba Gulson and Josiah Cash were not. All these were 
dissenters - save the freethinking Bray. The president from 1830 
onwards was the politically liberal Anglican, A. F. Gregory, of 
Stivichall hall. 
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founders planned that it should serve all shades of opinion in 

the city and that disruptive controversy should be avoided by the 

total exclusion of political and relicious discussion from the 

institution and books on these topics from the library. The 

institution was not involved in controversy at first. (l) Trouble 

came in 1835. A group of Anglican Sunday-school teachers from 

Holy Trinity Church who had joined the institution complained to 

their vicar, W. F. Hook, that it had been 'started by the Political 

Union' and was managed by tRadicals and Dissentersl. (2) Hook 

therefore began the Coventry ReliZious and Useful Knowled6e Society 

in I-lay 10`35 as an knglican mechanics' institution in direct competi- 

tion with the original one. It was nominally open to all. 'It 

offers a banquet where every visitor may satisfactorily regale, 

whatever the peculiarities of his taste, or the variety of his 

fancy, presuming that he be either a Christian or a moralist, or 

both; where Whig, Tory, and truly reforming Radical may intermingle 

for good. '(3) But in tone the society was Tory and was firmly 

under the control of the Anglican church; the bishop and archdeacon 

were president and vice-president, and all local Anglican clergymen 

ex officio members of the committee: they thus dominated it. The 

laymen who supplemented them there were all, naturally, Anglican 

too - with the Tories William Wilmot, George Eldl R. K. Rotherham, 

Thomas Cope, Isaac Caldicott, and Peter Gregory prominent among 
them. Thomas Banbury seems to have been the only Whig. Speakers 

at the annual meetings reiterated that the purpose of the society 

was to ensure that the education offered was given in an Anglican 

context. (4) The society 'was a kind of University to our National 

(1) The institution was founded to teach through lectures and 
classes both the 3 Rs and the sciences so as tto cultivate the minds 
of the working classes of the community, by which it is expected 
their comforts and happiness will be increased, and the trades they 
respectively follow greatly benefitted'. C. W. C.: Coventry Miscellany 
(Broadsides), is p. l?, Address from the Provisional Committee of 
the Coventry Mechanics' Institution, 30 September 172-M-. BNe-sides the 
elementary classes, there was in the early years instruction in 
geometry, drawing, geography and musics and lectures given by members 
of the society (especially Charles Bray) on anatomy, the steam 
engines chemistryl and education. Povels and plays - Ifictious works 
of sorrow' - were excluded from the library. For the above sections 
see Coventry Heralds 5 September, 19 September 1828,9 October 1829, 
3 September, 10 September 1830,13 July 1832. C. W. C.: loc. cit and 
Report of the Sixth Annual Meetingof ... the Coventry Mechanics' 
Institution, (Coventryl 1834), pp- 3 et seq. 
(2) W. R. W. Stephens, The Life and Letters of Walter Farquhar Hook, 
(London, 1878), p. 181. 
(3) Coventry Standard 

,11 
September 1837. The society's syllabus 

was very like the institution's - though the library included works 
of fiction because of Hook's taste for literature. 
(4) Thus, for example, Hook lectured in 1637 on the connection 
between astronomy and religion and in the following year there war-, a 

cont 
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and Sunday schoolsl. (l) 'Within the line drawn by the Church 

we determined to act with liberality'(2), said Hook, but infidels 

and Unitarians were told that they were not welcome, members were 

warned not to support the godless mechanics' institution, and Tory 

journals such as Blackwood's Magazine, the New Monthly and the 

British Magazine were the chief ones taken in the reading room. (3) 

The mechanics' institution continued to emphasise its neutral 

character in politics and religion and its willingness to welcome 

all who accepted this neutrality. But after the setting up of its 

rival the institution lost all save a few Anglicans, such as Abijah 

Hill Pears. (4) On the other hand, the majority of its members 

found that it became too eclectic in its membership for their tastes 

since by the late 1830s it included some Owenites whose activities 

and ideas they could not tolerate. 

A group of Owenites existed in Coventry in the late 1820s; 

short-lived cooperative stores were founded in Spon Streets New 

Street and Foleshill. (5) After the partly Owenite phenomenon of 

the Coventry branch of the GNCTU there was a revival of millenial 

Owenism at the end of 1837 and the spring of 1838. There were 

lectures by the socialist missionaries Alexander Flemings Rigby 0 

Manchester, and Joseph Smith of Salford ('Shepherd' Smith) on the 

possibility of perfecting man by altering the environment that 

conditioned him. There were also readings from the Social Bible, 

Between 400 and 500 attended Rigby's meeting in March and about the 

same time rooms were acquired for the Owenite socialists in the 

George Inn in Little Park Street - the-home of Chartism too. 

Prominent in this Owenite group were Charles Brays David Buckney, 

William Taunton, James Rushton, J. C. Farn, and John Watts, the !I 
(4 cont. ) course of lectures on the proof of design in the animal 
frame. 
(1) Coventry Standard, 26 August 1836. 
(2) entry Standard,, 26 July 1839. 
(3) the CRUKS9 see, in addition to the references above, 
Coventry Standard, 25 August 1837,12 October 1838,18 September 1840. 
Coventry Herald, 29 April 1836. W. R. W. Stephens, op. cit., pp. 179 
et seq. C. W. C.:. Catalogue of Books belonging to the Coventry S_ociety, 
for Promoting Religious and Useful Knowledgee (Coventry, 1643). NB 
the speech of the Rev. Mr. Docker of Nuneaton at the 1838 annual 
general meeting of the CRUKS: 'There did not appear to be a more 
dangerous character than a religious liberal. How could he amalgamate;, 
with the bloody-minded Roman Catholics or with the cold-hearted 
Unitarian, who possessed the skeleton of religions but denied its 
power? ' Coventry Herald, 12 October 1838. 
(4) Coventry Heralds 12 June, 2 October 1835,7 October 1836. 
Coventry Standards 1 November 18379 13 July 1838. 
(5) Coventry Observers 11 March 1830- Coventry Perseverance 
Cooperative SocieýZ: Jubilee History (Coventry, 19 21. 
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assistant secretary and librariang from 1830 to 1838, of the 

mechanics' institution - to which many of the city's Owenites 

belonged. Their movement attracted the active hostility of 

leading dissenters; Rhead and the Rev. J. T. Bannister turned up 

at meetings to question speakers and convict them of infidelity, 

and it was dissenting opposition that led the mayor to refuse to 

the Coventry Owenites in I-lay 1838 the use of official premises 

for their meetings. (l) As to the Owenites in the mechanics' 

institution, 'the knowledge they had acquired through its medium 

made them desirous of obtaining more, and of applying that knowledge 

to practical purposes; the clergy and other obstructionists stood 

in the wayl. (2) The last straw for the committee of the institution 

was the discovery in 1838 of certain books - in particular Owen's 

Observations on the New Lanark Schools and J. M. Morgan's The 

Hampden of the Nineteenth Century - which had been given to the 

institution by Owen himself and added to its library by Watts. 

A great row followed: the books were removed in the summer of 

1838, about sixty or seventy Owenites seceded from the institution 

soon after, taking the objectionable books with them, and much was 
V 

made by the institution of the 'revision' of the library and the 

return to strict neutrality*(ý) 
(1) Coventry Standard, 29 December 1837,9 March, 18 May 1838. 
Coventry Herald, 2 March, 6 April 1838. J. C. Farn, 'The Auto- 
biography of a Living Publicist', The Reasoner, 1? February 1858, p. 
51- For an Anglican commentary on Rigbyts lecture see H. W. Hawkesq 
A Treatise on Original Sin and other General Matters (Coventry, c. 
lT3_87_, Pp- 3,10 et seq: the 'flimsiness, rubbish and filth' of 
Owenism is attacked - and the 'presumptuous, deceitful' PickwiEk 
Papers. John Watts, the son of a ribbon weaver, was born in 1'918. 

Tj He moved from Coventry in 1840, became a socialist missionary, and 
remained a keen co-operator for the rest of his life, writing 
regularly for the Co-operative News. See D. N. B. 
(2) New Moral World, 16 July 1840. See WIso the comments of J. Ce 
Farn on the fate of this Owenite group at the institution: 'Our 

subjects were of the most comprehensive character: we discussed the 
uses of history, the cause of light and heat, the apparent discrepan- 
cies between the moral and material world ... and on all subjects, 
after warm and earnest debateg came to the most liberal conclusions, 
and the directors became alarmed at the threats of withdrawal of 
support from members of the various Dissenting denominations, then, 
as nowl the incessant talkers about religious liberty ... the 
intolerants had it all their way. ' op-cit., 3 February 1858, P. 38. 
(3) Coventry Standardl 15 June, 13 July, 27 July 1838,31 January 
1840, U October, 5 November 1841. Coventry Herald, 5 October 1838. 
Bray was not among the seceders. The institution's renewed declara- 
tions of neutrality did not lead to any rapprochement with the CRUKS. 
They remained separate, and quarrelling. For many years only one 
Anglican clergyman could be induced to join the CMI - the Rev. W. 
Drake, in November 1841, after satisfying himself that it was truly 
neutral. The attitude of CRUKS supporters was that 'education uncon- 
nected with religion is worse than no education at all'. Coventry 
Standard, 5 Novemberg 19 November 1841. After some years of much 
diminished acrimony, the two institutions amalgamated in 1855 
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Early in 1839 J. T. Bannister gave a course of lectures attacking 

the errors of the Socialists. They invited Alexander Campbell, 

the Socialist missionary, to lecture to them and Campbell challenged 

Bannister to a debate. There were committees of supporters for 

each. Bannister's included orthodox dissenters such as Edward 

Goodeq Thomas Bromfield and William Mayo; prominent in Campbell's 

were John Watts, William Fletcher, J. C. Farn and William Taunton, 

seceders from the mechanics' institution. The debate extended 

over three evenings. The audiences got progressively larger and 

on the final evening St. Mary's Hall began to fill two and a half 

hours before the meeting opened. Bannister advanced the argument 

for free will and Campbell the Owenite determinist case, attacking 

the social system 'rotten to its very core', which could produce 

executions, transportations and extremes of wealth and poverty. 

'These are the effects of man's belief in the doctrine of responsib- 

ility. They have no other method for improving the human character 

but hanging up a few individuals as a warning to others not to do 

the like. 1(l) The most heated discussion concerned the sexual 
implications of the socialist utopia. 'If Robert Owen is to be 

the God of the New Moral World, ' said Bannisterg land his base 

proposals are reduced to practice, every woman will be a prostitute, 

every man a debauchee, and the world itself one universal brothell. (2) 

Some months later the anti-Owenite theme was taken up again 

by John Brindley, the headmaster of Oldswinford Hospitall Stourbridge, 

in four lectures on 'The Errors of Socialism' in St. Mary's Hall. 

The chair was taken at the first lecture by the Rev. J. Howells, 

the vicar of Holy Trinity, and at the second by the Rev. Francis 

Franklin, minister of Cow Lane Baptist chapel. Alexander Fleming 

and William Taunton asked for a discussion of Brindley's lectures 

(1) C. W. C.: Pamphlets Collection, Socialism: Public Discussion 
between Mr. Alexander Campbell; Socialist Missionary, 

_and 
the Rev. 

J. T. Bannister (Coventry, 1639), p. -T9--- 

(2) ibid., p. 87. For this paragraph, see ibid, PP- 3 et seq; 
Coventry Standard, 18 January, 1 February 1839. See also 'Jonathan 
Jonathan's Socialism: A Commentary on the Public Discussion on the 
Subjects of Necessity and Responsibility ... (Coventry, 1839) -a 
pamphlet demonstrably by Charles Brays arguing that the will is 
not free but that man had to behave as though it were; both Bannister 
and Campbell were wrong. After the discussion Bannister was 
presented with a testimonial purse for C70 - F, 10 more than his 
annual stipend at Greyfriar8 Lane - which was partly the profit 
from a ls. 6d. tea for 400 organised by the wives of dissenting 
ministers in Coventry in St. Mary's Hall: a tea for which, we are 
told, some Anglicans had been happy to buy tickets. Socialism: 
Public Discussions p. 90. 
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but were refused. The use of St. Mary's Hall was withdrawn by 

the mayor after these two lectures, on the grounds that Brindley 

had violated the terms of his hire of the hall, in spending far 

more time in attacking Socialism than in defending Christianity. 

There followed one of the oddest deputations to visit the mayor 

in these years. The liberal and dissenting Sibree and Dr. Nankivell, 

together with the Anglican Tories George Eld and E. H. Woodcocko 

pleaded with the mayor to permit Brindley to speak again: their 

efforts were vain, and Brindley had to give his last lectures in 

the Coventry Theatre. (l) The Owenites were of course not reconciled 

by this campaign and in the autumn of 1839 collected C100 and bought 

modest premises in Well Street for their Universal Community Society 

to use as a Hall of Science. (2) And in 1840 the same group founded 

a cooperative store in the Burges; this existed for some three 

years, its manager being William Taunton, until it collapsed. 

Taunton and Farn (like John Watts) also became Owenite missionaries 

at this time, Farn serving in Staffordshire, Liverpool and Scotland, 

before returning to Coventry. (3) 

Theological differences between Owenites and orthodox dissenters 

ceased to be publicly disputed. From 1843 onwardsl however, they 

were divided by another issue. This was education - an issue which 

now obsessed the activist dissenters of the city. Earlier they had 

(1) Coventry Standards 28 June, 5 July, 12 July, 9 August 1839. 
After Britdley's last lecture - like the others, a strong attack on 
the 'infidelity' of Owenism, John Watts (now the president of the 
local Owenite society) said that Coventry Owenite8 disclaimed any of 
Owen's opinions that were incompatible with Christianity. Vote also 
that William Taunton, who had been a Sunday school teacher at Vicar 
Lane chapel, did not cease to believe in the divinity of Christ or 
the freedom of the will, and regarded Owenism as 'a revival of 
primitive Christianity'; Taunton was cultivated - Irenaeus, Tertullia]3ýý 
Justin Martyr and John Locke being some of the authors he had read. 
ibids 5 July 1839,17 February 1843. John Farn, originally a Wesleyan 
Methodist, also did not cease to be a Christian when becoming a 
Socialist. 'The Autobiography of a Living Publicist's The Reasoner, 
17 February 1858, P- 50,7 April 1858, p. 107. NB also the opinion 
of W. Hawkes Smith, the Birmingham Owenite and Unitarian with close 
Coventry connectiori, that Socialism was identical with true Christian- 
ity. Coventry Standard, 1 June 1838. 

(2) ibid., 6 December, 20 December, ?7 December 1839,14 February 
1840. Coventry Herald, 25 October 1839. 

(3) Coventry Perseverance Co-operative Society: Jubilee History, 
p. 22. Coventry Standards 7 June, 13 Septe0ber 1&ý_q, 17 February 
1843. J. C. Farn, 'The Autobiography of a Living Publicist', The 
Reasoner, 17 February 1858, PP. 50 et seq. See also the passing 
reference to the Coventry Owenites in CoventrZ Herald, 29 December 
1843, Brian Richardson was another Coventr'ian who became an 
Owenite missionary about 1840. Coventry H_erald, 19 May 1843. 
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been strongly in favour of the state provision of schools. (l) 

In 1843, however, there was a significant shift of opinion on the 

question among dissenters in Coventry. Sir James Graham's factory 

bill of that year envisaged the setting up of factory schools under 

the control of the Anglican clergy. The dissenting ministers of 

the cityg Edward Goode and the Quaker A. Atkins, were prominent 

in immediately protesting against the educational clauses and in 

requisitioning Abijah Hill Pears, the mayor, for a public meeting 

in St. Mary's Hall. (2) At this Pears himself spoke as a liberal 

churchman against the bill, 'which had very many objectionable 

clauses; some of them interfered with the rights of conscience, 

and the civil and religious liberty of the subject'-(3) John 

Watts (a minister at Cow Lane Baptist chapel)(4), John Gordon and 

James Sibley Whittem, as dissenters, used stronger language. 

Gordon thought the bill an example of the desire for centralisation 

that had produced the rural police and the New Poor Law. 'The 

Government were interested in putting down the people of this 

country. Why did not the Government, if they meant to educate the 

people, extend the franchise? '(5) He and his friends stood fast 

(1) In 1837 the local and short-lived branch of the Central 
Education Society had been founded by, and proposals that the State 
should provide schools for all children where the religious in8truc- 
tion should be non-sectarian had been advanced by, dissenters like 
Sibree, Henry Merridewl J. S. Whittem, John GU18on, David Buckney, 
C. B. Nankivell, A. Atkins and the Rev. Henry Wreford (the Unitarian 
minister), the Rev. Thomas Cockshoot (the Roman Catholic priest Of 
St. Osburg's), and above all by Charles Bray. Thomas Banbury was 
the only Anglican prominent in this move and the only member of 
the CRUKS. All the other laymen mentioned were active in the 
mechanics' institution. All the, Anglican clergy in the town turned 
up to the counter-meeting to press the special and unique position 
that the Church of England should occupy in any 'national' education 
system -a meeting disrupted by radicals led by Bray and Buckney, 
who at one point rushed the platform and forced the Anglicans to 
leave. Coventry Standard, 3 November, 1 December, 8 December 1837. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 14 April 1843. Coventry Standard, 21 April 
1843. Pears, a ribbon manufacturer, married Charles Bray's sister, 
Elizabeth. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 5 May 1843. NB also Pears's letter, 
Coventry Standard 

,1 
12 May 1843. 

(4) Not to be confused with John Watts the Owenite who had by this 
time left Coventry. 

(5) Coventry Standard, 5 May 1843. 
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on the need for the rejection of the bill, and for voluntaryism 

in education. They opposed any scheme of National Education, 

with State schools, as likely to lead (because of the Government 

attitude revealed by Graham's bill) to Anglican domination. One 

Owenite - David Buckney - strongly opposed the bill because of 

its treatment of dissent. Other Owenites - Charles Brayq Brian 

Richardson, J. C. Farn and William Taunton - believed that though 

the bill was defective, giving too much power to the Church of 

England, it was better than nothing and should be accepted as a 

step towards the large-scale State provision that was needed 

because of the gross inadequacy of voluntaryism. Bray's speech 

caused uproar and its length threatened to prolong the meeting 

beyond the life of the candles in St. hary's Hall. As they 

guttered Pears could only succeed in ZettinS the resolution against 

the bill carried, and the meeting closed, by promising the Socialists 

the use of the hall to discuss their attitude to education. (l) 

At this meeting, held a few weeks later, the Owenites and the 

voluntaryist dissenters quarrelled once more. Gordon and his 

friends hated the bill, and the Owenites gave it a tepid welcome. 

But the discussion on this point quickly led to a more rancorous 

disagreement on the wider question of national as against voluntaryist 

education. Gordon attacked the former and praised the latter, 

instancing the success of Methodism in making the people of Stafford- 

shire more moral. Farn disagreed, denied that Methodism had done 

much, and pointed to the 'revolting immorality' of Bilston. He, 

Taunton and Richardson argued for a scheme of national education, 

to remove 'the mental deadness and moral degradation of the mass 

of the British people ... and based on the great principles of 

moral justice and intellectual elevation, apart from all theological 

opinionsl. (2) All three argued that sectarian religion did not 

necessarily inculcate morality and was better left out. This angered 

(1) Coventry Standard and Coventry Heralds 5 May 1843. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 19 May 1843- 
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Gordon. (l) 

The dispute revived in 1847 after the publication of the new 

government scheme for education. (2) The Anglican clergy, led by 

Thomas Sheepshanks and J. B. Collison of St. Michaells, approved 

of it; so did Abijah Hill Pears. So too did David Buckney, who 

announced that though he had opposed Graham's bill because it 

placed dissent at a disadvantage he favoured the new scheme because 

it placed it on an equality with the Anglican church: the voluntary 

system was inadequateg and under it 4,000 children in Coventry were 

getting no education at all. 

As to the working classesl they had got been able to get 
their rights for want of education. It was for want of education 
they had not known how to unite their means for any given 
purpose - as, for instancel the middle classes had done for the 
repeal of the Corn Laws ... Poverty was a source of crime, 
yet he contended that an increase of intelligence among the 
working classes could teach them the folly of intemperance and 
place intellectual resources in their power, by means of which 
they would know how to husband their resources ... In numerous 
cases he believed that ignorance was the cause of poverty, 
and he believed that by preventing the progress of intelligence 
we were perpetuating both poverty and crime. (3) 

Taunton, J. C. Farn and Joseph Squiers, the Owenite master of Thomas 

Street school and the Secretary of the Labourers' and Artizans' 

Friend Society which Bray had helped to start, also welcomed the 

government scheme. Squiers had found the voluntary system 
inadequate at Thomas Street: 1,590 children had passed through 

the school but only 90 had attended regularly. 'We ought not to 

rest satisfied with travelling on the old pack-horse road, as our 

(1) Coventry Standard and Coventry Herald, 19 May 1843. Gordon 
elaborated his views in his pamphlet (C. W. C. ) Ought the Government 
to Educate the People? The Question of Vational Education Considered 
in a Letter to a Friend (Coventry, 1843), pp. 1 et seq. He was 
opposed to secular education, and much more so to the idea of national 
education. The people's ignorance was due largely to their poverty, 
and this to unjust legislation. If this was removed, all would be 
well and the voluntary system could cope. A central board and an 
army of inspectors would be an essential part of any scheme of 
national education: and this machinery might well be used by the 
government to interfere with religious and political liberty - just 
as (he thought) Graham's bill was intended to provide the means of 
keeping the factory districts quiescent in any future emergency like 
that of the summer of 1842. The 1843 factory bill was dropped, and 
the act of 1844 omitted the offensive, and effective, educational 
provisions. 
(2) The scheme envisaged the extension of state provision by indirect 
means - by the payment of state grants to apprenticed pupil-teachers in voluntary schools, to the teachers who instructed them, and (as 
supplements to their salaries) to teachers who were successful in the 
new state certification examination. The various modes of government 
assessment and supervision entailed a large increase in state control. 

Coventry Heralds 19 March 1847. 
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fathers had done, but keep pace with the times and travel at the 

railroad speed of 40 miles per hour. I(l) Charles Bray took the 

same line, calling the dissenting opponents of the scheme 'fanatical 

voluntaries' and writing for his newspaper, the Herald, an article 

attacking them bitterly. (2) 

Bray's jibe about 'fanatical voluntaries' enraged John Gordon. 

'He begged to say that from the hand which threw that dirt, all 

the water in the Baths and Washhouses which it might succeed in 

erecting, would not wash out the stain. '(3) Gordon led the 

dissenting clergy of the city (and many laymen, among whom Edward 

Goode was the most prominent) in vehement opposition to the scheme: 

they were opposed to all state payments for religious pruposes. 

John Sibree compared the struggle to that over Ship Money. The 

trustees of the British school attached to his chapel, Vicar Lane, 

returned the L200 government grant made in 1835- And at the crucial 

public meeting in April the voluntaryists bitterly attacked the 

scheme but were defeated in their motion of rejection by the weight 

of Anglican votes - while the Owenites voted with the Anglicans. (4) 

Both M. P. s - Ellice and Williams - favoured the government scheme 

and deprecated the attitude of the dissenting voluntaryi8t8. The 

wrath of these last was turned against both Williams and Ellice, 

and particularly against Williams, whom they regarded traditionally 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 19 March, 23 April 1847. Coventr_y_Standard, 
19 March, 23 April 1847. Bray's article was 'A leaf from a Non- 
conformist Dictionary': IDissent - opposition to the Church: 
Voluntaryism -A Sort of Dog in the Manger, which will neither 
move forward himself, nor allow anyone else. Liberty - every one 
to do as he chooses, whether in accordance withthe public good or 
not. It is loudly demanded by thieves and pickpockets. Slavery 
to be subject to law, order, and system, instead of the chance 
empiricism of local cliques. Bribery - making up the deficiencies 
of the Voluntary System. Giving the people their own money, instead 
of making them dependent upon charity, in the shape of voluntary 
contributions. Education - teaching the road to Chapel, through 
the Sunday school. ' Cove, ntry Herald, 19 March 1847. 

(3) Coventry Herald, 19 March 1847. Bray was currently pressing 
in the town council for the establishment of public baths in the 
city and got a committee appointed to consider the question in May. 
Coventry Standard, 14 Flay 1847. 

(4) Coventry Herald, 19 March, 23 April 1847. Coventry Standard, 
19 March, 16 April, 23 April, 23 July 1847. 
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as especially their man. (l) In June the Coventry Anti-State Church 

Society was formed - Sibree, Gordon, Watts, and Edward Goode being 

the most prominent members; its aim was to free religion (and 

education too, of course) from all state interference and its 

leaders threatened at its first meeting not to vote for Ellice 

and Williams at the forthcoming general election. One month later 

Williams was pointedly omitted from the list of M. P. s approved by 

the dissenting deputies at their meeting in London. (2) 

So important was the education question in 1847 that it was 
the only issue of which Ellice made specific mention in his election 

address published in July. He defended his attitude at some 
length. 

I entertain the same objections I have always felt, to grants 
from funds raised by taxation on all Classes and sects, for the 
partial or exclusive advantage of any particular class or 
sect ... Still, I have readily agreed to the grants hitherto 
made, as the only alternative, to refusing the just claims of 
the poor and friendless, for assistance from the State, in 
this first step to the moral improvement of their condition. (3) 

Williams's address stood in contrast. Once again he made detailed 

reference to his policies for the extension of the franchise, 

shorter Parliamentsq the ballot, the abolition of flogging in the 

armed forces and the death penalty (except for murder), the reduction 

of taxation and the end of church rates; in education he wished for 

(1) Coventry Standard, 16 July 1847. See the letters of the two 
M. P. s in Coventry Herald and Coventry Standard, 16 April, 23 April 
1847. The dissenting voluntaryists of the city had been most angry 
with Williams in 1845, because he, like Ellice, had voted for the 
Maynooth grant. On this earlier occasion too the dissenters had 
been less angry with Ellice than Williams, since Ellice had regarded 
the grant merely as a means of conciliating Ireland and Williams as 
justifiable as a support for education - thus emphasising his support 
for a national education scheme, of which he made no secret, speaking 
on it at his visits to Coventry. When he came in October 1845 
Edward Goode, George Baddeley and David Smith refused to respond to 
Buckney's toasting of Williamsq because of their disgust at his vote 
for Maynooth. It was then that Buckney caused uproar by contrasting 
their mock-courage over Maynooth with their real cowardice over 
church ratesq which (he said) only half-a-dozen men had refused to 
pay in Coventry. One year later some dissenters called out 'No, 
No' at the dinner when Taunton praised Williams as a 'faithful, 
upright and conscientious member'. Coventry Standard, 18 April, 25 
April, 16 May, 6 June, 3 October 1845,16 October 1846. Coventry 
Herald, 18 April, 16 May, 3 October 18459 16 October 1846-. 
1-2f)-Coventry He'rald, 18 June, 25 June 1847. Coventry Standardl 
16 July lb47. 
(3) C. 4. C.: Broadsides Collectiont Edward Ellices To the Freemen 
and Electors of the City of Coventry, 19 July 1847. ' In other respects 
the address was a classic example of Ellice's resting on his laurelst 
making no specific reference to points of policy, and claiming an 
unfettered right to vote as he thought proper as issues presented 
themselves in Parliament, 
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'fairness to alll. (l) The Conservatives of the city argued that 

since Corn Law repeal there was no difference between Whigs and 

Tories, and that both should unite against radicals. They searched 
for a third candidate who might serve to divide Ellice from Williams 

and run with the former against the latter. Such was the burden 

of resolutions passed by meetings of Conservative electors in July. 

The third man was brought forward just before the poll - George 

James Turner, a Chancery barrister. (2) Apart from its mention of 
his attachment to the Church of England there was little to choose 
between Turner's address and Ellice's. Turner wished to give 'full 

effect to the liberal policy which has lately been adopted with 

reference to the trade and commerce of the countryll and to reduce 

taxation on articles of popular consumption. (3) 

After Turner's arrival in Coventry there were two days of 

hectic campaigning. Turner made clear that he did not oppose 

Ellice; 'he was not there to offer any opposition to him, but to 

his colleaguel. (4) Conservative broadsides made much of the 

similarity in attitude of Ellice and Turner - and in particular 

their support of corn law repeal - and derided Williams as an 

extreme radical who had traditionally gained victory by dissembling 

his principles to gain Whig votes and by tapping Ellice's money to 

pay for his campaign: the split with the dissenters was played on. (5) 

Ellice and Williams spoke separately but in effect solicited votes 
for each other; Ellice paraded his 'independence' but went out of 

his way to pay tribute to Williams and to stress that they were 

united on all save minor matters; the only difference between them 

was that Williams 'would not bend on occasions when he sometimes 

risked displeasure by bending'. Ellice said he disagreed totally 

with the 'public principles' of Turner. (b) The two liberal committees 
(one for each candidate) worked together. Their broadsides 

(1) Coventry Standard, 23 July 1847. 

(2) Coventry Standard , 23 July, 30 July 1847. Coventry Herald, 
9 July, 23 July, 30 July 1847. For Turner, See D. N. B. 
(3) C-W-C-: Broadsides Collection, George James Turner, To the 
Worthy and Independent Freemen and Electors of the City of Coventryl 
26 July 1847. 
(4) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, Speech of George James TurneEL 
27 July 1847. 
(5) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, 'An Elector#, Ellice and Turner, 
28 July 1847; Coventry Election: Copy of a Packet-of Letters picked 
up between Mill Lane and the Railway Station -a spoof correspondence 
between Williams and Buckney on the best tricks to use in the campaign. 
(6) Coventry Standardt 30 July 1847. 

L- 
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concentrated on the past - on the thirty-year-old liberal alliance 

for reform, against the 'soulless, heartless, senseless faction' 

who had raised 'every obstacle to the abolition of those laws 

against the admission of cheap foodl. (l) The traditional message 

of William Wilmot was the reality behind the smooth words of 

Turner: his return would be followed by an attempt to 'make the 

Church a rampant Hierarchy, and re-enact the duties on the importa- 

tion of Foodl. (2) And anxious about the growing possibility that 

Turner, far less sympathetic to nonconformist claims than Williams$ 

would be returnedg the Anti-State Church Association hurriedly 

called a meeting shortly before the pollq discussed matters with 
Ellice and Williams, repented its earlier intransigence, announced 

that its differences of opinion with the liberal candidates were 

only minor, and called upon dissenters to vote for them. (3) 

But this move came too late. Some dissenters had already 

been turned irrevocably against the liberal candidates and they 

refused to vote for them, apparently abstaining. Their numbers 

were few, and they did not harm Ellice. But they and 200 liberal 

electors who voted for Ellice and Turner were sufficient to lose 

the contest for Williams. These 200 included the staunch Ellicites 

who had resented for years the circumstances of Williams' coming 

to Coventry and the alleged juggling by the radical oreanisers 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, 'A firm friend to Ellice and 
Williams, and an Old Blue of Thirty Years Standing', To the 
Independent Freemen and Electors of the City of CoventEll 24 July 
1847. 

(2) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, 'A Freeman, and Lover of 
Freedom', To the Freemen and Electors of Coventry, July 1847. 
See also 'Tom Pain EsqI, To the Worthy and Independent Freemen of 
the City of Coventry 

t 26 July 184 -a spoof attacking the reactionary 
weaver of Well Street, and the alleged Tory plans to unseat Ellice 
should he be returned with Turner. 

(3) Coventry Standard , 30 July 1847- C. W. C.: Broadsides 
Collection, E. H. Delf and Thomas Berry, To the Nonconformist Electors 
of the City of Coventry, 27 July 1847. See also the letter of John 
Gordon, quoting the Nonconformist Association's correspondence with 
Williams in June and July 1847, for an account of the attempts to 
resolve this dispute, in Coventry Herald, 21 January 1848. 
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which had placed Williams at the head of the poll in 1835 and 

1841. (1) And they saw no reason to vote for Williams now that 

the cause of Corn Law repeal - which had been supported by most 

Coventry electors in 1841 - was no longer an active issue binding 

them together in opposition to the Tories. They accepted Conser- 

vative arguments and saw far more unity of principle between 

Ellice and Turner than between Ellice and Williams. As David 

Buckney later put it: they had defected because there was. no 

great issue like the Corn Laws or the Reform Bill before the 

public. 'He had in fact heard persons say that they could not 

see any difference between the Whigs and the Tories, because the 

Tories had become liberals - that Peel was as good a reformer as 

Lord John Russell. # Too few had agreed with Buckney that 'Toryism 

wanted to make them hewers of wood and drawers of water, while the 
other party wanted them to enjoy every blessingl. (2) Finally. 

-a 
(1) Coventry Standard, 14 January 1848. Coventry Herald, 30 July, 
6 Augu 1647. NB the comments of the Herald on the defectors: 30 
July 1847: 'those old friends of the liberal cause ... deserted 
their principles for the sake of venting their spleen for some 
alleged folly of William Williams's particular supporters at the 
last election'; add ibid., 6 August 1847: 'thirteen years ago, 
Mr. Williams was introduced to this constituency in opposition to 
Mr. Ellice. That was a great mistake, if not a fault, and the 
Blues have not forgotten it. Six years ago, another folly was 
committed by some of the over-zealous friends of the Charter, who 
voted for Williams and a Tory, and got up a small triumph by placing 
Williams at the head of the poll. ' See also on this point C. W. C.: 
Broadsides Collection, 'An Old Liberal', To the Freemen and Electors 
of Coventry, 26 July 1847: 'The Old Blues cannot forget who have 
been Mr. Ellice's most inveterate assailants' - though it is true 
that the broadside calls not for an alliance with Turnerg but for no 
coalition at all, with either Right or Left, both tainted. See also 
the letter of Benjamin Poole, Coventry Watchman, 7 September 1850, 
a bitter rehearsal of radical iniquities since 1835. Poole was 
almost certainly the author of the broadside by 'An Old Liberal', 

(2) Coventry Standards 14 January 1848. Buckney was speaking at 
for Turner and Ellice a valeEctory dinner for Williams. 1290 voted 

- most of them being Conservatives. 17 voted for Turner and Williams 
-a sign that the Tory-radical alliance of the 1820s was now quite 
dead. 1479 voted for Ellice and Williams. There were also 413 
plumpers for T-urner, 104 for Ellice and 132 for Williams. The totals 
were Ellice 2901, Turner 1754, Williams 1633. These figures are 
taken from A Correct Copy of the Poll (Coventry, 1847) as corrected 
by Coventry Standard, 10 September lb47. NB the comments of Ellice, 
immediately after the poll. 'He could not conceal from himself the 
doubtful nature of the support he had received, seeing that many of 
those who had voted for him that day were formerly amongst his most 
violent opponents. He was satisfied that this change had in some 
degree arisen from the fact that there was no longer that great 
separation in feeling which had formerly divided him from his old 
opponents. He was bound to say that he deeply regretted that ... those who, while united, had conquered the foes of liberty, should 
have allowed the bigots among them to hatch a quarrel, which should 
end in uniting with those whom they most dislikedl in order to spite 
those with whom they differed the least. ' C-W. C.: Broadsides 

cont ... 
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less significant cause of Williams's defeat was an unusual amount 

of treating by the conservatives, and in contrast, Williams's 

attempt to move closer to electoral purity by substituting 'one 

great party rendezvous' at the Half Moon for widespread drinking 

throughout the city; many publicans in consequence opposed him. (l) 

(2) cont. 
Collection, Mr. Ellice's Closing Address, July 1847. The denunciation 
of bad liberal organisation in Coventry Herald, 30 July, 6 August 
1847, was an oblique reference to underlying disputes and to the 
committees' failure to whip in the crucial few hundred votes needed 
for Williams: 'Though the great body of our constituency is liberal, 
it has some very disobedient members -a Chartist arm, a 1ýonconfor- 
mist leg, and etc., and it is without a practical well-informed and 
directing head'. 

(1) Coventry Herald, 30 July, 6 August 1847. Coventry Watchman, 
7 September, 21 September 1850. At the next meeting of the White 
Horse Operative Conservativp Association Williams's attack on 
bribery was derided, and the Conservatives' wider use of it at 
this election praised, by William Wilmot; he thought it would be 
wrong if a freeman could not have 5s., a quart of ale, or a plate 
of victuals, in compensation for loss of time. Coventry Standard, 
4 February 1848. Wilmot's euphemistic description of cash payments 
as 'compensation' was usual in Coventry down to the 1880s: see the 
report of the mayor's speech in Coventry Electoral Purity League: 
Report of Public Meeting ... (Coventryl 1667), p. 6. Acceptance of 
this euphemism was presum7b-ly why Troughton and Joseph Parkes denied 
in 1835 that cash bribery existed in Coventry, though Parkes added 
that there prevailed there 'the most systematic treating I have 
ever known ... and the best managed'; 'buttered ale' was the local 
speciality. P. P.: H. C. 547 (1835) viii, pp. 60 et seqj 91. In the 
1880s corruption was still widespread in both parliamentary and 
municipal elections, though less so than earlier in the century: 
Coventry Electoral Purity League ... 9 pp. 2 et seq. But NB that 
in the 1647 election there was no mention of violence or intimida- 
tion, which now seems to have died completely. The merest shadow 
of it was Councillor Scampton's refusal to allow Richard Bourne to 
leave his post as engine-man at the Swanswell Water Works to vote, 
when he declined to vote for Leigh, the Liberal candidate for North 
Warwickshire. The fuss that Wilmot and Eld made about this incident 
is an indication of its uniqueness. Coventry Standard, 20 August 
1847. 
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V 

The Triumph of Liberalism, 1848-1860 

One striking characteristic of the years after about 1847 

or 1848 was a diminution of the religious animosities which had 

previously divided (though in a muddled and indirect way) Tory 

from radical and radicals from each other. Most importantly, 

abuse of the alleged 'infidelity' of the Coventry Mechanics' 

Institution by the Anglican Coventry Religious and Useful Knowledge 

Society (which had always been far more usual than attacks by the 

mechanics' institution on its Anglican counterpart) ceased in 

1849. In the early 1850s both societies were concerned over the 
inadequacy of resources and membership. Their amalgamation, 

proposed by Lord Leigh in October 1854, was backed by both committees 

and ratified-in December: the new body adopted, significantly, the 

mechanics' institution's non-doctrinal stance. (l) 

More spectacular was the willingness of certain Anglicans in 

these years to make use of dissenting support to humiliate their 

vicar: an indication that doctrinal differences were becoming for 

some less important than personal grounds. This alliance - 
impossible to conceive in the 18308 - arose in opposition to the 

Rev. J. D. Collisson, who became vicar of St. Michael's in 1846 and 

soon made himself unpopular. Abel Rotherham, the Anglican draper, 

said that from the first Collisson had treated him, a parishioner 

of thirty years' standing, with the 'most supercilious contemptl. (2) 

Rotherham got on badly with everybody, but in this instance many 

Anglicans agreed with him. Collisson had 'an unhappy propensity 

(1) Coventry standard, 10 November 1848,26 October 1849,31 
October 1851,9 September 1853,6 October, 27 October, 22 December 
1854. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 20 April 1849. 
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to quarrel with everybody he came into contact withl. (l) An 

intensely acrimonious correspondence with his curate - whom he 

accused of spreading rumours to the effect that he was angling 

for preferment, was published in the press. (2) He was lazy, 

never visiting more than one sick person a week when he was in 

the parish, and in fact spending many months of each year from 

1846 onwards in Paris or Brighton. He lived no nearer than 

Leamington, saying that he could not got a house in a healthy 

position in Coventry and that residence in that insalubrious city 
'might be fatal for a member of his family'. (3) During the 

cholera epidemic of 1849 he left the city hurriedly (for Paris) 

on the grounds that he was suffering from fatigue and could not 
have stopped the epidemic if he stayed. This action led a meeting 

of parishioners to hurl charges of cowardice at him, andq on Abel 

Rotherham's motion, to pass resolutions thanking the curate for 

the 'kindly and fearless mannert in which he had tended the sick 

when left in charge of the parish, expressing the tseverest censuret 

of Collissong and deciding to petition Parliament to deprive of 
his living any incumbent who deserted his parish in time of danger. 

Copies of the resolution were sent to the bishop* These were of 

course without effect, but when his curate left in 1857 the church- 

wardens and thirty-five vestrymen gave him a testimonial for his 

hard work as 'the senior resident clergyman of St. Michaellst. (4) 

Collisson thus did nothing during his incumbency to make 
himself liked, and within months of his coming to St. Michaelts 

had become so hated that a group of parishioners devised a plan for 

his drastic humiliation. He was paid (as his predecessors had 

been since 1779) by a local act that provided for an income of not 
less than L300 per annum, to be raised by rates not exceeding ls. in 

the pound on properties rated at UO or moreq and 6d. in the Z on 

properties between X6 and F, 10. (5) From the passing of thb act until 

(1) Coventry Standard, 27 May 1853- 

(2) COVentry Standard, 13 February 1857. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 18 April, 2 May 1856,23 January, 6 
February 1657. The Pastoral Aid Society's grant towards the stipend 
of a scripture reader, and the Curate's Aid Society's grant of L80 
a yeart for the stipend of a second curatel were withdrawn in 1856 
because of Collisson's non-residence. ibid., 18 April, 19 
September 1856. 

(4) Coventry Standard, 5 April 1850t 20 February 1857. 
(5) 19 Geo. III, cap. 60. 
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march 1847 the rates had been levied by four assessors nominated 

by the vicar: the maximum rates were customarily levied and thus 

yielded Z1800 a year. In March 1847 three of the four church- 

wardens decided to use their powers, under the 28th clause of the 

act (never before employed) to declare a rate themselves and to 

pay Collisson the minimum stipend he was entitled to; they declared 

rates of 3d. and lid. - one-quarter of the usual amount - and 

decided to bank the Z130 this would produce in addition to the Z300 

needed for the stipend. George Eld and Abel Rotherham, led the 

Anglicans who pressed ahead with this plan; they were supported, 

in a strange alliance, by the dissenting radicals Buckney and 

Taunton andl particularly, John Gordon, the Unitarian minister. 

For four years the churchwardens' rate was levied and a cheque 

for Z300 offered to Collisson - churchwarden Dodd going out of his 

way in 1848 to add insult to injury by saying 'You may have it in 

sovereigns if you likel. (l) Collisson refused the money on each 

occasion and by ýtpril 1850 there was Z1200 in the bank - three 

years' rates. Collisson was supported by William Wilmot and 

Charles Woodcock, who although they do not seem to have liked him 

deprecated the insult offered to an Anglican clergyman. Collisson 

and his supporters interpreted the act to mean that the 28th clause 
(not involved since Easter 1780) could not now be used by the church- 

wardens, whose rate was thus illegal. Collisson therefore proposed 

to continue to appoint assessors to levy the vicar's rateg and hold 

a meeting each spring from 1847 to 1850 for this purpose. In 1847 

ratepayers were faced with demands for two lots of rates. At least 

two paid the vicar's assessors' rate and were then prosecuted for 

not paying the other; the magistrates found against thems but 

further proceedings were stopped, by agreement between the solicitors 

H. C. Lea (acting for the churchwardens) and William Wilmot (acting 

for the vicar) until the case could be tried as a test action. 

Collisson then made no further attempt to collect the rate and his 

meetings to appoint assessors in 1848,1849 and 1850 were for 

propaganda purposes only: which did not prevent their being 

interrupted by moderate and courteous speeches from John Gordon and 

wildg rude ones from Abel Rotherham. The action was tried in the 

Court of Queen's Bench in May 1850; Lord Chief Justice Campbell 

found for the churchwardens. With the L300 COllisson had to be 

Coventry Standard, 28 April 1848. 
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content till he left St. Michael's in 1858. (l) 

The victory of Eld and Rotherham would not have been possible 

without dissenting support. But the di3senters showed even less 

inclination to fight the Anglicans when they would have been 

united against them (over, that is, rates for the stipend of Holy 

Trinity's vicar and for the upkeep of the fabric of the churches) 

than they had done in the 1830s and 1840s. Meetings at times 

protested against them, but the few occasions when dissenters 

carried their opposition to the support of a state church to the 

extent of refusing to pay the rate - as Edward Goode and two other 

nonconformists did in 1854, in respect of one payment only, however, 

as a token act of defiance - were considered important enough for 

the newspapers to headline their accounts of the court proceedings 

for distraint that followed. (2) And within the nonconformist 

ranks, the question which had in 1847 divided them - state versus 

voluntary education - was largely healed. In 1850 a meeting that 

debated the question rejected the voluntaryist case still put 
forward by Gordon and Sibree and decided to found a Public School 

Association (on the model of the association founded in Manchester 

in 1847) to press for unsectarian elementary education, with a 
large element of state provision and support. The voluntaryists 

were thenceforth an inconsiderable group in the CitY. (3) 

This decline in religious animosities was no doubt in part 

a distant reflection of the growing prosperity of the ribbon trade 

after 1847 and 1848 - of the strength of the list of prices and 
increased earnings for weavers and masters. This economic 
buoyancy also helped to produce a calm political climate in the 

city. There was less political controversy than in the 1840s, 

and even more than in that decade, political alignments cut across 

the divisions of class. (4) Working-class and middle-class radicals 

(1) Coventry Standard, 9 April, 16 April 1847,11 February, 18 
February, 31 March, 14 April, 28 April, 5 May 1848,13 April, 20 
April 1849,5 April, 31 flay, 14 June 1850- 
(2) Coventry Standard, 15 December 18549 20 April 1855,26 June 
1857, -29 January, 9 April 1858,10 June 1859,16 March 1860. 
Coventry Herald, 20 April 1855,1 April 1858. 
(3) Coventry Herald and Coventry Standard, 22 March 1850. Charles 
Bray, David Buckney and W. H. Gardner were active in the new associa- 
tion. 
(4) The Crimean War aroused more political passion than any other 
event in the decade: though the cryptic sources suggest that the 
object of attack was (as elsewhere) 'aristocratic' incompetencel 
not middle-class power. Hartopp, Farnq John Warden and Thomas Macleaný 
(four old Chartiste) addressed in January 1855 a 'large meeting of 

cont ... 
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were united. The National Charter Association maintained a 

shadowy existence in the city and expressed, fitfully, the idea 

th; at working-class and middle-class interests were opposed: but 

its strength was slight and it made little impact on the city - 
although, significantly, one of the very few members whose name is 

known was Richard Hartopp, the Foleshill ribbon weaver who late in 

the decade was the most articulate defender of the weavers in their 

deep quarrel with the ribbon masters. (l) What is striking about 

other former Chartists in the 18508 is that they joined with more 

moderate radicals to whom previously they had been opposed - in 

the advocacy of a programme much less advanced than the Six Points. 

(4) coat. 
the workihg classes' in St. Mary's Hall to protest against the mis- 
management of the Crimean War and to support Roebuck's motion for 
a select committee. A resolution urging the ýjueen to abolish the 
purchase of commissions was also carried. Warden wrote to the 
city's M. P. s; Ellice refused to vote for a select committee; 
Paxton did. The agitation was short-lived. Two lectures by 
R. G. Gammage on the war in June aroused little interest. Coventry 
radicals turned up in force to hear David Urquhart advance his anti- 
Palmerstonian conspiracy theories in August but made clear their 
disagreement with him - as Taunton did, though he agreed to take the 
chair. Coventry Herald, 26 January, 2 Februaryq 16 February 1855- 
Coventry Standard, 26 January, 9 February, 6 July, 17 August 1855. 
Coventry Times, 4 July 1855. 

(1) Other known members of this 'Chartist' Group were Thomas 
Pickard and Cornelius Ashby, a weaver. In August 1851 a small 
number heard Ernest Jones talk on Greyfriars Green on the need for 
working-class solidarity against middle-class oppression, but when 
a year later Finlen, the Chartist, expressed on the same spot his 
willingness to stand for Parliament at the general election, he 
received no backers and retired before the nomination. A year 
later Jones returned, and with Ashby in the chair, addressed a 
numerous meeting in St. Mary's Hall on the 'existence of an antagonism: 
between capital and labourl. A petition for the People's Charter 
was adopted. (Coventry Standard, 22 July 1853)- A few months later 
Ashby, Hartopp and Jones spoke again in St. Mary's Hall 'on the 
general subject of human rights and with comminatory allusions to 
the principle of French Socialism'. There was loud applause for 
Jones's idea of a Labour Parliament 'composed of the collective mind 
of the country, to perfect such'a rational organisation of all 
trades and societies of working men ... by calm discussion to solve 
that great social problem of the relative duties of labour and 
capital' (ibid., 3 February 1854). Other activities of the group 
were collecting money in the city for Fearf; us O'Connor's memorial 
in 1855, and welcoming John Frost (transported after the Newport 
Rising) when he visited Coventry in 1857. Twenty-four self-styled 
Chartists met at their old haunt, the George Inns in 1859, to protest 
against the inadequacy of Derby's reform bill. For this sections 
see apart from the references given Coventry Standard, 29 August 
1851,12 October 18559 30 January 1ý57- Cove_! n_! t. ýrýy Herald. 2 July 18529 
11 March 1859. Coventry Times. 12 December 1 5. Coveniry Week 
Times, 28 Januarys 30 December 1857. For Hartopp s involvement in 
the great labour dispute of the late 1850s, see Chapter Eleven. 

6- 
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The new move be6an with the reception given in June 1848 to Joseph 

Hume's 'Little Charter' - with its demand for household suffrageg 

triennial parliaments and some redistribution of seats. J. Sibley 

Whittem and Charles Bray - both Anti Corn Law Leaguers opposed to 

Chartism earlier in the decade - were leading 6upporters. (l) So 

was David Buckney - who now thought that universal suffrage would 

not work well in Coventryl since the wide local electorate had 

returned the Tory Turner. And so, most significantly, were 

J. C. Farn and Pritchard, who had stayed on the Chartist course 

longer than -6uckney and who had spoken a few months earlier at the 

last large Chartist meetings in the city in April. But they 

backed the 'Little Charter', they said, 'without prejudice' to 

their wish to see the greater one carried into law. (Z) 

In the spring of 1849 the 'Little Charter' group(3) formed, 

with others of like mind, the Coventry Financial and Parliamentary 

Reform Association to press for household suffrageg the reduction 

of governmental expenditure and a higher rate of income-tax on 

(1) But Bray thought sanitary reform was as important as the 
extension of the suffrage. See Chapter Ten for a discussion of 
Bray's attitudes as revealed in his editorship of the Coventry 
Herald. 

Coventry Herald and Coventry Standard, 9 June 1848. John 
Gordon, the unitarian minister, also announced at the June meeting 
his support of Hume's movement; he too declared that he continued 
to be in favour of the People's Charter - except annual parliaments, 
which he had always disliked. He would also have wished to add 
another point if it were feasible -a republican instead of a 
monarchical constitution. But the sources do not reveal his 
active support of Chartism earlier in the decade. To Whittem's 
letter, after the June meeting, asking for support, Turner replied 
with a straight refusal and Ellice with typical ambiguity: 'I 
am afraid it will not be in my power to support the views of 
... Mr. Hume, to the extent of his proposition. We do not disagree, 
howeverl in principle ... I am perfectly ready to concur in such 
progress in further improvement, as unnecessary and inexpedient 
restrictions in the Suffrage, and the anomalies left by the Reform 
Bill, may from time to time require, and may not appear inconsistent 
with the safety and maintenance of the social institutions of the 
country. ' Coventry Standard, 16 June, 30 June 1848. 

Except Pritchard, not afterwards mentioned. 
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unearned than earned income -a conjunction of the programmes of 

Cobden and Bright. (l) The association (usually called the Reform 

Association) was the most active radical group in Coventry through- 

out the 1850s. Its members were described as the 'more intelligent 

and comfortably circumstanced of the working-class, with a tolerable 

sprinkling of the middle-classl. (2) The list of known members on 

P-356 mentions far more of the 'sprinkling' than of the others. 

Our ignorance of these is no doubt due in part to the natural 

inclination of the press to name solid citizens rather than simple 

weavers or watchmakers: but more importantly, it reflects the 

singular failure of working men to thrust themselves forward, in 

any sense. The association had a complex constitution, providing 

for the election of the general committee by district branches. (3) 

In fact, real power was held by a small group of five affluent 

middle-class citizens - J. S. Whittem, (the currier), Henry Browett 

(ribbon manufacturer), Zephaniah A. Binley (chemist and druggist), 

(1) Coventry Herald, 25 May 1849. The unfairness of the income- 
tax in pressing equally upon those with unreliable incomes from 
trades and professions as it did upon the assured rent-rolls of 
landowners had been ventilated at a meeting in Coventry in February 
1848, to protest at the government's proposal to raise the tax to 
5ýG. The meeting was an all-party one and the unfairness argument 
was put most forcefully by W. Lynes, a leading Conservative ribbon- 
master. Radicals present agreed with him but aroused anger amone 
Conservatives by attacking the effects of government policies on 
the working class. George Hemming attacked the laws of primogeni- 
ture and entail. John Warden thought the new income-tax proposals 
would harm the poor by causing the dismissal of servants: 'He 
thought the present government should take notice of Louis Philippe, 
what the public voice had done there, for he had crippled the 
liberties of the people and they had hauled him down from his throne. 
(Cries of "Question")'. Whittem, Gordon, Farn, Taunton and Thomas 
Robinson argued that the army ought to be cut down to enable taxation 
to be reduced - and Sibree added that he regretted the absence from 
the meeting of Anglican clergymen. ('Question') Charles Bray agreed 
with those who wanted distinctions between precarious and fixed 
incomes but deprecated the widespread demand for an overall reduction 
in taxation: 'unless we agreed to be taxed to make our government 
respectable, we should come down to a ... third-rate state, like 
Holland, or a fourth-rate, like the Chinese'. This was another 
phase of Bray's quarrel with nonconformity in the city. Coventry 
Herald, and Coventry Standard, 3 March 1848. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 9 May 1851. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 9 May 1851- 
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List of known members of the Coventry Financial and Parliamentary 

Reform Association, with their profession8,1850-1859. 

J. Amos 

A. Atkins 

J. S. Beamish 

A. Bill 

Z. A. Binley 

C. Bray 

H. Browett 

ribbon manufacturer 

grocer 
bookseller, stationer 

ribbon manufacturer 

chemist and druggist 

ribbon manufacturer 

ribbon manufacturer 

draper 

solicitor 

draper 

ribbon manufacturer 

watch manufacturer 

R. Hands 

N. Hill 

T. Hill 

W. H. Hill 

T. Hind 

W. Hosier 

T. Jenkins 

-. ' Leavesley 

A. McMillan 

J. Marriott 

W. H. Marston 

W. H. Mercer 

dyer 

watch manufacturer 

watch manufacturer 

watch manufacturer 

J. Browett 

T. Browett 

W. H. Browett 

S. Brown 

T. Brown 

D. Buckney 

N. Buckley 

R. Caldicott 
jr. 

J. Cash 

J. C. Farn 

John Flinn 

C. Freeman 

D. Gardner 

weaver 

chemist & druggist 

dyer (? ) 

travelling draper 

surveyor & builder 

pawnbroker 

ribbon manufacturer 

ribbon manufacturer T. klattocks weaver 
ribbon manufacturer H. Newsome ribbon manufacturer 
ribbon manufacturer J. Olorenshaw watch manufacturer 

ribbon manufacturer J. Perkins ribbon manufacturer 

newsagent T. Perkins ribbon manufacturer 
watch manufacturer T. Ransford 

coal dealer C. Read 

builder W. Read 

W. H. Gardner grocer J. Scampton 

E. Goode bookseller, H. Soden 
stationer 

N. Goodridge secretary to Freehold W. Spencer 
Land Society 

J. Gordon unitarian minister W. Taunton 

J. Gulson silkman J. Warden 

J. Hands watchmaker J. S. Whittem 

grocer 

watch manufacturer 

watch manufacturer 

grocer 

ribbon manufacturer 

ribbon manufacturer 

houseagent, etc. 

plumber 

currier 

Notes: (1) The sources of the list are Coventry Standard, 1 
Februaryq 23 August 1850,10 October 1851-, 25 June lb52,10 November, 
24 November, 1 December 1854,23 July 18579 20 May 1859; Coventry 
Herald, 10 October 1851,9 July 18529 11 March 1859. Details of 
occupations have been drawn from the directories of Whiteand Lascalles. ij 
(2) The occupations given are those followed in the decade in 
question. Some members are known to have followed different ones 
earlier or later: for example, Edward Goode, William Taunton and 
Charles Bray. 

1 The list in its entirety does not purport to describe the I 
membership at any precise point in the decade. Only about half 
the men here listed are known to have been members Of the association 
throughout these ten years. 
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William H. Hill (watch manufacturer) and James Marriott (builder 

and surveyor). (l) Whether they were elected or not is not clear 

and in a sense unimportant; members acquiesced in their power. 

In addition, though the list of known members includes the names of 

men who had previously been active Chartists - Buckney, Farn, 

Taunton - they now in the 1850s seemed (despite the wish that Farn 

had expressed in 1846) to take their lead from those members - 

Bray, Goode, Whittem - who had long been opposed to manhood 

suffrage. Thus for many years there was no hint in the association 

of any pressure for the immediate extension of the franchise more 

widely than to householders. (2) 

In fact, only one discussion on the question is recorded: in 

1859, in reaction to Derby's abortive reform bill. The association 

called a public meeting in the Corn Exchange. Charles Flint, the 

chairman, denounced the bill as a sham and called for the ballot 

and a wider franchise. Thomas Read, the factory weaver, agreed 

with him. John Farn attacked the bill for weiGhting the landed 

interest against that of the manufacturing and commercial classes. 

'He asserted the superiority of the weavers and watchmakers of 

Coventry to farmers, on the ground that the former did not abuse 

him when he went canvassing, but the latter did. '(3) Sir Joseph 

Paxton, M. P. for the borough, said that he would like to see a 

franchise for all Britain like Coventry's freemen, which being 

interpreted, meant household suffrage - the demand (with the ballot 

and triennial parliaments) of the resolution proposed by the Rev. 

T. Goadby. There were frequent shouts and interruptions throughout 

(1) Coventry Standard, 8 December 1854. The Standard referred to 
this group as 'the junta'. Joseph Parkes called it 'the caucus': 
National Library of Scotland, Ellice Papersl E38/141, Parkes to 
Ellice, 8 November 1854.1 have derived the occupations of the five 
from Lascelles' 

, 
Directory J. S. Whittem revealed his feelings on 

the franchise question-in a letter to Edward Ellice, 27 December 1858 
(Ellice Papers E 57/64). on parliamentary reform: tI dread such a 
measure from Ld. Derby because I very much fear that he may give a 
very extended suffrage, but so shuffle the cards as to lessen the 
influence of the middle class rather than increase it. Not that I 
want any exclusive class legislation. I want every class fairly 
represented. Universal suffrage would I believe favor Tory rule as 
it does that of Louis Napoleon's ... My opinions on the extension of 
the suffrage question have been of late much modified by the experi- 
ence of our municipal elections - they are acquiring a very Yankee 
character. ' Whittem went on to explain that he meant by this the 
recent election of William Wilmot, the Tory populist, Osuch a 
creature') as mayor. 'Can you believe that not a liberal voice was 
raised in protest against such a disgrace? **a Nothing of a local 
character within my experience has occurred so thoroughly disgusting 
and degrading-I think to the liberal party., 
(2) For the reform association see, besides thesources quoted Coventry Standard, 1 Februarý, 8 February, 16 August, 23 Augusý 18509 

cont ... 
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these discourses; they came from a group of working men led by 

Thomas Pickard and Richard Hartoppq the loyal Chartists. At 

length, Pickard and Hartopp, praising the intelligence of the 

working class, called for manhood suffrage. The comment of the 

Standard was that 'the promoters of the affair were destined to 

experience the fate of Frankenstein - in calling the meeting they 

had created a monster they could not controll. (l) In fact, the 

monster was small enough to be easily controllable. The 'Chartist' 

motion was withdrawn and Goadby's passed. (2) The meeting was held 

at a time when the weavers were in the mijdle of their attempt to 

grasp industrial power by imposing piece-wbrk on all ribbon 

factories: yet there was no significant demand for it to be 

accompanied by political power. 
In membership and underlying aim the reform association 

overlapped considerably with the Coventry Freehold Land Society - 

an important focus of radical activity in these years, and charact- 

eristic of them in embodying a displacement into modes of self-help 

of energies previously spent on direct political action. (3) The 

(2) cont. 
10 October 1851,26 March 1852. Coventry Herald, 8 February 1850, 
10 October 1851. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 18 March 1859. 

(1) Coventry standard, loc. cit. 
(2) 'gee also Coventry Herald, 18 March 1859, for this affair. 
3000 men signeCthe petition for household suffrageg the ballot, 
and triennial parliaments, that issued from this meeting. Coventry 
Standard, 25 March 1859. 
(3) Apart from the FLS, radical involvement is most apparent in 
the Labourers' and Artisans' Friend Society - which though founded 
in 1842 began to grow greatly about 1850 - and in the building 
society movement, prospering in these yearse After the early 
success of the Hare and Squirrel Society (founded 1845) the Coventry 
Building Society was founded a year later, John Warden being one 
of its leading members. In 1847 Buckney and Rushton began the Loan 
and Land Association (to provide cottages for artisans at a density 
of five per acre, to permit large gardens). The Coventry Union 
Building Society started in 1848 - owing to, it was said, the success 
of the others. All these societies were on the termination 
principle. The first permanent society - the Benefit - was founded 
in 1849, largely by Arthur Atkins, the quaker radical, and the 
Equitable in 1853. Coventry Standard, 29 October 1847,10 March 1848, i 
2 Vovember, 28 Decem-b-er--1-849,31 October 1856,4 December 1857- 
Coventry_Herald, 30 April 1847,24 March 1848,7 January 1853. By 
19-50Buckney, s society had ended - apparently being merged with the 
FLS - but the others were booming, with nearly 1000 members between 
them. Of course, in the 'self-help' movement as a whole the energies 
of conservatives as well as of radicals (and of those who were 
neither) were involved: and it represented at least as much a 
function of growing prosperity as a substitution of social purpose. 
Thus the Savings Bank and the friendly societies were booming in the 
early 1850s: in 1851 there were over 60 of the ]&ter, mostly to 

cont oae 
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land society was founded in June 18489 as an extension of the 

Birmingham society of the same name. George Dawson of Birmingham 

visited Coventry to start it. The society's intention was to 

purchase land to be split into freehold plots for members. Capital 

for the estates came from memberst savings - at least ls. 6d. a 

week being paid for each share. The streets were to be made up 

by the society; members could choose to erect houses on their 

plots, or cultivate them as gardens. It was not necessary to 

purchase a plot outright to obtain possession; members might get 

one by saving so much by way of deposit and mortgaging the plot, 
for the balance, to the society. The unencumbered freehold would, 

howeverg become the member's in five or six years and since the 

plots were to have a clear annual value of 40s. they might then gain 

the county franchise - the whole object of the scheme being indeed 

the extension of radicalism through the direct effect of, and the 

good reputation gained byq systematic thrift. (l) 'He would have 

them', said John Read (a weaver and member) 'manifest a disposition 

so earnest and so diligent, that everyone would be compelled to 

acknowledge the desert, at the same time that they would be obliged 

to allow the possessionl. (2) C. H. Bracebridge of Atherstone was 

(3) cont. 
provide sickness benefit; most were small societies based on the 
clientele of public houses, but J. S. Whittem's Provident Society had 
340 members. The Provident Dispensary (of which Charles Bray was 
Secretary and inspiration) was also growing: its aiin was to provide 
the prudential, subscribing poor with medical treatment that was in 

part subsidised. Also, the growth of mutual improvement societies 
(there were seven in the city by 1852, wit. 1 a combined membership 
of over 200, applying themselves to reading, recitafionss secular and 
religious discussions, and the consumption of tea and coffee) stood 
in contrast to the comparative lack of positive educa', ional effort 
in the two mechanics' institutions at the same time. This protean 
movement was celebrated, in a series of articles in the Coventry 
Herald, by Charles Bray, who saw it as the replacement of ignorant 
fecklessness and unwarranted and wild political ambition among 
working men by prudence, thrift and self-education - all recipes for 
personal happiness and, in the fulness of time, the privilege of 
political power. Coventry Herald, 4 October, 18 October, 25 October 
1850,15 August 18-5-1,29 October '1852. See also Coventry Standard, 
9 May 1851. Joseph Gutteridge, op. cit., pp. 849-111 et seq gives 
details of the intellectually rigorous programme of the Coventry 
Mutual Improvement Society (the largest in the city) in the 1850S. 
Bray, J. C. Farn and George Hall were members. 

(1) The Coventry society claimed the franchise for more than 20 mort-, 
eagee members on its Stoke estate in 1851; the watchful William Wilnot, ' 
appearing for the Conservatives at the Revising Barristers' court2 
succeeded in getting their names struck off the register because their' 
annual payments reduced the annual value of their plots to less than 
40s. Coventry Standard, 21 November 1851. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 9 August 1850. 
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the president of the Coventry society; prominent members were 

Charles Bray, W. H. Browett, David Buckney, B. S. Richardson (one- 

time Socialist missionary), W. H. Hill, Zephaniah A. Binley, 

J. S. Beamish, Edward Goode, John Warden, Thomas Banbury and David 

Smith. It thus provided, like the reform association, a vehicle 

for the united talents of diverse radicals who had been at logger- 

heads in the early 1840s. The society grew rapidly. In April 

1849 there were 300 members, with 402 shares between them. 

Eighteen months later there were 500, with more than 700 shares, 

and in August 1851 nearly 900 members. By the end of 1852 

L13,500 had been subscribed. 
The supply of plots could not keep pace with the demand for 

them. The first estate, of 31 acres at Geoffrey Wood's Cross 

provided in April 1849 29 allotments for members who paid L20 each 
for them. The site was a former brickyard and on settlement day, 

when it poured with rain, it reminded a hostile Conservative witness 

of the New Eden that Martin Chuzzlewit had been gulled into buying 

land in. Even sol a few years later many freeholders had erected 
houses there - doubling the value of their land in the process. 
The second estate was at Stoke: South Street and Coventry Street 

were laid out on 50 acres, and 256 plots provided in August 1850; 

settlement was celebrated by a rural fete and the roasting of a 
bullock and two sheep. Laterg there was disappointmentv since the 

roadworks had been shoddy and the streets became a sea of mud: 

nevertheless, the demand for plots at the following estates was so 

great that the original method of choosing plotholders - apparently 
by simple rotation, with the earlest subscribers getting their 

plots first - proved inadequate, and a ballot was substituted for 

later estates. These consisted of 30 acres in Earlsdon, from 

which Cromwelll Arden, Clarendon, Iloore and Warwick Streets, and 

250 Plots, were made in 1852; about 10 acres near the Stoney 

Stanton Road, from which Stanton, George, Charles, Howard, Byron, 

Jenner and Russell Streets were made in 1853 (and on which 70 

weavers' cottages were immediately built); and 16 acres near Ford 

Street. Tenders were invited for the design of this estate - 
the Spittalmoor; 29 plans were received and the one submitted by 

Ashwell, the superintendent of Coventry cemetery, was chosen. 
Raglan and Alma Streets were laid out in 1856. This was the last 

estate; the slump in the ribbon trade at the end of 1854 had caused 

some subscribers to withdraw their savings but a year later the 

society was again prosperous - receivinC more than ItNOO in subscrip- 
tions in 1855. The underlying reasons for the end of the society in 
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its original form ap-_ýear to have been the increasing difficulty of 

obtaining land at a satisfactory Drice, and the dif. L"iculty of 

proving title so that plotholders could be reCistered as voters in 

the teeth of Conservative op. -Position in the revision courtý7. 

These problems seem to have made the enterprise not worth the 

trouble - especially since there was ample opportunity for artisans 

who merely wanted an allotment to cultivate to rent one from the 

Labourers' and Artisans' Friend Society. The society became a 

conventional building society in 1855 and gave up its political 

aims and the purchase of land for estates. (l) 

The constant Conservative majority in the Northern Division 

of Warwickshire could not be significantly dented by the creation 

of a few hundred freehold plots by the Coventry Land Society. But 

the overwhelmingly liberal complexion of the city itself is shown 

by the fact that the rival Conservative society - the Coventry and 

North and South Warwickshire Land, Building and Investment Associa- 

tion, 'to enable the industrious working man to save to buy a 
40s. freehold by hot less than ls. 6d. per week' - which was started 
in 1849 with the backing of some of the most weighty Conservatives 

in the town - Thomas Cope, R. K. Rotherham, William Lynes and T. S. 

Morris - was stillborn. (2) In these years, indeed, Conservatism 

was constantly on the defensive. Above all the prosperity that 

followed Corn Law repeal helped to cause a decline in protectionist 

sentiment among those who had been its most tenacious supporters 
in the city. At the annual meeting of the White Horse Operative 

Conservative Association in 1848 Wilmot lamented repeal: 'I 

believe that the poor were better off when they had high wages and 
high prices'-(3) A year later, to toasts to the glories of Trafalgar 

and the Church of England (and against Popery and Puritanism) he 

(1) For the FLS9 see C. W. C.: Pamphlets Collection: Reports of the 
Committee of the Coventry Freehold Land Society, 1851-2, and 1654-5. 
Coventry Herald, 7 July, 6 October, 6 December 1648,5 April, 20 
April, 22 June, 10 August 1849,9 August, 4 October, 18 October 1850, 
10 January, 31 January, 15 August, 22 August 1851,23 April, 13 
Augustj 15 October 1852,5 August 1853,28 April, 1 3eptember 1854. 
Coventry Standard, 6 October, 13 October 1848,5 April 1849,15 
March, 9 August 1850,5 March, 16 April, 4 June, 27 August 1852,3 
June, 7 October, 21 October, 16 December 1853,9 February, 16 
February, 30 March, 24 August 1855,20 March, 2 May 1856. Many other 
freehold land societies became building societies in the mid-1850s, 
for similar reasons: see E. J. Cleary, The Building Society Movement 
(London, 1965), pp. 52 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 5 April 1849. Subscribers to this society 
made payments at the CRUKS -a reflection of the political alignment 
of that body. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 4 February 1848. 
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predicted that free trade in corn would lead to the sale o. 6" land 

and a republican constitution. (l) Early in 1850 he was agreeing 

with the Earl of Warwick and Charles N. Newdegate, at the dinner 

of the Coventry and Warwickshire Association for the Protection 

of British Industryl that the fortunes of ribbons and corn were 
inextricably linked: the silk trade and agriculture must fight 

together to restore the Corn Laws, and so prevent the ruin of the 

market for ribbons among farmers' wives and daughters. But a few 

weeks later he could say nothing when at the White Horse dinner 

W. Lynes pointed out that Parliament and people could not be brought 

to agree to the return of agricultural protection. (2) By 1851 

the chairman of the White Horse Association, John Clarke (a first- 

hand weaver) went out of his way to express his gratitude for cheap 
bread and to praise both Ellice and Turner, who had approved of 

repeal; he thought protection was dead for bread grains, though 

perhaps there was a case for a duty on oats that, would raise 

agricultural profits and yet not the price of food - and of course 
the protective tariffs on ribbons had to stay. Wilmot did not 
discuss the protection questiong and merely argued strongly for a 

reduction of the tea duty (to help the working man)l a differential 

income-tax as between precarious and fixed incomes (to help trades- 

men and solicitors) and a stronger Ecclesiastical Titles Bill (to 

help Protestants). (3) When.. another year had passed he grudginGly 
admitted that the poor profited from the fact that flour was cheaper 
than it had been before repeal - though not cheap enoughl and he 

wanted the assize of bread returned to regulate it closely. (4) By 
1853 he admitted openly that he knew the Corn Lawn could not be 

restored. (5) 

Wilmot's reluctant and evasive recognition that the Corn Laws 

had gone for ever was accompanied, for the great majority of 
Coventrians, by grateful thanks for their disappearance: as was 
shown by the public response to William Taunton's suggestion that 

a statue of Peel be erected; at the meeting to arrange it a speech 
by one Henry Candy attacking free trade as good for capitalists but 
bad for the poor caused uproar and cries that he had been sent by 

(1) ibid., 16 February 1849. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 18 January, 1 March 1850. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 21 February 1851. 
(4) ibid., 20 February 1852. 

(5) ibid. 9 11 February 1853. See Thomas Paine's remarks, quoted in Section II of this chapter, for diehard Tory protectionism in 
the late 1840s. 

L- 
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Wilmot. (l) At the bye-election in April 1851(2) the candidate 

of the Ellice men - the old blues, as they were still called - 

put forward Edward Strutt, a member of the Derbyshire family of 

millowners. Abijah Hill Pears and David Smith - ribbon manufacturer 

and ribbon weaver - were leading men on his committee. In his 

address and speeches Strutt argued for the ballot, some extension 

of the franchise and improvements in national provision for 

elementary education and, despite his support of civil and religious 

liberty, the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, because he was opposed 

to 'papal aggression'. He made most of his support of free trade 

in food, however, parading with a dark blue flag that pictured a 

large loaf bearinC the words 11'ree Trade' and a small loaf inscribed 

'Protection'. His opponent, Alderman Edward Geach of Birmingham, 

a banker, was brought forward at the last minute by the Parliamentary 

and Financial Reform Association because the old blues did not 

consult them about Strutt and they regarded him as too tepid on the 

franchise question. Geach regretted the split in the liberal 

ranks but wanted household suffrage and eventually manhood suffrage 

when 'intelligence was fully diffused'-(3) He also opposed the 

Ecclesiastical Titles Bill as an attempt to infringe religious 

liberty. He agreed with Strutt on the education and free trade 

questions, however. In a quiet election without a Tory candidate 

there were 1400 unpolled electors. Geach won by 1669 votes to 

lio4. (4) 

In the general election of a year later the Tories tried 

harder. Ellice they did not attack; their aim was to detach 

the radicaIS(the pinks (5)) from the 'Whigs' (the old blues) - 
by denigrating Geach and gaining the second votes of Ellice's 

supporters for a Conservative candidate. His alleged praise of 

Louis Napoleon was raked up. His opposition to the Ecclesiastical 

Titles Bill and his support of 'national education' were stressedl 

to turn Anglicans and nonconformist voluntaryists against him. 

(1) ibid. 9 19 July, 26 july 1850. 
(2) Caused by the promotion of Turner to the post of Vice- 
Chancellor in the Court of Chancery. See D. N. B. 

(3) Coventry Standardl 11 April 1851. 

(4) Coventry Standard, 4 April, 11 April 1851. Coventry Herald, 
4 April, 11 April lb5l. 

(5) Pink was now the radical colour in Coventry, 
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As to Religious Liberty, it is notorious that Mr. Geach's 
notions carry him to a degree of generosity on this point, 
that he will permit the Pope of Rome and his minions to beard 
the Queen on her Throne, and set the laws of the land at 
defiance ... On the subject of Education, Mr. Geach stands 
in connexion with those who, having ignored all reli-ious 
teaching, would impose another compulsor Iunicipal Tax for 
the support of Schools, for which Socialists and Anythingarians 
should be the 

- 
Directors. -7each7wentJ 

hand in glove with 
those leading political quPcks, Cobden and Bright ... he belongs 
to that monster confederation of Cotton Lords and Capitalists 
who subscribed their thousand pounds a minute for the infamous 
purpose of swamping the freedom and independence of constituencies 
wholesale by the power of money ... He is attached to the 
Extension of the Franchise School, the grand aim of which is 
to swamp all the Old Class of Voters, and to substitute one 
universal rule in favour of the occupancy of 'a house or part 
of a house', and the ultimate of which must be, Lo extjEja! ýLqh 
the ancient and honourable franchise acquired by serving a 
seven years' apprenticeship, as in this City, and in a few 
years time, all that property and those privileges which belong 
to the Freemennow, will be transferred in common to strangers 
and ephemeral interlopers - birds of passage from all quarters. (l) 

Above all, if power went to Geach and his friends, the protective 

duties on ribbons and watches would be swept away: 

the certain consequence of which will be to cause a large 
reduction of Wages ... so that the Artizans of this Citýq 
under the regimen of the Manchester Schooll may prepare themselves 
for sinking to the level of the miserable serfs of Germany and 
Switzerland ... Electors! Hold yourselves in readiness - do 
not promise your votes -a Candidate worthy your confidence, 
holding liberal Conservative principles; a friend of Civil and 
Religious Liberty, and OPPOSED TU ANY REIMPOSITION OF , DUTY 
ON COR14, will shortly be announced. (2) 

This was John Gellibrand Hubbard, deputy governor of the Bank of 

Englandq who in his address stressed his opposition to the ballot 

and the impertinent encroachments of Popery (and the Maynooth Grant) 

and his support of the settled constitution of the country, the pre- 

eminence of the Church of England, the education of the masses by 

voluntary agencies with State grants, and above all cheap bread. 

He had always opposed the Corn Laws. (3) 

In their election addresses both Ellice and Geach also made a 

great deal of their past support for the repeal of the Corn Lawol 

and their present desire for civil and religious liberty and national 

education - both these last aims being undefined. On the franchise 

question Geach looked forward to much more rapid advance than Ellices 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, 'A Seven Years' FreemanIq 
Mr. Geach and his Pretensions, June 1852. 

(2) loc. cit; see also the Tory election pamphlet in Coventry 
Standard, 16 April 1852. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 25 June 1852. 
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who spoke of the gradual extension of the suffrage, the need to 

ensure both that minorities as well as the majority were represented 

and that 'rash and ill-considered innovations' were avoided, and 
his wish to be allowed by his constituents 'to exercise a discretion 

in the practical application' of his reforming principles. (l) 

As the Herald put it, Ellice was 'a Reformer of a comprehensive 

stamp ... as cautious as a Conservative in the application of his 

principles, his principles themselves are sufficiently Radical'; 

while Geach differing from him on the one question of parliamentary 

reform, took on it 'if not a more extended range, probably a more 
decided forml. (2) Nevertheless, they had much more common ground 

with each other than with Hubbard. (3) Ellice's position in the 

constituency was so secure that he did not canvass and after a short 

(1) Coventry Standard, 18 June 1852. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 18 June 1852. 
(3) One old blue who did not think so was Benjamin Poole, who 
worked unsuccessfully in 1852 for a coalition between Ellice and 
Hubbard because of the common ground between them on the franchise 
cuestion. 'The Five Points creed was never my creed': see his 
letter in Coventry Standard, 9 July 1852. Apart from his principles, 
Poole (a good hater, who never forgot an injuryq whether real or 
imagined) detested the radicals for their alleged betrayals of the 
liberal cause at every election since 1835: loc. cit., and his 
letter in Coventry Watchman, 7 September 1850. Poole was almost 
certainly the author of C. W. C.: Broadsides Collectiong 'An Old 
Bird', The Old Blues and the Scorpion, 28 June 1852: 

'However the Old Blues and the Conservatives may differ upon 
some things, they are agreed upon one great principle 
that of maintaining the British Constitution against the 
eternal assaults of the destructives. In times like these, 
it behoves all real lovers of their country to give and take 
in matters of detail, and to make common cause in endeavouring 
to uphold the institutions of the country from the supping 
operations of Chartists, Radicalsl and Socialists. The 
character and address of Mr. Hubbard showsq that the Tories, 
in bringing such a man, have made a long stride towards a 
complete approximation to the principles of the old Liberal 
Party. I ask them whether it is wise to repulse and repudiate 
such an advance? or whether the Old Liberals prefer to place 
the Blue Flag and Mr. Ellice in the keeping, or at the mercy 
of the Scorpion of Radicalismq which the Geachites are just 
now artfully endeavouring to thrust into the bosom of the Old 
Blue Party? ' 
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visit at the end of June left Coventry for London until just 

before the poll - to avoid excitement, he said. He had no need 

of an alliance. The radicals did, approached Ellice's committee 

months before the contest, and had their proposals for a coalition 

accepted. Ellice and Geach worked together, rode in the same 

coach after the nomination, and attended each other's dinners - 

and Ellice praised Geach in his speeches. (l) 

Hubbard could make no headway. In a city whose prosperity 

was growing his attempt to arouse fear that a precondition of that 

prosperity - tariffs against foreign manufacturers - would soon 

be removed was discounted. So were his warnings over the future 

of the freeman franchise. His attempt to arouse old religious 

passions - in a city where they were losing their force - was 

disliked, apparently even by some Anglicans. This seems to have 

been the reason for some men who had voted for Turner in 1847 now 

turning away from Hubbard. The nonconformists did not now feel 

strongly enough over the voluntary schools question to rock the 

liberal voteg as in 1847. Above all, though Hubbard's support 

for the repeal of the Corn Laws - one event that almost everybody 

in Coventry seems to have been thankful for - was naturally commended, 

liberals asked why they should not support men who had worked 

actively for it, and whether the presence on Hubbard's platform of 

old protectionists like Bldg Woodcock, Wilmot and R. K. Rotherham 

did not show that despite his praise of cheap bread Hubbard had 

changed his ideas too rapidly? Was he not 'a Derbyite of the 

true chameleon characterl? (2) Some few Poolitesq favouring an 

alliance between Ellice and Hubbard, raised the old blue and light 

blue flags together as Hubbard spoke from the balcony of the King's 

Head in Hertford Street. Outraged radicals tore up the light blue 

(1) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers: E62/109 et seq, 
Edward Ellice, sen. to Edward Ellice jun., 6 July 1852. Coventry 
Standard, 26 I-larch, 4 June, 2 July, 9 July 1852. Coventry Hýrald, 
2 July 1852. In return, the radicals of the Parliamentary and 
Financial Reform Association would have nothing to do with James 
Finlen, the Chartist, who spoke twice on Greyfriars Green with a 
view to standing for Coventry. He was attacked in a handbill by 
'A Friend to Geach' who accused him of having been introduced by the 
Tories to injure the liberal alliance. Finlen accused the Geachites 
of brutalising the electorate by treating (which seems to have been 
extensive in this election) and of doing more harm to the liberal 
cause than the Tories ever did. He retired from the contest without 
being nominated. Coventry Herald, 2 July 1852, Coventry-Standardq 
2 July, 9 July 1852. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 25 June 1852. 

L- 
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flag, disturbed Hubbard's speech with concerted uproar, paraded 

with a placard 'Vote for the cupboard and not for Hubbard', and 
displayed two loaves -a big one and a little one, the liberal 

and the Tory - outside the Castle Inn. Hubbard's canvassers told 

him that he could not wing and he withdrew before the poll. (l) 

Edward Ellice wrote of the contest to his son. 
All has gone off admirably. Say what they may this is the 
best constituency in the Empire. The people are essentially 
political thinkers, and talkers, from long habit and from 
their constant battles with the old corporation. Geach who 
has been most active, and has canvassed the whole constituency, 
says the difference between them and the Birm. men is astonishing 
- and their honesty and independence is equal to their intelli- 
gence ... When Hubbard went to Cope and Hammerton's warehousel 
the men asked him whether the liberal masters were not respectable 
men, and Free traders as much as himself, and why therefore he 
opposed them? Only two, to Hammerton's mortificationg would 
vote for him. The result of Geach's canvass was, that he would 
have beaten Hubbard by 900 -I by 2000. But Hubbard had enough 

and rano 
The feeling to me has been gratifying beyond description. 

I never saw so much attendance - affection - and kindness in 
men, women, all. Whatever I said, was taken for gospel - no 
questions asked. When I deprecated in my speech the attempt 
by Church of B to revive religious discord - so far R. Catholicism, 
or 1%aynooth being thought of - there were general cheers. We 
had such an attendance at the Butts as I never saw before - or 
such a rally or procession afterwards 0.. The weather has been 
beautiful, intensely hot, and I have just come home, as if out 
of a warm bath. (2) 

Two Years later Geach died. Before he was buried the 'caucus' 

chose as their man Sir Joseph Paxton. (3) Henry Browett and J. S. 

Whitten, travelled to London, and received Paxton's acceptance of 

the candidacy after he had telegraphed the Duke of Devonshire and 

gained his support. Browett and Whittem then told him not to come 

to Coventry till they Gave him the word, since they had to consult 

with the dark blue (Ellicite) committee and go through the motions 

of considering other names in their own before rubber-stamping 
t 

Paxton's nomination. Paxton's assurances on the ballot and household I 

suffrage satisfied Browett and Whitten. But he hesitated over the 

question of triennial parliaments. 'Paxton thought 4 or 5 years 

as good or better than 2: S. W. said "Browetts damn the question"; 
both laughed and said it was of no moment. The fact is, that the 

(1) Coventry Standard 
,, 

25 June, 2 July. 9 JulYs 30 July 1852- 
National Library of Scotland; Ellice Papers, Joe. cit. 
(2) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers, loc. cit. 
(3) Already well known in Coventry: he designed the cemetery in 
1845- See G. F. Chadwick, The Works of Sir Joseph Paxton (London, 
1961), P- 54. 
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extreme men know they can carry no man of their genus, and no pure 

blackguard. 1(l) Paxton saw Parkes, taking a MS draft of his 

address, which on Parkes's advice he made less specific on the 

franchise question, to avoid arousing controversy among the liberals 

or opposition from the Tories. (2) Paxton's address was indeed 

perhaps the vaguest offered in the period (apart of course from 

some of Ellice's); it presented Paxton as a supporter of the 

Crimean War, and as a friend of Geach, of civil and religious 

liberty, of Free Trade, of franchise reform (left undefined) and 

of 'any measures for the improvement of the condition of the working 

classes'. (3) 

The liberals were united. The radical caucus approved the 

choice of Paxton on 5 November, and an open meeting of liberals 

in the Craven Arms three weeks later also didg unanimously; even 

Charles Dresser, the ribbon manufacturer and a staunch Ellicite 

old blue, favoured Paxton. (4) Ellice had feared the revival of 

old animosities in the liberal ranks, but now believed that 'the 

constituency was becoming more and more decided in politics - 

especially at the present moment, when the only subject that 

interests anybody, is the war'-(5) The city's Conservatives could 

not find either a candidate or solid grounds on which to attack 

Paxton. Wilmot had now dropped his attack on Corn Law repeal but 

was still beating the Anglican drum; the Church was in dangor, he 

alleged, from Roman Catholic and Jew, and the parliamentary 

admission oath must not be abolished. (6) In view of Ellice's 

(1) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Paperss E38/134 et seq, 
Joseph Parkes to Edward Ellice sen, 4 November 1854. See also ibid., 
E38/140 et seq, Parkes to Ellice, 8 November 1854. Further details 
of Paxton's contest were settled by Whittem and Browett with Parkes 
when they were returning from Geach's funeral in Parkes's brougham. 
(2) ibid., E38/141, Parkes to Ellice, 8 November 1854. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 17 November 1854. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 10 Novembers 1 December 1854. Sir F. Buxton, ý 
another aspirant for the radical seats was carefully got rid of. On 
visiting Coventry to spy out the land 'he was surrounded and caught 
by the button, by some of those dexterous hands who manage things 
without condescending to consult the electorates and by representa- 
tions more artful than true, was induced to leave the town without 
making any appeal to the constituency'. Coventry_Standard, 1 December, 
1854. 
(5) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers, E41/242, Edward 
Ellice sen. to Joseph Parkes, 9 November 1854. Ellice stayed in 
Scotland for the contest. He referred to Paxton as 'the Gardener' 
but added that 'He is a very good candidate of his class'. 

COVentry Standard'. 31 March 1854. 
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experience in the 1852 election the Tories were wise not to attempt 

to use this argument in 1854. They attacked instead the cost of 

his plans for National Education (though Paxton had not in fact 

spelled these out), his alleged lukewarmness over a Ten Hours Bill 

(though since he had not been an M. P. or spoken much about the 

question they had very little to Co on), the extortionate fee he 

had been paid for laying out Coventry cemetery (E, 300), and the 

iniquity perpetrated by some 'Radical Roughs ... compared with whom 
the Spanish Inquisition was a pure body' in breaking the windows 

of the Craven Arms while the Conservatives were meeting there. (l) 

Tory handbills argued that Coventry deserved a better man than one 

who had been knighted by the Czar in 1844, and who had merely the 

design of the Crystal Palace to his credit in England. But when 
Hubbard wrote to Wilmot that he was willing to stand if requisitioned, 

the Tory leaders came reluctantly to the conclusion that he could 

not win. They were even more sure that another aspirants Morgan 

Thomas, could not win, since he still believed in resuscitating the 

Corn Laws -a programme for which there was, as Wilmot admitted, 

absolutely no chance of support in Coventry. So Paxton alone was 

nominated - accompanied by Henry Browett, John Gordon, Charles 

Dresser and Edward Goode, showing the unity of liberal feeling 

and the only Tory success was in hitting Charles Dresser on the head 

afterwards with a savoy cabbage taken from a market stall. (2) 

The contest at the general election of 1857 was Ellice's 

triumph. Four other candidates stood: Paxton, John Mellor (a 

barrister on the Midland circuit who had previously stood for 

Warwick), Morgan Treherne (who as Morgan Thomas had stood for 

Coventry previously in 1835) and J. G. Phillimore. One chief point 

of controversy in the contest was the recent bombardment of Canton 

and Palmerston's attitude towards it. Ellice had supported 
Palmerston (though with reluctance) against Cobden's resolution; 
he said little in his address on other matters, announcing once 

again his support for civil and religious liberty and for the 

reduction of taxation. Paxton (backed by leading members of the 

Parliamentary and Financial Reform Association such as John Farnj 

(1) C. W. C.: Broadsides Collection, 'A Z10 Householder', To the 
Freemen and Electors of the City of Coventry, 27 November 1854; 
'Diogenes', Paxton and his Dark Sayings, with the Interpretation 
Thereof, 28 November 16,54'. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 24 November, 1 December, 8 December 1854. 
Coventry Herald, 6 December 1854,9 Narch 1855. After the election 
David Buckney was presented by his admirers with a gold watch to 
mark his retirement frog &ctive affairs in Coventry. CoventE2 9-t-andard, 22 December 15. 
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J. S. Whittem and W. H. Gardner) condemned Palmerston and supported 
Cobden's vote of censure unequivocally; he also argued for further 

franchise reforms, the ballot, full liberty of consciencel and a 

pruning of government expenditure. Nellor agreed with Paxton 

over everything except Palmerstonian diplomacyl which he completely 

supported: Mellor was brought forward by some members of the 

reform association who were annoyed with Paxton's voting for 

Cobden's resolution. Phillimore, the man supported by the Conserva- 

tive establishment of the city - R. K. Rotherham, Charles Woodcock, 

William Wilmotq George Eld - attacked the bombardment of Canton 

fiercely. Apart from that# he thought it necessary to say, a 
decade after the event, that he had been in favour of Corn Law 

repeal; he also favoured economical Government expenditure, the 

protection of the ancient rights of freemen (and in particular 
their franchise) and reforms, such as legal reforms, which avoided 
'all violent and organic changes in the framework of our constitution 

... I am, therefore, Conservative and Liberall. (l) Treherne 

issued an address of studied vagueness. 'You have been acquainted 

with me and my political principles for about a quarter of a century 

- they are in unison with those of the British Constitution. '(2) 

He had not in fact been near the city for twenty-two years but was 

generally regarded as a 'fine old i, ý'nglish gentlemang all of the 

olden times ... a reall Good old Tory of the old school'(3); he was 

against any extension of the franchise. (4) 

The one man whose return was certain was Ellice: many Conserva- 

tives had promised him one of their two votes. (5) Aged 76, 

suffering from arthritis and bronchitis, he campaigned with his 

daughter-in-law Katherine Jane Ellice(provided with a new dark-blue 

bonnet for the occasion). They arrived at Coventry Station on 
21 March: to be met by a crowd of 15,000 calling 'Here he is! 

there he is! here he comesIl There were 1hurras! Such a squeezing 

and pushingl. (6) The crowd accompanied them to T. B. Troughton's 
house, 'without one sign of beer, musicl or any other of the 

(1) Coventry Standard, 20 March 1857- 
(2) Coventry Herald, 27 March 1857- 
(3) Coventry Herald, 27 March, 2 April 1857. 
(4) Coventry Standardq 13 March, 20 March, 27 March 1857- 
Coventry Herald, 13 March, 20 March, 27 March 1857. 
(5) Coventry Standard 3 April 1857- Coventry Herald, 20 March 1857. 
(6) National Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers, E72/109 et seq, 
Katherine Jane Ellice's diary of the 1857 election. 
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arrangements, and excitements of other timesl. (l) Ellice 

immediately discussed with Trouehton and Dresser the line he should 

take in his speeches. They 'had no doubt we could carry Paxton, 

if I would say a word in his favour, thol if I kept it doubtful, 

and the other liberal, Mellorg remainedq the Tory would win'. So 

on Troughton's obtaining from Paxton a promise to moderate his 

radical words - 'that he would sin no more' - Ellice agreed to back 

him. (2) Thus in his first and leading speech he set the tone of 

his campaign: seeking to unite the liberal cause once more by 

deprecating the introduction of Palmerston's name as a divisive 

force (3), and by pointing out 

that we could only maintain power by holding together the 
most speculative radical, with the most prudent and cautious 
reformer ... If. on the other hand, we quarrelle6, or each 
man insisted upon his abstract hobby, the whole machine would 
tumble to pieces, like the French chamber and constitution 
from the same cause before the fall of L. Philippe. (4) 

There were kind words for the honesty and consistency of the Tories, 

and for their eventual support of liberal reforms - mingled with 

regret that they took so long to do so. Phillimore alone came in 

for outright attack, as a Peelite -a member of an unpractical, 

unprincipled, intriguing 'sect' that 'had only inherited the name 

of their great leader, having entirely cast to the winds his common 

sense and sagacity ... It argued very well here - Blues and Rads 

entirely satisfied - and the old Tories not displeased. 1(5) 

Jane Ellice watched him speak from a balcony opposite the Craven 

Arms, and saw a crowd, so tightly packed that if one person moved 

the whole swayed, listen with great attention - except for a little 

'Jeffreys and Barlowing', which 'jumping commotion in such a crowd' U. 

(1) Ellice Papers, E63/43 et seq, Edward Ellice sen. to Edward 
Ellice jun., 22 March 1857. 

(2) loc. cit. The Herald 
-, 
Is advice (20 March 1857) to men tempted 

to vote for Mellor was that, 'Like a billiard player, by striking 
Mellorg they put Phillimore into the pocket'. 

(3) NB Ellice Papers, E63/43 et seq: 'I tell the People, I did 

not adulate the character of Palmerston, except in the sense that 
he was for the time the champion ... of the Liberal party ... he 

stands by us in these times of trouble, and that we all owe him 

gratitude and adhesion, for the skill, constancy and courage, with 
which he has managed our affairs'. 

(4) loc. cit. 
(5) loc. cit. Ellice also taunted Phillimore with being a Puseyite 

- 'Phillimore is for convocation'. See also Coventry Standard, 27 
March 18579 reporting briefly that Ellice arg-u-ed---thaot-he and Paxton 
had differed, but not over principles, only over their application. 
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alarmed her. But it was a mild election, she was told. After- 

wards she accompanied Ellice to dye-houses, where he was 'rapturously 

received', Ford's Hospital, where he was 'hugUed to death by a lot 

of very old women', and the cemetery where 'a gardener who was 

working there came up. "I've got 2 votes. 2 votes for you. God 

bless you, and I wish I had 200.111(l) They met an old lady who 
fondly remembered Ellice's sustaining himself on apricot pies during 

the 1820 election. At Holy Trinity she heard Drake (for whom 
Ellice had just obtained the living) preach. At St. Michael's 

she saw the stained glass which Ellice had presented, and at St. 

Mary's Hall the painting by Lucca Giordano which (through the agency 

of Joseph Parkes)(2) Ellice had bought for and given to the city. 
During polling day they 'walked to all the polling booths, sat and 
listened to see how people were going to vote. It was almost 

always "Ellice and Paxton", sometimes a plumper for Elliceq but 

either way Father E would stretch out his hand to him and "Thank 

you, my man't. '(3) 

What Ellice called the 'Whig LeaCue to condemn Paxton' failed; 

by 2 p. m. on polling day Mellor was so far behind Ellice and Paxton 

that he retired from the poll, complaining, while 'the Tories, and 
their candidate Phillimore, cut a contemptible figure. It is said 
that the Carlton gave him 12500 to try his chance. They laid out 
their money badly. ' Phillimore also withdrew. (4) Even Treherne 

did better than he, with 599 votes, as against 356 for Phillimore. 

Mellor got 703, Paxton 2384, and Ellice 2830. The strength of the 

liberal ward organisation (to which rueful tribute was paid by the 

Standard) and of Ellice's appeal to the electorate, was shown by the 

fact that the great mass of electors - 2125 - voted for Ellice and 
Paxton. (5) 

(1) Ellice Papers, E72/109 et seq. 
(2) See Ellice Papers, E38/153, Joseph Parkes to Edward Ellice, 
4 August 1855. 
(3) Ellice Papers, E72/109 et seq. 
(4) Ellice Papers, E63/45 et seq, Edward Ellice sen. to Edward 
Ellice jun., 28 March 1857. Coventry Standard, 3 April 1857. 
(5) Coventry Herald, 9 April 1857. Coventry Standard, 3 April 1857. 
A Correct Copy of the Poll (Coventry, 1957 9 pp. 1 et-seq- 322 voted 
for Ellice and Mellor - the second largest 'Joint-voting, category. 
Ellice's sway over Tory electors is shown bý( the fact that while 129 
voted for him and Phillimore, and 54 for Ellice and Treherne, only 
124 voted for Treherne and Phillimore. Ellice and Paxton had 
separate executive committees but they worked together closely. In 
addition, the old blues (Eilicites) had a dense organisation of ward 
committees to undertake the routine work of getting out the vote and 
these workedhard for Paxton too. Coventry Standard, 3 April, 8 May 
1857. 
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As the state of the poll showed Ellice to be well in the 

lead, he, Jane Ellice, and Troughton in one carriage and Paxton 

in a second went in procession through the streets. 

, 
T4e streets were crammed with people, every window and balcony 

. Zilled with people waving blue veils, blue ribbons, blue hand- 
kerchiefs, little children with blue flags with IE. E. I. Here 

and there were pink ribbons for Paxton. We had weavers and 
dyers on the carriage who having I suppose heard Father E call 
me Janie pointed out everything to my notice. 'Look Jinny 
the Is the new blue flaG, and that's the old one, that we've 
fit many a good fight for. ' 'Ah Jinny you're true blue every 
inch of you. ' IkSend us your husband - we'll take young 14ed 

when the old lun goes. ' iLll these remarks were not so pleasant 
to hear but they meant it kindly! The whole way aloný.,, people - 
men, women and children - were pressing to shake Father Els 

poor tired hand which even bled from rouOh kindness - the women 
especially 'Edward-ed' near my face. 'I love the sight of him! 
I do - another one shake old friend - it may bethe last one. ' 
'Let me just touch his flesh once more' or 'Bless you air. May 
you wear a crown in heaven, you deserve it' - or 'Send us your 
son. We'll take the whole generation. ' And they grabbed hold 

of my hand too in the exuberance of their delight. At the 
*Black Horse' they brought us out a glass of beer to drink and 
'the chimnies' (sweeps) joined us - also drums and pipes 
playing 'Jeffreys and Barlow'. The people on our carriaGe 
singing 'Auld Lang Synel and calling 'Correct state of the poll 
- only 4,000 majority - Ellice for ever"I All this without 
any beer or treating of any sort - poor 

; 
eople ... Certainly 

the queen might have been jealous of Father Els reception today. 
It was very gratifying. (l) 

The 1859 election was another triumph for Ellice. Morgan 

Treherne stood again, declaring himself to be an independent 

Conservative. lie disliked Derby's current (and abortive) reform 

bill but was in favour of a moderate extension of the franchise 

that stopped far short of household suffrage; he promised to 

oppose any measure that disfranchised freemen by servitude. Paxton, 

the candidate of the Reform Association, was for household suffrage, 

the ballot, and triennial parliaments. Ellice favoured a 'liberal, 

and comprehensive, and at the same time, safe and prudent reforml. (2) 

He explained his position to a meeting in the Craven Arms. He 

favoured household suffrage as an eventual goal$ but it should be 

gained by easy and moderate stages 

(1) Ellice Papers, E72/113 et seq. Katherine Jane Ellice's 
diary. Her denial that treating took place isl however, counter- 
balanced by Treherne's bitter allegation that the liberal organisa- 
tion did continue it. Coventry Herald, 3 April 1857. 

(2) Ellice Papers, E12/54 et seq: To the Freenen and Electors 
of the City of Coventry (MS address), 5 April 1859. 
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[ýJ told the people they had little to exnect of Reform from 
his H of C- but the little was better than none for them - 

that any step taken in this riSht direction was so much Eained 
- and the further ones were also proceeded with, with Greater 
safety, when the last ones, had succeeded. I denounced the 
ballot boldly in answer to a question, and as I tliou,, 

--ht, 
to 

general satisfaction. (l) 

Thus once more there were strong differences of approach between 

Ellice and Paxton. But Edward Ellice junior, campaigning for his 

father, (2) asked nlainly for his father's supporters' second votes 

to go to Paxton. Paxton's, of course, also went to Ellice. As 

the disappointed Morgan Treherne afterwards complained: 'The Whig 

is a political Jesuit ... an infamous coalition was formed ... 
Ellice and Paxton'-(3) Ellice came top of the poll with 3107 

votes, Paxton second with 2409, Treherne last with 1928.2219 

voted for both liberals. A sign of Ellice's popularity in the 

constituency was his receiving the second votes of 739 supporters 

of Treherne; the Standard believed that 700 of them were really 

Tories at heart. (4) This was the last election Ellice fought. 

Much had changed since he had first contested the seat in 1820. 

The violence offered in 1859 was a pale shadow of that of forty 

years before. There was a mere fifteen minutes of 'Jeffreys and 

Barlowingl. (5) A crowd denounced by the Herald as the 'vilest 

scum of the district' threw cabbages, dead rats and rotten eggs 

during the nomination and broke several windows. The police were 

said to take the incident in good humour. (6) But unchanged was 

the ancient convention that liberal candidates were nominated jointly 

(1) Ellice Papers, E42/111 et seq, Edward Ellice sen. to Joseph 
Parkes, 1 May 1859. 

(2) Edward Ellice senior was by this time suffering very badly 
from gout and could not stand for long. He did not appear in 
Coventry till the campaign was almost over. 
(3) Coventry Standard ,6 May 1859. 

(4) loc. cit. Taunton's List of Polled and Unpolled Voters 
(Coventry, 1859). Treherne received 1172 plumpers, Eilice 149 and 
Paxton 173.1? voted for Paxton and Treherne. 

(5) Coventry Herald, 21 April 1859. 

(6) Coventry Herald, 6 May 1859. The Herald added that some of 
the cabbage-tbLrowers were Iblackguards from the surrounding districts' 
- striking colliers from pits at Wyken and Foleshill, protesting 
against radicals. Wyken colliery was owned jointly by J. S. Whittem 
and Paxton. They quarrelled over the dispute - Paxton wishing to 
settle the dispute by arbitration and Whittem not. There were riots 
in the colliery at the etid of April; to keep order the 4th Light 
Dragoons were sent from Coventry and 100 men of the 22nd Foot from 
Manchester; 100 county constables with cutlasses were also brought 
in. 

a 
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by middle-class and working-class electors, to show the unifying 

force of liberal sentiment. In 1859, Ellice was nominated by 

, -. bijah Hill Pears, the ribbon master, and one Trickett, a weaver, 

and Paxton by J ohn Guluon (silk-man) and Thomas lRead, again a 

weaver. (l) 

As they performed their ritual the weavers of the city were 

in the last sta, ý.,, es of their lonG campaign to impose the piece- 

work system, and its accompý, nying list of prices, on the factory 

masters. A few months later, in July 1859, the weavers won this 

campaign - with the assistance of some ribbon-masters with as 

great an interest as they in crippling the most efficient factory 

masters by the piece-work list. The weavers could have then been 

forCiven for regarding their long alliance with their masters in 

the liberal cause in politics as the reflection of a genuine 

identity of interest. But in one year more, catastrophic events 

were to expose and make active the latent conflict between masters 

and men in the ribbon trade - conflict for so long masked and 

postponed by fortunate economic circumstances, backward technology, 

and outmoded conventions of deference and paternalism. 

(1) Two militant weavers, one factory and one outdoor, bore this 
name. It is not clear which one nominated Paxton. For the 
election, see, in addition to the sources named, Coventry Standardq 
21 April, 29 April 1859. Coventry Herald,, 29 April 1659. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE FREEMEN'S RIGHT 

I 

The Enclosure of the Lammas Lands 

During the early nineteenth century the privilege which 
the freemen most jealously guarded was the right to pasture cattle 

on the 1,000 acres of Lammas and Michaelmas lands. They were 

under attack. Builders, and landowners wishing to disencumber 

agricultural land, nibbled at the edges, The prevention of these 

encroachments was the purpose of the annual ceremony of the Lammas 

riding; each Lammas day the chamberlains rode'the boundaries of 
the-lands, accompanied by parties, of interested freemen and some- 
times by a band. Encroachments were removed - such as the rope 

walk and saw pit discovered in a field at the top of Bishop Street 

in 1833- Afterwards, the chamberlains would give a dinner for 

leading freemen, and when in 1832 they decided to give money to. 

charity instead, some freemen organised 4 dinner themselves to 

mark the importance, of Lammas Day. (l) A more serious threat than 

piecemeal encroachment was posed by the repeated suggestion that 
the Lammas right should be extinguished org as it was usually put 
in the city, that the lands should be 'enclosed' (though in fact 

almost all the lands were already in siveralty ind there were hardly 

"y open fields near theýcity). (2) The proposal that the lands 

(1) Coventry Observerl, 29 August 1829. Coventr; K Herald, 17 

_Sýjtember 
1630t 19 

- 
August 1831,17 August 1052,16 August 1833- 

The Lammas riding continued throughout the period. 
(2)ý See, on this pointt Victoria County History of Warwickshiret 
viiit P. 199. 
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should be enclosed was natural, since they prevented the growth 

of the city on the west, and in places elsewhere. (l) The first 

serious suggestion for enclosure seems to have been made in 1810 

by James Crampt attorneyq by advertisements in the newspapers, 

The freemen met to express their irritation, passed resolutions 
declaring their intention to preserve them in their entirety, and 

elected a committee of forty-one to guard their interests. This 

met annually for several years - protesting against encroachments 

and proposals to enclose - and in 1813 produced its own plan for 

enclosuret which would have given the freemen one third of the 

lands in return for the extinction of the grazing right. This was 
turned downt partly because of the opposition of the weavers' 

committee*(2) Thereafter the committee was inactive. 

In the late 1820s the purchase of small pieces of Lammas land 

by the Holyhead Road commissioners for Telford's new road through 

the citY(3) entailed the extinction of the pasture right. The act 

of parliament authorising the purchase of the land empowered the 

commissioners to pay compensation for the extinction to a committee 

of named freement who had already been elected by a freemen's 

meeting. - It consisted of freemen of many degrees of wealtht with 
the powerful and affluent predominating: weavers William Fletcher 

and Isaac Johnson, the ribbon manufacturers William Bray, J. Twaites, 

John Robinson and Charles Lilly Ming of Spon')q the curriers John 

Whittem and George Osmond, the banker Robert Bunneyt the plumber 
Adie Cramp, the slaymaker Robert Brown, the watch manufacturer 

(1) See ibid. 9 p. 200, for a map of the lands, redrawn from the 
enclosure award of 1860, The map makes clear that the municipal 
commissioners, complaint that th 

,e 
Lammas lands totally prevented 

expansion everywhere was a vast exaggeration: The Report_of the 
Municipal Commissioners on ... Coventry,, p. 94. Prest, opo cit., 
pp. 21 et 8eq, is guilty of the same error, The map cited above 
shows that expansion in the south was also prevented by Cheylesmore 
Park (now the Memorial Park) owned by the Marquis of Hertfordl but 
that growth north and east was relatively unimpeded. The city grew 
much in these directions between 1830 and 1860 - e, g. the building 
of Hillfields and the areas traversed by the Foleshill and Stoney 
Stanton Roads. 
(2) Bodleian Library: MSS Top. Warwickshire C. 4 (1-Ts of willian 
Reader)j ff. 161 et seq; GoughAdd. Warwickshire b. 2 (William 
Reader's collection of broadsides)$ Lammas Grounds. At a very 
numerous meeting, 20 August 1810; To the Freemen of 
September 1810; Lammas Grounds: 

IReport of the -Ommittee, 11 March 
1811; To the Freemen of Coventry, 10 September 1 12; To the Freemen 
of-Coventry, 26 March 1813; To the Freemen of Coventry. 8 April 1813; 
To the Freemen of Coventry, 17 April 1813. 
(3) That is, the London Road to Much Park Street and the Holyhead 
road from Spon Street to Allesley, 

I 
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R. K. Rotherham and one man of unknown professiont Charles Oswin. (l) 

L468 was paid to this committee, which banked it. (2) A few years 
later a much greater amount of Lammas land was wanted by the London 

and Birmingham Railway Company. The act of parliament establishing 
the company(3) made no special provision for negotiation over the 

Lammas right, presumably owing to an oversight; but the committee 

of freemen remained in being informally to negotiate with the company 

- with some slight changes in personnel owing to deaths. The 

vacancies were apparently filled by co-optation according to the 

Holyhead Road Act, the new men being George Eld and J. S. Whittem 

junior. The committee negotiated with the railway, and got C1393 

for the Lammas land it used. (4) It also obtainedl through the 

efforts of John Carterl the addition to the second London and 
Birmingham railway bill of a clause empowering a general meeting of 
freemen to decide how to spend the Lammas land compensation money. (5) 

A general meeting decided in 1836 to appoint four trustees for 
the X1861 in the bank - Eldq Cramp, Osmond and William Mayo - and 
to keep in being the freemen's committee elected years before to 

negotiate with the Holyhead Road Commissioners. (6) The committee 

was however largely inactivel and the money stayed in the bank for 

seven years. In 1843 Eld and J. S. Whittem suggested that it 

should be used to provide pensions for aged freemen: as a result 
the Freements Seniority Fund was set up by a general meeting of 
freemen, with Eldl Whittem, R. K. Rotherham, and Abijah Hill Pears 
'(two Tories and two liberals) as its first trustees. The principal, 
amounting now with accrued interest to over L2000t was invested; 
from the interest a few aged freemen were to receive a pension of 

(1) Public and General Acts, 9 Geo. IV9 cap. 75, An Act for the 
further improvement of the road from London to Holyheadq clause 10. 
Wests Op. cit., P. 767. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 5 August 1836. 
(3) Local and Personal Acts, 3 and 4 William IV, cap. 36. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 3 October, 10 October 1834,5 August 1836. 
Whittem was the currier of that name prominent in liberal politics 
for many years after 1830- He and Eld replaced Charles Lilly and 
William Bray. 
(5). Coventry Herald, 24 April, 22 May, 18 September 1835, Local 
and Personal Acts, 

.5 and 6 William IV, cap. 56: An Act to enable 
the London and Birmingham Railway to extend and alter the lines of 
such Railway, and for other purposes relating theretol clause 14. 
Eld and Osmond were Tories, Cramp a liberalq and Mayo a leading 
Radical. I 

Coventry Heraldo 5 August 1836. 

k- 
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6s. a week. They were to be chosen by a committee of the trustees 

and many others deliberately appointed by the meeting to reflect 

all shades of political opinion and so to exclude all partiality 
from the choice of pensioners; thus Buckney and Taunton became 

members of the fund committee. Provision was made for regular 

re-election of the committee. (l) 

Meanwhile, fresh proposals for enclosure of the Lammas lands 

were made in leading articles in the newspapers from 1829 onwards 

- when, significantly, the growth of the city as a result of the boom 
in the mid-1820s focussed attention on the shortage of building land. 

It was argued that they would provide it - and, said the Obse 
' 
rver, 

particularly for the middle-classes. The owners of the Lammas lands 
had no incentive to improve them, while the grazing right was 

enjoyed by only those few freemen who owned cattle. Enclosure was 

commended as being of greater benefit to both the city and the 

freemen at large. (2) A general meeting of freemen unanimously 
declared in 1836 that they would be willing to negotiate enclosure. 
Some freemen shrewdly pointed out that compensation in freehold land 

would allow them to profit from future rises in the value of the 

land. (3) Others argued for compensation by chief rent - and at 
least one freeman wanted outright sale of their rights to the city 

so as to create a fund to build an asylum for aged freemen. (4) 

(1) Coventry Standard, 21 April 1843- Buckney was chairman of the 
Seniority Fund Committee in 1846. Further sums were added to the 
Seniority Fund in 1844 and 1847 because of the extinction of the 
Lammas right entailed in the building of Coventry cemetery and the 
Coventry and Nuneaton railway. Coventry Standard,, 6 February 1846, 
24 September, 1 October 1847,10 October 1651. The Seniority Fund 
still exists (1970) and 10s. a week is paid to some 30 aged freemen. 
A meeting of freemen in 1839 had proposed on William Taunton's 
suggestion that the compensation money should be used as a defence 
fund to protect the rights of freemen in the battle to enclose the 
Lammas lands. No more had been heard of this plan. Coventry 
Standard, 15 November 1839. 

(2) Coventry Observer, 29 August, 10 December 1829. Coventry 
Heraldq 29 August 1834,22 May 1835,5 August 1836, Coventry Standard, 
3 August 1838. After closely investigating the question, Thomas 
Bromfield put the number of freemen who owned cattle at only 200 - 
out-of 39200 freemen altogether; 80 non-freemen cattle-owners, he 
claimed, made use of the grazing right under cover of the 'fathering' 
provided by dishonest freemen. Coventry_Standard, 8 June 1838. In 
the same year the chamberlains ca7iculated that 229 freemen grazed 
349 cattle on the Lammas lands. Coventry Herald, 7 December 1838. 
(3) Covýntrj Herald, 5 August 1836, and the letters of 'Justus', 
'an old freeman' and Thomas Bromfield in ibid, 5 October, 26 October 
1832,20 April 1838, and Coventry Standard, 13 April 1838. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 21 September, 12 October 1832,12 August 1836: 
letters of 9a resident freemantj 'observer', and William Browett. 
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The, debate intensified in 1838. In June Bromfield and 
Browett denounced the lands bitterly in the town council, as 

obstacles to the city's expansion; their future was referred to 
the watch committee for consideration. (l) Shortly afterwards the 
Freemen's Committee(2) - with Eld, R. K. Rotherham and the two 
Whittems as leading members - called a meeting of freemen in the 
County Hall to discuss enclosure. A majority were in favour, 

provided that the freemen were given freehold land in compensation. 
David Buckney spoke vehemently in favour,, holding out a vision of 
the golden future awaiting the freemen: they could acquire the 

county franchise, and become steadily richer because their freehold 
land could be let out in short building leases at ground rents that 

could constantly be raised when the leases fell in. Eight freemen 

were added to the freemen's committee of thirteen to negotiate 

enclosure. (3) Oppositioii to the plan of enclosure came from 
freemen anxious to retain the Lammas lands And the grazing right; 
they had not previously been heard but were angry now. When the 
decision went against them they formed the Freemen's Protection 
Association, of which Thomas Paine, the reactionary Tory weaver of 
Well Street, was a leading member. He argued that there was plenty 
of land for building and that the Lammas lands were the only ancient 
privilege the freemen had leftl since 910 electors had been created 
to swamp the freemen and since 'all charities had been thrown open 
to foreigners and aliens' - to iien, that isq who had never lived in 
Coventry. The Freemen's Protection Association seems to have 

consisted of humble 'coirkeepers', and to have included no Coventry 

(1) Coventry Standard, 8 June 1838. 
(2) That is, the Freemen's Committee (with thirteen members) 
appointed to receive the Lammas land. compensation money from the 
Holyhead Road commissioners - though there had been some changes 
in personnel in the committee since that time; vacancies were 
filled by co-optation. 
(3)- The committee of twenty-one included many members of the 
city establishment: the dyehouse proprietor George Eld, the watch 
manufacturers R. K. Rotherham and Thomas Bromfield, the curriers 
J. 'and J. S. Whittem, the ribbon manufacturers Joseph Coleman, James 
Twaitesq John Sawbridge and John Robinsonj the slaymaker Thomas 
Browng and the tailors Richard Hands and William Weston. There 
was also at least one weaver - Isaac-Johnson. The callings of the other members cannot be traced and were presumably humble. 
Coventry_Standard, 3 August 1838. Westj OP- Cit-i PP- 767 et seq. 
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iiI, 1 11 notables. (l) 

The proprietors of the Lammas lands had formed a committee 
in 1836 to negotiate the terms of enclosure with the freemen. (2) 

This met the freemen's committee of twenty-one in St. Mary's Hall 

in August, and agreed on compensationlin kind'and to promote with 
the freemen a parliamentary bill for the extinction of the pasture 

right. (3) But rumours that the terms of enclosure agreed at the 

meeting were not fully fayourable to the freemen began to circulate 
in. the city: the result was a series of meetings of freemen in 

public houses which resolved that the committee of twenty-one had 

exceeded the mandate given to them at their election in July; the 

meetings of freemen now called on the committee not to proceed any 
further with the enclosure plan till it had been submitted to all 
freemen and gained their support. Thomas Paine and David Buckney 

were active in this populist movement, and William Wilmot was 

engaged as its solicitor. (4) William Browett spoke for it in the 

town councils voicing fears over Eld and company - 'whether, like 

the miller, they would grind the flours and only give the freemen 

the branl. (5) 

In March the introduction of the bill was imminent. William 

Taunton and David Buckney were the leading members of a committee 

of nine elected by a meeting in the Swan public house to watch over 
the interests of freemen during its passage and to fight for not 
less than one third of the Lammas land, at freehold tenures in 

compensation for enclosure. Thomas Paine arrived at the meeting 
drunk, shouted angrily his opposition to enclosure on any terms, 

and refused to serve on the committee. Pressure from the committee 

of nine led to a meeting at County Hall at which John Carter 

(acting for the committee of twenty-one) explained the terms of the 

(1) Coventry Standard, 3 August 1838. Paine's complaint about 
the charities was of course untrue. See also Coventry Herald, 21 
September 1838, for Buckney's letter defending the freemen's right 
to compensation in freehold-land and protesting against the argument 
that the Lammas land@ were the sole obstacle to the expansion of the 
city: this was also due to the Marquis of Hertford's Cheylesmore 
Park - entailed under an 'absurd and abominable rule,. 
(2) Coventry Heralds 26-August 1836. 
(3)' -Coventry Heralds 24 August, 9 November 1838. Coventry 
Standard, 24 August 1838. 
(4) Coventry Heralds 23 Novembers 7 December, 14 December 1838. 
Coventry Standards 23 November 1838. 
(5) Coventry Heralds 30 November 1838. 
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bill: it would provide for an annual rent-charge divisible among 

the freemen. Wilmot pointed out the unsatisfactory nature of 
this settlement% the rent-charge would be fixed and would not 

permit the freemen to take advantage of appreciation in the value 

of land. He insisted on one third of the landq at freehold. 

Carter offered to permit the views of the freemen to be taken 

after the first reading. Buckney's counter-motion was carried: 
that the bill should be immediately examined by the freemen and the 

meeting adjourned for one month so that their opinion might be 

taken. It was taken. It was entirely hostile to enclosure at 

less compensation than one third of the land. The committee of 
twenty-one and the committee of landowners agreed that the bill 

had to be dropped. The episode was a victory for the populist 
freemen's movement, against the establishment led by Eld. (l) 

Some months later a meeting of freemen in County Hall resolved, on 
Taunton's recommendation, that the E1861 received from the sale of 
Lammas land for the Holyhead Road'and the-railway should be used 

as a defence fund to protect the rights of the freemen in any future 

battle for enclosure. (2) 

(1) Coventry Standard, 8 March, 15 March, 19 April 1839. Apart 
from Buckney and Taunton, the committee of nine consisted of men 
otherwise quite unknown. The extent to which radical freemen 
could defend the peculiar privileges of their order was also shown 
in October 1842, when James Orange lectured in the city-to propose 
the setting up of a Coventry branch of his Labourers' and Artisans, 
Friend Society, which had as its chief aim the provision of allot- 
ments for working men. Starkey and Peter Hoy, two prominent 
Chartists, bitterly attacked the plan as likely to menace the Lammas 
and Michaelmas lands. They joined with the reactionary Tory Thomas 
Paine in an attempt to prevent the society being set up* They were 
defeatedl largely because of the efforts of Charles Bray, as much in 
favour of allotments as he was the enemy of the Lammas landse 
Coventry Heraldq and Coventry Standard, 7 October 1842. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 15 November 1839i. The money, howeverg was 
not so used. There was one other successful protection of their 
rights by freemen at this time. Joseph Ligginsq a miller at Whitley, 
put up a wall round a small piece of Lammas land near Whitley Common. 
The fence was noticed at the Lammas riding in 1838, and protest made, 
but it remained a year later. About 200 freemen demolished it. 
Six were charged at Coventry magistrates', court with demolishing the 
wall and creating a riot. John Carter appeared for Liggins, William 
Wilmot for the freemen. The magistrates dismissed the case. Coventry 
Herald, 17 August 1838. Coventry Standard,, 16 August, 6 September 
733-9. Liggins immediately laid an-information at Warwick against the 
demolishers for riotous assembly and described them as 'Chartists'; 
this annoyed Wilmot intensely. The town clerk of Coventry brought 
a concurrent action against Liggins for encroachment. At Warwick 
Assizes the prosecution admitted the injustice of describing the 
demolishing freemen as Chartists; they were bound over to keep the 
peace. The cityfs-; ýaction against Liggins was dropped. Wilmot's 
costs as defence solicitor were met by collections in Coventry public 
houses. Coventry Standardq 14 August, 21 August 1840, Three years 

cont ... 
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This came a few years later. Charles Bray saw the Lammas 

lands as a useless anachronism constricting the city's growth and 
'preventing the growth of a suburban population and the higher 

public opinion dependent upon itl. (l) They could provide not only 
building land but also allotments for artisans - his favourite - 

remedy for urban poverty - and pleasure grounds for the city as a 

wholel where families could $enjoy themselves under the shade of 
the evergreensl, (2) In the autiimn of 1843 Bray worked out a plan 
for the enclosure of the lands. The freemen were to receive, in 

compensation for their pasture rightq a proportion not of the lands 

but of their current market value - the value, of one third of the 

Lammas land and one quarter of the Michaelmas land. Part of this 

money would go directly into the Freemen's Seniority Fund and part 

would be used to buy about 100, acres of land to provide quarter- 

acre allotments for freemen and other land for country houses and 

gardens for richer freemen. These would be let at economic rents 

of U for the allotments and L10 for the houses a year, and the 

rentals would be paid into the seniority fund, Thus augmented, 
the seniority fund would yield more pensions and the endowment for 

a new school where freemen's sons might receive a practical education. 
The plan was commended by the committee of the Freemen's Seniority 
Fund, by William Taunton and J. S. Whittemg and by David Buckney, 

who found it as hard to be consistent over the enclosure of the 
Lammas lands as he did over Corn Law repeal. Copious details of 
the plan (intended to form the basis of a parliamentary bill) were 
printed and taken round all ten wards by paid agentat who succeeded 
in gaining the signatures in support of a majority of the, freemen. 

In January the town council at Bray's request took over the promotion 

of the bill to enclose on Bray's plan. (3) 

(2) cont. 
later Liggins had rebuilt his wall and freemen again demolished it. 
Charles Woodcock - another Tory - appeared for the freemen and 
succeeded in getting the case dismissed. In 1844 the freemen found 
at the Lammas riding that the wall had been rebuilt yet again and 
demolished it. At Coventry Quarter Sessions the chairman summed up 
in favour of the freemen, and the jury acquitted them, to loud cheers 
from freemen present in the court. Coventry Standard, 18 August 1843, 
16 August, 23 August, 18 October 18417-. Liggins re'rujit the wall but 
when it was once again demolished, on Lammas Day 1845t those respon- 
sible were not prosecuted. ibid., 15 August 1845. 

(1) Charles Brayq Phases of Opinion and Experience, p. 83- 
(2) Coventry Standardt 17 November 18439 Charles Bray's letter* 
(3) Coventry_Standard 1 December, 8 December, 15 December, 22 
Decemberg 29 December 

N43v. 5 January, 12 January, 19 January 1844. 
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But opposition developed, encouraged by Wilmot and Paine - 

who was still against enclosure altogether, but believed that 'if 

change must be made, let us have bona fide land for landl. (l) 

At the end of 1843 and the beginning of 1844 meetings of freemen in 

public houses throughout the city were told of the full implications 

of the scheme to which many had blithely signed their names. The 

meetings now turned it down. David Buckney was the most prominent 
freemen to change his mind - provoking the anger of Charles Bray as 

a result. A. majority of freemen were eager to have enclosure in 

return for compensation in land(2) - one third of the Lammas and one 

quarter of the Michaelmas being the proportion expected: with this 

amount of land on building leases - whose value would appreciate as 

the city grew - Wilmot believed that one third of the freemen (or 

100 times more than received pensions from the seniority fund at 

that time) would eventually be supported in old age. One argument 

advanced against compensation in land was that to give the freemen 

portions of the land of each proprietor would mean that their plots 

would be small and scattered; Wilmot and freemen correspondents in 

the press pointed out that in fact the freemen could be given sizeable 

plots at the junction of each proprietor's fields. In contrast, 
the bill proposed by Bray and the town council merely gave the 

freemen the right to spend part of their compensation money scrambling 
in the market to buy land - land which the freemen's liberty to lot 

out on building leases was in any case doubtful under the terms of 
the bill. A crowning insult was that Bray proposed at first that 

the freemen should receive money compensation based on the commonable 

value of the Lammas and Michaelmas land, which was, as freemen 

shrewdly pointed out9 much less than the value it would have as 
land in severalty the day after. Bray and the town council conceded 
this last point but no other: the bill as published in February 

provided for compensation at the'severalty value but retained the 

other features. (3) 

W Coventry Standard, 18 August, 8 December, Z9 December 1843, 
letters of Thomas Paine. 
(2) 300 freemeng including Thomas Painet remained opposed to 
enclosure on any terms. Coventry Standardl 15 March 1844. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 24 Novemberg 1 December, 15 December, 29 
December 1843,12 January, 19 Januaryg 26 January, 2 February, 9 
February, 16 February* 1 March, 8 Marchq 15 March, 12 April, 10 May 
1844. One of Paine's bitter complaints against Bray was that he 
was not even a freeman. A more common argument among Tory freemen 
was that the enclosure plan was a liberal plot: 'the same jealousy 
that would have deprived you of your franchise is now working to 
prevent your acquiring further influence by the Possession of what 

cont 
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The freemen fought the bill all the way. Meetings elected 
thirteen delegates to head the opposition; they were all humble 

men, not otherwise prominent in the city's affairs. (l) In the 
town council Buckney argued vainly that agreement between freemen 

and landowners should precede submission of the bill; this would 
have meant in effect the landowners' conceding compensation in 
land. Wilmot and John Warden (the Chartist plumber) voted against 
the motion in February to petition Parliament for leave to introduce 
the bill. When the bill was published, Wilmot and Buckney presented 
a memorial against it whose 1700 signatures had been collected by 
the thirteen delegates -a memorial which formed the ground of a 
petition to the House of Commons against the bill in Aprill after 
its first reading. Wilmot, Buckney and two other councillors were 
the minority voting for the dropping of the bill in May. (2) In 
the same week9 however, Ellice and Williamag pressed hard by Wilmot 

and the freemeng wrote to say that they believed that the freemen 

ought to be given compensation in land, as the freemen of Nottingham 
had been in a recent parallel case; they pressed Sir James Graham 

and brought him to agree to this principle being included in the 
bill. The mayorl J. S. Whittemq saw the Speaker, who told him that 
the bill would founder unless land were given. The town council 
agreed that compensation in land should be written into the bill in 

committee. The problem was now the sixty landowners involved. 
They had been uneasy about the amount of compensation money offered 
by the bill and had agreed to it in the first place only on condition 
that it Passed without modification -a reservation called 'a novel 
constitutional doctrine' by the Standard, (3) They were now most 
reluctant to offer land, certainly in the proportions expected. (4) 
(3) cont 
fairly b; longs to you'. ibid., 8 March 1844j letter of a 'freeman 
critique'. A meeting in March to consider the grievances of Ireland 
the audience consisted of the dissenting and Roman Catholic clergy and 
the leading liberalsq who were addressed by O'Connell - was interrup- 
ted by members of the White Horse operative Conservative Association, 
led by William Bourne, The police had to restore order. When 
reproved by the editor of the Herald 

, 
Bourne replied, 'As to my being a 11 

Tory agent, I am quite at liberty to please myself as he has to be the 
gutter for the vomitings of the popularity-hunting partisans of Dan, 
the one-sided political economising Anti-Corn Law League, or the Lmnas 
land plunderers of Coventry'. Coventry Standard, 22 March, 29 March 
1844. 
(1), 

* 
They are named in Coventry Standard,, 15 March 1844. Only five 

can be traced in Lascel s1s, comprehensive Directory: they were first. 
hand journeymen weavers with three or more 00-mas in their homes. 
Another was William Bournel the Operative Conservative rabble-rouser. (2) Coventry Standardq 12 January, 23 February, 15 March, 10 May 1844. 
journals of the House of Commons, xcix (1844)9 PP- 130* 222. Parlia- 
mentary Debateal third series, lxxiii (1844), p. 989* Lord Worsley introduced the bill on 14 March, 
(3) Coventry Standardq 15 March, 10 May, 17 May, 24 May 1844. (4) ibid., 24 May 1844. 
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The freemen stuck out for *a third and a quarter', and wrote 
to Ellice asking him to oppose the second reading because the land- 

owners would not agree to these terms and the freemen feared that 

the town council might in consequence fail to support them. They 

refused to listen to Ellice's counter-proposal that the bill might 

still be altered favourably in committee; Ellice and Williams 

agreed to oppose the second reading. They and Stratford Dugdale 

(member for North Warwickshire) arranged a meeting of all parties 

in Dugdale's London house: Whittem and Troughton (the town clerk) 

for the corporation, Wilmot and two of the thirteen for the freemen, 

Eld, Charles Woodcock and John Carter for the landowners, and the 

three M. P, s. The M. P. s pressed hard to get the landowners to agree 

to compensation in land, at the freemen's proportions. Carter and 

Woodcock refused. Eldq torn by a conflict between his loyalty to 

the freemen's ancient privileges and his self-interest, said nothing. 

There was deadlock. The M, P. s advised that the bill should be 

dropped: the town council did so in June, and it thus did not reach 

a second reading. (1) The freemen celebrated by passing resolutions 

of thanks to those who had helped them to gain the victory. 

We. as a body, are poor men. It is true that some possess 
affluence and influence. A few of these, to their honour be 
it spokeng are with us; but the majority of such is with the 
side that is against us ... We have to contend with influence, 
power, and wealth combinedl for the purpose of oppressing us, 
invading our rights, and cramping our energies. (2) 

At the Lammas riding in August the Coventry Band led a procession 

of freemen round the boundaries while two men carried banners 

inscribed 'Freemens be not like Esauq to sell your birthright for a 

(1) ibid. 9 31 May, 7 June (quoting correspondence between Ellice 
and the committee of thirteen)l 14 June, 21 June, 28 June 1844* Eld' 
and Woodcock were the only members of the council who owned Lammas 
or Michaelmas land. ibid., 17 May 1844. 
(2) ibid., 28 June 1844. NB the comment of Charles Brays Phases 
of Opinion, p. 83- After the initial signatures to his proposal 
'we were doomed to have an illustration of the fickleness of public 
opinion. The few whose interests were opposed to the enclosure, 
backed by a clever lawyers persuaded their fellow Freemen that they 
were about to be robbed, and that I was in the interest of the 
landowner. ' Thomas Paine's comment was that 'I firmly believe the 
lawyers, delegates, and landowners ran in one harness to gallop away 
with the envious prize of the Lammas and Commonss could they have 
come to terms, and not have been opposed by us 700 freemen, who were 
determined not to have any alteration'. Wilmot was the only promin- 
ent citizen for whom Paine had any time: he fully earned, said 
Painel his fees of C512 to defend the freemen's case. CoventEZ 
Standards 3 October 1845. Other freemen - and chiefly William Taunton 
and David Buckney - thought Wilmot charged too much and were denounced 
by Paine as 'demagogues and radicals'. ibid., 24 Octobers 31 
October 1845. 

L- 
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mess of pottagel. (l) 

This was the last attempt for some years to enclose the Lammas 

lands: despite the fact that the question of public health in the 

city was much, debated in the mid-1840s and that the Lammas lands 

were often blamed for disease. (2) The freemen vigilantly guarded 
the lands against enclosure and infringement. Lord Lincoln's bill 

of 1845, which would have made the enclosure of common lands a 

simpler matter, aroused the opposition of Thomas Paine and his 

friends9 who petitioned against it-(3) More intense opposition, was 

aroused by the corporation's giving a small piece of common land 

in the Butts to the Church of England as a site for St. Thomas's 

church in 1845. The gift was decided on in the town council only 

after acrimonious debate, and opposition to it on religious grounds 
from dissenters such as Dairid Buckney and William Browett. The 

land belonged to the corporation. (4) Thomas Paine claimed that it 

was common, and thus belonged to the freemen; he hastened to add 
that he was eager to help the Church of England in its fight against 
'idolatrous Romanism, Atheism and Infidelity', but not at the expense 

of freemen's land. He threatened to tear up the stakes and fill 

up the trenches as soon as the land was measured out. (5) The 

(1) Coventry Standard, 16 August 1644. 
(2) The inadequate and overcrowded housing, burial grounds9 drainage,: ý 
sewerage, street cleaning and water supply of the city were all con- 
demned as responsible for the city's high mortality in P. P.: ýlq 
H-C- (1845), xviii: Appendixg Part-III to Second Re2ort of the 
Commissioners for Enquiry into the State of Large Towns, PP - 258 et 
seq. The report blamed the Lammas lands for much of the overcrow ding: 
$the Lammas grounds have cramped the city, and forced the poorer 
inhabitants into those lanes, courts, and alloys to languish out 
their brief and unhappy existence$. p. 262. In an accompanying 
report the town council recommended the enclosure of the Lammas lands, 
The need to enclose the Lammas lands, once again held accountable for 
overcrowding, was emphasised by William Ranger, Report to the General 
Board of Health ... into the ... SanitarZ Conditions of the Inhabi- 
tants of the City of Coventry (Londong 1649), p. 10: 'at present the 
city is literally hidebound', Letters in reply in the Coventry 
Standard, 29 June, 13 July 1849 pointed out that there was plenty Of 
building land to the eastq north-east and south-east of the city and 
that thus the city was not hidebound by the Lammas lands. They go on 
to attack Ranger's alleged scare-mongering about the sanitary state 
of the city and to express opposition to 'expensive' public-health 
schemes* This was the attitude that Wilmot expressed in the local 
board of health. He also objected strongly to Ranger's suggestion 
that when the Lammas lands were enclosed part should become a park 
open to the general public: this would have infringed the special 
privileges of the freemen. ibid., 20 July 1849. W. Ranger, op. cit., 
p. 20. 
(3) Coventry Standards 13 June, 11 July 1845. Journals of the House 
of Commons 

't 
C (1845)9 P- 700. The bill became law On-F August: 8 

and 9 Viet, cap. 118: An Act to facilitate the Inclosure an_ d Improve- 
ment of Lands held in Common ... This was the act under which the 
Lammas lands were in due Course enclosed. 
(4) Coventry Standards 16 May, 4 July 1845 

L (9) ibid.. 16 July 1845. 
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Freemen's Protection Association sent memorials to the Treasury 

and the Rector of St. John's (the parish concerned) protesting 

against the alleged illegality of the corporation's action; the 

land had for years been used for the *recreation and sanitary 
improvement of the inhabitantsl. (l) 'The Treasury, however, 

decided that the corporation's act was legalt and refused any 
further enquiry into the matter even when approached by the committee 
of the Freemen's Seniority Fund. (2) The land was transferred to 

the church by the town council, though Buckneyq a late convert to 

the FPA's caseq argued that it belonged to the freemen and moved$ 

unsuccessfully, that the corporate seal should not be placed on 
the conveyance. (3) The Freemen'sProtection Association then sent 
a memorial to the Bishop of Worcester alleging that the land 

proposed for his new church was freemen's property; the bishop 

merely acknowledged receipt and the matter was then dropped. (4) 

The Freemen's Protection Association was more successful in 

its battle with the town council a few years later. Before 1836 

the dues paid by the owners of unmarked cattle found on the common 
lands by the chamberlains had been pai&into charities after the 

chamberlains' salaries had been defrayed. After 1836 the surplus 

was paid into the borough fund* Thomas Paine seems not to have 
become aware of this fact until 1851. In September of that year 
the FPA decided to press the town council to pay the surplus into 

the seniority fund: meetings of freemen were held in the ten 

ancient wards of the city to collect signatures for a petition to 

the council. (5) The petitions were presented'in October by William 

Wilmots who urged that the money should be paid into the seniority 
fund. J. S. Whittem and George Eld argued that the Municipal 

(1) ibid. 9 8 August 1845. Note the FPAts shrewd reference to 
current jargon. 
(2) ibid. $ 20 March, 24 April, 5 June 1846. 
(3) ibid,, 10 July 1846. 
(4) ibid., 19 March 1847. The church was consecrated in 1849. 
Thomas Paine also complained bitterly that the new Roman Catholic 
chapel in Hill Street (St. Osburg's) encroached on Lammas land, that 
the corporation was taking sand from the Windmill rield (another 
piece of Lammas) for the new waterworksq and that the new reservoir 
at Radford was built partly on Lammas land. Wilmot joined him in 
this last complaint* None of these complaints seems to have been 
justified. Coventry Standard, 7 August, 20 November 1846. See 
also Paine's letter in ibid., 23 November 18499 expressing the FPils 
determination to resist infringements. 

Coventry Standardf 29 August, 5 September$ 12 September 1851- 

L- 
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Corporations Act gave such monies to the corporation and that any 

surplus should be spent on improving the commons. The law was 

obscure. Some councillors argued that counsel's opinion should 
be taken. A prompt decision was however encouraged by the crowd 

of freemen in the public seats who called out, as Whittem spoke, 
'His death warrant is signed ... He is going out . *. He shall 

not get in again'. Wilmot's motion was agreed by 24 votes to 13. (l) 

,, 
The essential question remained: how was the ever-increasing 

pressure on the Lammas lands to be met and what was to be their 

future? William Wilmot urged the freemen to agree to the extinction 

of the grazing right in return for compensation in land, which when 
let out on building leases would keep many aged freemen in comfort. (2) 

Most freemen agreed with him, as was shown by the discussion at the 

meeting, of 600 freemen in May 1849, called to debate the bill 

introduced into the Lords by the Earl of Carlisle to permit the 

easier enclosure of freemen's lands in the English boroughs. (3) 

Leading freemen such as Benjamin Poole and David Buckney welcomed 

(1) 
, 
Coventry Standard,, 24 October 1851. Next June Paine turned 

to another grievance. The toll paid by stallholders who took plots 
on Greyfriars Green during the Great Fair had always been paid to the 
corporation. Paine argued that the freemen ought to be compensated 
by part of the tolls for the destruction of their herbage on the 
green by the press of fair-goers. He hinted that unless some 'com- 
pensation' were paid into the seniority fund the freemen might create 
widespread confusion at the fair, by exercising their legal right to 
place in the pinfold any horse or carriage found on the green without 
the chamberlain's mark. As preparations were being made for the 
fair, Paine led. a party of freemen onto the green and chased off the 
workmen laying gas-pipes and setting up stalls. A special meeting 
of the town council was hurriedly called and decided to hold the fair 
not on the green but on small plots of land all over the city. But 
in the night some stallholders and a circusq ignorant of the change 
of plan, set up on Greyfriars Green. In the morning another meeting 
of the council was held. The circus and the stalls could not be 
removed without a breach of the peace. Wilmot said, 'Who, I would 
like to know, would undertake to remove the wild beasts? '. The 
council agreed to hold the fair on the green and to pay Z25 (one- 
third of the toll-money) into the seniority fund to keep Paine's men 
quiet. Coventry Standard, 11 June 1852. The corporation paid X25- 
into the seniority fund on the occasion of each great fair thereafter 
as recompense for the destruction of grass-on Greyfriars Green. 
ibid., 11 August 1854,23 January 1857* The Coventry Standard 
pointed out that in fact no grass'ever grew on Greyfriars Green: 
20 January 1854. 
(2) Coventry Standards 17 August 1849,15 August 1851. 
(3) The bill - the Freemen's Land Bill P. P.: H. L. 101 (1849) 
empowered freemen of English"boroughs to appoint 'Land Wardens' to 
administer their lands9 and their pasturing and cultivation, and to 
negotite the extinction of freemen's commonable rights upon them if 
requested by two-thirds of the freemen present at a meeting, 

E 
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the bill, with reservations. William Bourne and Thomas Paine 

put the FPA's point of view - that all plans for enclosure should 
be fought and the lands preserved for cattle for ever. (l) Their 

arguments were rejected, and the committee of the seniority fund 
(as the most reputable and permanent body representing the freemen) 

was empowered to support the bill and gain alterations in it where 
necessary. (2) The bill was in the event withdrawn(3). but the 
issue remained, and was discussed again in 1852 at a meeting called 
by-the committee of the seniority fund to consider a request put 
to it by Joseph Webb that he should be allowed to open a quarry on 
Lammas land near Naul's Mill in return for compensation to be paid 
into the seniority fund. Once again Paine argued that no permanent 
infringements should be allowed and that the lands should remain 
open for pasture for ever, David Buckney and John Steane took the 

view with which the majority agreed - that there were only 150 
bona fide cattle keepers out of 4,000 freemen and thatl if compen- 
sation was not taken, infringements would continue in any case: 
the pressure was irresistible. The committee of the seniority 
fund was empowered to negotiate. (4) 

(1) It should be noted that even if the Lammas lands had been 
enclosed the 200 acres of common would still have been available for 
pasture: their enclosure was not at any time proposed. Thus the 
council committee that wrote to the Commissioners of Inquiry into 
the State of Large Towns and Populous Districts in 1843 on the subject 
wished the Lammas lands to be enclosed and the commons improved for 
the pasturage of cattle. See P. P.: [610] H. C. (1845) xviii: Appendix 
to the Second Report of the Commission-e_r_s__.. * p. 265, letter of 
Joseph Newton. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 1 June 1849. See also Paine's letter in 
ibid. 9 27 July 16499 bitterly attacking the bill as a-proposal to 
sweep away 'every ancientl hallowed and vested right' and deprive 
the freemen of the land they needed for good health. It was referred 
to a select committee of the Lords after its second reading. 
(3) Journals of the House of Lords, lxxxi (1849), p. 242. Coventry 
Standard, 27 July 1849. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 13 August 1852. The seniority fund commit- 
tee t took charge of negotiations with all who wished to effect 
infringements of the pasture right legally, sitting weekly for this 
purpose during the grazing season. By the end of 1852 it had gained 
932 for the seniority fund in compensation. ibid., 27 August, 3 
Septemberg 15 Octoberl 22 Octoberl 10 December 1852,7 January 1853. 
The seniority fund committee gained another Z43 compensation for 
infringements in 1854, and in return there were no demolitions at the 
Lammas riding that yearl as there had been in 1853. ibid., 18 
August 1854. Even some of the freemen cattle-owners themselves 
believed that the enclosure of the Lammas lands, in exchange for 
portions of them given over to permanent pasture, would be preferable to the existing privilege of wide pasturage for merely that part of the year when the grass was thinnest - especially since spring and 
summer pasture was so expensive in the city, See ibid,, 17 September 
1847, letter of a $Freeman and Cowkeeper'. W*H* Gardner also pointed 

cont ooe 
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,ý The extent of the pressure on the Lammas lands in these 

years of growing prosperity and expansion in Coventryq the determina- 

tion of some freemen to resist encroachments for which compensation 
had not been paid, and above all-the advantages which would accrue 
to the freemen if they and the proprietors co-operatedg were all 

shown at the Lammas Riding of 1853. A large body of freemen 

demolished new and uncovenanted walls and fences at Naulls Mill, 

Bishopgate and Chapelfields - the last being part of a house that 

transgressed the boundary of Hearsall Common by several inches. (l) 

Within months meetings of the freemen had decidedl against the 

repeated opposition of Paine's small group of reactionaries, to 

work for a private act of parliament allowing them to treat with 
individual proprietors of the lands for the extinction of the grazing 

right in return for at least one third of the Lammas and one quarter 

of the Michaelmas. Thus most freemen agreed with John Steane: 

'His idea was in favour of what he would not hesitate to call 

conservative reform (Cheers)'. (2) A committee of thirteen freemen 

was elected to carry this plan into effect; its secretary and 
leading spirit was Nathaniel Poole, almost certainly a first-hand 

ribbon weaver with perhaps two-looms. (3) 

Collections were madeq and Wilmot of course engaged as 

solicitor. Many obstacles stood in the way. Least important 

was the Freemen's Protection Association; Paine was met derisively 

with cries of 'Pig-and Whistle' (the public house where the associa- 
tion met) when at a large meeting in January he argued once more for 
(4) cont. 
out that the 200 acres of commons were 'more gorse than grass's were 
swampy and unfenced and that many, cattle were lost. ibid., 13 August 
18529 letter. 
(1) Coventry Standards 19 August 1853. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 14 Octobers 21 October, 4 November, 23 
December 1853. The freemen also declared their willingness to 
accept, in lieu of the actual lands one-third and one-quarter of 
the clear annual rents of the lands, the amount to be freshly 
determined at least every few years to give them the benefit of 
appreciations in value. No more was heard of this idea. C. W. C.: 
Pamphlets Collection, IS. F. C. I. An Authentic Record of the Principal 
Facts, Dates of Meetings, and-other Proceedings connected with the 
Inclosure ... (Coventry, 1859), p. 
(3) ibid., 4 November 1853. This committee was afterwards called 
the Freemen's Committee. Poole lived in Nelson Street (ibid., 
16 December-1853) which consists of small houses with engine-loom 
shops over; but he is not listed in Lascelle's Directoryg which 
records only those first-hands with three or more looms. In 1860 
Poole was a member of the Executive Committee of the Ribbon Weavers' 
Association. 
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the continuance of the grazing right; only five or six freemen - 
far fewer than a decade before - now agreed with him. Disposed of 

with equal ease was the suggestion that the land allotted to the 

freemen should go to that fashionable amenity, a park for the general 

public. The same meeting passed unanimously a resolution to the 

effect that the freemen's land was to be used for the benefit of 
the freemen alone. (l) Much more serious was the reluctance of the 
fifty or so proprietors of the Lammas lands to offer land in c6mpen- 

sation - and in particular, the desire of the trustees of Sir Thomas 

White's charity (who were investing much of the vast unspent income 

of the loan-fund in Lammas land)(2) to give no more than a fixed 

rent-charge. The January meeting passed unanimously a resolution 
declaring their willingness to negotiate for land only. (3) When 

asked for his advice by Nathaniel Poole, Edward Ellice pointed out 
that the passage of a private bill would be difficult, since the 

House of Commons was prejudiced against freemen and since there was 

now no institution that could legally act for all the freemen in 

parliamentary proceedings as the old corporation once had, (4) 

The refusal of the great majority of the owners of Lammas land 

to support a move for a private bill was another hazard. Thus 

though when circularised most of the freemen agreed to promote one, 
and the town council (when asked by Wilmot) gave the plan its 

unanimous blessing, (5) Wilmot and Poole advised a meeting of freemen 

(1) At the annual general meeting of the friends of the Coventry 
and Warwickshire Hospital a year later, Wilmot made great play with 
the generous willingness of the freemen to give up 'three or four 
acres' of their expected allotment of Lammas land for the desperately 
needed site for a new hospital, 'though it would benefit the public 
quite as much as themselves'. Coventry Standard, 26 January 1855. 
(2) For this matter, see Section II of this chapter, 
(3) Coventry Standard, 6 January, 13 January, 27 January, 17 March 
1854. See also William Wilmot's letterl ibid., 3 February 1854, 
warning against the acceptance. of anything but land and arguing that 
the profits of short building leases on the freemen's land should go 
to augment the seniority fund. 
(4) Coventry Standard 

,9 
27 January 1854, letter of Edward Ellice. 

(5) Wilmot made clear, howeverg that he was torn between his 
ddsire to augment the freemen's seniority fund and his dislike of 
the prospect of urban growth (on the enclosed Lammas lands) that 
would produce the extra cash: the did not think it an advantage 
that towns should increase in size, as regards the comforts of the 
poor, for the more they congregated together the more competition 
there was amongst them, and the more miserys poverty and depravity'. 
Coventry Standard, 11 August 1854. 
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in November that they should instead applyl with landowners who 

agreed, for the extinction of the pasture right by government 

commissioner under the General Enclosure Act. Sufficient landowners, 

thought Wilmot, would be willing to apply for a commissioner: and 

though he might award smaller proportions than the third of the 

Lammas and the quarter of the Michaelmas that the freemen wanted his 

decision would still have to be accepted by two thirds of the 

freemen. (l) The meeting defeated the usual motion from the FPA 

that the grazing right should remain (only twelve voted for it), 

passed by a large majority one moved by Nathaniel Poole calling for 

'a third and a quarter's and agreed to apply for a commissioner. (2) 

The owners of at least one third of the land had under the 

act to request the appointment of a commissioner. More than this 

proportion was attained by May 1855; the owners of 493 acres (or 

almost half the Lammas land) had signed. They included the trustees 

of Sir Thomas White's charity (who owned 250 acres), the Marquis of 

Hertford, and Coventrians such as George Eldl Charles Brays William 

Royle and the Wyley and Rotherham families. They also included 

the corporations who owned about thirty acres and who alone among 

the proprietors agreed to give the freemen the one third allotment 
they asked for, (3) The assistant enclosure commissioner, J. J. 

Rawlinsonj came to the city in June, circumvented with Wilmot's 

help an attempt by the solicitor of the FPA to have the proceedings 
declared illegals and began negotiations with the proprietors. 

They were now at last prepared to agree to give lands not moneys in 

compensation, but declined to give the proportions asked for. 

Rawlinson stressed to a large meeting of freemen the desirability 

of their reaching agreement with the landowners before he issued a 

provisional orders and of their being willing to come some way to 

(1) Under clause 25 of the act, 8 and 9 Vict. 9 cap. 118, application 
for enclosure had to be made to the commissioners by the owners of 
at least one-third in value of the lands in questiont for the enclo- 
sure to be carried out. The essential work was to be done by an 
assistant commissionerl who by clause 26 had to submit to the 
commissioners the terms of the scheme he devised. By clause 27 
they had power to proceed with the enclosure if the consent of the 
owners of two-thirds of the value of the land and of two-thirds of 11 
the freemen gave their assent to the schemet but by clause 14 land 
near large towns (as of course in the case of the Lammas lands) could 
only be enclosed by consent of Parliament. 

ti (2) Coventry Standardt 31 Marcht 11 August, 3 November, 10 November 
1854. C. W. C. Pamphlets Collection! 's-F-C-' OP. Cit., p. 16. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 17 November, 24 November 1854,20 April, 
11 May 175-5. 
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meet the landowners. He suggested as compensation seven twenty- 
fourths of the Lammas and one fifth of the Michaelmas. Nathaniel 
Poole argued the need for this slight concessiong pointing out that 

the freemen could still reverse their decision at the final vote 

after the award when a two thirds vote was necessary. He was 

met with the united opposition of Thomas Paine and William Taunton,,. 

the veteranýradical leader. In this strangest of alliances that 

the freemen's cause gave rise tog Paine argued that the lands should 

not-be surrenderedg and Taunton that they should be only for the 

proportions traditionally fought for. Only seven freemeng out of 
19200 presentt voted for them. Poole's motion was carried. (l) 

Rawlinson issued his provisional order very soong and within days 

the landowners involved and two-thirds of the freemen had given 
their written assent to it. (2) 'Your prudence and union in this 

movementli wrote Poole to the freemen, 'has given the lie to those 

who say that the freemen are incapable Of making a bargain or 
conducting their own business'-(3) 

The enclosure commissioners in due course recommended in their 

annual report the extinction of the grazing right on the 493 acres 
of land owned by the proprietors concernedl and the annual bill to 

give effect to their recommendations became law in April 1856. (4) 

A valuer was soon appointeds and as he undertook the complicated 
task of apportionment the owners of the greater part of the rest 

of the lands signed a second petition for enclosure; compensation 
in the-same proportions as for the first set of lands was agreed to, 

and the commissioner's proposal for this second group was included 
in the annual enclosure act for 1857; afterwards a valuer was 
appointed to apportion the award. The final extinction of the 

grazing right on the-first lot of lands wa's held up for the operation 

(1) Coventry Standard, 8 Junel 29 June 1855. ' 
(2) Coventry Standardl 13'JulYt 20 July. 3 August 1855- 

(3) Coventry Standard, 27 July 1855- 
(4) Coventry Standard, 29 February, 18 April 1856. P. P.: E2026] 
H. C. (-1-U57) xviii: Eleventh Annual Report of the Enclosure Commission- 
ersl pp. 4,19.19 and 20 Vict. 9 cap* 11. Journals of the House 
Z-fCommons, cxi, (1856), P- 134. 
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to be carried out on both lots simultaneouslY9 to save money. (l) 

Late in 1857 the last few owners of Lammas land who had so far 

resisted enclosure were brought to agree to it by pressure from 
Rawlinson, and the apportionment speedily went ahead. The last 

Lammas riding (Thomas Paine leading the freemen out) took place in 
Augustj and the following January the last protest against enclosure 
by the Freemen's Protection Association - some of whose members 
filled in the boundary trenches being dug round the newly surveyed 

plots. The enclosure was completed by May, and the first sale 

of disencumbered land took place in August. This was that part of 
the Six Closesq fronting onto Greyfriars Green, which had not been 

allotted to the freemen; 159000 square yards were sold as building 

plots and on them were soon erected the Romanesque, Gothic and 
Italianate insurance offices that still stand near the Kenilworth 

Road traffic lights. (2) 

From the lt035 acres on which the pasture right was extinguished 
the freemen received 272 acresq by freehold tenureq in compensation. 
(3)- Fifteen trustees of this land were elected in June 1858. 

They did not consider, of course, selling the freemen's estate; 
the need to hold on to it to allow the freemen to profit from 
future appreciations in value had long been realised. Some was 
let out on building leases immediately, some divided into garden 
allotments for which there was keen competition - there was a ballot 
for them in which freemen were given preference - and some (apparently 

the more remote portions of the estate) were let out as pasture for 

(1) Coventry Standard, 16 May, 23 May, 13 June, 11 July, 22 August, 
26 September, 31 October 1856,23 January, 6 February, 3 April, 12 
June, 14 August, 11 September 1857- P. P. % [225.5] H. C. (1857ISession 
2) xvi: Special Report of the Enclosure Commissionersq p. 4.20 and 
21 Vict., cap 20. Journals of, the House of Commons, exii (1857), 
P. 388. Vigilant to the last, Wilmot brought to the town council in 
February 1857 a memorial from a freemen's meeting complaining that 
some butcher freemen had been grazing more than their due number of 
cattle on the lands and asking that the chamberlain (who for many 
years had been George Baddeley) should be reappointed each year to 
guarantee his efficiency. The council agreed. Coventry Standard, 
30 January, 13 February 1857. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 8 Januarys 15 January, 20 August 1858,28 
Januarys 13 May, 15 July, 26 August 1859.. C-W-C-Pamphlets Collection, 
IS. F. C. 0, op. cit. p. 14. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 6 November 1857- C-W-C.; Award of the 
Inclosure Commissioners in the Matter of the Lammas and Michaelmas 
Lands of Coventry (Coventryl n. d. )j p. 8. The land was in several 
portional the largest of which was to'the north of the city, near Radford. - ibid. 9 map. 
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the time being. The trustees rejected a suggestion that the 

rents received should go for the improvement of the commons so 
as to provide better grazing for the beasts of the butcher freemen, 

and opted for the charity always preferred by the freemen - pensions 

for the aged. The money from the estate, however, was not added 

to the seniority fund but used to start a separate fund from which 

might benefit both freemen and their widows. (rreemen alone could 

benefit from the original seniority fund. )(1) 

While their victory over the proprietors of the Lammas lands 

was in its last stages the freemen won another battle over their 

common rights: a less important conflict, but one that showed both 

the loyalty they felt to their order and its privileges and their 

power to defend them against strong attack. For many years the 

Great Fair had been held on Greyfriars Green at the feast of Corpus 

Christi in June. In April 1858 years of discontent among the 

middle-class inhabitants of Hertford Street (fronting the green) 

over the drunkenness, noise, lewdness and dishonesty of the fair- 

goers came to a head. The presentation of Russian guns captured 
in the Crimea helped to prompt a plan for the green to be turned 

into a public garden with the guns on display. (2) William Wilmot 

presented a memorial to this effect from the inhabitants of Hertford 

Street to the town council; a council committee approved the plan, 

and suggested that the fair should be moved to Gosford Green (away 

from middle-class housing) and that cash compensation should be paid 
to the freemen for the destruction'of the herbage on both greens. 

(1), Coventry Standard, 13 November 1857, letter of Nathaniel Poole, 
22 July, 29 July, 5 Augustq 19 August, 2 Septemberg 16 Septembers 30 
September, 14 October, 21 October 1859. Victoria History of the 
County of Warwick, viii, p. 206. About 45 acres of wastes and commons 
were enclosed under a second award in 1875 and the freemen's estate 
received just over 10 acres in comp , en sation for the extinction of the 
pasture right. The remaining land, including Greyfriars Greeng vent 
to the corporation. C. W. C.. * Award of the Inclosure Commissioners ... 
Copy of the Award under the Coventry Inclosure no. 29 pp. 10 et seq, 
By 1908 700 houses and several large factories had been built on 
the estatel and various portions were requisitioned by the War Office 
in the First World War to build houses for munition workers. The 
freehold of the largest parcel, of 133 acres, was acquired by the 
corporation for its housing estate at Radford in 1921. Almost all 
the land of the freemen's estate is now built on. The income from 
rents and investments was Z15,000 in 1964, and about 600 aged freemen 
or widows were receiving pensions. V. C. H., Warks, Viii, pp. 205 et 
seq* 
(2) Another reason for the wish to move the fair from Greyfriars 
Green was the growth of traffic along Warwick Road to the railway 
station. 
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A long and, confused debate followed. William Taunton attacked 
the hypocrisy in regarding immorality as less offensive whenout 
of the sight of respectable citizens. Above all, the freemen's 

rights must not be invaded in this way without proper consultation. 
'As to making the Green a pleasure-ground$ the idea was all& 
farce. It would be a place only for nurse-maids of a petty 
aristocracy to resort to with their children and their perambulatorsel 
(1) The council decided to carry out the plan nevertheless. (2) 

Within days 3,000 inhabitants had signed a memorial approving 
the decision, and 2,000 one attacking it, Respectable citizens 

who wanted a quiet life were strong on the first sidej the freemen 

on the second. The freemen's leaders Taunton, Nathaniel Poole and 
W. H. Gardner (a grocer) accused the 'removers' of taking memorial 

sheets round the schools for children to sign, and of appealing both 

to publicans on the grounds that there would. be more room for 

drinking booths on Gosford Green and to the temperance men onthe 

grounds that Goaford Green was so far away nobody would bother to 

go* The council, wrote Poole, had acted illegally in proposing 
the move to Goaford Green without getting the permission of the 

freemen: who would never allow the enclosure of Greyfriars Green 
(and the consequent destruction of their notional herbage right) 
without compensation in land. Thomas Paine, speaking for the 
freemen butchers and cattle-keepers, added that if the corporation 
disturbed the turf of Gosford Green they would apply for a mandamus, 

against them, (3) Taunton addressed a large meeting of freemen On 

Greyfriars Green. He talked of the sacredness of freemen's rights: 

'Let them be as sacred to you as Magna Carta, and this spot as 
Runnymede -a spot upon which we have met not only to'defend our--,, -., 
own rightst but to fight the battle of reformt. (4) Their rights 

must be defended at all times because$ together with the status of.,. 

self-employed artisans so many of them enjoyedg they, were the 

guarantee of that political independence which made them so Ve'luab3"O 
to England. 'Ask Mr. Ellice or Mr. Turner which class was the . 

Oost 

(1) Coventry Standard,, 2 April. 1858. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 2 April 1858. See alsol loc. cit. 9 

the 
letters of 'M. A. ' arguing that the fair should be replaced bY t it 
'rational and innocent amusements' and 'M. E19 to the effect tl'! L 

was no more morally offensive than Coventry! s theatre and pu'03-3.0 
dancing rooms. 
(3) Coventry Standardl 9 April, 23 April, 30 April, 14 MaY 
(4) Coventry Standard, 21 May 1858. 
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independent, the freeman or the shopkeeper; who was it that 

wanted the ballot, the freeman or the man who had a little sugar 
to sellq or who had a few huxter's shops to supply? 1(l) 

A few days later, as council workmen staked out plots on Gosford 
Green for the fair, Taunton led a party of freemen down Goaford 

Street to the green; they chased away the workmen and pulled up 
the stakes. Three men were arrested and charged at the magistrates' 
court. They were defended by Tauntonts close friend Griffin, the 
Leamington solicitor. (2) Taunton was'also allowed to make a 

speech on their behalf though he had no standing in the court. 
The case was adjourned. Wishing to cause as much fuss as possible, 
Griffin and Taunton refused to offer bail but the prisoners were 

released nevertheless; they were met by cheering freemen outside 
the court. (They were eventually fined small sums. ) The mayor 
decided that owing to the great excitement among the freemen the 

fair would be held in Hales Street and the Smithfield, where the 

corporation had a clear legal right. He could not face the risk 

of having to suppress a freemen's riot by (as the Standard put it) 

'the swords of the military and the truncheons of the policet-M 
J. S. Whittem regretted that the mayor had given in to tthe despotism 

of the mob' and denounced Taunton as ta reckless demagogue; he had 

headed a mob in the streetst stimulated by beerl to commit a breach 

of the peacet. Taunton replied that Whittem 'did not call it a 

mob when he accompanied the parties of O'Connell and Feargus O'Connor 

through the streetsl. (4) 

The plan to make a public garden in Greyfriars Green was for 

the time being abandoned. (5) Wilmot had been on the wrong side, 

in the dispute and partly as a result was not chosen by the Freemen's 

Lammas Land Trustees as their solicitor - though his mental Powers 

(1) loc. cit., Taunton did not mention that many freemen were 
shopkeepers, but he was speaking at a crucial point in a long 
conflict between weavers and ribbon masters. 
(2) Griffin had served two years in Warwick Gaol shortly before 
for perjury in the Leigh peerage case. He refused to grow his hair 
afterwards until the rightful Lord Leigh resided at St neleigh. 0 
(3) Coventry Standard, 4 June 1858. 
(4) loc. cit. 
(5) It was carried out after 1875, when the freemen's pasture 
right was extinguished by the enclosure award of that-year* The 
Russian guns were malted down in the Second World War and t12e green 
eviscerated by roadworks in 1967. 
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were in any case failing. (l) Taunton was given a testimonial of 
L50 by his friends at a ceremony at the Corn Exchange. In his 

speech he recounted his long struggle for right against might: 
for Corn Law repeal, the Penny Postj and parliamentary reform. 
'Honest Henry Hunt', the 'blunt and eccentric William Cobbett'. 

and the 'much to be respected Thomas Attwood' had been his exemplars. 
'The creatures who creep and cringe hour by hour for the smiles of 
the richq or for wordly gain, what hope can such grovelling souls 

expect to have in another world, after having sacrificed every 

principle of honour and self-respect in this. '... 'The company 

enjoyed themselves till midnight, when Mr. Taunton was escorted 
home with the Band, which was engaged for the occasion, 1(2) 

The freemen could defeat the city. With the city's support, 
they could defeat mightier enemies. Two years before Taunton 

spoke they had celebrated a victory over that powerful engine of 

covert social changeq the Charity Commissioners. 

(1) Coventry Standard, I July, 8 July 1859- 
(2) Coventry Siandard, 16'July, 6-August 1858. 
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ii 

The City's Charities and the Defeat of the 

- Charity Commission, 1856 

Much the largest charity in Coventry was Sir Thomas White's. 
40/70ths of the income of the charity was shared with four other 
boroughs, each of which took this whole proportion every fifth 

year. (l) Coventry's share was paid quinquennially by the feoffees 
(or trustees) of the Sir Thomas White's charity estates to the 

General Charities Trustees for the Sir Thomas White's loan fund 

which they administered. (2) Freemen alone had access to this loan 

fund: they were entitled to a Z50 loan interest-free for nine 

years, upon proper security. The privilege was for many years 

more potential than actual. The borrower was required to give 

security for his loan, and to provide sureties. The difficulty 

of furnishing these safeguards had for long prevented many freemen 

from taking advantage of the fund; by 1833 nearly F, 10,000 had 

accumulated in itj while Z71510 was out on loan. In the same 

year the old corporation made access to the fund even harder. 

As part of its reform of the city's charities it decidedg on the 

recommendation of George Eldt that each borrower should provide 
three sureties, not one - and that to end the covert use of the 

fund by sureties who had advanced to the nominal borrower the 

security he pledged, all sureties had to declare that they had no 
interest in the loan. This policy of requiring rigorous security 

was continued by the General Charities Trustees after 1836. By 

The other boroughs were Leicester, Nottinghaml Warwick and 
Northampton. The greater part of the remaining 30/70ths were paid 
each year to Coventry for the M gift. 
(2) Before 1836 the old corporation had administered the entire 
charity. New bodies of trustees were set up in that year by the 
Lord Chancellor. See Chapter Four, Section I. 
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1854 the amount out on loanwas Z80009 while the accumulated 
unspent loan fund amounted to L20$400. (l) 

The matter was several times discussed by meetings of the freemet 
in the 1840s. William Taunton, David Buckney and W. H. Gardner 

wanted-the surplus fund to be added to the seniority fund and wished 
to approach the Sir Thomas White's and, General Charities Trustees 
for their co-operation in promoting a parliamentary billl or applica- 
tion to the Court of Chanceryl to effect this. William Wilmot 

agreed, with them, as did 548 freemen and inhabitants who signed a 
supporting memorialt in 1845; so did the committee of the seniority 
fund. Many freemen did not: chief among them being Thomas Painet 

who felt that the fund ought to be made more accessible by reducing 
the security asked for, The General Charities Trustees disagreed 

with Paine - but also with the other freemen. Several approaches 
to the trustees foundered on their hostility to the idea of departing 
from the original plan of the charity. (2) At length the differences 

among the freemen were resolvedt but not those between them and the 
trustees. In 1851 two schemes were laid before the Court of 
Chanceryt the freemenlat for the accumulated fund to be transferred 
to the seniority fund, and that of the General Charities and Sir 
Thomas White's trustees, for the permissible loan to be increased 
to 9150.2t700 freemen and inhabitants - and the Directors of the 
Poor - supported the former scheme. Master Humphrey rejected both 
in 1853t and urged the trustees and freemen to agree upon a scheme 
whereby the monies might be used to advance education in the citY-(3) 
Meetings of freemeng in which William Tauntont Nathaniel Poole, 
David Sidwell and Benjamin Poole played a leading partt decided 
that an attempt should be made to agree with the trustees upon a 
joint scheme - but one in whicht it was resolved, the special, 
privileged interests of the freemen were preserved. Negotiations 
were undertaken by the Seniority Fu nd Committee, on the freemen0s 
behalf. By the autumn of 1855 the scheme was readyt the trustees 
having acceded to the freemen's plans: a submission which reflected 
the increasing power and self-confidence of the freemen in the 1850s 
- shortly to be shown once more in their victory over the Lammas 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 606 (1834), xxiit pp. 189 et seq; E206g H. C. U856) 
xxii: Third Report of the Charity Commissioners for England and Wales, Ippendix, pp. 10.5 et seq. C. R. O.: Council Minutes, l?, 12 
February 1833- 
(2) Coventr. 1 Standardt 24 Octobert 31 October,, 21 November, 5 Decem-' 
ber, 27 December lb45t 6 February 1846,15 December 1848,9 Marcht 1 June 1849. 
(3). ibid5l 23 May 1851 11 February, 25 March 1853. p. p.: E2060] 
H-C (1856 xxiis pp. 101 et seq. 
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lands. S10,000 of the accumulated fund was to be reserved for 

loans, L3,000 was to be spent on building a school for the female 

orphans of freemen, and Z7,500 on endowing it. An equal sum - 
the residue of the accumulation - was to be transferred to the 

Freemen's Seniority Fund, and the future quinquennial payments to 

Coventry from the Sir Thomas White's estate were to go to the 

school. It was also suggested that the freemen might give an 

acre or two of land from their Lammas land allotment (when the 

lands were enclosed) as a site for the school. Thus the scheme 

retained, for the benefit of the freemen's caste alone, their loan 

fund. The Seniority Fund Committee and the General Charities 

Trustees planned to submit this scheme jointly to the Court of 
Chancery for its approval. But a few weeks after it was published$ 

a rival and very different plan was declared by the Charity 

Commissioners. (l) 

The Charity Commission had been set up by the Charitable 

Trusts Act of 1853, to inquire as they thought fit into the extent, 

nature, and objects of all charities in England and Wales$ and to 

propose schemes for the redirection of their funds. A relatively 

minor scheme, which was consistent with the established case-law 

on charities (and in particular'the Court of Chancery's adherence 

to the cy-prbs rule(2)) might be applied. for to the Court of Chancery 

through the Attorney-General. Any schemes the commission proposed 

which embodied greater changes than Chancery practice could accommo- 

date were to be laid before Parliament through the Attorney-General, 

and effected by statute. (3) The commission asked first for the 

accounts of the 40,000 charities in England and Wales, and from 

them selected 800 charities which their inspectors were ordered to 

examine closely. 
We have selected these cases for connected examinations in the 
expectation that we shall be enabled to approve comprehensive. 
schemes for the more beneficial employment of their large 
aggregate resourceal and we shall anxiously apply ourselves to 
the accomplishment of this purpose at as early a period as the 
magnitude and complication of the questions to be dealt with 
will permit. (4) 

kl) Coventry Standard, 1 April 1053 114 Ouly 16.549 31 August, 19 
Octoberq 2b October 105. P. P.: C206 H. C. (1856) Xxii, P. 107. Oý 
(2) That isl the rule that any fresh purpose to which a charitable 
endowment might be devoted should be as near as Possible to the 
testator's declared intention. 

(3) A. S. Bishopq The Rise of a Central Authority for English Educa- 
tion (Cambridgel 1971), pp-. 202t 212 ; -t seqo David Owenj English 
Philanthropy, 1660-1960 (Cambridge, Mass, 1965)9 pp, 202 et seq 

ýM 
P. P.: B. C. 107 (1854-55) xv: Second Report of the Charity 

Commissioners for England and Wales, p. 4. 
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Much the most important of these selected charities were those of 
Coventry and Warwick; the others were certain charities in the 

city of Londong Dulwich Collegeg and the Sherburn Hospital in 
Durham. (l) Walter Skirrow, the commission's inspectorg was busy 
in Coventry in 1855t which led to murmurs in the city that a 
Whitehall plot was afoot to misappropriate the funds of the city's 
charities. (2) 

Skirrow's draft scheme was published in December 1855. It 
brought under view the charities administered by the Church and 
General Municipal trustees, the feoffees of Sir Thomas White's 

estatesl and the trustees of certain small charities not controlled 
by these bodies. The scheme proposed to tackle the problem posed 
by the free grammar school. The headmastership was united with, 
and provided the living for, the rector8hip of St. John's; the 
two offices were incompatible and needed to be separatedg but it 

was impossible to provide for the latter except by diminishing the 

school estate - which was in any caset and most importantly, 

inadequate to finance the much larger secondary school that the 

commission thought was needed by the citY. (3) The scheme recommended 

(1) loc. cit. Five other groups of charities, of which those of 
the Grammar School and the Sir Thomas White's charity of Nottingham, 
and Spalding Grammar School were the most important, were soon 
afterwards brought under close scrutiny with a view to reorganisation. 
P. P.: [2060] H. C. (1856) xxii, P. 7. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 29 June, 31 August 1855. 
(3) After the Municipal Corporations Act, control of the grammar 
school was transferred to the Church Charities Trustees, who ran it 
under the scheme approved by the old corporation in 1432- Sheepsh"' 
remained headmastert being joined as usher in 1841 by the Rev. William' 
Drake. By the 1850s there was much dissatisfaction in the city at i 
the state of the school. Its numbers were smallf its almost exclu- 
sively classical curriculum attracting few. Drake drew up a scheme 
which the trustees approved at the end of 1852, for the division of 
the school into 'classical' and 'commercial' depa-rtments; Sheepshanksý 
remained in charge of the former, Drake taking over the 3&ter: 'I 
am quite as ready to teach arithmetic and geography, as Thucydides 
and Homer'. The classical department languishedl the commercial 
boomed; by 1854 there were five boys in the former, eighty-eight in 
the latter, This increased tensions already existing between the i 
two masters. Under the 1852 schemeg freements sons retained the 
privilegeg which they had enjoyed immemorially, of an education at lower cost than the sons of non-freemen. Freemen's sons paid (in 
addition to the entrance fee of 37s. 6d. ) merely 34s. a year. The 
sons of non-freemen paid 910.10s, a year for the classical departmentt 
and Z6.6s. for the commercial. Coventry Standard, 8 October, 26 
November, 24 December 1852,26. June 1653. P-P-_: __Lý060] H. C. (1856) 
xxii, P. i02. Charity Commission Records: Registered File 216235/39! 
General Municipal Charities, Coventry, Sheepshanks to W. Skirrowq 21 
February 1856, Drake to Skirrowi 21 February 1856. One of Sheepshanltt! '! 
pupils in the 18505 was the Young John Fisher - later Admiral of the 
Fleet* H. McLachlan, Alexander Gordon (Manchester, 1932), P- 9- 
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that the two offices should be separated(l), that the rector's 

stipend should be provided out of school estate, and that to the 

small school estate that would then remain (yielding at most L700) 

should be added Z101000 from the accumulated loan fund of Sir 

Thomas White's charity, This would permit enlarged buildings and 

numbers. The school was to remain a 'secondary' schoolt taking 

boys from 8 to 18, with 'classical' and 'commercial' courses: 
the scheme specified a host of subjects, from Greek to book-keeping, 

which were to be taught there. A radical departure from past 

practice-vas that the Church Charities Trustees (who were to remain 
in charge of the school) were now to be empowered to charge higher 

fees than previously for the sons of-freemen, - though those that 

might be charged for the sons of other inhabitants were even higher, 

and those for the sons of outsiders higher still. (2) C79500 from 

the accumulated loan fund was to be used to endow an industrial 

school for 'girls of the workingg labouringg and other poorer 

classes'-(3) The pupils might be the daughters of freemen or mere 
inhabitants,, though freemen's daughters would have the preference in 

admission and would not have to pay the fees (of 16s. or 24s. a year) 

obligatory for the others. C39000 from the loan fund was to be 

used to endow a ward in the Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital for 

the benefit primarily of the sons of freemen. (4) The balance of 
the fund - ýUOOOOO including the sum then out on loan - was to 

continue as a loan fund, for freemen. I 
The funds of eight large charities were in the aggregate almost 

entirely devoted to doles for the poor of the cityt over C2,000 

being disbursed in this way. The largest of these charities was 
Sir Thomas White's L4 gift charityl annually distributed from the 

income of the 24/70thst which yielded Z911 in 1853- After 1836, 

when the General Charities Trustees took over the administration of 
the charity from the old corporation, it was distributed to men who 

(1) Also, the headmaster, Sheepshanksl was to continue as rector 
and the usher, Drake, was to succeed him as headmaster. 
(2) The fees proposed were Z4 or Z5 a year for freemen's sons, 
according to age; for the sons of other inhabitants - C5 or X6; 
for the sons of non-Coventrians - Z8 or 910. Under the schemes 
the staff were to be. allowed to take boarders, in their homes. 
(3) The curriculum was to be that used in elementary schools of 
the time, with a greater emphasis on dressmaking and laundering - 
which might indeed be undertaken by the pupils for the profit of the 
school. 

It was to be called Sir Thomas White's ward. 
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had been residents for at least five years and householders for 

one, and who had not received parochial relief during that year; 

naturally, many recipients were freemen. It was not given to the 

same person more than once in ten years. (l) 4/70ths of the income 

of the Sir Thomas White's bequest were annually given to the 

General Charities Trustees for disposal in private charity among 
the poor generally of the city; Z151 were so spent in 1853. 

Almost ýU. 000 from seven other charities were annually distributed 

to the poor generally in doles varying between 6s. 8d. and L2. (2) 

The balance of the funds of these charities was devoted to relief 

in kind, annuities, supporting apprentices, and fees for sermons. 
The commission recommended that the funds for part of these 

specified benefits, and for all the dole disbursements, should 
be paid into a General Charitable Fund. (3) It was expected that 

the annual income of this would total over E2,0009 just over half 

coming from the Sir Thomas White's charity. E450 was to be spent 
in gifts in kind - clothingg fuel, medicines - and small annuities 

among the deserving poor; C300 was to go to the Coventry and 

Warwickshire Hospital to finance the freemen's ward; not more than 

L500 was to be, used to provide night classes and lectures in 

'general and useful instruction and knowledge'. There was also 
to be a small gift of L10 to the Provident Dispensary - again 

primarily for the benefit of freemen. The residue - over C700 

was to be used to support the girls' industrial school. (4) 

(1) Before 1636 the old corporation had distributed the C4 gift 
to freemen invariably, though legally all householders not receiving 
poor relief were eligible. In 1831 the old corporation had decided 
on the ten-year restriction - retained by the trustees after 1836. 
See Chapter One, and Chapter Fourg Section I. 

(2) These charities were Bird's, Crow'sq Jeliff's, Jesson's, 
Wale's, Smith's and Moorels. The first five were administered by 
the General Charities Trustees and the last two by private trustees. 
(3) It also recommended that Wheatley's loan charity - whose small 
funds had since 1836 been held by the city council and had not been 
used for loans - should be made over to the General Charitable Fund. 
From about thirty smaller charities there was also distributed each 
year (besides L100 for apprenticing boys) more than C300 in dolesq 
pensionsg bread, coals and clothing; the beneficiaries were sometimes 
the poor generally, sometimes widows9 the adherents of one faithq or 
the inhabitants of one parish or street. See on these charities, 
V. C. H. Warks, viiii Pp- 399 et seq. The Charity Commission did not 
plan to appropriate the funds of these charities for its scheme* 
(4) , Charity Commission Records: Registered File 216235/3: General 
Municipal Charitiesq Coventryl draft scheme of 21 December 1855- 
The discrepancy in the total amounts to be disposed, between the two 
schemes (L289000 in the case of the freemen's and C309500 in the case 
of the Charity Commission's) was due to the-freemen's omitting from 
consideration the next quinquennial payment (in 1855) to the loan 
fundl while also taking into account the presumed costs of their 
Chancery action* 
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The freemen had not of course mentioned in their scheme the 

charities to which they did not have an exclusive entitlement, 
Where the two schemes touched the same matter - the Sir Thomas 

White's loan fund - there were essential differences: above allq 
the freemen's scheme envisaged their loan monies being used, in 

future, as they had been for so longg for the sole benefit of their 

caste, whereas in the other the town as a whole was also to be a 
beneficiary. Nevertheless, the Charity. Commission's scheme did 

continue a measure of privilege for the freemen: the hospital 

ward, the lower fees at the grammar school, the exemption from fees 

and priority of entry to the girls' school. This degree of 

preferential considerationq and the desirability of the objects of 
the Charity Commission's scheme - the enlargement of the grammar 

school and the hospitall and the foundation of the girls' school - 
might have been expected to lead to considerable support for the 

scheme in the city* But what is remarkable is that there was very 
little. 

Freemen of all degrees of wealth attended in force a meeting 

of protest in St. Mary's Hall, called by the committee of the 

seniority fund. J. S. 'Whittem took the chair. All cursed the 
Charity Commission's scheme. The radical William Taunton denounced 
the plan to end the alms charities: 

Cases deserving commiseration ... there ever would be until 
some great and organic change took place in the constitution 
of society, and in his opinion to exclude the principle of 
charity from amongst us would be to blot out one of the 
finest features in the existing system of-humanity. (l) 

The paternalist ribbon master Abijah Hill Pears-agreed: and'added 
that the only part of the commission's scheme-he liked was the 

proposal for a girlst school - and that, he thoughtl should be 

exclusively for the daughters of freemen, Nathaniel Poole and 
W. H. Gardner denounced the plan to enlarge the grammar school with 
freemen's money and then ask them to-pay fees to-send their sons 
to it. The great majority of freemen could not afford them: and 
if they could, they wouId not want the education provided by it. 
Gardner said: 

(1) Coventry Standard, 11 January 1856. See also Chapter Nine, 
Section II, for a discussion of, the place of the dole charities in 
relieving poverty. 
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The proposition which their scheme included for the establishment 
of a girls' school, showed that the freemen were not insensible 
to the importance of educations but they had no idea of giving, 
and it was not intended to give, what was called a classical 
education to the children of weavers and watchmakers. What 
they required was, an education which would qualify their sons 
to become good mechanics and men of business, and their daughters 
good wives and mothers. (l) 

From the chair, J. S. Whittem concurred, attacking as robbery of 
the poor the plan to finance the grammar school with freemen's 

money. If a boys' school were provided at all from the loan fund, 

it should be the sort of school the freemen would find useful. 

He warned the freemen not to accept compensation in money for their 

Lammas right: if they did, that would be expropriated next. 

Resolutions calling for the withdrawal of the commission's scheme 

and the execution of the freemen's were passed unanimously, and a 

memorial embodying them attracted 2,000 signatures in a week, Q) 

Fifty leading citizens called upon the mayor to convene a 

townIs meeting. (3) This too was held in St. Mary's Halls with 
the mayor in the chair. William Wilmot described the scheme as an 

$unjust attempt to alienate the property of the poorl. (4) Whittem 

and Charles Woodcock agreed - while the latter, an aged reactionary 
Toryl predicted a gloomy future for the rights of property and the 

constitutional liberties of Englishmen if this example of centralising 
despotism, on the continental models were to go through. Several 

Church Charities Trustees present disavowed any desire for the 

scheme that would benefit so much the school in their care - and 
declared that its present endowment was quite sufficient for the 

changes they wished to implement. (. 5) Woodcock, Charles Dresser, 

Edward Goode and William Taunton moved resolutions (which were 

carried unanimously) in favour of the freemen's scheme and against 
the others which was 'unjust in principle and calculated to shake 

all public faith in 'the preservation of constitutional rights, 

(1) loc. cit. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 11 January, 18 January 1856. 
(3) Charity Commission Records: Registered File 216235/3, broad- 
side of 3 January 1856. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 11 January 1856. 
(5) The Church Charities Trustees had already emphatically 
declared these opinions to the scheme's authors: Charity Commission 
Records: lob. cit. 's memorial of Church Charities Trustees, 2 
January 1856. 
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and especially injurious, inasmuch as the changes contemplated 

are for the benefit of the wealthier classes at the expense of the 

poorl. (l) The town council unanimously passed a similar memorial, 

adding that 

when a charity has been founded by will or other solemn legal 
assurance for the benefitt in a specific manner, of a certain 
class of individuals, and the income of such charity has 
increased and become more than adequate for the specific 
purposes mentioned, such increase should be applied in some 
other manner for the benefit of the class of persons for whom 
the charity was originally foundedt and not for the advantage 
of a class of persons and objects totally different to those 
intended, (2) 

In other words, charities for the poor should continue for their 

benefit, and likewise those intended for the freemen. Exactly 

the same point was made by the General Charities Trustees in their 

most detailed protest; they could find very little good in the 

scheme they were expected to help administer* As a whole it was 
'Peculiarly obnoxious'; 'the proposed High School is calculated 

to benefit only the children of persons in better circumstances 

than the freemen of Coventry'; the abolition of alms was 'unnecessary 

and unfeeling'. They expressed support for the freemen's schemel 

in particular the plan to benefit the seniority fundl by which 'an 

aged freeman may obtain assistance without compromise of his 

independence of position or feeling'-(3) Hardly anyone favoured 

the commission's scheme. The headmaster and usher of the grammar 

school did, apart from some details of their proposed stipends. 

H. J. Davis, secretary to the Church Charities Trustees, wrote to 

Skirrow that he personally approved of the scheme - but secretly 

and confidentially, lest his trustees should find out. (4) Charles 

Bray, friend to education and foe to freem6nýand, doles, praised the 

(1) Charity Commission Records: Registered File 216235/3, 
memorial of the citizens and inhabitants of Coventryl January 1856. 
See also Coventry_Standard, loc. cit. 
(2) Charity Commission Records, loc. cit. 9 memorial of the mayor, 
aldermen and burgesses of Coventry, 8 January 1856. See also 
Coventry Standard,, loc. cit. 
(3) Charity Commission Recordsq loc, cit. 9 memorial of the General 
Charities Trusteesl 16 January 1856. The Directors of the Poor also 
petitioned against the-scheme - on the grounds that the alms distribu- 
ted in the city kept the poor rate low. The trustees of Hoorels and 
Smith's charities also protestedl, on the grounds that their fundag the 
legacies of dissenters and used for' the benefit of the poor firres- 
pective of creed' wbuld under the scheme be used to support the grammar 
school, with an J(nglican bias.,, loc. cit. 9 memorials of January 1856. 
(4) loc. cit., Thomas Sheepshanks to Charity Commission, memorandum 
of January and letter of 9 February 1856, William Drake to Charity 
Commissiont 22 January and 26 January 1856, H. J. Davis to Skirrow, 
23 February 1856. 
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scheme in the Herald(l); which drew from the Standard the retort 
that 'the scheme is to scandalous in itselfq that there is only 
one party in Coventry that has openly entered on its advocacy, and 
that is the Proprietor of the Coveniry Heralds whose sanity is 

sometimes doubted, as well it may be, when he gets on one of his 
hobbiesl. (2) 

The- commissioners agreed to see deputations from the corporation, 
both sets of charity trusteesg and the freemen; but after hearing 

all their arguments decided nevertheless to go ahead with an applica- 
tion for a parliamentary bill to implement its as slightly amended 
on points of detail which in no way met the criticisms of the city 
on its principles. (3) These the commissioners rejected because 
(as they said in their report) they disliked dole charities - 
'direct and somewhat indiscriminate pecuniary distribution among 
the inhabitants' - and that they preferred, to the'benefit of 
exclusive groups of interested partiesl the advancement and benefit 

of the'entire town by the scheme proposed - and in particular the 

educational plan, its main feature being the enlarged grammar school 
'in which instruction of a superior description may be afforded'. 
To those who argued that Sir Thomas White's wishes were flouted by 

redirecting the loan fund the commissioners replied (justifiably) 

that he was not a party to the trust deed of 1551 which allocated 
to freemen's loans the funds he had left for the good of the 'common- 

wealth' of-the city. To those who asked that if education were the 

(1) Coventry Herald, 11 January, 8 February, 29 February 1856. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 18, January 1856. The Standard added that 
'not a farthing is given to the Seniority Fund. Such is Whig 
Honesty and Whig Morality. -The highwayman and the burglar will be 
at no loss to find an apology in this scheme. ' ibid. 9 29 February 
1856. See also the indignant letters from freemen in ibid., 4 
Januaryt 7 March, 20 March, 4 April 1856. The Coventry Weekly 
Times also opposed the scheme strongly, and supported the freemen's 
plan for the Whiteaoan fund. It was not against using some of its 
monies for a school,. but not 'a High School for classical learning, 
with university foundations'.. 2 Januaryt 9 January, 16 Januaryt 
23 January, 2 March 1856. 

(3) Charity Commission Records, loc. cit. t Charity Commission to 
T. B. Troughton, 4 February, 8 February-9 27'February 1856, Charity 
Commission to H. J. Davis, 4 February, 8 February, 27 February 1856. 
Coventry Standard, 29 Februaryt 11 April 1856. The amended scheme 
of 27 February 1856 is in MS in Charity Commission Records, loc. 
cit. It increased the number of annuities to be paid to the agedt 
provided for a very small amount of cash to be spent on doles, and 
reduced the capital to be given to the hospital to F_2t5OO and the 
annual sum to &250. 
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purpose to which the charity funds were allocated they should be- 

used to endow elementary schools for the poor the commissioners 

replied that there were enough National schools already 'without 

resorting to the charitable endowments of the town for the purposel. CL) 

The meetings of freemen and inhabitants that followed this news 

were even more indignant, and promised continued struggle against ,I 
the robbery, partiality and injustice of the scheme. (2) The city's 

parliamentary friends brought the matter up in a debate on supply 
for the Charity Commission in June. William Williams proposed a 

reduction in its vote on the grounds that it was 'acting in opposi- 

tion to the wishes of the people and doing mischief'. (3) The 

scheme for the Coventry charities submitted to Chancery had the 

support of nearly all the city: the commission's schemel none. 

Paxton spoke as strongly* J. W. Henley, member-for Oxfordshireq agreed 

with them. William's motion was lost but the victory was won. 

The, Charity Commission dropped the Coventry charities from its 

legislative programme and proceeded with bills for five schemes 

elsewhere. (4) These they described as minorg as compared with 

those dropped. But even one of these, that for Sherburn Hospital, 

came under such heavy attack in the Lords that the commissioners 
dropped it. Their bill for another relatively minor charity(5) the 

following session also had an unhappy fate; a select committee 

reported that its scheme ought rightly to have been channelled 

(1) P. P.: [206q H. C. (1856) xxii, pp. 8 et seq, 116 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 14 March, 18 April 1856. 

0) Parliamentary Debates, third series, cxlii (1856), p. 857,, 

(4) ibid. 9 pp. 857 et seq. Coventry Standard, 4 July 1856. The 
only other charities to be mentioned in the debate as being badly 
, treated by the commission were those of Spalding, Lincolnshire - also 
scheduled for reorganisation. The bill for these was also not 
entered upon. Nor was that for the Nottingham charities. Both 
Sheepshanks and Drake resigned from the grammar school in 1857, the 
former remaining as rector of St. John'so The Charity Commission 
confirmed a plan made by the Church Charity Trustees to divide the 
parochial benefice from the school. Its endowment remained small$ 
as did the school; in 1865 there were only 54 boys, of whom 34 
were sons of freemen enjoying near-gratuitous education. Coventr 
Standards 5 June, 10 July, 31 July 1857- P-P-: [3320) H. C. 1 
xviii: Eleventh Regort of the Charity Commissioners, P. 7; 

73966 

- 
.1H. 

C. (1867-66) xxviii, Part XII: Report o , XIV Schools' 
inquiry Commission: Special Reports of Assistant-Co-mmissioners, 
West Midland Divisiong pp* 694 et seq. The sc 1 was greatly 
enlarged after 1878% the freemen retaining an advantage in fees 
until the 1960s. 
(5) The Hospital of St. Mary Magdalen, Newcastle on Tyne. 
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through Chancery. The commission found reorganisation by statute 
too difficult and after 1858 made no further applications. (l) One 

problem was that the commission lacked direct ministerial represen- 

tation in parliament, and thus close support. (2) So even a scheme 
for a quite minor charity could be stopped by the action of interested 

parties. The parliamentary victory could have been achieved without 
the support of the city: the significance of the battle is that it 

reveals that the freemen and the poor of Coventry had that support. 
After the Charity Commission dropped its plan for the complete 

restructuring of the city's charities the General Charities Trustees 

and the Seniority Fund Committee returned to their scheme of 1855 

for the fruitful employment of the surplus of Sir Thomas White's 

loan fund. This was submitted to the Court of Chancery for considera- 

tion. Chancery accepted the scheme in 1860, almost in its entirety. 

It agreed that ZlOjOOO should be reserved for freemen's loans, that 

E10,500 should be spent on building and endowing an industrial school 

for the daughters of deceased freemen, and that future quinquennial 

payments to Coventry (the 140/70ths') should also go to support the 

school. It disagreed with the proposal that the remaining surplus 
(more than Z79000) should be added to the seniority fund, and 

suggested instead that a separate fund should be set up to provide 

pensions of 6s. a week for freemen, or freemen's sons, suffering 

from permanent disability, such as blindness. These pensions were 

not to be held in addition to pensions from the seniority funds 

It was perhaps sensible to vary the original scheme in this way so 

that other groups of freemen in need might be aidedg in addition 

to the aged who were alone provided for by the seniority principle. 

,, Certainly in its revised form the scheme did not depart from the 

essential principle that the loan monies'should be used for the -d 

advantage of freemen only. Certainlyt tool it was as welcome to 

_. 
the freemen as the Charity Commission's scheme had been unpopular. 
it was accepted by a meeting of freemin' in the summer of 1860 and 

(1) P. P.: [2060] H. C. (1856) xxiis p. 8; E2187] H. C. (1857 - 
Session I) iii: Fourth Report of the Charity Commissioners, p. 5; 

2 
E2346] H. C. (1857-55T xxiii: Fifth Report of, the Charity commission- 
ers, pp. 4 et seq; 2484j H. C. (1859) xii: Sixth Report of the 

, charity Commissioners, p. 4. Journals of the House of Commons, 
cxI (1856), pp. 295 et seq; cxiii (1857-58), PP* 325 et seq. 

,, (2) A. S. Bishop, op. cit., pp. 213 et"seq. f 

f 
a; 
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came into operation the following year. (1) 

Yet the final victory of 1860 was largely unremarked in the 

city. This is not surprising. At the time the scheme was 

announced the city's attention was elsewhere. Masters and men 

in the ribbon trade were bitterly divided by an intense struggle 

for industrial power. Their battle stands in contrast with the 

unity that rich and poor had shown in fighting for the freemen's 

cause four years before. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 9 September 1859t 20 July, 27 July 1860. 
Benjamin Poole, Coventry: its History-and Antiquities (Londong 
1870)t PP- 278 et seq9 307. After deducting the cost of the 
Chancery actiong Jt7v215 remained as the principal of the Sir Thomas 
White's Pension Fund. The girls' school - Sir Thomas White's - 
opened in 1865; it closed in 1919. The Coventry General Municipal 
Charities were by a scheme of 1896 consolidated and divided into 
four brancheaq for loans, pensions, education and alms. Within 
these categoriesq howeverg the freemen's funds still have a separate 
place* . 

Freemen still enjoy interest-free loans (the amount now 
beinj Z100) from the Sir Thomas White's loan-fund reserved in 1861. 
In 1961 more than V, 159000 was on loan-from the X26,000 to which the 
fund had grown. From the endowment of the girls' school of 1865 
theie was created in 1921 the Sir Thomas ', White's Educational 
Fouidation, which now provides grants for higher educationt and 
espi cially postgraduate scholarships; the sons and daughters of 
freemen enjoy priority for these. See V. C. H. Warks, viii, pp. 
404-6t seq. 
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CHAPTER IIINE 

THE RELIEF OF THE POOR 

I 

The Poor Law 

There were three periods in poor law policy in Coventry: 

the generous phase under the local act, lasting until about 1830; 

a period of economy and retrenchment, again under the local act, 

until 1844; and, finally, a period in which even greater economy 

was enforced after 1844 when Coventry's local system was assimilated 

into the national pattern. 
The two parishes of St. Michael and Holy Triniity were united 

for poor law purposes by an act of 1801. Included in St. Michael's 

under this head was the parish of St. John - which had been separated 
from it only in 1734 and then not for poor law purposes. The 

entire area of the 'city and suburbalt and much land outside it, 

was thus for poor relief brought in 1801 under one administration: 
eighteen Idirectorstq elected from among their number by the 
'guardians', citizens possessing freehold property worth at least 
Z50 a year, or rated to the poor at Z20 a year at least. An 

analysis of the occupations of the men-chosen as directors for St. 
Michaells(l) between 1821 and i860 is given in Table VIII. 
ý1) Lists of directors for Holy Trinity do n seem to exist. The 
local act (L & Pt 41 Geo. III, cap. 62: An Act for the better Relief 
and Employment of the Poor in Coventry) provided th 0 directors 
were to be elected by the guardians of St. Michaelt and 8 by those 
of Holy Trinity, the smaller parish; each parish was to choose half 
its complement every ear and directors were to serve for two years; every yearw half t' Mra 

thus retired. The two parishes were to 

nnnt -.. 
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Interpretation is difficult9 since their occupations included 

many of very various degrees of affluence - grocers, cheMi8tS9 and 

ribbon and watch manufacturers. Yet when all qualifications are 

made, the impression is very strong that the directors consisted 

almost entirely of men of wealth and position, by local standards, 

as one would expect from their narrow and exclusive constituency. 

There was only a handful of men who on the most generous interpre- 

tation could have been artisans: and the classes of artisan who 

bulked so large in the city and its commercial directories - weavers 

and watchmakers - appear to have been totally unrepresented, 

In their first thirty years the directors pursued a paternalist 

and generous policy. During the French war, the record of their 

proceedings is spattered with regrets at their inability to reconcile 

two contradictory aims: to keep the poor rate low$ and to succour 

those thrown into poverty by seasonal and periodic slumps in the 

ribbon trade (like that of 1808), the high cost of bread (as in 

1810), the deaths on militia service of breadwinnersl and epidemic 

disease. (l) The high poor rates for these years show that the 

first of the directors' aims was not satisfied. After the war the 

rates rose even higher, in the slump of 18169 1817 and 1818 in the 

ribbon trade, (2) Early in 1817 there were 1104 casual outpoor 

families(3) - said by the town clerk to total 6000 persons. At 

the same time, there were 517 in the house of industry. (4) There 

were fewer ratepayers in the city than paupers: only 1,110 of the 

city's 39510 houses were rated to the poor. Many of them could 

(1) cont. 
be jointly responsible for all their poor and there was to be a 
common poor relief fund: but the act laid down that St. Michael's 
was to bear two-thirds of the total burden, and Holy Trinity one- 
third. This was unfair to St. Michael's - despite its greater size 
and explains why its rates were always larger. Its guardians often 
demanded equalisation of the burden between the two parishes. See, 
for example: P. R. O.: M. H. 12/1338o, Herbert Dewes to Poor Law Board, 
24 September 1855. 

(1) C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor for St. 
Michael, pp. 16 to 77, passim. This bookt despite its title, in 
fact consists almost entirely of the annual reports of the directors 
of the poor for both parishes. 
(2) See Appendix I for the poor law accounts between 1810 and 18619 
and for the statistical details of poor relief mentioned in this 
chapterl unless another source is cited. 
(3) The able-bodied and those dependent upon theme The aged and 
the chronically sick were the tpermanent' outpoor, 
(4) This was the medieval house of the Whitefriars, bought and 
restored by the directors in 1803. The old parochial workhouses were 
then closed. C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians, p. 10. The house 
is now the citylp industrial museum, 
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TABLE VIII. Occupations of the directors of the poor for 

the parish of St. Michael, 1821-1860(1) 

1821-30 1831-40 1841-5o 1851-60 Total Net 
Total(2) 

appraiser 1 

architect 1 

baker and flour 1 1 3 3 8 6 
dealers 

bankers 3 2 5 4 

brazier 

brewers and 1 1 3 4 
maltsters 

brush maker 1 

chemists and 1 1 1 7 7 
druggists 

china and 
glass dealer 

clerk 

coach proprietor 2 2 2 

corn miller 1 1 2 2 

drapers, haber- 6 3 5 14 13 
dasheraq & tailors 

engraver 1 1 1 

farmer 2 1 1 

gentlemen 4 3 7 5 

greengrocer 1 1 1 

grocers and 3 3 6 20 18 
victuallers 

hat manufacturer 1 1 1 
innkeeper 1 1 1 
ironmonger 1 2 2 
iron and brass 1 1 1 

founder 

totals carried 16 23 20 24 83 75 
fwd. 
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TABLE VIII continued: 

1821-30 1831-4o, 1841-50 1851-60 Total Net 
Total 

nurserymen and 1 3 3 

seedsman 

oil merchant 1 1 

plasterer and 2 2 2 
colourman 

plumber 1 1 1 

printers, book- 3 1 1 5 5 

sellers 

railway clerk 1 1 1 

saddlers and 1 1 2 2 
harness makers 

salt merchant 1 1 1 

silk dyers 4 1 1 6 4 

silkmen 1 3 1 1 6 6 

silk ribbon 15 10 13 10 48 46 

manufacturers 

solicitors 1 1 2 2 

stone mason 1 1 1 

stuff merchant 2 2 1 

surgeon 1 1 1 

surveyor 1 1 1 

tanners, curriers, 1 1 2 4 4 
leather sellers 

watch manufactur- 1 4 5 7 17 16 
ers 

wine and spirit 1 1 2 1 5 5 
merchants 

occupation unknown 2 2 1 3 8 8 

50 50 50 50 200 186 

(1) Sources of table: C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians of the 
Poor for the Parish of S t. Michae l, 1801-1 861, and for occupations, 
the following directorie s: Pigot and Co's London an d Provincial New 
Commercial Direct= (Manchesterl 1622), We-st, History-and Directory 
of Warwickshire (London 1830). F. White an d Co I History, Gazetteer 
and Directory of Warwick shire (Sheffieldl 1850i, KellXIs Post Office 
Directory for Birmingham and Warwickshireq (London, 1845 et se_qjj_j 
Lascelles and Co's Direc tory and Gazetteer of the City of Cov entry 
(Coventry, 16.50). 
(2) The gross totals in the table includes for each occasion they 
were chosen, directors elected more than once. The net totals 
exclude each period of service after the first. In the period in 
questions only two directors served more than twice - Charles Lilly 
and Thomas Dalton, three times each. 
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not afford to pay the poor rate and 'craved' relief from payment, 

which the directors had to allow, As a result9 the poor rate 

rose even higher for those who could pay. It was l9s. for St. 

Michael's in 1817, and nearly 14s. for Holy Trinityq while the 

contiguous agricultural parish of Stivichall had a rate of less 

than ls. The directors complained of the 'extreme pressure of 
the times' and proposed that thecost of maintaining the poor should 
fall upon a national fund, or upon groups of parishes so that 

agricultural ones should share the burdens of the industrial 

parishes. They suggested that the poor rate burden should be 

equalised over the county of the cityg or even beyond it, (l) 

Nothing more was heard of this suggestion. In the 1820a the poor 

rate dropped, as times improved in the ribbon tradeg but the 

disastrous slump of 1829 and 1830 created a crisis again. In 

1829 the directors spent C20,636; the very high poor rates raised 

only C16,089; the difference was borrowed from the directors' 

bank. (2) 

- This great expenditure was not due to corruption or maladminis- 
tration: the directors and their servants were diligent and honest; 

accounts were properly kept. It was the result of a liberal policy 

of poor reliefg which pushed up costs greatly at times of crisis. (3) 

Food in the workhouse was good in quantity and quality; in 1817 

the cost of maintaining each indoor pauper was about 4s. 6d. a week 

and they lived better inside the house thah out; thirteen years 
later they were giveng it was said, 'a bellyful and no stintsl. (4) 

Inmates were freely allowed into the'town; there was no harsh 

(1) P. P.: H. C. 462 (1817) vi: Report from the Select Committee on 
the Poor Laws, with the Minutes of Evidenceg PP- 139 et seq, C. R. O.: 
Troceedings of the Guardianss p. 104. 
(2) C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor, PP. 1589 162. 
(3) Significantly, the director with the longest service in these 
years of generosity was Charles Lillyt the paternalist retired 
ribbon master. He served between 1818 and 1822,1823 and 18279 and 
1828 and 1830. During the 1820s he also seems to have been the 
chairman of the board, Lilly's retirement from the board (soon 
followed by his death) coincided with the economising policy of 
1830 onwards. C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poorg 
pp. 102 et seq. By clause 7 of the local act, a director who had 
served four years continuously was not eligible for further re-electi(n' 
until after the lapse of one year: Lilly served as much as he could. 
(4) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13377: Poor Law Union Papers, Coventry 1834- 
1843. Edward Gulson to George Nicholls, 24 September 1834. 
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discipline. There was work at silk-throwing at the house of 
industry, (l) but inmates were not compelled to undertake it; it 

was not used as a labour test for relief. The house was regarded 

as a haven by tramps on the Liverpool-London road; not put to any 
labour-test, they flocked to it and their support cost the Coventry 

ratepayers between E400 and L600 a year. (2) 

But to both the casual and the permanent poor relief was more 

often given outdoors than in the house. Relief was in moneyl not 
kind. It was paid to able-bodied men without children only if 

they were unemployed or at best very occasionally employed, and not 
in supplementation of regular earnings: but paid to men with 

children whether they were employed or not. (3) Outdoor relief was 

sometimes given to able-bodied men in return for work on the roads, 

or at street cleaning - but not alwaysl and gas supernumaries, 

merely for the sake of giving employment to theml. (4) It was thus 

not a test of fitness for relief. Relief payments were not made 
in accordance with a fixed and invariable scale; by a strained 
interpretation of clause 53 of their local act individual direotorq 

could and did order relief for paupers without reference to the 

board as a whole and this led to some being paid while others were 
not and to variations in payment to people whose circumstances were 
identical. (5) But even at their most generous payments were not 
lavish; indeed they could not be without making parochial bank- 

ruptcy, already risked in times of crisis, certain. Weekly payments 
(1) Soon after the house of industry was opened the knitting of silk 
and cotton stockings began; this failed and was replaced in 1809 by 
the knitting of worsted stockingst for which 11 frames were bought. 
This lost money and was ended in 1812; soon after an outside contrac- 
tor began using pauper labour to throw silk. C. R. O.: Proceedings of i, 
the Guardians of the Poor, pp. 49,71,84. P. P*: H. C. 400 (1818) v, 
P. 189. 
(2) For this paragraph, see P. P.: H. C. 400 (1818) v: Report and 
Minutes of Evidence of the Lords Committee on the Poor Laws, pp. 189 
et seq; H. C. 44 (1834) xxix: Report of the Royal Commission on the 

r8, Poor Laws, Appendix A, Part II Re orts of Assistant Commission rs, 
pp. 22a et seq; H. C. 145 (1637-38) xviii, Part I: Fifth Report of 
the Select Committee on the Poor Law Amendment Act, p. 22, 
(3) P. R: O.: M. H. 12/13377, Statement of Casual Outpoor, 10 March 
1830. P. P.: H. C. 462 (1817) vi, p. 141. Thus in effect the Coventry 
parishes paid 'family allowances', as did at this time 61% of parishes 
in 'Speenhamland' counties. See. Mark Blaugg 'The Poor Law Report 
Reexamined' I Journal of Economic History, xxiv (1964). 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 462 (18_177_ý_vi, p. 142. See also P. R. o.: M. H. 12/13377 
Marginal MS note by Edward Gulson on printed report of the Directors 
of the Poor for 1833. 
(5) P. P.: H. C. 138 (1837-38). xviii, Part I: Second Re-port from the 
Select Committee on the Poor'Law Amendment Acts PP717', 20; H. C 0 
71837-38) xviii, Part 1: Third Report of the S. C. ..., p. 25; [468] 
H-C- (1843) xxi: Ninth Annual Report of the PO; -rF ýLaw Commissioners, 
p. 152. 
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to unemployed single men varied in 1830 (when detailed figures 

are first available) from is. 6d. to 4s. a week; they never 

exceeded 4s. and 2s. was the usual rate. James Lax, an unemployed 

weaver with eight children at home and one at work earning 2s. 6d., 

was paid 10s. a week poor relief. Samuel Smithq earning 10s. a 

weekl was paid 5s. a week for his six children. Joseph Smith, 

earning 9s. at weaving, was paid 4s. for his seven children. John 

Maloney$ an unemployed ribbon weaver with six children and no earnings, 

was paid 4s. 6d. (l) 

A policy of giving relief widely and sometimes generously 
(though often capriciously) in periods of crisis produced the great 
deficit and high poor rates of 1830- A remedy had to be found, 

In April 1830 Edward Gulson was elected a director for Holy Trinity. 
(2) Hel with some other directorsq began a campaign of economy. 
'I made it in fact, ' said Gulsong 'if you, will allow me to use the 

wordl a hobby; I attended at the place-four or five times a week'. 
(3) But 'I wish particularly to guard myself against the charge 

of egotism; I was greatly assisted by others; we did it together'. 
(4) The reformers were opposed by some other directors, and the 

changes Gulson wished for were introduced less rapidlyt fully and 
lastingly than he wished. (5) Gulson complained against what he 
(1) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13377, Statement of Casual Outpoor, 10 March 
1830, pp. 4,5. 

(2) P. P.: H. C. 140 (1837-38) xviiiq Part I. p. 25. Gulson was a 
Ifellmonger, leather dresser, parchment and glue makerg and dyer, 
Hill Street'. West, op. cit-9 P. 772. 
(3) P. P.: H. C. 136 (1837-38) xviii, Part I: First Report from the 
Select Committee on the Poor Law Amendment Act, p, 1. 
V 4) P-P-: H-C- 138 (1837-38) xviii, Part I, p. 18. See also P. P.: 

6g H. C. (1843) Xxiq P. 156. 

(5) Thus when C. P. Villiers, assistant commissioner for the Royal 
Commission on the Poor Laws, visited Coventry early in 1832, he was 
told by the director who conducted him round the workhouse 'that his 
object was to render it "a comfortable asylum for the poor, and not, 
as some directors might wish, a bug-bear, to deter them from seeking 
relief"'. P. P.: H. C. 44 (1834) xxix, Appendix A9 p. 22a. One 
proposal put forward by the economy party in 1830 to spread the rate 
burden more widely was in fact defeated far more completely than their 
plans to reduce poor relief. -This was a proposal that the very large 
amount of 'cravings' bypoor, ratepayers (which raised of course the 
burden on those who did pay) should be reduced by transferring the 
duty of payment from tenants to the landlords of small properties. 
This would have required a special act of Parliament to alter the termsý 
of the act of 1801. A bitter wrangle qverthe-plan took place at a 
meeting of the Guardians in October 1830. Charles Lilly argued that 
the plan would mean a tax on the poor, who should not be expected to 
pay. The proposal to apply for an act was carried by the casting vote 
of the chairman, Viscount Hood, But in unaccustomed alliance, T*B. 
Troughton and John Carter got the meeting to agree to parishioners' 

cont e9* 
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called the 'mischievously profuse allowance to the indoor paupers, 

and against the opposition of some directors got a reduction of 
the dietary so that by 1833 the per capita cost per week for food 
in the house was 2s. 5d. only. (l) In an attempt to deter men from 

seeking relief Gordon and his colleagues insistedg in 1831, on 
young able-bodied childless men entering the house for it(2)t and 

on setting able-bodied male paupers, whether in, the house or not, 
to labour at a corn-mill that they introduced into it to test their 

need for relief. (3) This had its most dramatic effect on the 

tramps: forced to grind corn before breakfastj they stayed away 
from the Coventry workhouse and the costs of their maintenance fell 

by 90016 in one year. (4) 

Most significant in its effect was the reduction in payments 
for outdoor relief. Lists of the casual outpoors with details of 
their dependants and earnings, were printed and circulated to rate- 

payers, who scrutinised them and reported to the directors, cases of 
fraud or lack of need. Many paupers were thus struck off the lists. 
(5) More, stringent rules were applied for relief; it was denied, 

(5) cont. 
meetings to consider the matter further. At these the proposal was 
postponed (and thus killed) by large majorities, poor 'craving' 
ratepayers joining with landlords who did not want to become rate- 
collectors. At St. Michael's meeting R. K. Rotherham argued to no 
effect that the Directors' aim was to ensure that the poor ratepayers 
should bear a fair proportion of the poor rate. Coventry Herald, 
1 October, 8 October 1830. 
(1) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13377, Gulson to George Nicholls, 24 September 
1834. - On four days a week men were given 8oz of meat,, 1 lb of broad, 1 
3 pints of milk porridge, 1 pint of beer and 1 lb of vegetables; on 
three days they were given li lbs of bread, li pints of milk porridge, 
1J pints of pea soup, 2oz of cheese, and 1 pint of beer. Women were 
given three, quarters of these amounts and children under nine years 
a half. Gulson would have liked the dietary to have been less lavish. ', 
The per capita cost of food in the workhouse in 1833 may be compared 
with the figure John Carter gave in 1817 - 4s. 6d, But the earlier 
figure was, apparently, the per capita cost of all workhouse provision,! 
and food prices were much higher in 1817: Mitchell and Deane, 
Abstract of British Historical Statistics (Cambridge, 1962), pp. 487 
et seq. 
(2) But not older, single able-bodied men. 
(3) The corn-mill was substituted for the roadwork (which was 
gradually ended between 1830 and 1834) apparently because it was more 
easily supervised: P. R. O.: N. H. 12/13377, marginal note by Gulson on 
printed report of the directors for 1833. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 138 (1837-38) xviii, Part Is PP- 17 et seq; H. C. 
1: 45 (1837-38) xviii, Part 1. p. 22; H. C. 44 (1834) xxixt Appendix A, 
P. 23a. Coventry Herald, 2 December 1831t 22 March 1833. 
(5) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13377, MS n'ote on printed Statement of the 
Casual Outpoorg 10 March 1830; printed preface to Statement of the 
Outpoor, 27 February 1833. 
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for exampleg to all who kept dogs. (l)' New scales for outdoor 

relief were drawn up. Payments for unemployed single able-bodied 

paupers did not now exceed 2s. On the other hand payments in 

supplementation of wages were still made to men with children 

(though to far fewer such men) and seem not to have become any 

more ungenerous on average than befores and the scales themselves 

were higher than those currently allowed'by the Warwickshire 

justices. But in fact payments still varied rather capriciously. 

In 1833 Peter Parker, a weaver earning los. 6d. a weekq received 5s. 

relief because he had seven children. Joseph Ballard, a baker, 

earned 6s. and was paid 4s. for seven children. Edward Whiteg an 

unemployed dyer with six children whose wife earned 4s. 
9 was paid 

5s. in relief. James Pollardq an unemployed weaver with a wife, 

and five children and no earnings, was paid 2s. 6d. only, though , 
this was an exceptionally low amount. The continued power of-the 

directors to vary the scales individually seems to have been 

responsible for the fluctuations. (2)- The economy policy produced 

vast savings. In the year that ended at Easter 1830, E9278 were 

spent, on relief to the casual poor. -In the following year this 

was cut to E4087 though the poor rates remained high-to pay off 

the deficitq which was reduced to L242 by January 1831-0) 1829- 

1830 was a year of disastrous slump in the ribbon trade and after 

a, slight improvement the following year 1831 and 1832 saw a recurrence 

of very, bad times; yet the cost of relieving the casual poor fell 

in 1831-1832 and 1832-1833 to r, 3948 and L3354 respectively. (4) 

In January 1830 there were 1395 casual outpoor families whose relief 

cost Z282. Two years later the number-of families-had been cut 

to 733 and their cost to Z103. Yet, the slump in the ribbon trade, 

was just as bad, and the numbers in the house had dropped by a much 

smaller amount. 

The policy which Edward Gulson had helped to initiate was 

continued after his retirement from the directors at Easter 1832, 

(1) Coventry Herald, 2 September 1831- 
(2) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/133771 Statement of the Outpoor, 27 February 
18339 PP- 3 et seq. P. P.: H. C. 44 (1834) xxix, Appendix A, p. 23a. 
(3j C,. RiO.,, Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor, p. 162. 
(4) These figures are taken from a marginal note by Gulson on the 
printed accounts of the directors for 1833, in P. R. O. M. H. 12/13377. 
Comparable figures for other years are not recorded. Confusinglyq 
they do not refer to'the calendar years used by the directors as the 
basis for their published reports. 
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largely owing to the influence of Abel Rotherham, the Smithford 

Street draper, who served as director from 1832 to 1834. (l) But 

Gulson complained that despite the reformers' efforts the poor law 

economies in Coventry were inadequate; the workhouse test was 
insufficiently stringent, and relief continued to be paid in 

supplementation of the earnings of the able-bodied poor, (2) 

Neverthelessl the shift in policy was great: and what is striking 
is that the paupers of Coventry (as distinct from the ratepayers, 

whether. paying or 'craving') neither acted much for themselves nor 

had any other group acting much for them. The ratepayers' interest 

was much. stronger: though Gulson reported that some shopkeepers 
feared that the more rigorous policy would lead to a loss of their 

takings; the high poor ratesq though paid out of their pockets, 

came back to them. (3) There was only one strong paupers' protest. 

In Wovember 1831s just a few weeks after the Beck mill-burning, 
there was a riot at the workhouse. Young able-bodied paupersq 
denied outdoor relief and forced into the workhouset were refused 

leave to go into the town. They took it anyway and returned 

drunk late in the evening. Governor Carter ordered their arrest; 

the watchmen had to retreat. All the city watch were called out - 
fifteen men in all. But led by Joseph Beck the paupers locked the 

door and when it was forced fought with pokers and iron rails taken 

from their beds, shouting 'Death or glory', 'One and all's and 
'Conquer or die'. At length they were overcome and eleven were 

taken to the watchhouse. The magistrates sent one man to prison 
for twenty-one days for going absent without leave, eight for two 

months for assaults and two to quarter-sessions for severer 

punishment. (4) This ended protest. Unlike the Beck mill-burning, 

it was not even temporarily effective. 

(1) Coventry Herald, 11 April, 31 October 1834. Coventry Standard, 
8 March 164 , P. P.: k. C. 140 (1837-38) xviiit Part 1, p. 26. C. R. o.: 
Proceedings of the Guardians, p. 165. Abel Rotherham, was the brother 
of R. K. Rotherham, the Tory corporator, 
(2) P. P.: H. C. 138 (1837-38) xviii-I Part 1, p. 17. P. R. O.: M. H. 
12/133779 Gulson to Nichollsq 24 September 1834. In October 1834 
Gulson was one of the first four assistant commissioners to be appoin- 
ted by the Poor Law Commission: Thomas Mackay, A HistorZ of the 
English Poor Law, iiiq (London, 1898, repr. 196-1), p. 174. See 
Appendix for Gulson's later career. 
(3) P. P.: H. C. 138 (1837-38) xviiij Part Il P, 17. Gulson also 
complained of abuse and of his being threatened with a knife. 

Coventry Herald, 2 December 1831- 
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The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 left the powers of the 

Poor Law Commissioners undefined over areas subject to local acts, 
like Coventry. For ten years Coventry was not subject to the 

close control of the commissionerss though it received advice and 

pressure. There was much change in policy in the direction 

desired by the commissioners - but not enough to satisfy them. 

On the other handq not all the changes the commission proposed 
were to the disadvantage of the poor - though most were: and, in 

addition, there was some change of local not central originj and 
this was entirely to the paupers' disadvantage - though the 

commission, not the directors, got the blame. Thus in August 
1837 the dietary of paupers in the workhouse was reducedg the 

amounts of breadl- meat and beer given being cut'to three quarters 
of the previous figures. (l) The directors' defence was that if 
they had not reduced the dietary themselves the Poor Law Commission- 

ers would have forced them to do so, but in fact Chadwick's letters 
to them never mention the dietary. (2) The new dietary was in some 
respects inferior to that of the Foleahill union workhouse. Early 
in 1838 epidemics of measles and cholera in the workhouse led to 

many deaths among children and the aged; 63 out of 228 inmates 
died. Richard Earle, the assistant poor law commissioner who 
investigated, absolved the dietary from blameg and praised the humane 

efforts of the directors and the parish surgeons to tend the sick. 
But he found the workhouse far too cold and the clothing'of the 
inmates inadequate. They were allowed to wear their own and were 
not put into paupers' uniform - but as a result they lacked the 

cloaks or greatcoats'that union houses would have provided for the 

winter. He also regretted that the house was largely unclassified. 
(3) A few weeks later the guardians sanctioned the expenditure of 
C1000 to provide better heating and more classification, as Earle 
had recommended, and these changes were carried outq but his advice 
that better clothing be provided was apparently not followed, (4) 
(1) The cost per head per week of food in the workhouse in 1835 was I 
2s. 3d; by 1838 this had risen to 2s. lld -a much smaller rise than I 
that of food prices in the same period. The effect of reducing the i 
dietary was to keep costs fairly stable. ., 
(2) The directors' explanation was accepted by the radicals of the 
city; see Chapter Seven, Section II. 
(3) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13377, Richard Earle to Edwin Chadwick, 16 
February 1838. Coventry Herald, 2 February 1838. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 20 April 1838. Coventry Standard, 1 April 
1842. C. R. O,: Proceedings of the Guardians of-the Poor, pp. 200 
et seq. 
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At a. meeting in March 1842 the guardians congratulated each 

other on the classifying that had taken place; the sexes had been 

separated, and the dissolute from the moral* Previously, said 
Charles Bray, 

being all together, every species of moral depravity was 
carried on; now it was not so ... they were so classed 
that it tended not only to improve their moralsq but to 
strengthen them in health$ so that when they came out of 
the house they could get their living much better than 
when they went in ... He was sure the ratepayers would 
save in the end. (l) 

But this did not satisfy the Poor Law Commission. Although the 

separation 'extended to married couplesq and children not so young 

as. to require the attention of their mothers ... the number and 

arrangement of the yards is by no means such as to insure a complete 

separation of males from females, either by day or nightl. (2) 

Discipline was loose; inmates were frequently allowed to come and 

go as they pleased and were permitted visitors. They were set 
to work at silk-throwing but not all the time* 'They are half 

the time idle, smoking their pipes. 1(3) The inmates at the throwing 

mill were paid small gratuities which made the house even less of a 
deterrent. (4) 

The poor law inspectors were also critical of the policy of 

outdoor relief adopted. Soon after becoming Secretary to the 

Commissioners Chadwick had written to the Coventry directors 

recommending them to relieve the able-bodied in the house if possible, 

and if not to give relief in kind, not money, since it prevented 

waste and 'stops the relief of those who are not really necessitous'. 
Chadwick also assumed of course a l1abour test of need for relief. (5) 

The house was not big enough to accommodate all the casual poor who 

at times required relief, and the great majority of able-bodied men 

were relieved outdoors(6), not in: in return for labour at the corn- 

mill. In disregard bf Chadwick's advicel their relief was in the 

(1) Coventry Standard, 1 April 1842* 
(2) P. P.: L468] H. C. (1843) xxit P. 158- 
(3) ibid, 9 p. 159. 
(4) loc. cit. The inspectors wished-the silk throwing to be 
discontinued (ibid., p. 160) and apparently it was soon after their 

, visit. 
(. 5) - P. R. O.: H. H. 12/133779 Edwin Chadwick to the Directors of the 
Poorg 25 October 1834. 
(6) 

- 
68 out of 88 able-bodied men being relieved in December 1842 

were outdoor paupers. 
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1830s given in money, not kind, Apparently as a result of'pressure 
from the assistant inspectors Robert Wealel the directors in 1840 

altered the system of outdoor relief; to, accord with'the Poor Law 

Commission's policy half the relief was henceforth to be given in 

bread. This seemed to satisfy the inspectors on the point, and 
they made no criticism of the directors' failure to take all the 

able-bodied into the house for relief* ' The inspectors also 
favoured the rigour of the new scales of outdoor relief agreed to 

by the directors in September 1840. The, scale set maxim&ýfor the 

relief of the unemployedg of 2s. for an adult and ls. 6d. for a 

child, that seem to be identical with those granted seven years 

earlier. For those in employment earnings limits were set beyond 

which relief in supplementation was'not to be granted: for single 

persons the limit was set at 3S., an amount which as previously 

would exclude from relief all save the very occasionally employed: 
for those with children the earnings limit set varied according to 

the number, up to a maximum of 12s. 9 however large the family. 

Under the scale, amounts granted in supplementation were not to 

bring the total family income above the earnings limit in question. - 
This would sharply reduce the most generous amounts of supplementa- 
tion granted in 1833-M -In addition, the directors emphasised 

their determination never to exceed the maxima and pay less if 

possible. But the inspectors seemed to disapprove of a scale 

which allowed the directors even to consider supplementation of 
the normal weekly earnings of the lowest class of engine-loom 

weavers if he had a large number of children, and reprobated very 

strongly the continued freedom exercised under the local act by 

individual directors to grant to individual claimants relief in 

excess of the agreed scale and thus to vitiate the board's collective 

rigour. The removal of this personal power and the enforcement of 

collective authority$ as in normal poor law unionss was a major 

need in Coventry, thought the inspectors. They concluded that 

the cost of poor relief in Coventry 'although a smaller average 
than exists in some agricultural Unions v.. probably exceeds that 

of any manufacturing town in the North of Englandt. (2) 

(1) For example, the case of Peter Parkert quoted above* 
(2) P. P,: &. ý8] II. C. (1843) -xi, pp. 152 et seq. See also P. R. O.: 
H-H- 12/133779 Peport of Roberxt Veal9l 20 November 1840. The extent 
to which wage supplements were still paid in the early 1840s was not 
indicated by the inspectors. The only evidence on the matter is in 
P. P.: [217] H. C. (1840) xxiv, P. 3'07 - which mentions the 'gradual 
abandonment of payments in aid of wagest in the 1830s. Weale dis- 
approved also of the high payments to the poor with settlements in 
Coventry but living elsewhere - for whom the United parishes were 

cont 9. # 
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Between 1838 and 1842 the threat of the assimilation of the 

city's poor law system into the national pattern grew steadily 

greater, as it did for all thirty-two areas under local acts; 
they exhibited, according to the Poor law Commission, the same 
tendency to pay wage supplements to able-bodied men in employment; 
this the commissioners wished to eradicate. They came to believe 
in the early 1840s that the 1834 act did in fact confer on them 
the power to enforce policy on local act areasq won several legal 

cases on the point, and by 1842 issued regulations to check abuses 
in several areas, though not in Coventry. (l) The city's turn 

would come: 'the legal presumption isq that the general law 

prevails everywhere: and this presumption can only be repelled 
by the existence of a provision in a special act clearly derogating 

from the general law with respect to the districtl. (2) 

Almost all opinion in Coventry was either satisfied with the 

city's poor law administration or regarded it as at least better 

than it would be if subject to the close control of the commissioners. 
Only the cantankerous and much disliked Abel Rotherham - 'honest 

Abel' - went on record urging that the guardians should ask the Poor 
Law Commission to place the city under the Poor Law Amendment Act 

and make it a normal uniont to cut down the lavish expenditure still 
alleged to exist. (3) From the first the Coventry Herald took the 
line that the 1834 act was necessary to correct the prodigal poor 
law expenditure in many parts of England and to encourage thrift and 

(2) cont. 
responsible; these payments had been F, 1262 in the year that ended. 
in April 1833; nine years later they had been reduced to C6639 but 
Weale regarded this as still too high. One change won the approval 
of Weale - the almost complete extinction outdoor relief for 
bastards in Coventry after 1834: P. P.: [4681 H. C. (1843) xxis PP- 156 
et seq. 
(1) P. P.: [389] H. C. (1842) xix: Ei ]IJh Annual Report of the Poor 
Law Commissioners, pp. 18 et seq; [4ffl H. C. (1643) xxi, pp. 12 et seq, 
(2) P. P.: E460 H. C. (1843) xxi, p. 24. Coventry's act contained 
no such provision. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 8 April 1836. Coventry Standard, 1 April 
1842. When Rotherham was a director in 1644 his action in writing 
abusive comments in the minute book led the board to take the unpre- 
cedented step of excusing the fines he would incur by failing to 
attend in future; when Rotherham still attended and the flow of 
insults continued the board 'viewing with disgust the conduct of" 
Mr. Rotherham' agreed at a special meeting to institute fines of up 
to C10 for insults offered to directors by colleagues at their 
meetings. C. R. O.: Minutes of the Bord of Directors for the United 
Parishes, i. 1 May, 8 May, 15 May, 5 June 1844. 
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industry among the poor. It was not, however, needed for Coventry, 

since the reforms of Gulson and his colleagues had made the city's 

poor law administration frugal. 'To us in Coventry, who see little 

if any of the abuses of the Poor Lawq the evil is not generally 

understood to be of its actual magnitude. ' The administration of 
the city's workhouse was 'not perfect ... but it is exceedingly 

excellentl. (l) The need to preserve outdoor relief for a city 

subject to periodic slumps when paupers could not all be accommodated 

in the workhouse was the reason for keeping local independence from 

the dictates of the Poor Law Commissioners. (2) At first the Tory 

Standard attacked the 1834 act with vehement but undiscriminating 

abuse, as an example of the way in which the Whigs sought 'to gag 

the people by Commissions and enactmentsl destructive of the 

principles of old English freedom'. (3) But when it discussed 

specific detail it admitted that it approved of the reduction in 

costj the uniformity of rule and action, and the businesslike system, 
brought by the New Poor Law - qualities which the poor law administra- 

tion of Coventry shared; there was no danger of the directors of the 

poor indulging in 'too profuse and indiscriminate liberalityl. (4) 

But the Standard objected to the Poor Law Commission's hostility to 

outdoor relief, which might be proscribed if their control was 

extended fully over the city. Outdoor relief, though not needed 

everywhere, certainly was in Coventry because of its periodic slumps; 
forcing unemployed weavers into the workhouse for relief would (even 

if the house could take them all, which it could not) entail their 

selling their looms and thus, when the slump ended, either new looms 

would have to be bought for them from poor law funds or the weavers 

would become permanent paupers. outdoor relief was in the interests 

of the ratepayers. 

(1) Coventry Herald, 4 
April M3Z. 

(2) ibid., 12 February 
(3) Coventry Standard, 
12 August, 2 September 1, 
(4) Coventry Standard, 

April 1834. See also the leader of 15 

18419 20 May, 10 June 1842. 
21 April 1837. See also the leaders of 536. 

1 October 1841. 
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'If the Directors of the Poor ... were now under the direct 
control of the Commissioners, and ordered by them to withhold 
all outdoor relief to persons able to work, could they act 
upon such an order? and if they didg would not the result be 
oppressive to all parties? '(1) 'This city has hitherto been 
exempt from the interference of the Commissionerst and there 
are many reasons arising from the peculiar nature of its staple 
tradeq which would render the application of strict regulations 
respecting outdoor relief peculiarly stringent and severe. 1(2) 

The near-unanimity of opinion in the city on the need to 

preserve local autonomy was shown in 1842. In that year the renewal 
for five years of the Poor Law Commission (then due to expire) was 

proposed in a bill. This was the city's last chance to keep 

Chadwick away. It united in an attempt to gain an amendment to 

the bill, giving Coventry exemption from the authority of the 

commission. 300 or 400 guardians far more, tha 
,n 

ever turned up 

at Easter to elect the directors(3) attended a meeting in County 

Hall. Wardent the radical plumberM, emphasised that the restric- 

tion of outdoor relief which he believed the commission would 
institute would be inhumane in Coventry, subject as it was to 

periodic slumps. In additiont it would be costly* Withholding 

the little outdoor relief that could tide the unemployed weaver 

over hard times 

would fix a man in the workhouse for life; they would so 
break that spirit of independence, that a man would be quite 
reckless of what became of himself and family ... They ought 
to consider the pockets of the ratepayers. (. 5) 

The guardians agreed with him. A few days later the ratepayers 

held their-meeting on Greyfriars Green. Edward Goodet the radical 

weavert and William Browettt the quaker draper of Smithford Street, 

argued that local self-government should be defended against 

centralisation; the directors and guardians were talented enough 

not to need Chadwick's orders. Charles Woodcock, the reactionary 

Tory solicitor, wished to protect the ratepayer from the idle 

pauper, but he thought the 'faultless poor' - the sick, the aged, 

(1) ibid. 9 8 January-1841. 
(2) ibid. 9 5 March 184l. On this question, see also the leading 
articles in ibid., 23 February 1838,8 October 1841,10 June 1842. 
(3) 25 attended the election of St. Michael's directors in March 
1842. This was the usual number. C. R. O.: - Proceedings of the 
Guardians, passim, and p. 212'o 

-(4) 
For the only recorded radical criticism of the directors of the 

poor, in 1838, see Chapter Seven, section II. 
(5) Coventry Standard, 10 June 1842. 
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and the unemployed - should be helped with outdoor relief. He 

agreed with Warden that to end it would be both cruel and expensive: 
in, Woodcock argued, social as well as financial terms. The New 

Poor Law was 

a restriction of the rights of the poor. He wished his own 
rights and privileges to be respected, and consequently he 
respected the rights and privileges of others. The poor 
possessed certain interests in the soil and property of this 
country which ought to be respected; otherwise how could he 
expect them to have a respect for his interests if he had no 
regard for theirs. (l) 

David Buckney, the Chartistj argued for different reasons for the 

same end - the continuance of local autonomy. The local act was 
'too aristocraticall; it gave power to a much more restricted 

group than the body of ratepayers who elected guardians in areas 

subject to the 1834 act. 'Yet it was a great deal better than the 

New Poor Law': since it permitted a more liberal policy than the 

commissionýS in respect of outdoor relief and workhouse classification. 
(2) John Starkey, another Chartist(3), wished to break this civic 

concord with a wider political debate. The chairman would not 

allow him to speak; he and his Chartist associates talked for half 

an hour after the meeting closed - abusing the directors of the poor, 
the opponents of Chartismv and class legislation. But even they 

voted for the petition for Coventry's exemption from the control of 
the Poor Law Commission: this was moved by Charles Woodcock and 
William Taunton, to show the unity of all parties on the question, 

and was carried unanimously. (4) 

The petition was presenteds with no effect; the bill (which 

received the royal assent on 30 July) did not exempt Coventry from 

the control of the commissioners. (5) Within eighteen months the 

(1) loc: Cit. 
(2) loc cit. 
(3) Then in dispute with Buckney over the whole question of the 
alliance of Chartists with middle-class reformers, and over the repeal 
of the Corn Laws. 
(4) Coventry Standard and Coventry Heraldl 10 June 1842. 
(5) Journals of the House of Commons$ xcvii (1842)9 PP. 3529 547. 
5&6 -Vict. cap. 57: An Act to continue the Poor Law Commission ... Neither of the city's M. P, s spoke in the debates. Ellice voted for 
the bill on second reading and, did not vote at all thereafter. 
Williams voted against it at every stage to the endl supporting the 
unsuccessful wrecking amendments and motions for the adjournment 
proposed by Sharman Crawford, Busfield Ferrand and T. S. Duncombe. 
Apart from hostility to the coRm 

, 
issiong much of the opposition to the 

bill came from dislike of section 6. and related sectionsg giving the 
commission power to dissolve Gilbert Unions: to expedite its passage 
these controversial sections were dropped by Graham. But they would 
not in any case have added to the commission's powers over areas under 
local acts. Parliamentary Debates,, third series, lxiv (1842). pp. 
94 Ot Beql 233 et seq, 551 et seq, 643 et seq; 1xv (1842), pp. 74 et 
seqt 323 et seq, 496 et seq. 
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united parishes had been brought as firmly under the control of 

the Poor Law Commission as any ordinary union. Coventry's 

peculiar nomenclature - guardians and directors - remaineds also 

the narrow constituency of the former and the method of election 

and length of service of the latter. But it was made clear to them 

by Chadwick that the policy they had to apply, and the rules they 

had to abide byl were those laid down by the Poor, Law Commissioners; 

in January and February 1844 the Commissionts General Orders for 

Union Officers and Workhouse Rules were issued to the Coventry 

directors, the only change from the common form being one of 

terminology - 'director' being substituted for Iguardianl. (I) 

The assistant poor law inspectors' old complaint against the local 

administration - that under the local act directors had assumed the 

power to disregard collective decisions - was thus remedied; the 

strengthening of Chadwick's hand over local act areas on this point 
by the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1844(2) was unnecessary in 

Coventry's case. - To make the new position entirely clear in the 

cityl 200 copies of the commission's General Orders were issued to 

the directors for circulation in May 1844. (3) In any case of 
doubt thereafter it was stressed by Chadwick and his successors 
that the General Orders of the commission (and after 1847 the Poor 

Law Board) applied as much in Coventry as elsewhere. (4) 

The rules sent to Coventry by the commission early in 1844 laid 

downg in effectq that the discipline and classification of the work- 
house should become much more rigorous than they had been when they 

excited Weale's disapproval in the earlY-18408. The changes involved 

were effected by the directors in the next few years: paupers could 

no longer come and go as they pleased; the sexes were strictly 

separated as were the aged and impotent from the able-bodied, and 
the disorderly from the orderly. The'new classification was in 

some ways a gain for the inmates; as David Buckney and Charles 

Woodcock (no friends to the New Poor Law) pointed outq it meant that 

prostitutes suffering from venereal disease were now separated from 

respectable able-bodied women. Still, on balance the new regime 
(1) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13 71 General Orders etc. for Coventry, January 
February 1844. P. P.: 56o H. c. U844) xix: Tenth Annual Report IL4 
of the Poor Law Commission, p. 15. 
(2) 7&8 Vict., cap. 101. Clause 64 compelled Guardians under a 
local act to act as a board, and not individually. 

(3) C. R. O.: Minutes of the Directors of the Poor, i, p. 11. 
(4) For an example, see P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13378, Edwin Chadwick to 
Thomas Hine (directors' clerk) 28 April 1846, over the apprenticeship 
regulationSfor pauper children. 
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in the workhouse was harsher and less pleasant for paupers(l): 

suchq indeedl was the judgement in the city. (2) 

For those who had previously received outdoor relief it was 

certainly harder. The central authority did not insist that it 

should cease entirely: it accepted the submission of the directors 

that no more than 320 could in safety be accommodated in the house 

of industry without extensive additionsq and since it did not 

suggest them, it perforce accepted that many paupersl particularly 
in times of slumpq had to be relieved outside the house. (3) On 

the other hand, the provision of such relief was made noticeably 

more stringent and niggardly than before 1844. The effect of the 

new rigour may be seen in the figures for outdoor relief before 

and after that date. There was a great reduction in the number 

of outpoor families and in the cost of their maintenance, In 

July 1843 (when the slump that the ribbon trade had suffered in 

1842 was over) 453 outpoor families were being relieved. One year 
later this number had been cut to 345 and by July 1845 to 307. 

This reduction was explicitly attributed at the time to a more 

rigorous policy of relief; that it was the result of better times 

was denied. (4) The effect of the new policy is most noticeable 

when the outpoor figures for January 1841 and January 1847 - both 

slump years that called forth private relief funds in Coventry - 
are compared. In January 1841 there were 318 permanent (aged and 
impotent) and 266 casual (able-bodied) outpoor families. Six years 
later the total was 281, (5) A reduction of this magnitude implies 

(1 ) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13379, John Graves to Poor Law Boardt 8 July 
18479 5 April 1848. C. R. O.! Minutes of the Directors of the Poor, i, 
19 June 1844; Proceedings of the Guardians of the Poor, 4 March 1844. 

, 
Coventry Standard, 8 March 1844. On the other hands the ending by 
the poor law inspector of the old habit in Coventry of putting two 
able-bodied men in one bed in times of pressure - he insisted, 
apparently, that new beds be bought - shows how the new regular 
discipline of the house could in some ways help to preserve the 
dignity of the poor. P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13380, Robert Weale to PLB, 
14 August 1855. 
(2) See the complaints at the new hardship in Coventry Herald, 13 
December 1844. Coventry Standard, 14 October 16.59. 
(3) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13378, Directors of the Poor to Poor Law 
Commission, 12 June 1844. C. R. O.: Minutes of the Directors of the 
Poor, 5 June, 12 June 1844. The commission and board generally 
accepted the need for much outdoor relief for able-bodied paupers in 
industrial areas in the 1840s and after. See M. E. Roset 'The Vew 
Poor Law in an Industrial Areat, in R. M. Hartwelll ed., The Industrial 
Revolution (Oxfordl 1970), PP. 130 et seq. 

ý(4) Coventry Herald, 19 January 1844. 
(5) The poor law accounts in C. R. O.: Proceedings of the Guardianal 
do not distinguish between permanent and casual outpoor after January 1844. 
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that both categories of outpoor suffered. (l) And the abandonment 

of the last vestiges of wage-supplementation for the able-bodied 
that remained when Weale reported in the early 1840s is indicated 

by the almost uniformly encomiastic reports of the poor law auditors 

and the inspectors after 1844. (2) And what pleased the poor law 

authority displeased the CitY. (3) 

Those in the city who protested at the rigour of the new policy 
of outdoor relief were unsure whether to criticise the directors 

or the poor law board. Thus in 1855 R. K. Rotherham and William 

Wilmot argued strongly that the directors should be giving outdoor 

relief far more liberally: but their criticism was moderated by 

the mayor, who pointed out that they were bound by strict regulations 

as to outdoor reliefq which they could not legally exceed. (4) 

(1) It seems certaing too, that the greater part of the reduction 
is to be accounted for by a more rigorous policy towards the poor in 
Coventry (both those with settlements and those without) rather than 
by the decrease in relief payments to those paupers with Coventry 
settlements who were resident elsewhere. This decrease did indeed 
take place, though by what amount is unknown. (CoventryHeraldl'.., 
loc. cit. ) But even if such payments were entirely eliminated they 
cannot account for the total reduction that occurred: in 1842 (the 
last year for which details of these payments are available) they 
amounted to only Z663; outdoor relief cost c. L4,850 in the same year., 
(2) Like normal poor law unions, the united parishes were after 
1844 subject to regular inspection and semi-annual audit by officers 
of the commission and board. Their reports (and the documentation 
produced by the appointment of all union officers, for which the 
approval of the central authority was needed) form the great bulk of 
the material in P. R. O.: M. H. 12/133789 133799 13380 and 13381 for the 
period to 1861. Accounts and administration were almost always found 
entirely correct and approved. Occasional faults were usually 
procedural and due to venial ignorance or misunderstandings which were 1 
quickly remedied on official advice. A notable exception was the 
clerk's gross failure to keep the general ledger accounts in 1855, 
which was followed by his prompt resignation. P. R. O.: M-H- 12/13380, 
J. Hunt to PLB, 15 October, 1 December 1855. The able-bodied had been 
relieved outdoors only in return for labour at the corn mill in the 
early 1840s, before the commission took close control. The Poor Law 
Board approved of the rigour of this labour test, and also of its 
being supplemented by a stone yard during the slump of 1857, when there 
were too many outpoor men to work at the mill. P. R. O.: M-H. 12/13380, 
Herbert Dewes to PLB, 30 November 1853, PLB to Thomas Hine, 7 December 
1853i M. H. 12/13381, W. Harris to PLBt 20 May 18589 Robert Weale to 
PLB, 24 july 1858. 
(3) See the reports, of meetings to raise private funds for the 
unemployed, at which criticisms of the inadequacy of outdoor relief 
was voiced: Coventry Standard, 17 December 1847,23 February 1855; 
also the leading articles asking for more generous outdoor relief 
in ibid., 2 August 1844,18 December 18469 28 May 1847. 

coventrl standard, 23 February 185.5. 
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Neverthelessl the impression is strong that the directors willingly 

accepted their role as economisers - although in 1844 they had 

expressed a desire to remain free from the control of the commission. 
(1) Between 1844 and 1860 they seem to have complained only once 

against the regulations of the authority: in October 18529 when 
they argued that the Out-Relief Order of 25 Augustq which instructed 

that half such relief paid to paupers over 60 should be in kind. 

The directors asked for discretionary power to deviate from the 

order since it worked harshly towards the aged. (2) Indeedl the 

evidence suggests that the directors freely accepted and acquiesced 
in the harshness of the system they administered. When great 

unemployment once again occurred in the ribbon trade, in 1860 and 
1861, the weavers learned that directors showed vastly less sympathy 
for them than had their predecessors of thirty years before. 

(l)- In April 1844 H. Browett met deputations from Bristol, Hull, 
Plymouth, Southampton, Birmingham and Brighton in an abortive attempt 
to persuade Sir James Graham to insert in 7&8 Viet., c. 101, a 
clause exempting them - places under local acts - from the control 
of the Poor Law Commission. ' C'. R. O.: Minutes of the Directors of 
the Poor, i. pp. 9 et seq. 
(2) P. R. O.: M. H. 1Z/13380, Thomas Hine to PLB, 28 October 1852. 
C. R. O.: Minutes of the Directors of the Poor, iii, 27 October 1852. 
The request was refusedl but owing to widespread national protest 
the order was later withdrawn. P. R. O.: loc. cit. PLB to Hine, 2 
November 1852; M. E. Rosel op, cit-o PP,! 134'et seq-. 
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ii 

Charitable relief 

Statutory poor relief was not the only means of assisting 
the distressed that was adopted in Coventry. For somel charity 
was a valuable supplement. For electors who wished to preserve 
their franchise, it was a necessary alternatives at all events 

after 1832- From 1722 onwards, the law was that acceptance of 

parochial relief disfranchised Coventry electors; in practice, 
the disqualification became much more stringent after the Great 
Reform Act than before it. (l) But the acceptance of doles from 
formal or informal charities did not disqualify electors: nort 
significantly, do the poor seem to have felt that, these brought 
the moral stigma of parochial relief. (2) 

(1) The Commons determined in November 1722 that the right of voting 
in Coventry inhered in duly qualified freemen who did not receive 
'alms or weekly charity'. This provision was repeated in the preamble 
to the act of 1772 compelling the corporation to admit men duly 
qualifiedl 21 Geo, III, cap. 54. This restriction on Coventry's 
electorate appears to have been exceptional; see E. and A. G. Porritt, 
The Unreformed House of Commons (Cambridge 1903,2 vols)9 is p. 69. 
In practice, it seems that only freemen resident in almshouses or the 
house of industry at elections were disqualified. See P. P.: H. C. 
148 (1826-27), iv, p. 261. At the 1826 election. only 68 paupers and 6 almsmen were disqualifiedo The Great Reform Act denied a place in 
the electoral register of any borough (compiled every autumn) to any 
person who had received parochial relief in the year ending the 
previous 31 July. This disqualification would operate till the next 
register was compiled. It applied of course to both freemen and F, 10 
householders. 2 and 3 William, IV9 cap. 45, clause 36. 
(2) In the great slump at the end of 1860 recently prosperous first- 
hands disliked accepting assistance from any source - selling their 
furniture before they did - but hated the idea of parochial relief 
most of all. See P. R. O.: M. H. 12/133829 John Jenkinsl Notes on the 
Distress in Coventry, 14 December 1860, and the speech of A. H. Pears 
reported in Coventry Standard, 14 December 1860. See also Chapter 
Eleven, Section II. Joseph Uutteridge was too proud to apply for 
parochial relief on this occasions but he had previously asked for 
the Z4 gift. Lights and Shadows, pp. 71,151. 
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In quantity, the formal charities of the city were the most 

valuable supplements or alternatives to poor relief. (l) The total 

disbursed by them each year in the early 1850s was well over Z2000 

in financial doles alone; several hundreds more were spent on gifts 

in kind. (2) Thus the amount of cash disbursed by formal charities 

exceeded the cost of the outpoor to the poor rate in all years - 

whether prosperous or not - from 1846 onwards, even though the 

outpoor cost included also the amount spent on Coventrians with a 

settlement in their native city who were being relieved elsewhere. 

In very prosperous years, like those of the early 1850st it also 

equalled or even exceeded the total amount spent by the poor law 

administration on both inpoor and outpoor: though in the very bad 

years round 1830 it equalled only a fraction of the burden borne by 

the poor rate. (3) Thus the relative value of the city's charities 

in alleviating poverty rose as the city became more prosperous and 

the administration of the poor law more rigorous: the Charity 

Commissionts scheme of 1856, therefore, was advanced precisely at a 

time when to Coventrians the dole charities it proposed to commandeer 

seemed more significant than ever, This helps to explain the 

hostility it aroused. (4) 

But as a means of alleviating the episodic distress common in 

the ribbon trade the formal charities had defects. They were 

distributed at fixed times in the year, which might or might not 

correspond with the slumps that occurred; it was of little use to 

a weaver's family starving in April to know that it might receive 
A in June; (5) in addition, though the same family might be distressed 

several times in a ten-year period, it could receive the gift only 

once during it. So it was customary during times of slump to raise 

in the city special private distress funds applicable to current 

(1) The largest dole, the White Z4 gift9 was an alternative only. 
Those who had received parochial relief in the previous year were 
ineligible for it. P. P.: 

rý0601 
HIC. (1856) xxii, p. 107. 

(2) See Chapter Eight, Section II. 

(3) See the tables in the Appendix for poor law figures. 

(4) See also Charity Commission Records: Registered File 216235/3, 
General Municipal Charities, Coventry, memorial of the Directors of 
the Poor against the Charity Commission's schemet January 1856. 
(5) The month in which the White gift was distributed. See entries 
in C. R. O.: Council Minutes, passim. 
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poverty - funds which like the formal charities did not affect 

the franchise. In the distress of 1817 Z3,300 was raised for 

such a fund. Similar funds followed in the 1820s though the 

totals raised are not made clear. (l) After 1830 relief funds 

were customary toog at all great depressions. In the slump at 

the beginning of 1837 Walter Farquhar Hook, the Tory vicar of 

Holy Trinity initiated a public meeting in the County Hall at 

which the mayor took the chair. The Anglican clergyman Thomas 

Sheepshanks and the dissenting ministers Sibree and Jerard, the 

Tories George Eldl William Wilmot and E. H. Woodcocks and the radicals 

Edward Goode and Charles Bray - men, that isq usually not co-operating 

with each other in anything - made united appeals for money for bread 

and coals. An all-party committee was elected. In six weeks 

L861 had been subscribed and ; 9783 of it spent on 30,171 4 lb 

loaves distributed in the city. As the slump continueds another 

relief fund was raised by the same committee in April, though its 

amount is not known. A meeting of weavers in April thanked their 

wealthier neighbours for their generosity. (2) 

The slump of 1841 led to another requisition to the Mayor for 

a public meeting to raise a relief fund. Again leading citizens 

of all views - the Conservative and Anglican ribbon manufacturer 

Cleophas Ratliff and the dissenting radical Edward Goode, for 

example - appealed for funds. 'It added in no small degree to the 

beauty of the landscape', said the Rev. Francis Franklin of Cow 

Lane Baptist Chapel, land formed a bond of union between the parties, 

when those who were in affluent circumstances felt disposed to 

assist those who stood in need of it'. (3) L160 was subscribed at 

the meeting. One week later 10,000 were receiving relief twice a 

week. C917 were collected by the middle of March, of which nearly 

. ý800 were spent on almost 30,000 41b loaves. (4) A slight improve- 

ment during the summer months had disappeared by winter, 'A 

Townsman' wrote of the distress in Coventry, 'patiently borne': 

'the bed sold - the coat pawned - the comfortable home changed for 

the narrow confines of an unhealthy room; the great number of 
houses untenanted attests the fact'. A fresh public subscription 

was needed. (5) Another requisition was sent to the mayorl another 
(1) See Chapter Twos Sections I and Ve 
(2) Coventry Herald, 6 Januarys 13 January, 20 January, 14 April, 
21 April 1637. Coventry Standard, 10 February, 24 February, 21 
April 1837. 
(3) Coventry Standards 29 January 1841. 
(4) ibid. 9 29 January, 5 February, 19 March 1841. 
(5) ibid., 26 November 1841. 
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meeting convened. On this occasion, however, the usual ceremonious 

and ostentatious suppression of party differences had scarcely been 

put in motion, by the Anglican clergymen W. Drake and John Howells, 

the Quaker silkman John Gulson, the Tory banker E. H. Woodcock and 
the liberals A. H. Pears and J. S. Whittem, when an unprecedented 

event occurred. Its effect on the civil establishment may be 

gauged by the outraged capitals employed by the Coventry Standard: 

tthe meeting had thus far proceeded unanimously, when there was an 
INTERRUPTION TO THE PROCEEDINGS OCCASIONED BY THE CHARTISTSI. (l) 

David Buckney and William Taunton pressed the motion 'that it was 
the opinion of this meeting that the distress was attributable to 

the partial and unjust laws arising from the system of class legis- 

lation and the absence of salutary regulations between employers 

and their workment. (2) The respectable citizens departed from the 

meeting in County Hall to organise anothert free from controversy, 

At the meeting of the Chartist rump left behind in County Hall it 

was pointed out to Buckney and Taunton by the Rev. John Gordon, 

the Unitarian minister, that continued pressing of their motion was 
likely to lead to a withering of civic generosity. Very revealingly, 
Buckney and Taunton withdrew the motion. (3) 

A fresh meeting was held a few days later, on the usual non- 

controversial principle. This timeq Chartists were excluded. 
L100 were collected at the table, and as it happened the relief 
fund appears to have been more generously subscribed than any since 
1817. Z1352 were collectedl much of it by committees in the ten 

ancient wards; money came too from the two M. P. sq Lords Craven and 
Hood, and the London silkmenq who gave 9300, while the leading 

colliery proprietor of Warwickshire, George Whieldong gave forty 

tons of coal. This, with 429000 quartern loavesl was distributed 

to hungry weavers in January and February 1842. The balance of 
the fund, Z64, was held over for the next crisis. (4) This came at 
the end of 1847. The usual meeting occurred. It was announced 
that the fund would be used to assist not those getting poor relief 
but independent working men who would rather suffer than be paupers. 
(5) But how grateful such men were for helpq commented the Rev. J. B. 
(1) ibid, 9 31 December 1841. 
(2) loc. cit. 
(3) loc- cit. See also Chapter Sevent Section III for a further 
discussion of the Chartist involvement in the relief meeting of 
December 1841. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 7 January, 25 February 1842, 
(5) This appears to have been the first occasion on which the 
distress fund was explicitly reserved to non-paupers. 
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Collisson of St. Hichaells, and how peaceful the poor of the city 

were - though they lived in the stinking courts of Dead Lane and 
Far Gosford Street. Once again, subscription committees were 
begun in the ten wards. C940 were raisedg which with the balance 

of the 1842 fund provided eight distributions of bread 33tOOO 

quartern loaves - by May 1848. (l) 

Once again a substantial amount was left unspent Z98t which 

stayed in the bank until the crisis of 1855 (after the prosperity 

of the early 1850s) made another fund necessary. The usual all- 

party meeting was called by requisition to the mayorl who took the 

chair in St. Mary's Hall. In the bitter frosts of February, when 
the ice on the canal was eighteen inches thick, 39000 applied for 

relief on the first day. As beforeg bread was given only to those 

not enjoying poor relief. It was however as a result of the 

increased stringency and rigour of the administration of the poor 
law that for the first time a precise scale of relief under the 

charitable fund was drawn up. Charity itself was more carefully 

regulated than had been usual forty years before. Those whose 

earnings totalled less than ls. 6d. a week for each adult and 6d. for 

each child were given 3lbs of bread per day for each adult and llb 

for each child. Those whose earnings were greaterg up to a 

maximum for eligibility of 38. for each adult and ls. for each child, 

were given proportionately less. 86,000 loaves were distributed, 

until the onset of better weather and the revival of trade in the 

middle of March made it possible to close charitable relief. JC292 
then remained unspent - Z872 having been subscribed for this 

occasion and added to the L98 remaining from the previous fund. (2) 

The balance was carried forward to the next slumpq at the end of 
1857, when the mayor told the public meeting he convened in St. 

Mary's Hall that 'he never recalled so severe a timet both for 

masters and men'. Once more Anglicans and dissenteral Conservatives 

like Alderman Lynes and radicals like William Taunton appealed for 

a public subscription. This raised just over 9600, to which the 

earlier balance was added. Bread was distributed until the end of 
January. 9220 remained unspent. (3) 

Despite the mayor's statement at the end of 18579 it seems 
clear that distress was much less extensive in time and nature than 
(1) Coventry Standardt 17 December 1847t 11 February, 5 May 1848. 
(2) ntry Standardt 23 Februaryq 2 March, 9 March, 1 June 1855- 
(3) Coventry Standardt 4 Decembert 11 December 1857,7 May 1858- 
Coventry Herald'. 18 'December 1857,15 January, 22 January 1858. 
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it had been forty years before. The fact that the public 

subscription raised in 1857 was less than one fifth of the total 

collected in 1817 may perhaps be attributed to the less dire 

situation at the later date - and to the preceding greater prosperity 

of the weaversl which made them more able to sustain it. But no 

such explanation may be adduced for the amount collected for the 

distress fund of the spring of 1860 - only 9170, U) which even with 
the X220 remaining from the previous fund was woefully inadequate 

to meet the weavers' needs: distress then approached, or equalled, 

the scale of 1817, and the amount subscribed was about one twentieth 

of the total on the earlier occasion. But the Cobden-Chevalier 

treaty of 1860 was a moral earthquake: it dislodged old loyalties, 

old attitudes, old compassions in the city. Inhabitants who had 

previously subscribed so generously to support unemployed weavers 

now argued that weavers had to be prepared to accept lower remunera- 
tion than the lists of prices stipulated: such a concession was 
necessary to meet foreign competition, and so preserve the future 

prosperity of the trade and city. And only when the weavers had 

been beaten into submission and had surrendered the list, was the 

city prepared to subscribe again for their relief in the bitter 

distress at the end of 186o. 

(1) See Chapter Elevent Section II. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

THE ATTITUDES OF THE PRESS 1824-1860 

I 

The Coventry Herald 

The liberal newspaper of the city, the Coventry Herald, was 
founded in 1808 by Nathaniel Merridew, a Congregationalist and a 

ribbon warehouseman. (l) Sixteen years later the newspaper was 

owned by his son, Henry Merridew, dissenter and ribbon manufacturer. 
(2) He sold it to John Turner, probably a kinsman of John Turner, 

ribbon manufacturer, in October 1842. Four years later Charles 

Brayl the philosopher and ribbon manufacturer bought it; he ran 
it until 1874, when it was sold to John Moir Scott-(3) 

Under Merridew and Turner, the Herald spoke for the dissenting 

intere at - for the redress of their grievances against the Anglican 

Establishment. In the late 1820s it argued for the repeal of the 

Test and Corporation Acts (and also for Catholic Emancipation). 

In, the 1830s and. early 1840s one of the grievances it disliked most 

(1) Coventry Heraldt 10 April, 11 April 1908 - articles on the 
history of the journal. 

(2) ibid., 2 January 1824. All files of the CoventrX Herald 
between 1808 and 1824 were destroyed in tb: e Second World War. 
(3) ibid., 11 January 1833,7 October 1842,17 July 1846. Francis 
White History, Gazetteer, and Directory of Warwickshire (Sheffield, 
lb50): P. 547. Charles Bray, Phases of Opinio-n. pp. 81 et seq. In 
1831 the Herald 

' 
claimed a circulation of about-600. By 1859 it had 

risen to over 1,000. Coventry Herald, 3 June 1831. Newspaper Press 
Directory (London, 18607, Pe 136. 
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strongly was church and vicar's votes. It wanted them abolished 

and, meanwhiles approved the refusal of some dissenters to pay them. 

Thus it denounced Pickering, the Nuneaton dissenters for arguing 
in-a pamphlet that his fellows ought willingly to pay them, and 

praised J. T. Bannister's counter-pamphlet advocating disobedience- 

to immoral laws. (l) The failure, or inability, of the Whig 

governments after 1830 to abolish church rates disappointed the 
Herald. The exclusion of dissenters from the universities, and 
their disabilities in the matters of marriagesl parochial burial 

grounds and the registration of births, marriages and deaths it 

disliked; it commended the alleviation of all these grievances 
(save the first) by the Whigs in 1836. Tithes it disliked too - 
but it denounced radical proposals that they should be abolished, 

since they were a species of property (quite different from church 

rates) whose summary removal would menace property rights everywhere; 

commutation, the formula adopted in 1836, it approved. In general 
it commended until the early 1840s the argument of the Whigs (and 

in particular its hero, Edward Ellice) that dissenters' grievances 

should be removed but the Establishment, though reformed, retained. 
It approved the reform of church revenues carried out by the Whigs 
in the 1830s, but argued in 1834, for example, that bishops should 
continue to sit in the House of Lords, since their rank enabled 
them to exercise, through that institution, a good influence on 
the people; the old evil of a Tory episcopate would be ended by 
the Whigs - who would appoint liberals. It thus refused to print, 
in the same year, a letter from J. Sibree calling for disestablish- 

ment; the Herald could espouse, it said, the opinions of no sect. 
But like many dissenters in Coventry and elsewhere, the Herald 

shifted its position on Establishment in the 1840s, owing to the 
fears aroused by the education clauses of Graham's factory bill in 
1843. By 1845 it was opposing the Maynooth Grant on the grounds 
that it disliked all established churches. This was its attitude 
when Bray took over the paper. (2) 

A similar distrust of extreme solutions was characteristic of 
its political attitudes. The Herald, consistently favoured parlia- 
mentary reform from 1824 onwards. (3) It welcomed the success of 
(1) For this dispute, see Chapter-Sevens Section IV. 
(2) For this section$ see Coventry Herald, 30 March 1827,18 June 
18309 14 January 1831,17 February$ 12 October 1832,18 Januarys 15 
February, 19 November 18339 3 January, 31 January, 7 February, 21 
March, 28 Marchq 13 June, 27 June 1834,3 April 1835,19 Februaryl 
20 May, 15 July. 7 October, 2 December, 16 December 1836,21 February 
1840,3 December 1841,31 March 1843,18 April, 16 May, 6 June, 3 
October 1845. 
(3) ibid. 9 7 January 1825,25 August 1826,4 June 1830. 
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reformers in the 1830 general election, and looked forward to an 

extension of the franchise and the representation of large towns 

so far without M. P. s. But it stressed its desire for gradual, 
hot revolutionary reform, and thought for some months that the 

Wellington ministry might introduce it; though the Herald welcomed 
the French revolution of 1830 it said (in a sidelong glance at the 

Coventry Political Union) that Britain did not need anything like 
it. (l) By the end of 1830 the Herald thought that a British 

revolution - in whichq horrifyinglys manufacturers might have been 

allied with the rick-burning agricultural labourers the journal 

feared so much - would have occurred if Wellingtonj unfortunately 

so hostile to parliamentary reform, had not fallen from power. 
The Herald now looked to Earl Grey to save the country from such a 

revolution by. meetiiýg its needs on the #all-important' question of 

parliamentary reform. (2) These needs were indeed met9 argued the 
Herald, by the Whig bills calculated to give the middle class 
control over the House of Commons. 

And is there any class, we would asks which is more moral or 
intelligent? Such an individual will be seen to preserve 
the good order of society and the power of the laws. Free 
from the temptations to err, which are found sometimes to be 
connected with extreme poverty, and not sheltered by the impunity 
from vice afforded by great wealth or elevated rank, a man in 
the middle class observes the decencies of life with greater 
exactness9 and carries the domestic virtues into more perfect 
operation. (3) 

The benefits expected from the parliaments to be dominated by the 

middle class were extensive. Food would become cheap and employment 
abundant; the reform bill was a necessary first step to helping the 

poor# even though it did not enfranchise them. (4) 

Two county men were talking, during the chairing at Warwickq 
and one said to the other 'What does this reform mean? ' 'Why', 
replied his companion, 'I'm an older man than you, and can recoll- 
ett when we had better flour for eighteen-pence a stone, than we 
have now for half-a-crown; and it is to bring down the price of 
flour as it used to be. ' 'Well then't said the younger, 'if 
that's it, itts worth trying for. ' 'Now that it is, and it is 
worth trying for. '(5) 

(1) ibid. 9 13 Augustq 20 August, 27 August, 3 September, 1 Octobers 
5 Novembers 26 November 1830. , (2) ibid. 9 3 Decembers 24 December 18309 7 January, 14 January 1831. 
See also ibid., 20 January. 1832, for a later expression of the need to pass the bill to save the country from revolution. 
(3) ibid., 11 March 1831. See also ibid., 20 May 1831: the integ- 
rity and honesty of the English householder was a guarantee that the 
reform bill would not lead to the spoliation of property, (4) ibid, 9 1.5 April 1831- 
(5) ibid. 9 13 May 1831. See also ibid., 2 March 1832, 'A Reformed 
House of Commons will assuredly enact laws to feed the hungry, and 
that will for ever remove the present causes of our distress'; and 8 June 1832, making the same point. 
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The Herald saw some minor defects in the bill as originally 

published or as amended; it regarded the provisions to divide the 

counties and extend the county franchise to tenants-at-will (by the 

Chandos clause) as likely to increase aristocratic influence, and 
it thought that the Coventry apprentices already indentured were 
badly treated by the original proposal that they should not be able 
to gain the freeman franchise. But on the main question which so 
greatly affected its locality the Herald agreed with the government 

plan - that the freeman franchise should eventually be abolished - 
and asked all who wished to fight to retain it what it would profit 
them to keep it if the price were to keep the borough-mongers in 

power? (l) The need to support the Whig government was paramount - 
and so the Herald praised the attitude of the great majority of 
Coventry freemen who were prepared to sacrifice their peculiar 
interests and back the bill9 undertaken not to promote 'a mere 
theory of politics' but to change the representative system so as 
to 'relieve the people of the distress they suffer, and give them 
the permanent means of future-. proEperityl. (2) The nation faced two 

sets of enemies; the reactionaries who threatened to precipitate 
a revolution by opposing all significant reform, among whom was 
singled out 'the mushroomsl or rather the fungi of the Aristocracy, 

such as Yankee lords and the sons of coal dealers, - who feel the 
low democracy of their birth, and who hate the order they left'(3) 

(1) ibid. 9 4 March, 15 July, 19 August, 26 August 1831. The Herald 
welcomed the Municipal Corporations Bill of 1835 and its original 
provision that in future freemen should not be createdl though it 
thought the proposal to deny the freedom to apprentices already bound 
was a little hard: the freemen were part of a corrupt and outmoded 
corporate system which should be entirely swept away. It looked 
forward to the eventual enjoyment by the entire city of the freemen's 
charities and to the transmutation of their Lammas right into a 
municipal fund which would make possible the abolition of the street 
rate. The Herald was intensely angered by the changes introduced 
into the bill by the House of Lords. ibid*, 19 June, 26 June, 10 
July, 24 July, 21 August, 4 September 1835. The Herald gave a luke- 
warm welcome to Williams's bill abolishing the stamp duty on admission 
to the freedom. ibid. t 22 June 1838. It constantly called for the 
enclosure of the Lammas and Michaelmas lands, being willing in 1834 
for 'a third and a quarter' to be paid but by 1844 being strongly in 
favour of Bray's bill and resentful of the inordinate demands of the 
freemen. ibid., 29 August 1834,5 August 1836,30 November, 1 
December 1843,14 June 1844,26 September 1845. 'The paltry amount 
of benefit derived by a fractional part of the Freemen from these 
lands, is but dust in the balance when compared to the great barrier 
which they present to the extension of the Town as a commercial City. ' 
ibid. s 20 April 1838. 
(2) ibid,, 14 October 1831. See also ibid., 28 January 1831. (3) ibid. 9 21 October 1831. See also ibid., 11 May 1832 on the 
need to resist peaceably the current attempts of Lord Lyndhurst to 
form a Tory government. 
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men whose adverse vote in the House of Lords, it was alleged, 

provoked the disgraceful Bristol riots in October 1831; (l) and 

on the other hand the radicals who demanded now a larger measure of 
reform than the Whigs were prepared to concede - men who demanded, 

that is, a degree and a pace of change that only a revolution could 

achieve, who menaced the cause of moderate reform by recklessness, 

and who excited insurrection by the wildness of their tongue -a 
set of $pestilent fellows, whose whole career is calculated to 

excite the misguided partisan of "Swing" to acts of still greater 

outragel. (2) This attack was occasioned by the speech calling for 

radical reform made by Henry Hunt in Coventry in January 1831 - 
a speech marked, said the Herald, by 'coarse abuse ... utter reck- 
lessness of all decent decorum ... ruffian blackguardisml. (3) The 

visit of Hetherington in July, in which he attacked the reform bill 

for not going far enough and called for manhood suffrage and the 

ballot, prompted the Herald to remark that Ithere, are individuals 

whose avowed object is revolution and robbery, and who long for an 

opportunity to shake off the controul. of the laws' - men whose 

words pointed up the need to give 'the intelligence and property 

of the country the right of sending members to Parliament'. so as 
to strengthen the forces of law and order and give the government 
the moral authority (so signally lacked by the borough-mongers) to 

suppress revolutionaries. (4) The passage of the reform bill was 
greeted by the Herald with the argument that political unions would 
no longer be needed - since the people could now freely express 
their opinions through the election of M. P. s; and when the CPU, 
instead of dissolving itself, went on to attempt to extract specific 

pledges from the liberal candidates for the city, Ellice and Bulver, 

the journal commented that many of the new electors 'appear to be as 
pleased with their new privilege as a child with a new doll, and, in 
truth, to be nearly as despotic. They seem to think their members 

(1) ibid., 4 November 1831. 
(2) ibid. l 4 February 1831. See also ibid., 25 February 1831- 
The Herald's attack led to a resolution against its 'malignant and 
unjust aspersions' being carried at a meeting of the Society of the 
Friends of the People -a resolution denounced by the paper as a 
product of 'singular conceit and misconception'. Benjamin Poole 
supported the Herald, against, some of his radical friends, and asked 
for sympathy for the gradualist approach of the Whig government and 
appreciation of the difficulties it faced. ibid. 9 18 February, 4 
March 1831. 

(3) ibid. 9 14 January 1831. 
(4) ibid., 29 JulYs 5 August 1831. 
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are to be mere puppets. '(l) 

The Herald did not agree with most of the demands of the 

political union radicals. The corn laws it had long been opposed 

to: they were indeed 'more injurious than any law or tax now in 

existence' but would not be repealed by the unreformed parliament: 

hence indeed the need for reform. (2) Thus after the passage of 

the bill the journal agreed with radicals in calling for the repeal 

of the corn laws; the Herald regarded it as the greatest necessity, 

All the other changes the Herald wanted - tithe commutationg church 

reform, municipal reform - were mere palliatives as compared with 

the removal of the cause of the nation's distress. And the Herald 

did not dislike the newspaper stamp duty, since it kept the ownership 

of journals in the hands of respectable men of propertyt and away 

from the control of demagogues without capital. Radical calls for 

the abolition of assessed taxes on carriages, houses and windows, 

and for the ballot and triennial parliaments it regarded as irrele- 

vant. 'Of the necessity of a further Reform in Parliament we are 

not yet assured, and we hate all useless change. '(3) 

By 1835 the Herald had become firmly convinced of the need for 

the ballot (owing it said to the corruption of the Coventry election 

of that year); the ballot joined corn law repeal as essential 

measures upon which it recommended sensible radicals to unite, 
instead of pursuing crank notions such as the abolition of the House 

of Lords, universal suffrage and annual parliaments - which at the - 
very least would break the Whig-radical coalition and let the Tories 

in again. (4) Thus the resurgence of radical activity from 1837 

(1) Coventry Herald, 1 June, 3 August 1832. See also ibid. 9 31 
August 1932 - an attack on William Cobbett for demanding the phased 
abolition of the National Debt at the Castle Inn. 

(2) ibid., 26 August 1831. See also 19 November 1830- 

(3) ibid., 11 January 1833. See also 25 January, 1 February, 8 
Februaryl 22 March, 29 March, 31 Mayq 21 June, 6 September, 1 November 
1833. The Herald had welcomed the reduction of the newspaper and 
advertisement duties in 1831 and the consequent reduction of its 
price from 7d. to 6d., but opposed-further reductions. ibid., 18 
February, 2 December 1831, The Herald did welcome the reduction of 
the newspaper duty to ld. in 183-67-as providing greater opportunities 
to diffuse political truths, but also (apparently) as eliminating 
the price advantage which the unstamped press had previously enjoyed. 
ibid. $ 18 March, 6 May 1836. One other reform upon whose necessity 
the Herald was in complete agreement with radicals was the abolition 
of negro ; ýlavery 

- which the paper had long attacked. ibid. 9 19 
March 1824,18 November 1825,27 July 1827,24 February, 26 October 
1832,11 January 1833. 

(4) Coventry Heraldq 16 January, 6 November 1835,7 October 18369 
13 January, 24 March, 8 December 1837. 
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onwards sharpened the tone of the Herald's attacks. Chartists 

were bitterly denounced. 'To say that the suffrage should be 

extended to every person of sound minds and who had not been 

convicted by the laws of his country, would be to include all the 

rabble and all the unconvicted rogues in the land. l(l) As to the 
'physical force' men, they were 'a set of crafty knaves'l Idestruc- 

tives' bent on 'carrying out the levelling process and effecting 

a redistribution of property ... We have not the least doubt that 

the immediate adoption of what is called the "Charter" would 

ultimately lead to that anarchy and confusion, which the physical 
force men would arrive at by a shorter and more direct road, though 

we give credit to many admirers of the five points scheme for 

believing otherwise. 1(2) The danger of breaking the Whig-Radical 

alliance was greatly increased by the pursuit of these extreme 

plans. (3) The Herald hoped that if this alliance endured and all 

radicals exerted constant pressure on the Whigsq the corn laws would 
be repealed - and thus the great cause of poverty and distress 

removed. Thus the reluctance of many Coventry Chartists to support 

repeal - and their interruption of Anti Corn Law League meetings - 
was denounced by the Herald as wickedness. (4) On the other hand it 

was not willing to buy Chartist support for repeal by accepting the 

six points, or anything like them. It welcomed the Complete 

Suffrage Association in April 1842 because it thought the Sturgeite 

movement was likely to make Chartists docile supporters of repeal 
71) ibid., 7 September 1838. This leading article was prompted by 
Feargus O'Connor's visit to Coventry. See also ibid., 22 December 
1837,23 February, 9 March, 28 September 1838. 
(2) ibid. t 7 December 1838. See also ibid., 4 January, 11 January, 
3 May, 9 August, 16 August, 13 September 18399 3 January 1840,11 
March, 8 April 1842. The Herald's comment on the Chartist convention 
in Birmingham in 1839 was that 'they advise the labouring classes to 
abandon their legitimate occupational and menace all authority with 
a direct attack'. 12 July 1839. 
(3) Sees for example, ibid., 21 September 1838: 
'The Whigs, to say the worst of themt are "a squeezable material, 19 
but the Tories are an impervious blocks crushing the energies and 
destroying the hopes of the people. The Whigs may be somewhat 
sluggish and dogged in their movements9 but when well backed, they 
have occasionally taken some good strides in the onward course of 
improvement. The other party, the Radicals, are many of them well 
disposeds but they are over-sanguine, intemperate, and prone to speak 
and act prematurely; they are trying a round of experiments, and our 
only apprehension is that in this career, led as they are by some men 
to whose guardianship we would not trust a spaniel dogs they should 
damage the cause they wish to advance, by making a diversion in favour 
of the common enemy of themselves, no less than of the Whigs, ' 
(4) ibid. 9 22 February 1839. 
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and a moderate extension of the suffrage; it turned against the 

CSA later, when to the Herald the Sturgeite programme seemed merely 

to be repeal with the six points addedo(l) Complete Suffrage and 
Chartism were 'a distinction without a differencel. (2) 

One constant theme in the Herald from 1824 onwards was the 

unfairness to the city's staple trade of the 'free trade' in 

ribbons(3) announced in that year unless it were accompanied by 

concurrent measures (not involving the reduction of wages) to 

cheapen costs. At first it believed (though it disliked the corn 

laws) that repeal might be to the disadvantage of the poor - might 

be used indeed as an excuse to lower wages - and looked rather to 

the reduction of taxation as a means of making Coventry's industry 

more competitive: if this were done, the Herald had no doubt that 

(because of the unrivalled skill of Coventry weavers) French imports 

would not be a threat. (4) When in fact French imports did flood 

in and were partly responsible for the slump in the ribbon trade, 

the Herald changed its mind on the prohibitory laws and called 
(though not with great frequency) for their return - supporting in 

1831 and 1834 the city's attempts to get them restored. it 

recognised in the latter year, however, that the attempt was hopeless 

(as of course did the city at large). (5) It afterwards denounced 

as absurdly atavistic the chalked legend 'Vo Free Trade' still 

(1) ibid., 29 April, 22 July, 29 September 1842. 
(2) ibid. 9 19 July 1844. Apart from its aberration in 1826 (for 
which see Chapter Twoq Section IV)q at parliamentary elections the 
Herald consistently supported Ellice and (with strong calls for 
liberal unity) those radicals and others who were associated with 
him in a joint campaign: Fyler in 1830 and in the spring of 1831, 
before his lukewarmness over parliamentary reform became apparent 
and Bulwer stood with Ellice against him; Bulwer thereafter till 
the end of 1834; Williams from January 1835 onwards. The Herald 
consistently opposed Tories, and radicals standing in opposition to 
Ellice: Williams at the end of 1834 (before Bulwer's retirement and 
his coalition with Ellice) and of course the Chartist aspirantl Bell, 
in 1837. Coventry Herald. 2 July. 30 July 18309 22 April, 29 April, 
6 May 1831,7 Decemberg 14 Decembert 21 December 1832,19 April 
1833,12 December, 19 Decembert 26 December 1834,9 January 1835, 
21 July 1837,25 Juneq 2 July, 16 July 1841. 
(3) Like everybody in Coventry, the Herald meant by 'free trade' 
in ribbons the relaxation of the prohibitory laws against their 
importation - even though imports carried heavy protective duties. 
(4) ibid., 6 May, 17 June, 21 October, 11 November, 25 Novemberg 
9 December 1825,28 July, 1826. 
(5) Coventry Heraldl 18 November, 16 December 1831,2 May, 23 May$ 
18 JuUY-1-7834. 
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discernible on Coventry walls and as utterly delusive the Standard's 

arguments that all national interests should be protected and 

prohibition reintroduced: 'the Standard might as well tell the 

weavers that if sovereigns grew on hawthorn hedges they would be 

much better off than they are nowl. (l) 

Instead, the Herald pinned its hope for the restoration of 

prosperity, both national and local, to the repeal of the corn laws 

- losing by 1826 its earlier doubts about its advisability and 

indeed coming to regard it as the one measure essential for the 

elimination of distress. The corn laws (it was argued) benefited 

nobody except the landlords, able to raise the rents of tenant- 

farmers. They were a burden on townsl farmers and agricultural 

labourers alike, and were indeed responsible for the labourers' 

revolt of 1830 that the Herald so much deplored. Tinkering with 

them (as in the sliding scale of 1842) was uselesst repeal alone 

would suffice, This would cheapen food without (the Herald was 

careful to stress) lowering wages; the fact that wages sometimes 

went down when the price of bread went up was pointed out. As 

far as Coventry was concernedg repeal was logically entailed as 

an act of justice to the ribbon tradeq by the measures of 1826: 

to those who argued that duty on foreign ribbons was analogous to the 

protection of the agricultural interest by the corn laws the Herald 

replied (while emphasising its firm desire that the ribbon tariff 

should remain) that it provided no greater defence for the weavers 

of Little Park Street than the transport costs on corn from Danzig 

would for the wheat growers of the Avon valley, when the corn laws 

were repealed. 'Until that dayq Coventry ribbons suffered from 

unfair 'free trade', Repeal would by raising real wages widen the 

market for ribbons, and also lead to a division of economic function 

as between Britain and the continent which would be immensely 

profitable to the city: 'would it not be better for the weavers to 

be employed with full work making ribbons, instead of standing idle, 

while the Germans are driven from the ploughed field to the factory 

and the loom, because the Corn Law forbids them to send the produce 

(1) ibid. 9 4 September 1840. See also 13 September 184o, 26 
March, 17 December 1841. 
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of their fields to England? *(l) With frequent repetitions 

especially in 1839,184o, 1841 and 1843, the Herald thus argued 
the case for repeal. Peel's measures of 1846 were greatly 

welcomed. (2) 

Implicit in the Herald's case for repeal was that it would 
be in the interests of both weaver and manufacturer. That these 

were truly in harmony was its attitude to the relations of masters 

and men in the trade itself. 'The poor cannot subsist without the 

capital of the rich, and the intelligence which directs the profitable 

employment of that capital; nor can the rich avail themselves of the 

advantages of their wealthl but through the instrumentality of the 

poor. '(3) Yet in its detailed application of this axiom, the 

Herald was somewhat inconsistent. It constantly argued from 1830 

onwards that masters and weavers must unite to install steam-powered 
looms. They would face a common danger to prosperity if Manchester 

turned them to the profitable production of silk ribbons, while 
Coventry did not; the trade would then leave the city. Thus the 

Herald begged the people of Coventry, a few months after the burning 

of Beck's mill, not to follow again that unfortunate precedent and 

prevent manufacturers 'by force or obloquy' from adopting steam 

power. (4) It welcomed the coming of steam in 1835 and urged the 

weavers not to be illogical and quote the miseries of the Manchester 

hand-loom weavers as proof of the evils of the factory system; 
factories were not necessarily uncomfortable placeso(5) Similarly, 

it held up for the respectful attention of the weavers the Coventry 
(1) Coventry Herald, 20 March 1840. NB that the Herald carefully 
evaded here the question of French competitions far more important 
than the German in the ribbon trade. For the Herald's case for 
repeals see its leading articles of 3 November, 27 November 1826, 
7 May, 18 June, 15 October% 3 December 1830t 14 Januarys 16 December 
1831,22 June 1832,8 February, 22 March, 29 March, 6 September 1833, 
26 September 1834,23 March, 10 August 1838,4 January, 18 January, 
25 January, 8 February, 15 February, 29 February, 22 March, 29 March, 
6 September, 27 September, 11 October, 1 November, 13 December 1839, 
28 February, 13 March, 17 April, 5 June 1840,5 March, 7 Mays 27 
August, 24 December 1841,18 February 1842,24 March, 19 May, 21 
Julys 22 September, 24 November 18439 8 August, 31 October 1845. 
(2) ibid., 6 February, 13 Februaryq 20 March 1846. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 30 December 1831- See also ibid., 2 September 
1842, for a similar leading article. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 13 April, 4 May 1832, 
(5) ibid., 11 December, 18 December, 25 December 1835. To 
those weavers who could not accept the conventional factory system 
the Herald (25 December 1835) recommended the idea of cottage 
factories - the first mention of them. For a later panegyric of 
steam power, see ibid., 30 October 1840. 
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masters, working for fourteen hours a day - the consumer and workman 

profiting from his industry - and the laws of economics which forced 

them against their inclinations to reduce wages in an industry 

overstocked with labour: no strike or combination could in this 

situation keep wages up. (l) 

Scorn was heaped on one organisation that ignored the essential 
harmony between weaver and master - the Warwickshire weavers' union 

of 1833 and 1834. It planned (the Herald alleged) to unite all 

weavers everywhere, against all masters - instead of seeking to 

unite both branches of the Coventry trade against the baleful 

competition of Manchester and to work with masters for the abolition 

of the corn laws. It planned to raise wages by industrial action 

- and would damage the Coventry trade permanently in the process. 

Its members were induced to take 'unlawful oaths' to cement this 

unity. (2) The strikes and riots of weavers in St. Etienne and 

Lyons, fermented by lanarchists19 should be a warning of the wicked- 

ness of trades union leaders in England - those 'robbers and 

destructives' who called for an 'equality of wages', and thus in 

effect for the 'spoliation alike of the capitalist and industrious 

working man in favour of the idle and worthless'. Fortunately, 

Coventry people were too sensible to be taken in by such nonsense. (3) 

Only 'an insane enthusiast like Robert Owen can suppose for a moment 
that he could live as well on the produce of eight hours' labours as 
he could do upon that of twelvel. (4) 

Yet, inconsistently, the Herald did admit that the union might 

at times Prevent 'useless and mischievous' reductions in the list of 

prices. (5) And when it considered, not the general laws of economics 
(which led it to enunciate conventional political economy) but 

specific wage disputes in Coventry, it always found reasons why 

(1) ibid., 19 October 1827,10 Decemberg 24 December 1830,10 
January 1834. 

(2) CoventrZ Heraldq 13 December, 20 December 1833,10 January, 
17 January, 14 FebrýZry, 21 February 1834. 

(3) ibid., 18 April 1834. The Herald's comment on the large 
$Tolpuddleg rally of the union branches in Warwickshire in April 
was that it was 'rather a spectacle than anything else. The women 
dressed themselves as for a holiday, and the men had only a vague 
notion that the institution was one from which they were to derive 
some goods but how they had no definite opinions. ' loc. cit. 
(4) Coventry Herald, 25 April 1834. 

(5) ibid. 9 13 December 1833- 
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competitive wage-reductions would not assist the trade or the city. 

Any further reduction in the list (it argued at the time of the 

dispute of 1826) would lower the purchasing power of weavers and 

damage the entire city. (l) It commended the masters' decision 

(immediately after the Beek mill-burning of 1831) to implement once 

more the 1829 lists, recently broken: a general reduction would not 

have increased the consumption of ribbons and so would have impover- 

ished the city even more: the re-enforcement of the list would have 

the desirable result of ending competition between masters land will 

induce every manufacturer to resort to some other means of success 

than that he can find in his own hardness of heartl. (2) The 

reduction in the list of prices in February 1835 placed the Herald 

in a dilemma - facing as it did the need for both the Coventry trade 

to be competitive and weavers and city to be spared the horrors of 

unrestricted wage-cutting. The Herald, remarking (truthfully) 

that it did not usually interfere in disputes between masters and 

weavers but that it regarded this one as too important to ignore, 

saw the reduction as bad, though necessary; it found cause for 

gratulation in the fact that a proper list had been agreed upon. 

A free-for-all in piece-work rates would have been 'mischievously 

cruel to weaversl. (3) Wheng in 1836, a few manufacturers declared 

their intention of reducing the list again the Herald's sympathies 

were with the weavers: the current stagnation arose from a want of 

orders, and not from any competition as to price from home or abroad; 

reduction would not increase sales. (4) And the reduction of 20 per 

cent in the list in August 1840 was bitterly regretted by the Herald, 

because of the effect it would have on the takings of shopkeepers 

and the morals of operatives; it blamed the reduction on a few 

thrusting manufacturers who forced the pace and compelled others to 

follow. (5) Attempts by weavers to maintain the list, if they 

involved merely moral suasion or peaceful striking - and so undertaken 
(1) ibid. 9 21 April 1826. 

(2) ibid., 11 November 1831. 

(3) ibid. 9 13 February 1835. 

(4) ibid. 9 18 November 1836. 

(5) ibid., 21 August 1840. See ibid. 9 29 January 1836, for a 
leading article on the stealing of silk from masters by outworkeral 
in which the Herald sympathised with weavers-aid took a line opposed 
to the manufacturers. Some manufacturers (it argued) fined workmen 
for bad ribbons for whose defects poor silk was responsible, or 
refused to accept ribbons contracted for because they were overstocked. 
Many ribbons sold by weavers were rejects. of this sort - not made with 
stolen silk. 
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with a view to enlisting the support of the city - the Herald did 

not condemn: thus it praised, in the dispute of 1830, the weavers, 
leaders who set their face against taking large deputations with 
them to interview manufacturers, since this would have looked like 

intimidation. The leaders' attitudes said the Heralds 'won the 

approbation of the entire cityl. (l) Even the burning of Beck's 

mill was not condemned, and the Herald 
* 

expressed its thanks for the 

remission of the death sentence on the rioters - though the window- 
breaking at Merridew's loom-shop in 1835 was denounced. (2) 

Charles Bray bought the Herald in July 1846. His first leader 

struck a new note: 'The irresistible tendency of society is FORWARD, 

- its irreversible law is ONWARD PROGRESS'-(3) The irreversible 

law did not suit James Jenkins, the editor of the Herald. (4) He 

had (wrote Bray a few months later) 

conducted the paper for many years with great credit to himself, 
and considerable advantage to the public; and although he was 
not deemed by the new Proprietor the person exactly qualified 
to be Editor and entire manager of a Liberal paper, yet, any 
situation short of that was offered him. His leaving the paper 
was, therefore, entirely his own act. The Proprietor believes 
him to be intelligent, honest and straightforward; ... asq in 
the exercise of what he deemed a public trust, the Proprietor 
has been the unwilling means of injuring himg he freely forgives 
his sins against himself. (5) 

Bray appointed one Spencer (not otherwise known) as editor in the 

autumn of 1846. Confusingly, the onetime weaver Benjamin Poole, 

who had been in the paper's employ for many years, continued as 
Ireporte r and editor' concurrently with Spencer. In neither case 

was the title of 'editor' appropriate. In this context it meant 
'sub-editor# - finding space in the journal for the insertion of 
lengthy articles by Charles Bray. Spencer accepted this rather 

menial role. Poole did not; he was a man of strong opinions who 
had been moving steadily to the right since he had been a member of 
the CPU in 1830. While in Bray's employ he wrote letters to the 
Standard attacking Bray's political opinions very forcefully. This 

action led to his dismissal in February 1852; he then joined the 

(1) ibid., 17 September 1830. 
(2) ibid. 9 13 April 1832,13 February 1835- 
(3) ibid. g 17 July 1846. 
(4) ibid. 9 16 October 1846. Jenkins was a ribbon manufacturer 
of Spon Street. Westj op. cit-9 P. 773. 
(5) Coventry Heraldl 1 January 1847. 
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Standard as *reporter and sub-editor' and exercised his considerable 

powers of abuse on his old employer from this vantage-point for 

years. (l) , Meanwhile, whether with or without the help of Poole 

and Spencer, the Herald became a vehicle for Bray's views. These 

were liberal, but broader, less sectarian and more far-sighted than 

those the Herald's readers had been used. to. They were also expressed 

with far more brilliance, panache and rhetoric. 

Bray celebrated the ending of the corn laws; repeal meant 

cheaper food and greater prosperity for Britain. He looked forward 

to the extension of free trade to Britain's industries; he recognised 

that it would be good for the nationg since it would entail each area, 

both local and national, concentrating on what it could most efficient. 

ly produce. (This argument, howeverl was presented in general terms 

only, and Bray did not call for the abolition of the protective duty 

on foreign ribbons. ) Free trade, he argued before the Crimean War, 

would increase international understanding. (2) But free trade was 

not sufficient to secure national prosperity and contentment, 

'Free trade is not the complement of all the wants of the age. it 

is but a step in the march of the nation. The tide of improvement 

will hide or efface all our old landmarks. '(3) The tide of improve- 

ment was collectivist action. 'Property can never be secure while 

millions are bordering on starvation. 10) Yet Bray did not believe 

that unfettered capitalism could cure poverty* 

(1) ibid., 28 May, 4 June 1852,29 April 1853- There seems to 
be no truth in Bray's assertion, in Phases of Opinion, p. 819 that 
Poole was dismissed for misrepresenting opponents' views as reporter 
for the Herald. Bray's autobiography was of course written many 
years later. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 11 September 18469 29 September 1848,13 
April, 4 May 1649,10 Mays 30 August, 6 September 1850,28 February 
18519 6 January 1854. See his comment on Protection, ibid., 5 March 
1852: 'Protection means treason and rebellion ... the watchword of 
a faction'. Bray's view in February 1854 was that the Czar would 
be checked by a united Europe, there would be no war, and that 
'unchecked in our present progress, in twenty years war would be 
an impossibility. Education, the Electric Telegraph, the Railq 
Colonization, Emigrationg Free Trade, will have made us all of one 
family; ' ibid., 10 February 1854. See below for Bray's views on 
the Crimean War. 

(3) ibid. 9 25 June 1847. 
(4) ibid., 7 April 1848. 
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A population ought to be well off in proportion to its powers 
of production; but under the present system, in no case is 
what a man receives dependent upon what he produces. The 
labourer's share is dependent upon competition with his fellows, 
and the capitalist's share is dependent, not upon the largeness 
of his produce, but upon his disposing profitably of what he does 
produce. Whatever political economists may say, it is our firm 
conviction that the paradoxes and anomalies in this system will 
never right themselves, and that without some presiding intelli- 
gence, some systematic introduction of order, some organisation 
of our immense powers of production, supply and demand will never 
be properly regulated. (l) 

The ideal form of social organisation would be self-contained 

communities, both industrial and agricultural in nature; able to 

produce all the necessities of life and exchanging only their 

surpluses, which would consist of exotic products and luxuries - 
and apparently these would be usually those goods that the community 
in question could most efficiently produce. (2) This interesting 

conjunction of Owenism and Cobdenite free trade theory, however, 

could not at present be realised because 

it pre-supposes the will and the capacity on the part of the 
workpeople to arrange and manage, and direct such combined 
operations. Such capacityq based upon strong religious 
feelings, and high moral and intellectual qualificationsl the 
working classes do not yet possess. (3) 

The removal of the intellectual and moral deficiencies of the 

working class was thus a pre-condition of a long-term aim - the 

achievement of Bray's ideal form of social organisation. But it 

had a proximate purpose too: it was 
the effectual way to ward off insane attempts to effect change 
by violence. Teach the people the wholesome truthl that all 
real Reforms must proceed from within - that without improved 
habits and characterag no external improvement is possible, and 
we shall not have absurd attempts to imitate the revolutionary 
explosions of the Continent. (4) 

(1) ibid. 9 31 March 1848. This leading article was reprinted 
under the title Communism (Coventry, 1848); a copy is in C. W. C.: 
Pamphlets Collection. 
(2) loc. cit. This plan had been advanced earlier by Bray in 
An Essay upon the Union of Agriculture and Manufacture. ---ý (London, 
lb44) and was the mode of social organisation suggested in The 
Philosophy of Necessity (London, 1863)- See also Coventry Herald, 
12 April 1650 for a similar plan for an Owenite community, and 2 
January 1852 for his more modest advocacy of the extension of 'co-operativel principles to industry in its present locations; 
Bray had the post office and the railways in mind as examples of 
co-operative enterprise and his plan is not worked out in detail. 
(3) Coventry Herald 9 31 March 1848. 
(4) loc. cit. See also ibid., 7 April, 20 April 1848, for other lengthy leading articles that explored the same theme, 
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Bray's thoughts were at their gloomiest when he wrote these words - 

in the spring of 1848, when he was both fascinated and repelled by 

the continental revolutions and the Chartist agitation at home. 

But he never lost (as indeed he had for long possessed) the belief 

that even immediate and short-term advance towards a fully civilised 

life was impeded by the moral turpitude of the working classes. (J) 

And thus, in essentials, his programme of social reform remained 

unchanged for many years. Delay in its implementation to anything 

like the extent Bray wanted, led him to be tempted by the notion of 

an authoritarian system of government, but he rejected it because 

there was no guarantee that a despotism would remain enlightened. 

But he wished the public service to be opened to all men of talent 

and nepotism ended -a line of argument which the administrative 

incompetence revealed by the Crimean War led Bray greatly to stress 

- and the executive to be controlled by a parliament in which members 

of both Lords and Commons were to be elected - again to choose men 

of talent. And since Bray thought there was too much work now for 

parliament to undertake (the proof advanced - apparently quite 

seriously - was its failure to enact Bray's reform programme) he 

suggested county parliamental on the model of the American state 

legislaturesq which would elect representatives to the Westminster 

assemblies. Britain would become a federation of united counties. 

The electorate for these local parliaments should be enlarged - 

despite (or rather, because of) the fact that 'the vast mass are 

still mentally blind and morally dead - bound soul and body to the 

lowest cares and enjoymentsl. (2) Enfranchisement of 'the really 

(1) See, on this point, Charles Bray, The Income of the Kingdom 
and the Mode of its Distribution (London, 1857): which contrasts 
the wealth produced by the working class with the amount received 
(the disparity being the result of labour surplus). But employers 
know that with 'present standards of education among working men 
generally, more time and additional wages would, by the majority, be 
probably spent on dissipationg to the injury of the workman himselft. 
P. 9. Much of the pamphlet was similar jeremiad: 'I have worked 
with the working classes at all measures for improving their condition 
for a quarter of a century, but have never yet found them capable of 
conducting their own affairs ... The worst feature of ignorance is 
intolerance, and the worst of the working classes is that they cannot 
agree to differ. They are for the utmost freedom of thought and 
liberty, but denounce as knave or fool everyone who does not think 
as they think. They ... find very difficult to rise to the compre- 
hension of a disinterested feeling. ' pp. 14 et seq. Much of this 
seems toreflect Bray's feelings about the Labourers' and Artisans' 
Friend Society, and is a grossly distorted and self-pitiful summary 
of its history. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 8 February 1850. 
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active part of the people'(1) would divide them from the dangerous 

poor and wean them from the popular orators - legotisticalg noisyg 

boastfull disorderly, ignorant of themselves and the world'(2) who 

preached the 'pitiful mockery' that 'the rich are cruel tyrants 

the poor, ignorant lambs'l and would also be a 'powerful means of 

rousing them to a proper sense of their position and true interests, 

and is thus one of the levers by which society will be advanced 

another and higher stage in the history of civilisationl. (3) But 

the enfranchisement of 'the large mass, who are still unable to 

read and write, who are so ignorant as to take for gospel the most 

extravagant assertions of the most notorious demagogues ... would, 

in factq introduce a system of class legislation calculated to 

unhinge and prematurely break up our ticklishly complicated state 

of societyl. (4) Or, Bray thought in 1856, universal suffrage might 

lead to the choice of another simplist doctrine - Conservatism. (5) 

But whatever his specific fears of its effects, Bray always remained 

apprehensive at the prospect of democracy - and his gloom could be 

provoked by trivial circumstances: 

We cannot say that we view with much favour any proposition that 
would at once transfer political power from the educated to the 
uneducated classes: its first effect would be to lower the 
standard of public opinion to the level of the comprehension 
of the majority ... reflect on the opposition to the authorities, 
and to the real interests of the Town, at the late removal of 
the Fair. (6) 

(1) ibid., 21 January 1850. 
(2) ibid., 5 March 1852. 
(3) ibid., 8 February 1850. 
(4) ibid., 1 November 1850. Cp. Bray's comments on Ernest Jones's 
speech in Coventry in August 1851: 'Mischief and danger would come 
out of the People's Charterg with our unprepared population. We 
areg therefore, no advocates for the Charter, but for such an 
extension of the Suffrage as will fairly represent the intellect and 
worth Of the-nation - such a system as will admit the people to the 
fullest power, in proportion as their own self-dependent and indust- 
rious habits show them to be qualified to use it with safety and 
advantage. ' ibid., 29 August 1851. 
(5) ibid. 9 21 November 1856. 
(6) ibid. 9 5 November 1858. Bray referred here to the Great Fair 
scandal of 1858: on which see Chapter Eightq Section 1. Bray 
bitterly attacked over this matter the selfish concern for a narrow 
self-interest displayed by the freemen, and in particular their 
leaderg William Taunton, who should have known better. ibid., 23 
April, 14 May, 4 June, 11 June 1858. Similarly, Bray consistently 
attacked those freemen whocpposed the 

, 
enclosure of the Lammas lands 

altogether, and those who asked for land, not money, in return for the 
extinction of their right - until the intransigence of the freemen on 
this latter issue convinced Bray, in 1854, that compensation in land 
was essential: ibid., 15 December 1848,19 September, 26 September, 
17 October 1851,1 April, 11 November 1853,27 January, 11 Augustq 
11 October 1854,1 June 1855. Bray welcomed the abortive reform bill 
of 1854, which provided for the disenfranchisement of all future 
freemen. ibid. 9 17 February 1854. 
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The calculus between a benign extension and a prudent restriction 

of the franchise was a nice one: Bray resolved it by pressing, 
from 1846 to 186o, for a ratepaying householder's suffrage - 
together with the ballot, (to cut out the evil of treating) equal 

electoral districts and triennial parliaments. (l) 

Meanwhile, he urged upon a parliament as yet unreformed a 
large-scale programme of social engineering: 

the great want is some general comprehensive scheme of national 
reform. (2) What we have to do is, to improve the habits and 
character of the people - dig them out of their filthy homes - 
place the means of cleanliness within their reach - put down 
drunkenness by all available means - and take care that every 
poor man's child be properly educated. (3) 

Thus Bray was an ardent advocate of public health legislation and 
the implementation by the city of the legislation, inadequate 

though he thought it was, that was enacted - since he saw a close 

connection between dirt and disease on the one hand and poverty 

and moral depravity on the other. He praised private attempts 
(such as Lord Ashley's) to build improved dwellings for the working 

classes. He pressed for planned emigration to Britain's colonies 

to remove the labour surplus which until his plan for self-contained 
industrial villages was implemented would be endemic and would 

therefore degrade into poverty and vice the working class as a 

whole. He pressed for an improved penal system to reform the morals 

of the criminals produced by a defective social system - the separate 

system being the one favoured by Bray. For the paupers likewise 

produced by it, Bray pressed for workhouses to be truly houses where 

meaningful and self-supporting labour was the rule for all - so 
that they might acquire habits of providence and industry. (4) 

(1) In addition to the references already given, see for this para- 
graph the leading articles in Coventry Heraldl 19 May, 9 June 1848, 
26 July 1850,3 October 1851,13 February 1652,18 March 1853,6 
Januaryq 24 February 1854,23 March, 30 March, 5 April, 18 Mayq 17 
August 1855,5 March 1858,21 January 1859. 
(2) ibid., 10 November 1848. 
(3) ibid. 9 31 March 1848. 
(4) This-plan Bray advocated first with respect to Ireland in the 
aftermath of the famine. He had in mind paupers' tilling waste land 
to bring it into cultivation. He later extended the plan to Britain. 
These plans of 'general reform' were advocated continually by Bray. 
For the chief leading articles see Coventry Herald, 31 JulY 1846 
('the bath must be a daily, at lea a weekly practice'), 28 May 1847, 
14 July, 28 July, 1 September, 15 December 1848,19 January, 9 Febru- 
ary, 16 February, 25 May, 29 Junet 20 July, 27 Julyj 21 August, 16 
November, 28 December 1849,4 Januaryq 25 January, 12 April, 12 Julys 
20 September 18509 3 January, 21 February, 17 April, 7 Novemberl 28 
November, 5 December, 12 December 1851,4 June, 3 September, 17 Sep- 
tember, 1 October, 24 December, 31 December 1852,7 January, 2 Decem- 
ber 1853,20 January 1854,29 June 1855,13 June 1856,9 April 1857- 
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For Bray, one local phenomenon was more than any other 

responsible for the creation of paupers in Coventry - the dense mass 

of eleemosynary charities* 'Charities are a curse to a place, not 

a blessing. ' They encouraged improvidence, thriftlessness and a 

reckless disregard among weavers of the prudential rule that they 

should in good times save against the bad - instead of relying in 

the latter upon the generosity of others. (l) Bray thus even attacked 

the collection of funds to supply bread to the unemployed in times of 

slump in the ribbon trade, and alone in the city approved the Charity 

Commissioners' scheme of 1856 for the diversion of alms to education. 

(2) Instead of the degrading and pauperising lure of charity, Bray 

preached the bracing rigours of self-help - praising those institutions 

in the city, such as benefit and building societies, and the Freehold 

Land Society, that were calculated to encourage it. (3) 

(1) Coventry Herald, _1_4-J_u1y 1854. See also ibidog 19 December 1656. 

(2) ibid. $ 16 February 1855,11 January, 8 February, 29 February 
1856,4 December 1857. Bray added that those really unable to 
support themselves during times of slump should be given poor relief 
(outdoors because of the numbers involved) - the need for which would 
be tested - rather than indiscriminate and degrading bread doles, 
Bray's views on charity came under strong attack from the Coventry 
Standard. 'An Old Weaver' pointed out that the funds disbursed by 
the charities amounted to merely a few shillings a year for each 
inhabitant - scarcely a pauperising amount, while the rules of the 
charities prevented individuals from receiving gifts frequently. 
More tellingly, 'An Old Weaver' argued that if self-reliance were good 
for the poor it would be good for the middle classes too; Charles 
Bray should seek to acquire virtue by living on very little, 'But it 
is because this gentleman is one of the silver-fork schooll who knows 
nothing personally about the bringing up of a family; who never know 
what it was to depend upon his own earnings for the presentation of 
a Sunday's dinner upon his table - who was never taught self-reliance, 
self-restraint, nor frugality by the stern hand of necessity; it is 
because he is an impertinent theorist .. that his lessons to the 
working classes on the virtues of prudence and self-restraint, receive 
just what, they deserve - contempt and scorn. ' Coventry Standard, 21 
July 1854. 'An Old Weaver' was Benjamin Poole, Bray's old employee 
and enemy. Coventry Heraldl 28 July 1854. See also Coventry 
Standard, 11 December 18579 letter from 'No Dog in the Manger' on the 
same themee 'The best experiment to make with (Mr. Bray), would be 
to reduce him at once to the "natural laws" of which he is so fond of 
talking; give him a new start in lifel with nothing more than a suit 
of fustian to stand up in, set him in Broad Gate at 6 o'clock some 
fine Monday morningg open to all bidders for the services of either 
his hand or his arm, and let him earn his dinner before he eatss and 
show how much his savings will amount to at the end of the year. ' 
William Taunton published a pamphlet (now lost) attacking Bray's views 
on charity and improvidence. Coventry Heraldl 18 December 1857. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 21 JulY_1L_M9 5 April 1849,9 August, 20 Sep- 
tembert 70ctoberl 16 Octobert 25 October 1850,15 August, 22 Augustt 
29 August 1851. Bray was one of the leading supporters in these 
years of the Self-Supporting Dispensary: started in opposition to the 
General Dispensary which dispensed gratuitous medical aid to the poor, 
The Self-Supporting Dispensary gave aid to subscribers - whose pay- 
ments (with help from the 'honorary fund' provided by gentle or 
affluent supporters) paid the physicians' salaries. 
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But strongly expressed in Bray's leaders was the belief that 

self-help was insufficient to achieve the moral regeneration of the 

poor: and the inadequacyl while this was unrealised, of cheap foodt 

public health, poor law, political and penal reforms (essential 

though these were) to create a stable society where gross poverty 

was eliminated and property secure. 'No amount of free trade - 

no accomplishment of the charter - no political or social change 

whatever, will materially alter the condition of society, so long 

as the propensities of men are in the ascendant. '(l) So many of 

the lines of advance that Bray suggested were blocked by ignorance, 

depravity and fecklessness. These obstacles could only be removed 

by education: which was thus the keystone of his reform programme, 

'The true regenerator of society will be the schoolmaster. 1(2) He 

would 

refine and elevate ... moral feelings - and thus ... give the 
mang of whatever rank or condition of life, 'a kingdom within 
himself' ... which will render him independent of and superior 
to grosser pleasures, that enervate his powersq and debase his 
dignity as an intellectual being. (3) 

Something could be done to improve the quality of education by the 

encouragement of self-help: thus Bray favoured the introduction of 

public libraries and the abolition of the taxes on knowledge for 

precisely this motive, and gave some praise to the Mechanics' 

Institution in his articles on self-help in the city. (4) But self- 

help and voluntary institutions were inadequate to the great task. 

The desultory, fragmented and inaccessible instruction presented in 

the Mechanics' Institution, by amateurs, pointed up (said Bray) the 

need for paid teachers with a dedicated professional concern: and, 

as importantly, the experience of the Mechanics' Institution was 

that many working men lacked the elementary education to take 

advantage of even. the good adult classes offered and had left the 

institution to the middle-classes. Working men 'ward off as best 

they can present evils, and indulge in present pleasures, - after 

workt the rude mealg and then the ramble$ the pipe(5)9 the gossip, 

(1) ibid. 9 31 January 18.51. 
(2) Coventry Heraldq 25 October 1850. 
(3) ibid., 2, October 1846. See also ibid., 18 May, 7 December 
1849,6 February 1852 for similar expressions of opinion. 
(4) ibid., 12 October, 30 November 1849,14 May, 29 October 1852* 
(5) Bray was a non-smoker. 
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the game, the cheap entertainmentl or the pot-housel. (l) 

For the elementary education of children which Bray regarded 

as essential to improve the morals and industry of 'the foul 

sediment of our town population'(2) the voluntary system then 

operating in Britain he regarded as totally inadequate in quantity 

and restrictive and stultifying in quality - as inculcating (he 

alleged) narrow sectarian prejudices instead of the higher moral 

purpose. 'Our religious guidess of all denominations, determine 

that the great majority of the country's children shall continue 
in a state of practical atheism and real infidelity, rather than 

they should be taught any but their own peculiar and distinctive 

dogmas. '(3) Bray found the Church of England at least less narrow 
in spirit than the dissenters by the time he took over the Herald, 

whatever its exclusiveness and intolerance earlier. In the previous 
ten years 'Dissenters and Churchmen have changed places. The 

Dissenters are petitioning against any Government interference 

whatever; and the Church party, seeing the positive necessity for 

more and better education, have at last consented to be put, in 

this respect9 on a perfect equality with all other sects. 10) 

For years thereafter, Bray incessantly denounced the 'voluntaryist 

fanatics' - meaning by them in particular some of the dissenters, 

led in Coventry by John Gordon and John Sibree - and advocated a 

national system of elementary educationg state-provided and maintained, 
'secular' (Bray's word for it) but more, rather than less, truly 

religious on that account - more likely to encourage true morality: 

since besides 'reverence to the Supreme Beingl(. 5) it would teach 

obedience to all God's laws'(6), which meant 'the laws of necessity - 

(1) Coventry Herald, 5 October 1849. See also 14 December 1849, 
4 Oct-ober 185o, 29 October 1852,4 July, 17 October 1856. 
(2) ibid. 9 28 September 1849. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 12 February 1847. 
(4) ibid., 19 March 1847. For other details of Bray's savage 
quarrel with Coventry dissenters during the education controversy 
of 1847, see Chapter Seven, Section IVt above. See also Coventry 
Herald, 24 July 1846, for a leading article welcoming the statement 
of the Rev. W. F. Hookq vicar of Leeds and onetime vicar of Holy 
Trinity, Coventry (and an acquaintance of Bray's) that he now 
recognised the need for a larger measure of state support for 
education and the concurrent abandonment of old sectarian attitudes. 
(5) Coventry Herald, 26'Aprii 1850- 
(6) ibid., 8 October 1852. 
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physical, moral, intellectualg social 

'Will our religious lights and guides 

they consent to forgo their miserable 

.. and join in doing that great act 

will enable them to ward off the fate 

civilisations? '(2) 

and political, economic'. (1) 

permit this education? Will 

monopoly of mental culture 

of justice to the people which 

which has awaited all previous 

(1) ibid. 9 27 May 1853. NB too Bray's comments on the curriculum 
at the Free Grammar School, ibid. 9 24 March 1854: 'The study of 
Latin and Greek may be useful as a mental discipline ... but the 
study of Nature is a much higher discipline'. 
(2) ibid. 9 20 August 1852. See also the important leading articles 
on 'national education' and the inadequacy of the voluntary system, 
ibid. 9 11 September 1846,26 March, 9 April, 23 April, 22 October 
18479 21 December 1849,22 February, 1 March, 22 March 1850,24 
January, 25 April, 16 May, 30 May 1851,6 February, 12 March, 19 
March, 31 December 1852,28 January, 15 April, 22 April, 6 May 18539 
18 August 1854,23 March, 26 October 1855,18 April, 25 April, 27 
June, 31 October 1856,9 January, 20 Februaryq 24 April 1857. Bray's 
reference to the 'Supreme Being' does not mean that he was in any 
sense a Christian, or that he was attempting to find in beliefs common 
to all Christian faiths an ecumenical solution of the sectarian 
wrangles that bedevilled the education question. In his youth Bray 
moved so far from the nonconformist Protestantism in which he had 
been brought up that he rejected even Unitarianism and arrived at his 
necessitarian philosophy - of which an essential part was that God was 
merely an attribute of the universal force of which mind and matter 
were several expressions; God was immanent in Nature. See Charles 
Bray, Phases of Opinion, pp. 10 et seq, 199 et seq; The Philosophy 
of Necessity, passim. Leading Dissenters in Coventryl besides 
resenting Bray's attacks on voluntaryism, of course rejected his 
necessitarianism utterly. Four dissenting ministers, including John 
Sibree and John Gordon, denounced the Herald in 1852. 'It habitually 
neglects those questions which are most intimately connected with the 
political welfare of the country, and directs its main efforts to 
questions of Social Science. ' Coventry Standard, 21 May 1852. See 
also the acrid controversy between Brayl E. H. Delf and Sibree over 
the Philosophy of Necessity, Coventry Heraldt 30 April 1852,22 
August, 29 August 1856. John Gordon and Sibree founded a noncon- 
formist journal to push the voluntaryist cause, the Coventry Adverti- 
ser, a feeble child that expired after two months of life in the 
summer of 1852. ibid. 9 28 May 1852. See also ibid., 31 March 1854, 
for Bray's valedictory address to Gordon on leaving Coventry: he 
praised his personal qualities but denounced his leadership of the 
voluntaryists and the fact that he had 'done much injury to the 
cause of Popular Instruction'. Bray's quarrel with Sibree (though 
not Gordon) was exacerbated by his denunciation of teetotalism as 
'fanaticism': the natural law counselled moderation. ibid., 2 
March 1855. But under Bray's control the Herald continued to 
advocate the abolition of church rates: ibid., 23 March 1849,2 
June 1854,20 April 1855. It should be added that Bray's rift with 
some leading dissenters did not bring the friendship of the Standard, 
which had equal cause to dislike his views and whose pages are filled 
with attacks on him. 
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Though Bray approved of the demands for franchise reform made 

by the radicals of the Financial Reform Association and, later, the 

Parliamentary and Financial Reform Association - and their calls 

for the reduction of waste in government expenditure - he disliked 

their anti-collectivist bias. Britain needed efficientg not cheap, 

government, and efficiency entailed expenditure. (l) Likewise, 

Bray persistently attacked in the columns of the Herald those groups 
in the city - with Wilmot the reactionary Tory and William Taunton 

and George Hemming the radicals prominent in them - which demanded 

in the 1850s that the local board of health should moderate its 

sewering of the city in favour of lower rates. (2) On national 

expenditure, Bray disagreed with many radicals that defence offered 

a fruitful field for retrenchment. A large army and navy were 

necessary, he warned Cobden, to civilise and protect the empire 

Britain had won: so as not to 'yield up all the advantages of our 

vast and progressive civilisation to the inroad of Goths and 

Vandals' - despite Bray's concurrent belief that in the long term 

change was working for good. (3) In 1847 France was the enemy Bray 

especially feared. By 1853 it was Russia. Bray attacked the 

Peace Societyl denounced Russian plans to rob Turkey and her 

barbarism at Sinope, and thought by January 1854 that war with Russia 

would be a 'great war of principle# - though he believed that a 

united Europe would check the czar without it. A few months later 

the Herald regarded the war as just and denounced Cobden and Bright 

in a bitter leading article - 'Nicholas to the Quakersl Greetingl. (4) 

(1) Coventry Herald, 24 November 1848,12 January, 2 February, 20 
April 17EN9. It was partly for this reason that Bray argued, against 
much opposition, in favour of the income tax in 1848: see Chapter 
Seveng Section V. 
(2) ibid., 26 October, 23 November 1849,24 September, 1 October 
18529 19 February 1858 (Bray's plea, in a question that agitated the 
city council for months, for a higher salary for Greatorex, the 
surveyor), 22 October 1858 (an attack on the Ratepayers' Protection 
Association, led by Taunton and Nathaniel Pooleg the freemen's 
leader). See also his attack on the Anti-Centralisation Union and 
his praise of Southwood Smith: ibid., 21 August 1857. 
(3) ibid., 6 September 1850. See also 29 December 1848,9 March 
1849,8 April 1852. 
(4) ibid., 19 December 1847,4 February, 8 April, 27 JulY9 12 
December 1853,27 January, 10 Februaryq 10 March, 7 April 1854. 
Bray's war aims in 1854 were for the Crimea to become a free state to 
exercise a civilising influence on Russiag for Poland to become 
independent, and for Russia to pay indemnities. He applauded Palmer- 
ston's becoming Prime Minister as likely to lead to a more vigorous 
campaign. But by the summer of 1855 Bray had changed his mind; 
after saving Turkey from Russian aggression Britain ought to have made 
peace so as to allow the healing influence of free trade and commerce to liberalise Europe. 'We want Italy and Hungary emancipated, and 
the great antagonist of freedom crippled and destroyed. But all this 
will be better brought about without revolution, by the slow growth of 

cont .. * 
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During the war-scare of 1859 Bray denounced Derby and Lyndhurst 

for insulting France by suggesting that she was planning war, 
but nevertheless approved strongly of the Volunteer movement and 

once again attacked the Quakers whose influence had been exerted 
to weaken Britain's defences. 'Woe betide the nation that is 

dependent solely upon the hireling for the defence of its native 
hearths. 1(l) Bray was an imperialist, but his imperialism was 
enlightened. He pleaded years before the Indian Mutiny for 'Justice' 

for India - for mav-power and less taxation for the Indiana, and 

more considerate treatment by Britons. He believed that the mutiny 

was caused by British tyranny, urged Britain not to imitate during 

the reconquest the atrocities that her misrule had provoked, and 
afterwards, while insisting that Britain should hold on to India 

because of the advantages of western civilisationg thought that she 

should show more tolerance for Indian religions and build roads and 

railways. (2) 

There were, he wrote, two sides in Britain on the collectivist 
issue. 

Free Traders generallyt with Hume, Cobden, our present 
Government, and their organ the Economist, ... are for giving 
unfettered play to the principle of competition. On the 
other sideq The Times, ... Carlyleg Lord Ashley, and a host 
of the most thoughtful and benevolent men of the age, backed 
by the failure of the Voluntary Principle in Education, the 
increase in pauperism and crime, the immense neglect of the 
health and morals of the people in our large centres of wealth 
and industrial activityt declare that the principle of competi- 
tion is not sufficient to effect all that is required. (3) 

Bray thus found the liberal leaders and the city's M. P. s deficient 

in reforming zeal: he regretted, for exampleg that Lord John Russell 

(4) cont. 
mind. ' By April 1856 Bray also thought that Bright had been 'much 
abused'. ibid. 9 27 October'1854,, 5 January, 9 February, 16 February, 
16 March, 15 Juneq 10 August 1855,25 Jenuary, 2 April 1856. 
(1) ibid. 9 8 Julys 26 August 1859. 
(2) ibid. 9 10 June 1853,19 June, 3 JulY9 9 October 1857,15 
January, 5 February, 16 April 1858. 
(3) Coventry Herald,, 17 May 1850. See also Bray's reference to 
the confusion of political alignments after corn law repeal, and 
the need for a union of honest men of all parties to effect the 
social reform necessary. ibid., 3-September 1847. See also 
his attack on Bright and his associates because of their opposition 
to legislation on smoke pollution: 'These gentlemen's notions of 
freedom of trade wouldl if fully carried outq leave sociaty a prey 
to the greediest instincts of our nature'. ibid., 13 July 1849. 
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showed no interest in his programme for general changes that a 

more dynamic reformer than Strutt had not been chosen by Coventry 

liberals in 1851, and, apparently, that Ellice was so cautious. 

But he regarded the Conservatives as even less likely on balance 

to enact his reforms and at every election backed the liberal 

candidates in Coventryq with pleas for liberal unity, just as the 

Herald had done under the much more conventional previous proprietor- 

ship. (l) 

On the staple trade of the city the Heralds under Bray's 

control, displayed inconsistent and contradictory attitudes. One 

line of thought was an enlightened apology for industrial capitalism 

and the factory system. Frightened by the chronic surplus of 
labour in Coventry, and both dispirited and exhilarated by growing 

competition, from home and abroad, Bray stressed in this mood the 

need to cheapen costsq to revive productivity, to embrace steam 
factories, to protect the manufacturers' profits that provided the 

capital necessary to build them. 'The future of Coventry must be, 

not war with whatever cheapens production, but efficiency and 

economy in manufacture, and America and the world for our customers. 9 

(2) These words were written at the height of the factory boom in 

Coventry. A few weeks earlier Bray had praised the manufacturers 
then building such lights well ventilated structuresl and had warned 
the Coventry weavers not to oppose them: if factories did not become 

general the trade would desert the city for more productive climes 

altogether. Those who alleged the low morality of these workplaces 

were indicting 'the low moral and intellectual condition' of the 

weaveral not the system. (3) It was the duty of the manufacturer, 
Bray had earlier written, to look after his workpeople gaternistically, 
(1) ibid., 16 October 1646,9 July, 23 JulYq 30 July, 6 August 1647, 
4 April 1851,14 May, 28 May, 11 June, 18 June, 25 June, 2 July, 9 
July 1852,24 November, 8 December 1854,13 March, 20 March, 27 March, 
3 April 1857,15 April, 21 April, 28 April 1859. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 11 May 1855. See also ibid., 11 March 1853 - 
another lengthy demonstration of the need for high productivity* 
(3) ibid., 27 April 1855. See also C. Bray, The Industrial Employ- 
ment of Women (London, 1857), P. 5 on this last point: 'If in 
factories the majority were goods they would make the bad better; but 
when the majority are bad, they soon make the few good as bad as them- 
selves. ' These sentiments enraged the Factory Operatives Association: 
see the-letters of factory weavers in Coventry Herald, 4 May, 11 May 
1855, and that by Richard Hartopp in Coventry Standard, 4 May 1855, 
'The Philosophy of Necessityq Social Science and the Tactory System, - 
in which Hartopp asks why, if factories were necessaryt many manu- 
facturers did well without theml andq if the evils of factories were 
the fault of the operativesq what became of Bray's Philosophy of 
Necessity. If the factory system was goods why did it not make the 
workmen in it better? In a letter in ibid., 18 May 1855 Hartopp 
returns to these themes. 
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by providing schools, cottages and savings banks: this would 

make them happier, because more moral and temperate - but also, by 

the same token, more efficient producers. (l) 

At the same time, workpeople must be brought to a realisation 

that their interests and their masters' were truly in harmony, 

since high profits were to the advantage of all: this intellectual 

conversion was a prime function of education in the Philosophy of 
Necessity. 

It is necessary that the people should be educated, to enable 
them to make a right use of the Suffrage; - it is necessary 
as a preventive of crime and vice; - it is necessary as a 
foundation for their moral and material welfare, and their more 
complete spiritual culture ... Give the people intelligence - 
ally labour to thought - and capital, hitherto the master, if 
not the tyrant of the working man, becomes his friend and his 
servant. (2) 

'Capital, Skill and Labour must be ever united, - headwork and 
handwork, - to insure success in any great branch of industry. 1(3) 

Thus Bray recommended trades unions to take up co-operative 

production rather than fight employers. He condemned the weavers 

who after the passing of the Ten Hours Bill, which necessarily 

reduced the masters' profits for a week's work, attempted to get 

as much in wages as they had before it; if they succeeded, the 

long-term results would be as disastrous for them as their masters 

the reduction of profits and of competitiveness, with foreign and 
domestic Producers. The laws of supply and demand must triumph. 

Similarly, Ratliffs' weavers were quite wrong to strike for a 
breakfast break in 1850; they should instead have trusted their 

masters, and if they found the lack of a break damaged their efficien- 

cy as workmen they should ask for one. Cash's weavers were wrong to 

strike against payment by the piece in 1856; againg their masters' 

profits would suffer. In the same moods Bray declared against 
legislation limiting the working hours of men factory operatives, 

(1) Coventry Herald, 27 September 1850. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 16 April 1852- NB too Bray's comment on 
Ernest Jones's speech in Coventry in August 1851, in which Jones 
had preached that there was a fundamental antagonism between classes. 
'Now this is a most false and mischievous doctrine. To divide the 
capitalist from the labourer ... is reversing the known and acknow- 
ledged 1vs of political economy, and it can only be by the aid of the 
capitalist that labour can rise. ' ibid., 29 August 1851. Cf Bray's 
denunciation of the 'popular orators' who argued that 'the rich are 
cruel tyrants - the poors injured lambs. This Pitiful mockery 
should be endedol ibido, 8 February 1850. ' 
(3) ibid. 9 20 May 1853. 
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though he favoured restricting the hours of women and children, 

unable to protect themselves. (l) 

But there was another mood, another tone, another attitude, 

equally powerful and continuous: in which Bray sympathised closely 

with the views and aspirations of weavers. In this mood Bray 

admitted that he could not blame weavers for striking for higher 

wages. (2) He welcomed the direct or indirect statutory restriction 

of the hours of men, partly because it was an act of decency and 

common sense - 'humanity should be protected from the encroachments 

of inordinate selfishness'(3) - and partly because it served to 

reduce the vast mechanical productive power whichl Bray at times 

could see, was a chief cause of the labour surplus for whose future 

he was so anxious. (4) Above all, this Bray sympathised with the 

weavers' dislike of working in steam factoriesg(5) and, when 

denouncing the corrupting power of the steam factory, broadened his 

indictment to include, besides the aggregation of immoral weavers 

therein, the factory system itself, which made 'its inroad upon 

family habits and family ties'(6), forced young mothers to neglect 

the young children who would play happily by the side of the looms 

at home, and drew young girls by high wages beyond the reach of the 

(1) Coventrz Heraldq 2b April 1848,4 Octoberg 25 October 1650, 
20 February 1652,13 April 1855,26 September 1856. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 5 May 1854. Bray added, however, that for 
masters to share their profits with them would be ruinous. This 
leading article - long, prolix, bewildered - reveals Bray as looking 
for some means of explaining to masters and men that they were 
mutually necessary and of getting them to behave decently to each 
other so that both were happy. His persistent faith in the power 
of human reason to make clear underlying harmonies is also shown in 
his advocacy, during the troubled 1850st of tribunals to settle 
differences between weavers and masters. ibid. 9 29 February, 22 
August 1856,14 May 1858. 

(3) ibid. 9 21 June 1850. NB too Brayts qualification that evasions 
of the factory acts were practised not by Coventry masters but by 
'the race of fast and anxious men, the go-ahead Manchester school'. 
ibid. 9 15 October 1852. This was before James Hart came to Coventry. 

(4) ibid. t 28 April 1848. NB too the leading article of 1 August 
1851, in which Bray saw the need for-new markets as a result of the 
growth of machinery: 'As regards the ribbon trade of this city one 
thing is very certain, that such an immense increase cannot take 
place in machinery, in our producing power, without additional 
markets, if we are to keep up the average prosperity of the last ten 
years'. 

(5) ibid., 28 May 1847. 
(6) ' ibid. 9 11 July 1851. See also ibid., 8 August 1851, and 
Phases of Opinion, pp. 41 et seq. 
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parental discipline common in the domestic top-shop. Thus Bray 

argued for years that the cottage factory was a means of reconciling 

efficiency with moralityg 'to give the advantage of the factory to 

families who might thus be as individual and exclusive as upon the 

old systeml. (l) Significantly, Bray himself, for all his preaching 

of the laws of political economy, paid as a ribbon master by the 

list of prices. (2) 

The antinomical nature of Bray's views was most clearly shown 

in the Herald during the long dispute of 1858 and 1859. Leading 

articles warned that there was great danger that the weavers would 

so much hamper the most productive part of the trade that it would 

be unable to compete with looms elsewhere. 

Wherever steam has been found applicable to textile manufactures, 
our superior energy, enterprise, and machineryt as in the cotton 
trades, have always commanded the markets of the world; and 
what has been the case in cotton will be the case in silkl unless 
the energy and enterprise of our manufacturers should be checked, 
and superior machinery made comparatively useless by the jealousy 
of competitors, or by the short-sighted policy of the hands 
themselves. (3) 

Bray asked the weavers to substitute, for envy of the masters* 

wealth, understanding of the toil necessary to acquire it. 

Let them think of it, and of the wearing anxiety that must 
attend such a business; and that the gifts of an All-wise 
Providence, as far as the essentials of true happiness are 
concernedl may be much more equally distributed than they 
suppose. (4) 

Above all, they must learn the truths of political economy. 

(1) Coventry Heralds 13 April 1854. See also ibid. 9 18 September 
1857 a similar opinion. For a full consideration of Bray and 
the cottage factoryl see Chapter Fives Section II. 

(2) At a meeting of ribbon weavers in St. Mary's Hall in March 
18509 over the refusal of H. and C. Bray to pay the usual prices for 
fancy ribbon, F. Haymes said: 'two men of one names sustaining such 
opposite charactersl could not be found in any other town in England 

... Mr. Charles Bray of Much Park Street, and Mr. Charles Bray of 
Earl Street. The latter was the drag weight that hangs like a 
millstone round our necksq preventing our social progress; the other 
had the honour and gratitude of the working men of Coventry. 
Applause. ' CoventrZ Herald, 15 March 1850. And, paradoxically, the 
strikers whom in 1848 Bray condemned in the Herald thanked him for 
the help he had given them in providing statistics of the profits of 
a steam factory. His own hands thanked him for his kindness to them. 
Coventry Standard, 4 June 1848. 

(3) Coventry Herald, 15 October 1858. , On the growing menace of 
foreign competitiont see the leading article in ibid., 7 January 
1859- 

ibid., 4 Feýbruary 1859. 
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What a man requires, or what a master would like to pay, has 

nothing whatever to do with the rate of wages, and to assert 
the contrary is circulating the most deadly mental poison and 
the veriest clap-trap that it is possible to conceive. Wages 
depend upon the law of supply and demand - and if by any 
artificial restrictions, by supporting a list, or by paying 
a man what he requires and what a master therefore would like 
to pay, the costs of production were increased beyond what 
similar goods could be produced for elsewhere, the effect 
would be that we should lose the trade, and there would soon 
be no wages at all. (l) 

And yet Bray sympathised with the weavers far more than these 

abrasive words imply: nor did he follow his rigorous logic to its 

conclusion. During the lock-out dispute of 1858 he maintained a 

stance of anguished neutrality, praising the temperate conduct of 

the weavers but reprobating both their extreme demands and the 

inflexibility of the Bunch of Six. Bray wished the outdoor trade 

to be protected from the effects of competition from the most 

advanced factories. Thus in his leading article at the ending 

of the lock-out Bray welcomed the gaining of the list for factories 

precisely on these grounds: but, displaying his extreme capacity 

for prevarication, at the same time condemned it because the 

thrusting masters had lost their motive to improve their machinery. 

'The present arrangement cannot stand - it will only be temporary, 

Already we have heard a manufacturer say "If we had anticipated the 

present arrangements, we should not have made the alterations we 

did some time ago". 1(2) Bray suggested during the lock-out a 

resolution of the quarrel between masters and men by compromise: 

an 'equivalent', payable as bonuses or premiums on fixed weekly 

wages, which would have raised the earnings of hands in the most 

modern factories to something nearly equal to those of the outdoor 

weavers on power-looms, without hampering fatally the competitive 

position of the thrusting masters. Ratliffs, the piece-paying 

(1) ibid., 10 June 1859. Cf ibid., 17 June 1859: 'The Political 
Economist has no more power over the laws Of Political Economy than 
the astronomer has over the motions of the heavenly bodies'. 

(2) ibid. 9 29 October 1858. NB also the leading article in ibid., 
7 January 1859. 'The strife between masters and men ... has termina- 
ted in a decision which cannot be maintained, and which, if it could, 
would militate against the best interests of both masters and workmen. 
To increase production by improvements in machineryg without increas- 
ing the amount andq therefore, the cost of labour, is in the interest 
of the trade; and this is impossible when the "hand" is in all cases 
paid by the piece. To say that the master is paid sufficiently by 
the increased workq is simply ridiculous: for if a manufacturer 
wishes for increased work in the general state of the trade, he has 
only to take on more hands, without the expense of improving his 
machinery. ' 
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factory masters, had suggested an 'equivalent$ in August: but theirs 

was intended really to eliminate superior competition and as such was 

rejected by the Bunch of Six. Bray's equivalent was something less 

and as far as the weavers were concerned was open to the fatal 

objection that anything which did not cripple the most modern 

factories was inadequate. Intransigent during the lock-out, the 

Bunch of Six did not favour Bray's equivalent eitherg though their 

proposal for extra loom-hire for very large loomsl which they 

advanced at the conference called by the Local Board of Health and 

which was there rejected by the weavers, came close to it. (l) 

Bray remained opposed to the agreement of October 1858 in the 

months that followed. Yet he avowed his wish to see the list 

maintained, since it was in the interest of both the outdoor trade 

and many factory weavers. But its obligatory imposition on all did 

not suit either the long-term interests of the trade as a whole or 

the short-term advantage of the inexperienced weavers who could earn 

more by weekly wages and who, Bray claimed to have discovered, 

amounted to one-third of the total. He therefore believed that 

their conflicting interests would be reconciled by the continuance 

of the piece-work list for those factory weavers who desired it and 

the reintroduction of weekly wages for the weavers who preferred 

them: weekly wages, that is$ fixed at the level of what an av rage 

hand could earn on piece-work, to enable manufacturer and weaver to 

share the increment of higher productivity. (2) 

A system of piece-work only in factories cannot be maintained, 
neither is it desirable that it should be, for it is not to the 
permanent interest of either masters or men, inasmuch as it is 
a premium upon old, inefficient, and worn-out looms, and stands 
directly opposed to England's greatest strength - her vastly 
increasing and improving machinery. (3) 

But there was a remedy: 

Let those who are clever, and can do best upon piece-work, 
demand, if they like, to be paid by it ... We object, however, 
to the majority, who wish to be paid by piece-work, coercing 
the minority, who wish to be paid by a weekly wages list .. If a workman cannot earn sufficient money in any given nature 
of work, we think he is quite at liberty to leave it ... this 
is but fair competition. (4) 

This fair competition should be enforced by the magistrates and 

police - by their guaranteeing free access to work for those who 

(1) For this paragraph, see the leading articles in ibid., 3 
September, 17 September, 1 October, 15 October, 29 October 1858. 
(2) This plan was in effect the old notion of an tequivalent'. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 3 June 1859. 
(4) ibid. 9 28 January 1859. 

I 
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preferred weekly wages. (l) 

Bray's belief that beneath surface conflicts there lay a 

natural harmony of interests - and that this calm centre might 

be reached by recognising the beneficent power of individual 

freedom - was fatally flawed. The underlying harmony was a 

mirage, and the means proposed for achieving it would have destroyed 

the prosperity of the majority of weavers: weekly wages, even though 

reinforced with bonuses as he suggested, would have given the 

thrusting masters a cost-advantage over the less efficient, and over 

the outdoor trade. To admit a real alternative to the factory list 

would have destroyed the list itself - which Bray said he wished to 

maintain. (2) In addition, Bray assumed for his argument that there 

was a large number of weavers who wanted weekly wages* The diffi- 

culty the thrusting masters had in obtaining blacklegsq and even 

more, the lack of any evidence of strong conflict of principle 

within the weavers' association in 1858 and 1859, tend to negate 

this assumption. Since the overwhelming majority of weavers were 

united behind the factory-list system, there would have been no 

advantage to the masters in the system that he suggested, of free 

choice by weavers of their modes of payment. In the crisisq both 

weavers and thrusting masters were forced to attempt total victory 

over the other. The weakness at the heart of Bray's brand of 

liberalism was his sentimental refusal to recognise the inevitability 

of conflict and coercion. 

(1) For this paragraphl seev besides the references given, the 
leading articles of 17 Junel 24 June 1859. 
(2) The Coventry Weekly Times cogently pointed out Bray's logical 
absurdities and inconsistencies. 
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ii 

The Coventrl Standard 

The oldest newspaper in Coventry was the Mercury, founded 

in 1741. (l) By 1830 it had a distinctly old-fashioned airg having 

not moved out of the eighteenth-century newspaper form to compete 

with the Herald, which claimed a circulation four times greater, 

apparently about 600. (2) The Mercury had no leading articles to 

make detailed analysis of its views possibles though its Toryism 

is apparent from its newscolumns. Even these were meagrel and 

justified the charge of the radical David Smith that for 7d the 

reader got 'a precious tale of clerical preferments and fox-hound 

meetings' by way of local news that could not be taken from the 

London press, (3) The paper was owned by William Reader (the 

antiquary) and the widow of his partner Rollasono The latter's 

son, Charles Aris Noah Rollason, was accused by Reader of raising 
'systematic impediments and obstructions' in the 1830s to the 

improvements which Reader, knowing the business had fallen off, 

wished to realise. (4) There was great dissatisfaction among 

conservatives in Coventry over their lack of a proper journal; in 

(1) V. C. H. Warks, viiii, P- 223- 

(2) Coventry Herald, 3 June 1831- 

(3) ibid., 27 July 1832- 

(4) Reader wrote that Rollason 'was determined to have the whole 
of the business in his own handsl-- although no printer and certainly 
not qualified to become its director. His influence with his mother 
prevented the enlargement of the Mercury several years before the 
dissolution of the partnership: every, and any improvement suggested 
by Mr. Reader was negatived or opposed at his instigation: and he 
never ceased his silent and ruinous persecution till he had effected 
his object. His self-sufficient and overbearing temper led him to 
commit the most heartless ingratitude. But he had his reward. ' 
C. W. C. Miscellaneous MSS (uncatalogued), undated statement by 
W. Reader. The last sentence seems to refer to Young Rollason's 
death. Coventry Standard, 20 January 1854. 
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August 1836 the Mercury was bought by a new company whose leading 

shareholder was William Wilmot. The paper's name was changed to 

the Coventry Standard. It was edited from the start by George 

Eld, the leading conservative of the city. (l) He wrote all the 

leading articles (now a prominent feature of the paper) from then 

until March 1852, when the 'local department' was taken over by 

the Standard's new reporter and sub-editor, Benjamin Pooles late 

of the Coventry'Herald; no difference in approach is noticeable, 

since by the 18508 Poole, onetime member of the CPUq was as 

convinced a Tory as Eld, this being the underlying reason for his 

dismissal from the Herald. Eld continued to write the leaders on 

national and international affairs till November 18589 when he made 

way for Poole, who remained editor till his death in 1880. (2) 

Eld set the tone of the Standard in his first leading article, 

which argued that the 'anti-Christian mongrels of destructive 

Whiggism in league with the Demonian Heresiarchs of Papal Rome' 

formed a conspiracy to demolish the constitution: 'usurpers whose 

polluted hands would tear the crown from the Monarch's brow'. (3) 

The Standard was a fiercely Tory paper, strong in defence of the 
Church of England and the Constitution, against 'infidels, anti- 
Protestant rebels, popish jacobins, hypocritesl traitorsq assassins, 
fanatics and destructivest sworn enemies to the constitution in 
Church and Statel. (4) To them were opposed 

that moral and political conservatism which has arisen almost 
spontaneously in England ... throwing around her time-hallowed 
institutions the protective mantle of preservation against 
the wild storm of levelling democracy which has howled over 
them ... within the pale of the British Constitution we have 
erected its lion standard ... under our banner have rallied 
the nobles - the clergy - the men of arms - the gentry - the 
independent yeomanry - the industrious tradesmen - and the 
operatives of this land of constituted freedom. (5) 

(1) Eld was a Foleshill corn miller who became a dyer in Coventry 
in 1840. He was the last mayor of the unreformed corporation and 
afterwards the aoyen of the conservatives on the town council, He 
died in 1861, aged 70. C. W. C.: obituary of George Eld (newspaper 
cutting). 
(2) Coventry Standard, 5 March 18,529 17 February 1854,5 November 
1858,13 January 1660. C. W. C.: obituary of Benjamin Poole (newspaper 
cutting). On Poole and the Heraldl'see Section I of this chapter. 
Under Eld and Pooleg the Standard's circulation grew. By 1859, it 
was over 19000: Newspaper Press Directory (London, 1860), p. 136. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 5 August 1836. 
(4) ibid. 9 30 September 1836. See also ibid., 11 November, 18 
November 1836, for similar opinions. 
(5) ibid. 9 6 January 1837. 
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This constitution dated from the Act of Settlement, by which the 

Church of England became the permanent state religion of the British 

people, and the means to support it$ such as church rates, became 

indefeasible parts of the constitution too: (l) he who menaced them 

would 'with as little compunction of conscience, tomorrow lend his 

hand to pull down the monarchy itselfl. (2) Dissenters and Roman 

Catholics were equally a threat. The Standard regretted that 

Catholic Emancipation had been carried out but thought that the Roman 

Catholics ought to have shown due gratitude for it - instead of having 

'the impudence to declare that they will "never rest" until they have 

converted England to their superstitions'. (3) Converts to Roman 

(1) ibid. j 27 January, 2 June 1837- See also ibid. 9 7 July 1837t 
for an attack on Lord John Russell for having apostatised from the 
principles of his ancestor 'that glorious Russell of a former age, who 
soaked his Protestant faith with his blood on the scaffold, denouncing 
the tyranny of Popery'. 
(2) ibid. $ 14 July 1837. NB also Eld's bitter attack on J. T. 
Bannister over the church rates issueg ibid., 10 March 1837. The 
Standard's attacks brought a letter from 'Spon Street Dissenter'l who 
argued that nearly one-half of his brethren in the city supported 
conservative candidates at elections. 'It is too much the fault of 
the Conservative press to include the whole body of the Dissenters, 
when speaking of the enemies of the establishment .. * Hit as hard as 
you please the Radical portion of the Dissentersq but at the same 
time give the Conservative Dissenters credit for equal sincerity in 
wishing to uphold an Established Churchq believing with Matthew Henry, 
Wattst Doddridge, & etc, that it is a barrier against Popery on the 
one hand, and infidelity on the other. ' ibid., 23 March 1838. Eld'a 
reply was 'We never include these conscientious men with those merely 
political Dissenters who, urged on by an equal hatred to the church 
and every other ancient institutiong are reckless of the consequences 
which may ensue, provided that they gratify their destructive 
propensities'. ibid. * 30 March 1838. But NB Eld's leading article 
of 3 December 1841: 'To conciliate the Dissenters (vain attempt) the 
land has been partly unchristianised by giving a sort of legal dis- 
pensation to their complaining sectaries to disregard the sacrament 
of baptism, - to celebrate merely civil marriages at a Union workhouse 
or a Registrar's Officeg - and to bury their dead either with or 
without any ceremonyq in any corner they may choose. ' 
(3) ibid., 4 January 1839. See also ibid., 18 April 1845. The 
Standard thought that the Maynooth Grantq distasteful though it was, 
was a corollary of Catholic Emancipation, and necessary to discipline 
Ireland. Daniel O'Connell was singled out for more abuse by the 
Standard than any other national politiciin in the 1830s and 1840s: 
'that presumptuous bigot in religiong and hypocrite in morals - the 
common disturber of national decorumt who insulted English women 
with the pestiferous breath of his original calumny and falsehood'. 
ibid., 31 December 1836. In 1844 O'Connell came to speak in 
Coventry. The meeting was. disrupted by men from the Operative 
Conservative Association; order was not restored till the police 
arrived and'ejected them. The-Standard contrasted O'Connell's 
popularity among tconceited Cockneys' with the 'more sturdy' spirit 
in Coventry and resented the use of policemen to prevent Englishmen 
from exercising their right to disagree. ibid, 9 22 March 1844. 
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Catholicism - like Lord Fielding in 1850 - were attacked for 

'flagrant dishonestyl(l), and the institution of Roman Catholic 

bishoprics in the same year was denounced as one of the many 'open 

and undisguised acts of defiance' for which Catholic Emancipation 

gave the first opening: the 'spurious liberality of modern times, 

and the delusions under which the Whigs were enabled to undermine 

all the safeguards against Papal encroachments, produced a false 

shame as to speaking about them which has tempted a degree of 
impertinence which -iu offensive and disgusting'. (2) The Church 

was menaced too by men like Joseph Hume - 'nearly a free thinker, 

who wanted to open cathedrals to the public 'not for the purpose 

of worship, but as lounging places for the idler and the scoffer$-(3) 
The proposal to admit Jews to parliament was another sign of 'that 

indifference to sincerity, truth and of course to Christianity, 

which characterises the school of liberalisml. (4) 

The Standard believed that the Church of England had a special, 

privileged educational function. While not seeking to deny that 

the other voluntary societies were entitled to state grants for 

their schools, after they began in 1833, it believed that the 

National Society should have special consideration: because it was 
the organ of the established church, whose doctrines were true. 

The dominant position which was to have been given to the Church 

by Graham's 1843 Factory Bill was only right and proper - and the 

dissenting opposition to it revealed a bitter persecuting hostility 

to truth and justice. It regretted that the educational provisions 

of the bill were abandoned. (5) When the fears aroused by this bill 

led dissenting voluntaryists to oppose the government scheme of 1846 

for increased state grants to voluntary schoolsl the Standard 
(1) ibid., 6 September 1850. 
(2) ibid., 25 October 1850- See als -o 

ibid., 8 November 1850, and 
28 March, 18 April 1851 - approving the Titles' Assumption Bill and 
regretting that it lost its severity in its passage through parliament. 
(3) ibid., 26 April 1844. 
(4) ibid., 6 July 1849. Eld regarded it as unnecessary to read 
Hampden's works to have grounds for condemning strongly his appoint- 
ment as bishop of Hereford: his exclusion from Oxford was proof 
enough of his unsatisfactory nature. ibid., 17 December 1847. 
(5) ibid. $ 21 April, .5 

May, 23 June 1843. NB also Eld's 
animosity towards Kay-Shuttleworth, the Secretary of the Committee 
of Council on Educationg 1839-1849t for his policy of equal treatment 
of voluntary societies and of state inspection in return for grants - denounced by Eld as tampering with the Church of England. ibid. 9 26 October 1849. 
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accused them of being moved simply by envy: since under the grant 

regulations the greater the amount of private contribution the 

greater was the state subvention - which favoured the superior 

generosity of Anglicans. (l) But the Standard's most bitter attacks 

were directed towards those liberals who argued in the 1830s and 

1840s that a school provision that would both accommodate doctrinal 

differences and be large enough to meet national needs would be 

best achieved by a national, state-financed system in which secular 

and doctrinal instruction were separated, all churches sharing in 

the latter on equal terms. Such a plan(2) was anathematised by 

Eld, for whom all instruction should rightly be informed by the 

truths of Christianity. It was produced by 'the political Papist 

- the Christ-denying Socinian - the "conscientious" Dissenter - the 

pretended churchman - and the callous freethinker'$ and would be 

met by the 'repugnance of every true churchmanand every reflecting 

moralist, to this trashy scheme of philosophical instruction for 

the carter and the stable boyt the blacksmith and the navigator'. (3) 

Education 'without reference to the great leading truths of ' 

Revelation must ultimately lead to avowed and unblOshing scepticism 

and infidelityl. (4) There were political dangers too: 

(1) ibid. 9 12 March, 30 April 1847. In its attacks on the 
'fanatical voluntaries' the Standard agreed for once with the Herald. 

(2) That of 1837, of the Central Education Society. 

(3) ibid. 9 10 November 1837. See also ibid. t 
8 December, 22 

December 1837 - in which the scheme is classed with the Poor Law 
Commissioners as a plot to 'overwhelm our liberties ... with a horde 
of venal placemen' exercising a centralising power in the interests 
of liberalism. See also ibid. t 19 February 1841: 'It is not 
bigotry, on the part of churchmen, to insist that their children 
shall be trained in the principlest and instructed in the doctrines 
which they themselves believe to be true, and to have been preserved 
from an admixture of error, by the watchful and apostolic care of 
the episcopal guardians of the church. It is only another specimen 
of the arrogant intolerance of modern liberalism, to require that 
persons thus feeling and believing shall be compelled, under the 
pretence of promoting popular education, to confide the objects 
of their care to the professors of anythingarianism. 1 
(4) ibid., 16 October 184o. Eld was writing here in particular 
of the mechanics' institution, and the Owenite group that he regarded 
as the inevitable fruit of its secular instruction. For other 
attacks on 'the impious absurdities - the revolting blasphemies 
of this set of politic , 

al fanatics' and on the CMI that produced 
them% see ibid., 1 June, 1.5 June, 13 July 1838,18 January, 2.5 
January 1839- 
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The masses of the people of all nations of whom we read, 
have never been subdued by purely moral cultivation ... they 
have been rendered, as the Athenianst discontented, and even 
miserable, in proportion as they become cultivated - dissatisfied 
with their kings and rulers ... A national education, divested 
of the restraining influence of the Christian religion, and that 
system of civil policy and moral obedience, which is contained 
in the word of God, wouldl in the endt prove a national curse, 
instead of a national blessing. (l) 

In the 1830s and 1840a the Standard detested the Reform Bill 

and the Whig reforms that followed it - particularly the Municipal 

Corporations Act. It regretted that the Reform Bill had unsettled 

the 'balance of the constitution' by giving too much power to 

'democracy' (by which in this context it meant the middle classes) 

over other classes. That it had not proved absolutely ruinous 

was the result of the innate conservative spirit and loyalty to 

their settled institutions of ordinary Englishmen. (2) It was glad 
that certain ancientt hallowed popular rights (in particular the 

freemen's franchise by servitude) - valuable in that they gave a 

limited and undominating representation to working-class interests 

- had been retained by the bill: an act of preservation for which 

the Standard rightly gave thanks to the efforts against the Whigs 

of another ancient institution it was anxious to defend$ the House 

of Lords. (3) But the Standard did not wish this degree of working- 

class representation to be increased. 

We think it quite right that in many townst for instance 
Coventry, Liverpoolt Bristoll Norwichq Newcastlel Prestong York, 
Leicester, etc., etc., the poor but independent voters should 
predominate ... But as we would oppose the Franchise being 
confined to the higher classesq so we must also oppose Universal 
Suffrage, which would virtually place the representation in the 
hands of the lower orders; it would be manifestly unjust to 
every other interest in the statet whol for all practical 
purposes, might as well be disfranchised. (4) 

(1) ibid. t 3 November 1837- 
(2) Coventry Standard, 14 July 1848. See also ibid., 12 August, 
11 November, 16 November 1836,31 October 1845- 
(3) ibid. 9 10 March 1837- The Standard was also in favour of 
abolishing the stamp duty on admission to-the freedom: 5 May 1837. 
VB also the Standard's warning to. the freemen that the Whigs were 
planning once more to disfranchise themf ýbid. j 10 September 1841. 
(4) ibid. 9 5 January 1838. NB also iýid., 5 May 1837: tWe are 
not advocates for Universal Suffrage, which would place the whole 
power of electing members in the hands of the lower orders, but we 
do contend that all classes of the people ought to be represented 
in the Commons House of Parliament and consequently that the poorer 
class of voters in many towns ought to predominateg thereby eftabling 
the working men to have their representatives in the Commons'. 
See also ibid., 24 November 1837 - an attack on the secret ballot. 
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In its condemnation of radicals the Standard included 

Chartists as well as those who stopped short of the Six Points. 

But it tended to denounce the former less severely: partly because 

the Chartists flayed the Whigs as much as, or more than, the Tories, 

and partly because of the strain in Chartism (including the movement 
in Coventry) which was sympathetic to the cause of protection and 
distrusted the free trade attitudes of middle-class radicals. 
Thus when Bell stood in Coventry in 1837 in opposition to Ellice 

and Williams the Standard reproved him for his belief in universal 

suffrage, but commended his alleged desire to restore the prohibition 

on the import of foreign ribbons, comparing his attitude with the 

lukewarmness of Williams, and even more so, Ellice; it commended 
Bell's 'excellent English' and his intellectual superiority to 

Williams. (l) When Feargus O'Connor came to Coventry in 1838 he 

praised Williams and attacked the Standard: but his equal disparage- 

ment of the Herald, and of Ellice as a 'lick-spittle' gave the 

'Standard 
enough comfort to remark that the 'plain candourl of the 

Chartists was preferable to the insidious hypocritical radicalism of 
Daniel O'Connell and his like, that the Herald, admired so much. (2) 

The rejection by many Coventry Chartists of the idea of corn law 

repeal in 1842 and 1843 was quoted with strong approval by the 
Standardt(3) while the disturbances of that summer - their Warwick- 

shire manifestation being a turn-out of the miners in the north of 
the county_- it regarded as originally fomented bZ the Anti-Corn Law 
(1) ibid., 23 Junes 7 July, 14 July 1637. In 1637 Eld attacked 
Ellice for his refusal to support the move to re-establish prohibition 
three years before: his admonition that 'Coventry was not the whole 
country' was constantly brought up. His frequent absences from 
Britain were held against him as proof of his neglect of his constit- 
uency. 'He is more often in Paris than Coventry. ' ibid. t 31 March 
1837- 'He thinks as much of his constituents as of the Chippewas or 
the Cherokees. ' ibid., 12 May 1837- See also 3 March 1837- With 
all his reservations Eld preferred Ellice to Williams: 'a political 
nondescript Whig, and a thoroughly contemptible Radical destructive, 
both alike chained to the filthy car of O'Connellite drudgery and 
humiliation' (ibid., 28 July 1837). Eld. argued that the coalition 
between them was unnatural (ibid, t 23 Junet 14 July 1837). In the 
1841 contest the Standard took the same line - while supporting Weir, 
the Tory protectionist candidate. ibid. 9 2 July, 9 July, 16 July 
1841. In 1847 the Standard supported George J. Turner (though not 
enthusiastically - Turner was a Peelite) and his attempt to persuade 
Ellice's supporters to vote for him; again, the Standard spent most 
energy on abusing Williams - this time for his meanness in getting 
Ellice to pay his election expenses, ibid. 9 23 JulY9 30 July, 6 
August 1847,21 January 1848. - 
(2) ibid., 7 Septembert 14. Septembert 5 October 1838. 
(3) ibid. 9 22 July 1842t 10 February, 17 February 1843. Linked with 
hostility to corn law re 

i 
peal in many Chartists$ minds in Coventry was 

dislike of another product of 'Manchester' - steam power. This hos- 
tility also commended them to the Standard at this time. See pp 4ft-7 
below for further consideration of the-Standard's attitudes on 

Uis 

+n-nic. 
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League, as part of a revolutionary plot. The Chartists took 

advantage of the troubles thus factiously created. Eld was glad 

to think that the kindliness of mine-owners would alleviate the 

miners' real grievances over truck and wages that had given an 

opportunity to the trouble-makers, and that the good sense of 

Warwickshire working men would prevent their being duped by any 

revolutionary party - 'Complete Suffragists, Chartists, Leaguers, 

Radicals, and any other of the 1001 aliases under which they try 

to mystify the unwaryl. (l) The decline of Chartism afterwards 

was welcomed: 'Socialism and Chartism were never very rampant 

here, but just now they are at a very low ebbl. (2) The paper 

thought Joseph Hume's 'Little Charter' of 1848 as bad as Chartism 

itself: the plan to give representation commensurate with their 

population to large towns would mean swamping the small boroughs 

and the agricultural districts, and was 'intended to place all 

classes, including the middle class, in a state of abject subserviency 

to the men of the Manchester school'(3) - who were led by Cobden, 

the tfoul-mouthed calumniator' of the farmers; Eld detested 'the 

rabid ravings of this political quackl. (4) 

From its start, the Standard attacked the admission of foreign 

ribbons - 'the unfair and unnatural competition which the manu- 

facturers have had to withstand from the foreign market'(5) - as 

the overriding cause of distress in the ribbon trade; the tariff 

was no real protection against tLs competition because of smuggling 

and false declarations of value by regular importers. To those who 

argued that 'free trade' in ribbons should be followed by the repeal 

of the corn laws the Standard replied that what they should strive 

(1) ibid., 2 September 1842. The Standard added that William 
Williams was a covert Chartist. See also ibid., 29 July, 19 August, 
26 August 1842. 
(2) ibid. 9 30 June 1843. 
(3) ibid. 9 23 June 1848. Cf Eld's attack on the 'Leaguers$, 
Cobden, Bright and Milner Gibson, some years later. Their plan to 
introduce equal electoral districts was intended to swamp small towns, 
and the interests they representedl by large cities such as Manchester, 
Liverpool and Leeds which were amenable to the control of cliques of 
Leaguers. tThe Counties of Lancaster and York are ... to predominate, 
and the rest of the country to be quiescent under their domination. ' 
But 'the-mere predominance of numbers has never yet been an element in our constitution'. ibid., 31 January, 25 July 1851. See also 
ibid., 1 February 1850 ('The Chartists of 1848 are the Financial 
Reformers of 18501) and 26 April 1850. 

(4) ibid., 7 June 1844. 
(5) ibid,, 5 May 1837. 
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for was a protection for ribbons as strong as that enjoyed by 

agriculture. 'The real grievance is that all interests are not 

protected, and especially that in deference to fanciful and baseless 

theories, the particular interest of this district has been 

sacrificed. 1(l) In April 1841 the Standard was still calling for 

the restoration of prohibition, many years after masters and 

weavers had ceased to do so, at least in an organised way. But in 

the same month it admitted that prohibition was not feasible. 

Henceforth, it concentrated on demanding that the tariff should be 

made more effective by the prevention of fraud and smuggling: which 

should be achieved, howeverg by transporting smugglers, not by 

lowering of the duty to remove the incentivel since this would 

merely increase lawful competition. Its constant complaint was 

that 'free trade' in ribbons had already led to abandonments of 

the list of prices and falls in earnings. Eld countered the 

campaign for repeal by arguing that the Anti-Corn Law League's 

motive was to be able to follow cheaper bread with lower wages. (2) 

Whether intended or notq lower wages would in any case be the result 

of repealq for several reasons. The Leaguers argued that imports 

of foreign corn would be paid for by exports of British manufactured 

goods and that greater prosperity for the nation as a whole would 
follow. Eld replied that what they really meant was that exporting 
industries should benefit at the cost of those that relied on the 

home market - that Coventry was 'to be victimized for the sake of 
the cotton-spinners and calico-makers of Lancashire'(3) - since 

repeal would be followed by a great slump in farmers' earnings and 

purchasing power. But in addition the predicted rise in exports 

would not occur: foreign nations, as prudent guardians of their 

industries, would defend them against British competition - Eld 

instanced the protectionism of the United States as proof - in the 

(1) ibid. 9 28 August 1840. 
(2) Bray said in May 1841 that 'It-might be stated that their 
object in having the restrictions taken off the necessaries of life 
was to give less wages to the operatives. He admitted that was the 
case. ' The Standard 

, 
seized upon this typical gaffe by remarking: 

'Mr. Bray's friends may call him indiscreet. We sqy he was candid. 
They all think as he spoke; but they have not the manliness to avow 
it. ' ibid. l 14 May 1841. Eld added: 'the Corn Law agitation has 
been got up by the Manchester Factory Lordst whose-sympathy for the 
poor, in working little children till their growth is stunted, is 
notorious'. 

ibid. 9 11 February 1842. 
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same way that he counselled Britain to do against theirs. (l) Thus 

imports of grain would have to be paid for in gold: which would 

cause massive shortages of the capital and credit that the industrial 

system required. And in Coventry's special case this manifold ruin 

would be exacerbated by the ending of the ribbon tariff - which 

would of necessity speedily follow corn law repeal. 

Those who are connected with the silk trade - who have been 
the victims of this selfishness on the part of the cotton 
lords - who have been experimentalised upon for their benefit 

- and who have been exposed to an unfair competition with the 
French ribbon weaver, in the vain hope that our printed cottons 
might be forced upon France, need no lengthened arguments to 
convince them of the fallacy of these doctrinesq which have 
only been successful in reducing their wages. (2) 

The Standard regarded Peel's measures of 1846(3) as a betrayal 

of both the agricultural and industrial interests - in the latter's 

cases a victory for 'the doctrines of political economy, which teach 

in effect that the trade of Coventry, of Worcester, of Nottingham, 

and other places, ought to be sacrificed, in the hope of promoting 

that of Manchesterl. (4) It denied Peel's argument that the 

encouragement given to fraud and smuggling by the high duties on 

ribbons should be removed by lowering them. The remedy was to 

enforce them more strictly. The prosperity of the ribbon trade 

had increased, Eld pointed out, since the tightening up of the 

Customs procedures several years before. Eld regretted that the 

(1) Eld did not think that the growth of trade and prosperity 
he noticed in the first five years of Peel's administration were 
due to his moves towards free trade. Eld gave the credit to a 
better tax system, the growth of railwaysq and the end of Whig 
foreign policy. ibid. 9 13 March 1846. 

(2) ibid. 9 19 April 1844. Cf ibid. 9 
8 December 1843: 'It is 

as great an abomination in the eyes of the Economists to regulate 
wagesq as it is to exclude foreign corh or French ribbons, and yet 
the Operatives of this City know full well, that without such a 
regulation of wages as the list of prices effectsl there would be no 
security for their receiving any remuneration for their labour, and 
that if a free trade in French ribbons was permittedl there would 
be little or no employment for them, at any wages'. This paragraph 
is based on the leading articles in the issues already cited and 
ibid., 3 March, 14 April, 21 April, 9 June, 7 July 1837,1 March, 
8 March, 20 September 1839,5 June, 14 August, 18 December 1840, 
26 February, 8 April, 16 April, 30 April, 21 May, 16 July, 6 August, 
31 December 1841,25 February, 15 July, 23 September, 30 September, 
23 December 1842,10 March,. 28 Julyt 4 August 18 September 1843, 
29 March, 4 April, 8 November 1844,10 January, 8 August 1845, 
13 February, 27 February 1846. 

(3) Besides drastically ýhanging the Corn Laws, Peel halved the 
ribbon tariff. 

(4) Coventry Standards 20 March 1846. 
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ribbon trade did not protest much more at Peel's measures, (J) 

For some six years the Standard actively pressed for the restoration 

of 'full protection' to the industrial and agricultural interests 

jeopardised by 'free trade': described by Eld as an 'experiment' 

whose failure was fully apparent, the ills that agriculture, the 

ribbon trade and the economy periodically suffered from being 

ascribed to it, while any signs of prosperity were due to something 

else - for exampleg the influx of gold from California. The 

Standard praised the protectionist efforts of Disraeli and Edward 

Bulwer Lytton, and of the Warwickshire Society for the Protection 

of British Industry (in which William Wilmot and C. N. Newdegate took 

a salient part). But by 18.52 Eld admitted that the 'experiment' 

could not be reversed, ceased calling for its end, and argued that 

the need in future was to prevent any further extension of it: for 

example, the reduction or abolition of the ribbon tariff, (2) 

This change marked a significant shift away from the obsessions 

of the 18308 and 1840s. There was another -a diminution of 

religious rancour. The Standard hated still the idea of secular 

schools; they would encourage freethought. (3) Similarlyt the leave 

given by the town council for a meeting to hear Holyoake to be held 
in St. Mary's Hall was evil because atheist opinions were demonstrably 

untrue; it was therefore quite wrong to support their dissemination. 

'No-one can be deceived by the clap-trap about free discussion. 1(4) 

(1) ibid., 30 January, 6 February, 13 Februaryt 20 February, 27 
February, 13 March, 20 March 1846. NB Eld's comments on Peel's 
motion to repeal the corn laws: 'How can they t he Conservatives] 
at the bidding of any man, turn round upon themseqvesl and abandon 
the position they have heretofore maintained from the conviction of 
its justice and prosperityt without incurring a just imputation of 
the most degrading and abject servility? ' ibid., 30 January 1846. 
(2) ibid. t 19 March, 5 November 18479 24 March, 17 November 1848, 
27 April, 23 November 1849,4 January, 18 January, 10 May, 17 May 
1850,21 February, 2 May, 26 September 18519 2 January, 5 March, 
19 March, 16 April, 25 June, 20 August, 15 October, 3 December 1852. 
NB the very lukewarm obituary of Peelq and Eld's hostility to a 
memorial to him in Coventry because of corn law repeal. ibid., 
5 July, 26 July 1850. The Standard did not cease grumbling about 
free trade after 1852. Eld argued that the Crimean War showed the 
folly of the Cobdenite argument that the growth of international 
trade would prevent war. Later, he maintained that free trade and 
the income-tax were cognate examples of Peel's folly, and that the 
latter was necessary, as a permanencyt to pay for the former. Gold, 
not free trade, had caused the prosperity of the 1850s. ibid. t 26 
August 1853,1 September 1854,29 August 1856,16 January 1857. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 8 December 1854. 

ibid., 18 November 1853. 
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Mormonism meant 'the grovelling and profane dogmas of the most 
disgusting sect probably which has ever thrust itself before the 

publicl. (l) As far as Protestant dissenters and Roman Catholics 

were concerned, the Standard was still opposed to their claim that 

church rates should be abolished (since the Anglican establishment 
had to be maintained), would not countenance Anglican involvement 

in the Coventry City Mission (a dissenting body) of the 18508, and 
attacked the 1856 bill to abolish the oaths of abjuration and 

allegiance, which gave security against 'the encroachments of 
Rome and the approaches of Infidelityl: (2) but after about 1852 

there was no more of the vituperative abuse of earlier yearst and 
the Standard's own disclaimer of bitterness was sincere. 'We 

can agree to differ, and ought to live in charity one towards 

another. '(3) 

When in 1852 he recognised that free trade was irreversible 

Eld wrote that Conservative principles 'are of ... infinitely 

greater importance than the question of free tradel. (4) Thus 

the important question in British politics was 'whether the 

monarchical and mixed constitution shall succumb to democratical 

assaultsl. (5) In a local context, this meant opposing changes in 
the representative system which would either disfranchise the 
freemen (as in Russell's 1854 bill) or swamp them with a mass of 
inferior electors. It was, Eld was prepared to admit in the 1850sq 

an 'anachronism' that freemen by inheritance, who were corrupt and 
unworthy fellows, should elsewhere enjoy the franchise: because 
this meant that Coventry freemen were by the ignorant classed with 
them. But Coventry freemen were not venal(6) - or at least far 
less so than Z10 householdersq and certainly far less so than those 

who would gain the vote by household suffrage. When educational 
franchises were discussed in 1859 the Standard argued that the 
freeman franchise was an educational one: the seven years that had 
been served to gain it were proof of talentsl industry and respecta- 
bility. Above all, if the freemen's franchise were either abolished 

(1) ibid., 12 June 1857. 
(2) ibid., 5 March 1852,28 March 1856,19 February 1858. 
(3) ibid. 9 29 January 1858. 
(4) CoVentry Standardt 30 July 1852. 
(5) ibid. 9 25 June 1852. 
(6) Eld disarmingly added that Itreatingt was not bribery - merely the acceptance of an act of friendship, ibid. 9 30 June 1848. 
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or swamped their property and privileges would in time be swallowed 

by the general mass. 'What will it profit the Freemen if they 

gain all the "points" of a charter and lose their own franchise, 

their property and privileges ... The retention of their own 

honourable rights and privileges ought to be more to the freemen 

of the city than the carrying of any theory of reform. 1(l) 

Democracy had, of course, wider dangers: the spoliation of 

property or the dictatorship which Vas its result in the France 

of Louis Napoleon. Plans for household suffrage the Standard 

called 'going "the whole hog" and laying the axe to the root of 

the British Constitutionl. (2) It would approvel at most, the 

enfranchisement of some small groups of electors of proved common 

sense, honesty and good education (whom the Standard did not specify, 

except to say that they lived in the countryside) and a small measure 

of redistribution that did not carry with it the Standard's old 

fear - the domination of small towns and countryside by large cities. 
(3) 

(1) Coventry Standard,, 26 February 1856- See also ibid., 5 
February 1656, when the Standard emphasised, in the same context, the 
danger of losing the Lammas land privileges. The Standard approved 
of public relief subscriptions and eleemosynary charities, thought 
the payments greatly assisted, not degradedg the poor, and above all 
wished the freemen to retain their charities. It thus was hostile 
to the Charity Commissioners' scheme of 1856; it criticised the 
Herald (and thus Charles Bray) for its approval of the scheme and 
its criticism of doles and charities. Coventry Standard, 2 March, 
29 June, 28 December 1855,4 January (th77-cheme was 'progeny of that 
chameleon Reform') 11 January, 18 Januaryl 11 April, 18 April, 14 
November 1856. NB in particular ibid., 20 March 1856: 'The poor 
have a right in these benefactionsq of which they cannot be deprived, 
without shaking the security of all other kinds of property'. See 
also the Standard's attack on those non-freemen who tried to get the 
freemen's privilege of a free education for their sons at the Free 
Grammar-School (ibid. 9 24 February 1854) and its denunciation of the 
Council's attitude to freemen's rights over the Gosford Green affair 
(ibid. 9 

4 June 1858). Editorially, the Standard said very little 
about the enclosure of the Lammas lands: but Eld owned some of them, 
(2) ibid. 9 18 March 1859. 

(3) See, besides the sources citedt ibid., 10 October 1851,13 
February, 20 February 1852,4 March, 11 November 1853,24 February 
1854,7 August 1857,3 December 1858,4 February, 11 March 1859,9 
March 1860. The Standard pressed for the abolition of the malt tax 
to relieve the farming interest. ibid., 17 December 1852,22 
April 1853. One aspect of the decline in the Standard's rancour in 
the 1850S was the dropping of its old abuse of the liberal M. P. s for 
the city. It continued to support Conservative candidates and 
advised Tory voters not to support liberals with their second vote - 
asking for plumpers for Phillimore in 1857 and Thomas in 1859. It 
also triedq howeverl to induce Ellice's supporters to give their 
second votes to Phillimore and Thomasq and to get the Old Blues to 
support Hubbard at the 1854 bye-election. The coalitions between 
Ellice and Geach or Paxton it attacked as unnatural, But even 

cont oo* 
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A similar fear lest Coventry should be overriden by external 

authority was mixed with regard for the ratepaying interest in the 

Standard's attitude to the crucial question of local government. 

It welcomed the public health act of 1848 for granting to the 

locality 'compulsory powers ... over reluctant and niggardly 

proprietors and occupiers': its danger was that it also created a 

General Board of Health with cognate powers over this locality - 

powers which might be used to force upon it expenses beyond local 

means. (l) Thereafter the Standard mingled attacks on Coventry's 

filth and approval for the idea of cleansing it, with opposition to 

the scheme proposed by the General Board of Health's inspector, 

William Ranger, since it involved a scheme of sewerage allegedly 

both too expensive and inefficacious; the Standard preferred brick 

sewers to Ranger's plan of tubular earthenware ones. It accused 

the General Board of a deceitful and arrogant attempt to force its 

plans on Coventry. 'The contest is not between filth and purity, 

but between an efficient system of drainage and purification, and 

the "Empirical Standard" or peculiarly Chadwickian system promul- 

gated by the Board. 1(2) On the other hand, the desire of Cobden, 

Bright and their associates to effect economies in national expendi- 

ture by cutting the cost of the army and navy was yet another ground 

that the Standard had to dislike them(3) - as was their pacifism. 

Strong armed forces were needed to defend Britain against internal 

revolution and foreign enemies, France being feared in the early 
ý3) cont. 
Geach (whose return in 1851 it regarded as disgraceful) called forth 
no greater insult than that his bust deserved a place in the Crystal 
Palace because he was such a bad speaker. In 1857 it praised 
Ellice's many qualities and Paxton's 'amiable and generous' character; 
it merely disliked them as M. P. s. ibid. 9 11 April, 23 May 1851, 
2 July, 9 July 1852,8 December 1854t 13 March, 20 Marchs 27 March, 
3 April 1857,15 April, 29 April, 6 May, 13 May 1859. 

(1) ibid. 9 15 September 1848. See also ibid., 11 August 1848. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 14duly 1854. See also (in particular) 
ibid., 29 June, 13 July. 20 JulYt 10 August, 28 Septemberi 30 
November 1849,5 April, 3 May 1850,28 November, 12 December 1851, 
9 January, 16 Januaryq 13 Februaryq 20 February, 18 June, 27 August, 
10 September, 1 October 1852,28 January, 11 March, 8 July 1853,12 
October 1855. A main sewer of brick was eventually built, to the 
Standard's gratification. In all the points at issue the Standard 
was at loggerheads with the Herald. See also the Standard's attack 
on thelcentralising' Police Bill of 1856. It offended the idea of 
local autonomy as embodied in the Municipal Corporations Act (thoughl 
said the Standard, it had no brief for that either) since it threaten- 
ed to remove from the city the decisions on the size and nature of 
the police force that it could afford and best suited it. The Times's 
approval of the bill the Standard described as 'Cockney conceit and 
complacency'. ibid. 9 29 FeVruary, 14 March 1856. 
(3) Another was their plan to abolish the newspaper duty, which Eld 
described as a move 'to lower English newspapers to the American 

cont ... 
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1850s and Russia later. The Standard approved heartily of the 

Crimean War: it was glad that the opportunity to crack the Russian 

aggressor came when it did; had it been delayed she might have 

grown too powerful. It regarded the inadequacies of the British 

military administration revealed by the war as the malignant result 

of the economy campaigns of the Cobdenites, ridiculed their pleas 
for peace during the wart and regretted that peace was signed in 

1856 before Britain had crushed Russia totally. (l) 

Eld wrote in April 1855: 

Manchester divides its attention between two pet objects. 
On one side it seeks to establish for the Russian czars the 
right to burn, slay, and ravage at their hot pleasure in any 
European territory east of the Rhine; on the other it seeks 
to earn for the Lancashire cotton czars a similar right to 
tear, grind and pulverise the limbs of Queen Výctorials lieges. (2) 

The Standard favoured factory legislation throughout the period, 
'Perfectly disgusting it is' (wrote Eld in 1842) 'that *** any man 

should be found willing to permit the most barbarous and bestial 

treatment of helpless women and childreng rather than interfere with 
the price of labourl. (3) The Standard wished to protect adult 

males by statute too - welcoming the 1847 Ten Hours' Bill for (it 

believed) doing this as well as protecting women and children. 
The journal later regretted that the Lancashire mill-owners were 
able to circumvent restrictions on the hours of men by the relay 

system, and welcomed the 1853 bill which remedied the position. (4) 

(3) cont. 
standard' and to stifle all criticism of themselves. ibid. 9 23 
March 1855. 
(1) ibid., 18 August, 29 December 1848t 2 November 1849,25 April 
1851,13 February 18529 26 January, 2 Februarys 3 August, 21 September 
1855,2 May 1856. Eld's attitude to the Crimean War was thus sig- 
nificantly different from Bray's in the Herald 

,. 
So were their views 

on the Indian Mutiny: for Eld's abrasive toughness see Coventry 
Standard, 11 September 1857; he was glad that 'Hindoo assassins and 
ravishers were being blown from the mouths of cannons' and he 
described Bray's protest in the Herald as a 'maudlin affectation of 
sentiment'. He also described as maudlin sentimentality' Bray's 
plan to reform criminals in model prisonsq and asked for more 
sympathy for the poorg treated worse than criminals. Eld favoured 
transportation - sweeping aside the objections of Australians as a 
disgraceful attempt to snatch the whole island which they owed to 
Britain anyway. ibid., 23 May 1851. See also ibid., 12 February 
1847, which, typicallyl argued that the free traders also now 
'involved in a similar speculative haze the subjects of prison 
discipline and secondary punishmentst. 
(2) CoV ntry Standard, 27 April 1855: 'The Limb-Breakers' League'. 
Cobden and Bright were linked together for attack. 
(3) ibid. 9 22 July 1842. 
(4) ibid., 12 February, 7 May 1847,22 March 1850,30 March 1855- 
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In the distressful early 1840s Eld saw the chronic unemploy- 

ment from which the weaving area suffered as caused by the foreign 

competition allowed by 'free trade' but aggravated by the growth 

of steam looms, producing 'treble the quantity of goods they did 

fifteen or twenty years agoe Hence arises a glut of goods, and 

dire distress among the industrious operatives. '(l) In Manchester 

(free of course from the competition of foreign cottons) it was 

machinery, said Eld, not the corn laws that the Manchester millowners 

disliked so much, that caused the distress. (2) Just as he*pressed 

for 'full protection' against the foreigner, so he also recommended 

the protection of industry against 'improvements to machinery, or 

any other cause that interrupts its*operationl: (3) a tax on 

$machinery which supersedes manual labourl. He wished not to stop 

permanent 'improvement' but to shield men from its 'immediate 

effects'. (4) But these plans were not developed in concrete 

detailg-and indeed apparently vanishedg with the and of the slump 

of the early 1840s, as quickly as the Chartist group ideologically 

so similar. Thenceforth, the Standard remained editorially silent 

on the growth of steam power in the ribbon trade until the factory 

boom of the mid-1850s: when it opened its correspondence columns 

to Richard Hartopp to enable him to reply at length to Charles 

Bray's current argument that it was the factory operatives who were 

bad, not the factory system - an act for which the committee of the 

Factory Operatives' Association gave the paper its thanks; (5) and 

when it several times attacked the neglect that the children of 

(1) ibid. 9 21 May 1841. 
(2) ibid. 9 1.5 July 1842. 
(3) ibid., 25 February 1842 -a leading article which explicitly 
links the protection of agriculture and industry against foreign 
competition with the idea of taxing machinery, and goes on to 
denounce the 'Manchester Manufacturers' who were leading the agitation 
for Corn Law repeal while 'resisting all the benevolent efforts of 
Lord Ashley to ameliorate the condition of the operatives in their 
own employ'. 
(4) ibid., 17 February 1843, Eld went on to denounce 'the trickery 
of the Leaguers, who attribute every evil to the Corn Laws9 and none 
to the inventions that substitute the child for the adult', and 'the 
theories of the Economistsq who look only to the amount of capital 
employed, and not the quantum of human happiness produced, for 
evidence of the prosperity of a trade'. He commended the exactly 
similar arguments which Mason, the Coventry Chartistq was advancing 
at this time. On this point, see also Chapter Seveng Section III. 
(5) ibid., 4 May, 11 May, 18 May 1855. 
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factory operatives suffered. (l) But these references are brief 

and cryptic (since the Standard would use any stick to beat Charles 

Bray and in the other case it seems to be attacking the parents of 

neglected children rather than the factory system) and do not 

amount to an indictment of the growth of steam power. Nor, of 

course, did the weavers mount one, consistently and determinedly, 

till 1858. When they did, the Standard attacked them. 

From its foundation onwards the Standard desired, from masters, 

a paternalist care for weavers in their employ. From weavers it 

expected a patient trust in those set over them: quiescence, 

gratitude for charity, peaceful agitation for the amelioration of 

the given system, moderate and prudent pressure for higher wages or 

the list of prices. It liked above all to record celebrations of 

amity between employers and employed. It took 'great pleasure in 

reporting an instance of harmony between manufacturers and employees': 

a meeting at J. & C. Ratliffs' factory, for the operatives to present 
to Cleophas Ratliff a silver cup because he had given them additional 

time for breakfast. Dancing, quoit-playing and jingle-racing 

followed the speeches. (2) And when weavers were in distress, the 

Standard supported public subscriptions for their relief, and praised 
their patience. (3) 

(1) ibid., 19 October 18.5.5 - 'A case which painfully illustrates 
the risks to which the children of poor factory operatives are 
exposed'. Two parents left for the factory, leaving a child of 
three in the care of his brother, aged six. As the elder dressed 
the younger and they sang their morning hymn together the elder's 
clothes caught fire from the grate and he burned to death. Neighbours 
could not reach them because the door was locked. See also ibid., 
6 February 1857, a leading article blaming high infant mortality in 
the city on the factory system. 'The children of this city are 
evidently much mismanaged. ' 
(2) ibid. 9 25 July 1851. The year before the Standard had 
reprimanded the Ratliffs' factory weavers for striking over the meal- 
break issue: they should have trusted their employer to do his beat 
for them, and if they found conditions not to their liking, gone to 
another. ibid. 9 25 October 1850- See also ibid., 16 August 1839, 
a rhapsodical report of the proceedings at the opening of a new 
smelting furnace at George Whieldon's Hawkesbury ironworks. 'The 
rich and the poorg he observed, were inseparably linked together, and 
were wisely ordained to be dependent on each other, so that neither 
could say to the other "I have no need of thee". Loud cheers. At 
the conclusion of his address, Mr. Whieldon ordered his agent to 
distribute amongst his workmen a quart of ale to each, whilst his 
immediate friends were regaled with sparkling champagne ... We are happy to say that the great body of the inhabitants of Bedworth and its vicinity, are sound at heart, and thoroughly despise the wild and 
wicked schemes of the chartists. ' 
(3) ibid. 9 24 December 1841,2 March 1855. See also ibid., 9 March 
on this latter fund. 'Light sorrows speak - great grief is dumb. The Irish oor by their clamorous importunity they have found best of all, whii; hundreds of our native poor halve been excluded from 
nil benefit'. 
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It was Eld's belief that in an industry so overstocked with 

labour the list was in the best interests of masters and men. 

An abandonment of the list (he wrote during the slump and dispute 

of 1840) would not increase the sale of a luxury item like ribbons, 

though they might cost a little less; it would lead to internecine 

competition among manufacturers; it would impoverish both the 

weavers and the shopkeepers who relied on their purchasing power. 
He hoped that a town meeting would succeed in re-establishing the 

list land that 'a restoration will take place of that harmony and 

good feeling which it is so desirable should ever prevail between 

the employers and the employedl. (l) The Standard praised the 

cautious and non-violent nature of the agitation for the reimposition 

of the list that followed - congratulated the weavers as a whole for 

the respect they showed to their employers - was glad that for the 

most part they avoided Chartist entanglementso(2) The attempt of 
Spencer and Horsfall to reduce the wages of their factory hands in 

1854(3) was an inhuman act: honourable masters would not wish to 

compel their employees to a diet worse than a conviet's. (4) The 

paper was strongly critical of James Hart's attempted abandonment 

of the list in the same year, and backed the weavers' pressure - 
which was peaceful - to compel him to adhere to it. (5) It disapproved 

of the refusal by Messrs. Spencer and Horsfall in 1856 to pay the 

extra ls. per week demanded by their factory handsl sympathised with 
them in the lock-out that followed, and while condemning a man who 

cut the warps out of his loom before leaving, denounced far more 

strongly - as a 'starvation screw', an Oun-English and cruel system 

of revenge' - Spencer and Horsfall's circulation throughout the city 

of the names of their employees, in an attempt to deny them work 

elsewhere. (6) The Standard supported the weavers in their struggle 

over the price for winding sewings in 1857 - it was unfair, it said, 
to expect men to wind for nothing - and in the long battle with 

(1) ibid., 7 August 1840. See also ibid., 5 June, 14 August 1840. 
See also ibid., 10 March, 17 March 1837 - attacks on masters who 
make unfair stoppages from payments to weavers. 
(2) ibid., 18 November, 25 November 1842. The weavers thanked the 
Standard, in return, for its 'faithful reports' of their meetings 
during the strike. 
(3) These were weekly wages, not payments for piece-work. 
(4) ibid., 3 Februaryq 10 February 1854. 
(5) ibid., 9 June 1854. 
(6) ibid., 24 October 1856. 
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Messrs. Smith over the outdoor list of prices in the following 

year. It commended their patience and warned Messrs. Smith that 

they would be to blame if the weavers were to lose it. (l) This 

was in August 1858. 

One month later there was an entire volte-face: the Standard 

withdrew from the weavers the support it had given them for twenty 

years, In the crucial strike of 1858 the weavers proposed 

essentially not to do well for themselves within the existing 

system, but to prevent that system from developing in the way 

capital thought most efficient. To the Standard this aim (however 

peaceful the tactics used) was to depart from the weavers' true 

function in society and, in addition$ to be guilty of economic 

folly. The weavers' handbill attempting to justify their demand 

for piece-work payments in all factories was Itwaddlel. (2) In an 

obvious attack on the outdoor first-hands who were such a strong 

force behind the strike, and in an attempt to divide the journeymen 

and factory weavers from them, the Standard said that the weavers 

should chiefly fear 'the speculator without capital - the journeyman 

master - the manufacturer from hand to mouth, who is foremost to 

slip down wages, and to resort to all manner of petty exactions and 

oppressions towards the weaver'. (3) The outdoor first-hands paid 

their turning-boys and the majority of their weavers weekly wages: 

the factory hands could not force them to pay by the piece. Thus 

if they were successful the strikers would impose a great penalty 

on the factory masters with the most advanced machinery: they 

would be competing with outdoor first-hands who, owing to their 

paying weekly wagesl would have lower production costs, and with 

the less advanced factory masters whose inferior looms would be no 

disadvantage to them because they would be paying by the piece. (4) 

The 'Bunch of Six' would not profit from the superior productivity 

of their looms. Yet the weavers must understand that their own 

beat interests would be served by allowing the most go-ahead manu- 

facturers to make the most fruitful use of their capital. In the 

(1) ibid. 9 15 May 1857,13 August 1858. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 3 September 1858. The Standard added, 
however, that the document was so unlike the usual 'plain, common 
sense' of the committee that somebody else must have written it. 
(3) loc. cit. 
(4) ibid. * 3 Septemberg 10 September 1858. 
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previous few years a free run for capital had replaced an old 

factory in Agnes Lane with a new and capacious one at St. John's 

Bridge, which paid higher wages. 'Would they like to see the new 

factory turned into desolation, and resume work on the old terms 

at the old factory with the old machinery? *, & Capital and labour 

must be combined, or else no good can come of either. t(l) The 

overriding danger was that the trade would leave the city: if 

successful, the weavers would 'sow the seeds of mischief for some 
future and not distant dayl. (2) To prevent the mischief, the 

Standard recommended the weavers to go back on the masters' terms, (3) 

When they did not, the Standard reflected that their apparent 

victory was hollow; a total imposition of piece-work on the factory 

trade was impracticable because, it alleged, so many weavers wished 

to be paid by weekly wages. Thus the list price and weekly wages 

must coexist:. certainly it was quite wrong that workers should seek 

to dictate to employers the way in which they should run their 

businesses, and wicked that they should use violence in the attempt 
(as in May and June 1859). (4) Thus by 1859 the Standard was display- 

ing no sympathy for or understanding of the weavers' cause; the 

arguments they advanced for the overriding necessity for the list were 
ignored rather than countered. The difference in attitude between 

the liberal and Tory newspapers in the crisis years of 1858 and 1859 

was that the Herald at least met the weaverst arguments with an 

attempt at full, detailed, rational refutation: the Herald treated 

them as misguided menj the Standard as delinquent children* 

(1) ibid., 3 September 1858. The Victoria factory was at St. 
John's Bridge. 
(2) ibid., 10 September 1858. See also ibid. t 1 October 1858: a 
long statement by the disgruntled wife of a factory lock-out, The 
Standard commented that factories were not ideal work-places and 
that their masters earned high profits. But these were necessary 
for the creation of capital. As to wages: 'We know it is all little 
enough, and should be glad to see it more; but still, we must deal 
with things as they come positively before-us'. 
(3) ibid. t 1 October 1858. When he attended a weavers' meeting 
in St. Mary's Hall Benjamin Poolet the reporter and sub-editor of 
the Standard, was criticised strongly by Read of the outdoor trade 
for his paper's attitude during the strike. ibid. t 22 October 1858. 
(4) ibid., 31 December 1858,10 June 1859. The Herald, too, 
asserted that many weavers wished to have weekly wa7g-e-s: but as I 
have attempted to show in Chapter Sixt Section IV, the difficulty 
that Hart had in acquiring blacklegs in the summer of 1859 - and the 
opposition they met from the striking weavers and their supporters - demonstrated that the newspapers were guilty of wishful thinking on this point. 
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III 

The Coventry Times and the Coventry Free Press 

The removal of the newspaper stamp duty in 1855 led to the 

publication of the first penny newspaper in the city in the same 

year, This was the Coventry Times; its name was changed to the 

Coventry Weekly Times at the end of the year. Its proprietor was 
Edward Goode. Twenty years before he had been a first-hand weaver 

and a weavers' leader; by the 1840s he had set up as a bookseller 

and stationer in Smithford Street. From the 1830s onwards he had 

been active in radical politics - for franchise extension and corn 
law repeal, notably - and in the dissenting movement against church 
and vicar's rates. (l) Under his proprietorship the Times prospered, 
though it offered less news than its two competitors, and shorter 
leader columns. In its first year its circulation was about equal, 
at 2000, to those of its competitors combined; by 1859 it had risen 
to 50009 while the Herald and the Standard each had circulations of 

over 1000. (2) 

The Times was a radical and nonconformist journal. It was 
against aristocratic privilege, such as the purchase of army 
commissions and the acquisition of official posts through patronage; 
it wished to see competitive recruitment for the civil service. 
It pressed for reductions in taxation and lighter taxes on earned 
than unearned income. It distrusted the Icentralisation' of 
government and believed that localities should be subject to the 

(1) CoV ntry Timesq 29 June 1855- Lascelles and Co Directory 
and Gazetteer of the City of Coventry (Coventry, 1850): p. 44. 
For Goode's involvement in political and industrial movements in 
the city, see Chapters Three, Six and Seven. 
(2) Vewspaper Press Directory (Londong 1860), p. 136. 
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interference of central government only in cases of the gross 

negligence of their duties. One of the chief among these, the 

Times claimedg was the maintenance of a low rate-burden. it 

urged on the local board of health in Coventry the need to be 

frugal, prudent and not excessively ambitious in its sewering and 

watering of the city. In the crucial question that excited the 

city for so long in 1858 and 1859 - whether the salary of Greatorex, 

the surveyor, should be raised by Z50 a yearl the Times strongly 

said 'Nol. (l) 

The Times lent its support to the Liberation Societyl, and 

pressed for the abolition of church rates and the disendowment of 

the Church of Ireland. Like Charles Bray's Herald, it urged on 

its readers the sovereign value of educationj whose extension 

would, argued the Times, lead to a diminution of crime and the 

inculcation of habits of industry; it was the ignorant who were 
lazy, said Goode. But unlike the Herald it supported the voluntary- 
ist cause in elementary education and was suspicious of State 

intervention. (2) It was reluctant too for the ignorant poor to 

be enfranchised; its radicalism did not go so far. The Times 

called in 1857 for the extension of the suffrage to those who had 

'intelligence and culture in the humblest classes, ascertained by 

the application of moderate and reasonable tests'. Goode had in 

mind the grant of the franchise to Z5 householders, lodgers who 

paid income tax, and depositors in savings banks. (3) The ballot 

was needed too. (4) At the same time, members of the working class 

who had the franchise were advised to prove themselves worthy of it 

by refusing to accept bribes or treating. (5) The reform bill of 
1859 the Times repudiated as a measure of 'ingenuity, amplitude, 
illusion' which did not go nearly far enough. 'The people have 

(1) Coventry Times, 29 June, 31 October 1855. CoventrX Weekly 
Times, 21 May, 19 November, 31 December 1856,17 June, 26 August, 
28 October 1857,16 November 1859,31 October 1860. In its attitude 
towards civic economy the Times was sharply different from Charles 
Bray's Herald. 

(2) ' Coventry Weekly Times, 16 April, 25 June, 20 August, 27 August, 
8 Oct r 1856,7 January, 29 April, 10 June 1857,5 May 1858. 
Goode opposed capital punishment and merely punitive imprisonment. 
He wished the penal System to encourage the reform of criminals. 
ibid. j 18 June, 24 December 1856. 

(3) ibid., 22 April 1857- Goode added that the increased represen- 
tation for large towns, though necessary, would have to be effected in 
such a way that that for small towns was not swept away in the process, 
(4) ibid., 15 July 1857- See also 16 July 1856,17 February 1858- 
(5) ibid., 14 October 1857. 
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waited with lengthened and exemplary patience. Cheap literature, 

educational institutions, popular lectures have diffused an amount 

of enlightenment among them which at no previous era in our history 

they possessed. I(l) The franchise ought greatly to be extended, 

though the Times regretted that so few in Coventry pressed this 

demand. (2) The Times was now much less specific in the details 

of the extension it wanted than it had been two years before: but 

revealed once more the essentially moderate nature of its radicalism 

in its frequent expression of the opinion that John Bright, though 

the Times admired hi-m. was too hasty in his plans for household 

suffrage. He wished to enfranchise too manyl too quickly. The 

Times preferred Cobden's gradualism. (3) 

Near the conclusion of the Coventry weavers' dispute with the 

thrusting factory masters the Times stressed the essential moderation 

of the artisan class. 

The English workman is neither a reckless vagabond, nor a 
hairbrained fool. He does not want to upset those institutions 
under which he has been nurtured, and by means of which he is 
the freest artizan in the world. He would decline on any 
consideration to swallow the aristocracy. He has no desire 
to pick the pockets of the opulent ... He wishes to live by 
labour ... He is, moreoverg English, patrioticq loyal, to the 
backbone. (4) 

Throughout this long dispute it was the Times's contention that the 

weavers' insistence on ending weekly wages in factories was moderate, 

rational, and reasonable: the only means by which they could prevent 

the factory denounced by the Times as exerting immoral influences 

on weavers from dominating and crushing the outwork system in 

which so much capital had been invested. Piece-work had advantages 

for those in factories too. Paying for labour on very large power 

looms by weekly wages was potentially very profitable to employers: 

but only if they maintained rigorous factory discipline that injured 

(1) ibid., 2 March 1859- 
(2) ibid. 9 9 February 1859. 
(3) ibid. 9 29 December 1858,23 March, 24 August, 14 September, 
14 December 1859. The Times liked Paxton more than Ellice as a 
local representative - favouring Paxton's condemnation of the British 
action in Canton in 1857 and his greater force on the franchise 
question. But it advised Coventry electors to vote for both lest a 
Tory should be let in. In any casel there was room for difference: 
'in the Senate, above all other places, the prudent and cautious 
counsels of age should temper the impetuous and fiery ardour of 
youth'. ibid., 13 

- 
April 1859. See also 4 March, 11 March, 18 March, 

1 April 1857,20 April 1859. 

ibid. 9 30 March 1859. 
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the weavers' health and offended their dignity. Piece-work 

renders unnecessary in a large measure that locking in and 
locking out, that watching and whipping to keep all in motion 
which is attendant upon the weekly system, so obnoxious to the 
honest and industrious workman, and beneficial only to the 
unprincipled and lazy ... We have yet to hear that a thing 
is always better because it is larger. A machine may become 
injurious as well as useful ... and ... Mr. Hart's improved 
looms ... are so large that they tax a man's power to that 
degree that he has become giddy and almost senseless while 
working at them ... We say tell us not of England's greatness 
if the large figures of her exports and imports are to be the 
result of premature age, misery, and debility forced upon the 
industrious, but over-taxed and ill-paid artizans and mechanics. (l) 

The Times argued that defeat for the weavers would mean lower 
takings for shopkeepers and ruin for the entire town: since the 

consolidation of weekly wages in factories would be followed by the 

erosion of the outwork list of prices as the large factory became 

more and more profitable and competitive. But, it added, the 

slightly increased prices for ribbon that might follow the institution 

of piece-work in factories would not drive the trade away from 

Coventry to towns of cheaper production, since (here the Times was 

advancing an argument used throughout the century) the sale of 

ribbons was regulated by fashion, not price. 
However beautiful in theory may be the doctrine of political 
economy, however true or extensive in its applicationg we 
deny that the consumption of ribbon is regulated by its cost, 
and in proof of this we will only refer him to his(2) neighbours, 
and they will tell him that last week they cleared out their 
stocks of fast peach colour at 2s. per piece higher in price 
than articles of the same quality, width and name, also as fully 
adapted to the season of the year. (3) 

But the price of continuing to enjoy that support from the city 

which the weavers had and which the Times argued for was an entire 

absence of violence or breaches of the law - no matter how despicable 

the object of their wrath. The Times cautioned against any further 

violence to Satin Jack and the other blacklegs: 

(1) ibid. 9 8 June 1859- See also ibid., 1 April 1857 - praise 
of Cash's Kingfield cottage-factories as 'combining all the advantages 
of the factory with the comfort of the private house and the domestic, 
hearth', and 6 October 1858. 
(2) That is, Charles Bray's. The Times was replying in all its 
leading articles to the line of argument taken by the Coventry 
Herald. 
(3) Coventry Weekly Timesj 15 June 1859. See also ibid., 9 Juneo 
11 August, 15 September, 22 September, 29 September, 20 October 
18589 22 June, 13 July 1859, for other leading articles arguing that the gaining of piece-work in factories was essential for 
weavers and the city. 
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We hope that the weavers will abstain from anything like 
violence towards those who become so reckless of consequences 
as to break down the only barrier against their own and their 
neighbours' ruin. The law allows them thus to act, and those 
who gain by their conduct will prosecute in defence of their 
own selfish ends, and if the charge is proved and the case 
pressedg the magistrates are bound to act. (l) 

During the dispute the support the Times gave to the weavers 

was reinforced by another cheap radical newspapers the Coventry 

Free Press, started in October 1858 by W. F. Taunton. (2) He 

commended the weavers' efforts to establish piece-work in factories 

as the only means of creating satisfactory conditions of labour in 

both the factory and outdoor branchesq and a genuine harmony 

between masters and men. 

Unlimited competition is a social evil and a commercial 
crime ... The bold, active, and enterprising spirits of the 
commercial world too often ignore the mans and only remember 
the busy bee of labour. This feeling produces antagonism, 
and an isolation that is anything but productive of that 
reciprocity of feelings which is the best security of the rights 
of labour and the reward of capital. (3) 

Economically, the weavers' cause was the city's - an attempt to 

prevent the ruin of shopkeepers. Morallyq it was aimed at preventing 

fthe social and domestic ties of home and labour (being) separated 

for everl. (4) 

In its political attitudes the 
, 
Free PreS8 was more radical 

than the Times. It called for manhood suffrage as both a political 

right and as a means of enhancing the moral sense of the people. 

Those who are everlastingly defending injustice under the plea 
of fear, have but little faith in right. Public life appeals 
to the highest and noblest, as well as the meanest and basest, 
principles of human nature ... By giving the people opportunities 
of acting and voting on the vast and permanent interests of their 
native land a mental intelligence is created, and a moral res- 
ponsibility is awakened, which the political slave and the social 
serf has but a small conception of ... Reason, rights and public 
justice demand an increase of power for the intelligent and 
industrious classes of this country. (5) 

(1) ibid. 9 11 May 1859. See also ibid., 25 August 1858,25 May, 
1 June, 29 June, 1859, for other admonitions against violence. NB 
that in the spring of 1859 the Times argued that the violence of some 
weavers, though regrettable, was in response to Hart's disrespect for 
established convention in breaking his promise to pay by weekly wages. 
(2) He was the son of the veteran radical William Taunton. I am 
grateful to W. F. Taunton's great-grandsong John Marston of Coventry 
City Football Club, for this information. W. F. Taunton was later the 
editor of the Labourers Union Chronicle. 
(3) CoventrZ Free Pressq 10 June 1859- 
(4) d., 6 October . 165d. See also ibid., 1 October, 15 October, 
29 October 1858. 
(5) ibid., 2 March 1860. See also ibid., 4 March 1859, attacking 
the conservative reform bill as a 'meagre, miserable measure ... 
subterfuge, deceits pretences double-dealingg hollow specious preten- 
ces's and 25 March, 1 April, 8 April 1859 - pleas for manhood suffrage. 
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But like the Times (and for that matter the Herald) it asked 

all radicals to vote for both Ellice and Paxton, 'honest, faithful 

and consistent reformers all their livesl. (l) 

The record of the weavers' struggle in 1858 and 1859 shows 
that they had enjoyed in large measure the civic support for which 
the Times and Free Press argued. In 1860 the Cobden-Chevalier 

treaty surprised the city. The Times supported it, and the Free 

Press attacked it - like most people in the city. The attitude 

of the majority was shrewd. The passage of the treaty precipitated 

a great slump and, concurrently, the withdrawal of the backing 

that the city and most masters had given to the weavers' cause - 
a sad process that culminated in the abandonment of the list of 

prices in July 1860. The weavers struck. The Times and the 

Free Press, now alone in the city, fought vainly for the restoration 

of the old system of paternalist regard. 

(1) ibid., 22 April 18.59. See also 29 April 1859. One 
significant difference between the Free Press and the Times was that 
the Free Press 

' supported the plan to pay the city surveyor, Greatorex, 
an extra 450 a year: it was wise to spend money liberally to make 
the city cleaner. Coventry Free Preas, 28 October 1859. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

THE DISASTER OF 1860 AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE 

LIST OF PRICES 

I 

The Anglo-French Treaty of Commerce, 1860 

A few months after the ribbon weavers had ended their 
fifteen-month battle with the thrusting masters with victory in 

July 1859, Richard Cobden began the confidential discussions in 
Paris which resulted in the commercial treaty between France and 
Britain. The treaty, signed on 23 January 1860, was in the event 
valued greatly by both governments: because it promised both 

commercial and political advantage - increased trade and diplomatic 

rapprochement. By the treaty Britain promised to reduce drastically 
the impoSts on French wines and spiritsq with full effect from 
1 April 1861. The import duties on almost all other French goods 
were to be abolished with effect from the approval of the treaty 
by parliament - with the reservation to the British government of 
the right to retain for two years half the import duty where its 
immediate abolition would create hardship for native industry. 
There was, however, one significant exception to this power of 
Postponement: the import duties on silk goods were to be removed 
entirely as soon as the treaty received parliamentary approval. 
In return, France agreed to abolish, in respect of British products, 
the prohibitions on foreign goods which had for long shielded French 
manufacturers from external competition; these prohibitions were 
many and included iron, cotton cloth and many silk goods. The 
prohibitions were to be lifted by 1 October 1861, and were to be 
replaced by protective tariffs that were not to exceed thirty per 
cent; after another three years the permitted maximum was to be 
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reduced to twenty-five per cent. (l) 

The provisions of the treaty were incorporated in the budget 

proposals for 1860-1861, which Gladstone (then Chancellor of the 

Exchequer) revealed on 10 February. He explained that expenditure 

and taxation had to remain high. He admitted that it might be 

argued that this was an inopportune moment to reduce the revenue 

from customs dutiesl or that if concessions were possible a reduction 
in the tea and sugar duties that pressed heavily on the poor should 

be the first. To this he preferred, howeverl the abolition of the 

import duties on several hundred manufactured goods - an act which 

would both raise the standard of living and remove from native 

industry a protection that hindered and cramped its energetic develop- 

ment. Thus Gladstone applied the lesson he saw in the history of 

the previous twenty years - that free trade so greatly increased 

prosperity that the nation was better able to pay high taxation, 

The fact that the duties acted as protective tariffs for British 

industry, therefore, made Gladstone dislike them. Article XIV of 

the treaty permitted Britain to retain half the present duty for up 

to two years in cases where hardship would be caused to native 

industry. Gladstone made use of it only for the glove-making and 

straw-plaiting trades 'carried on almost entirely by widely diffused 

rural labour, to which it is not desirable to give a sudden shockl, (2) 

On all other manufactured goods the duties were to be immediately 

abolished, any further grant of the protection they provided being 

regarded by Gladstone as an unacceptable privilege. He specifically 

mentioned and rejected the claims for special treatment of the silk 
trade that had already been made to him by Spitalfields and Coventry 

- claims that were in fact ruled out by Article XIV, which excluded 

the silk trade from the postponing powers to be enjoyed by the British 

government. Nor were the industries affected to face competition 
from France only. Gladstone met the arguments that a bipartisan 

treaty of commerce was an abrogation of true free trade principles 

(1) P. P.: E26071 H. C. (1860) 1xviii: Treaty of Commerce between 
Her Majesty and the Emperor of the French. A. L. Dunham-, The Anglo- 
French Treaty of Commerce of 1860 and the Progress of the Industrial 
Revolution in France (Ann Arbor, Michigang 1930), pp. 64 et seq. Ne also A. A. Iliasu, 'The Cobden-Chevalier Commercial Treaty of 
18601. Historical Journal, xiv (1971), pp. 67 et seq, which relates 
the negotiations for the treaty to the concurrent attitudes of France 
and Britain towards the Italian question and the desire of each to 
gain the support of the other for its policies. The levelsof duties 
for English exports to France were fixed by a tariff convention in 
the autumn of 1860. 

Parliamentary Debates, third series* elvi (1860), p. 839. 
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by pointing out that concessions made under it to French goods 
would be extended to all others. 'What we enact for her we shall 

at the same time enact for all the world. I(l) Thus Coventry would 
have to face competition from other producers of ribbons - notably 
Switzerland - in addition to France. 

The treaty and the budget were especially important for the 

silk industry, since this was the only major textiles interest in 

Britain still to enjoy protection: and among British towns it had 

perhaps the greatest implications for Coventry, so uniquely dependent 

upon silk. The treaty, holding out the prospect of both greatly 
increased foreign competition in Britain for its staple industry and 
(it seemed at the time) the probable denial of opportunities for it 

to compete fairly in France against her ribbons (if the French 

tariff were fixed at a level at or near the thirty per cent permitted) 

was discussed much in the city from the end of January onwards. (2) 

At one extreme was one apparently tiny group that argued for total 

and unconditional acceptance. This was the view of John Gulson, 

silkman, and J. S. Whittemq a currier. They believed in free trade, 

Every step towards it was good. Ribbons could meet foreign competition 

at home and the French attempts to protect themselves by a high tariff 

would merely inhibit the efficient working of their industry and would 
thus be to Coventryls advantage: at length they would see this and 
follow Britain's example. (3) They were supported by the Coventry 

Heraldt edited-by Charles Bray. He had retired from the business of 
ribbon manufacturer in 1856, after failing to make a success of it: (4) 

(1) ibid. 9 p. 837. For this paragraph in general, see ibid., pp. 
812 et seq. The reduction of the duties on wines and spiritsq and 
the abolition of those on manufactured goods$ provided for in the 
case of France by the treaty, were extended to the goods of all nations 
by 23 Vict., cap. 22: An Act to amend the Laws relating to the Customs. 
(2) See the Coventry Weekly Times,, 1 February 1860, which contrasts 
the anguish and apprehension in Coventry with the reception given to 
the treaty by Manchester and elsewhere, where 'reference to it by 
public speakers has been received with great enthusiasm ... Vothing 
less than a paradise of good trade and pleasant living is expected if 
the textile manufactures of these thriving towns are admitted into the 
French market, and the light wines of Burgundy and Languedoc are 
brought within the reach of the English working man. ' The details of 
the treaty were not fully known until Gladstone's budget speech of 
10 February, but the principles at least were known in Coventry three 
weeks before. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 27 January 1860. 
(4) Charles Bray, Phases of Opinion, p. 89. 
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but Bray was always happy to throw others into the battle of life 

that had beaten him. He now discovered that it would have been 

better if the protective duty had been removed from ribbons fourteen 

years before (though Bray had not in fact argued in the interim for 

its abolition). 'We think that had the duty been removed when the 

tax was removed from bread, the present time would have found us much 
further advanced in improvements, the trade steadier, and wages, 

therefore, on the average of the whole yearl higher. '(1) Free 

trade since 1846 had led to prosperity in Britain. 'Is this experience 

to go for nothing, or is Coventry an exception to the whole country, 

and to be the only protected city in the kingdom? 1(2) Coventry had 

nothing to fear from French competition: except that (Bray added 

with a sidelong glance at the recent attitudes of the ribbon weavers) 

they had not 'tied their hands with absurd restrictions on machinery'. 

Above all, Bray did not wish to insist on reciprocity. 'Reciprocity 

means that a nation will not allow itself to buy in the cheapest 

market, unless some other nation can see the policy of doing so also, 

and England is required to cut its own tail off because France has 

had its tail cut off-'(3) 
At the opposite extreme the Coventry Standard called for the 

outright rejection of the treaty, (4) which revitalized its fear of 
France and its ancient hatred of Cobden. Its editort Benjamin 

Poole, had been thirty years before a keen advocate of corn law repeal 

and universal suffrage in the Coventry Political Union. He now 

wrote leading articles of which George Eld would thoroughly have 

approved. (5) The treaty was part of Napoleonts 'entire scheme of 

aggrandisement and dominationl. (6) In his plots, which had resulted 

in 'a piece of secretly devised despotism and treachery to the British 

people' he had been aided by 'the huxtering negociations and truculent 

intervention of Mr. Cobden to get up a treaty which is a disgrace as 

a national transaction, and a flat contradiction of all the free trade 

(1) Coventry Herald, 17 February 1860. 

(2) loc. cit. 

(3) loc- cit- 
(4) Ors rather, of the bill to give effect to its provisions by 
reducing or abolishing the customs duties. 

(5) George Eld had retired from the editorship in November 1858 and 
was succeeded by Poole, who had been his assistant for some years. 
See Chapter 10, section II. 
ý6) Coventry Standard, 3 February 1860. 
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theories to which his life has been devotedl. (l) Poole saw 

hypocrisy in Cobden's action and the treaty: the real motive of a 
pretended concern for national interest was the aggrandisement of 

the cotton trade, which the Manchester men believed capable of 
leaping over the tariff barrier the French would erect. 

Millions of spindles and myriads of cotton looms, with their 
-hundreds of thousands of emaciated human beings attendant thereon 

... are in their estimation a more commanding investment than 
anything else which nature or art can present eo, Messrs Cobden 
and Bright ... are boldly attempting to subordinate the ribbon 
and watch trades of Warwickshire, together with all the other 
scattered branches of industry, to the all-absorbing men of 
the cotton trade. (2) 

That the French were not going to offer reciprocity and admit 
Coventry ribbons duty-free proved the hypocrisy of calling this a 
free trade treaty: but the principle of our removing the protective 
tariff on foreign ribbons was the chief evil - aggravated by the 

failure to give even the months of grace to be enjoyed by the 

Worcester glove trade: Poole was not willing for the treaty to be 

accepted if it were amended so as to include reciprocity. The free 

traders' argument that foreign competition was necessary to improve 

the industry was repudiated: our national genius and energy had 

already improved it, under the protective system - just as it had 

done under prohibition before 1824 - and had built an industry so 

efficient that the weavers enjoyed a standard of living unequalled 

elsewhere. The Coventry ribbon trade paid higher wages than the 

French and the Swiss - 16s or 20s a week as against 9s; or 10s - and 

so could not compete: the treaty would mean lower wages. 'The 

weavers, as they value what little comforts they enjoy$ are bound to 

give this insidious and unprincipled treaty their most determined 

opposition. '(3) When the confirmation of the treaty by parliament 

(1) ibid. 9 17 February 1860. Poole was referring in his last phrase 
to-the Manchester orthodoxy of the 1840s and 1850s. which strongly 
preferred unilateral movement towards free trade - in the belief that 
this would lead to national prosperity and eventually to imitation by 
other states - to bipartisan treaties of commerce. But in the event, 
of course, Britain did not enact merely the provisions of a narrow 
treaty. See also. Coventry Standard, 24 February 1860: the treaty 
was 'not a treaty of free tradeq but one of bondage to Napoleon and 
the Cobdenites'. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 23 March 186o. Poole went on to repeat the 
old charge that Cobden and Bright had been against limiting working 
hours by statute, and attacked their philosophy of 'cheap manufacturest. 
See also ibid., 20 April 1860, arguing that Cobdeng who had enjoyed a 
benefit of Z409000 subscribed by friendsl was the 'paid tool of the 
Lancashire cottonocracyl. Cf. the Standard's attitude to Cobden and 
the Anti-Corn Law League in the 184 See Chapter Teng section II. 
(3) ibid., 10 February 186o. 
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was certain, Poole commented that 'the ribbon trade must be 

sacrificed to propitiate Napoleon III and the coal and cotton 
interests': the weavers would betold by the 'cold-hearted economists' 
that if they could not obtain work they should get another job: 

'Comforting language this to men forty or fifty years of age, and 

we only wish that those who use it were compelled to make the 

experiment which they recommendl. (I) 

In demands for the complete rejection of the new commercial 

scheme the Standard was joined by the newspaper that normally stood 

at the other end of the political spectrumq the Free Press. Its 

editor, W. F. Taunton, son of the veteran radical William Taunton, 

made his chief ground of attack the folly of making agreements with 

a nation and a man so untrustworthy-as France and Napoleon 1119 and 

the unrepresentative system of government in Britain which made such 

a treaty possible. Taunton commended the attitude of C. J. Fox to 

the commercial treaty of 1787. France was Britain's natural enemy: 
in wars against her Britain's huge national debt had been contracted. 

The peace pretendersq who hope that swords will be made into 
ploughshares and spears into pruning-hooks, by this treaty of 
commerce and amity, can have little thought of the character 
of the French people ... The records of historyq the experience 
of the past, and the ever recurring revolutions of Francel ought 
to teach us to place no reliance upon any treaty that can be 
made with so fickle a people. We should neither fear nor defy 
them, but, at all costs, maintain our national independence. (2) 

ý1) ibid., 2 March 1860. For this section, see also the leading 
articles of 27 January, 9 March, 16 March 1860, and 27 April 186o - 
the last an attack on Ellice and Paxton for accepting the principle 
of the treaty. 'Never was there a more cruel mockery of representation,, 
than in the circumstance that this unprincipled and wicked treaty 
should have been supported by the members for this city. ' 

(2) Coventry Free Press, 24 February 1860. See also ibid., 9 March 
1860, in which Taunton disparaged the 'pulings whining whisperer8' 
who discounted the need for the Volunteers. 'The political burglar, 
whether foreign or domestic, is less likely to make an attack upon 
our rights andprivileges if he knows we are prepared to meet him., 
Taunton came increasingly to see Cobden as naive, and Napoleon as 
untrustworthy, as the latter's Italian policy was shown to be self- 
interested in the early months of 1860. 'How any rational and reflectipE 
being could ever believe the oath, much less the word, of this Imperial 
imposter and political Ananias we are at a loss to conceive ... The 
unconditional alliance that has recently been made by the cottonocracy, 
rýpresented by Messrs Cobden, Bright and Co. with the French Emperor, 
clearly proves that the day of political foresights as well as chivalry, 
is fast waning awayl if not entirely-gone. ' He recommended towards 
France a 'dignified reserve ... not to be crouching, fawning and 
trembling at the brute force of France* (like Cobden and his friends). 
ibid. s 30 March 1860. - 

Z; 
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Both the way in which the treaty had been negotiated and its 

provisions were denials of popular right, and reasons for extending 
the franchise and giving the people more control of government. 

The voice of the people demands representation, it claims 
freedom of thought and freedom of expression, and although 
the representative principle may not in this case have been 
absolutely ignored, yet the secret commercial diplomacy of the 
transaction between the Emperor of the French and the British 
Cabinet savours more of the vile centralising system of German 
despotism than of English liberty. (l) 

Most Coventrians followed the Standard and the Free Press in wanting 

complete rejection of the treaty. According to the Standard, more 

than half the ribbon manufacturers did. Aldermen Lynes and Browett, 

and W. H. Bray and Thomas Robinson (all ribbon manufacturers) were 

the most obvious members of this group. Lynes and Browett proposed 

a motion at a meeting of the city council deploring the treaty and 

arguing that it would depress weavers' wages: the motion was passod 

unanimously. At a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce W. H. Bray 

argued that ribbons were a luxury -a fit subject for duties that 

protected native industry and assisted the revenue. Thomas Robinson 

itrgued that France had the advantage of much cheaper labour and 

#taste' - great superiority in design. The worst French machinery 
was superior to Coventry's best - and if we introduced French looms 

the Ribbon Weavers' Association would prevent its being used, at 

least profitably. (2) Above all, 'the ribbon trade was the natural 

trade in France, but it was an exotic in Coventry, and would only 

extend here under very peculiar circumstances'-0) Hathaniel Poole, 

the weaver and freemen's leaderg agreed with this protectionist line 

of argument. At length 2105 Coventrians signed a petition against 

the treaty and budget. (4) 

(1) ibid. 9 24 February 1860. See also ibid., 3 February 1860, and 
22 June 1860: 'For meng who have for years been lecturing about the 
power and majesty of the people, to concoct schemes and arrange 
treaties of trade which have affected the happiness and depreciated 
the property of 1000sl without first consulting thems appears to us 
a. very strange way of proving the utility and strength of the representa- 
tive principle of self-government'. 
(2) Robinson was referring here'to the union's successful battle, 
in 1858 and 1859, to compel payment by the list in power factories. 

Coventry Standard, 27 January 1860. Robinson added that reducing 
the duties on French wines would lower the consumption of English 
barley by the drink trade and harm the agricultural interest. 

(4) See Coventry Standard, 27 January, 17 February, 24 February, 2 
March 1866 for this section. See also the letter of N. Poole in ibid., 
17 February 1860 - arguing that the treaty would eventually lead to 
lower wages but that liberal manufacturers would not admit it because 
they wanted to shield the Whig government: and the letter of 'A 
Weaver' in ibid., 2 March 1860, arguing that the subject is tessentially 
a working man's question'. 
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Many took a middle course. They were certainly reluctant 

for the tariff to be removed: but they were dissuaded from 

protectionism by the desire to act consistently with the free trade 

ideas they had held over corn - or at least by the obvious futility 

of not doing so. This group therefore settled on the demand for 

complete reciprocity with France. Thus Alderman Wyley, a manufacturing 

chemist and a free trader, thought at the Chamber of Commerce meeting 

in January that continued protection was not feasible but that Coventry 

could at least in equity ask for the totally free admission of her 

ribbons to France. This group grew in February, partly because it 

became increasingly apparent that parliament would not Grant to 

Coventry the continued protection not enjoyed by other interests, 

A deputation from the city council and the manufacturers, with local 

M. P. s in attendance, saw Gladstone at the beginning of the month, 

They put the protectionist case, without result. 'The courtesy of 

the Rt. Hon. Gentleman was great, so was his caution, for while he 

listened to the statements with great attention, he maintained a calm 

taciturnity and gave no information that could in the least enlighten 

the deputation. '(l) But in addition it became increasingly believed 

in February that all was not lost if the tariff went* The new 

situation was made clear at a public meeting in St. Mary's Hall called 

by the mayor to discuss the question. He announced that James Hart 

and Josiah Cash, two leading manufacturers with the most advanced 

looms, had recently found after questioning London wholesalers that 

the cheap ribbons in which they excelled would still enjoy an advantage 

of price in Britain over similar French ribbons after the tariff had 

been removed and despite (they said) the high wages paid in Coventry. 

The ribbon industry had a prosperous future - provided that it was able 

to compete unhindered in France. For once, the weavers' leader 

Thomas Read agreed with them. And the intellectual and practical 
difficulties in the way of asking for continued protection were 

(1) Coventry Standard, 10 February 1860. The speaker was William 
Taunton. See also Coventry Weekly Times, 8 February 1860. Gladstone 
was undeceived by the deputation's argument that the revenue would 
suffer if the tariff was removed. 'The manufacturers of Spitalfields, 
and those of Coventry, **e are most excellent citizens, and no doubt 
contribute their share to the revenue, but my right hon. friend will 
not tell me that their great activity, their speed in rushing up to 
London, and urging their representations upon this subject, has arisen 
from their interest in the British revenue. ... I took the liberty 
of saying to one of the deputations "It seems to me this is much the 
case of the corn law once again" ... The answer was 110h, dear no; not 
the least like the corn law" ... they are not adherents of free trade 
without protection. ' Parliamentary Debate8, third series, civi (186o), 
p- 840. 
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apparent in the arguments of J. C. Farn, veteran radical and free 

trader, and onetime weaver. He argued (as the trade had so often) 

that ribbons were a luxury and that, therefore, it would not have 

offended the principles of free trade to keep the tariff. 'There 

was no similarity between the present case and the abolition of the 

corn laws. The abolition of the corn law was a national necessity., 
(1) Gladstone would have benefited the poor more by removing the 

remaining duties on necessities - tea and sugar: 'he objected to 

the treaty, as a financial reformerl. (2) But realising that the 

protective tariff was certain to go, Farn concentrated on the 

unfairness of the treaty in removing it completely while the French 

were permitted to retain theirs and were free to increase it to thirty 

per cent in eighteen months. 'This treaty was like the boy who went 

to the butcher's shop to get change for sixpence, and when he had got 

it said he would bring the sixpence another time-'(3) Farn argued 

that the ribbon trade should enjoy a gradual reduction of the tariff 

like the glove industry - and at least that the French and English 

ribbon trades should be treated equally. Farn's mood was dominant 

at the meeting. Richard Hartopp and William Taunton, other veteran 

radicals and weavers' leaders, expressed similarly angry views. But 

the need to refrain from suggesting to parliament a course which it 

was certain not to adopt had been emphasised by Ellice and Paxton. 

They had helped with the drafting of a petition which did not ask for 

permanent protection - but merely for complete reciprocity and 

transitional protection for English ribbons. This, moved by Taunton 

and Edward Goode, was adopted. (4) 

Edward Goode's newspaper, the Coventry_Weekly Times, gave 

support to this moderate course. Before the details of the treaty 

1) Coventry Standard, 17 February 1860. 

(2) loc. cit. Later, Farn denounced the treaty as 'the foulest 
measure of injustice ever brought under the consideration of our 
Legislature'. ibid., 30 Harch 1860. 

(3) ibid., 17 February 1860. 

(4) For this section, see Coventry Standard, 27 January, 17 February 
1860, Coventry Weekly TimesIl 1 February (J. C. Farn's letter attacking 
the treaty), and 22 February 1860i A Nuneaton meeting took the same 
line as Coventry's. From the first, Edward Ellice had argued that 
entire reciprocity was desirable, and that a continuation of protection 
was impossible. See his letter in Coventry Standar_d,, 3 February 1860. 
See also his letter to the Rev. S. H. Widdrington in ibid., 11 Hay 
1860: he thought that the ribbon trade was badly dealt with by the 
treaty, but that as a whole the treaty would benefit British industry. 
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were announced it counselled a prudent reservation of judgement. 

When they were, it found them 'not merely as bad but even worse than 

was anticipated' - in respect, -that isl of its lack of tariff 

reciprocity and-the provision of article XII, that the trade marks 
and patterns of France and Britain would be mutually defended by 

their courts. It would no longer be possible, the Times lamented, 

for Coventry to copy French ribbons without payment. (l) But it 
denounced the woeful prophecies of Thomas Robinson and Nathaniel 

Poole and - for once - agreed with James Hart that Coventry could 
beat France at home. 

We have outgrown the necessity for protection. Under its 
sheltering wing the industry and wealth of our country did once 
cower and crouch, but we no more desire to return to its shadow 
now than we desire to return to the spoon meat and bibs of our 
childhood ... We ask only to meet our competitors in a manly 
and open way, on fair and level ground. (2) 

ýhe Weekly_Times regretted that the bill amending the customs duties 

eventually passed without amendment but counselled the trade to make 
the best of things and not despair: it thought that the French might 
be persuaded to grant complete reciprocity and that in any case the 

advantages of the treaty to many other manufacturing areas in Britain 

would bring an increased demand for ribbons. (3) 

The bill passed after several attempts had been made to obtain 
concessions for Coventry's trade. Edward Ellice was the second 
memberto speak, following Disraeli% after Gladstone's budget speech 
on 10 February. He accepted the principle of further steps towards 
free trade but protested strongly against the fact that France was 
not offering full reciprocity in the treaty and against the brevity 

of the period that Coventry was being given to accommodate itself to 

(1) Coventry Weekly Times, 1 February, 15 February 1860. 

(2) ibid. 9 22 February 1860. See also ibid., 1 February 1860: 
a leading article reproving Thomas Robinson for his gloomy predictions 
at the Chamber of Commerce meeting and arguing that even if things 
were as bad as he said Coventry could meet the challenge. 'If our 
best machinery is scarcely superior to the worst of theirs, if our 
best designs are clumsy and inartistic in comparison with theirs, 
have we neither the skill, nor the capital, nor the enterprise to 
find a remedy for these deficiendes? What if the ribbon trade is 
an exotic, as Mr. Robinson suggested, must ýt be fenced around with 
all manner of artificial protection? ... Are not most of our manufactllres 
exotics? Are the cotton tradej and the carpet tradej and the cloth 
trade, and the watch trade, and other similar trades indigenous? 
What is there on this wave-washed -isle -of ours that is not an exotics 
save coal and iront fogs and swampsq berries and acorns? ' 

(3) ibid., 29 February, 7 March 1860. 
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the removal of the British tariff. (l) Joseph Paxton spoke to the 

same effect during the committee stage of the bill to give effect 

to the British side of the treaty by amending the customs duties. 

He and Ellice had helped to frame a Coventry petition which was 

carefully calculated to draw the maximum amount of parliamentary 

support by asking not for continued protection but for full reciprocity 

with France. (2) Referring to this petition, he argued that his 

constituents most complained 

that they had been bargained away for a French Treaty, 
without the prospect of receiving any compensation whatever. 
He himself was a Free Trader, as were also his constituents; 
and they were prepared to give up the silk duty if an arrangement 
could be made by which their productions could be admitted into 
France upon the same terms as those of France would be admitted 
into this country. (3) 

He therefore moved an amendment to the effect that the silk duties 

would be removed only from the goods of any country which permitted 

the free importation of British silk manufactures. (4) C. N, Newdegate, 

the Tory member for North Warwickshire, supported him. Most did 

nots seeing the amendment as a refusal to accept the full logic of 

free trade (which regarded foreigners' failure to implement reciprocity 

as a hindrance to them, rather than to Britain) or as a covert call 

for protection. John Brightf member for Birminghamq denounced the 

backwardness of its Warwickshire neighbour. 

Protection not only made arts and manufactures wither and decay, 
but it also seemed to enfeeble the mind and reasoning power of 
those who were subject to its influence. In its advocates 
there was an utter want of logicq an absence of faith, and a 
giving way to terror, of which even children ought to be ashamed. (5) 

The amendment was lost by 68 votes to 190. (6) 

C. N. Newdegate made a further attempt to gain concessions for 

silk at the report stage of the customs duties bill early in March. 

(1) Parliamentary Debates, third seriesq elvi (1860), pp. 874 et seq. 
(2) This was the petition moved by Taunton and Goode at the February 
meeting in St. Mary's Hall. 

ý(3) 
Parliamentary Debates, third series, clvi (1860), p. 2110. 

PaXton pointed out that Coventryt Macclesfieldt Derby and Spitalfields 
had petitioned against the removal of the duties; Manchester had 
not - but the reason for this was that its silks had not been protected 
by duties against French competition anyway. In 1859 the silk tariff 
had raised C387,000, of which C166tOOO had been produced by ribbons. 
ibid., pp. 2108 et seq. 
(4) Journals of the House of Commonst cxv (186o), p. lol. 
(5) Parliamentary Debatest third series, elvi (1860), p. 2121. 
(6) ibid. 9 p- 2132- 
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His amendment proposed the retention of the protective duties 

on silk goods until 1 October 1861, the date by which France was to 

settle her tariff on British silk imports. He wished, that isl 

for a bargaining lever to extract the greatest concessions from 

France. Ellice did not support him - arguing that any further delay 

in the removal of the duties would merely aggravate the uncertainty, 

panic and cessation of business that the ribbon trade already suffered 
from owing to apprehension of the effect of French imports. He 

asked merely for an assurance that at the forthcoming convention at 

which tariffs were to be negotiated the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

would press the French government to remove all the silk duties. 

His constituents 'had a right to demand that their interests would 

not be sacrificed for political purposesl, (l) Gladstone gave this 

assurance. Ellice voted against Newdegate's amendmentg which was 

lost by 51 votes to 179. The act giving effect to the treaty 

proposals received its third reading on 2 March. The import duties 

on manufactured goods (including silk goods) were removed the 

following day. (2) 

(1) ibid., pp. 2194 et seq. Paxton would hot support Newdegate 
either. He and Ellice explained their attitudes fully in letters 
to S. H. Widdrington, Vicar of St. Michael'sq in Coventry Standard, 
11 May 1860. 

(2) Parliamentary Debates, third series, clvi (1860), pp. 2180 et 
seq, 2203- Journals of the House of Commonsq cxv (1860). p. lo4. 
The act was 23 vict- cap. 22. 
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ii 

The 186o strike 

The weavers' victory in 1858 and 1859 - their consolidation 

of the list in the outdoor trade and their imposition on the factory 

masters of the piece-work systemg with payments calculated by the 
list - had been made possible by an exceptionally fortunate set of 
circumstances - the strong and continued demand for ribbons in those 
years. Employers were able to absorb additional costs. Weavers 

were able to obtain payment by the list and were not compelled 
through underemployment to work below it if they were to work at 
all. Yet for many years the trade had normally suffered from an 
excess of labour which imperilled the list system. Eventually a 
labour surplus was certain to recur: especially since the productive 
power of the trade continued to grow. In October 1859 a third 
'branch of the A-la-bar Loom Society was founded to accommodate 
outdoor weavers clamouring for steam-looms for their cottage factories 
in the belief that the competition of the large factory had at last 
been mastered. Large-scale investment in a-la-bar looms continued 
for some months. (l) But the check to prosperity came quickly. 
From the autumn of 1859 onwards fashions turned against the trimming 

of-hats and dresses with ribbons. The trimming masters therefore 
turned to the production of other sorts of ribbon, for the hair and 
lingerie markets. Thus they competed with the established manufactur- 
ers in those branches. In the spring of 1860 fashion turned against 
f igured ribbons too; only plain ones were in demand. The weather 
was cold and wet in the spring of 1860 and depressed the market, 
usually then at its peak. An additional trouble was that the price 
of China silk -a chief s6ur66 of Coventry's supply rose by 100 per 
cent in 1859 and then dropped equally dramatically which made it 

Coventry Herald, 28 October 1859. 
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difficult for manufacturers to sell the previous year's goods at a 

profit. (l) 

But the greatest shock to prosperity and stability was a 

result, undoubtedly, of the Cobden treaty. The Coventry ribbon 

trade was extraordinarily ignorant about the industries whose 

competition it had to meet from March 1860. The manufacturers 

sent a deputation to France and Switzerland in the summer of 1860 

to discover the most elementary facts about them; (2) the Coventry 

Weekly Times devoted two leading articles in the spring to recounting 

the history and geography of Switzerland for readers with, presumably, 

only the vaguest knowledge of that far-off land. Most surprisingly, 

spokesmen for the trade were often ignorant of even the tariff 

imposed by France on foreign ribbons - an ignorance that indicated 

how little Coventry had attempted to export ribbons to France. 

Thus the report of the Coventry Chamber of Commerce on the Cobden 

treaty in January attacked the unfairness of the alleged French 

prohibition on the import of ribbonsl and the hope that it would 
be replaced by a completely free importation. newdeeate repeated 
the charge that France forbade the import of ribbons in the Commons 

in March. Gladstone pointed out that in fact their importation was 
subject only to a tariff of 7 per cent - less than half the duty that 

until then had been levied on foreign ribbons entering Britain. (3) 

But by the treaty France had the right to increase the tariff to 30 

per cent. (4) more importantly, the exact effect of French and 
Swiss competition on the British market was unknown; and all the 

more because of its being incalculable did the trade fear it, despite 
the brave predictions of Hart and Cash in February, And when 

unrestricted continental competition began in March all fears seemed 
confirmed. The British public preferred continental ribbons. 
French ribbons were no cheaper (though no longer dearer) but had 
better 'taste'; Swiss ribbons had the advantage of price. 1059000 
ýl) Coventry Herald, 5 August, 2 September 1859,4 Mayl-&-j-Uly 1860. 
Coventry Standard, 13 April, 29 Junel 27 July 1860. Coventry Free Fr-ess, 20 April 1860. Silk Supply. A Handbook of the History of 
Silk, the Rearing of the Silkwormt and the Culture of the MulberEZ 
Tree (Coventry, c. 1661), pp. 29 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 30 March, 20 April 1860. A weavers, deputation followed in August. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 20 January 1860. Parliamentary Debates, 
third series, clvi (1660). pp. 21269 2201. It is true that the 
import of many other varieties of silk goods were prohibited by France 
until the treaty. 
(4) BY the tariff convention in the autumn of 1860 France in fact 
continued the duty on ribbons at the existing rate of seven per cent, 
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lbs of foreign ribbon entered Britain in March and April 1859; 

in the same two months of 186o 127,000 lbs entered. The Coventry 

Standard pointed out that the extra ribbons had deprived 1000 

, 
Coventry a-la-bar looms of five months' work. In May 1860 529000 

lbs entered, as against 27,000 lbs the year before. Fears grew 

greater as did the imports. 

Most significantly for the weavers, the masters' old attitudes 

, 
to the list of prices, and to piece-work in factoriesq fast changed. 

The most backward masters, some of whom had lent their covert support 

to the weavers during their struggle with the Bunch of Six in 1858, 

increasingly began to feel that they could not afford to pay by the 

list, if they were to meet foreign competition at all. The thrusting 

masters - best able to meet foreign competition - had no reason to 

favour either the weavers who had beaten them or the list that 

impeded their efficiency. The majority of masters, large and small, 

backward and progressive, feared or hoped soon after the treaty was 

announced that the list would have to go, at worst so that they might 

survive at all, at best so that they might acquire the capital deemed 

necessary to compete with the continent. One manufacturer said to 

the Rev. S. H. Widdringtong when he investigated the condition of the 

trade in April, that 'You may burn all your looms; You must get one 
loom to do what ten do now, and then you may compete with the French 

and the Swissl. (l) They were encouraged in this attitude by the 

i-ibbon wholesalers, who argued that severe price-cutting was the only 

way to meet foreign competition. 
Manufacturers began to cease giving work out because of 

apprehension at the effect of foreign imports in the week after 

Gladstone's budget speech. In the weeks that followed more and more 

weavers were laid off. At the beginning of March one manufacturer 

took the unprecedented step of auctioning off, at bottom prices, 
Z6,000 worth of ribbons that no wholesaler would buy; similar 

auctions followed in melancholy succession. By the middle of March 

more than 2*000 looms and between 59000 and, 6, =0 weavers were idle 

in Coventry, and 9,000 weavers in north Warwickshire as a whole. 
By the end of March many factories were on half-time. By May 3sOOO 

looms and between 7,000 and 8,000 weavers were idle in the city. 
By June many factories were completely closed; none was in full work. 
So many cottage factories'in Hillfields were stopped that their 

tenants$ after pressing their landlords, were granted partial rebate 

of rent because they were not using their steam-power. S. H. Widdringtcn, 

(1) Coventry Standard, 4 May 1860. 
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vicar of St. Michaells, who gave himself to the weavers' cause 

throughout this year, toured the city to discover the amount of 

distress. He found many families in destitution, and others 

supported by tiny incomes. Many small masters in the outdoor 

trade had been forced to stop their a-la-bar looms and dismiss 

their employees. These small masters were too proud, or, if like 

most they were freemen, too careful of their franchise, to accept 

poor relief. Widdrington told the meeting convened by the mayor 

to raise a relief subscription of his visit to one small master. 

Yesterday afternoon about one o'clockg he was sitting with a 
cup of coffee and a hard crust of bread before him and was 
asked whether that was all his breakfast. He burst into tears 
and said 'This is not only my breakfast ... neither I nor my 
wife touched dinner yesterdayl. (l) 

Many weavers stayed in bed all day to conserve their energy. The 

relief fund committee, under Widdrington's chairmanshipq joined 

forces with the Philanthropic Society to cope with the distress. 

Thousands of weavers and their dependants were supported by the 

bread doles distributed twice weekly at St. Mary's Hall and the 

White Lion from April onwards. (2) Widdrington collected specimens 

of Coventry ribbon for presentation to the queen in an attempt to 

persuade her to patronise the industry, and so convince the British 

public that although they were no longer cheaper than the French or 

the Swiss they were not inferior to them in 'taste'. The Queen 

accepted the ribbons but the public was not convinced. J. C. Farn 

told a revealing story in May; a shop in the Burges displayed on 

sale ribbons which it claimed were French; they sold well until it 

became known that they were made in Foleshill; their sale then 

ceased. 

The existence of an increasing number of unemployed weavers 

gave greater temptation to employers who did have weaving to be done 

(1) Coventry standard, 13 April 1860. Widdrington, a Toryl added 
his comment. 'He said "free trade for ever", but do not let this 
city be offered up as a holocaust to carry out Mr. Gladstone's 
policy., But Widdrington was himself so pessimistic about the future 
of the ribbon trade that in May he was taking active steps to float a 
cotton-weaving company in Coventry, rather than encourage the emigration 
to Lancashire which agents from the cotton area had already arrived in 
Coventry to promote. Widdrington's venture won the approval of the 
Coventry Standard, 1 June 1860: 'Warwickshire may yet be made 
preferable to Lancashire with its "devil's dust", its murky drudgeryl 
and the eternal whirl of spindles and steam'. The Standard 

, 
forgot 

that Coventry's cotton-mill would also have 'spindle d steam'. 
(2) One casualty of the slump was the Great Fair. For the first 
time for many years, Wombwell's circus did not think it worthwhile to 
visit Coventry. 
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to depart from the list. A few manufacturers in both the outdoor 

and the factory branches were offering reduced prices by the beginning 

of March; sometimes the reductions were to be permanent, sometimes 

they were said to be temporaryg and sometimes they applied only to 

certain kinds of ribbon for which foreign competition was especially 

feared. Most of the proposed reductions were then withdrawn when 

the weavers' association protested. But by the end of April the 

old system had broken down. Some manufacturers were paying the list 

of prices - at great hardship to themselves - but many were not. 

Some factory masters had reverted to weekly wages. By June the 

majority of masters had decided that in the worsening conditions of 

trade each should pay what he thought fit. Many were offering 

reductions of one quarter on list prices. Only a minority were 

still paying by the list. Collectively, the manufacturers' association 

refused (while their deputation was still on the continent) to meet 

the weavers' committee. 

The attitude of the weavers' leaders was, throughout this 

period, that the existing list of prices had to be maintained in the 

outdoor trade and in factories, at least until the manufacturers 

could prove the need to modify it; irregular piece-work payments in 

either, and weekly wages in factories, could not be countenanced. 

In April the Coventry association even promoted an abortive 'Convention 

of Artizans' - delegates from the ribbon-weaving area in Warwickshire, 

and Derbyl Congleton and Leek - in an unsuccessful attempt to make 

the Coventry factory list general in England. 'They were warriors 

never to be at rest - never to lay down their arms'l said Thomas 

Maclean in March. (l) Thomas Read of the factory branch declared in 

May that 'Free trade in labour wasq in his opiniong a more odious and 

despicable doctrine that the institution of slavery in Americal. (2) 

Andl he added, 'for the sake of the honourable manufacturers who had 

paid the list prices, for the sake of the shopkeepers who would lose 

by a reduction in wages, and for the sake of their families, the 

weavers are bound to uphold the list'. (3) Richard Hartopp supported 
him. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 9 March 1860. He added that 'the people who 
talked loudest about educating the people were those who were scheming 
by reducing the wages of the fathers to keep their children in perpetual 
darkness'. 
(2) ibid., 1 June 1860. 
(3) Coventry Heraldq 1 June 1860. 
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Our own history and that of other countries - all history, 
ancient and modern - proved that the system the manufacturers 
wished to introduce could not be successfully carried out. 
It led to the accumulation of great wealth on the one hand, and 
to the misery of abject poverty on the other. Such a condition 
of things ought not to be introduced into Coventryq and he trusted 
that by every effort in their power they would resist it. (Cheers) 
(1) 

Thomas Read promised eventual victory. 

The elevation of the working classes must comeq though they might 
have to suffer long yet. The children of Israel groaned under 
Egyptian bondage 400 years, but deliverance came at last. He 
believed the time would come when the working man would earn 
enough by eight hours work a day not merely to keep him in 
existence but to get the comforts of life. He believed the 
bountiful Creator designed no less for his creatures* And out 
of the present adversity good would arise. (2) 

Even the Coventry Free Press, which had traditionally 

supported the weavers, did not share this hope. It urged the 

manufacturers to meet the weavers collectively in a conference to 
discuss the future of the list. It made clear its belief that the 

weavers would have to agree to a reduced list of prices in the altered 

conditions of trade - 'the sudden and sweeping competition which the 

commerce of Coventry has been exposed to through the reckless and 
unjust treaty with France'. (3) 

The dark clouds which lower over us, may, in a short times be 
dispelled if justice, prudence, and wisdom are mutually exercised 
by masters and men; but if, on the contrary, the cry is raised 
'No Surrender' and this is made the watchword, then we are 
certain that a vast amount of misery and destitution must be 
endured. (4) 

(1) loc. cit. See also Hartopp's speech in ibid., 8 June 1860 
'He contended that weavers and others were justified by the example 
of barristers, medical men and clergymen in keeping up the price they 
charged for their work, and they would be acting unjustly to themselves 
and their families if they failed to do so. ' See also Hartopp's long 
letter in ibid., 15 June 1860, arguing that-under the newly reintrodu- 
ced weekly wages system in one factory a weaver had been paid 178. for 
work which under the list of prices he would have received Z6.5s. for. 
'Can slavery worse than this be imagined? What motive is there to 
exertion, to industryq to frugality, or to manly independence under 
this system? ' He went on to anathematise the capitalist class. 
! They keep a surplus on the labour markets they monopolise the means 
of employment and machinery, they drive men from domestic employment 
into the factory, they make women do the work of men, children the 
work of women; they allow no egress, no outlet, no vent for the 
workless crowd. They by these means multiply the evils and then 
coolly tell us it's the law of supply and demand so* These are facts; 
mine is but one of the many voices sent from the heaving bosom of human 
life. ' See also Hartoppts letter in Coventry Weekly Times, 9 May 186o, 
arguing that 'free labour aims at coriverting human be-J. -n-gs into 
incessant wealth-producing machines'. 
(2) Coventry Weekly Times, 27 June 1860. 
(3) ntry Free Press, 20 April 1860. 

Free (4) ntr -Fr--ess, 4 May 1860. See also the leading article of 1000. 
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The Standard too urged the manufacturers to meet the weavers and 

explain matters to them. It made clear that since the treaty had 

very wickedly removed frbm English women the financial penalty they 

had been wont to pay for indulging their absurd preference for French 

'taste', the result of this meeting would be the acceptance by the 

weavers of not merely a reduced lists but perhaps no list at all, and 

certainly weekly wages - and also any improved looms thought necessary 

for efficiency. There had long been among weavers too much jealousy 

of masters, too little appreciation of the need for high profits and 

of the essential harmony of interests between the two sides of industry. 

'As to the hacknied raving about the "tyranny", the "cruelty", and 

"selfishness" of the mastersl it is the wildest possible folly. 1(l) 

The Herald also stressed the need for high profits, and investment 

in productive looms. Lessons should be learned from the cotton trade. 

There has been no waste, no play; but everything has been 
made to fit into each other, and to work smoothly in the 
most economical manner possible. And this must be the future 
of the ribbon trade if we are to compete with the French and 
the Swiss. (2) 

Bray saw the reintroduction of weekly wages in factories as an 

essential precondition of efficiency; but they should be combined 

with a premium for production above the norm. And for the outwork 

trade Bray wanted the list of prices to continue though at a lower 

level; he foresaw the evils that would come from uncontrolled 

reductions. Most typically, he exhorted both sides to be reasonable. (3: 

The most telling expression of the general feeling in the city that 

the present system could not be maintained - that weavers should 

accept work at below the current list price - was the low subscription 

to Widdrington's relief fund for unemployed weavers. Only C170 was 

collected -a far lower sum than was usual; this with the Z220 

remaining from the 1857 fund was exhausted by 3 July. (4) 

Their leaders' determination was shared by many weavers, both 

factory and outdoor, who refused to work below the list and proudly 

said so at meetings. Some factories were closed by June because the 

(1) Coventry Standard, 1 June 1860. See also the leading articles 
of 6 April, 20 April, 22 June, 6 July 1860. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 4 May 186o. 

(3) ibid., 9 March, 4 May, 8 June 1860. 

(4) The accounts of the relief, fund are in Coventry Herald, 28 
September 1860. Unprecedentedlyq no manufacturer attended the 
distress meeting in April, apart from the mayors Henry Soden. See 
also the letters of 'Mutual Sympathy' and 'Humanitas'l Coventry 
Standard, 20 April and 22 June 1860, urging the weavers to abandon 
their fruitless attempts to'maintain the list of prices. 
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weavers would not accept weekly wages. But their proprietors 

were still able to get their ribbons woven, in the outdoor trade. 

For when weavers had to choose between poverty and work below price, 

some chose the latter course. In part they were compelled to do 

so by the expense of their a-la-bar looms: 

the enormous outlay to begin with, and the fearful expenses 
that are constantly running on, work or play, make it 
absolutely necessary for the majority of weavers who possess 
them to have work for them, if work is to be had; if not 
at one price, they must take it at another, (l) 

As the crisis worsened and more masters departed from the list such 

backsliding increased throughout the weaving area, thus making it 

increasingly difficult for the few masters who still held by the 

list to do so. The weavers who refused to work below price tried 

old expedients, without success. In March levies of 3d. a week on 

a-la-bar looms and ld. a week on handlooms in work were agreed at 

meetings. They were intended to raise a strike fund to compel 

masters to pay by the list. There were too few looms at work to 

yield much cash. In any case, many of those at work thought the 

building up of a strike fund a quite fruitless aim, for a trade so 

depressed; the list of prices was lost for ever. (2) Tne levy 

raised less than F, 2 a week. The doubling of the levy in June was 

an act of desperation. At the end of May a weavers' meeting 

decided to circulate the names of all weavers who refused to pay 

the levies or who worked below price. The latter were to be treated 

as 'knobsticks' - visited by members of the committee to convince 

them of their error. This had been tried with signal success in 

1820; it now produced none, although an 'auxiliary committee' was 

elected to assist the executive in this task. In June weavers at 

Attleborough turned to an equally old tactic - Idonkeying' - though 

not as forty years before of a man; an effigy of a weaver known to 

be working below list price was ridden backwards on a donkey and 

then burned. Unable to obtain a meeting with the manufacturers' 

association the committee interviewed individual mastersl fruitlessly. 

Daniel Butler reported in June: 

ý(l) 
Coventry Herald, 22 June 1860. See also the letter of 'A 

starving Weaver', Coventry Standardt 8 June 1860; 'he has paid levies 
to the committee tillhis family want bread; and now that they are 
starvingg he wishes to know if he is still to be prevented taking 
employment at the best terms he can? '_ 

(2) See the letters of Bernard Taylor and 'A Sufferer Out of Work' 
in Coventry Standard,, 8 June 1860, and 'A Weavert in ibid. 9 29 June 
1860. 
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One manufacturer, from whom they expected better things, on 
account of his connection with a religious body, told them when 
they appealed to his benevolent feelings, that it was not a 
question of benevolence; but his object in embarking on trade 
was to get money. 

Paying below the list was a necessity for him. (l) Then, at the 

end of June, the manufacturers' deputation returned from the 

continent. (2) 

The manufacturers' deputation was dismayed by what they 

found on the continent. French and German looms were not usually 

better than those in Coventry but their workmen were often paid 

less. Switzerland seemed the chief challenge. The factory system 

was well advanced, and both its looms and its organisation were more 

efficient than Coventry's. Hours of work were longer, at thirteen 

a dayq exclusive of meal breaks. The factory weavers were paid 

lower wages, and by the week, calculated against a work-norm; wages 

were reduced if work fell off. But it did notj since the workers 

were as dependable as their looms. Absence without cause led to 

i mmediate dismissal. At any instance of neglect or carelessness 

the police were called in and those held to be responsible summarily 

punished. 'We were assured that neglect of work and insubordination 

are almost unknown both here [that isl Zurich] and at Basle. '(3) 

The Swiss loom-making industry was more efficient than Coventry's; 

the workshops had 'every possible appliance that can be imagined 

to turn out first-class looms with as little hand labour as may be. 

Nothing is left to chance skillq as with us. 1(4) The outwork trade 

was better organised; manufacturers took the silk to the weavers, 

shops and collected the ribbons; weavers did not have to waste up 

to one third of their time visiting the warehouse, as in Coventry. 

(1) Coventry Weekly Times, 27 June 1860. 

(2) This section has been based on Coventry Standard, 17 February, 
2 March, 9 March, 23 March, 30 March, pril, 13 April, 20 April, 
27 April, 4 May, 11 May, 18 May, 25 May, 1 June, 8 June, 15 June, 
22 June, 29 June 1860; Coventry Herald, 9 March, 30 March, 11 May, 
25 May, 1 June, 8 June, 15 June, 22 June, 29 June 1860; Coventry 
Weekly Times, 29 February, 7 March, 14 March, 21 March, 4 April, 18 
April, 25 April, 9 May, 16 May, 6 Junel 27 June 1860; Coventry Fre 
Press, 5 April (especially the article on the panic in the city), 20 
April, 27 April, 4 May 1860; The Times, 7 April 1860. See also 
P. R. O.: M. H. 12/138829 W. Hine to Robert Weale, 26 June 1860: an 
analysis of the current distress in the city - blaming the change in 
fashion, and the fact that fear of the effect of the treaty led to a 
cessation of manufacture. 
(3) Report of the Deputation appointed ... to ascertain the present 
position of the Trade, with reference to the late Commercial Treaty 
with France (Coventry, lbbO)l p. 10. 

ibid., p. 12. 
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Weavers' attitudes harmonised well with this efficient industry. 

They used the good stove placed in every cottage to advantage, 

economising on food and fuel: they managed their household budgets 

very carefully. The burden of the report was that only by becoming 

similarly efficientg by extensive capital investment and, above all, 

by a reconstruction of basic attitudes could Coventry hope to 

compete. (l) 

The report was published early in July. The manufacturers' 

association held several long meetings. The minority, of honourable 

mastersl held out for the list. The majority wished to abrogate it. 

In the end the association reached no collective decision. Instead, 

forty-four manufacturers (out of fifty-seven in the association) 

signed an address on 9 July withdrawing their names from the list, 

giving as their reasons the infractions of it that had already taken 

place, the unfairness of a system which allowed the cottage-factory 

proprietor to make greater profits than the factory-master - and 

thus to impede his advance - by taking advantage of surplus labour 

by paying weekly wages to their weavers. Above all was a list wrong 

Because a compulsory uniform list has been used as an instrument 
of intimidation and persecution. 
Because it constitutes a barrier to the encouragement and 
adoption of many required improvements in the production of 
ribands, and hampers the trade with artificial restrictions, 
Because the value of labour depends upon circumstancesq and 
must fluctuate according to supply and demand; and a List 
Price is framed on the assumption that the weaver's labour has 
a fixed and unchanging value. 
Because we are now exposed to the competition of manufacturers 
abroad who have the command of a free-labour market. (2) 

The 'Executive Committee' of the two weavers' associations 

met immediately. It resolved to appeal to the mayor to bring about 

an end to the dispute by negotiating with the manufacturers. (3) The 

(1) ibid., pp. 5 et seq. The weavers' associationss lacking firm 
information of their own collecting upon the nature of continental 
competitiong despatched a deputation to France and Switzerland. it 
left on 5 August and returned towards the end of the month. 
(2) P-P.: L2765] H. C. (1861) xxii: Reports of Inspectors of Factories 
for the Half-year ending 31 October 1870, p. 41. Coventry Standard, 
13 July 1860. 

(3) C. R. O.: Minutes and Accounts of the Ribbon Weavers Associzýtion, 
186o, 9 July 1860. This is an unpaginated book. Many leaves are 
missing; others are covered with childish drawings and scribbles. 
No doubt the book was used by a young relation of one of the committee 
members after the collapse of the strike. Entries in the book start 
with the strike on 9 July. The book makes clear that for the strike 
the two associations (the RWA and the FOA) which though nominally 
united in 1856 had remained in practice largely separate, amalgamated 
their funds and their collecting system, and were led by the 'executive 
committee' representing both branches. Representing the outdoor 
branch were Johnson, Wheatley, Barnwell, Clay, Maclean and Sheffield. 

cont ... 
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committee knew that an all-out strike seemed impracticable. The 

associations had no strike fund. (l) In the new climate of opinion 
in the city they were unlikely to get much public support. ý', heer 

hunger mip-ht compel many weavers to break the strike. On the other 
hand, a list was essential. After the committee meeting George 

Gilbert brouSht weavers from their looms by ringing a handbell 

throughout the town. Between 8,000 and 109000 collected on Greyfriars 

Green. Band was in the chair. He could not recall so important 

an occasion. Thomas Maclean, the veteran leader of the outdoor 

weavers, argued on behalf of the committee for an attempt at 

negotiation. He accepted that a list was essential, but argued 

that a revision of the list to meet the new state of trade was 

necessary too. The manufacturers ought to be asked to meet the 

committee to agree upon a lower list. If they refused, a strike 

would have to follow. 

He wanted them ... to be determined, at any price, to have 
a list by which they were to be guided in future ... If they 
had no list they would have no security that half a crown this 
week would not be two shillings next week, one and sixpence 
the next, and aGain till it came to nothing. A voice: 'That's 
what they wantl. (2) 

Thomas Read, of the factory section of the committee, argued that 

the manufacturers were making an excuse of continental competition. 

Coventry weavers were the best in Europe. Thomas G. Read(3) of 
the outdoor weavers thought that the manufacturers might as previously 
be brought to change their minds, from weakness or goodwill. 

The document that had been read to them bore the signatures, 
not of the bunch of six, but of a whole forest of nuts. He, 
however, believed that they would be able to crush every one of 
them; there were good kernels in some of those nuts, but others 
rattled and had been rattling for a very long time. There were 
names to the handbill which when he first read he could not 
speak, because they were men for whom he had entertained respect - 
yes, men whom he respected even now. (4) 

(3) cont. 
Representing the factory operatives were Hartopp, Thomas Read, Wright 
and Nathaniel Poole. Butler was secretary and Barnwell assistant 
secretary. Band, of Stokel was chairman. Two weeks after the 
strike began three representatives of the branches in Foleshill, 
Nuneaton and Bulkington joined the executive committee. The committee 
met at 9 a. m. each day during the strike. ibid. 9 11 July, 12 July, 
23 July 186o. 
(1) The first surviving entries in the accounts in C. R. O.: Minutes 
and Accounts of the Ribbon Weavers' Association, are for 21 July. 
The two associations, then unitedi. had a balance of Zll. lls. 8d. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 13 July 186o. 

(3) He was not a member of the committee. 
(4) Coventry herald, 13 July 1860. 
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Daniel Butler clinched matters: 'A Listv A list, a list - and not 

free labourl. Maclean's motion was carried unanimously. (J) 

Later in the day a deputation saw the mayor and Richmond 

Phillipsl the Secretary of the Manufacturers' Association. The 

manufacturers refused to negotiate collectively under any circum- 

stances. The mayor could not help. Another meeting was called 

on Greyfriars Green. Deputations of support had already arrived 

from Derby, Leek and Congleton. Maclean moved on behalf of the 

committee that weavers in the employ of manufacturers who had not 

signed the document and who were continuing to pay by the list 

should continue at work. There were thirteen such manufacturers, 

one of whom employed 3,000 weavers. (2) This tactic would be fair 

to these honourable masters and (though Maclean did not say so) it 

was the weavers' only hope of acquiring a strike fund. The crowd, 

incensed with the manufacturers' refusal to meet the deputation, 

booed him. From the ranks of the crowd, Joseph Pritchard moved 

that there should be a general strike, in all weaving areas within 

fifteen miles of Coventryl until the manufacturers had signed 

collectively the lists of prices for both the factory and the outdoor 

trades. This was carried unanimously, as was Gilbert's motion 

that the names of all those who worked during the strike should be 

published. (3) The committee, though their recommendation had been 

turned downg now backed the strike. They enjoined the meeting to 

peaceful behaviour. 'Any man or woman who attempted a disturbance 

was an enemy sent in by other enemies to destroy their unity, ' said 

Maclean. (4) 'He hoped, ' said Hartopp, 'they would constitute 

themselves a moral police to help to preserve the peace of the 

CitY'. (5) 

The committee was appealing to the memory of old modes of 

conduct: when the list had been supported by city and honourable 

manufacturers and the weavers had replied by peaceful and deferential 

behaviour. It did so again in its handbill in reply to the manufactu- 

rers19 written for the weavers' association by J. C. Farn. (6) The 

(1) Coventry Standard, 13 July 1860. 

(2) This was almost certainly Abijah Hill Pears. 

(3) A week later, when the committee was being criticised in the city 
for allegedly fomenting the striket Zachariah Wheatley asked a Grey- 
friars Green meeting if the committee had caused the strike. The 
crowd yelled back 'We did'. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 13 July 1860. 
(5) Coventry Herald, 13 July 186o. 
(6) C. R. O.: Minutes and Accounts of the Ribbon Weavers' Associationg 
12 July 1860. 
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handbill argued that the trade had been prosperous under the list, 

that the abrogation of the list was not necessary to meet competition 

- the system was 'compatible with the improvement of our manufacture, 

- that indeed if fancy ribbons were inferior to competitors' it was 
because there had been no list for them (in the outdoor trade at 
least), that the weekly wages alleged by the manufacturers to be paid 
by outwork first-hands to undercut the factory list were paid very 

rarely - 'a competent weaver will not accept of them if he can help 

it' - and that above all the list was essential 

Because the object of setting aside a list is to bring down 
wages to the lowest possible level, in despite of the fact 
that lower wages have never brought extended trade or improved 
manufacture. Because the List of Prices gives at all times 
to each manufacturer a fair chance in the market with his 
competitors, prevents numberless disputes between employers 
and employed, and tends to promote peace and harmony among all 
parties concerned; and, though it cannot perhaps meet every 
case of difficulty, is nevertheless proved by experience to be 
the best system that has yet been devised. (l) 

Another weaver put their case to the public in similar terms9 arguing 

that the existence of foreign competition had not been demonstrated, 

but that if it were, the continent was a poor exemplar for Englishmen. 

A few of the masters fear that the French can make ribbons 
cheaper than we can. I scarcely believe this; but suppose 
they can, are they models worthy of our imitation if they allow 
themselves to be gulled by a tyrant who gags their press9 robs 
them of their rights, and degrades them before the world? ... 
Must we be reduced to the same pitiable extremityl because the 
Swiss live in hovels, and squat upon the ground? Because they 
gulp their food while they work? ... If we are above them, let 
them rise up to our position, not us sink down to theirs, I 
protest against being continentalised. ... The list has been a 
lever which has moved the commercial world. Yes, what the power 
of gravitation is to the globe, - what the chart is to the 
traveller, - what the compass is to the storm-tossed mariner, - 
a List of Prices is to the ribbon trades and all parties concerned 
in it ... without it there is nothing for us but strifes confusion 
and ruin - yes, ruin 'Cursed is he who oppresseth the hireling 
in his wagesl. (2) 

But the ancient harmony - the product of paternalism and 
deference - to which the weavers' leaders appealed was merely a 
memory to most weavers themselves: and to most manufacturers and 
the public generally. It-became even more so - the bonds of paterna- 
lism became even more tenuous and.. -relaxed - when the weavers, meeting 
that decided on the general strike repudiated their committee's 

suggestion that hands of the honourable manufacturers should stay in 

(1) P. P.: C276-5] H. C. (1861) xxii, PP- 39 et seq. 
(2) 'J. L. ' of Foleshilll Thoughts upon the"List and Strike, (Coventrys 
2 August 1860), PP- 3 et seq* 
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work. This actiong consigning to probable ruin the honourable 

masters who had struggled through the vicissitudes of the spring 

to continue to pay by the list, would have been unthinkable thirty 

years before; no other single action so much alienated the city. 

It tried the patience even of S. H. Widdrington, the weavers' only 

friend in the city's establishment. 

When I go to one of the oldest manufacturers in this town - 
a man who has honesty on his countenance and benevolence in 
his heart - he says to me 'Do you think I have been used well? 
I never kept back from a weaver the full pricel I am prepared 
to pay the full price, and my weavers turn out, my warps are 
left to rot in my looms; is that a return for having been a 
good master during a long life? ' I replied 'I have nothing 
to sayl. (l) 

The weavers' action testified to their determination; it 

made reconciliation even more unlikely. Weavers reluctant to 

strike were visited in their homes and persuaded to stop work. 

By the evening of Monday 9 July all looms in the weaving area of 
Warwickshire were stoppedq except at Townsend's factory at Attleborough 

and Day's in the city; Day's hands were employed for weekly wages 

and did not wish to strike. The executive committee's repeated 

injunctions to behave peaceably were sometimes disregarded. A 

crowd of weavers from Coventry surrounded Townsend's factory on 

Tuesday morning. They smashed the windows, but could not get into 

the factory because the workpeople held them offs led by Townsend's 

son armed with a sword. The crowd entered the house of 'Satin Jack' 

and cut the warps out of his loom. There was much 'Jeffreys and 

Barlowing'. There were only two policemen on duty. One was 
injured by a stone. Thirty policemen from Coventry were brought 

out by omnibus. When they arrived the crowd had dispersed. At 

the next weavers' meeting Richard Hartopp gravely deprecated the 

weavers' action at Attleborough. In the city 39000 surrounded Day's 

factory on Tuesday morning. Many of Day's 400 weavers could not 

get in. Only 20 remained in the afternoon. The factory closed. 
A large number of policemen from the Warwickshire county force was 
brought in to clear the crowd. There were scuffles, and arrests, 
The police behaved roughly: 'those who only remonstrated with them 

were hurried off to a felon's celll. (2) When Maclean visited the 

p olice office in the evening to speak on behalf of the arrested 

weavers a policeman abused him. (3) The justices of the peace issued 
ý1) Coventry Standards 27, july 1860. The master was A. H. Pears. 
(2) Coventry Weekly Times, 18 July 1860. 

(3) Though Maclean told a weavers' meeting that the policeman was 
not a Coventrian - but 'some ruffian that had been imported from the 
rural district to do the work'. Coventry Standard, 13 July 1860. 
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proclamations against the intimidation which had been used to compel 

many weavers to stop work; weavers' processions through the city, 

and the use of a bellman to summon weavers to meetingsl were forbidden 

as likely to cause a breach of the peace. So were district meetingsq 

which would have stretched the resources of the police. In the 

city, only meetings on Greyfriars Green were permitted. (l) 

In the weeks of the strike daily meetings of strikers were 
held there; there were also many meetings in the northern parishes. 

These meetings were militant and rejected all compromise on the list 

question. (2) The manufacturers refused to negotiate with the 

executive committee. They were willing to negotiate with their own 
hands separately, and to offer terms individually. In the second 

week of the strike, thereforel the committee announced, through 

Hartopp and Sheffield, that it was willing for negotiations to be 

handled by any body approved by the trade if better terms might be 

obtained that way. There were cries of 'No, Nolt from the meeting; 

when Joseph Pritchard moved that all negotiations should be handled 

by the committee it was carried by a large majority. The committee 

was given a vote of confidence. This did not extend to any suspected 

of lukewarm support. Jephcottq though not a member of the executive 

committee, was about to be sent to Manchester on its behalf to attempt 
to raise support for Coventry there. A meeting heard of his going; 
they disapproved, and a party ran off to prevent him - and caught 
him outside Coventry station with his carpet bag. 

Towards the end of July Widdrington attempted to negotiate 

a compromise and convened a meeting of weavers in the Corn Exchange 

on 25 July. His long speech revealed the mental anguish suffered 
by a benevolent and intelligent Tory of the old school. 

(1) For this section, see Coventry Standardq Coventry Herald and 
Coventry Free Press, 13 July, 20 July 1860, and GoventrZ Weekly Times, 
11 July, 18 July 1860. See also The Times, 16 July, lb July 1860- - 

(2) A speech by Thomas G. Read suggests how strong still - despite 
the difficulty of obtaining work at all - was the desire of factory 
weavers to maintain their list, and to gain by it both high wages 
and easy conditions of work. Read had just returned from Congleton. 
tWhen he walked through the factory he saw one man reading a paper, 
and another in the arms of Morpheus (Cheers). When he awoke, in 
answer to a question, he said he earned 14s. per half a cut or half 
a length. He would make three half cuts a week - he could do this 

-comfortably and go to sleep. (Laughter and cheers). ' Coventry 
Standard, 27 July 1860. 
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I am, and I pray God that when I die the epitaph put on my 
grave may be that I endeavoured to be in my life and generation 
the working man and the poor man's friend ... I should like 
to see every weaver living in that private manner which is so 
conducive to happiness and morality. I should like to see 
every man living in his houset with his two looms, and steam 
power, having his own children to assist him, and stopping work 
at five, the children going to school in the evening, the baker 
giving his gentle tap at the door daily, and "the butcher the 
same. (l) 

This was why he had suggested that a committee of six manufacturers 

and six weavers should sit constantlys with an expert London silkman 

as chairman, to decide upon wages. The weavers cheered this 

announcement. But, Widdrington continued, the manufacturers had 

turned it down. They deserved fair treatment too, The practice 

of some outdoor weavers of paying weekly wages to their a-la-bar 

hands while they were paid by the list was monstrous. So was the 

decision to strike the whole trade and so attack the honourable 

masters. The French treaty, which like the bad weather and change 

of fashion so oppressed the weaversl was equally damaging to the 

masters, many of whom faced ruin. Widdrington disliked factories, 

but saw that they alone could meet foreign competition and that weekly 

wages were necessary to their full efficiency. 'I say to you that 

we depend on machinery; we cannot go behind. 1(2) Unless the weavers 

compromised the city faced ruin. He therefore proposed that the 

question of the list of prices should be deferred for a year and 

that meanwhile the weavers should go back to work at what terms they 

could obtain. At his suggestion there was disorder in the room and 

cries of 'No, No, we won't have it'. Widdrington concluded his 

resolution by saying 'Let every man who votes against it support 

those families who may be plunged into ruin by his improvidence or 

his prejudice'. Only a few voted for it. A 'forest of hands' was 

raised against. (3) 

At weavers' meetings afterwards speakers praised Widdrington's 

sincerity but damned his plan. 'Free labour for twelve months would 
bd-free labour for ever', said Daniel Butler. (4) 'He urged them to 

strike up for the rights of labour, and prepare to be starved to 

(1) , Coventry Standard', 27 July 1860. 
(2), loc. cit. 
(3) See for this section, Coventry Standards Cov ntry Herald. 
Coventry Free Press, 20 JulYt 27 July 186U-. CoventrZ Weekly Times, 
19-July, 25 July, 1 August 1860. 

(4) Coventry Standardj'27 July 1860. 
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death rather than be starved into submission. They had taken a 

position which they must maintaing or else they would appear like 

simpletons before every working man in the kingdom. l(l) But mere 

intransigence would not suffice, as it had two years before. Then, 

the great majority of weavers were united behind the demand for the 

factory list; there were few blacklegs, and the levies paid by 

those not on strike were both an expression and a precondition of 

that unity. Now the weavers had a tiny income - their unions possess- 
ing merely L11.11s. 8d. on 21 July - and the public relief fund raised 

in the spring was exhausted by the end of July, after three distribu- 

tions of food in that month. Starvation, if nothing elsel was 

forcing weavers to return to work. Both Day's and Townsend's 

factories were working again by the end of July, weavers having 

returned to the 'yells and hisses of an excited mobl, (2) Accordingly, 

the committee suggested at the end of July that the manufacturers 

should be asked individually to consider a new list of prices and 

that the hands of those who signed it should be permitted to return 

to work; they would of course pay levies to those still on strike. 

A meeting agreed to the proposal. The committee drew up revised 

lists for the factory and outdoor trades - rather lower than the 

previous lists. They were accepted by another weavers' meeting, 

and then presented to the manufacturers individually* Their replies 

were read to another meeting. 

Mr. Newsome said that he did not mean to recognise any stipulated 
rates of labour; that it was not his intention to sign that list 
or any other got up by the weaving communityq and he believed 
it was the intention of the other manufacturers not to do so. 
They meant to have free trade in labour. He said the weavers 
were too respectable - that they had had their own way eighteen 
years, and it was time the manufacturers had their way ('Ohl Ohl). 
He pointed to one man in the deputation and as good as told him 
he had taken it pretty easy for the last three years, for whenever 
he went his evening's walk he met that man. (3) 

(1) ibid., 3 August lb60. NB also Richard Hartopple bitter criticism' 
of the manufacturers. 'The raw material of wealth existed in inex- 
haustible abundance around them, and he asked himself how it was that, 
under such circumstances, the mass of the people were unhappy? An 
inward monitor repliedl because man - grindingg grasping, selfish, 
avaricious man stepped in, and wanted to deprive his fellow creatures 
of the munificent gifts of an all-wise Creator. If trade happened to 
be at all depressed, attempts were generally made to reduce wages; 
then, if the working classes resisted, some Malthusian, starve-beggar 
political economist crept out of his shell and told them that wages 
ought to be regulated according to the laws of supply and demand* but 
when trade was good - when there was a great demandl they neither thought 
nor talked about such things. ' Coventry Herald, 27 July 1860. 
(2) Coventry Herald, 27 Julý 186o. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 3 August 1860. 
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Only two or three manufacturers agreed to sign the list unconditionally. 

About half a dozen said they could not sign it because they had to 

be free to alter prices at need, but that they would pay by it for 

the time being; some agreed to abide by it if others did. All 

who in some sense acknowledged the list were outdoor masters. Some 

aggrieved honourable masters would not see any deputation till their 

contracts were completed. The great majority of manufacturers, 

including all the factory mastersq refused both to sign the list and 

to agree to pay by it, French saying 'You may go to hell; you may 

stand out eight years if you likel. (l) 

Following this approach to the masters, a rift appeared in 

the ranks of the strikers at the end of July. A proposal was made 

that the hands of those who had not withdrawn their names from the 

list should be permitted to return to work. There was another that 

the hands of those manufacturers who in some way undertook to pay by 

the list (even though they would not sign it) should be permitted to 

work, provided that they promised not to work below the list and 

were furnished with cards from the association to hang in their 

windows - cards bearing their name and their employer's and the number 

of looms working. This tactic would prevent fraud. Thomas Read 

of the factory branch vehemently disagreed with these proposals. 

From the first he had not wanted a strikes but he was against going 

back to work now in Idribs and drabs without a proper understanding'. 

, 
Unless the trade was prepared to stand by the list drawn up, 
or devise some other plan by which the two branches might go 
on in unanimity, he was not prepared any longer, looking at 
the sacrifice made within the last seven monthsl to say 'Walk 
the streets, and let what trade there is go to the outdoor branch,. 
He would not ask his fellow factory operatives whether they were 
prepared any longer to make this sacrifice in preference to 
weekly wages. (2) 

Thomas Read gained the support of the meeting. There were unanimous 

votes by the factory operatives and the outdoor weavers for their 

lists - and against piece-work rates any lower than the list, or 

(1) loc. cit. 
( 2) Coventry Standardt 3 August 1860. NB also Richard Hartopp's 
bitter criticism of those outdoor first-hands who let down the whole 
tirade by paying weekly wages to their own journeymen: Coventry 
Herald, 3 August 1860. See also Hartopp's defence of e list: 
$The "rod and staff" of the Coventry weavers was a list of prices, 
and he knew their determination was that they would dmost sooner be 
starved than go to work again under free trade in labour. If the 
price of labour was depreciated the bar looms would be worth next to 
nothing, and their owners would be obliged to enter a factory. 1 
Coventry Standard, 10 August 1860. 
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weekly wages in factories. The strike would stay till the list 

was generally signed. There would be no return to work. 
But letters were appearing in the press indicative of the 

hostility to the strike among many weavers themselves: saying that 
it was impossible to gain the list, that to fight for it was folly, 

that the strike meant ruin for weavers. (l) At the beginning of 
August demoralised weavers were drifting back to work throughout 

the area. The strike was being broken. The committee now 

recommended a reversal of the decision of the weavers' meeting only 

one week before; it decided to recommend that the hands of each 

manufacturer should return to work if he was prepared to pay by the 
list of prices and if they agreed not to work below it. (2) This 

proposal was put to a meeting on Greyfriars Green and agreed; this 

time Thomas Read accepted it. The outdoor weavers employed by 

eight or nine manufacturers went back. Most of their masters had 

not signed the list, but merely agreed to pay by it; Franklin's was 

one such firm. Barnwell of the executive committee justified their 

weavers' return in words far less militant and abrasive than had been 

common a month before. 'It was not the wish of the weavers to 

achieve a triumph.. They only wanted fairness and justice. They 
did not wish Messrs. Franklin's to compromise their dignity by signing 
any list if they had pledged themselves not to do so-'(3) 

This was a desperate attempt by the militant weavers to 

organise a partial return to work which would not undermine their 

position: to prevent a general return at below list prices or for 

weekly wages in factories. In fact, the existence of 'ticketed$ 

weavers made it easier for an unwarranted return to work to take 

place by blurring the boundaries between those who were acting with 
the union's approval and those who were not. By the end of August 
600 were at work in the city with the trade's sanctionj displaying 
tickets in their windows, and paying levies to the union; more were 

(1) See, for exampleg letters of tReign of TerrorIq CoventrX 
Standard, 13 July 1860, and 'A Working Mant, ibid., 3 August 1860; 
'A Weaver,, 'An Outdoor Weaver' and 'Fair PlayIq Coventry Herald, 20 July 186o, 'Consistency', and tAmicus', ibid., 3 August ldbo. 
'Amicus' told of a weaver who was stopped from working by strikers 
and who died from starvation. tAs a man I ask you, is not this as 
much a murder as if those persons who stopped his loom had cut his 
throatV 

(2) C. R. O.: Minutes and Accounts of the Ribbon Weavers' Association, 
10 August 1860. 

(3) Coventry Standard, 10 August 1860. 
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at work without sanction. About 
. 
500 factory weavers were at work 

in the city and more in Bedworth, Attleborough and Luneaton - even 

at the factories of the weavers' most intransigent enemieo, the 

Cash brothers and James Hart; 3000 weavers were at work in the whole 
of Warwickshire. (l) More were still out than at work: not that 

they could all have obtained weaving if they had asked for it. As 
the number of blacklegs increased so did enmity between then, and 

strikers. From the beginning of the return to work a police conf; table 

was permanently stationed in every street in the weavinG district. 

The police court was filled each week with cases of abusive conduct 

and occasionally of assault. Timothy Chattaway called after Mary 

Brittain, one of Day's weavers. 'He called out that she was a 
knobstick, and one of John Day's whores. 1(2) Anne Lapworth, armed 

with a broom, was accused of callin- 'knobstick' after another of 
Day's weavers; the blackleg had been guarded by a police conotable, 

who arrested Lapworth. She was convicted on his evidence and had 

to give a Y, 10 bond to keep the peace. John Ludford called Joseph 

Callow 'knobstickt. 'The complainant remonstrated with him, and 
the defendant became very abusive, put his tongue in the complainant's 
face, and said he would take off his coatl and give complainant what 
he wanted. ' Ludford was bound over. (3) These were typical examples 
of the insults daily offered. 

_ 
One complex case showed how the strike 

was sunderinC families and neighbourhoods. Accusedl complainant and 

witnesses all came from Hillfields and most were related to each other. 
Edward Corby of Payn's Lane had taken out lunticketed' work. One 

woman called out 'There goes the knobstick canary' and his cousin 
Elizabeth Garratt said 11 was a bloody thief and my friends a bad 

lot', then beat him. Corby's face was bathed with marshmallows by 

neighbours; Elizabeth Garratt was fined 40s. with the option of two 

months in prison. (4) Incidents like these and the strike itself 

were bitterly attacked by weavers at work, or wishing to be. 'Does 

not this impious conduct surpass the Popel Austrial Naples or France? ', 

asked 'A Weaver', referring to intimidation. (5) In addition, though 

(1) The list of prices seems, to have been rarely paid. Manufacturers 
framed their own individual lists for piece-work. The factory masters 
were returning to weekly wages (to maximise the profitability of their 
looms) and basing their lists of prices for outdoor work on them -a 
reversal of the weavers' tactics of two years before. 
(2) CoventrX Standard; 10 August 1860. 
(3) Coventry Herald, 17 August 1860. 

(4) Coventry Standard, 24 August 1860. 

(5) ibid., 17 August 1860. 
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no weavers' meeting concluded without the committee exhorting it 

not to use violence but merely peaceful suasion, (l) and though the 

strike had demonstrably been started and continued by the militant 

rank and file, both intimidation and the strike were blamed on the 

committee, whov it was saidl were prolonging it for the sake of the 

3s. a day subsistence allowance each received from association funds. 

'An Old Committee Man' reminisced about the weavers' committee of 
1830. 

The old committee of that period never rendered themselves 
so thoroughly obnoxious to the manufacturers as to be 
excluded from all communication with them, nor became so 
disliked by the tradesmen of the city, as to be regarded as 
the destroyers of its best interests. The old committee 
never established a trade tyranny and reign of terror, nor 
sanctioned the passing of resolutions such as the despotism 
of Austria would not impose on its subjects. [There were 
no levies in the old days either] but if ever an emergency 
arose requiring a few pounds9 the manufacturers and principal 
tradesmen were generally their most cheerful and best 
contributors. (2) 

The strike had the support of the Weekly Times and the Free 

Press. Edward Goodeq in the Weekly Timesq commended the weaveral 

willingness to arrange a revised list of prices in the current 
depression, and bitterly denounced the manufacturers' continued 

refusal to meet them amicably, and organise in concert with them 

a controlled reduction. He saw in the masters' attitude a plan to 

smash the union; faced with its the weavers had no alternative 

to striking and to rejecting Widdrington's scheme early in August. 

'The truth is that the poor see prospective and constant misery in 

the attempt now made to reduce their pricesq and they bear and will 
bear to the last extreme before they yield. '(3) He repudiated as 

I gratuitous and ungenerous libels' the stories that the weavers were 

(1) It is not disputed that 'peaceful' methods were often rigorous 
and unnerving. See the cases quoted in the account of the Aggregate 
Committee of 1820, in Chapter Two, section II. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 24 August 1860. See also the five letters 
of complaint in the same issue and the seven in ibid., 31 August 
1860 about the powers, privileges and expense accounts of the committee, 
accusing its members of curruption and asking. for audited accounts to 
be published. See also ibid. 9 17 August 1860: some anti-strike 
weavers published a handbill attacking the committee: 'they don't 
find us work or bread, and they won't let us find it for ourselves'. 
But, alleged the Standards shopkeepers could not display this handbill 
for fear of having their windows broken. On this section as a whole 
see Coventry Standard, Coventry Herald and CoventrX Free Press, 27 
July, 3 August, 10 August, 17 August, -24 August 18bO, and CoventrX 
Weekly Times, 25 JulY9 1 August, 8 August, 15 August, 22 August 1860. 
See also The Timess 27 August 1860. 

(3) Coventry Weekly Times, 22 August 1860. 
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lazy and their committee trouble-makers; 'the weavers of Coventry 

will bear comparison, for intelligencel industrys and morality, with 

any large body of operatives, and especially with those of Lancashire, 

where the demoralising factory system has long been introducedl. (l) 

W. F. Taunton in the Free Press offered a deeply considered criticism 

of the doctrines of the political economists. 'In theireyesl all 

moral and social tendencies disappear; nations are only many work- 

shops of production ... everything is to be calculated, and the laws 

of supply and demand are made the imperious masters of the labouring 

classes. 1(2) These ideas, Taunton thoughto had led the manufacturers 

to disregard the weavers' reasoned and moderate willingness to amend 
the list, by negotiation. The unilateral abrogation of the list made 
it a manufacturers' strike, to which the weavers had no possible 

response but the withdrawal of labour. 

We unhesitatingly say that we believe if the workmen were 
openly to abandon the list, and to declare that they were 
willing to accept a reduction of twenty per cent upon the 
rate of wages which they have recently been receiving, 
more than one half of them could not find employment. 
Then would commence that furious competition which we fear 
would inevitably lead to most disastrous effects, both to 
the employed and the employers ... the operatives will suffor 
an immense amount of destitution, before they will abandon 
the power of unity to protect the only property most of them 
have, viz, the value of their labour. (3) 

At the other extreme were the leading articles written in the 

Standard by Benjamin Pooleg onetime secretary of the weavers' committee. 
He denounced as folly the weavers' wilful refusal to accept that in 

the changed circumstances brought about by the iniquitous Cobden 

treaty (supported as it had been by some of the weavers' foolish 

leaders) manufacturers must be free to pay whatever they could afford; 

(1) ibid., 18 July 1860. See also the leading articles of 25 July, 
1 August, 8 August, 15 August 1860. 
(2) Coventry Free Press, 17 August 1860. Taunton went on to write 
that the cause of low wages and slump was not overproduction but 
under-consumption ... land that is the result of the present avaricious 
system ... before there cans in justice and reason, be declared an 
over-production of any article ... all must have been supplied with 
a sufficiency of their wants ... the money power of the capitalist 
has destroyed, to a vast extent, the consuming power of the producer, 
and locked up the hoarded wealth of human industry and intelligence'. 
(3) ibid. 9 20 July 18ý0. See also ibid., 3 August 1860: 'Free 
trade in labour will give to the most avaricious and selfish, power to subdue the artizan; the hard and sad necessities of the humblest 
sons of toil would be made again, as they have been in times that are 
past, the instrument of commercial capital making war upon the rights 
of labourl. See also the leading articles of 27 July, 10 August, 
24 August 1860. 
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he urged the weavers to return and throw themselves on the mercy 

and generosity of their masters; he denounced intimidation, argued 
that the committee was misleading the rank and file, and said in so 

many words that the committee was stealing the money given to it 

for the struggle. (l) At the beginning of the strike the conscience 

of Charles Bray, as revealed by his leading articles in the Herald, 

was much more troubled. He regretted that the manufacturers had 

not tried with the weavers Bray's favourite remedy for all ills 

rational suasion; they should have tried to demonstrate to them 

that in present circumstances the continuance of the list was impossible. 

On the other hand, Bray thought the weavers too obstinate to grasp 
this point anyway. He balanced arguments against each other but 

when the scale finally tottered to a decision it came down on the 

manufacturers' side. Bray disliked free. labourg yet it was now 

essential for progress. The list should be suspended for one year; 
Bray approved of Widdrington's plan. 

Overtake your competitors first, - go beyond them so as to 
command the American and other markets, and then, when you 
have generated a healthy and continuous demand for labourg 
will be time to demand a uniform and stipulated price for 
making; to insist on it now is mere madness and starvation, 
for if the masters give way it can only be to the destruction 
of their trade. (2) 

At the end of the year the masters would themselves see that free 

labour was no more to their advantage than to the weavers' and lists 

would be re-instituted - for both the factory and outdoor trades. 

But they would not be, like the recent lists, calculated to impede 

the productiveness and profitability of the largest factories and 
favour the outdoor trade and the cottage factory. 

The increased production ought to go principally to the master, 
not all as at present to the hand; not to increase the master's 
profits, but to cheapen goods and meet competitionj and thus enable 
him to find regular employment for his hands ... If the ribbon 
trade is effectually to meet foreign competition, and to take the 
same leading position in the markets of the world as the cotton 
trade does, it must be by the same means - by the aid of large 
capitalt which alone can perfect improvements and effectually 
economise production. Now much as we are opposed at present on 
moral grounds to factories, yet it is in the factories and by the 
capitalists and not in the poor weavers' shops that those improve- 
ments must be made which we require to give us preference in the 
markets. (3) 

(1) Coventry Standard, 13 July, 20 Julyq 27 JulYs 3 August, 10 
August, 17 August, 24 August 1860. The last three leading articles 
were entitled 'Nuts to be Cracked on the Green' -a reference to 
Thomas G. Read's speech in July. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 10 August 1860. 

(3) ibid., 13 July 1860. See also ibid., 20 July, 27 July 1860. 
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Towards the end of August as the striking weavers showed their 

refusal to heed his advice Bray's attitude became hysterical, 

losing the tone of prevaricating rationality which had for long 

been its distinguishing feature. 

Much that is set down for wilful obstinacy or sheer stupidity, 
might with more truth and justice be ascribed to mental 
disease. Any man, or any body of men, who constantly keep 
their minds fixed upon one single subject, and persist in 
looking at it from only a single point of view, will in time 
become utterly incapable of dealing with it in a rational and 
common sense manner ... will be, to all intents and purposes, 
so far, the victims of incipient monomaniaism ... The real 
question now at issue between the manufacturers and the weavers 
is not as to whether there shall be a reduction of a few pence 
per piece upon the making of ribbons henceforth, neither is it 
as to whether there shall be a stipulated price or not; but it 
ist whether a manufacturer of ribbons in Coventry ... shall be 
obliged to obtain the s=tion and approval of a Weavers' Trade 
Committee as to the manner in which he shall conduct his business? 

- whether our staple trade shall be at the mercy not even of 
that Committee, but of the ignorant and noisy mob that usually 
assembles on the Green, or whether it shall have a fair chance 
of developing itself in the sharp but healthful competition 
that is before it ... ? 

It is a severe lesson that our operatives have to learn, but 
learn it they must, or every inhabitant of the district will for 
ever suffer the consequences, If they have really made up 
their minds to die of starvation rather than earn a comfortable 
living under the only conditions possible at the present time, 
they must take the consequences of their own rash resolves ... This conclusion may seem cold-blooded and cruel, but it is only 
in the seeming; it seems cold-blooded and cruel for the surgeon 
to cut off a diseased limb, but it is in reality the highest 
philanthropy and the purest benevolence, for it preserves the 
body at the expense of the member; all would otherwise perish. (l) 

All the evidence suggests that it was the. Standard and the 

Herald, not the Weekly Times and the Free Press, that spoke for the 

city - or, at least, for the influential and moneyed part of it, 

The 'religious portion' of the strikers who met each morning and 

evening for common prayer and worship were especially grieved that 

apart from Widdrington no minister of religion would support them - 
even among the dissenting clergy whose chapels so many of them 

attended. John Theobalds of Alderman's Green (a lay preacher) said, 
'There was one class of character he wanted to warn them against - 
his brother parsonsl. (2) One, E. H. Delf, even declared against the 
list of prices. Butler replied: 

(1) ibid., 24 August 1860. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 13 JulY 1860. 
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A dissenting minister had declared that they ought to have 
free labour, and thus supported the oppressor ao-ainst the 

oppressed. Were they real ministers of the cospel, who, 
while they preached to them of acting justlyl and how the 
Saviour fed multitudes, withheld from them their daily bread, 

and starved them to enable their oppressors to gain their 

object? (l) 

The arrest by the police of people guilty of merely verbal abuse 

of blacklegs showed - as weavers complained at their meetings - 

that the chief constable, Skermers was different in his attitude 

from his predecessor Prosser. The difference reflected a more 

fundamental change; when Thomas Read went to see the mayor in 

August to ask for his intercession in the dispute the mayor replied 

that the factory weavers should accept their masters' offer of weekly 

wages. Read replied that 'Weekly Wages are like poison to the people; 

they won't listen to it'. The mayor then talked of intimidation 

and the way it kept many away from work. No good came of this 

meeting. (2) Shopkeepers - once a chief support of weavers in 

dispute - abused them and their committee. (3) 

The financial result of the city's enmity was most keenly 

felt. The strikers had begun without any strike fund. Mottershead, 

a delegate from the Derby weavers, reproved them: 'The north country 

people looked on them with astonishment, for while admiring their 

heroism they could not but deplore their want of foresightl and 

attributed their sufferings to their own improvidencel. (4) A 

finance sub-committee of four was appointed by the executive committee 

to consider ways of raising money. Ten 'missionaries' were appointed, 

f-rom among the ranks of the several committees of the association, to 

travel through England to raise cash. In addition, J. C. Farn (a 

sympathiser) travelled to the Potteriest Manchester and Rochdale to 

-(I) Joe. cit. NB the comment of Gilbert at the same meeting: 'He 
should like to know what this smooth coated gentleman with the white 
choker (laughter) would say if his masterst the people who go to his 
chapel, were to say "Trade is bad, and there are so many parsons in the 
market, you must come down"? (laughterY. Gilbert later commented: 
'They might depend upon its that when a manufacturer gave a very hand- 
some donation towards building a chapel he had an eye to getting it 
back again'. Coventry Standard, 10 August 1860. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 24 August 1860. 

(3) For this sectionj see Coventry Standard, Coventry Herald, Coventry 
Free Press, 13 Julyj 20 July, 27 July, 3 August, 10 August, 17 August 
1870, Coventry weekly Timesl 11 July, 18 July, 25 July, 1 August, 8 
August, 15 August, 22 August 1860. 

(4) Coventry Standard, 17 August. The proposals for a revised 
union structure described in the same ýssue were intended to provide 
for a permanent strike fund: but by August 1860 it was of course too 
late. See Chapter Sixt section 1. 
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address meetings at the end of July. He also wrote a circular to 

the 'different trades of England' asking for help. The missionaries 

took with them 2000 copies of an address - An Appeal to the Working 

Men of England - and 2000 copies of the leading article in the 

Coventry Free Press for 27 JulY-(l) The association raised 

Z1265.13.9d. during the strike. (2) Of thisl Z134.12.1id. were 

raised by levies on those weavers who returned to 'ticketed' work, 

with the agreement of the uniong in August. L769 were donated by 

the weavers' associations in Derbyl Leek and Congleton. (3) C149 

came from public subscriptions in the same towns. Sir Joseph Paxton 

gave Z50, and the Amalgamated Society of Engineers the same amount. 

The bulk of the remainder came in small subscriptions from trades 

union branches and workshop collections in Birminghamq Leicester, 

Stoke-on-Trent and London and occasionally elsewhere; the amounts 

varied from 3s. given by 'working men in Yorkshire' to 410 given by 

the London bookbinders. Infinitesimal amounts were subscribed to 

the association from the public of Coventry: the corporation lodge 

of the Carpenters' Union gave Z11 'some watchmakers of Spon Street' 

Z1.1s. 9 the executive committee of the ribbon weavers' association 

itself 12s., and the public at large 9s. 10d.: Z3.2s. 8d. in all. (4) 

Nothing testifies more clearly and directly to the hostility to the 

strike in the city. Z265-3s. 6d. were spent by the association on 

expenses: Z66 were paid to committeemen in subsistence allowances 

and almost L200 on the solicitors' fees, the travelling expenses of 
'missionaries', printing, postage and hiring rooms for meetings. 
L960.8s. 6d. (or more than three quarters of the total subscribed) 
(1) C. R. O.: Minutes and Accounts of the Ribbon Weavers , Association, 
1860,9 July, 13 July, 17 July, 19 July, 21 July, 1 August, 4 August, 
8 August 1860. 

(2) The accounts of the strike fund of the association are printed in 
Coventry Standard, Coventry Heraldq and Coventry Free Press, 14 Septem- 
ber. The totals there given have been checked against the surviving 
pages (about three quarters of the original) of the MS Minutes and 
Accounts in CRO. The printed accounts agree with them, which tends 
strongly to give the lie to the Standardta accusations of peculation 
during the strike. Both sets of accounts9 howeverl are in an 
amateurish form: I have arrived at the total of JC1265 by subtracting 
from the amount given in the press sundry items of expenses returned by 
the 'missionaries'. I can find no warrant anywhere for the statement 
by Mr. Prest (op. cit., p. 128) that C990 was raised during the strike. 
(3) Delegates from these associations were present at Coventry 
meetings throughout the strike, urging resistance to the masters. 
They felt their own lists would be endangered if Coventry's were not 
reinstated. 
(4) These details were drawn from Coventry Free Press, 14 September 
1860, and C. R. Q.: Minutes and Accounts of the on avers' 
Association, passim. 
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were spent on relieving distress among striking and unemployed 

weavers throughout the weaving area. Just over C300 of this was 

given to relief committees outside the city, and C653 to the 'special 

relief committee' for Coventry itself. This committee was set up 

early in the strike. The relief fund of the city - that is, the one 

managed by Widdrington - exhausted its funds by the end of July. (l) 

The weavers' association therefore opened another relief fund, under 
the management of sympathisers outside the union. The public gave 
far more to this fund than they did to the strike fund - Z308.118.14ýd. 

(2) The difference between the two amounts demonstrates that though 

very few in the city were prepared to support the strike, many were 

still sufficiently sympathetic to the weavers to support the human 

results of it, or of unemployment. (3) Nevertheless, less than C312 

were subscribed in the city for the benefit of the weavers during the 

strike of 1860, as against C1026 during the dispute of 1858-1859. (4) 

And during the earlier quarrel weavers on strike had been supported 

by continuous levies from those in work: there was no slump, no 
destitution. The earlierl and larger, contribution supported a 

strike; the second, and smaller, relieved acute human misery. When 

their different functions are realised, the two amounts stand in 

greater contrast. 
Like the city in general, the Directors of the Poor were 

hostile to the weavers' cause. The directors' clerk wrote to the 

Poor Law Board in June 1860 that because of the difficulties faced 

by the trade - the collapse of the usual spring trades owing to bad 

weather, change of fashions fear of the effects of continental 

competition - the manufacturers could not make profits under the list 

of prices system. The abolition of the list would lead to an increase 

(1) It was reported by Daniel Butler (Coventry Standard, 13 July 
1860) that the manufacturers had succeeded in getting this relief 
fund locked up for the duration of the strike. The charge is 
repeated by Mr. Prest (op. cit. 9 p. 123) but was untrue. The accounts 
of the Relief Fund Committee (, Coventry Herald, 28 September 1860) show 
that there were three distributions of bread in July and that at the 
end of the month the funds were exhausted. 
(2) In addition, Edward Ellice gave 950 to the 'special relief fund'. 
The total reached by the fund was Z1011.12s. lid., including the L653 
from the weavers' association. 
(3) Coventry Free Press, 14 fieptember 1860: accounts of the 'special 
relief committee,. 
(4) Coventry Standard, 23 December 18.59. See also Chapter Sixg 
section IV. 
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in work and lower poor rates. (l) hot surprisingly, thereforeq the 

directors turned a cold eye on applicants for poor relief during 

the strike. In the first two days of the strike thirty-six able- 

bodied men asked for poor relief. Four were taken into the workhouse, 

twelve were given out-relief in return for the labour test at the 

mill, and no fewer than twenty were refused relief altogether - 

apparently on the grounds that work was available for them if they 

chose to accept it. In the weeks that followed the number of 

applicants for relief fell off because of the rigour of the board's 

attitude. (2) ' Then in Augustj two of the four ribbon manufacturers(3) 

on the board told their colleagues that they and the other manu- 

facturerB could offer factory labour to any distressed weaver at 

weekly wages of between 16s. and 21s. The directors therefore 

decided that henceforth relief to able-bodied weavers would be denied 

totally and that applicants would be told that work at weekly wages 

was available. The further increase in the severity of the board's 

attitude crde a continuance of the strike the more difficult. (4) 

Towards the end of the month the deputation which the weavers' 

association had sent to France and Switzerland returned to Coventry. 

It brought little information which might be used by the weavers to 

justify the strike to the city. Though the deputation's report was 

not published till September, its substance was mentioned in the 

Coventry Standard at the end of August, and that journal adduced it 

as further proof of the folly of the strike. (5) What the deputation 

observed, indeed, agreed in essentials with the report of the 

manufacturers that had helped to precipitate the abrogation of the 

list, and the strike, two months before. The weavers, like the 

manufacturers, found the Swiss to be the chief competitive danger. 

(1) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13382, W. W. Harris to Robert Weale, 26 June 1860. 
(2) ibid. % W. W. Harris to Robert Weale, 13 July, 18 July 1860, 
Robert Weale to Poor Law Board, 27 July, 1 August 1860. 

(3) The board had eighteen members. The names of three ribbon 
manufacturers (elected by the St. Michael's guardians) are known - 
John Clark, James Hart and Benjamin, Hickling. Weale stated that two 
of the four absented themselves from. directpral meetings during the 
strike, apparently to avoid accusations of partiality. ibid. 9 Robert Weale to Poor Law Board, 27 July 1860. 

(4) ibid., Robert Weale to Poor Law Board, 22 August 1860. Coventry 
Standard, 17 August 1860. Also, the Cash brothers told the Foloshill 
guardians that they could offer work at weekly wages at their factory; 
the guardians therefore stopped relief for weavers in Foleshill. 

Coventry Standard, 31 AuGust 1860. 
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The Swiss manufacturers seem to be thoroughly imbued with 
the commercial spirit of the age, and quite aware of all the 
advantages to be obtained from division of labour, steam 
power, and etc. Added to which, they are surrounded by a 
well-educated, and comparatively sober and industrious 
population, well skilled in the making of ribbons. (l) 

The adventurous Swiss manufacturers were increasing the number of 

factories powered by steam and water, as fast as Coventry's 

factories had grown since 1848. Their workmen were well attuned 

to factory labour; the recalcitrant were held in check by the 

threat of police action. (2) They were paid by weekly wages, with 

a production bonus; their weekly earnings averaged ohly 13s. per 

week. It was of little use for the deputation to argue that 

because food prices were lower in Switzerland $the Swiss operative 

can live better on his 13s- per week than the Coventry operative 

upon 17s. per weekl: (3) the statement merely underlined the price 

advantage of the Swiss manufacturer. It was of little use to stress 

the advantages enjoyed by Coventry, as against Basle, by England's 

monopoly of the market for China silk; or the benefit that the 

Coventry weaver would gain if his silk were as fully prepared for 

insertion into the loom as his Swiss rival's was; or the good 

fortune, moral and physical, that would follow the more intensive 

exploitation of Coventry's resources. 'We need fear no foreign 

rivalry if we could only agree among ourselves to make the most of 

the advantages we really possess. 9(4) With this peroration the 

manufacturers and the city heartily agreed - with the proviso that 

one of the essential advantages to be welcomed was the 'free labourl, 

(1) Report of the Coventry Independent Deputation of Workmen 
appointed to visit the ribbon weaving districts of France and 
Switzerland (Coventry, 1860), p. 11. 

(2) The report added that Swiss factory workers were more respectable 
and solid than the French, the 'character of the working population 
partaking more of the German than the French type'. ibid., p. 12. 

(3) loc. cit. 
(4) ibid., p. 15- For this paragraph in general see ibid., 
pp. 2 et seq. The deputation met Cobden in Paris; he was there to 
negotiate the details of French tariffs on British manufactured 
goods. He remarked to them that 'with the spirit of commercial 
enterprise so remarkable of Englishmeng together with their great 
mechanical ingenuity and their mighty appliances of steam, it was 
impossible but they must eventually take the lead in this as in 
every other staple manufacture of Europe. And it was more than 
probable, that in a few years, himself and his friend Gladstone 
might venture to come down and dine with the manufacturers and 
weavers at Coventry, and be well received. ' ibid. 9 p. 14. 
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with weekly wages for factory weaversq which the manufacturers, 

determination had by the end of August brought within their grasp: 

and which were amply justified by the evidence in the weavers' 

deputation's report - though the weavers might elsewhere deny it. (l) 

But, naturally, though the manufacturers and the city 

received from the weavers' deputation's report further evidence to 

damn the strike, those weavers still out at the end of August did 

not. They succumbed only to superior strength and the threat of 

starvation. Shortly before the weavers' deputation returned 

S. H. Widdrington wrote an open letter to the weavers of Warwickshire. 

tThe crisis is awful. The sufferings of many most heartrending, 

and the end fearful to contemplate. The interposition of those 

to whom your interests are very dear is the only hope ... I know 

your penetration will enable you to discern the voice of a devoted 

friend. ' Widdrington suggested a meeting to discuss his plan. 

The weavers' executive committee 'cordially accepted' his suggestion. 

(2) The meeting took place at the end of Augustj in the Corn Exchange. 

The room was crowded with weavers* They booed at the chief constable 

so loudly that Widdrington had to ask him to leave the platform. 

Widdrington, by contrasts was cheered. lie declared that though he 

was the minister for many manufacturers he did not speak for them: 

(1) See the leading article in Coventry Heralds 21 September 1860, 
for the strongly argued view that the report confirmed the justice of 
the manufacturers, case - prevaricating though the report in places 
was. By contrast, the Coventry Weekly Times, 19 September 1860, 
speaking for the weavers and attempting to put as brave a face as 
possible upon the deputation's reports could not argue that it tended 
to destroy the manufacturers' case for 'free labourl, and merely 
resorted to an appeal (necessarily feeble in 1860) to the manufacturerst 
kindness of heart. 'Let them have a little ambition not only to be 
rich, but to win a good name and to retire when they do retire with a 
stainless reputation. ' In 1867 L. S. Booth and Joseph Gutteridge 
visited the silk manufacturing areas of France and Switzerland, under 
the aegis of the Society of Arts. They found continental looms for 
the weaving of plain ribbons inferior to Coventrylag but the fieured 
looms better: and Swiss looms of all types were better made than 
Coventryts. There was 'division of mechanical labour - each distinct 
part having a separate tool for its production, all mathematically 
gauged and arranged to produce a certain result, and the consequence 
is, any number of looms made are counterparts of each other, adapted 
to the particular results they wish to obtain ... perfect self-acting 
machinery, facility of production of the woven fabrics and minimum 
loss of time, both to manufacturer and artisan employed'. Renorts 
of Artisans selected by a Committee appointed ýX the Council of the 
Society of Arts to visit the Paris Universal Exhibition% 1867-(Lo on, TR7), pp. 132 et seq 2 142. See also J. Gutteridge, Lights and 
Shadowsl pp. 178 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standard, Coventry Herald, 24 August 1860. C. R. G,: 
Minutes and Accounts of the Ribbon Weaverst Association, 24 August 1860. 
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they were opposed to a meeting because they thought the weavers 

were about to be starved into submission. Widdrington was sure 

that the weavers could not win by striking and that they would indeed 

starve unless they returned to work. 'You have fought the battle 

of labour against capital at the most fearful odds, in fact when 

there is no demand for labour. You have withheld your labour 

at a time when instead of inconveniencing you have convenienced your 

employers by doing so. I(l) Widdrington argued that in present 

circumstances the masters had to have the freedom to vary prices to 

meet foreign competition. On the other hand, the weavers should 

be protected ffom a destructive free-for-all. He suggested an 

'elastic' list of prices. He proposed that the weavers should form 

a new association 'for the protection of labourl, and that one of 

its duties should be the election of a 'board of consultee8l. it 

would form part of a board of arbitration if the manufacturers could 

be brought to agree to provide representatives: but whether as 

'consultees' or 'arbitrators' the board would decide each month 

what changes had taken place in the value of labour and on what 

terms the weavers would offer theirs. A minimum price below which 

the weavers should not work, and a variable sliding scale above it, 

were envisaged. Members of the new association were to pledge 

themselves not to work below the prices agreed by the board. 

Widdrington moved four resolutions embodying these proposals, They 

were accepted unanimously. 

Widdrington then moved a fifth resolution - that since the 

first four had been carried the strike should end. Dissension now 

began. Thomas Read of the factory branch (and a member of the 

executive committee) argued that there was little chance of the 

manufacturers accepting the four resolutions if the weavers now 

returned to work. The fifth resolution would 'prostrate' the first 

four. He suggested that the strike should continue as a means of 
bringing pressure to bear on the masters - and that the fifth 

resolution should be considered again in three days when the masters 
had pronounced. Widdrington, distresseds argued that the weavers 

could expect no formal concession from the manufacturers on the four 

resolutions: they could merely trust to their goodwill. He 

recommended an immediate return to work: and pleaded with both 

sides to forget old animosities. 

(1) Coventry Standard, 31 August 1860. 
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Let us blend in a common interest, let us cast aside our 
prejudices and love one another, and try to help one another; 
and there is no reason why Coventry should not be a shining 
star in the hemisphere of commerce, and have for its motto, 
'Sic iter ad astral. (l) 

But loud cries of 'No' greeted his suggestion that the strike should 

end. Widdrington left the meeting. The weavers then chose a 
deputation of five prominent citizens - including Widdrington - 
to attempt to get the manufacturers' assent to the four resolutions. 

The weavers met again the following day. The four resolutions 

were once again carried unanimously. Thomas Read and Johnson (one 

of the delegates from Derby) held out the prospect of eventual 

victory. Work could start almost immediately for those manufacturers 

who were prepared to accept the list of prices to be drawn up by the 

four consultees: the levies paid by these weavers could sustain 

'indefinitely, in a respectable position' the hands of those (like 

James Hart) who would only pay by weekly wages. But other members 

of the executive committee - notably Maclean and Chambers - knew 

that Read's hopes were vain: there was no chance of any manufacturers 

accepting the consultees' list. They proposed a complicated resolu- 
tion which shorn of its euphemistic verbiage meant a general return 
to work - in particular, a return by factory weavers to work at 

weekly wages if necessary. Its reception showed how militant were 

many of the strikers that remained. Cries of 'No! Nol we won't 
be humbugged by that' came from the floor of the meetings and one 
Camp spoke for the factory weavers present. 

His wife and family had gone without food for three days, 
and he did not see why they should do that if they were 
to be sold. He would die for the list if the trade acted 
with him; but he would not be sold; and if people were 
prepared to go in at a pound a week, he would go in at 
15s. (2) 

A decision on the resolution was deferred till the following day. 

Before then, the executive committee learned, from the deputation 

of five prominent citizens appointed two days before, that there was 
no hope that the manufacturers would make any of the concessions 
implied by the four resolutions. Widdrington had been right, Thomas 
Read wrong. He accepted that he had beens and joined with his 

colleagues in deciding to recommend an immediate return to work - 
in the terms of the resolution that Maclean and Chambers had proposed 
earlier that day - and to resign collectively if the next meeting of 

(1) Coventry Standards 31 August 1860. 

(2) loc. cit. 
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strikers did not agree. The committee's motion was accepted 

and the strikers returned to work - where weaving was to be had - 

unconditionally, on whatever terms the masters saw fit to offer 

them. By the beginning of September, the strike was over. (l) 

(1) This section is based on Coventry Standard9 CoventrX Herald, 
Coventry Free Presst 31 August, 7 September 1660, Coventry Weekly 
Timesq 29 August, 5 September 1860. 
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III 

The Aftermath 

The most militant strikersq who returned to work only when 

the threat of starvation compelled them, did so with unbroken spirit. 

The last resolution of the meeting that called off the strike was 

one authorising the continuing collection of levies, to be banked 

for the day when further strikes would be possible. These would 

not be general strikes - the lesson of recent months had been 

learned - but attacks against single manufacturerss one by one till 

they had crushed them. Their only hope, said Johnson of the 

executive committee, was to 

send the mass back to work so that they could fall back on 
some single firm, and beat them one by one until they had 
again attained their position ... If they, in the first 
place, brought all their energies to bear upon the Malakhoff, 
they would bring that mighty fortress and its proprietors to 
the ground (Cheers). (l) 

Thomas Read added that 

for the present, the weavers simply resumed work under a flag 
of truce; and it was still their intention to adopt a 
guerrilla style of warfare, and fight the manufacturers one 
by one - and seeing that Mr. Hart was the principal author 
of the present state of things, they would take him first. (2) 

Thus when the strike ended levies of 3d. a week were contributed to 
the new strike fund by those weavers in work. But these amounted, 
in the autumn of 1860, to only one quarter of the weavers in the 

city. A relief fund was essential to prevent mass starvation of 
the unemployed. A public meeting to raise one was convened at the 

(1) Coventry standard, 31 August 1860. 
(2) loc. cit. 
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end of September. The mayor took the chair, but very few 

influential citizens were present; A. H. Pears was the only 

manufacturer who attended. St. Mary's Hall was crowded with 

unemployed weavers. They were told frankly by the mayor and 

Charles Bray that the manufacturers and rich inhabitants of the 

city had said that they would only contribute to the relief fund 

when they were sure that the weavers had ceased collecting for a 

strike. Thomas Read bitterly pointed out that the factory masters 

would not permit the collection of levies, and that very little had 

been collected from the outdoor weavers, or could be in present 

circumstances. But on the question of principle, he exclaimed 

that 

if the sympathy of the gentry of Coventry was to be withheld 
because the weavers would not sacrifice a principle, he was 
sure he was only speaking the sentiments of his fellow 

workmen when he said they might keep their sympathy and the 

weavers would keep their association (cheers). (l) 

But A. H. Pears, though he regretted the attitude of his brother 

manufacturers and felt that only a callous heart could deny food 

to the starving, whatever the quarrels between rich and poor, 

thought that in common prudence the weavers ought to yield. The 

meeting closed on the understanding that the collection of levies 

would cease. (2) A few weeks later Read argued at a large meeting 

of weavers that 'his opinion was that no manufacturer had a right 
to buy, nor any weaver had the right to sell, his labour at any 

price he pleased, any more than he (Mr. Read) had the right to enter 

one of the park gardens and help himself to anything growing 

therein'. (3) But, he hastened to add, he hoped his words would 

not damage the collections for the relief fund. George Gilbert 

moved a resolution calling for the reimposition of the list of 

prices: an empty gesturej but still likely to give offence to the 

affluent upon whom the weavers had now to rely for bread. The 

resolution was withdrawn after pressure from the other weavers' 
leaders present. (4) 

In the ten years that followed the strike the weavers were 

utterly powerless to affect the price'ot their labour. The surplus 

of weavers was so great that piece-work rates and weekly wages for 

those fortunate enough to have work tumbled to levels unknown since 

ibid., 28 September 1860. 

(2) Coventry Standard, and Coventry Herald, 28 September 186o. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 30 November 1860. 
(4) loc. cit. 
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the years after the French wars. Prices for a half-length of 

ribbon - one week's work for a loom - were cut by forty per cent 

or so, leaving the first-hand, after paying for warping, filling 

and 'turning-power', between 4s. 6d. and 6s. 6d. per week from each 
loom instead of los. 6d. or more. Factory hands were even worse 

off. Early in 1863 W. Spencer's factory weavers were paid between 

3s. ld. and 5s. lld. for a full week's work, by weekly wages, and 
those of Iliffe, Peters and Hamer between 38.11d. and 6s. 3d. per 

week; they were paid by piece-work rates - considerably lower than 

the old list pricesq which three years before had given them average 

earnings of Cl a week. The firm even refused to offer a uniform 

scale for their weavers and 'wished by the free trade principle, 
to make a separate bargain with each weaver, instead of adhering to 

a uniform price'. Such dealings were typical. (l) 

The masters, said Henry Browett in January 1861, were 
determined not to return to a list of prices - at whatever level 

it was set. 'Free Trade, and a return to any system of protection 

whatever, are incompatible. 1(2) A few weeks later a deputation 

from the weavers' association met one from the manufacturers and 

agreed to set up a Board of Conciliation and Arbitration for the 

trade -a variant of the plan advocated by Widdrington at the end 

of the strike and currently supported (though in different senses) 
by Charles Bray and George Hallq a weaver; Bray wished the board to 
be a 'talking safety-valve' -a place where mutual antagonisms could 
be safely discharged and where, by the use of rational argumentl the 

masters could convince the weavers that their interests were really 
in harmony and that both sides must combine to beat foreign competition. 
(3) George Hall's idea was that the board should be a truly 

(1) CoventrZ Standard, 30 November 186o, 22 March 1861,30 January, 
6 February 1963. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 4 January 1861. 

(3) Charles Bray, An Essay upon Councils of Conciliation and Boards 
of Arbitrationg (Co ry, 1661). pp. 9 Wt seq. Bray argued that 
membership of the board should be voluntary but that it would be an 
invaluable forum for the discussion of those disagreements which 
became magnified in the minds of both masters and men for the want 
of-a common meeting-place: "an antagonistic position is assumed on 
both sidesl which a little friendly discussion together would often 
prevent'. Bray believed too that the board should not have the power 
to decide wage-rates, and that the health of the trade demanded that 
each master should pay what he thought fit. It might be, though, that 
in its discussions the board would gradually evolve a list of prices 
which 'many of its members and public opinion might recognise, and 
which, therefore, would beg to a certain desirable extentj binding'. 
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arbitral body - that it should decide upon a minimum list of prices 

and enforce it. (l) The weavers' deputation followed Hall's vision 

of the board's function, the manufacturersq Bray's. When the two 

sides met in February 1861 the manufacturers were adamant in refusing 
to accept that it should fix a list. Thomas Robinson, speaking for 

the manufacturersq said 'The prices of labour on the continent varied 
as much as 200 or 300 per cent between a good and a bad time of 
trade; when labour was in demand it obtained its own remuneration, 

and when not in demand it had to submit to a reductionl. (2) The 

same principle had to apply in Coventry. The two sides met a few 

times in the spring of 1861, but not to any real purpose. (3) 

District meetings of the weavers' association attacked the 'free 
trade in labour principle' which was 'gradually and unnecessarily 
reducing the whole weaving population to beggary and starvationl. (4) 
Their protests had no effect; nor did those of the general meeting 
of the association the following April, 1862. Thereafter the 
association seems to have ceased to meet. (. 5) 

There was one overwhelming reason for the slump, the surplus 
of labour, and the collapse of earnings - continental competition. 
Fashions continued to be unfavourable to silk ribbons; velvets and 
feathers were preferred. The price of silk rose again in the early 
1860s because of the war in Chinag the failure of the European 
silkworm crop and the partial failure of the Indian. The Morrill 
tariff enacted by the United States in 1861 aggravated matters because 
it effectively excluded continental ribbons from the American market 
and caused the French and Swiss to rush for the British open door. 
But, as protectionists in Coventry pointed out, if the tariff had not 
been so summarily removed they would not have found it possible to 
introduce their cheaper ribbons - competing with Coventry's staple 
production - into the British market, at least in such quantities. 
In 1859 479,106 lbs of continental ribbons were imported, in 1860 
530,796 lbs, and in 1861 8549223 lbs. The following year 793,209 lbs 

(1) George Hall, Prize Essay on the most Advisable Mode of Establish- 
ing A Board of Conciliation and Arbitration with a viýew to 2revent 
Strikes ... (Coventry, 1861). 

'(2) 
Coventry Standard, 15 February 1861. 

(3) ibid., 8 February, 15 February 1861. P-P-: E28541 H. C. (1861) 
xxii: ts of the_Inspect6is of Factories, for the Half-year ending 

ý30 Apri 1, p. 41. 
(4) Coventry standard, 18 October 1861. 
(5) ibid., 21 Pebruary, '18 April 1862. 
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were imported and the quantity stayed at about this level thereafter. 

In the eight years before the Cobden-Chevalier treaty 1,573,030 lbs 

of ribbon were importedg and, from 1861 to 1868 5,618,852 lbs; only 

negligible quantities were re-exported. As the Coventry Standard 

pointed out - dismissing the argument that a change of fashion was 

responsible for the slump - the extra imports could, if woven in 

Coventry, have kept the a-la-bar looms of the city in continuous 

employment. (l) 

'A Working Man and a Freeman' wrote in 1861 of his plan to 

hold a conservative festival in the city to denounce free trade: 

Let a dinner be providedg and let the Earl of Derby, Messrs. 
Newdegate, Spooner and other influential members of the House 
of Lords and House of Commons of the Conservative interest be 
invited on this occasion. Most likely the Volunteer Corps 
will give us the use of their band, and our respected Vicar 
allow the bells of St. Michael's to give us a merry peal, and 
all the working class will unite and the gentlemen and farmers 
round will come, and let us have a thorough Conservative 
demonstration. We are bound down by the chain of Radical, 
Liberal, and Whig-Radical tyranny and oppression, and thousands 
throughout the country are starving through liberal legislation. (2) 

The writer seems to have been a Tory, Stronger proof of the attitude 

of weavers came from 'An Elector' a few months later. 

It is fearful to see the downcast looks, the averted faces of 
100s of hard-working men, who, a few years ago, I used to meet 
with cheerful looks and manly bearing, proud to have done their 
week's work, and to take their wages home to their wives and 
little ones ... Nine out of every ten tell one plainly when 
asked the question, that the French treaty has been the cause 
of it; and I don't see how, as reasonable ment they could come 
to any other conclusion. To force the En\glish mechanic into 
competition with the foreigners who can live and be comfortable 
on half the money it takes an Englishman to live upong was the 
height of wickedness and folly, and the government that 
perpetrates such a crime deserves the execration of every 
honest man. (3) 

The effects of the treaty upon the feelings of the electorate were 

shown at the bye-election that followed the death of Eilice in 1863. 

Morgan Treherneg who as Morgan Thomas, had been so unsuccessful in his 

first attempt to win a seat in Coventry in 1837, defeated his liberal 

opponent now, because of his hostility to the treaty. Another 

conservative, Eaton, was elected at the bye-election ih 1865; and 
(1) Coventry Standard, 24 May 1661,7 March, 31 October 1862,20 
February M-3. C. W. C.: Pamphlets Collection, Speeches of H. W. Eaton, 
M. P, and A. S. Hill, M. P9 in the House of Commons 18 June 1869 
Commercial TreaU with France of 1860 (Covent_r`y-, __1'Bb9). p. 13. P. P.: 

20 j H. C. (1863) xviii: Reports of Inspectors of Factories for the 
Half-year ending 30 April Y863, p- 41; [3473] (1865) xx: Reports 
... Half-year ending 31 October 1A64, P. 37. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 22 March 1861. 
(3) ibid., 31 May 1861. 
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both Eaton and Treherne were returned at the general election a 

few months later. (l) 

More than sixty years after the distress that followed the 

French treaty one aged Coventrian could recall the 'absolute despair' 

of the city when he was twelve or fourteen. 'Hungry men sauntered 

aimlessly about the streets ... The pinched faces of the women told 

their own tale, while the pathetic march of ragged children with 
their cans to the soup kitchens spoke volumes. ... The weaving trade 

was in a "galloping consumption". 1(2) In the first winter of the 

slump, out of 21,232 workers in the ribbon trade in Warwickshire, 

only 5,875 were in work - for the low earnings mentioned earlier; 

the rest were totally unemployed. (3) In Bedworthl for examplel with 

a population of 3000% 1264 adult weavers (out of 1383) were totally 

unemployed, with no prospect of work, while 100 were earning between 

3s. and 6s. a week for 3 days' work. 'There are more than 1500 

souls in this parish bordering on starvation. 1(4) At the end of 

November the number of adult ribbon weavers in Coventry had fallen 

from 9,854 to 8,742 since February, but only 2169 were in employment. 
(5) Eighteen months later seven large Coventry factories that 

normally employed over 900, were completely idle; others were on 

slack time. (6) 

From the summer of 1860 onwards, weavers withdrew the deposits 

which in happier days they had made in Coventry Savings Bank, and 

sold up their furniture, bedding and clothes, and even, in the 

extremity of distress, their looms: a desperate measure indeed, 

since they sold for only 95 or f, 10 an a-la-bar loom that a few years 
before they had paid L50 for. 'To part with it would be like severing 

the last strand of the cable, which yet affords security against 

utter shipwreck, and is the sole hope the man has of ever retrieving 

his former respectable position. 1(7) Many were given statutory poor 

(1) T. W. Whitley The Parliamentary Representation of the City of 
Coventry (Coventry: 1894), p- 339 et seq. 
(2) C. W. C.: E. W. Cooper, 'Sixty Years Reminiscences: The Auto- 
biography of a Cycle Trade Pioneer' (TSt 1928), Pp. 3 et seq. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 22 February 1861. 

(4) ibid. 2 7 December 186o., 

(5) Coventry Standardt 22 November 1861. 

(6) P-P-: C3206] H. C. (1863) xviii, p. 42. 

(7) Coventry Heraldq 21 December 1860. Coventry Standar %3 November, 4 December la. 60,22 March 1861. P-P.: L2? %_jj -H. C. (1861) 
xxii, pp. 42 et seq; L28.59 H. C. (1861) Xxiii PP- 37 et seq. 
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relief; the numbers on outdoor relief in the united parishes rose 

from 310 in September 1859, to 837 a year later, to 1228 in March 

1861, to 2540 in September 1861. (l) It was of course a regulation 

of the Poor Law Board that outdoor relief should only be given to 

the able-bodied in return for the labour-test at poor law premises. 
The city and county magistrates thought it absurd that this test 

should be insisted on when the entire absence of work was so evident, 

and when weavers would be employed uselessly picking oakum for which 
there was little demand. A. H. Pears wrote on their behalf to the 

Poor Law Board to request a relaxation of the rules. The board 

refused: 

In the opinion of the Board the difficulties of the present 
emergency cannot fail to be augmented if a system is established 
of administering relief to able-bodied men unaccompanied by a 
task of work or other test of destitution ... and by the offer 
of indoor relief in such cases as may appear to require the 
application of a more certain test of destitution than that 
which outdoor employment affordsl the Guardians will be enabled 
to relieve all cases which really require itj without losing 
sight of the interests of the ratepayers. (2) 

An idle factory was hired to provide premises where destitute weavers 

could pick coconut fibre for bedding as a labour-test. Later, a 

shed where they could pick oakum was specially erected. (3) 

Many of the weavers reduced to penury, said A. H. Pears in 

December 1860, 

held respectable positions among their fellow men, and had 
been in the habit of having many social comforts around them. 
They were now in necessity and very great distress, having 
parted with all their domestic furniture and clothing; but they 
cannot and will not bring their minds to have the appearance of 
public beggars. He sympathised much with that class; many of 
them were in respectable positions, men of educationg and 
necessarily meh of some refinement. He hoped great regard 
would be had to their feelings. (4) 

S. H. Widdrington thought that the loss of self-respect that might 
be suffered by such men, as a consequence of being dependent upon 

some form of charity, particularly terrible for them, and told of one 
weaver who 

(1) See Appendix Is Table II. 

(2) P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13882, Secretary of the Poor Law Board to 
A. H. Pears, 26 November 1860. The directors of the poor in Coventry 
strongly approved of the Poor Law Board's decision: ibid., W. W. Harris 
to Poor Law Board, 29 November 1860. 

(3) ibid., W. W. Harris to Poor Law Boards 17 November 1860,15 
May 1861. 

(4) Coventry Standard, 14 December 1860. Joseph Gutteridge 
refused to apply for parochial relief after his 'little capital saved during more prosperous times' was exhausted. Lights and Shadows, 
pp. 151 et seq. 
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never made any complaints - never let his case be knowng but 
sold article after article to sustain himself, for his pride - 
perhaps in this instance very blameable - would not let him 
become a beggar, and at length he died of starvation ... He knew of one case where a father and a mother denied themselves 
a dinner altogether for the sake of giving food to their children, 
and yet two of the children died of what was called consumption, 
but what was really starvation. (l) 

It was partly to assist those who refused to accept statutory 
relief, and partly to supplement more generally a poor law system 
that would have been overwhelmed by the task of feeding many 
thousands, that relief funds were organised. In the autumn of 1860 

a large-scale city or national relief fund was at first not opened - 
while the city establishment was not quite sure whether or not the 

weavers would continue to raise strike levies. So in October the 

Anglican clergy and the magistrates decided that in default of a 

wider organisation relief would be arranged by parochial committees 
in St. Michael's and Holy Trinity. In October and November the 

benevolent distributed food to the most distressed, taking care to 

separate the respectable poor impoverished by the slump from 'ordinary 

cases of mendicityl. (2) But by the end of November it was increasingly 
obvious that the parochial committees had too few workers and not 

enough money to cope; their counterparts were even less adequate in 
the northern weaving districts of the county. It was also by then 

obvious, it seems, that further strikes were not in prospect. Lord 
Leigh, the most important nobleman in the county - though he usually 
had little to do with north Warwickshire - opened a national appeal 
fund at the end of November, with advertisements in all newspapers. 
'All local efforts to alleviate the increasing distress seem inadequate. 

The better and more respectable class of artisans are enduring 

privations of the most aggravated character. '(3) Leigh worked very 
hard in the years that followed; his most active supporters were 
S. H. Widdrington and A. H. Pears. Even nowq very few manufacturers 

came forward to help. They were embittered, though it should be 

added that many of them were in deep financial trouble and some went 
bankrupt: that unenviable state, howeverl was rather less distressing 

(1) Coventry Herald, 28 December 1860. See also Coventry Standard,, 
loc. cit. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 5 October, 12 October, 19 October, 2 November, 
23 November, 30 November, 7 December 1860. 

(3) ibid., 30 November 1860. 
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than the plight of the impoverished weavers of Hillfields. (l) 

Z41,665 14s. 6d. were raisedg of course for north Warwickshire as a 

whole, from a national - indeed international - public. 9150 came 
from the Queen, C400 from Cheltenham, Z3 from the crew of H. M. S. 

Hecla, ls. from a domestic servant in York; collections came from 

national schools all over Britaing and a contribution arrived from 

a French noblewoman long resident in Constantinople. 

The money was not spent prodigally. Scale maxima were set, 

of ls. 6d. a week for all over twelve years of age and 9d. a week for 

children - amounts fixed deliberately below those available in 

outdoor relief with a labour-test from the poor law authorities, to 

discourage as many as possible from going on to the fund. Earnings 

of a few shillings a week could be supplemented from the relief fund 

up to the scale maxima. But for nobody was relief automatic. A 

dense network of committees visited all recipients to make sure that 

the idle and vicious were not taking advantage of public generosity; 

even the obviously respectable were subjected to close scrutiny. 
'It was very important not to let applicants got the notion that they 

were entitled to that amountIq said the Rev. W. Drake. (2) A. H. Pears 

pleaded that since a vast number of the distressed felt affronts to 
their human dignity very keenly, the relief should be given in money. 
But in fact it was giveng the better to prevent fraud, in the form 

of tickets exchangeable at grocers' shops. Money was given only 
to improve looms in ways thought to fit them to meet continental 

competitiong or to pay the fares of emigrantsl or in return for labour 

on the city's commons; from the end of 1860 onwards these wore 

cleared, levelled and drained by gangs of weavers, who earned ls. a 
day, for three days a week, to supplement their grocery tickets. (3) 

All those supported by the relief fund, or receiving outdoor relief 
from the statutory poor lawl in addition were given gifts of coal, 
(1) The number of large manufacturers sank from 57 in 1660 to 20 in 
1864. P. P.: E3473]E. C. (186.5) xx, P. 38. One of the bankrupts was 
John Day, the factory proprietor, who in April 1861 had liabilities of 
Z20,700 and assets of L13,000; he had been forced to sell off his 
stock of ribbon at a loss of C5,000 at the end of 1860. But in the 
first four months of 1861 Day spent L505 7s. 6d. on supporting his 
family. Coventry Standard, 19 April, 26 April 1861. 
( 2) Coventry Standard, 14 De-cember 1860. 
(3) The relief fund committee first proposed that able-bodied 
weavers who worked on the commons should be paid ls. a day from the 
fund but relieved in additio -n 

by the directors of the poor. The 
directors, supported by týe poor law 'inspe'ctors, refused, apparently 
on the grounds that a labour-test had to be conducted on the board's 
own premises. P. R. O.: M. H. 12/13882, W. W. Harris to Robert Weale, 
3 January 1861, Wealeto Harris, 4 January 1861. 
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meat and clothing - this last from a pile of garments assembled by 

Lady Leigh. 

But despite the frugal dispensation of relief L299000 were 

spent, leaving only Z11,000, by March 1861. The screws were then 

tightened. The ticket system was dropped, and all who wanted 

relief had to apply for doles of bread and soup at St. Marys Hall 

and F. Browett's factory in Raglan Street. As weavers pointed out, 

adish of soup was cold by the time the collector had trudged home 

a mile with it; they asked for 6d. a head per week for food and 

argued that anyone so degraded as to spend relief money on drink and 

tobacco would sell food to buy them. (l) These complaints went 

unheeded. Over 14,000 were dependent on the fund in February 1862. 

Soon it was totally exhausted, In the autumn another appeal was 

launched for the winter; over Z11,800 was raisedl again for the 

entire weaving area; this too was spent by the spring of 1863. (2) 

By that time many had left Coventry. Emigration started soon 

after the strike. Many left for the cotton districts of Lancashire, 

their fares paid in some cases from the relief fund* In the first 

two years several hundred emigrated overseas, with aid from the relief 

fund committee; many others went without such assistance. Organised 

emigration on a large scale began early in 18622 when the conviction 

grew that there was so little hope for the ribbon trade that all who 

could were best counselled to flee the city. Widdrington lectured 

on the prospects of overseas emigration in February in St. Mary's 

Hall. Many hundreds arrived long before he began to speak; many 
1000s went away rather than suffer the press of people. When 

Widdrington arrived 

men were standing and sitting on each other's shoulders, until 
masses of human beingswere piled up eight or ten feet high 
from the floor. Once or twices those underneath, unable to 
sustain the great burden on them, gave way, and. down fell the 
whole pile in pell-mell confusion. 

The atmosphere in the hall was suffocating and Widdrington brought 

the audience to St. Michael's for greater comfort. (3) Concurrently, 

Lord Leigh opened a special fund to pay part of the cost of emigration 
for weavers - who were warned by the Queensland Emigration Commissioner 

(1) See the letter of 'One who Knows', Coventry Standard, 6 
December 1861. 

(2) Coventry Herald, 28 December 1860. Coventry Standard, 14 
December 18 09 4 January, 22'March, 12 July, 15 November-q-T-December 
l861,7 February, 14 February, '14 Marchq 11 April, 21 November, 12 
Decernber 1862,2 January,, 20 February, 8 May, 15 May 1863. P. P.: [2859 H. C. (1861) xxii, P. 38. 

(13) Coventry Free Press, 7 February 1862. 
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that they (unlike carpenters and female domestic servants) could 

not obtain government-assisted passages. By April C1300 had been 

subscribed to Leigh's fund. There followed the dismal liturgy of 

emigration: the valedictory services for emigrants at Holy Trinity 

and St. Nichaells, the chartered trains to Liverpool and Greenwich, 

the official farewells from Lord Leigh and A. H. Pears at the quayside. 

Many weavers took their trade to Patersonj the silk town in New 

Jersey. One Nuneaton weaver found his way into the Confederate army 

in Alabama. Many went to farm in Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 

One group of nonconformists settled together in Albertland, in the 

province of Auckland; pathetically, they took stores of ribbon out 

with them but found that market glutted too, though one who took Z15 

worth of silk bootlaces sold them at a three-fold gain and others 

sold elastic profitably. They stayed to farm; one complained of 

the 'hills of greasy clay, much longer and steeper than Hill Top' 

and found Auckland a sad metropolis after Coventry, since it was 

only the size of Nuneaton and supported only two newspapers. But 

he added, New Zealand had a more glorious future than Hillfieldc. (l) 

Others too wrote of homesickness, heat, drought and an unfamiliar 

pattern of life. But others were happy immediately. One wrote 

from Brisbane: 'I was never in better health and circumstances than 

at the present time ... Since I have been in the colony I have never 

seen but three or four snakes and about half a dozen blacks, but 

they are all as tame as doves ... As for the country, it is like 

Stoneleigh Park. 1(2) To different fortunes 4,000, it was calculated, 

left Coventry by the end of 1862. Many more were anxious to leave: 

$thousands of poor operatives are languishing under the sickness of 

hopes deferred'. (3) Some idea of the number who left the city - 

indeed the entire weaving area - may be gained from the fact that 

between 1861 and 1871 the population of Coventry fell from 40,936 

to 39,474, despite the natural increase of the decade; the population 

of the other weaving parishes fell too. (4) The city was to hear 

(1) C. W. C.: Pamphlets Collection: Joseph Wilkins, EmiFration. News 
from New Zealand by an Emigrant from Coventryq (Coventry, 1663), PP- 3 
et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 20 February'1863. 
(3) ibid., 19 December 1862. 

(4) See Chapter One, Section IV, Table I. For this section see, 
besides the references given, Coventry Standard, 14 December 1 60, 
12 July, 13 September, 8 November 1861,31 January, 21 February, 4 
April, 11 April, 18 April, 23, May, 19 September, 28 November 1862, 
30 January, 3 Februaryl 20 March, 3 April 1863. See also Joseph 
Gutteridge, Lights and Shadows, p. 203. 
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from the emigrants' grandchildren in 1940, when many hundreds with 

distant roots in Coventry sent telegrams and letters of sympathy 

after its devastation by the Germans. (l) 

By the mid-1860s the worst of the slump was over., The city 

had been quick to adopt new trades. Looms were adapted to weave 

coach lace, elastic web and muslin frilling early in 1861. Cotton 

spinning (in the mill that Widdrington had first projected in 1360) 

and worsted weaving followed it. Within the ribbon trade itself 

there was some improvement after the early 1860s. Thomas Stevens 

began in 1862 the weaving of book-marks and other kinds of silk 

ribbon that illustrated notable scenes and men from national and local 

life. These were a very popular and rapidly growing branch of the 

ribbon trade. But Stevens employed comparatively few weavers. 

More important than his invention was the establishing by the trade 

at large of a sort of equilibrium in its struggle against continental 
competition: but only at the cost of earnings much lower than in the 
late 1850s and an apparently permanent pool of unemployed weavers 
despite emigration - for whom the workhouse was enlarged in 1863. 

The steam was disconnected from many ribbon factories. The slump 
lasted until 1870, when the Franco-Prussian war and the disruption 

of continental exports that resulted led to a boom in Coventry 

ribbons: wages rose by twenty-five per cent. But the boom was 
short-lived and stagnation followed the coming of peace; the long- 
term demand for silk ribbons, wherever they were madel was in decline. 
A further blow to prosperity came in 18909 when the fashions turned 

suddently against ribbon, prices fell by fifty per centl hundreds of 
weavers were destitute, and it was reckoned to be the worst time 

since thousands had been impoverished thirty years before, Another 

relief fund was organised. (3) The ribbon trade continued to decline 

rapidly and by 1908, it was written that 

(1) Frederick Smith, Coventry. Six Hundred Years of Municipal 
Life (Coventry, 1945), p. 145. 

(2) P. P.: [2854] H. C. (1861) xxiis P. 34; 
1ý320q 

H. C. (1863) 
xviii, p. 41; [34731 H. C. (1865) xx, PP. 38 e seq; [37941 H. C. 
(1867) xvi: Reports of Inspectors of Factories f- or the Half-year 
ending 31 October 1666, PP. 73 et seq; L39141 H. C. U667) xvi: 
Reports ... ending 30 April 1867 p. 24; [C. 446] H. C. (1871) xiv: 
Reports ... ending 30 Aýril 1671: pp. '67 et seq. Coventry Standard, 
21 February, 20 June 1662,20 March 1863. 

(3) Joseph Gutteridge, Lights and Shadows, PP. 236,264 et seq. 
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a striking commentary is afforded by a walk through the 
streets of Coventry, Bedworth, and Nuneaton. Row after 
row of houses in these streets still retain as sole memorial 
of better days the top room once specially adapted in every 
household for the 'weaving-room', the walls being practically 
made of glass. The remnants of the ribbon-weaving trade now 
concentrate in a few large factories, neck-ties and hat-bands 
being the chief articles manufactured. (1) 

But the weaving of silk ribbon continued on a minor scale 
for a long time. Petersham ribbon or 'pads' were still being woven 
in Foleshill in 1938-(2) In 1942 one aged engine-loom weaver was 

still making black silk ribbon in his topshop in Bulkington(3); 

he appears to have been the last to practise the craft as Richard 

Hartopp, Edward Goode and Thomas Read knew it. J and J. Cash of 

course still survive in Kingfield, in the cottage factories they 

built in the 1850s, now turned into a conventional factory. They 

make a variety of textile small-wares, related to ribbons but 

usually not very closely and only rarely made of silk: name-tapes, 

masonic regalia and woven labels. Many of thesel however, are made 

on jacquard looms: Coventry has yet a few links with its ancient 

past -a few emblems of antiquity from before the time it became 

the British Detroit. 

(1) V. C. H. Warwickshire, ii, p. 263- 

(2) 1 am grateful to Mr. B. S. Jacques of Station Road, Foleshill 
for this information. 

am grateful to Mr. W. G. Wyman of Bulkington for this information. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

RETROSPECT AND COMPARISON: TRADITIONALISM AND COLFLICT 

I 

From the 1820s to the 1850s Coventry was in many ways a 

curiously static city. From the beginning of the period to the 

end, the most prominent members of the civic community were the 

same men - Charles Bray, George Eldq Edward Goode, Benjamin Poole, 

William Taunton, Sibley Whittem, William Wilmot. The weaving of 

silk ribbons was the predominant trade, almost one quarter of the 

city's entire population being directly engaged in it in the 1820s 

and over one quarter in the 18508. The prevailing system of 

production throughout the period was outwork - the weaving of 

ribbons by small groups (often family groups) in domestic workshops, 

on looms owned or hired by master journeymen, the 'first-hands'. 

Thus out of 4,600 looms in Coventry in the late 18308 about 4,000 

were owned or hired by over 1800 first-hands (the other looms 

being in loom-shops); and of these 4000 about 3150 were worked by 

the first-hands themselvesl or their wivesl children or indoor 

apprentices, the others being worked by journeyhands. From the 

eighteenth century onwards the traditional means of calculating the 

piece-work payments of weavers was the 'list of prices' -a standard 

list of rates. It was always intensely threatened by the perennial 

problem of a surplus of labour: felt each autumn and winter (even at 

good times) and less regularly when deeper and longer slumps undercut 

the trade. 
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A succession of such disasters struck between 1815 and 1835; 

the list was reduced more greatly than commodity prices fell, and 

more importantly, the list itself was often abandoned. In real 
terms earnings dropped by the list; without the list (as often in 

these twenty years) they fell greatly. Nevertheless, at the 

bottom of the drop in list prices, in the late 1830s, Coventry 

weavers still earned quite high wages, when in full work. In the 

engine trade for plain ribbons journeyhands earned 9s. 6d. a week; 
in the jacquard engine trade for fancy ribbons they earned ls. more. 

There were about 1200 such weavers. They were outnumbered by 1800 

first-hands who earned more. Those ? 00 first-hands who owned one 
loom earned on it los. 6d. a week net in the plain engine branch and 
13s. 6d. in the jacquard engine. 1100 first-hands (almost equalling, 

therefore, the number of loom-less journeyhands) owned two or more 

looms, their looms totalling 3200 altogether. Of these looms about 
2450(l) were worked by them or members of their households. So a 
typical weaver, a plain engine first-hand with two looms worked by 

his family, earned 21s. a week, and one with three 318.6d. These 

earnings were of course for those at full work at standard piece-work 

rates. The jacquard branch did not in fact have a list after 1833, 

because of competition from looms outside the city and the difficulty 

of striking a common list in a branch with vast variations in skill. 
But the earnings quoted of jacquard weavers appear to have been usual 
in the period after 1835. In the plain branch the list of 1835 was 

certainly the standard thereafter; the list was not altered. After 

1835 these standard prices were still departed from in times of 

slump that made many weavers unemployed and others willing to accept 

work below the list; the early 1840s were an especially bad time. 

But such crises certainly occupied a far smaller proportion of the 

twenty-four years after 1835 than of the twenty before it, and 

standard prices were departed from much less. 

In real terms the earnings of the weavers paid by these 

standard prices fluctuated with commodity . prices in the period after 
1835. Only between 1848 and 1852 did prices fall appreciably below 
the 

I 
level of 1835; in other years they equalled it9 or were above, 

and so there was no permanent gain in real terms for those with the 

earnings quoted above. Very importantly, howeverl both before 1835 

I have arrived at, this figure by subtracting from the total of first-hands' looms worked--by- them or their families, 3145, the number 
of looms possessed by first-hands who had only one loom each - 693. 
See Chapter Five, section Is and Table VI. 
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when in real terms earnings steadily fell, and after 1835 when 

they more often fell or remained static than rose, technological 

development increased the earning power of many weavers (provided, 

of course, they were in full work) quite dramatically, both in 

money terms and real terms. In the earlier period the number of 

single-hand looms fell, and the number of the far more efficient and 

productive engine looms rose, in each case greatly. In the later 

period (especially in the 1850s) steam looms in factories became 

increasingly commong and in competition with them large numbers of 

more productive looms were installed in the outwork branch. The 

earnings of both factory hands and outdoor weavers on these new 

looms were markedly higher than on the old. (l) 

As complaints from manufacturers from Lancashire and Essex 

in the 1820s had made clear, Coventry had been slow to adopt the 

steam loom and the factory, and there were still more looms in the 

outdoor branch than the factory branch in the late 1850s-(2) Change 

in the Coventry ribbon trade was much less marked than that in the 

industry with which it was often compared (to Coventry's disadvantage) 

and which spokesmen in the city were wont to attack in a mixture of 

hatred, envy and fear - the Lancashire cotton industry. Coventry 

experienced nothing comparable to the widespread and rapid introduction 

of the power loom and the weaving mill in Lancashire between 1820 and 
1850, and the simultaneous and equally fast decline in the number of 
handloom weavers and in the outwork system: (3) technological develop- 

ment that was largely responsible for Manchester's role as a $shock 

city' of Victorian Englandq $the symbol of a new age' whose clamorous 

modernity so excited visitors. (4) Visitors to Coventry were, by 

contrast, struck by what Harriet*Martineau called 'tokens of antiquity, 

-w- the overwhelmingly medieval aspect of the streets9 where factory 

chimneys of glazed brick intruded starkly into rows of black and white 
houses or jarred with the crumbling old red sandstone of St. Michael's 

spire. Q5) 
(1) See, for this section, Chapter Fiveg sections 1.111 and IV. 
(2) See Chapter Twol section VI, and Chapter Five, section 11. 
(3) See Duncan Bythell, The Handloom Weavers (Cambridge, 1969), 
pp. 88 et seq, 263 et seq. 
(4) Asa Briggsq Victorian Cities, (Penguin, 1968). pp. 88 et seq. 
(5) Harriet Martineaug 'Rainbow Making1l Household Words, iv (1852). 
pp. 488 et seq. Nathaniel Hawthorne was also struck by the ancient 
aspect of the city when he visited it in 1855: see Randall Stewart, 
ed., The English Notebooks by Nathaniel Hawthorne (London, 1941), 
PP- 132 et seq. 
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But Coventry did not merely lag behind Manchester. The 

change that occurred was different in quality. The most remarkable 

development in the Coventry ribbon trade in the 1850s was the trans- 

formation of the outwork branch - the adoption by it of larger looms, 

many of them powered by steam in cottage factories, so as to compete 

with the conventional factories then being built, This intensive 

improvement of the outdoor branch reveals most clearly the hatred 

of the majority of weavers for the conventional factory: partly 

because of the immoral influences therein upon females and the young, 

partly because it threatened so completely by its superior productive 

power to depreciate the value of the looms in which the first-hand 

master journeymen had invested so much money, and to drive into it 

all outworkers and then subject them to harsher work-rhythms and labour 

discipline than were current in outdoor topshopse Despite all 

investment in superior looms outdoors, the cottage was of necessity 

less efficient than the factory. (l) By 1859, however, the outwork 

system had succeeded in dominating and controlling the menace - by the 

use of extraordinary measures dependent upon unusual circumstance. 

The enforcement upon the large factory proprietors of a system of 

remuneration in 1858 and 1859 - piece-work rates by the list - which 

eroded the increment of productivity they enjoyed (as against the 

outwork system) succeeded because the factory operatives (who gained 
by high piece-work rates at the list) and the city at large supported 

the outdoor weavers: the great dispute of 1858 and 1859 reveals most 

graphically the unity and energetic self-confidence of the weaving 
force in support of the outdoor system of production and of measures 

to maintain it, and the support of the city in this aim. In 1859 

the city chose to promote inefficiency - to compel higher production 

costs upon large factories. But the hobbling of technological 

advance then achieved could only survive because Coventry enjoyed an 

exceptional and unique protection from foreign competition. (2) 

This too was characteristic of'most of the period. Before 

1826 the import of foreign ribbons was prohibited. Though smuggling 
to some extent mitigated this protection$ it caused far less damage 

than did, for a timel the substitution of a protective tariff for 

prohibition in 1826: between 1828 and the early 1830s the influx of 

continental ribbons destroyed Coventry's place in the upper-class, 
fashionable market. But from about 1835 onwards the growth of a 

middle-class and lower-class market$ stimulated by the fashion for 

(1) See Chapter Five, section II. 

(2) See Chapter Six, section IV. 
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French goods in the upper-class market but looking for the cheaper 

ribbons that the tariff-protected Coventry could provide, gave an 
increasing opening for the Warwickshire trade. Thus, paradoxically, 
the 'free trade' measures of the 1820s both damaged Coventry's trade 
in the short term and benefited it in the long. As prosperity grew 
after 1835 the demand for the restoration of 'prohibitiont (as before 
1826) gradually waned in Coventry, though of course all Coventrians 

wished for the retention of the salutary degree of protection, the 
tariff, that still remained. (l) By the early 1840s the majority 

also wished for the repeal of the corn laws and saw no contradiction 
between their free trade views in this case and their protectionism 
for native industry; the attempts to link the latter to tile cause 

of continuing agricultural protection - by at one extreme the Coventry 

Standard and at the other many Coventry Chartists - made little 

appeal. In 1846 the majority in the city was prepared to exchange 

a halving of the ribbon tariff for corn law repeal. The glorious 
benefits of corn law repeal were a vastly popular cry in the city in 

the early 1850s - the conservative Hubbard joining in it at the l8qý 

election, and even Tories like Wilmot dropping their nostalgia for 

agricultural protection at the same time. In the 18508, as national 
purchasing power grew, the ribbon trade was more prosperous than ever 
before and the outwork system burgeonedg and by 1859 succeeded in 
trammelling the productive and competing factory system. But the 

vitality of old modes of production, and the prosperity of the city, 
were dependent upon the fifteen per cent tariff. (2) 

The triumph of free trade in 1860 - the Cobden-Chevalier 

treaty and the removal of British protective tariffs that followed 

it - hit Coventry like a bombshell. The threat of foreign competition 
in the lower and middle-class ribbon markets that had previously been 

safe from it made a lowering of productive costs necessary: nanu- 
facturers and city came quickly to believe that the factory must be 

untrammelled, and the outwork system forced to adjust its prices to 
the level made necessary by the factory's competition. The weavers 
did not agree; the strike of 1860 followed. This disaster merely 
aggravated foreign competition, and made even more impossible the old 
nexus of the list and of civic support for it-(3) 

But before the snapping of old bonds in 1860 what is most 
striking is the support given to the weavers' cause by the city, and 

(1) See Chapter Two, section V, and Chapter Fivel section III. 
(2) See Chapter Seveng sections II and V. 

(3) See Chapter Eleven, sections I and II. 
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notably, over many years, for the list of prices. To manufacturers 

the preservation of a standard list of prices was of value because 

it prevented ruinous competition between them. But since a standard 
list might of course be lower than the current one, a stronger reason 

for their support of the latter was the desire not to have their stocks 

of ribbon already in hand depreciated in value. Here we have one 

reason for the oft-repeated statement that it was the larger manu- 
facturers, with, naturally, fuller stock-rooms, rather than the smaller, 

newer masters, who were the ardent defenders of the list - men like 

Abijah Hill Pears and Thomas Cope, who aided the weavers to set up 
the Plain Ribbon Weavers' Association in 1842. Traditions of 

paternalism - of 'honourablel conduct towards the weaver - were 

plainly important too. Nothing else but benevolence can explain the 

willingness of thirteen masters in july 186o (with A. H. Pears among 

them) to continue to pay by the list, when the great excess of lnbour 

made it possible to engage labour at rates much below it, and when a 

great drop in the price of ribbons on the London market had already 

devalued disastrously the contents of stock-rooms. But, in addition, 

at many times until 1860 the manufacturers were induced to support 
the list by the pressure of public opinion. Throughout the period 
this pressure came from many quarters, for a variety of motives, 

appealed to repeatedly by the weavers, with a medley of arguments: 
the importance for the city's general prosperity of maintaining the 

flow of weavers' wages at a high level, and the claims of decency, 

benevolence and kindly regard for the artisan. These arguments 

affected the corporation. The unreformed corporation was as paterna- 
list as it was Tory -a keen defender of the list. The Toryism 

disappeared when the corporation was reformed in 1836, but the 

paternalist tradition survived and was evident at crucial moments. 
In 1842 the chief constable intervened with the manufacturerst urging 
them with success to pay by the list; in 1858 the mayor intervened 

at the start of the dispute with the factory masters and urged the 
Ratliffs to agree to pay by piece-work rates, at the list, as the 

weavers wished. The arguments were accepted too by shopkeepers and 
other citizens and (besides the tuo radical journals) the liberal and 
Tory newspapers, the Herald and the Standard. 

From 1815 to 1858 twenty-four major disputes over the lists of 
prices in the plain or fancy trades or over the rate or method of 
ýemuneration in the factory branchl are recorded. The support for 
the weavers of one or more elements from among the honourable manufac- 
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turers, inhabitants, corporation and leading newspaperS(l) is 

explicitly confirmed by the sources at all except four disputes. (2) 

Of the seven where the weavers failed totally two were among the 

four. (3) Out of seventeen disputes where they won at least partial 

success the weavers had the recorded support of one or more elements 

in the city in fifteen. (4) The weavers had cause to be grateful 

for the city's support for their systems of remuneration. (5) 

They received this support too at other times. The relief 

of the unemployed weaver by formal and informal means, through the 

I rate-borne system and by distress funds, was lavish before 1830- 

Afterwards statutory poor relief became steadily less generous, 

partly because the affluent citizens who controlled Coventry's poor 
law 

system grew themselves more frugal, and partly because after the 

Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 a more niggardly standard of provision 

was increasingly imposed on them, by informal pressure from central 

authority. Nevertheless, it is significant that while Coventry 

retained its independence from the control of the Poor Law Commission, 

under its local act, its provision of poor relief was considered too 

lavish by the poor law inspectors - notably in respect of outdoor 

relief. Relief became markedly less generous after the act of 1844 

absorbed Coventry into the national pattern. (6) Distress funds too 

were less generously subscribed after 1830 than before it: though 

they fluctuated with the gravity of distress andq perhaps even more, 

with the city's appreciation of the social results of parsimony: 

revealingly, the second largest fund, after the C3,300 raised in 

18179 was the F, 1352 collected in 1842, the Chartist year. Only a 
diminution of benevolence and of prudential generosity can explain 

the fact that the fund of 1857 -a year of great distress, if we judge 

by the poor law figures - reached less than half the amount of 1842. 

(1) That is, the Herald and the Standardq the organs of the city's 
establishment. In addition, of course, the radical Free Press and 
Weekly Times always supported the weavers' cause. 
(2) The disputes in the outdoor trade in 1830, and in the factory 
branch in 1853t 1856 and 1857. 

(3) The two in question were the disputes of 1830 and 1857. 
(4) The other two were the disputes in the factory branch in 185.3 
and 1856, the latter with the Cash brothers. 

(5) The twenty-four disputes and the civic support for them mentioned 
in this section are detailed in Chapter Twol sections II, IV and V. 
Chapter Three, section 1119 Chapter Sixg sections II, III, and IV, and 
Chapter Ten, sections I and II. 

(6) See Chapter Nine, section I. 
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But as private generosity and statutory poor relief waned, so grew 

the relative value for the relief of distress of the city's 

eleemosynary charities. These amounted to over Z2,000 a year in 

the 1850s -a growing proportion of the funds available for the 

unemployed. The city showed its appreciation of the function of 

the formal charities in the structure of paternalism by its united, 
intense (and in the event) victorious opposition to the Charity 

Commission's scheme of 1856, which proposed to appropriate the alms 

charities and transfer the bulk to educational purposes and the 

Coventry and Warwickshire hospital. (l) But it would not suffice 

to argue that the city was cynically transferring from its own pockot 

to the formal charities the responsibility of relieving the unemployed, 

and to judge from this that civic support for the weavers was dying. 

The dispute of 1858 and 18.59 shows that it was still vital. This 

dispute, it should be recalled, was not of the masters' making - but 

an attempt by all weavers, both outdoor and factory, to compel upon 

the factory masters modes of payment that would inhibit their coat- 

efficiency and benefit all weavers. In this dispute both the 

Standard and the Herald turned against the weavers - after havine for 

so long supported their claims to the list of prices - yet the 

tradition of civic support was still strong. As already mentioned, 

the mayor intervened on the weavers' side. And above all, more than 

91,000 were subscribed by the inhabitants of the city to suatain the 

factory weavers in the lockout that their masters, in their intransi- 

gence, resorted to. (2) 

During the long battle for the full restoration of the outdoor 
list in 1858, Thomas Maclean addressed a meeting of weavers on 

Greyfriars Green in words which express in a most intense way the 

pride and self-confidence of the outdoor weavers. 

They had met again upon that spot which he called sacred. 
Upon that spot they had often contended for-liberty and 
right; the name of that spot was known far and wideq and 
what had been done there had been felt in the Commons House 
of Parliament; and there they would meet and meet again, 
until the Smiths and all their kidney were brought up to the 
righteous standard of the list. (Cheers) (3) 

He was careful to add praise of the honourable manufacturers, whose 
disapproval of the list-breakers was as great as theirs, and warnings 
to behave peacefully so as to keep the support of the magistrates and 

(1) See Chapter Eight, section III and Chapter Nine, section II. 
(2) See Chapter Sixg section IV and Chapter Ten, sections I and Il. 
(3) Coventry Weekly Times, 4 August 1858. 
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the town. ýHis colleagues Thomas Read and Isaac Caldicott stressed 

that pride in self entailed the avoidance of violence: 'they wi, -; hed 

to ap. )eal to man's reason and sense of justice Let law and order 

be their not-to, and then, with the blessinC of God upon their efforts, 

they should a,, -ain be successful. t(l) The burden of these speecles 

- the -lustice of the weavers' case, the need to make this lustice 

apparent bý rational argument and not to obscure their cace, or 

-lie cit place in jeopardy the support of the honourable masters and 1. 

by the use of violence - was repeated at every dispute froin 1ý15 C 

onwards by the weavers' leaders. They would countenance only tlio--o 

peaceful rituals for publicisinG their case which were allowed by the 

city establishment - the Idonkeying' of recalcitrant masters in 1^20 

(which caused no physical pain and left merely a moral scar) and 

throug', out the period those common ways of maintainint, both their own 

morale and the support of the city - the serpentine parade throu,; h 

the streets and the meeting on Greyfriars Green. When - as in 

September 1858 - the mayorg anxious during the groat lock-out for 

the peace of the city, forbade the use of a band and banners during 

a proceLsion, the weavers' leaders left the procession because some 

weavers brou-ht two banners along - and the leaders followed up their 

action by publicly dissociating themselves from the di3sidents' 

action. Nost notably, of course, the weavers' committee volunteered 

to act as special constables in the evening after the burning of 

Beck's mill in Vovember 1831- 

This was one of the few examples of violence to person or property 

committed by the weavers between 1815 and the autumn of 1858. (2) 'I'lie 

others are the attacks on the premises and workpeople of John Day, and 

the house of 2ichard Woodcockq in 1829 and 1830, (3) the breaking of the 

windows of Merridew's loom-shop and the assaults on Elizabeth Li, -,; in]3 

and her father in 1834 and 1835, the attacks on the blacklegs at the 

Ratliffs' factory in 1848, (4) and the similar assaults at Spencer and 
Horsfall's factory in 1854. (5) At all other times until the autumn of 
1858 the 

(1) loc. cit. See also Chapter Sixg section 

(2) See Chapter Thre e, section III. 

(3) See Chapter Two, sections V and VI. 

(4) See Chapter Six, section II. 

(5) See Chapter Six, section III. 
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injunctions of the weavers' committees were obeyed. The over- 

whelmingly peaceful nature of the weavers' actions from 1815 till 

the disputes with Pridmore and Lester in the autumn of 1858 are 

testimony to the acceptance, by the body of weavers, of their leaders' 

arguments. The great peacefulness of the period between 1835 and 
1858 seems to reflect three related phenomena: the growing prosperity 

of those years, and, more importantly, the growing strength of the 

weavers' union organisation and the increasing acceptance by individual 

weavers of a general policy of militant yet peaceful pressure: since 

truly remarkable is the entire lack of violence during the lock-out 

of 1858. Technological change had compelled the outdoor weavers to 

attempt extraordinary measures - the crippling of the factories' 

superior efficiency - when failure would (the outdoor weavers thought) 

have fatally damaged them. Yet during the lock-out the urgency and 

moment of the issues at stake led no weaver to commit an act of 

violence. Soon after the lock-out, technological change aroused 
the tensions and passions which the disciplined weavers had so far 
held in check. Violence occurred during the disputo with Lester and 
Pridmore, and then, in 1859, during the fresh quarrel with James Hart. 
There was much more during the great strike of 1860 - despite the 
frequent warnings of the weavers' committee: (l) even so, how slight 
the illegality and violence of 1858-1860 seem when compared to the 
murderous 'outrages' committed by trade unionists in Sheffield a few 
years later, in a quite different social context. (2) 

It is an index of the importance of the ribbon trade in tho 
city that of nearly 91000 freemen of the city enrolled between 1781 

and 1860 more than 3,700 were ribbon weavers* Though an unusually 
large group - the only other occupational category that reached four 
figures was watchmakers, the second trade in the city - the ribbon 
weavers were in another sense typical of the freemen. In this 
period of 80 years only 520 freemen had been apprenticed to occupations 
which for want of a better term we may denominate 'middle-class'. 
The great majority - nearly 8,500 - had been apprenticed to artisan 
and shopkeeping trades: and no doubt the great majority of them stayed 
in these trades after enrolment despite the opportunities for upward 
social mobility provided by the ribbon and watch trades. (3) The 
freemen comprised a castel an interest-groupt with many privileges, 
(1) See Chapter Sixt sections III and IV. 
(2) See S. Pollard, A History of Labour in Sheffield (Liverpool, 1959) 
(3) See Chapter One, section III, for Table I on the apprenticeships 
served by freemeng and the accompanying discussion of the status of freemen. 
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chiefly access to special charities, pasturing rights for cattle 

on the Lammas lands - or entitlement to compensation for this out- 

moded privilege - and the parliamentary franchise. Only in the 

. reform bill movement of 1830 to 1832 were the majority of froemen 

prepared to sacrifice local and particularist advantage - in this 

case, the freeman franchise. Ironically, it was saved on that 

occasion despite their willingness to surrender it. (l) Three 

years later, the freemen's efforts to save it played their part in 

its retention. (2) Indeedl characteristic of the period was a 

defence by the freemen of their privileges as intense as the 

guarding of the list of prices by the weavers - many men, of course, 

like David Buckney and William Tauntong being involved simultaneously 

in the two struggles. Characteristic of the period too was the 

city's acceptance of the freemen's intransigencel or its active 

support for it. As a result the freemen gained, in the late 18500, 

both the compensation, in freehold land they had long insisted on 

for the extinction of their pasture right and the abandonment by 

the Charity Commission of its scheme for the reorganisation of tho 

city's charities which would severely have abridged the froemon's 

special privileges. (3) So in the late 185089 when the outdoor 

weavers showed their pridet their vigour, their self-confidence, by 

their union organisation, their revitalising of the outwork system, 
their mastery over the factory proprietors$ the freemen showed the 

same qualities by their defence of particularist advantage: and a 
heightened appreciation in the city of the rewards9 both moral and 

material, that possession of the freedom would bring is surely 
indicated by the fact that in the decade 1851-1860 more freemen were 

enrolled than in any other of the eight surveyed in Table I. 

The freemen comprised the parliamentary electorate before 

1832- The Great Reform Act added L10 householders to the constituency, 
but since the freeman franchise was preserved in 1832 (and survived 

several attempts to destroy it thereafter) and since the freedom 

of the city continued to be esteemed, vital and attractive, the 

greater part of the electorate consisted-of freemen throughout the 
183081 1840s and 185os. The preponderance of artisanss shopkeepers 

and small employers among the freemen gave the constituency a popular 
character, in which, it should,,, be notedl weavers bulked very large. 

In 1837 there were 3086 freemen and 576 C10 householders on the 

(1) See Chapter Threeg section II. - 
(2) See Chapter FourqýSeciion II. 

(3) See Chapter Eight't sections I and II. 
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register, and of the freemen more than half were weavers. 1370 of 
1501 first-hand journeymen then counted were freemen electors and 

many more weavers, both first-hands or simple journeymeng possessed 
the freeman franchise too. (l) In its retention of an electorate 

of popular character Coventry's experience was different from that 

of other English boroughs9 where for the most part the ancient 
franchises that had before 1832 created a popular electorate withered 
in importance thereafter. So in the 1860s it could credibly be 

recorded that Coventry was the most working-class constituency in 

the country. (2) There was, in the constituency in the 1820s and 
1830s, a strong vein of populist conservatism - owing much to 
hostility among ribbon weavers to their masters, usually liberal. 
But only once was this conservatism sufficiently strong to overturn 
liberal control of parliamentary elections: this was in 1826, when 
at a time of wage-cutting in the midst of high profits many weavers 
hated their masters and, venting their hatred on the two liberal 

members, turned them out. Also, the impression of an overwhelmingly 
Tory mood that this election conveys is exaggerated by the use of 
widespread political violence by the Tory corporation. The same 
violence - when applied by liberals - makes it difficult to estimate 
the size of the Tory element at other elections: notably at the 
bloody m4lee of December 1832. Nevertheless, it is crucially 
significant that where there was no organised violence to cloud the 
result - merely treatings which for several reasons did so much 
less - the mood of the constituency was obviously liberal. Notable 
here were the elections of 1831 and 1833 - and all those thereafter. 
Only once between 1830 and 1860 was a conservative elected 
G. J. Turner in 1847. (3) ' 

Coventry wasq then't predominantly a liberal constituency, 
It included a strong radical element throughout the period. 500 
votes were cast for William Cobbett in 1820 - and since they were 
given despite great violence from Cobbett's opponents they werel as 
Cobbett said, 'real votes'. Peter Moore (one of Cobbett's opponents 
on this occasion) was member till 1826, and a supporter of artisans' 
rights and parliamentary reform, and a stern critic of the French war, 
the Corn Laws, and the Tory policy of political repression. His 
emphasis on these opinions helped him to win the election of 1818. 

(1) P. P.: C217] H. C, (1'8-ýO) xxiv, ', p. 18.5. 
(2) See Chapter Onej Z ection III, and Chapter Fourl section 

, 
(3) See Chapter Two, sections III and IV, and Chapter Seven. 
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He was succeeded in 1831 by Henry Lytton Bulwer, a supporter of 
the dissenters and a keen advocate of the ballots shorter parlia- 
ments and 'cheap bread'. He was followed by William Williams from 
1835 to 1847, who with his extensive programme of reforms ranging 
from household suffrage to the repeal of the Poor Law Amendment 
Act, was the most radical member Coventry ever possessed. lie was 
followed in t1ae 1850s by Geach and Paxton, for both of whom the 

gaining of household suffrage was the chief item in their radical 
creed. 

These radicals had as their fellow-member another liberal, 

Edward Ellice. When hq first stood in 1818, allied with Peter 
Moore, he was a critic of the corn laws and the current political 
repression and an advocate of parliamentary reform. These were 
radical opinions for the day. A generation later Ellice was less 

of a radical. Henceforth, 'Whig' seems the most appropriate term 
for him. (l) In the early 1830s he was a member of Grey's government, 
one of the architects of the Great Reform Act, and a staunch 
opponent of any more extensive change than was indicated by his 
hostility to the corn laws and his respect for 'the principles of 
civil and religious liberty'. His support for the Whig measures 
after 1832 disgusted Coventry radicals. They brought Williams 
forward in opposition to him in 1835 and at first Williams planned 
to ask for plumper votes merely. In fact9 at that election and 
the three that followedg Williams's supporters accepted the logic 
dictated by the nature of the Coventry electorate. A disjunction 

and dispersion of the liberal vote would risk the defeat of at least 

one of the liberals and, the return of a Tory. An electoral 
coalition between Whig (or 'old blue') and radical forces was 
necessary and was concluded. One local radical believed that the 
total of votes that a radical candidate standing on his own could 
command in Coventry was-400 merely, and gave the need for a pact with 
the old blues as the reason for radical hostility to John Bell when 
he insisted on standing in 1837. Bell, a Chartist one year later, 
and more radical than Williams, criticised Ishopocracyl and aristocracy 
and 'our present infamous representative and commercial aystemal. (2) 
He received 44 votes merely. 

Radical and Elliceite forces in the city appear to have been 
more or less equal in the 1830s and 184os. The repeal of the corn 
(1) He is so treated by Donald Southgateg The Passing of the Whigs, (London, 1962), pp. 10 et seq - though only briefly and allu-sively. 
Ellice's political career is yet to be chronicled in detail. 
(2) Coventry Standardt 7 July 183?. 
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laws in 1846 exhausted Ellice's desire for extensive reforms. 

The formulae of 'civil and religious liberty', or words like them, 

were virtually all that he had to offer thereafter to those who 

looked still for change. He moved on the franchise question in 

1859, in response to the clamour for parliamentary reform, but 

only to the extent of favouring household suffrage as an eventual, 

not immediate, goalg to be reached by easy stages. The radicals 

of the city showed their strength, and their dissatisfaction with 

Ellice's brand of Whiggery, when ih 1851 they brought forward Geach 

at a bye-election in opposition to the old blues' candidate and 

soundly defeated him. Neverthelessl Ellice became more and more 

popular throughout the decade, attracting many votes from conserva- 

tives. Though mere seniority was in some measure responsible, so 

too, greatly, was the appeal of his moderation. The liberal 

coalition still existedl but it was now much less necessary to the 

old blues than to the radicals, as is shown by the latters' suing 

for it in 1852 and 1857. (l) 

The prevailing moderation of movements in Coventry for 

political change is more tellingly demonstrated by looking at its 

manifestations on a wider canvas. In the troubled years after 

1815 Coventry gave less cause for concern to Major-General Lyon than 

most other towns in the Midland District - on account both of the 

numbers of disaffected and of their behaviour. There was no problem 

in Coventry. Although 4000 attended the meeting to demand parlia- 

mentary reform in January 1817 only 200 from Coventry attended the 

well-publicised meeting of protest over Peterloo nearly three years 

latert when the constables almost equalled the spectators and were 

largely responsible for the violence that occurred. The battle on 

Greyfriars Green in 1819 was a pale shadow of the violence that 

occurred at Coventry elections in the 1820s and 1830s: but elections 

were licensed saturnalial where violence was encouraged for purposes 

of political control by the city establishment. Much of the violence 

was in addition inflicted on the freemen by hired bullies from the 

countryside. Election riots were irruptions into the regular normal 

pattern of public life, not extensions of ito(2) So, in a sense, 
though committed by Coventrians, was the burning of Beck's mill in 

1831 - the only violent incident in the Reform Bill crisis in the city. 
And for all its demonstration that violent impulses were present the 

(1) See, for this sectiont Chapter Two, sections III and IV, 
Chapter III, section I, and Chapter Seven. 
(2) See Chapter Two, sections III and IV. 
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burning was entirely without revolutionary or indeed political 
implications: nor was it supported - quite the contrary - by 

radical leaders in Coventry. The evidence suggests that during 

the reform bill crisis the great majority of Coventrians were 

united behind the Whig bill - despite the loss to the freeman 

franchise this entailed - and that among the small minority who 

wished actively for a more extensive measure of reform there was no 

revolutionary activity or support for it. (l) 

The Chartist years yield similar impressions. There were 

large meetingsl 2,000 (if we accept the estimate of the 
, 
Coventry 

Herald - the Standard's was lower)-attending to hear O'Connor in 

1838,6,000 gathering on Greyfriars Green in August 1842, though 

some of these were neither Coventrians norg it is likelyt Chartists, 

but miners on strike from the north Warwickshire pits. 3,600 adult 

males in Coventry signed the first petition. But as to the continued 

support for Chartism on either side of these peaks of activityl the 

evidence once again suggests a small group of no more than aeveral 
hundred committed Chartists. By 1848 there was little maso support. 
There was no Chartist violence in Coventry whatsoever, and few more 

verbal appeals to 'physical force'. One who continuously supportod 
the Six Points - the lifelong radical William Taunton - voiced in 

1839 a call to the people to arms in the most uncompromising terms. 

But three years later he openly repudiated them, on the grounds 
that they had been intended 'to work on the fears of the people but 

seeing that they gained nothing by its his opinion was now alteredl. (2) 

In August 1842 Taunton acted as a special constables and in that year 
he and David Buckney were the leading members of a group of Coventry 

Chartists who favoured a middle-class alliance and concurrent attempts 
to gain the Charter and corn law repeal. 

Most Coventry Chartistsl however, were not. Hostility to 
the ideas of a middle-class alliance and of corn law repeal grew 
fr om 1839 onwards, and seem to have been largely responsible for the 
departure from the Chartist movement, by 1841, of most of the small 
manufacturers and shopkeepers earlier prominent in it. Coventry 
Chartism was from 1841 onwards dominated by weavers and silk printers. 
The prevailing attitude amongst them was that if Chartists threw 
their weight behind the repeal movements the middle classes would 
abandon them as soon as repeal was achieved. In any case, repeal 
would in itself be bad, since it would end both agricultural prosperity 

(1) See Chapter Three, sections II and III. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 11 March 1842. 
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and the protection of Coventry ribbons; machinery that displaced 

hand-workers was the real threat. But this reactionary mood did 

not predominate in the city in the early 1840s; the Chartists wore 
themselves a minority. Their praise of the corn laws had little 

effect on the election of 1841, where the repeal liberalaq Ellice 

and Williams, gained large majorities. The Chartist mood of the 

early 1840s had died by the middle of the decade; and by 1848, when 
the movement had little mass support in the city, its most articulate 

leader was arguing that 

he wished to show the middle classes of society that their 
interests, and those of the working man, were really the 
same; and in addressing the multitude, he desired not to 
appeal to their animal passionsq but to their reason and 
intellect, and to inculcate the observance of peace, lawq 
and order. (l) 

This attitude was dominant in the 1850s- The surviving working men 
in the main radical organisation, the Reform Association, united 

solidly behind middle-class leaders in the not very active pursuit 

of household suffrage. Working-class energies shifted in part away 

from direct political activity into institutions such as building 

societies dedicated to the idiom of self-improvement, both moral and 

material. (2) 

And finallyl to this record of muted protest should be added 
the curious reluctance of the dissenters to engage in a determined 

struggle with the Church of England over church and vicar's rates. 
The dissenters do not seem to have suffered from a numerical weakness 

which might be offered in explanation, and certainly in the 1830s 

and 1840s, the attitude of the Coventry Standard and the Anglicans 

clustered round the Religious and Useful Knowledge Society - with its 

tone of rancorous abuse might have been expected to provoke them. 

In the 1850s the abuse ceased but churdh and vicar's rates remained; 

strenuous opposition to them among dissinters, howevert almost ceased. 
A striking indication of both the decline in religious animosities and 
the lack of militancy among diss'enters was the willingness of those 
in St. Michael's parish to join with Anglicans in a campaign to pay 
merely lowe rates to punish a hated vicar. (3) 

Thus the weavers of the city were militant and forceful but, 
in a proud self-disciplinel rarely violent. The political mood of 
the city was liberal. There were many radicalat but they eschewed 

(1) Coventry Herald, 28 April 1848. 
(2) See, for this sectiong Chapter Seveng sections II, III and V. 
(3) See Chapter Seven, sections IV and V. 
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for the most part a radicalism which refused alliance with the 

middle class. Violence they at all times repudiated. The 

dissenters of the city were strangely lacking in militancy. Miurh 

in this record may be explained. The moderation of the weavers 

was in large measure due to the desire to retain the support of the 

city's establishment, newspapers and inhabitants for their cause, 

This desire was strong enough to overcome most impulses to industrial 

violence during the years of great distress from 1815 to 1835, and 

was reinforced by the growing prosperity of the years from 1835 to 

1858. The strong impression of the period between 1815 and 1658 is 

that the city and the weaving force had concluded an implicit contract 

- for support and paternalism on the one hand, for moderation, 

discipline, and the avoidance of violence on the other. This 

reciprocal engagement was most graphically symbolised in the role 

of William Wilmot in the weavers' cause. Wilmot was an extreme 

reactionary Tory, a paternalist who loved to succour the meek and 

humble. He would never have agreed to act as solicitor for weavers 

whom he could not see as submissive and grateful poor. In his View 

of the weavers he was somewhat deluded - as the accounts of the 

meetings in 1851 where the weavers thanked him reveal: but the 

moderation of their conduct allowed Wilmot to delude himself - until, 

that is, the weavers' decision to cripple the factory masters in the 

summer of 1858. And the weavers' decision to employ Wilmot as 

solicitor - rather than one of the many radical lawyers of the city 

seems to reflect their desire to impress the city with the trustworthy 

and peaceful nature of their conduct. (l) 

Since there were so many weavers in Coventry the political 

moderation of the period is no doubt to be largely explained by 

reference to conditions in their trade. The well-known description 

of the Birmingham metal trades by Engels applies in large measure 

to Coventry. 

The disposition of the work has retained in Birmingham, as 
in most places where metals are wrought, something of the old 
handicraft character; the small employers are still to be 
found, who work with their apprentices in the shop at home ... the many small employers cannot well subsist on the profit divided 
amongst them, determined by competition, a profit under other 
circumstances absorbed by a single manufacturer ... The 
apprentices areq as we shall see, quite as badly off under the 
small employers as under the manufacturers, with the single 
difference that they, in turn, may become small employers, and 
attain a certain independence - that is to say, they are at 
best less directly exploited by the bourgeoisie than under the 
factory system. Thus these small employers are neither genuine 
proletarians, since they live in part upon the work of their 

(1) See C. hapter Sixg section 1. 
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apprentices, nor genuine bourgeois, since their principal 
means of support is their own work. This peculiar midway 
position of the Birmingham iron-worker is to blame for 
their having so rarely joined wholly and unreservedly in 
the English labour movements. Birmingham is a politically 
radical, but not a Chartist town. (l) 

Engels's words apply with force to Coventry's second staple trade, 

watchmaking, with its many small masters and the ease of access to 

that status enjoyed by journeymen. More importantly, they apply 
to the ribbon trade, in their essential content. The first-hands 

were not independent manufacturers, but master craftsmen who 

collected silk from ribbon manufacturers for weaving by themselves 

and their journeymen in their topshops. On the other hands since 
the manufacturers had no need of fixed capital for machinery it 

was easy for first-hands with savings acquired by 'the tea-pot 

system' to buy silk and set themselves up as manufacturers on their 

own account; in 1838, out of a total of 127 manufacturers working 
for wholesalers 40 were first-hands9 owning only 121 looms between 

them, who had thriven to independent status. Men like these moved 

back and forth between the positions of first-hand and manufacturer 

as the fortunes of the trade dictated. As for the journeymen's 

journeymen who toiled in the first-hands' topshops, they too by the 

exercise of frugality could commonly purchase or hire the looms 

that distinguished the first-hand, the ease of this progress being 

reflected in the fact that in 1838 there were 1800 first-hands and 

only 1200 journeyhands. In the ribbon trade there were opportunities 
for rising in the world. Some could rise unusually far - like David 
Buckney, who began as a mere journeyman and by the 1840s had in Much 

Park Street the warehouse that betokened greater riches and status 
than those of the 'tea-pot' manufacturer who conducted his business 

from the top-shop that had served him as first-hand. (2) 

So it is not surprising that within Coventry Chartism there 

were several leaders who stressed (as did Rattray in AuCust 1842) 
that their social system had the merit of giving working men the 

opportunity they craved to rise in wealth and status; and that 

working men ought both to take advantage of this opportunity and to 

work with those middle classes who had already risen to remove those 
defects that yet existed in society. 

(1) Frederick Engels The Condition of the Working-Class in England 
in 1844 (London, 18921): pp. 196 et seq. 
(2) See Chapter Five, section 1. 
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The wealth producers, or the working classesq were not the 

only meritorious individuals in society; they were working 
men from necessity, not from choice. There was a deal of 
credit due to the man who, by his industry, ingeniousness, 

and economy raised himself from the lower ranks to the 
higher classes in society. He stated this much because he 
found the delusion was gaining ground, that virtue alone 
resided with the working classes. (l) 

David Buckney made a complementary point to the Chartists of Coventry: 

that his rising in society did not mean that he was not 'still a 

working man, as industriously employed as any working man in 

Coventry'. (2) He uttered these words in response to the taunt 

that he had risen above and deserted his former Chartist comrades: 

that the taunt was made serves to recall once more that Rattray and 

Buckney were among the minority of Coventry Chartists - these being, 

for the most part, those radicals in the city who rejected the lures 

of social mobility and alliance with the middle classes, 

Butq once againg Coventry Chartists were themselves a minority 

of the city's radicalsq the great majority of whom had no more than 

a fugitive commitment to the Six Points and adhered tenaciously to 

the principle of alliance with the middle class and the policies it 

implied or entailed - support for the parliamentary radicalism of 

William Williams, for the liberal coalition with the old blues, and 

for the repeal of the corn laws. The radical first-hand Edward 

Goode, who stood for all these things and set his face against 

Chartismq was a more typical weaver than those who joined the National 

Charter Association. That he was was due in part to the structure 

of the ribbon trade* 

It was due in part too to the high earnings enjoyed by many 

ribbon weavers: byq in the late 183089 those 1100 first-hands with 

two or more looms earning 21s. a week at least by the family labour 

that was usual: and by, fifteen years later, those many weavers, 

first-hands and journeymen, who gained from advancing technology in 

topshop and factory. The prosperity that was a precondition of 
Coventry's high earnings was itself due to fortunate national 

circumstance - the continuing tariff and the growing home market it 

protected. The power to take advantage of this good fortune was 

conferred on the weavers by local circumstqnce - the support given 
by the city to the list system.,. There was a parallel pattern of 

paternalistic support for those unemployedq or at work below the list, 

at times when prosperity was breached: a pattern that combined the 

(1) Coventry Standard, 26 August 1842. 
(2) ibid., 13 December 1844. 
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dole charities, public distress funds and a statutory system of poor 

relief that was lavish before 1830 and from then to 1844 at all 

events more generous than the Poor Law Commission thought fit. 

These inter-locking causes help to explain the small number of 

radicals in Coventry who rejected movements frowned on by the city 

establishment, and also the moderate and peaceful conduct of those 

whog while joining such movementsq had yet one eye on the benefits 

conferred by the paternalist system. 

The truth of this judgement may be most concretely shown by 

re-examination of the events at two crisis-points when earnings 

were certainly not high and the list of prices had broken down. 

Immediately after the Papoleonic War a disastrous slump in the ribbon 

trade led to abandonment of the list of pricesl and the failure of 

two attempts (one by honourable manufacturers, the other by several 

hundred citizens) to persuade the manufacturers to reinforce the 

list of prices in 1816 and 1817. In 1817 Z3,300 was raised in the 

city for a distress fund for unemployed weavers and in the same year 

half the population of the city was being relieved by the statutory 

poor law in the combined parishes; the poor rate leapt up. in 1818 

weavers, manufacturers and corporation joined in a vain attempt to 

gain statutory regulation of earnings: failure led to donkeying - 

some of it apparently watched without disapproval by an alderman and 
the chief constable - and in 1819 a general strike to regain the 

list. This was settled in the weavers' favour - the lists of 1819 

being the result - partly with the help of the corporation; weavers 

on strike were relieved from a fund of L650 raised in the city. 

So it is not surprising that Peter Gregory remarked to the mayor 
after the strike that the mayor's warning against violence 'was 

received with the utmost deference and respect' and that, as a 
weavers* leader, he was prompted by 'the noblest feeling of the 
human mind - gratitudel. (l) One aftermath of the strike was the 
Aggregate Committee; its function was to dissuade masters from 
offering work below the 1819 list, and weavers from accepting it, 
and also to maintain the list by paying unemployment relief to surplus 
weavers from funds raised by the paternalist ribbon master, Charles 
Lilly. These events help to explain why Coventry was a cause of 
so little trouble to Major-General Lyon in 1817: why in the same 
year the meeting of 49000 near Cook Street gate was so entirely 
peaceful: why the weavers' committee expressed in 1819 (a few weeks 
after their strike had been settled and Charles Lilly had opened the 

(1) The Times, 25 August 1819. 
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fund for the Aggregate Committee) their 'detestation of all 

revolutionary principles'(1) and their disapproval of the meeting 

on Greyfriars Green to protest at Peterloo - with the result that 

only 200 Coventrians attended: why in a constituency with a popular 

electorate only 500 voted for Cobbett (against the wishes of the 

corporation) in 1820 - though the violence of the supporters Of 
Ellice and Moore was an additional explanation for this. (2) 

Twenty years later there was a similar crisis in the city. 
In August 1840 the list of prices in the plain trade was generally 

abandoned, and the earnings of journeymen were reduced from 9a. 6d. 

to 6s. a week, even when they were in full work. Many were iiot 

and were receiving poor relief. The scales for relief were mucli 
less generous in Coventry than they had been before, and were at 
the very start of the crisis reduced further in respect of outdoor 

relief as a result of pressure from the Poor Law Commission. But 

at least in Coventrys whose poor law regime was still in part 

autonomous, under its local act, outdoor relief was still permitted. 
Tories, radicals and Chartists united to protest in 1842 at tho 

suggestion that the Poor Law Commission might gain powers over 
Coventry's directors of the poor% and would use them to stop outdoor 
relief -a development feared by the protesters. Their motives 

were a compound of desires for economy and humane treatment of the 

poor: yet the alliance of Chartists and Tories in defence of tlie 
directors of the poor explains much. So do the events at the end 
of 1841. At a public meeting convened to raise a fund for the 
distressed the Chartists Buckney and Taunton pressed the motion that 
'the distress was attributable to the partial and unjust laws 

arising from the system of class legislation and the absence of 

salutary regulations between employers and their workmen'-(3) Vie 

respectable citizens left the meeting and convened elsewhere. The 
Chartists remaining discussed Buckney's motion, until it was pointed 
out that insistence on carrying it would place in jeopardy the 

generosity of the inhabitants. Buckney withdrew it: and in fact 
the distress fund raised appears to have been the largest since 1817. 
Finally, the way the plain list was regained in May 1842 is revealing. 
In May the plain weavers struck and formed their trade union. The 
honourable manufacturers wanted the return of the list; several aided 

(1) Bodleian Library: Gough Add. Warwickshire, b. 29 newspaper 
cutting. 
(2) See Chapter Two, sections Il and III. 

(3) Coventry Standards 31 December 1841. 
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the weavers to form their union; one, Thomas Cope, lent a weaver 

cash to tide him over the strike. The chief constable, inhabitants 

and shopkeepers pressed the recalcitrant manufacturers: they si-, ned 
the list once more. So it is not remarkable that even in 1841 nnd 
1842, the years of the greatest Chartist activity in the city, there 

were no more than 200 or 300 consistently committed men - and that, 

more importantly, when an unprecedented 6,000 attended on Greyfriars 

Green in August 1842 there were no breaches of the peace - and 

William Taunton asked those present not to hiss at the thirty 

yeomanry troopers in the city who were merely doing their job. (l) 

Since these meh displayed such politeness, restraintq respect 

for legality and submissiveness to the city establishment, it is not 

surprising that the dissenters among them should have declined, 

except on rare occasions, to push their natural disapproval of church 

and vicar's rates to the extent of refusing to pay them: the habits 

bred by the ribbon trade went deep and spread wide. But there seem 
to have been other reasons for Coventry's peacefulness and moderation, 
in both its industrial and political modes. One impression that 

is yielded by the detailed record of early Victorian Coventry is of 
the attachment of the city to special, local privileges that were a 
legacy of Coventry's ancient past. The role of the dole charities 
in the alleviation of poverty has already been alluded to. Equaliy 

important as pacifiers - it seems probable and it is here argued - 
were the property privileges peculiar to freemen, above all the Sir 
Thomas White's loan fund and the Lammas right. Ironically, the real, 

current, practical value of these entitlements was, until the very 

end of our periodg negligible. Only a small minority of freemen 

owned cattle or found it useful to 'father' the cows or horses of 

others. The loan fund was hugeg but owing to the rules governing 
the issue of loans the greater part of it was locked up and inaccess- 
ible to the freemen. Marauders cast covetous eyes on both the land 

and the money. This situation the freemen were not prepared to 

accept. Their activity to preserve these privileges for their 

caste, their order, was continuous, determined, energetic: even more 
so was the struggle of the large majority of freemen to convert their 
Lammas right into freehold property for the freemen -a battle in 
which they were engaged not only with the proprietors of the soil, 
reluctant to grant compensation in landt but also with the small 
minority of freemen (led by the cowkeepers' tribunel Tom Paine) to 

See Chapter Six, section II, Chapter Sevenj sections II and 
and Chapter Nine, section 1. 
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retain the pasture right in perpetuity. In their efforts to 

retain and convert their privileges the freemen had at least the 

neutral acquiescence of the greater part of the city; at crucial 

times - notably the crisis caused by the Charity Commission's scheme 

to confiscate the loan fund in 1856, they had its strenuous support - 

with, of course, the egregious Charles Bray as their only adversary. 

Few incidents in the city's history are more symbolically revealing: 

in its support for the special privileges Of the freemen the city 

was buttressing a profound force for social stability. 

Though the freemen at times articulated their defence of 

their rights in terms of the protection of the rights of the poor 

against the rich - as in their proclamation of June 1844 over the 

Lammas lands - the very nature of their rights excluded most of the 

city's poor from benefit; indeed, the rights were valued precisely 

because they were privileges. Thus, it seems fair to argue, the 

enjoyment of a privilegel whether actual or merely potential, and 

their sense of caste and group-identityg of separateness from their 

fellow poor, diverted the attention of freemen away from the grievances 

which all poor - they among them - might be thought to suffer under. 

And their displacement of energy into the retention or conversion 

of their privileges - or into squabbles with other freemen over the 

proposed conversion - absorbed vital forces from radical movemento in 

the city. The detailed record in the local press shows that freemen's 

agitation over their privileges was far more continuous in the 18408 - 
seems to have absorbed far more energy - than the current campaign 
for the Six Points. The disparity seems revealing: the weight on 

one side of the scales helps to explain the lack of it on the other; 

the freemen's privileges help to account for the weakness of political 

radicalism in the city - above all for the fact that the Chartist 

movement was lacking in continuous thrust and drive. It seems too 

that the freemen's enjoyment of property rights - whether these were 

actual or latent - coupled with the city's support for these rights, 
bound them to the city establishment - made them in a sense part of 
it and helps to explain that respect for law and. order which pervaded 
industrial and political movements in the city. (l) 

(1) See Chapter Eight, sections I and II. 
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ii 

It may be helpful to compare Coventry, in its leading 

features, with two Midland cities with which it is naturally 

associated - Leicester and Nottingham. All three were cities 

of the second rank. Coventry had 16,000 inhabitants in 1801, 

21,000 in 1821 and 36looo in 18.51; the corresponding figures for 

Leicester were 17,0009 31,000, and 60,000, and for Nottingham 

29,000,42,000 and . 
58,000. (l) The staple industry of Leicester 

and Vottingham was textiles too - the knitting of the many 

varieties of hosiery, with Leicester concentrating on woollen 

goods and Nottingham on cotton; in Nottingham, lace-making was 

an important subsidiary trade. Also, in Leicester and Nottingham 

the outwork system, not steam factoriess was the dominant mode of 

production until after the middle years of the century; stocking- 
frames and lace-machines creaked and clattered in domestic workshops. 
(2) Like Coventry, Leicester and Nottingham had corporations 

which were by the early nineteenth century close and self-perpetuating, 

all elements of popular control having long previously atrophied. 

Power was concentrated in narrow civic cliques, and in the hands of 
the town clerks who served and manipulated them; in its mixture of 
incompetence and the most ruthless self-advancement the career of 
Thomas Burbidge in Leicester had extraordinary parallels with that 

of his friend John Carter. The corporations had a narrow range of 
duties - concerned with the management of the corporate estate and 
sundry charities; leicester corporation's execution of these tasks 

was marked by extreme incompetence until 1835; Burbidge on his 

R. A. Church, Economic 'and Social Change in a Midland Town: 
Victorian Nottingham, 900, (London, IVOb)s PP. 10 et seq. 
A. T. Patterson, Radical, Leicester (Leicester, 1954), PP- 39 et seq. For Coventry's population, see Chapter Is section IV9 Table II. 
(2) R. A. Church, op. cit. s pp. 26 et seq. 
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dismissal from office when the corporation was reformed was found 

to owe his masters 910,000 -a record that not even the Carter 

family could match. Nottingham corporation was most inefficient 

too till the 1820s, when like Coventry it instituted reforms, 

though these do not seem to have gone far enough. 

Like Coventry's too, the corporations of Leicester and 

Nottingham used the fundst patronage and influence in their control 

for purposes of electoral manipulationt and so contributed to the 

great violence that characterised electoral contests before the 

1830S. In Nottingham corporation bullies cracked the heads of 

Tories, since the corporation was dissenting and Whig: the candidates 

it favoured were opponents of the French wars, high taxation and the 

suspension of Habeas Corpus, and advocates of parliamentary reform 

and 'civil and religious liberty' - just like Peter Moore, Coventry 

corporation's enemy in 1818 and 1826. Leicester corporation was as 

Anglican and Tory in sentiment as Coventry's and intervened in the 

1826 election in the same way and, in partq for similar ends, 

Leicester corporation, too, making the 'No Popery' cry against 

Catholic Emancipation. (l) In all three boroughs$ the turbulence of 

elections was due in part to the size of the electorate. Nottin,,, ham 

and Leicester had indeed larger electorates than Coventry's before 

the Great Reform Act. In both boroughs there were large numbers 

of freemen (or burgesses as they were usually called); they had 

the franchise, and in Nottingham, like Coventry a county of a city, 
the 40s. freeholders had it too -a right which was denied of course 
to freeholders in the county of Coventry. Freedom in NottinSham 

and Leicester was acquiredt as in Coventry, by apprenticeship to a 

trade (and as a result many freemen were stockingers) but also by 

routes not open in Coventry - by, that is, birth, gift and purchase. 
In both boroughs the freedom was in the early nineteenth century sold 

or given (often to non-residents) on a lavish scale by the corpora- 
tions, for purposes of electoral influence. Both boroughs had about 
59000 electors before the Great Reform Actj half the Leicester electors 
being non-resident and pwhaps 1,500 of Nottinghamla. (2) 

(1) R. W. Greavest The Corporation of Leicester 
- 

1689-18836 (Oxford, 
1939), pp. 17 et seqt 107 et seq. R. I. Church, OP. Cit. 2 pp- 9 et 
seq. H. I. Thomisl Politics and Society in Nottingham (Oxford, 1969), 
pp. 143 et seq. D. Grayl Nottingham Through 500 Years (Nottingham, 
1960), pp. 146 et seq. - 
(2) M. I. Thomis, op. cit., pp. 143 et seq, 235 et seq. D. Gray, 
op. cit., pp. 141 et seq. R. W. Greaves, OP- Cit., pp. 48 et seq. A. T. Patterson, op. cit-, P- 193. The statement in J. Prest, op, cit., 
P. 138, that the pre-Reform, franchises in Nottingham and Leicester 
were 'narrow' is very wide of the mark. The 1832 act disfranchised 

cont... 
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In both Nottingham and Leicesterg like Coventry, national 

political issues were complicated and overlaid by local ones. 
Chief among these were the rights of the freemen. (J) A major 

cause of quarrel in Nottingham and Leicester was the corporations, 

mismanagement of the loan fund of Sir Thomas White's charity, which 
the boroughs shared with Coventryq Warwick and Northampton - 
Coventry alone, however, taking the eleemosynary fund. In both 

boroughs the freemen had rights of pasture over large areas of land 

close to the built-up area - rights that the freemen defended with 
immense force. In Leicester the freemen were opposed to the 

corporation, the owner of the land in question; this - the 'south 

fields' - was open field that the corporation wished to enclose and 
lease in severalty. A series of bitter quarrels occurred in the 

eighteenth century; they, and the impediment to urban growth, were 

ended by the extinction of the pasture right and the enclosure of 
the open fields in 1811 - the freemen receiving about one-quarter 

of the land in freehold to reward their intransigence. (2) Nottingham's 

case was more like Coventry's. An area slightly larger than that 

of the Lammas lands was even more hampering to urban growth. These 

were open fields over which the burgesses had rights of pasture for 
three months a year, though in 1832 only 200 burgesses out of 3,000 

exercised the right. A combination of respect for the freemen's 

rights and self-interest (since one effect of the continuance of the 

open fields was to enhance the rental of other land owned by the 

corporation or members of it) led the unreformed corporation success- 
fully to oppose the extinction of the pasture right and the conversion 

of the fields into severalty. Hence one alliance in Nottingham 

elections was between corporation and freemen - 'Whigs' - against the 

the freeholders - 'Tories' - who wished to enclose the land they 

(2) cont. 
all freemen not resident within seven miles of their borough. The 
Leicester electorate sank to 3000 immediately and Vottingham's 
remained at about 5000 because the number of F, 10 householders added 
roughly equalled the non-residents. The 1832 act also stopped the 
future acquisition of the franchise by freemen by gift or purchase, 
and this provision, together with the inferior vitality of the apprent- iceship mode in Nottingham and Leicester (as compared with Coventry) 
meant that while Coventry's freeman electorate steadily grew theirs 
declined steadily as those who had held the franchise before 1832 
died off. 
(1) The burgesses' property rights were confined to those who had 
gained the freedom by apprenticeship or b: ýth. In Coventry, the very 
small number of those who had purchased the freedom were excluded from 
all the freemen's rights save that of becoming a victualler. 
(2) R. W. Greavesq op. cit. t pp. 80 et seq, 
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owned in the open fields. This alignment ended when the corporation 

was reformed, but owing to the freemen's determination to insist on 

compensation in freehold land the open fields were not enclosed until 

after 1845, under the provisions of a local act of that year. (l) 

The three townsl therefore, had much in common. But the 

differences were in fact more significant. Above all, the hosiery 

trade was less prosperous than the ribbon trade. After prosperity 
in the late eighteenth century the hosiery industry was in difficul- 

ties from the early years of the century onwards. It has been 

calculated that the trade normally exported more than forty per cent 

of its output in the late eighteenth century. The export markets 

were disrupted by the trade war after 1805 between Britain and 
France. The shock helps to explain the unrest in the stocking- 

weaving districts in 1811 and after, More serious in the long term 

was the stagnation in exports of hosiery after the war - partly 

owing to continental tariffs and partly to the successful competition 

of the more technologically advanced Saxon industryg especially in 

the American market. The quantity of exports remained stationary in 

the thirty years after 1815- Home demand did not compensate for 

this sluggish export market. Long-term changes in fashion hit the 
industry very hard. As men turned to wearing trouseraq gaiters and 
boots sales of fancy hosiery slumped. The knitting of this required 
more skill and time than that of plain hosiery; and so the flood 

of displaced fancy weavers into the plain trade had a particularly 
depressing effect - tending to cut wage-rates there. The demand 
for plain hosiery increased - but too slightly to absorb at high 

prices the output of the growing number and size of stocking-frames 
between 1812 and 1844. The number increased from 299590 to 48,482, 

and at the same time their average productivity increased because 

the proportion of wide frames was larger at the end of the period. 
The evidence suggests stronglyg indeedt that the supply of labour 

ever-increasing - steadily outpaced demand forits products by a wide 
margin. (2) 

That earnings fell steadily, with minor fluctuations, over the 

period 1810-1845, certainly points this way. 'Until 1810, framework 
knitters earned about 14s. or 15s. weekly. They dropped dramatically 
in that year. By 1819 they had fallen to 7s, a week, and until 1850 

(1) R. A. Church, op* cit., pp. 163 et seq. D. Grayl op. cit., 
pp. 184 et seq. 
(2) R. A. Church, op. cit. 9 pp. 26 et seq. F. A. Wells, The British 
Hosiery Trade: its-History and Organisation (London, 1935), pp. 9ZT_ 
et seq, 128 et seq. 
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they remained near that level. In 1833, for example, it was 

calculated that they varied between 38. and 6s. in the worsted branch 

and 4s. and 7s. in the cotton, and in 1845 the averaCe was a6ain 7s. a 

weeks for sixty hours' labour. The considered opinion of the 

contemporary most competent to judge, William Felkin, was that from 

1811 to 1850 the average earnings of stockingers were 6s. a week. (l) 

This decline did not take place without many attempts bL, the stocking 

weavers to raise piece-work rates. The improvement of earnings 

(though by indirect methodsl rather than by the institution of 

statutory piece-work rates) was a main motive of the unsucce4; sful 

attempt to gain a parliamentary act to regulate the trade in 1812 - 

an attempt in which the stockingers of Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire 

and Derbyshire united. (2) A general strike throughout the area, 

for a common scale of piece-work rates which would have had the effect 

of both raising earnings to about 10s. or lls., and of reducinc 

competition between weavers and between masteral occurred in 1617. 

This too failed. Two years later, after further reductions in rates 

had occurred, another general strike occurred - for the 1817 'state- 

mentl-(3) This was more lastingly successful in Leicester than 

Nottingham, wbere the statement broke down in the spring of 1082-10 and 

was not restored for more than short periods in 1821 and 1823- By 

1825 the statement had been abandoned throughout the hosiery area, 

strikes could not restore itt and further reductions followed in 1626. 

No further strikes were significantly successful till the late 1840s; 

indeed further reductions at times took place, notably in 1842. (4) 

The industry was bedevilled by a great excess of labour. 

Much in this gloomy record is paralleled in the Coventry 

ribbon trade: but the differences are striking. The first reduction 

from standard prices came later, after the Napoleonic Wars. It was 

just as drastic, and was followed by unsuccessful attempts to maintain 

a list of prices in 1816 and 1817. A list (lower than the earlier 

ones) was gained in 1819, reaffirmed in 18229 but followed in 1824 by 

a lower list, and then by a lower one still in 1826. This was 

abandoned in 1828; a new - but lower - list was agreed in 1829; this 

(1) R. A. Churchl op. cit., pp. 41 et seq* M. I. Thomis, op. cit., 
pp. 16 et seq. 
(2) E. P. Thompsong The Making of the English_Working Class (Harmonds- 
worth, 1968), pp. 585 et seq. 

(3) In Coventry parlance, the 'list of prices'. 
(4) J. L. and B. Hammondl The Skilled Labourer, 1760-1832 (Londong 
1919), pp. 247 et seq. A. T. Patterson, OP. Cit. j pp. 124 et 8eq, 
130 et seq. R. A. Church, op. cit., pp. 42 et seq. 
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too was soon abandoned, and was not reimposed till 1ýovember 1031, 

This lasted till 1834, when it was replaced successively by two 

lower lists in the plain ribbon trade. But the list of 1831 for 

the plain trade was reaffirmed in 1835. This remained the plain 

list till 1860, and though abandoned from 1840 to hay 1842 it was 

kept, save for minor infractionss thereafter. (l) In times of general 

abandonment - 1816-1819,1828-1831,1840-1842 - the earnings of 

Coventry ribbon weavers sank to disastrous levels - 6s. a week, for 

example, being the average net earnings of a journeyman weaver in 

the engine trade in 1840 and 1841. But even in the bad years, from 

1815 to 1835, these periodR were shorter in duration altoGether than 

the periods when lists were (with minor infractions) observed by the 

trade. It is true that the average earnings of an engine-loom 

journeyman weaver in full work by the list sank from about 176. to 

9s. 6d. in that time, which represented a drop in real terms too, since 

commodity prices dropped by no more than one third in the same period: 

and of course there were similar falls in the earnings of jacquard 

weavers and first-hands. But even at the bottom of this decline 

the range of average earnings by standard prices prevailing in 1835 

and after - from 9s. 6d. for the journeyman engine-loom weaver to 

13s. 6d. for the first-hand jacquard weaver(2) - yielded an average 

far higher than that usual for the hosiery trade for the entire 

period between 1819 and 1850 - 7s- It is also true that the 

earnings of the single-hand ribbon weaver were even by the list at 

best equal to the stockingers' average: but single-hand looms were 

in a minority in Coventry in 18189 rapidly dwindled in numbers in 

the decades that followed and had almost disappeared by the mid-1630a. 

After then, too, Coventry ribbon weavers gained higher earnings from 

technological advance - from, for example, the introduction of 

factories in the 1840s. Technological advance also occurred in the 

hosiery trade, wider frames being introduced: but the rates of 

earnings for stocking-weavers quoted above take into account this 

change. However examinedl the earnings of framework-knitters were 

throughout the period significantly lower than those of Coventry 

ribbon weavers. Only once, between 1819 and 1824, and then only for 

part of the periodl did the stockingers gain a 'statement' that yielded 

averqge earnings - 108. or lls. - near those that ribbon weavers 

gained from their list. 

(1) See Chapter Two, sections I, II, IV and V, Chapter Three, 
section III, and Chapter Six, section II. 

(2) See Chapter Fiveg section IV. 
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The Coventry trade was much more buoyant. Despite the 

troubles that followed the French wars, the industry prospered 

under the prohibitive system (down to 1826) as the demand for 

ribbons grew. The increasing adoption of the engine loom bespeaks 

a willingness to advance technologically. But the industry was 

crucially inferior to continental producers in respect of price and 

design. Thus despite the tariff barrier substituted for prohibition 

in 1826 the trade went through the dreadful times from 1828 to 1832. 

Early in the 183089 however, Coventry had achieved the ability to 

compete with Switzerland in price (given that is, help from the 

tariff) and began to prosper from the growth of a lower-class and 

middle-class market for ribbons in imitation of the upper-class 

market for French ribbons, itself stimulated by their legal admission 

after 1826. This new mass market was an entirely adventitious 

development, little contingent upon the city's efforts. The 

ribbons favoured by it were French in 'taste' and design, if not in 

origin: Coventry catered for it not by any energetic development of 

local designs, but by the theft, often of the crudest kindq of 

French patterns: so that it could be seriously lamented in the city, 

as late as the Cobden-Chevalier treaty, that it was an unjust treatment 

of the trade to give copyright protection to French designors. (l) 

Shielded by the tariffl and enabled by the lack of legal restriction 

to exploit the talents of French designers, Coventry was very 

fortunate - till 1860. Thus though there was throughout the period 

a surplus of productive power it was always less than that suffered 

by the hosiery trade. This is revealed not only by the consistently 

higher earnings in the Coventry ribbon tradel and by the much happier 

fortunes of the list as compared with the statement, but also - in 

the most graphic way - by the disparate effects of slumps upon the 

two areas. 

In Coventry the underlying prosperity of the trade (as 

compared with less fortunate areas) was reinforced by traditions of 

paternalism and civic support. They combined to produce the list 

of prices and the high earnings that followed from it. But it is 

hard to believe that the paternalist tradition would have survived 

periods of disaster and overwhelming labour surplus greater than the 

relatively fortunate city endured. Certainly, the other ancient 
boroughs of Nottingham and Leicester had paternalist traditions too. 

The magistrates (who As in Coventry were drawn from the unreformed 

corporations) did not prosecute the framework-knitters' trades unions 

(1) See Chapter'Fours section IIIt and Chapter Eleven, section I. 
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under the combination acts when it was obvious that they were 
intending merely to raise wages and were encouraging peaceful 
behaviour; when it was suspected that they were in fact a front 

for insurrectionary activities - as in 1814, with Gravener iletiron's 

Framework-Knitters' Society in Nottingham - it was a different 

matter. hany hosiers too were paternalists, willin, 6 to pay by 

statement prices if all could be brought to do so -a necessary 

provision. In the disastrous years that followed the French 

wars, 1816 and 1817, they appear to have been as willing to do so 

as the Coventry ribbon masters. If their expressions of good 
intention were as unfruitful as those of their Coventry counterparts, 
it was for the same reason, an underlying surplus of labour. (l) 

A striking parallel between all three cities occurred in 

1819. In Coventry the honourable masterst, corporation and inhabitants 

at large supported the successful ribbon weavers' strike and the 

Aggregate Committee that was set up after it to sustain the list of 

prices that resulted. (2) Throughout Leicestershirej Nottingham and 
Derbyshire the framework-knitters struck for the 'statement' in July 

and August 1819. There was much support for them in both towns 

from corporation, hosiers and inhabitants; in Leicester, for example, 
there were subscriptions for the strikerst a benefit night in the 
theatre, and sermons in their favour in church and chapel; meanwhile, 
in response to appeals and warnings from civic authorities, the 

stockingers behaved peacefully. In September the hosiers of the 

three counties agreed to the statement. To support it the stockingers 
founded the Framework-Knitters Friendly Society for the entire hosiery 

area. It was intended to provide relief for the unemployed and those 

unable to find work at statement prices. It was 

proposed simply by means o, 
,f 

voluntary contributions to afford 
a subsistence, scanty it will probably be at best, to that 
portion of the labouring class who are destitute of employment, 
that they may not be compelled to offer their labour for next 
to nothing, and thus reduce the general rate of wages to the 
scale of depression which has already been productive of 
calamitous effects. (3) 

Besides the contributions of stockingers, the society received 
cash from the corporations of Nottingham and Leicester, and from 
hosiers and well-wishers in both towns. In Leicester the statement 
was maintained for some years, with a struaglet reflected in the high 

(1) M. I. Thomis, op. cit-9., PP- 38 et seq. R. A. Churchl op. cit., 
pp. 44 et seq. A. T. Patterdon, 'op. cit., pp. 117 et seq. 
(2) See Chapter Twot section II. 

The Rev. Robert, Hall, quoted in R. W. Greaveal OP. cit. 9 p. 76. 
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payments from the fund - L6,000 in 1820, of which C1,400 was given 
by inhabitants and hosiers, and another Z6,000 in the first four 

months of 1821, of which Z1,500 came by way of an interest-free 

loan from gentlemen sympathisers. 1822 and 1823 were more prosperous 

years in Leicester; the statement was apparently maintainedo and 
the loan repaid. But in Nottingham the statement had broken down 
by the spring of 1820. In the strike that followed in 1821 the 

stockingers received support from hosiers and C800 in contributions 
from local sympathisers; the strike was successful, but for a time 

only, and was followed by another of fugitive effect in 1823t again 

with local support. By 1825 the statement had broken down throughout 
the hosiery area and a series of strikes in Leicester and liottingham 

could not restore it. The Friendly Society had collapsed under 
the strain of these events some time before. 1825 marks the end of 
concerted industrial action by stockingers to raise their earnings. 
A gross surplus of labour had finally defeated them: but it cannot 
be argued that their masters and cities were less paternalist in 
desire than Coventry. (l) It was merely that circumstances were 
much less favourable to their making the desire effective. hot 
until 1838 was another general union of framework-knittern formed. 
The Rev. J. P. Mursell was anxious to establish a list of prices in 
the trade as a prelude to a political alliance of the middle and 
working classes in the radical interest. He tried to get the 
Leicester hosiers to join the stockingers in setting up an organisation 
like the friendly society of 1819-1825. The employers refusedg their 
spokesman Billson cogently arguing that they did so not from hostility 
to the idea, but from a conviction that the attempt would be hopeless. 
(2) The leading hosiers, when appealed to again in 1843 for an 
increase in piece-work rates, showed sympathy, but argued again that 
they were powerless as long as there was such an enormous surplus of 
labour. (3) 

This great surplus of labour was in part responsible for the 
increasing stringency of the systems of statutory poor relief in 
both Leicester and Nottingham over the period. In Leicester there 
was in the early decades of the nineteenth century a policy of lavish 
outdoor relief of the unemployed and the underemployed by the parochial 
overseers, who, significantlyq were strongly encouraged in this by the 

(1) R. W. Greavesl op. cit'*, Pp. 75 et seq, A. T. Patterson, ope cit., 
pp. 124 et seq, 130 et seqo R. A. Church, op. cit., pp. 47 et seq. M. I. Thomis, op. cit., pp. 401 59. 
(2) A. T. Patterson% op. cit., pp. 298 et seq. 
(3) ibid. 9 P. 383- 
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justices - or, in other words, the most senior members of the rory 

corporation under another nnme. (l) Sundry attempts b. the vestries 

to bring the overseers under closer control and 80 reduce expenditure, 

including after 1819 the creation of select vestries, were lar,, ely 
ineffective because of the alliance of the justices and the overseers 

to defeat their attempts at economy. Only in one pariski, St. 

Margaret's, and then not until the gaining of a private act in 1832 

to remove the power of the justices, was the parochial campaign of 

economy really effective. For a year after the New Poor Law was 

introduced into Leicester in 1836 the guardians continued to provide 

outdoor relief for the able-bodied and did not introduce the Poor Law 

Commission's regulations for the administration of workhouses in 

their full rigour; in part, it seems, this relative leniency wan 
due to the presence on the guardians of Tory paternalists. The 

guardians resolved in 18389 however, to end outdoor relief for the 

able-bodied, and to segregate the sexes to some extent in the now 

union workhouse then being completed. These decisions were a crucial 

precipitant of Chartism in the city, and in fact the decision to end 

outdoor relief for the able-bodied aroused so much dissension that 

it had to be rescinded; stringent labour-tests for outdoor relief 

were substituted. Events thus far in Leicester suggest parallels 

with the poor-relief policy followed in Coventry: a policy of lavish 

relief in the early decades of the century, with opposition to it 

from an 'economy' party, which won in Coventry in 1830 because of 

the increasing cost of poor relief at that time. Increased stringency 

after 1834 was due in part to pressure from the Poor Law Commission, 

but also to the continuing strength of purely local impulse to 

economy - though in Coventry the commission tended to get the blame 

for the changes this wrought also. 

In several respects, howeverg Coventry's poor were more 
fortunate than those of Leicester. The continued exemption of 
Coventry till 1844 from the close control of the commissioners meant 
that the directors were able to grant outdoor relief to the unemployed 
in a more generous way than the Poor Law Commissioners thought fit. 

But, far more importantly, even after the assimilation of Coventry 

to the national system in 1844 the town was so much less intensely 

affected by slumps than Leice6terl owing to the greater prosperity 

of the Coventry trade. In Cdventryq there was no pressure from either 

ratepayers or Poor Law Bodrd to discontinue outdoor relief for the 

able-bodied and bring them all into the workhouse: this would have 

(1) The mayor, the recorder ý. nd the four aldermen who had last 
been mayor were the borough malgistrates. R. W. Greavesq op. cit., p. 20 
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been a diseconomy, the costs of relieving a relatively small number 

of able-bodied paupers outdoors being outweiShed by the expense of 

enlarving the workhouse. In Leicester 
U, 

because of the greater 

number of outdoor paupers, the equation of cost-efficiency care out 

differently. The differences may be most concretely shown by 

reference to the slump of 1847-48. In January 1848 273 outpoor 
families were being relieved in Coventry and there were 345 persons 

in the house of industry. Both figures are higher than those of 

six months earlier and later: they may be taken, therefore, as 

reflections of the depth of the slump. If one multiplies the first 

figure by five (to arrive at the number of people on outdoor relief) 

one arrives at a total of about 1,750. To estimate the total who 

received relief between October 1847 and March 1848 perhaps this 

total should be doubled - to allow of course for people movini, on 

and off relief and others taking their place. But not even with a 

larger multiplier may this total plausibly be made equal to the 

number relieved in Leicester in the six months that ended on Lady 

Day 1848 - 19, ooo. In the year that then concluded C329000 were 

spent relieving the poor in Leicester. In Coventry the total was 
z3,845; for 1847 it was less. It is therefore not surprising that 

in Leicester a committee of the guardians decided early in 1848 that 

a larger workhouse should be built to accommodate the able-bodied 

poor, or that though this decision was not acted on the labour-test 

was more stringent in May - and so became, it would seemg more arduous 
than that in its neighbouring and more fortunate city. The added 

harshness of poor law policy in Leicester was a main cause of the 

large Chartist agitafton in 1848. The disparity in poor law policy 

continued in the 1850s, - and clearly reflected again Coventry's 

greater prosperity: Leicester gained somewhat from the coming of the 

factory but Coventry boomed. Between 1851 and 1856 poor relief in 

Leicester never cost less than 915,000 a year - and was kept down to 

this figure by the building of the new workhouse in 1851 and a 
draconian policy of relieving almost all the able-bodied within it. 

In the same period the cost of poor relief in Coventry was never more 
than Z3,550: so the continuance there of outdoor relief for the 

able-bodied is understandable. Not until the early 1860s did Coventry 

have to deal with a problem of pauperism among the able-bodied as 

great as Leicester had experienced for years: in 1863 Coventry's 

workhouse was enlarged and the able-bodied paupers swept into it. (l) 
(1) For this section, see R. W. Greavest OP- Cit., pp. 42 et seq; 
A. T. Patterson, op. Cit-9 PP- 158 et seq, 189 et seqt 290 et seq, 349 et 
seq, 359 et seq; V. C. H. Leicestershire, iv (London, 1958), pp. 209 et 
seq, 258 et seq: also Chapter Nine, section Is and Chapter Eleven, 
section III, and Appendix I. 
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In Nottingham outdooor relief was disbursed generously, 

down to the creation of the New Poor Law, in two of the city's 

parishes. In the third, St. Mary's, Absolem Barnett, full-time 

assistant overseer from 1819, introduced after that date both 

labour-tests and a less generous scale of relief for the outdoor 

able-bodied. In 1836 Barnett became clerk to the guardians of the 

three parishes thus united and a keen executor of the Poor Law 

Commission's policy. (l) Outdoor relief for able-bodied males was 
forbidden in 1836 in the Nottingham union. But in August 1837 the 

order was rescinded - the Poor Law Commission concurring - because 

the workhouse available (St. Mary's parish house) was far too small 
to accommodate all who clamoured for relief. For those in the 

workhouse living conditions were far worse than in Coventry or, 

apparently, in Leicester. Those outside it were certainly in a 

more unenviable position than the outdoor paupers in Covontryq since 
the guardians refused at times to levy enough rates to provide relief 
for all in need. A humanitarian group in the Nottingham guardians 

pressed for both more generous outdoor relief and also (unlike in 

Leicester) a new workhouse. In this last aim the Poor Law Commission- 

ers supported them. At length the new workhouse was completed in 

1843. But the balance of advantage to the poor is not clear, since 
the building of ihe workhouse added Z4,000 to the debt of the 

guardians - already large because of the number of paupers - and 

partly as a result the inmates' diet was reduced in 1847 to broad 

and Indian corn. Beer, meat and cheese were dropped - something 

which never occurred in Coventry. And again in the interests of 

economy, the guardians in 1848 crammed 1,600 into the new workhouse, 
built to accommodate 19000. It would be easy to contrast their 

callousness with the attitude of the Coventry directors; unsympathetic 
though these were they never went to such lengths. But Nottingham 

faced incomparably greater problems. In February 1842 one quarter 

of the city's population - or about 139000 people - were receiving 

relief. In Coventry the comparable figure, for January 18429 was 
about 3PO. (2) The poor suffered in Nottingham and Leicester from 
their cities' being subjected to-the close control of the Poor Law 
Commission earlier than was Coventry: but a much greater misfortune 
for both these cities was the far larger amount of destitution they 

(1) The assistant commissioner with whom the guardians in both 
Leicester and Nottingham had to deal in the 1830s was Edward Gulson, 
erstwhile director of the poor in Coventry. 
(2) In Coventry there were , 

266 permanent and 302 casual outpoor families at that date. Multiplying these totals by five Cives a 
figure of 2,840. There were also 308 people in the workhouse. See 
Appendix I. 
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suffered, which made a humanitarian poor law policy far more 

difficult. (l) 

Certainly, the inhabitants of Leicester and Nottingham, like 

those of Coventry, were generous in subscribing to public funds for 

the relief of distress. Indeed, the amount subscribed in D. 'ottingham 

between 1319 and 1841 - nearly Z23,000 - was apparently much larger, 

even relatively, after making allowance for Nottingham's greater 

population, than the comparable figure for Coventry in the same 

period. (2) But quite apart from the smaller amount of distress in 

Coventr3ý, the inhabitants had less crucial need to resort to such 

subscriptions, since Coventry was singularly fortunate in having at 

its disposal far greater resources for the non-statutory relief of 

destitution than either Nottingham or Leicester. In the 1820a 

the total value of annual disbursements of cash and goods from formal 

charities in Coventry was about Z2,000, much the most important item 

being the Sir Thomas White Z4 gift9 amounting to about Z700. (3) 

The maximum available from Nottingham charities in cash and goods in 

the same decade was between C220 and Z225, and from those of Leicester 

about JU50-0) Thus in the twenty-three years between 1819 and 1841 

946,000 in money and goods were distributed from the formal charities 

of Coventry to the poor of the city - or double the amount spent by 

public distress-relief funds in Nottingham, and F, 18,000 more than 

the total of disbursements from charities and relief-funds in that 

city. Even when allowance is made for the use of the White Z4 gift 
as electoral bribes in the 1820s, for the necessarily more random and 
haphazard distribution, as compared with statutory relief and distress 

funds, of doles from formal charities - their lack of close congruence 

with both personal need and economic depression - it seems fair to 

argue that in them Coventry had a most valuable instrument for 

alleviating poverty - and one incomparably larger than Nottingham's 

or Leicester's. For it the'city had to thank both the munificence of 
(1) For this sketch of the Nottingham poor law, see R. A. Church, 
op. cit., pp. 112 et seq, 147. 
(2) R. A. Churchl op. cit., p. 106. See also A. T. Patterson, 
op. cit., p. 140. For Coventry, see Chapter Nine, section II. 
(3) The annual value of the cash doles alone was in the 1850s over 
92,000, and the value of goods distributed was several Z100s more. 
The value of the financial doles - especially the Sir Thomas White 
Z4 gift - had appreciated in the previous thirty years. See Chapter 
One, section III, Chapter'Eights section 119 and Chapter Nine, section 
ii. 
(4) P. P.: H. C. 19. (1829) vii: 20th Rq-oort__of the Charity Commission- 
er. al PP. 383 et seq. V. C. H. Leicestershi-r-e-ý--iv, pp. et seq. 
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Sir Thomas White and other citizens in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

century, but also the great prosperity of Coventry, in that period, 

which in part made their generosity possible: the wealth of the 

Tudor city made the relief of distress, and hence social coratrul, 

more possible in the Victorian city. 

Coventry's staple trade was Generally prosperous and the 

surplus of labour relatively small. It was possible for civic and 

industrial paternalism, and the workers themselvesq to austain high 

earnings at standard prices. It was possible too, for a city free 

until quite late from the close control of the Poor Law Commifision, 

and far more importantlyg enjoying both a quite small number of 

unemployed and destitute (at least for most of the period 1815-1ý-, 60) 

and great means of informal reliefg through dole charities, to 

alleviate poverty benignly. High earnings and an efficacious 

paternalism combined with the privileges of the large group of 

freemen - particularist advantages that bound the freemen to the 

city that respected and valued them - to create a pervasive moderation 

of conduct and attitude among weavers and poor. Coventry was a 

nuiet city. . 
Nottingham and Leicester had privileged freemen and 

strong traditions of paternalism. They lacked, howeverl Coventry's 

other advantages. Their staple trade was generally unprosporous, 

from 1810 onwards. The gross surplus of labour depressed earnings 

greatly and rendered ineffective paternalist action to raise and 

sustain them; such action thus ended in the 1820s. The unemployed 

and destitute were so numerous that the impulses in each city towards 

a humanitarian poor law policy were fruitless; they were also 

hindered (though this was a relatively minor aggravation of the 

problem) by their early subjection to the Poor Law Commission. Nor 

were the means of informal relief Nottingham and Leicester possessed 

as great - for all their depth of paternalist generosity - as those 

of the more fortunate Coventry, with lesser problems but incomparably 

larger dole charities. 
The disparate fortunes of Leicester and Nottingham on one 

hand, and Coventry on the other, help to explain why their records 

of political and industrial action-differ so radically, at crucial 

points - why Nottingham'iLnd Leicester were in general so much less 

moderate, peaceful and quiescent. Thus in the Luddite years, from 

1811 to 1816, Coventry was entirely free from machine-breaking - or 

at least the entire lack 
, of mention of it in any source may reasonably 

be held to prove so. 'So, too, was the town of Leicester, whose 
law-qbiding quality during these years has been cogently attributed 
in part to the traditions of civic paternalism and in part to the 
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greater means of law-enforcement that the city possessed, as 
distinct from its surrounding area. (l) But these influences were 
ineffective in the town of Nottingham, which shared with the wide 
hosiery area outside it involvement in the systematic and orgzýnised 
frame-breaking of these years: (2) a course of action far more 

continuous and premeditated, and attended with far more violence 
to property and persong than the solitary example of mill-burninj_ý, -V 
much later, in Coventry: attended too, as strongly distinct from 

the apolitical Beck incident, with insurrectionary$ quasi-revolutionary 

elements. Moreover, while the Beck burning was explicitly disowned 

and condemned by the weavers' leaders in Coventry, it seems probable 
that the Luddite jobs hadq at least on some occasions, the approval 

and connivance of the stockingers' leaders in Nottingham. A 

community - or large portions of it, not merely a few usually 

submerged fragments - was involved. (3) The chief impulse to the 

movement came from the great depression in earnings in an industry 

grossly overstocked with labour. (4) 

The contrast between Coventry and the other two cities 

continued after the Luddite years. The movement for radical reform 

was strong in Coventry, yet it was a movement of surpassinC constitu- 
tionality; the existence of both revolutionary intent and 11nnpden 
Clubs which that intent elsewhere penetrated (toGether, of course, 
with more lawful aims) is denied in the sourcesq and in the one 
violent incident of these years, the Peterloo protest meetinU in 
November 1819, it was certainly not the reformers who were primarily 
to blame. In Leicester there was a Hampden Club from the autumn of 
1816. The corporate authorities persisted in regarding it as 
impregnated with revolutionary purpose. The argumentl advanced by 

the historian of the town, that this belief was untrueg seems less 

(1) See A. T. Patterson, Radical Leicester, PP- 58 et seq, 1069 
and 'Luddism, Hampden Clubsj and Trades Unions in Leicestershirell 
English Historical Review, 1xiii (1948). 

(2) See M. I. Thomisl op. cit., pp. 86 et seq. The attempt of R. A. Church and S. D. Chapman, 'Gravener Henson and the English Working 
Class', E. L. Jones and G. E. Mingay, eds , Land Labour and Population 
in the Industrial Revolution, (London, i9, 

y)j to demonstrate that 
Nottingham was relatively free from Luddism, seems singularly uncon- 
vincing. 
(3) E. P. Thompson, op. ci 

, 
t.,, pp. 579 et seq, 924 et seq. The 

attempt in M. I. Thomis, op& cit., p. 9.59 to draw a distinction between 
Luddism and revolutionary intent seems a false and strained categori- 
sation, in an analysis usually cogent. 
(4) Iq. I. Thomist op. cit-v p. 80. 
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than wholly convincing since it leaves unanswered the important 

question as to why they held its when their equally Tory colleaCues 

in Coventry made no similar accusations in respect of their city. 

At the very least, the willingness of Leicester stockingers to join 

a society of which the civic authorities so strongly disapproved 

suggests far less concern for their good opinion than was shown by 

the weavers of Coventry in respect of W. G. Lewis's meeting. (J) But 

the differing fortunes of the two towns help to explain the divergence 

of attitude. There is no doubt at all where Nottingham is concerned. 

Men from it were at the heart of the complex plannings that ended 

in the Pentrich rebellion in 1817, and the town was 'the centre of 

the rebel movementl. (2) 

The Chartist years provide a similar contrast, In flottingham 

distressed framework-knitters were the core of the movement; the 

more highly paid lace-workers were, significantlyl absento In 1638 

and 1839 the impression is of greater mass support than the Coventry 

movements with more meetings and a tendency to larger numbers at 

them. A much greater contrast with Coventry, however, occurred 

from 184o to 1842. Like Coventry Chartists those of Nottingham 

rejected, for the most parts the ideas of a middle-class alliance and 

of corn law repeal which was its common expression. But there were 

more Chartists in Vottinghams and they were more violent. It iJ3 

true that Sir Charles Vapierl in command of the soldiers stationed 
theres discounted all talk of an uprising in the city: nevertheless, 
it is significant that gunpowder was bought by Nottingham Chartists, 

that Chartist 'sentinels' walked the streets, that parties of dragoons 

patrolled the town after dark,, and that two soldiers were shot at, 

Meanwhile, the threat to the public peace posed by the breaking up of 
Anti-Corn Law League meetings by large numbers of Chartists led the 

mayor to forbid the use of the public rooms for League meetingas and 
the mass nature of the movement is suggested by the 'huge procession' 
that met Feargus O'Connor when. he visited the town in February 1842. 

These events occurred at the time that David Buckney was withdrawing 
his Chartist motion at the relief fund-meeting in Coventry, and, 

while Anti-Corn Law League meetings were enlivened by Chartist 

barracking, none was broken up. ^ But, while there were 3,100 paupers 
in Coventry, there were 139000 in Nottingham. 

(1) A. T. Patterson, Radical Leicester, pp. 107 et seq. On the 
difficulty of discounting entirely accusations of insurrectionary 
purpose at this time, see E. P. Thompsons OP- Cit-9 pp. 629 et soq. 
(2) M. I. Thomisj- op. citýj- pp. 200 et seq. 
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By August the two cities had moved yet further apart. In 

May the demand of the Coventry weavers for the reinstatement of 
their list of prices had been crowned with success, owinG lar-ely 

to the efforts of corporation and paternalist manufacturers. it 
is therefore understandable that the Chartist gathering on Gireyfriars 
Green was, though large, scrupulously respectful of the maeistrates' 
commands - and that William Taunton should have offered himself as 
a special constable. In Nottingham, on the other hands stoclcinr--ern 

struck in August for the higher earnings so long denied them, held a 
meeting in defiance of the magistrates' orders, and, when the meetin7, 

was broken up by police, marched through the town to draw out rien on 
strike. When the Riot Act was reads it was snatched from the hands 

of a magistrate and torn up. The final refusal of some 5,000 

Nottingham Chartists to disperse when assembled on the Mapperley Hilla 
led to the arrest of 150. Six years later there was little Chartism 

of any sort in Coventry. But in contrast to the few score who met 
there, between 59000 and 6,000 gathered in the Market Place in 

Nottingham for a gathering in April - and so concerned were the 

authorities that 1,600 special constables were sworn in, the gaoworka 
provisioned to withstand a sieges barricades and chains erected in 
the streets, and boiling tar prepared. We are told that the fears 

were groundless, but, once again, the fact that they occurred in 
Nottingham but not in Coventry is significant. One reasons almoat 
certainly, was that stockingers in work were paid much worse than 

ribbon weavers and that in Nottingham 1,600 were crammed into a 
workhouse built for 1,0009 while their diet had been reduced to bread 

and Indian corn: Coventry paupers never suffered ouch a fate. (l) 

Leicester Chartism provides a more effective contrast with the 

movement in Coventry - showing as it does in a direct and proximate 
way the energising role of the poverty of stockingers and hatred of 
the New Poor Law, so grossly incapable of relieving it humanely. 
Early in 1838, when their new union workhouse was almost completes 
the Leicester guardians decided to stop outdoor relief for the able- 

(1) This sketch of Nottingham Chartism is based on R. A. churcil, 
op. cit. 9 pp. 128 et seqj and A. C. Wood, 'Chartism in Nottingham', 
Transactions of the Thoroton Society of Nottinghamshire, lix (1955), 
pp. 43 et seq. The election of Feargus O'Connor as R-. p. for Nottingham 
in 1847 is also a reflection of Chartist strength there. It should 
also be mentioned that, significantly, the tradition of a workine- 
class radicalism which did not take its lead from the middle class was 
stronger in Nottingham than Coventry during the 1850s: Earnest Jones 
received 614 votes in the Nottingham contest at the general election of 1857 and a radical meeting in February 1858 passed a resolution in 
favour of manhood suffrage, while a similar motion ih Coventry was defeated at a comparable meeting. R. A. Church, op. cit. 9 pp. 155 et seq. A. C. Woodq op. cit., p. 82. 
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bodied, and to subject the increased number of indoor paupers that 

would result to a much more rigorous discipline; in particular, 
they would be segregated. So Creat was the uproar that this 
latter decision was speedily modified: but the spectre of the 
Bastille had been thoroughly aroused, as it never was in Coventry. 
A few weeks later the Rev. J. P. Mursell, anxious to promote a union 
of middle-class and working-class radicals in the town, suggested 
a plan - essentially a revival of the eventually unsuccessful scheme 
of 1819-1825 - whereby the rich should help to create a fund to 

support unemployed stockingers; this would have had the effect of 

raising the earnings of those in work. The plan was welcomed by 

the stocking-weaverst and while it was being discussed there was 

some lessening of the militant working-class radicalism recently 

aroused: but in June the hosiers turned the scheme down flatl on 
the only too credible grounds that the surplus of labour in the 
trade made it unfeasible. The result of these developments was 
the rupture of the alliance, which, though uneasy, had previously 

existed between middle-class and working-class radicals in Leicester 

- an alliance that had taken as its meeting-place the demand for 
household suffrage -, and the growth of a movement for the People's 
Charter. In this movement the poverty of stockingerst who predominated 
in it, and hatred of the New Poor Law, were chief compelling forces. 

Strong too amongst most Leicester Chartists was distruat of 
the middle-class radicals of the town and of the several plans they 

advanced for a rapprochement. In these, as elsewherol franchise 

extension (almost always, however, stopping short of universal 

suffrage) together with corn law repeall were advanced as a pro, -, ramme 
for united action. Like the Chartists of Coventry, those of Leicester 

repudiated any alliance based on less than the Six Points, and were 
suspicious of the plea for corn law repeal, Some Leicester men (like 

the majority of Coventry Chartists) disliked the idea of repeal 
altogether and advanced a counter-philosophy of protectionism; for 

most Leicester men, however, uppermost was distrust of the motives 
of middle-class repealers in advancing the cause of repeal before 

universal suffrage had been gained, to secure its advantages for the 
working, rather than the middle, class. Opposition, whatever its 

motive, led to the same results as in Coventry - the invasion of 
repeal meetings by Chartists. In Leicestert however, the meetings 
were broken up by force,, not merely disrupted by barracking or swayed 
by voting-power. The difference reflects a larger number of committed 
Chartists and a mor6'vi-olent idiom. By February 1839 there was a 

core of between 600 and 700 subscribing members to the Chartist 
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association -a far larger number, it seems certain, than in 

Coventry. 1,200 attended a meeting in Leicester in May, and 200 in 

Coventry a few months later. Calls to the people to arm themselven 

appear to have been more frequent in Leicester: amongst Coventry 

Chartists only Taunton is recorded as having voiced them, in the 

troubled weeks after the Bull Ring riots. More importantly, there 

were 200 or so Chartists in Leicester who talked in the summer of 
1839 of 'Moscowing' the town. 

It was in 1842 that the mood and tempo of Chartism in 

Leicester and Coventry were most sharply contrasted. The 732 

members of the Leicester Chartist Association in December 1841 grow 

to 2,300 in July 1842,2,700 in August, and 3,000 by the end of the 

year, The Coventry correspondent of the Northern Star boasted of 

125 new members in the spring and summer - apparently the total, 

Bad though the situation of the ribbon weavers was in the winter 

there was no parallel to the processions of half-starving stocking- 

weavers who begged from door to door in Leicester: and in May the 

ribbon weavers regained their list, while the stockingers continued 

to starve. As to the poor law authorities to which the unemployed 

in both towns turned, in April the increasing arduousness of the 

labour-test for the outpoor in Leicester, and the badness of the 

bread with which they were relieved, led to extensive rioting and 

attempts at sabotage that had to be quelled by a large force of 

soldiers and county police: whereas in Coventry Chartists and 

Tories joined together to call for the retention of their autonomoua 

poor law provision - regarded as more humane than the uoual New 

Poor Law provision by all. There followed in August the mass turn- 

out of the stockingersl whose sense of grievance over low earnings 

was activated by striking coalminers - an explosive mixture quite 

without parallel in Coventry. Mass meetings of 5,000 or 6,000 were 
held every day in the week beginning 15 August, and the temperature 

was raised. On 18 August, mass processions of striking framework- 

knitters to force all out on strike were accompanied by assaults 

and violence; there were clashes with the police during the day, 

and in the evening a crowd gathered in the Market Place. 'The vast 
crowd was in a state of feverish excitement. Amid great uproar and 
confusion the mayor read the Riot Act. 1(1) The police used force to 
break up the meeting. -The crowd re-assembled in the Welford Road 

and stones were thrown at the, yeomanry assembled, who used their 

cutlasses to disperse, the crowdl while constables used their staves 

(1) Daniel Merrick, The Warp of Life, or Social and Moral Threads 
(Leicesters 1876)% P. 33- 
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freely. The following day a party of strikers, armed with iron 

bars, poles, and walking sticks, were dispersed by police and yeomanry 

on Nowmacre Hill. 

If in the mid-1840s Chartist activity in Coventry and 

Leicester alike was on too small a scale to be often recorded the 

two towns were very dissimilar in 1848. Instead of the d, ýin,,, fall 

of the movement in Coventry, in Leicester there were many crowded 

meetings; there were 8,000 at one on the first Monday in April, 

followed by one of 3,000 in the evening. There were reports, 

perhaps exaggerated but certainly unparalleled in Coventry, of pikes 

being made and bullets cast. In June, months after the Kenniný, -ton 

Common meeting often thought to mark the end of the movement, there 

were 1,500 members of the two Chartist associations in the town. 

One reason for this continued involvement has already been mentioned: 

the deep depression in Leicesterg which had meant that the poor law 

guardians relieved 19,000 (at a cost of Z32,000) in the year onding 

in March 1848. The increasing stringency of outdoor relief, cauned 

in part by the great cost of the Leicester poor law, led to tho 

Bastille riots of May, when for a week there was daily hand-to-hand 

combat in the streets between the unemployed and the regular and 

special constables. (l) 

(1) This sketch of Leicester Chartism has been based on A. T. Patterson 
op. cit., pp. 295 et seqs ý and J-F. C. Harrisong 'Chartism in Loicester' , 
Asa Briggs, ed., Chartist Studies (London, 1959), pp. 99 et seq. 
See also Chapter Seven, sections II and III, and Chapter Nine, section 
I, for the Coventry reference in these paragraphs. 
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III 

In social atmosphere Coventry often resembled the city with 

which any true Coventrian would, then and now, least like to be 

compared - Birmingham. In history and constitution no towns could 

have been more different: Birmingham lacked antiquityl a close 

array of medieval houses and churches, an old corporation, freemen, 

or a dense mass of eleemosynary charities from the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries: (l) it lacked too the sense of the past and 

of the civic rights inherited from it that informed so much corporate 

action in Coventry. Symbolic of the contrast in vision between the 

two cities was the struggle of Birmingham in the 1830s for a charter 

to give a useful modern corporation(2), while a united Coventry 

battled for the retention of the county of the city - not, in high 

degree, for material gain, but rather to indulge in reverie of lost 

medieval greatness - to breathe life into the shadow of the imperial 

sway over north Warwickshire conferred by the charter of Henry VI-(3) 

'Its recollections belong to distant and chivalrous times, when 

Brummagem was an obscure village, and Leamington was lost in its own 

(1) In 1830 the parishes of Birmingham and Edgbaston, and of those 
parts of Aston which in 1838 were to be joined with them to form the 
borough, had dole charities whose annual value was about , Z290. 
Charities disbursing a further Z85 were added by 1860. The population 
of the borough was 177,922 in 1841 and 296,076 in 1861. V. C. H. 
Warwickshire, vii (London, 1964), pp. 9 et seq, 556 et seq. Birminghan 
had a lower ratio of dole disbursements to population than any of the 
other three boroughs considered in this chapter - Coventry, Nottingham 
and Leicester. The annual per capita value of dole charities was in 
1841 about ls. 9d. in Coventry, at one extreme, and slightly more than 
one third of a penny in Birmingham, at the other. 
(2) See Conrad Gill, History of Birmingham,, i, Manor and Borouph 
to 1865 (London, 1952), pp. 214 et seq. 

See Chapter One, section I. 
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mud. 1(l) But however different the outward features and inward 

moods the two cities were in early Victorian times frequently 

similar in economic fortune and social attitude. 

Birmingham was devoted to the production of a Creat variety 

of metal small-wares, from anvils to buttons, mostly in a large 

number of small workshops (though larger establishments existed 

too), where masters worked beside their skilled and serli-skilled 

artisans. Production was commonly carried on by means of simple 

tools and machines, which steam power might often assist, but did 

not replace. The small workshop could compete successfully with 

the large factory, whose greater size gave no competitive advantaCe. 

The cost of setting up as an independent manufacturer, in a small 

wayl was not great - Z50 sufficing in the brass trade. Many 

artisans invested such amounts: many rose: many fell again. The 

possibility of rising (and of sinking once more) and the comradeship 

of the small workshop where tasks were shared helped to smooth the 

natural asperities between masters and men, and to attach the small 

man to the aspirations and ambitions of the large. So. too, did 

the relative good fortune of the trade as a whole, and thus of the 

artisan who never rose. Slumps occurred, and were sometimes 

disastrous, especially during the period after the Napoleonic wars 

when the price of Birmingham metal goods steadily fell. But in the 

long term the market was buoyant and expanding: wages were high - 

24s. a week being the average amount. In times of distress the 

artisan was benignly relieved by the poor law - compared, at least, 

with those in areas with a more acute problem of destitution, or 

earlier subject to the close control of central authority. The 

poor law in the parish of Birmingham was regulated by a local act 

of 1783, which (like Coventry's local act) sufficed to confer much 

freedom from the control of the Poor Law Commission till the 1844 

act. (2) Thus until then the Birmingham guardians were able, like 

their Coventry counterparts, to continue in some degree their establi-- 

shed tradition of generosity, and to grant outdoor relief more readily 

than the Poor Law Commission thought fit. Butt in fact, as in 

Coventry, outdoor relief survived after 1844 in Birmingham. (3) 
ý1) Anonymous letter 'To the People of Coventry', Coventry_Standard, 
11 December 1846. 
(2) in 1844 Birmingham joined Coventry in a vain attempt to get 
exemption from the act of that year. See Chapter Ninel section I. 
(3) For this sectiong see W. H. B. Court, The Rise of the 1.1idland 
Industries, 1600-1838 (London, 1938), passim, and esp. pp. 273-et seq; 
Asa Briggs, 'Thomas Attwood and the Economic Background of the Birming- 
ham Political Union', Cambridge Historical Journal, ix (1947-49), pp. 
190 et seq; Trygve R. Tholfsen, 'The Artisan and the Culture of Early 
Victorian Birmin ham' University of Birmingham Historical Journalt iv 
(1953-54), pp. 

N6 
et9seq; V. C. H. Warwickshire, vil, PP- 321 et seq. 
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Early Victorian Birmingham was characterised by a certain 

ambivalence. Working men revealed an independence and self-reliance 

of mind and conduct that was nurtured by their prosperity and their 

hopes of rising in the world: but the same good fortune led them, 

for the most part, to place these qualities under the leadership 

of the masters and manufacturers that embodied their ideal forms. (l) 

Durin, rý tiie Reform Bill crisis the great majority oL artisans accepted 

the ideoloSy of the Birmingham Political bnion, with its emphasis 

on the necessity and value of unity between artisan and manufacturer, 

essentially in support of the Whig bill and its enfranchisement of 

the middle, but not, for the most part, the working class. The call 

for a much greater degree of parliamentary reform that was articulated 

by working-class radicals in Manchester and Leeds - where the factory 

inhibited the srowth of class alliance - was much more muted in 

BirminCham. (2) In the early years of the Chartist agitation the 

demand for universal suffrage in Birmingham was dominated by the 

revived BirminCham Political Union, still under the leadership of 

Attwood; though since 1830 it had greatly extended its political 

demands, its leaders did so in the confident belief that were the 

Six Points conceded, the leadership of the middle classes wou--; -d not 

be cliallenr-ed. This faith was shaken by the popularity of 

C'Connorite Chartism amongst Birmingham working men between 103" 

and 1842 - by its ideology of conflict between the middle and working 

classes, its distrust of corn law repeal as a measure likely to 

benefit the middle class, and the frequent invocation of lphysic&l 

force' to achieve political aims. The middle classes withdrew, 

for the most part, from the movement. These years were certainly 

marked by Creater violence and tension than they were in Coventry. 

Meetings of increasing size and excitement in the Bull Ring in June 

1839 prompted the mayor to call for a detachment from the 1.. etropolitan 

police. Their violent dispersal of a peaceful meeting on 4 July 

provoked a week of disorder, in which soldiers had several times to 

be used to control the crowds, and even then the task was difficult. 

The excitement and tension stimulated the rioting and pillaging of 

shops round the Bull Ring in the evening of 15 July. There was 

further violence three years later, during the third week in August 

1842, when on several days Chartists clashed with police and troops. 

At the same time, howeverg Joseph Sturge was attempting, through the 

(1) Trygve Tholfsen, loc. cit. 

(2) Asa Briggs, 'The Background of the Parliamentary Reform Movement 
in Three. English Cities's Cambridge Historical Journal, X (1950-52), 
pp. 293 et seq. 
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Complete Suffrage Union, to draw together in a common programme 

both middle-class and working-class radicals, in the manner of the 

1630s. The CSU failed, but the idea of class unity for which it 

stood eventually triumphed, by 1847. Thereafter such an alliance 

dominated Birmingham: its theme was the acceptance by working-men 

of middle-class leadership in pursuit of the limited, safe aim of 

household suffrage. (l) 

Coventry arrived at the same end - with indeed an easier 

journey on the way, as in the Chartist years - by routes sometimes 

similar and sometimes different: on the one hand, by an industrial 

structure that was dominated by the small workshop and gave 

opportunities for journeymen to become master craftsmen, and for 

both to become manufacturers, by a generally prosperous and expanding 

trade that gave quite high earnings, by a poor law system that at 

its worst eschewed the rigours of the New Poor Law: on the other 

hand, by a dense mass of eleemosynary charities and freemen's 

privileges. Thus the activity in Birmingham early in 18599 when 

working men both criticised Derby's 'fancy franchises' reform bill 

as offering far too little, and yet were content to accept household 

suffrage as the limit of their demands - the claim for manhood 

suffrage advanced by a few being voted down - was exactly paralleled 

in Coventry. (2) Coventry and Birmingham were not alone in this mood: 

it was characteristic of the great towns of Victorian England as a 

whole in 1860: by diverse routes the urban nation had reached the 

same conclusion. (3) 

The Coventry electorate's increasing support of liberalism 

is most clearly reflected in its return of Edward Ellice to parliament 

time after time ands most tellingly, in its reverential acclaim of 

him when he visited the city in the 1850s. No more startling document 

from early Victorian Coventry exists than the diary that Kathleen Jane 

Ellice kept during the 1857 election: (4) it reveals a regard, an 

(1) Trygve R. Tholfsen, 'The Chartist Crisis in Birmingham's 
International Review of Social History, iii (1958), pp. 461 et seq, 
and 'The Origins of the Birmingham Caucus's Historical Journal, ii 
(1959), pp. 161 et seq. Conrad Gill, op. cit., pp. 241 et seq. 
(2) Trygve R. Tholfsen, tThe Origins of the Birmingham Caucus', 
p. 181. See also Chapter Seven, section V. 
(3) Trygve R. Tholfseng 'The Transitiont) Democracy in Victorian 
England', International Review of Social History, vi (1961), pp. 226 
et seq. See also John Vincent The Formation of the Liberal Party 
(London, 1966), pp. 76 et seq, 

i6l 
et seq. 

(4) 1ictional Library of Scotland: Ellice Papers E72/113 et seq: 
quoted in Chapter Seven, section V. 
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affectiong an emotional exaltation in his presence, which seems 

inexplicable. Ellice was an old man$ who had sat for the borouGh 

for nearly forty years: but in that time he had not once (so far 

as can be determined) visited the town except at elections. The 

weavers who climbed on his coach in 1857 would have had only a dozen 

or so chances of seeing him in forty years. He had performed acts 

of kindness for the city - like getting the Rev. William Drake the 

living of Holy Trinity and giving an Italian painting for hanging 

in St. Mary's Hall: (l) but such favours can hardly have counted 

for very much with most ribbon weavers. Personality, presence or 

patronage cannot account in large measure for the adulation with 

which he was received in 1857. 

Ellice's representation of the city falls into two parts, 

In both he showed a surprising talent for opposing or ignoring the 

wishes of the majority of his constituents on important occasions: 

but offered enough to counterbalance this wayward independence. 

In the first period, down to about 1847, he failed to take any real 

steps to gain the reintroduction of the prohibitory laws on the 

import of foreign ribbons in the early 18308; (2) he suplorted the 

plan to end the freeman franchise in 1635; (3) he lent no strength 

to William Williams's plan to get the stamp duty on the admission of 

freemen abolished in the late 1830s, (4) or to the campaign to preserve 

the city's independence from the Poor Law Commission in 1842. (5) 

But against these could be set his support for the freemen's claim 

for compensation in freehold land for the extinction of their Lammas 

rights, (6) and for the claims of the dissenters (on some occasions): 

and, much more importantlyl his ardent support of the Great Reform 

Bill and of corn law repeal. This last, above all, appears to 

explain (so far as his ideas can) his growing popularity in the 

constituency. (7) In the second periodl from about 1847 onwards$ he 

displayed on one crucial occasion his continued ability to detach 

himself from his constituency: in 1856 he does not seem to have 

(1) These favours are mentioned by Katherine Jane Ellice, loc. cit. 
(2) See Chapter Five, section III. 

(3) See Chapter Four, section II. 

(4) See Chapter Four, section III. 

(5) See Chapter Nine, section I. 

(b) See Chapter Eight, section I, 

(7) See Chapter Seven, sections I, II and IV. 
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lifted a finger to combat the Charity Commission's scheme to 

expropriate the dole charities -a scheme that hardly anyone in the 

city had a good word for. For assistance here the city turned to 

Paxton, less popular than Ellice, and to William Williams - turned 

out by the Coventry electorate a decade before. (l) Against this, 

however, must be set (besides minor matters like his defence of the 

freeman franchise against Russell's attack in 1854)(2) the continued 

popularity he enjoyed from his advocacy of corn law repeal in the 

1840s. As prosperity increased in the 18508, and was attributed 

to the effects of repeal, so Ellice was given cre6it for it still. 

But, once again, nostalgia cannot explain the esteem in which he 

was held - especially since it was growing. It came, essentially, 

from his offering little that was new and nothing that was advanced, 

but all that was emollient and placatory: the deprecation of 

attempts to revive the divisive issue of religious rancour and the 

continued advocacy of dissenters' rights in vague terms, while their 

real grievances, church and vicar's rates, remained; unspectacular 

advance in education and on the franchise question - household 

suffrage being regarded by him even in the late 18508 merely as an 

eventual goal to be reached by easy stages; above all, the continuance 

of peaceful times (at home) while government was in the hands of 

sensible, moderate men like Palmerston. (3) He celebrated the status 

quo, and in voting for him so did the Coventry electorate. They 

were Liberal because they were conservative: since up to 1860 they 

had ouch to conserve -a prosperous trade, a burgeoning outwork 

system, a delicate mechanism for sustaining earnings, a relatively 
benign system for relieving the poor, and all sustained by the 

fifteen per cent tariff. The adulation of Ellice revealed by his 

daughter-in-law's diary was praise of their own good fortuneg and of 

themselves - quite justifiably - for taking advantage of it and for 

turning it continually to account. 

Katherine Jane Ellice's diary bears witness to the weavers' 

pride in themselves, their way of life, and their city. One year 

after she wrote it, the weavers began their battle against the large 

steam factories that had been built since the mid-18508- Through 

superior productivity, turned to account by their proprietors by 

means of weekly wages, these were both imposing harsh work-rhythms on 

(1) See Chapter Eight, section II. 

(2) See Chapter Fourl section III. 

(3) See Chapter Seven, section V. 
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the factory weavers and threatening to destroy the outwork system 

that most weavers worked in and which all - includin- factory weavers - 

most admired. The weavers' victory - the imposition of piece-work 

payments by the list of prices - benefited both groups of weavers: 

and was testimony both to their unity in the stru, --gle and to the 

support they received from many in the city, attached like them to 

old ways. But the weavers' position was precarious in 1859, though 

they did not know it. No matter how modernised by a-la-bar looms 

and steam power, the outwork system could only survive the competition 

of foreign factories when it was protected by the tariff, Given not 

only the inferior technology of the outwork system but also the poor 

or derivative designs of Coventry ribbons. 

The Cobden-Chevalier treaty ended the tariff, without warning, 

or stay of execution. Coventry's trade could not hope to survive 

protected for ever, the only city in the kingdom (as Charles Bray 

pointed out) whose products were shielded by a tariff. 1,. 'or, of 

course, would continued protection have averted a decline due to a 

change in public taste: indeed such a change in 1860 aggravated the 

troubles caused by the treaty. The transitional protection Given by 

Gladstone to the straw-plaiting trade of Bedfordshire did not save 

the straw-hat interest of Luton and Dunstableg which makes today as 

little impression on an industrial landscape dominated by Vauxhall 

motors as silk ribbons do by the side of British Leyland. But 

transitional protection would have helped the industry to adjust. 

It, in sundry forms, had been given to the corn interest in 1846. (l) 

It was the least that the city could reasonably expect. It was not 

offered, nor, in a parliament dominated by members who accepted the 

ideology of free trade, was it forcefully demanded. It had, of 

course, been expressly excluded by the treaty; French negotiators 

naturally eager to aggrandise their silk trade had persuaded Cobden 

to open the British trade to them immediately. It is impossible to 

dissent from the verdict of the Coventry Standard: 

That persons who have been engaged for a lifetime in a hard 
struggle to maintain their independence, who have denied them- 
selves gratifications to preserve their position, should at 
last be cast down, without any fault of their owng is an act of 
reckless cruelty, not to be justified by considerations of 

_political 
expediency. (2) 

(1) See D. C. Moorel 'The Corn Laws and High Farming', Economic History 
Review, 2nd series, xviii (1965-66)9 PP- 544 et seq. 
(2) Coventry Standardl 9 August 1861. See also the judgement of the 
Coventry Free Presst 3GNovember 1860: 'We have been tauntingly told 
that "Coventry is not the whole country": we have never heard anyone 
declare that it was, but if it is not the whole country it is a part 
of it, and it has never dishonoured it'. See on this paragraph, Chapter Eleven, section I. 
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In the summer of 1860, the weavers did not at first abandon 

the attitude of rationality and moderation which had long been their 

distinguishing feature. They too saw the dangers of foreign 

competition, and did not insist on the retention of the existing 

list. They were prepared to accept a lower one, provided that it 

was I-eneral. 
What they wished to avoid was the internecine competition 

that would follow 'free labourl. The masters deserve understanding 

too. The most efficient factory proprietors, James Hart and his 

colleagues, who in the spring had declared that even with the list 

of prices they had every expectation of meeting continental competition, 

had no reason to like the weavers or to retain the list if they could 

abrogate it. Many of the less efficient factory masters, and the 

outdoor masters, who seem to have given covert support to the weavers 

in 1858 and 1859, had no prospect now - or thought they had not - of 

meeting that competition if the list were retained. Terrified by 

the prospect of ruin, they demanded free labour. Their rejection 

of the weavers' demand for a list of prices shows how deeply had 

penetrated the apprehension of the Swiss factories, with their 

carefully policed and disciplined labour-force. The weavers' 

aed this rejection injured above all the 
, eneral strike that folloi 

minority of honourable masters who stuck to the list still. This 

was an act of folly on the weavers' part - quite out of character 

with their attitude for forty years. It shows how disruptive of 

old moods was the abandonment of the list by the majority of manu- 

facturers: not surprisingly, since it marked the destruction of 

ancient tradition. 

The most dramatic change, in the summer of 1860, was in the 

attitude of the city itself. It too became convinced of the necessity 

for free labour. It gave only vestigial support to the weavers who 

struck for a list in July. The system that perished in that summer 

had lasted a long time, but it had always depended on a fortunate and 

precarious conjunction of circumstance: an underlying prosperity 

that made the list of prices possible, paternalist support from the 

city and honourable manufacturers that exploited that possibility for 

the weavers' advantage, disciplined and deferential militancy by the 

weavers to press that advantage home. In 1860 the prosperity and 

the paternalism disappeared as the city was 'continentalisedl: the 

militancy remained - without the deference - but was quite unable to 

restore the old system: the list had gone for ever. The Cobden treaty 

was its death sentence, the enlargement of Coventry workhouse in 1863 

to accommodate the pool of permanently surplus weavers its monuments 

the emigration of thousands its elegy. (l) 

(1) For this sectiong see Chapter Eleven, sections II and III. 
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APPENDIX ONE: Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, 1810-1861. (l) 

I: TABLE IX 

Years Poor Rate 
ending I II III IV V 

April St. kj. Holy T. Amount 'Crav- Pay- 
Raised ings' ments to 

z Outpoor 
and for 
Lunatics 

T-2'7 

1810 12s. 6d. 9s-3d. 11780 
1811 13s. 9s. 11507 
1812 13s-3d. 8s. 6d. 12034 
1813 14s. 108-3d. 13152 
1814 12S. 7s. 6d. 11459 
9 months ending December 
1814 7s. 6d. 4s. 9d. 7164 

vi VII 
Cost of Cost P. C 
Inpoor pow. Of 

food in 
III I house 

(1) Source of tables: C. R. O., Proceedings of the Guardians of the 
Poor for the Parish of St. Michaels, 1801-1861, pp. 60 et seq. 
This includes accounts for both parishes. Figures have been rounded 
off to the nearest Z. The figures in columns 1,11, and ITI in 
Table IX are cniefly useful as guides to long-term trends: expenditure 
in any one year seems never to have equalled the amount raisecl; it 
was usual for a credit balance or a deficit to be carrie(I over. 1,: ore 
importantly, the rates 'Cranted' by the Directors (that is, the 
fiZures in columns I and II) were never collected in full in the 
appropriate year, in the period for which there are detailed statistics 
- from 1629 onwards. Part of the rate was allowably remitted, 
because of empty houses and 'cravings' - relief from payment Given to 
paupers and others who while not paupers could not contribute to their 
relief; the rest of the uncollected rate was carried over for collec- 
tion in the following year and added to the notional granted rate for 
that year. Thus for 1833 rates totalling L12,857 were Cranted which 
included 21,592 uncollected at the end of 1832. i2ll, 093 of this 
rate was collected, F, 11272 was allowed as 'cravings' and Sý+92 was 
carried over for collection in the rate for 1834. Differences in 
the proportion collected help to explain why a given rate yielded 
different suns in contiguous years. Thus the granted rate for 
St. 11.: ichaells in the financial year ending I-lichaelmas 1855 included 
Z1,022 uncollected at Michaelmas 1854, and this plus a 2s. rate was 
estimated to yield z6,295. In fact, Z168 was written off and ýU88 
carried over for collection in 1855/1856. This and the product of 
a 2s. rate were estimated to yield Z6,060, but C464 had to be written 
off and , ', 628 remained uncollected at Michaelmas 1856; so the rate 
collected in St. Michael's in 1855/1856 was only L4,968. The situation 
was similar in Holy Trinity. Differences between the amount raised 
and the totals spent on relief are explained by the costs of adminis- 
tration and loan chargess of the county rate (always high - JZ1,952 in 
1833 and S2,199 in 1855/1856), of illegitimate children, of pensioners 
and of sundry other charges not listed here. 
(2) Figures in this column are for the poor with settlements in and 
living in the combined parishes, the poor with settlements in other 
parishes, but living and being relieved in Coventry, and paupers with 
a settlement in Coventry but living and being relieved elsewhere. 
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Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, 1810-1861. Table IX (cont. ) 

Cal. 
Year III IV V vi vii 

1815 98. Us. 9154 

1816 158-od. los. 15696 

181? 19s. 13s. 9d. 18832 

1818 16s. lis. 6d. 15586 

1819 158. 98. 14319 
1820 13S. 3d. ? s. 6d. 1344? 
1821 12s. 8s. 9d. 13984 
1822 gs. 6d. 6s. 1120? 

1823 9s. '3d. 6s. lo? 44 

1824 8s. 1d. 5S. 9d. 10021 

1825 ? s. 8d. 5s- 8925 

1826 12s. 8d. 7s. 9d. 13646 
1827 9s. 2d. 5s. 8d. 1154o 

1828 6s. 6d. 5S. 4d. 8889 

1829 15S. 2d. 10s.? d. 16090 2187 

1830 15s. 6d. lls-3d. 20180 33? 2 

1831 13s- 9s. 9d. 15910 225? 

1832 lOs-3d. gs. 6d. 18844 3039 

1833 8s. 2d. 5S. 5d. 11093 12? 2 6863 2s. 5d. 

1834 8s. 0d. 5s. 4d. loo98 986 6289 2s. 4d. 

1835 8s. 3d. 5S. 11d. lo964 88o 5462 2s. 3d. 

1836 ? s. 6d. 4s. 10d. 10130 522 424? 2s. 2d. 

1837 5s. 9d. 4s. 0d. 8? 32 581 38o6 2s. 2d. 

1838(1) 2s. 8d. 2s. 2d. 836o 496 3868 2s. lld. 

1839 3S. 0d. 2s. 4d. 8295 528 3592 2s. 7; d. 

184o 2s. 8d. 2s. 2d. goll 587 3749 2s. 6-21d. 

1841 3s. 8d. 3S. 0d. 11077 996 4248 2s. 6d. 

1842 3S. 4d. 2s. 9d. 9275 1236 5414 2442 2s. 4d. 

1843 2s. 2d. ls. 10d. 8652 824 4645 2169 2s. 271d. 

1844 2s. 2d. irs. 8d. 6878 521 2491 1611 2s. 8-'Zd. 

1845 2s. 8d. 2s. 2d. ? 888 381 2826 1741 2s. 104d. 

(1) The sudden drop in rate poundages in 1838 was due to the effects 
of 6&7 Wm. IV, cap 96: An Act to Regulate Parochial Assessments, 
which laid down (cl: l) that at times after 21 March 1637 - local dates 
to be settled by the Poor Law Commission - all rates were to be made 
on the full net annual value of the property. In Coventry, the 
rateable value had previously been set at one third of the annual value. 
Coventry Herald, 23 September 1836. Chadwick allowed the implementa- 
tion of the act in Coventry to be postponed till 29 September 1837. 
E1.11.12/13377, Chadwick to the Directors of the Poor, 15 June 1837- 
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Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, 
_ 

1810-1861. Table IX (cont. ) 

Payments 
to the 

Outpoor 
(1) 

IV V VI vii 

1846 2s. 4d. 2s. 0d. 7137 4o8 2158 1920 2s. lGýd. 

1847 2s. 2d. is. 8d. 7359 378 1698 2082 2s. 9--d. 

1848 is. 6d. is. 4d. 6118 589 1758 2o87 2s. IG, '-d. 

1849 2s. 4d. ls. 10d. 7388 360 1921 1742 2s. 7, -d. 

1850 2s. 0d. is. 4d. 6243 209 1575 1235 2s. 3; 'd. 

1851 2s. 2d. is. 8d. 5820 84 1422 1145 "ýd. 2s. 2,, - 

1852 ls. 8d. ls. 2d. 5291 lol 116o 1147 2s. 10ýrd. 

1853 is. 6d. ls. 2d. 6027 171 812 1305 

Years 'Void s' Cost P. C. 
ending p. w. incl. 
Michael- Clothing 
mas 

185,5 2s. 0d. is. 4d. 8390 269 1547 2008 3s. 6d. 

18.56 2s. 0d. is. 4d. 7510 651 1335 1813 3s. 4-, d. 

1857 ls. 8d. ls. 2d. 6568 74 1183 1454 3s. 4-1ý-d. 

1858 2s. 10d. 

1859 ls. 8d. ls. 2d. 7972 1399 1244 2s. 9,, d. 

186o ls. 10d. ls. 2d. 5289 1985 1422 3s. 0-.,, '-d. 

1861 2s. 11d. 

(1) It is possible to distinguish, from 1846 onwards, the costs for 
the outpoor from those for lunatics previously aggregated with them. 
In the five years from 1846 to 1850 the cost of lunatics from Coventry 
at the county asylum varied from 9513 to Z587, the average being about 
2.550. This sum ought to be deducted from the totals in column V 
from 1833 to 1845 to give the approximate cost of the outpoor in those 
years. Ný khat from 1846 onwards the cater-ories of outpoor listed 

?. I, 
still included in this column. in note 44are) 
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Poor 'Relief in the Combined Parishes, 1810-1861 (continued) 

II: TABLE X 

III IV V 

Eo. of No. of Flo. of Weekly 
persons perm. casual payments 
in Hse. outpoor outnoor to out- 
of Ind. families families poor 

har. 1810 255 94 

oct. 1810 228 75 

Mar. 1811 230 go 

oct. 1811 233 102 

Mar. 1812 245 113 
Oct. 1812 278 89 
Mar. 1813 28r? 96 

oct. 1813 200 87 

Mar. 1814 201 87 

Oct. 1814 162 60 

Jan. 1815 377 230 

Jun. 1815 147 147 

WeeU. y payments to outpoor 

Permanent Casual 

oct. 1815 162 65 17 

Jan. 1816 170 448 338 

JunI1816 511 456 

Oct. 1816 265 65 164 

Jan. 1817 333 517 1104 74 233 
Jun. 1817 539 655 

oct. 1817 286 78 103 

Jan. 1818 298 
. 
565 601 76 lo6 

Jun. 1818 547 419 

Oct. 1818 226 81 79 

Jan. 1819 283 554 557 85 102 

Jun. 1819 557 344 

oct. 1819 2o6 84 77 

Jan. 1820 246 621 559 85 111 

Jun. 1820 596 376 

Oct. 1820 18o go 76 
Jan. 1821 213 616 541 104 go 
Jun. 1821 613 454 
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Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, l8lo-1861. Table X (cont. ) 

I III IV V 

Oct. 1821 174 79 65 

Jan. 1822 193 616 523 79 7" 

Jun. 1322 626 355 
Cct. 1822 156 80 43 

Jan. 1323 171 635 397 79 6o 

Jun. 1323 585 314 

oct. 1823 152 68 44 

jan. 1824 159 566 389 68 56 

jun. 1824 566 327 

Oct. 1824 140 70 39 

Jan. 1825 145 574 290 71 42 

Jun. 1825 590 221 

Oct. 1825 131 
jan. 1826 155 6o4 426 56 

Jun. 1826 607 456 

Oct. 1826 154 70 50 
Jan. 1827 172 60.5 433 71 64 

Jun. 1827 621 284 
Oct. 1827 170 73 42 

Jan. 1828 184 633 319 73 54 
jun. 1828 64o 279 
Oct. 1828 156 72 52 
Jan. 1829 202 625 467 73 79 
Jun. 1329 612 655 

Oct. 1829 34o 73 206 
Jan. 1830 454 614 1395 75 282 
Jun. 1830 651 511 
oct. 1830 236 76 61 
Jan. 1831 278 650 666 79 110 
Jun. 1331 642 516 
Oct-1831 316 73 71 
Jan-1832 414 694 733 78 103 
Jun. 1832 672 485 

oct. 1832 237 76 57 
jan. 1833 253 675 619 78 78 
Jun. 1833 667 400 
Oct-1833 222 72 48 
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Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, 1810-1861. Table X (cont. ) 

I II III IV V 

Wkly av. '33 230 668 4o4 75 58 
Jan. 1834 260 66o 423 71 66 
Jun. 1834 644 385 
oct. 1834 206 67 46 
Wkly av-'34 231 645 377 69 54 
Jan. 1835 249 612 407 65 58 
Jun. 1835 61o 225 
Oct-1835 183 62 28 
Wkly av-'35 201 602 280 63 37 
Jan-1836 175 58o 193 61 26 
Jun-1836 536 144 
Oct-1836 20,5 54 16 
Wkly av. '36 198 52.5 154 59 20 
Jan. 1837 272 442 187 48 24 
Jun-1837 4o4 276 
Oct-1837 243 43 23 
Wkly av-'37 273 41o 249 44 28 
Jan. 1838 228 384 317 43 36 
Jun. 1838 388 230 
oct. 1838 154 41 22 
Wkly av. '30 163 381 247 42 2.5 
Jan. 1839 186 371 215 4o 26 
Jun. 1839 343 189 
Oct-1839 212 39 25 
Wkly av. '39 215 352 205 39 26 
Jan. 1840 246 341 230 39 28 
Jun. 1840 325 191 
oct. 1840 290 39 20 
Wkly av. 140 304 328 229 4o 30 
Jan. 1841 377 318 266 4o 39 
Jun. 1841 256 272 
oct. 1841 242 45 33 
Wkly av. 141 277 257 274 4o 36 
Jan. 1842 308 266 302 68 44 
Jul. 1842 368 275 4o4 35 62 
Wkly av. 142 346 288 390 41 57 
Jan. 1843 362 339 407 46 60 
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Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, 1810-1861. Table X (cont. ) 

I II III IV V 

jul. 1643 228 336 117 56 20 

Wkly av. 143 2o. 5 285 206 51 32 

Jan. 1844 214 196 125 22 21 

I Ii III 
No. of persons Outpoor Payments to 

in House of families outpoor(l) 
Industry 

jul. 1844 191 345 39 

Wkly av. 144 206 316 41 

Jan. 1845 243 334 43 

jui. 1845 172 307 37 

Wkly av. 145 197 308 50 

jan. 1846 238 304 40 

jul. 1846 231 268 35 

Wkly av. 146 229 268 52 

Jan. 1ý47 27.5 281 tý 3' 

jul. 1847 263 247 30 

Wkly av. 147 270 260 44 

Jan. 1846 345 273 38 

jui. 1846 276 252 31 

Wkly av. 148 276 254 44 

Jan. i849 287 271 35 

, ju-;. 1349 219 225 29 

Wkly av. 140, 237 254 48 

Jan. 1850 241 24o 35 

Jul-1850 179 200 28 

wklY av-'50 201 196 41 

Jan. 1351 208 208 27 

Jul-1851 193 182 23 

Wkly av. 151 197 190 39 

Jan-lu'52 178 169 22 

Jul. 10"52 
Wl-: 1.1 av. 152 
Jan. 1853 190 142 16 

Jul-1053 149 147 15 

Wkly av. '53 175 28 

(1) The annual averages given in this column include the costs of 
the poor without Coventry settlements and of lunatics in the county 
asylum. 
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Poor Relief in the Combined Parishes, 16lo-1861. Table X (cont. ) 

I ii 

Jan. 1854 212 164 
jul. 10,54 
Wkly av. 154 

Jan. 1855 

Outpoor 
people 

Mar. 1855 261 268 
Sep-1855 198 313 
Average 155 231 280 
Mar. 1856 216 306 
Sep-1856 171 a4? 
Average 156 206 287 
Mar. 1857 154 269 
Sep-1857 182 297 
Average 157 170 254 
Mar. 1858 219 550 
Sep. 1858 170 341 
Average '58 205 460 
Mar. 1859 171 353 
Sep. 10859 146 310 
Average 159 170 327 
Mar. 186o 186 456 
Sep. 1860 236 837 
Average 160 182 533 
mar. 1861 272 1228 
Sep. 1861 319 254o 
Average 161 303 1859 

III 

17 
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APPENDIX TWO 

The Work of the Reformed Corporation 

The commissioners who fixed the boundaries of each municipal 

borou6h after the Municipal Corporations Act decided that the 

boundary of Coventry was rightly coterminous with that of the 

county of the city. The reformed corporation was therefore 

elected, at first, by householders in that area, which was divided 

into six wards, returning thirty-six councillors. Five wards 

comprised the city, with the 'county' land outside it to the south, 

west and east. The North Wards the biggest, comprised the county 

parishes of Foleshill, Anstey, Wykens Sowe and Exhall, to the north. 

After the boundary dispute of the late 1830s, which the,, city lost, 

and the Coventry Boundary Act of 1842, (l) the municipality was 

narrowed to the very much smaller area that it preserved to the end 

of the nineteenth century. The number of wards was at the same 

time reduced to five, returning thirty councillors. (2) 

', lae first elections for the reformed corporation were held 

at the and of 183.5- Twenty-four of the thirty-six were dissenters, 

twelve An, ýýlicans. Thirty-two (including all the dissenters) were 

liberals, and four Tories; all these were returned by the North 

Ward. They included George Eld; only one other member of the 

unreformed corporation was elected - T. S. Morris - one of the liberal 

minority in that body. All the twelve aldermen chosen were liberals 

too. The reformed corporation dismissed the town clerk of the old 
body, John Carter, as its first act of public business, and was 
involved for some months with the members of the unreformed corporation 
in a bitter quarrel over who were to be chosen as the trustees for 

the city's charities. The liberal majority carried in January 1836, 

against the votes of the four Tory members, an address expressing 

confi(tence in the government. The election of so many liberals, and 

(1) 5&6 Vict., cap. 110. 

(2) Se Chapter I, section I and Chapter Four, section II. 
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their behaviour when elected, reflected the hostility in the city 

towards the close, Tory corporation. (l) 6uch feelintýs did not last 

long. Conservatives soon began to be elected as councillors for 

the citý wards - George Eld bein6 the first in 1838. The number 

steadily increased thereafter; in 1849 about one-third were Tory, 

and the proportion stayed constant in the 1850s. This proportion 

reflected, apcroximately, what seems to have been political feeling 

in the city as shown in parliamentary elections. In the 1340s and 

1850s Tories were chosen as aldermen, George Eld again being the 

first in 1844, and also as mayors. Party distinctions were in fact 

almost entirely lacking in real significance for much the greater 

part of the period 1836-186o. After 1836 the council chamber was 

only very rarely a sounding-board for party feelings. (2) Though 

debates were frequently acrimonious and abusive, division was 

provoked by personal rancour or by issues of principle that cut 

completely across conventional party boundaries. The descriptions 

'Tory' and 'liberal' given in the press to councillors referred to 

their attitudes to national issues; their work in the council gave 
little purchase for these faiths to be applied. (3) 

One issue was discussed many times: whether the June Great 

Fair, once held in the town-centre, but since 1823 placed on Greyfriars 

Green, should be moved elsewhere. As the fair became in the 1840s 

and 18.50s more and more a festival occasion for thousands brought in 

by special train, those who lived near Greyfriars Green, and had no 
desire to sell beer, food, or trinkets, became more and more angry 

at the noise from circuses* side-shows, refreshment-tents and visitors. 
Tradesmen in the centre of the town(4) were allied with them in wanting 

(1) One reflection of the reformed corporation's desire to break 
entirely with the past was to sell by auction 243 items belonging to 
the old corporation - including kitchen and table ware, armour and 
Lady Godiva's hat, both from the great triennial procession, a common 
seal of the corporation, a three-gallon silver punchbowl inscribed 
with the city's arms, and several paintings. They fetched SU01 at 
auction in 1836. C. W. C. Collection: Coventry Miscellany (Broadsides), 
i, Catalogue of Corporation property auctioned July 1836. Coventry 
Standard, 1 June 1836. 
(2) The only instance I have discovered was the attempt in 1841 by 
John Warden, the newly elected Chartist plumber, to amend the address 
to the Queen congratulating, her on the birth of a son, so as to draw 
her attention to national distress. He withdrew it. Coventry 
Standard, 17 December 1841. 
(3) Coventry MercuEZ, 2 January 1836. Coventry Standard, 5 November 
18361 'T October 1640,16 November 1849,16 November 1860. Coventry 
Herald, 1 January, 15 January 1836. See also Chapter Fourl section 11. 
(4) Greyfriars Green was on the edge of town until after 1860. 
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to draw the fair away from the green to outside their doors. 

On the other side were the tradesmen who operated near Greyfriars 

Green; there were few of them, and a more important group was the 

quiet folks who lived in the town and had nothing to sell. This 

controversy pressed on the town council, where interested parties 

took an active part. One typical debate filled an entire meeting 

of the council in June 1843- 103 inhabitants of the Greyfriars 

Green district petitioned for removal. John Warden told of his 

shopkeeper constituents in Bishop Street for whom their rate burdens 

would be lighter if only they could sell to the visitors. A Tory 

councillor, England, heartily agreed. - William Browett, the radical 

Quaker draper of Cross Cheaping, ingenuously confessed that he looked 

forward to leasing the pavement outside his shop for 27s. if only 

the fair were brought near. But the opposition to having the narrow 

streets blocked with jugglers and crockery-vendors was so Creat that 

the motion was lost. (l) The dispute grumbled on for years, and 

surfaced dramatically in 1858. The presentation to the city of 

Russian guns captured in the Crimean War prompted a sugoestion that 

the green should be turned into a park, with the guns as a showpiece, 

and the fair moved to Gosford Green. The plan pleased respectable 

non-shopkeeping citizens all over the city - except those who lived 

near losford Green. 3,000 signed a memorial approving the plan. 

Few shopkeepers were pleased; Gosford Green was even further away 

from the town-centre than Greyfriars Green. Many packed St. Mary's 

Hall to hear Richard Hands, a radical councillor, speak for their 

interest and argue for the old plan to move the fair to the city 

streets. 1,000 signed a memorial to that effect. The freemen 

complicated the issue; they, and their spokesman, Councillor William 

Taunton, attacked the plan to invade their pasture rights on the two 

greens, by emparking one and holding the fair on the other. 2,000 

signed a memorial for the greens to stay as they were. The town 

council, after giving in to pressure from one side and voting to 

move the fair to Gosford Green, reversed its decision a few weeks 
later and gave in to the shopkeeper and freeman interest (after a 

freemen's demonstration); it resolved to leave the greens alone and, 

at last, hold the fair in the streets of the town. The affair had 

absorbed the attention of the council for two months. (2) For the 

fair, the traffic had to be excluded from Hales Street - an annoyance; 

(1) Coventry Standard, 2 June 1843- 

(2) Coventry Standard, 2 April, 23 April, 30 April, 14 May, 4 June 
1858. See also Chapter Eight, section I, for the bearing of this 
incident on the quhstion of freemen's rights. 
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so was the noise of the merry-go-rounds. So next year the council 

decided on another city-centre site, draining Pool Meadow to give 

more space for stall-holders and leave the streets free. A house- 

holder with the apt pseudonym of 'Job' promptly wrote to complain 

that the immemorial peace of that part of town was now disturbed 

all daý, by drums, bagpipes, monkeys, parrots, a bear, and a barrel 

organ playing 'Annie Laurie'; he was also woken up by a cock 

crowing at 3 a. m. (l) 

The shopkeepers had benefited at last in this battle with non- 

shopkeepers over the fair because they had had the adventitious aid 

of the freemen -a much stronger group. But throughout the period 

1836-166o the shopkeepers had the support of the mere householders 

(or many of them) in one issue - the desirability of spreading 

council contracts among the city's tradesmen, and the councillors 

amon. - them. This was usually presented as one aspect of a general 

campaiCn for civic economy: it was argued that contracts should 1-o 

out to tender and the lowest accepted. Many were quite sincere in 

arCuinE; thus - for examplel Abel Rotherham, 'honest Abell, the verbose, 

prickly, self-righteous, humourless and proudly incorruptible Wesleyan 

Methodist liberal draper of Smithford Street, the most unpopular man 

in Coventry. Two others who argued for tendering consistently were 

John Warden, William Browett (both radicals) and William Wilmot, the 

reactioniýry Tory who joined the council in 1839. Browett and Wilmot 

rather iný; enuously gave the game away, however, br arguing that 

awarding council contracts by rotation would be a perfectly acceptable 

alternative; Wilmot had nothing to sell but did have shopkeeper 

constituents. Even tendering could be turned to account by unscrupu- 

lous tradesmen in a city where every one of them was related to a 

councillor and could find out what his neighbours had offered. One 

builder submitted the lowest tender for the repair of the market 

house in 1841. It was accepted. When the job was finished Abel 

Rotherham took a ladder to the roof and found that the old laths, 

mostlýý rotten, had been re-worked. He also discovered that the 

contractor was Alderman Booth's nephew. The bitter manner in which 

he told týiis tale in the town council explains why Rotherham was 

disliked as much by the honest as by the corrupt. A few years later 

Rotherham found by interrogating constables that Browettq successful 

in procurin_ý- a contract to supply cloth for police greatcoats, had 

provided the tailor with material so bad that it fell into holes. 

He lashed his fellow-draper, and fellow-liberal, in the council. 

(1) ibid., 11 June 1858,17 June, 24 June, 1 July 1859. 
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When in 1345 the policemen's coats had again to be renewea Rotherham 

joined with -2homas Cope (a Tory), J. S. Whittem and A. Atkins (both 

radicals) in forcing through a proposal that they would be cheaper 

in the long run in London. Vehement but vain opposition came from 

Richard Hands, a radical tailor, and David Buckney, the Chartist 

ribbon manufacturer who served on the council from 1843 to 10649. 

Buckney ar-rued that 

lir. Whittem had said they were boundq as the advocates of 
free trade, to carry out the principles. Such free trade as 
that he would set his face against. He would not consent to 

employing tradesmen at a distance from Coventry when he was 
convinced their own townsmen were quite as competent for 
this business. (l) 

But the recommendation that the coats be bought in London was carried. 

(2) Sometimes efficiency pulled one way, helping local tradesmen 

another. 

T'oe responsibility the old corporation had had over charities 

was transferred in 1836 to independent trustees, not the council. 

The council took over the duties of the street commissioners in 

February 1836. Thus the spheres of the two corporations were very 

different, the chief common link being the care of the corporate 

estate. For some seven years the corporation's discharge of its 

chief duty - watching, lightingg paving, and cleaning the city - was 

almost as perfunctory as had been that of the street commissioners. 

Shorta_e of money and the limited nature of statutory powers were 

largely responsible. One of the first acts of the new corporation 

was to double the number of the full-time constables, to fifteen; 

there were three officers in addition. This force was scarcely 

sufficient for the city and Hillfields was not watched at all, so 

that criminals found a sanctuary there and made it 'the grand depot 

for thievery'-(3) Even so they were more than the city could afford. 

The street act, still operative, had laid down a maximum street rate 

of is. 6d. (4) This maximum was levied in the early years of the new 

corporation, but because of the outmoded assessment and the 'cravings' 

of many poor ratepayers yielded less than was needed, even by the 

modest computation of the watch committee. In 1838 the committee 

(1) ibid., 14 February 1845. -- 
(2) See for this sectiong ibid., 16 August 1839,12 February 1841, 
11 February 1842,17 February, 24 February 1843. 
(3) ibid., 30 December 1842. Outlying parts of the cityl not built 
when the local act was passed in 1790, were not watched, cleaned or 
lit. Nor did the inhabitants pay the street rate. 
(4) 30 Geo. III, cap. 779 clause 29. 
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spent Z2,12b, of which C521 went on servicing the capital debt 

inherited from the commissioners, C894 on the police, F, 611 on 

liShting the streets, C50 for collecting the rate, and only -"30 

and Z20 respectively on cleaning and repairing the streets. A 

ls. 0d. rate should have raised Z2,550 - more than enough - but 

there were arrears of L530 and a deficit, therefore, of 11'100. 

By April 1839 the committee had outstanding bills of nearly 91,500, 

and only ý, 700 in hand: it had to promise to pay debts as money 

came in. Z900 in rates were uncollected. Nine months later 

ratepayers of St. Michael's alone owed L1,100. Somewhat easier 

times after 1842 brought a mitigation of the problem of arrears. 

Some relief was also brought by counsel's opinion, in 1841, to the 

effect that by the Municipal Corporations Act the council could 

spend up to a separate 6d. watch rate for police purposes; though 

the street rate for cleaning, lighting and paving was not to exceed 

the cost of these services under the commissioners a 

net gain of lid. was possible. Both maxima were henceforth levied. -2, 
But even so, the watch rate, yielding at best L850, was less than the 

police required. And it is not surprising that the city could not 

afford to employ a professional surveyor, and so the chief constable 

had to superintend the repair of the streets -a task for which he 

had, he confessed, no talent: or that the contract for cleaninG the 

streets offered so little that one year nobody tendered for it - so 

that inhabitants had to do the job themselves: or that the streets 

were badly lit: or that the few sewers and drains that were constructed 

in these years were paid for by private subscribers in the streets 

concerned. (l) 

But the demands that were expressed for economy outran even 

this need. Here one keen advocate was William Browett, who wanted 

'not cheese-parinS the salaries of the menial officers of the 

corporation, but boldly to put the pruning knife into the large 

sal, nriesl. (2) Browett complained bitterly when the salary of the 

gaoler (paid out of the county rate, not under as much pressure as 

the street rate) was increased from C120 to Z130, and objected to the 

(1) For this section, see Coventry Standard, 20 January 1837,16 
November 1838,4 January, 19 April, 17 May, 21 June 1839,3 January, 
5 June, 7 July i84o, 30 May 1841,11 March, 18 March 1842,1 September 
1843,15 March 1844,14 February 1845. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 6 November 1840. At that time the town 
council had only about. a dozen full-time servants, apart from the 
police. The treasurer was a banker, and the town clerk a solicitor; 
they served part-time. 
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modest chairs provided for councillors on the grounds that they 

were more fit Ifor, St. Stephen's than for such a place as Coventry'. 

(1) Wilmot joined him in this economising ambition when he joined 

the council in 1839- He and Browett wished to cut the allowance 

given of cl'100 paid out of the borough rate to the mayor. They 

pressed in 1841 to get the town clerk paid a salary instead of fees 

- wl)ich added up to a great deal. This attempt was sensible - 

thou-,, h nothing was done about it. The attempt of Browett and Wilmot 

to force a reduction of the watch rate from 6d. to Lqd. in 1842, 

on the Crounds that fifteen constables were not needed, showed a 

more frenzied desire for economy. One other Tory, Charles Woodcock, 

and three liberals joined them. The argument simmered on for months, 

and their case was eventually demolished by the irrefragable statistics 

of George Eld and Abel Rotherham. (2) 

Browett and Wilmot merely carried to an extreme, however, the 

narrow vision, restricted horizons, and meagre interpretation of 

their civic duties characteristic of almost all Coventry councillors 

in these years. Fluch needed to be done, and was clearly visible 

to all. The streets were badly lit, paved and cleansed. Piles of 

ordure lay in them; larger mounds were disposed on pieces of waste 

land. The very few sewers that existed were ill-constructed and 

overflowed in rainy weather. Much filth found its way into the 

Sherbourne, a stream whose flow was impeded by three corn-mill dams; 

it was estimated that 9,000 tons of dirt were piled behind them. 

Most houses drew their water from pumps and wells and only a minority 

from the Swanswell and Conduit Meadows waterworks; supply was in 

each case inadequate. The two parochial graveyards were disgustingly 

overcrowded and half-decomposed corpses were regularly disinterred 

and placed in ossuaries', under the churches, to make room for fresh 

burials. (3) Yet what is striking about the detailed record of the 

town council proceedings from 1836 to 1843 is that these defects 

were scarcely ever mentioned - and that only one man had any sense 

of what the city should dog or might do if it had the money. This 

was Abel i(otherham. Since the city had to pay exorbitant prices for 

gas from the local private company, Rotherham suggested that the 

(1) ibid., 1 September 1837. 

(2) Coventry Standard, 17 February 1837,13 November 1640,12 
Novomber 1841,24 March, 30 December 1842. 

(3) [6101 H. C. (1845) xviii: 
', Second Report of the Commissioners 

for Enquiry into the State of Large Towns, Appendixg Part II, pp. 258 
et seq. The commission also attacked the overcrowding of the city, 
for which the Lammas lands were given the entire blame. See Chapter 
Eiýýhtj section I. 
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council should borrow L71000 to build a municipal gasworks. Ile 

wanted a raCical new assessment for the street rate, to provide 

more cash Zor improvements needed. He wanted a full-time survejorl 

steps taken to culvert the city 'from end to endl, (l) and t', -ie 

removal of the milldam on the Sherbourne to convert that stream 

into, at least, a flowing rather than a stagnant mass of sewage(2. ). 

But his colleagues would not listen to Abel Rotherham's schemes, and 

wrote them off as mere signs of his garrulous crankiness. (3) Only 

a few men in the city thought like him that much ouGht to be done. 

One was 2homas Bromfield, a watch manufacturer: 

I have always lamented, as a public man, and it has always 
been lamented by public men, that there is so little improvement 
in the minds of the friends of Coventry. I cannot, or ever 
could, attribute this to any other cause but havinýý their minds 
anC feelings formed by old customs, and being fond of an old 
state of things by which improvements are little known or 
dreameJ of. We remain a century behind any other town. (4) 

(1) Coventry Standard, 25 May 1838. 

11 May, 17 August, 7 September 1838,8 Lovember 1'339, (2) ibid. $ U 
Even Rotberham's vision was limited on occasions. When the magistrates 
su,,., ýýested iý, ome moderate improvements to the filthy watch-house, he 
angrily exclaimed that they wanted the council 'to lay out the public 
money in building waiting roomsq water closets, sofas, and carpeted 
parlours'. ibid. 9 11 August 1843- 
(3) There was another side to Rotherham's concern for cost-efficiency. 
He was the only man in the city who wanted its poor law administration 
brought under the close control of the Poor Law Commission, for stricter 
economy. See Chapter Nine, section 1. 

(4) ibid. 9 28 October 1842. See also the anonymous letter 'To the 
People of Coventry' in ibid., 11 December 1846. 'Our ancient city 
is one of which we have many reasons to be proud. Its recollections 
belonE to distant and chivalrous times, when Brummagem was an obscure 
village, and Leamington was lost in its own mud; to times when Princes 
deli,,, hted to honour itl and within its magnificent buildines, the 
noblest of the land were proud to find a tomb ... In those days 
there was little necessity for enterprise, and the shrines of saints 
and the relics of martyrs answered all the purposes of commerce and 
manufacture. We now have to make our way in the great struggle of 
the world, in which historical recollections and the remains of ancient 
splendour go for nothing. In this race we have not utterly fallen 
behind, but our progress has been marked by something of that apathy 
and listlessness which may have descended to us from ancient and 
uncompeting times ... Our new streets are unpaved, undrained nests 
of malaria and fever; narrow, filthy, unlighted; hateful both to 
sight and smell; amidst whose mud a stranger dares not venture after dark; and whose inhabitants are half shut out from society and civilisa. 
tion. Yet we have suffered the ruinous bondage of the Lammas lands 
... and whenever we have made an effort for relief, have suffered 
ourselves to be thwarted and defeated by a set of ignorant and prejudi- 
ced opl)onents. Look at our streetss paved in a manner that would 
disgrace a blind alley in Spitalfields, and judge,. by the agonized 
grins in the face of every corny-footed stranger, what must he think 
of a place where such barbarities are inflicted in the nineteenth 
century., NB that the correspondent does not mention, as an impediment to urban Erowth as great as the Lammas lands, the entailed land of the 

cont .ee 
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Coventry needed the shock of external stimulus. This was 

provided by the visit in 1843 of J. R. Martin, one of t1le assistant 

commissioners for the Royal Commission for Enquiry into the State 

of Large Towns and Populous Districts. His questions were put to 

a local committee, almost all of whose members were councillors. 

liartin's curiosity prompted debates in the council on the state of 

the town - the first to be held. William Browett and John Warden 

now joined Rotherham in complaining about the state of the grave- 

yards and the Sherbourne, and demanding the construction of a 

cemetery and the removal of the milldams. (l) A few weeks later the 

council decided unanimously to apply for acts of parliament to make 

possible the removal of the dams and the construction of a municipal 

cemetery and a waterworks. Only Browett complained, a little, 

about the expense involved. (2) In the next three years, the 

necessary acts of parliament having been obtained, the milldams were 

removed, the new municipal waterworks were constructed at Radford, 

(3) and the cemetery was laid out by the side of the London road; 

Joseph Paxton was the architect of the cemetery. Those who most 

enthusiastically embraced these new ventures were George Lld, Charles 

Bray and J. S. Whitteml who now added to an early interest in geology 

avid study of reservoirs and high pressure systems. (4) Eld and Bray 

pressed for the building of public baths now that there was an ample 

supply of water, a proposal that was executed after oome years, The 

plan was attacked by William Browett on the grounds of expense -a 

typical example of the way that he, Wilmotq Charles Woodcock and the 

Chartist David Buckney together fought a rearguard action in the 

interests of economy; while welcoming the innovations in principle, 

they shook their heads gloomily over the indebtedness and current 

expenditure they involved - complaining, for example, that the salary 

(4) cont. 
Hertford and Gregory-Hood estates. Ile goes on to attack the apathy 
Coventry ! lad shown towards the London and Birmingham railway - neither 
invitin6 it nor seeking to drive it away; the city was neglecting 
the opportunity conferred by its geographical position to make itself 
the centre of the national railway network. 
(1) Coventry Standards 1 September, 13 October 1843- 
(2) ibid. * 3 November 1843,23 February 1844. 

(3) On high ground, near Barr's Hill, to take advantage of the 
sprin, r-s there, and gravitational flow. 
(4) Abel Rotherham, who, mi,. -, ht have been expected to join them, 
left the council in 1844. On J. S. Whittem's wide-ranging speculative 
and scientific tastes, see the letter of his friend George Eliot to 
Maria Lewis, 20 May 1841, quoted in G. S. Haight, 

'The 
George Eliot 

Letters, i, (New Haven 1954), p. go. 
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(P, 130) paid to the superintendent of the cemetery was much too 

high, and that there was no need for a bookkeeper to be employed 

to keep the waterworks' accounts at Z80 a year. As they many times 

said, they spoke for the interests of the ratepayers who elected 

them. (l) 

The increased national feeling about the need for public 
health reform in 1847 and 1848, and the debates that surrounded 

the passa, ýe of the Public Health Act in 1848, affected Coventry 

too. Most members of the council, now awakened to the need for 

action, welcomed the opportunity to apply its provisions to Coventry 

- in particular, the opportunity for the council to become a local 

board of health, with increased sanitary and rating powers. The 

leconom-y' roup, while not denying the need for action, was against 

a hasty decision to place the city under central authority and to 

grant ratin,, powers that might lead to wasteful expenditure. 

Woodcock thought that since only four people had been killed in the 

last outbreak of cholera in the city, it could not be very dirty, 

and that the promotion of its greater health was well within the 

powers conferred by the existing street act. It was pointed out 

that this act did not permit a'larger rate than the prernent one, 
inadequate for any wider purpose. - Buckney sugsested a compromise - 
that the street act should continue to be used for the city centre 

and the Public Health Act for the outskirts, like Hillfields, that 

it did not cover at all. Nobody supported this recipe for adminis- 
trative chaos, in any case constitutionally very difficult. A 

large majority voted to instruct the town clerk to express the 

council's willingness for the act to operate in Coventry. (2) By the 

(1) Ti-le two acts of parliament were the Coventry Water Act and the 
Coventry Cemetery and Improvement Act, L&P, ? and 6 Vict., cap. 56 
and cap. 7u, Coventry Standard, 14 February, 26 September 18845,1? 
June, 10 July 1646,25 June, 6 October* 29 October, 12 November 1847, 
11 February, 25 February 1848,19-January 1849. It should be noted 
that Buckney and his fellow-radical John Warden interpreted their duties 
as watchdogs more seriously than mostq in one sense: in the six months 
that ended in may 1844 only Warden attended all fourteen meetings of 
the Watch Committee, and only Buckney and the mayor nine out of ten 
meetinCs of the Estates Committee. Twelve out of eighteen members of the latter attended five times or less. Coventry Standard, 24 May 1844. 
Buckney, whose appreciation of fitting procedure and seemly expeditious- 
ness had been heightened by many years of service at formal meetings 
of Chartists, radicals and freemen, was annoyed by the desultory and 
ramblin, -r nature of the council's-discussions, and asked in 1846 that 
the 'usual rules of debate' be'-adopted; he wished discussion to take 
place only on motions previously made in good order. The rerly from 
his colleagues was that the rules of 'good breeding' wouid suffice. Without t4at, rules would be fruitless; with it, they were redundant. ibid., 15 May 1846. -- 
(2) Coventry Standard, 19 January 1849. 
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summer the order to apply the Public Health Act to Coventry had 

been issued: the local act was in effect repealedl except with 

respect to rolice and lighting, and these duties were to be exercised, 

for the entire municipality and not merely the smaller area previously 

subject to the local actl by the local board of health now set up 

(that is, the town council in its sanitary capacity); above all, 

the board would have the wide sanitary and rating powers granted 

by the 1848 act. (l) The General Board of Health's inspector, 

William Ranger, visited the city in February and collected the 

evidence on the need for sanitary action which he published in his 

report in the summer. Ranger recommended the construction of a 

network of narrow-bore tubular sewers, leading into an arterial 

sewer discharging into the Sherbourne below the town, and the 

installation of water closets (of which there were very few in the 

city). The capital needed would be borrowed, and when amortised 

over tiairty years would cost a small house no more than 4d. a week, 

with the water rate. Exploitation of the supply of water provided 

by the new reservoir was a main feature of Ranger's plan. In 

addition, he recommended the better paving of the streets. (2) 

Ranger's activity in Coventry and his report helped to 

convert the reluctant to his plan. When the scheme was discussed 

in July 1849 almost all members of the council were thoroughly in 

favour of it; even William Browett and David Buckney were now 

convinced. The only two who were not were Charles Woodcock and 

William Wilmot, two reactionary Tories. Woodcock did not believe 

that the atmosphere of Coventry was too bad, since he, a man of 

y. When shown Ranger's figures he replied sixty, had much energ. 

111edical evidence is one thing and 
. 

facts another'. (3) And, he 

added, 'the introduction of the machinery of water closets into poor 

men's houses ... would be bringing the mischief into the house 

instead of keeping its as it now is, on the outsidel. (4) For the 

next six years, he, and Wilmot even more so, complained ceaselessly 

against the expense of Ranger's scheme, the replacement of the stand- 

pipe and the pump by the water-tap - said by Wilmot to provide 

inferior water - and against the water-closet, which Wilmot denounced 

(1) ibid., 27 July 1849. 
(2) W. Ranger, Report to the Gen6ral. Board of Health ... the 
Sanitary Condition of the Inhabitanto of the City of Coventry 
ýLondon, 1649), pp. 21 et seq. Coventry Standard, 23 February, 
2 March 1849. 
(3) Coventry Standard, 20 July 1849. 
(4) loc. cit. See also 6 July, 13 July 1849. 
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as an expensive nuisance to the poor, though it was, he admitted, 

suitable for the rich. Wilmot spent much of his time , rowlinC 

round t1ie cit. - sorrowing over disused pumps. Undoubtedly, Wilmot 

spoke for some ratepayers on these issues; some preferred the free 

pump to Vie tapwater for which a water-rate had to be paid - like 

the inhabitants of Spon End who complained against the board of 

health's rroposal to compel them to lay on water and induced the 

board tc back down. Some resented the expense of installing a 

water-closet - and could not be compelled to do so unless a public 

nuisance was proved against them. The pace of improvement was 

slowed down. But at no time was the opposition large enough, or 

coherent enough, to stop it. Wilmot's vast popularity in his ward, 

Gosford Street, seems to have been due far more to his support of 

freemen and weavers against enclosers and manufacturers, than to 

his hatred of taps and closets. Opposition was mounted at the 

municipal elections of 18,52 against the leader of the sanitary --roup 

on the council - Thomas Jenkinsq a liberal chemist and dru, -,, _-ist 
who 

dedicated himself in the early 1850s to Ranger's scheme and to 

,. 
the council on the subject of traps, gullies and tubular instructinr 

drains. His opponents objected to the expense of Ranger's scheme. 

But, si, -nificantly, Jenkins was re-elected. (l) 

With the agreement of all members of the council save Woodcock 

and 14ilmot, the scheme was pushed ahead in the 1850s. The only 

disa, ýreement in the council was over the desire of Ranger and others 

to build all sewers of glazed pipe and to retrieve sewage at the 

main outfall for sale to farmers as manure - notions backed by the 

General Board of Health in Chadwick9s day. (2) Thomas Jenkins and 

Charles 3ray were keen advocates of both in Coventry, and J. S. Whittem 

and GeorGe Eld very dubious. Few buyers came forward for a large 

tank of sewage placed in Spon End as an experiment - much to the 

annoyance of inhabitants - and the council decided to drop the resale 

plan. The failure of tubular drains elsewhere(3) led the council 
(1) Coventry Standard, 17 August 1649,4 July, 12 December 1851, 
27 February, 29 October 18-52,23 September 1853,15 September, 3 
November 1854,27 July 1855- Seq also Chapter Six, section I for 
Wilmot's popularity in Gosford Street. 

(2) W. Ranger, Report to the Local Board of Health, on ... the 
Proposed Application of the Sewage to Agricultural Purposes (Coventry, 
1651)9 PP- 3 at seq. T. A. Yarrow, The Drainage of Coventry ... with 
proposals for a self-sustaining system of sewage removal (London, 
1652), pp. 3 et seq. Charles Brayq Our SanitarX Condition, Past, 
Present and Future (Coventryq l852), _`p`p-. _T-at seq. 
(3) See S. E. Finer, The Life and Times of Sir Edwin Chadwick (London, 
1952), and R. A. Lewis, Edwin Chadwick and the Public Health Movement 
(London, 1952). 
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eventually to opt for an arterial sewer of brick, with tubular 

tributaries. The sewerage system was completed in 1857. Many 

house--6olds were willingly connected both to the sewerage and water 

sý-stems, and others compelled to be I under the Public health Act. 

1,000 houses (out of about 81000) were connected to the sewerage 

system when it became operative in 1857. (l) In addition, a start 

was made in removing the pigs which had caused so much dirt in some 

parts o2 town. The stretch of the Sherbourne in town was cleaned 

out. It remained clean (or at least less filthy than it had been). 

(2) In tAe same years the work of macadamising Coventry streets 

previousiýr paved with 'kidney stones', or not at all, and of providin,., 

them with sidewalks, went steadily ahead. So did the work of 

installin- more Z; as lamps in the city, while at last the Gas Company 

was induced to lower its tariff. In 1857 (at lonG last) a new 

watch-house was built. In the same year all the houses in the city 

were numbered by the surveyor's department -a reflection of the 

growth of the town, and of the number of letters delivered in it, 

which made it more and more difficult to identify people by vague or 

informal addresses. (3) 

'2he old town was improved. The additions to it in the 13508 

were reCulated by standards of construction and amenity for houses, 

other buildin6s, and streets, prescribed by the board of health and 

prom, v,, 2.. ated in a code of bye-laws. (4) The evidence suGgests that 

the board of health usually imposed these standards firmly. ln 

1650, for examples the plan for the factory that Betts and iýider 

pro, )osed to build in We. st Orchard was unanimously turned down because 

insufficient water-closets were provided, and one East was prosecuted 

because he had converted a malt-house into tenements after being 

informed that the local board of health would not pass his plan. 

New buildinSs were regularly inspected to see if the regulations had 

(1) The last privies were replaced in the 1920s: see V. C. H. 
Warwickshire, viii, p. 279. 

(2) But Ooventry's gain was Warwickshire's loss: the consequence 
of t,, e new main sewer's discharging into the river lower down was 
pollution of the Sowe and the-Avon, as far as Stratford. See V. C. H. 
Warwickshire, viii, pp. 278 et seq., 
(3) Coventry Standard, -28 September, 26 October,, 21 December 1849, 
29 March, 12 April 16,5Q, 6 June, 28 November, 5 December 1851,20 
February 18,52,6 May, 17 June, 12 August, 21 October 1853,10 March 
1854,15 February, 4 April, 25 July, 3 October, 17 October, 19 
December 1856,27 Marchq 21 May, 3 July 18579 8 January, 23 July 1853, 
19 Aucust 1859. 

(4) C-W. C.: Pamphlets Collection B e-laws and Penalties of the 
Locai i3oý, rd of Health (Coventry, U. 

51). 
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been complied with. ýar this work a surveyor was necessary. A 

part-time surveyor was engaged in 1849; he found it impossible to 

undertake all the duties of his office properly. So in 1852 a 

full-time surveyor was engaged. This was Greatorex, generally 

regarded as a highly efficient and zealous officer, who scrutinised 

building plans carefully and pursued delinquent builders with 

vigour. By 1856 he had established a small direct-labour force 

to carry out minor street works for the board of health more frugally 

than would, it was, thou-htl be possible by contract. (l) Made 

necessary by the need to discover keepers of pigs and overflowing 

privies was an inspector of nuisances -a post to w1iich Inspector 

Vice of the city police was appointed in 1850. The size of the 

police force was governed by the 6d. watch rate permitted under the 

street act, and in. 1853 the force still consisted of eighteen men, 

as in 1836. Soon afterg however, the growing yield of the 6d. 

rate permitted an increase to twenty-three. The police act of 1856, 

with its provision that forces deemed efficient by the inspector of 

constabulary would attract a government grant, prompted a further 

increase to thirty-five, to obtain both the inspector's certificate 

and the Grant; the extra twelve men were thus added for little 

additional cost to the city. By 1858, for the first time the police 

force were able to institute a regular patrol of all areas of the 

town: the force was increased just before the industrial disturbances 

of 1858 and 1859 made the extra men invaluable to the city establish- 

ment. (2) 

For several reasons the financial burden of these amenities 

was made lighter than the pessimists gloomily predicted. A general 
district rate replaced the old street rate, to finance the sewerage 

and drainage works, and the cleaning, paving and lighting of the 

streets. (3) A new assessment was carried out in 1849. It gave 

a total rateable value of Z61,427 as against C34,000 for the old 

street rate. Since it. was much more inclusive and equitable than 
the old - covering, for example, Hillfields, previously exemptl the 

burden was spread more widely. lJore importantly, the rateable value 
increased steadily as the city grew in the prosperity of the 18508; 

(1) Coventry Standard , 14 September, 28 September, 23 November 10849, 
7 June, lb August, ZO December 1850,8 October 1852,26 August 1853, 
23 harch 1354,2 June 1854,11-January 1856. 
(2) Coventry Standard, 4 January 1850,12 August 1853,5 June, 12 
June 1857,5 February 1858. 
(3) The watch and water rates remained separate. So. of course, 
did the borough rate, to pay for the functions of the corporation, 
strictly considered. 
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by 1858 it was 999,436. So a penny rate raised about L140 in 1842 

and about z415 a generation later. Z20,000 for the sewerage and 

drainage works were borrowed from the Provident Life Office at 

four per cent in 1854: another Z13,300 were borrowed from the Public 

Works Loan Commissioners at five per cent in 1857, but were replaced 

the following year by a loan from the Economic Assurance Society at 

one-half per cent lower. The burden of the loans, and of all the 

minor pieces of civic improvement carried out in the 1850s was carried 

by rates of ls. 10d. or 2s. in the Z- levies which yielded constantly 

increasing sums. (l) 

Individual taxpayersl thereforej had to bear only a light cost 

for the civic improvements of the 1850s- Also, their value was 

immediately apparent to most. Opposition to them was therefore 

slight in the city, and vestigial in the council. But to suggestions 

for e%Tenditure whose worth was not patent opposition was still very 

stron- - even though they might cost very little compared with 
Ran-er's main sewer. In 1852 Henry Soden suggested that the city 

L) 
ought to appoint a medical officer of health. On this occasion 

everybody else agreed with Wilmot that one was not necessary. Lynes 

clinched matters by pointing out that if medical advice were needed 
it could always be gained, in return for a fee. J. S. Whittem brought 

the matter up again in 1857. He argued that the salary of &; 400 or 
0500 would be well repaid by the improvement in the health of the 

humbler classes. He pointed to the achievements of medical officers 
in the towns that had appointed them. The board was unimpressed. 
Wilmot's argument that bad health was due to giant factories seems 

to have been regarded as yet another example of his cranky obsocsive- 

ness - but almost all a-reed with him that the rates could not stand 

another salary. The proposal was defeated. (2) So too, in 1856, 

was the proposal of Alderman Lynes, the Tory leader, that a municipal 

museum and art gallery should be built. Wilmot was intensely angry 

on this occasion. 'They had no right, as a corporation, to spend 
the public money ... for .. a picture gallery ... they were luxuries, 

which ought not to be upon the already over-burdened ratepayers. '(3) 

Wilmot was joined in this debate, by William Taunton, newly 

elected a councillor. For many years he and Wilmot had been at 
opnosite poles politically, though United on the question of freemen's 
T17 CoventrZ Standard, 18 January, 15 February 1850,4 April-71 5-1, 7- 
8 September 1654,16 February 1855,12 June 1857,30 JulY9 20 August 
1858. 

(2) Coventry Standards 30 July 1852,23'October 1857. 
(3) ibid. 9 5 December 1856. 
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rights. Taunton did not share Wilmot's notions on taps and water 

closets: on other aspects of civic government they were at one. 

They objected to the town clerk being paid by fees, instead of a 

stipend, amounting to less money; they pointed out that he did 

about four hours' work a week on the council's behalf and for this 

Z400 or C500 a year would be good recompense. They protested at 

the fact that the municipal accounts were invariably published late, 

and incomprehensible. when they came. They objected to councillors 

who were unsuccessful in gaining re-election being made aldermen; 

this was a sore point with the democratic Taunton and also with 

Wilmot, whose probing garrulousness had led his colleagues not to 

propose him for alderman - and also to keep him off committees, 

thouL; h by the late 1850s he had served longer than all other 

councillors. They wished all public works in the city to be 

undertaken by tradesmen, not Greatorex's direct-labour department of 

nine workmen. Above all, Taunton and Wilmot objected to profliCate 

expenditure and 'exorbitant salaries'. From 1856 onwards they 

attracted round them a growing number of meng Tory and liberal, 

who agreed with some or all-of these ideas and who spoke for the 

interest of the ratepayers and tradesmen. In 1858 theýi formed the 

Ratepayers Protection Association; Taunton became its president, 

Nathaniel Poole, the freemen's leader, its secretary. George 

Hemming, confectioner and onetime Chartist, was another keen member. 

The Croup won some victories in council proceedings. They 

succeeded in getting the town clerk paid a salary of L500 - Taunton 

suggesting 2400. They raised the issue of direct-labour versus 

tradesmen's rights over the building of Mill Lane bridge. Many in 

the council argued - apparently with justice - that it would be 

cheaper for Greatorex's direct-labour force to build it. The 

R. P. A. Group nevertheless pressed for a share at least in the work: 

so it was divided. This was unsatisfactory technically. It also 

showed the inconsistency in the R. P. A. ts attitude; like William 

Browett in the 1840s, they worked sometimes in the interests of 

ratepayers, and sometimes in those of tradesmen. The question of 

the accounts, about which they protested so much, showed that it cost 

money to save it, and to make the city's government efficient. The 

treasurer, a banker serving the corporation part-time, paid the 

cheques. The accounts were drawn up by Lawrence, who was also 

keeper of St. Maryls Hall and superintendent of the rate-collectors. 

he had no proper training in book-keeping, and no time to do more 

than ý7, o through all the receipts and payment slips once a year and 
draw up the accounts: hence their tardy appearance and confused form. 
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At the end of 1858, not surprisinglyl a deficiency of -229 was 

discovered. Lawrence's honesty was not in question. 'ýven the 

fruGally minded had to agree that an accountant clerk, at f, 150 a 

year, would be an economy. One was appointed. (l) 

But the proposal later in 1859 to pay Greatorex an addition 

of -050 to his salary of C200 both offended against the faith of 

the xý. P. A. and joined its inconsistencies together in common opposition. 

Charles Dresser, liberal doyen of the General Works Committee, 

presented the proposal as an act of justice to a hardworking and 

talented public servant: 'it was largely due to him that Coventry 

was not now behind any town in England - it used to be behind them 

alll. (2) Councillor Davis, enraged that it should be suggested 

that a man who did not have to be attracted to the job - who had 

shown no disposition to resign - and who was responsible for taking 

work out of the hands of local carpenters and bricklayers, retorted: 

111onster of a serpent that Yr. Dresser is, he will find that lie has 

got no sting. I am sent here by the Ratepayers. '(3) The proposal 

was however carried in the committee - William Taunton being convinced 

by Dresser's arguments and voting for the motion: IthouCh he was 

GoinS before his constituents, that had not the slightest weiEht 

with him#. (4) The next municipal elections were keenly fouSht on 

the i. -; Lue - ri. P. A. candidates, both liberal and Tory, winning seats. 

Tai-nton was defeated because of his vote. 'On this question of tho 

surveyor's salary the public voice has been emphatic, trumpet- 

tongued - "Away with the increase". 1(5) The galleries were crowded 

at the next meeting of the toirn council. Cheers from the public 

greeted Councillor Eaves's denunciation of the plan to place on the 

backs of poor weavers an additional burden. At the crucial vote 

for rescinding fifteen voted on each side; party groups were split 

Eld and Dresser voting for the increase, Lynes and Edward Goode 

aCainst. The R. P. A. men expected victory, since their idol, William 

Wilmot, was mayor - their pressure having been partly responsible 

for his being given that civic honour, so long desired. But Wilmot's 

(1) For t1iis section, see Coventry Standardl 22 February 1856, 
lu Januxy, 13 February, 20 November 1657,26 February, 12 March, 13 
Au6ustq 20 AuSust, .5 November, 19 November, 24 December, 31 December 
1856,21 January, 5 August 18.59. - 
(2) ibid. s 30 September 1859. 
(3) loc. cit. - 
(4) loc. cit. 
(5) ibid., 4 November 1859. 
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mental faculties were waning: misunderstanding the notion, he 

voted the wron, -; way. (l) 

Cne year later the issue was brought up again. Apparently 

for the first time evert all thirty-six councillors and aldermen 

were present. The mayor, Henry Soden, asked the ratepayers who 

crowded the public galleries not to commit any 'commotion, or 

ter. ýor, or interference with discussion'. (2) The debate in fact 

was tile most acrimonious since the days of Abel Rotherham - 

councillors abusing each other for hours. Once again the council 

was split exactly. The mayor gave his casting vote to continue 

the increase. There the matter rested: '(3) but the controversy 

1 he shows `iow powerful, in early Victorian Coventry, could be t 

feelinG that the council should serve the desire of the ratepayers 

for economy and of tradesmen for contracts. 

ibid., 11 Ilovember 1859. 
(2) ibid., 16 boveraber 1860. 
(3) loc. cit. 
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APPEIMIX THREE 

A nbte on Edward Gulson 

AlthouGh Edward Gulson was one of the first four assistant 

commissioners to be appointed by the Poor Law Commission in October 

187,4, (l) very little has been discovered about his early life, 

especially before he became a director of the poor in Coventry. (2) 

Gulson's career as a director of the poor in Coventry was doubtless 

the reason for his being appointed an assistant commissioner; his 

work may have been known to George Nicholls, manager of the 

BirminCham branch of the Bank of England in the early 18308 and from 

1834 onwards one of the three poor law commissioners. From his 

appointment, Gulson was a keen supporter of Chadwick's stringent 

ideas on poor law administrationt entering into his work of forming 

poor law unions with eagerness and writing to Chadwick in terms of 

friendly familiarity. In 1837 he pressed Chadwick to enter 

parliament, offering to use his influence with Earl Fitzwilliam for 

one of his seats and to pay some of Chadwick's expenses. 0) 

In 1341 Gulson, Given the hard task of introducing the poor 
law into Ireland, was considered briefly for the commissionership 

(1) See Cliapter Nine, section I. 
(2) I: o material on Gulson has been discovered in Coventry City 
Library or the City Record Office. Nor does he appear in the D. N. B. 
or (as far as can be told) in any similar works contemporary or modern. 
In the standard histories of the poor law he is a name merely - the 
Webbs, English Poor Law History: The Last Hundred Years (London, 
192c,, ) and T. Mackayl A History of the English Poor Law, iii (London, 
1898, repr. 1967), saying far less about him than about his colleaGues. 
The most detailed study of the government inspectorate, David Roberts, 
Victori 

- 
an Origins of the British Welfare State (New Haven, 1960) also 

cierelZý mentions him in passing. 
(3) University College, London: Chadwick Paperss Gulson to Chadwick, 
C. December 1834,26 February 1835,18 June 1835, July 1837 (three 
letters). 
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vacant because of Shaw-Lefevrets resignation but rejected 'on 

account of '. iis mannerl. (l) In 1847 Gulson was one of Chadwick's 

cl-ief su,. -., orters in the Andover enquiry: 'you have no friend who 

experienced -reater or more"sincere pleasure than I did in seein, -, 

tlie un, -enerous and unfair attack made upon you so well rebuttedl. (2) 

After Chadwick's retirement from poor law affairs Gulson continued 

to write tc him, chiefly in -lamentation at the Poor Law Board's 

curreLt departure from the rigour,, of earlier days, 

wiien I felt that we were_all in-one mind and labouring 
together in earnest, guided by the same principle, towards 

the public good . '*. I haveýbecome, heartsick. The times 

are such as to reduce pauperism in spite. of all the unwise 
relaxations which are daily occurring; but ... the day 

will surely come-when the course now followed, must be 

reGretted and condemned. (3, ) 
-. 1 11 

In the 1660s Gulson1was, eyen more disgusted at. the greater leniency 

of central authority.. -. -,, 
I Such, laxity. aýxd f alling of f in f irst 

principles of administration have of late years been permitted. '(4) 

'The c, ountry has to thank the, Po. or-_, Law Board for the increase in 

pauperism and vagrancy':,,,. son's sense of disappointment at this 
, 

9141 
.--ýI- 

laxity had hastened. his retirement,. 
_(5). 

ý-- ,t-ý-:, -ý, l . '- ,, I. I.. 11 1 

r 

(1) S. E. Finer,,,, The. Life andý Times of`,, Sirý Edwin-Chadwick (London, 
1952), P- 203- See, also Chadwicl; Papers, Gulson, to Chadwick, 29 Mlay 
1841. 

,", 
t4. ,"" -n -, ""-, 1 

1, . 

(2) Chadwick Papers, Gulson to Chadwick, 20 Juýe 1847. See also 
S. E. I- liners op. cit.,, '-pp'., -2? 1 et-secf. - 

(3) Chadwick Papers', Gulson 'to' Chadwick', 13 'January 1852. 

(4) ibid., Gulson'to Chadwicki' 5 Septemberý1867. 

(5) ibid., Gulson- to Chadwick, 9 May 1871., ,---, --II 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Neither the remote nor the recent past has been kind to 
historians of Coventry. The corporation neglected its official 
records until very recently: one of the leading characters in 

this thesis, John Carters valued them greatly - but as enrichments 

of his personal collection of antiquities, rather th an of the 

city he served. When dismissed in 1836 he took many of the most 
ancient documents with him. Some were not returned until this 

century. Much of the material in the muniment room was until the 

late 1960s piled in confusion in boxes whose contents were not 

apparently known to anyoneg and ce rtainly not catalogued: it was 
in searching through such a box in 1963 that I discovered the 
letters of John Carter. Fortunately, a thorough spring clean 
has in recent years occurred, and a proper catalogue is at last 
in progress; its completion is eagerly awaited. 

The fate of non-official material has however been even 
more unfortunate. When the Gulson Central Library was bombed 
in 1940 an extremely large mass of local material was lost, 
including thirty volumes collected by William Readers the great 
nineteenth-century antiquarians almost complete runs of all the 

city's newspapers, and a large number of pamphlets of local concern. 
Unfortunately much of this material was irreplaceable either 
locally or elsewhere; for examples the British Museum Newspaper 
Library's holdings (which have necessarily been relied upon for 
the great majority of the Coventry newspapers referred to for this 
thesis) are vestigial for the period before 1824. More serious 
still was the loss through bombing of many incomparably valuable 
business papers. Destroyed, for examples were the entire records 
of Cash's. the ribbon manufacturerag-and of_Rotherhaml. s, the watch 
manufacturers. Search and enquiry in recent years in the city 
have failed to reveal any business records for the'Victorian period. 

It is therefore sadly ironic that the only historian of the 
ribbon industry who did have the opportunity to lay under contribution 
the material now losts Horace Milesl chose not to do so, and instead 
relief for his thesis almost entirely on material fortunately 
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accessible to all still, -7 the. parliamentary papersq though even 
- ý', 1.1 

these he did not exploit at all thoroughly. 
-1 11 - 1. .. 
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